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Preface

The observation that the development of mathematical theories and the develop-
ment of information systems essentially involves the same activities, namely mod-
eling, specification, and validation, with special attention to important aspects
such as modularity, reusability and information hiding and under consideration
of related notions of calculation, computation, and proof, has on many occasions
challenged my mind with the question if the apparently artificial gap, which is for
instance especially evident between the disciplines of mathematics and software
engineering, could eventually be reduced, possibly even on the basis of a unified
language. Although this thesis does by no means answer this difficult question, I
have learned much in the recent years, especially during the occupation with my
thesis, about several formalisms which seem to contribute to this goal in their
own limited way. Two of these formalisms, type theory and rewriting logic, con-
stitute the basis of this thesis, which is concerned with new applications and a
possible integration of these approaches.

It is needless to say that this thesis would not have been possible without the great
efforts by those who laid the foundation on which its contents is based. On the
other hand, many parts of this thesis are also the result of a fruitful collaboration
with other researchers. In fact, all the main chapters of this thesis are equipped
with individual acknowledgments, because the chapters have been written in the
context of different projects and with the helpful involvement of different people.
Some chapters have been written during my appointment as research assistant at
the University of Hamburg, and others have been written during several fellow-
ships at SRI International in California. At this point I would like to take the
opportunity to express my gratitude for the help and advice of José Meseguer
and Rüdiger Valk, who both in many different ways contributed a lot to the suc-
cessful completion of this thesis. However, the work on my thesis would not have
been so enjoyable without so many great friends and colleagues, of which I would
like to thank especially, and each for very different reasons, Anahita Hassan-
zadeh, Berndt Farwer, Carolyn Talcott, Cesar Muñoz, Christiano Braga, Daniel
Moldt, Francisco Duran, Francoise Hamester, Grit Denker, Hassan Saidi, Kevin
Hall, Manfred Kudlek, Manuel Clavel, Marco Molteni, Maria Sorea, Matthias
Jantzen, Michael Köhler, Narciso Mart́ı-Oliet, Olaf Kummer, Pavel Naumov,
Peter Ölveczky, Rachana Raizada, Rachid Kabeche, Randy Gray, Steven Eker,
Sonia Tsui, Uwe Fenske, and Wolfram Roisch. Most importantly, I am indebted
to my parents Gisela and Günther, who always supported me and are simply the
best parents that I can imagine.
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Abstract

Inspired by a number of different applications of rewriting logic, equational logic,
and type theory that we present and further advance in this thesis, we study
a unified formalism based on the key aspects of these quite different lines of
research. The resulting formalism, that we call the open calculus of constructions,
is intended as a step towards our long-term goal of developing a unified language
for programming, specification and interactive theorem proving.

We begin our work by exploring the application of rewriting logic as a semantic
framework for concurrency. To this end, we give a unified treatment of dif-
ferent classes of Petri nets, a typical and important representative of a class of
formalisms that are used for the modeling and specification of concurrent and dis-
tributed systems based on a multiset representation of a distributed state space.
Specifically, we continue the line of research initiated by Meseguer and Monta-
nari under the motto “Petri nets are monoids” by giving a rewriting semantics for
different Petri nets classes. In particular, we have covered important high-level
Petri net models, namely algebraic net specifications and colored Petri nets, and
we have proved that the models of our representations are naturally isomorphic
to the well-known Best-Devillers process semantics. Apart from their contribu-
tion to a conceptual unification in this field, the main practical advantage of our
representations in rewriting logic is their executability, which allows us to use
a rewriting engine such as Maude for the efficient symbolic execution of system
models and for their analysis.

The next application addressed in this thesis is the use of type theory, more
precisely the calculus of inductive constructions, as a logical framework and for
metalogical reasoning. Specifically, we have used the COQ proof assistant in a
formally rigorous development of a UNITY-style temporal logic, which generalizes
the original UNITY approach in important aspects. Since all inference rules
of the temporal logic are proved as theorems in the metalogic, the result of
the development is a verified temporal logic library, which due to the use of
labeled transition systems as a semantic basis, can be employed for a wide range
of system models, Petri nets and rewriting logic specifications being particular
examples. The development also includes a new application of the proposition-
as-types interpretation in the context of compositional reasoning.

The use of membership equational logic or rewriting logic as a semantic and logical
framework for higher-order languages, or more generally languages with binding
constructs, obviously requires a first-order treatment of names and relevant op-
erations such as substitutions. To systematically address such applications, we
develop CINNI, a new calculus of names and substitutions, that takes names seri-
ously in the sense that it does not abstract from names, and is generic in the sense
that it can be instantiated to arbitrary object languages. Our calculus unifies the
standard named notation and a notation based on de Bruijn indices by employing
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a representation that was originally developed by Berkling for the λ-calculus. It
furthermore nicely generalizes the calculus λυ of explicit substitutions developed
by Lescanne, and, as we show, most metatheoretic results can be generalized to
the new calculus. We furthermore give a very general confluence result for the
composition of CINNI with the equations or rules capturing the dynamics of the
object language, and we in particular discuss how our approach can be applied
to the representation of the untyped λ-calculus, Abadi and Cardelli’s object cal-
culus, also called the ς-calculus, and Milner’s π-calculus for communicating and
mobile systems. As a real-world application of CINNI we briefly discuss a speci-
fication of an active network programming language in the rewriting-logic-based
language Maude.

We more specifically address the use of membership equational logic and rewrit-
ing logic as a first-order logical framework by representing an important class
of pure type systems. Pure type systems generalize a variety of different type
theories, including the calculus of constructions and its well-known subsystems,
and can be seen as higher-order logics via the propositions-as-types interpreta-
tion. Following a methodology based on Meseguer’s general logics in combination
with rewriting logic as a concrete logical framework, we have studied represen-
tations of pure type systems at different levels of abstractions, ranging from an
abstract textbook representation to a more concrete executable representation
of an important subclass, which can directly serve as a type inference and type
checking algorithm. The latter representation is based on a new notion of uni-
form pure type systems, which take names seriously thanks to the CINNI calculus
and simultaneously offer a possible solution to the known problem with α-closure
pointed out by Pollack. Using an example, in which we validate proofs developed
with the LEGO proof assistant in an extension of the calculus of constructions
with universes, we have demonstrated how our approach directly leads to an
executable prototype in a rewriting logic language such as Maude.

As an application of type theory in the context of classical reasoning we study
Howe’s HOL/Nuprl connection, which addresses the problem of formal interoper-
ability between proof assistents, from the viewpoint of Meseguer’s general logics.
We supplement Howe’s semantic justification by a proof-theoretic correctness ar-
gument, a piece of work which has lead to proof-translation as new interesting
application (explored in joint work with Naumov) that goes beyond Howe’s orig-
inal HOL/Nuprl connection. From a theoretical perspective we found that the
core idea of the HOL/Nuprl connection, namely the beneficial coexistence of an
intensional and an extensional logic in the same formal system, does not rely on
any of the advanced concepts of Nuprl, but can equally well be used in Martin-
Löf’s type theory and can further be easily adopted to type theories in the line
of calculus of constructions.

The final and main contribution of this thesis is the development of a formalism
that we call the open calculus of constructions (OCC). It is based on the sur-
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prisingly powerful interaction between its two key features, namely dependent
types, in the spirit of Martin-Löf’s type theory and the calculus of constructions,
and the computational system of rewriting logic and its underlying membership
equational logic, which is based on conditional rewriting modulo equations. The
applications of membership equational logic, rewriting logic, and type theory,
studied in this thesis have not only inspired the development of this unifying for-
malism, but they become applications of OCC itself and benefit from its use in an
essential way. On the theoretical side, we introduce OCC by presenting a classical
set-theoretic semantics and a formal system for which we prove soundness and
consistency as a logic. The formal system is used to define derivable judgements
together with their operational semantics, and is based on the ideas that we de-
veloped earlier in the context of uniform pure type systems. The model-theoretic
semantics that we develop in this thesis is a very intuitive semantics with proof-
irrelevance for impredicative universes, but unlike existing approaches it is more
direct and can be given independently of the formal system. Using an experimen-
tal prototype of OCC, that we implemented in Maude following the approach to
the specification of type theories mentioned before in combination with reflective
techniques, we have developed a large collection of examples, many of which are
closely related to the applications discussed earlier in this thesis. These examples
do not only convey the pragmatics of OCC, but they simultaneously provide a
proof-of-concept for our approach. Among the topics covered by our examples
we find executable equational/behavioral specifications, programming with de-
pendent types, symbolic execution of system models, formalization of algebraic
and categorical concepts, inductive/coinductive theorem proving, and theorem
proving modulo equational theories.
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Zusammenfassung

Ausgehend von verschiedenen Anwendungen von Termersetzungslogik (rewriting
logic), Gleichungslogik (equational logic), und Typtheorie, die wir in dieser Arbeit
untersuchen und weiterentwickeln, studieren wir einen einheitlichen Formalismus,
der auf den Hauptcharakteristika dieser recht unterschiedlichen Forschungsrich-
tungen basiert. Der resultierende Formalismus, den wir als offenes Kalkül der
Konstruktionen (open calculus of constructions) bezeichnen, ist als erster Schritt
in Richtung unseres langfristigen Ziels, der Entwicklung einer einheitlichen Spra-
che zur Programmierung, Spezifikation, und interaktivem Theorembeweisen, zu
verstehen.

Unsere Arbeit beginnt mit der Untersuchung der Anwendbarkeit von Termer-
setzungslogik als semantisches Rahmenwerk (semantic framework) für Neben-
läufigkeit. Hierzu geben wir eine einheitliche Behandlung verschiedener Petrinetz-
Modelle, eines typischen und wichtigen Repräsentanten einer Klasse von Forma-
lismen, die zur Modellierung und Spezifikation von nebenläufigen und verteilten
Systemen benutzt werden und auf einer Multimengen-Repräsentation des verteil-
ten Zustandsraumes basieren. Speziell führen wir die Forschungsrichtung fort, die
von Meseguer und Montanari unter dem Motto “Petrinetze sind Monoide” initi-
iert wurde, indem wir eine Termersetzungssemantik für verschiedene Petrinetz-
Klassen angeben. Insbesondere decken wir wichtige höhere Petrinetz-Modelle,
genauer algebraische Netzspezifikationen und gefärbte Petrinetze ab, und wir be-
weisen, daß die Modelle unserer Repräsentationen eine natürliche Isomorphie zur
bekannten Prozess-Semantik von Best und Devillers aufweisen. Zusätzlich zu ih-
rem Beitrag zu einer konzeptuellen Vereinheitlichung ist der wichtigste praktische
Vorteil unserer Repräsentationen in Termersetzungslogik ihre Ausführbarkeit, die
es uns erlaubt, Termersetzungsmaschinen wie z.B. Maude zur effizienten symbo-
lischen Ausführung von Systemmodellen sowie zu deren Analyse zu nutzen.

Die nächste Anwendung, die in dieser Arbeit behandelt wird, betrifft die Verwen-
dung der Typtheorie, genauer des induktiven Kalküls der Konstruktionen (induc-
tive calculus of constructions) als logisches Rahmenwerk (logical framework) und
für metalogische Beweise. Speziell haben wir den COQ-Beweisassistenten in einer
rigoros formalen Entwicklung einer Temporallogik im UNITY-Stil eingesetzt, die
den ursprünglichen Ansatz in wichtigen Punkten verallgemeinert. Da die Infe-
renzregeln der Temporallogik als Theoreme in der Metalogik bewiesen wurden,
ist das Resultat dieser Entwicklung eine verifizierte Temporallogik-Bibliothek,
die dank der Verwendung von allgemeinen, beschrifteten Transitionssystemen als
semantische Basis für ein weites Spektrum von Systemmodellen (Petrinetze und
Termersetzungslogik-Spezifikationen wären konkrete Beispiele) eingesetzt werden
kann. Unsere Entwicklung enthält u.a. eine neuartige Anwendung der Interpre-
tation von logischen Formeln als Typen (propositions-as-types interpretation) im
Kontext der kompositionalen Verifikation.
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Die Verwendung von Membership-Gleichungslogik (membership equational lo-
gic) oder Termersetzungslogik als semantisches und logisches Rahmenwerk für
Sprachen höherer Ordnung, oder allgemeiner für Sprachen mit Konstrukten zur
Namensbindung, benötigt offensichtlich eine Behandlung von Namen und rele-
vanten Operationen wie Substitutionen mit Mitteln erster Ordnung. Um solche
Anwendungen systematisch anzugehen, haben wir CINNI entwickelt, ein neues
Kalkül der Namen und Substitutionen, das Namen in dem Sinne respektiert, daß
es nicht von ihnen abstrahiert, und das ferner generisch ist in dem Sinne, daß
es für beliebige Objekt-Sprachen instantiiert werden kann. Unser Kalkül verein-
heitlicht die übliche Notation mit Namen und die namenlose Notation basierend
auf de-Bruijn-Indizes, indem es eine Repräsentation benutzt, die ursprünglich
von Berkling für das λ-Kalkül entwickelt wurde. Ferner verallgemeinert CINNI
das Kalkül λυ der expliziten Substitutionen von Lescanne und, wie wir zeigen,
lassen sich die meisten metatheoretischen Resultate auf das neue Kalkül ver-
allgemeinern. Schließlich zeigen wir ein sehr allgemeines Konfluenz-Resultat für
die Komposition von CINNI mit Gleichungen oder Regeln, die die Dynamik der
Objektsprache widerspiegeln, und wir diskutieren, wie unserer Ansatz zu Re-
präsentationen des ungetypten λ-Kalküls, des Objekt-Kalküls von Abadi und
Cardelli, auch als ς-Kalkül bezeichnet, und Milners π-Kalküls für kommunizie-
rende und mobile Systeme verwendet werden kann. Als eine Anwendung von
CINNI aus der Praxis diskutieren wir kurz die Spezifikation einer Programmier-
sprache für aktive Netzwerke in der auf Termersetzungslogik basierten Sprache
Maude.

Etwas spezifischer behandeln wir die Verwendung von Membership-Gleichungs-
logik und Termersetzungslogik als logisches Rahmenwerk erster Ordnung, in-
dem wir eine wichtige Klasse der reinen Typsysteme (pure type systems) re-
präsentieren. Reine Typsysteme verallgemeinern eine reichhaltige Klasse von ver-
schiedenen Typtheorien einschließlich des Kalküls der Konstruktionen und seiner
bekannten Teilsysteme und können ferner als Logiken höherer Ordnung entspe-
chend der Interpretation von logischen Formeln als Typen (propositions-as-types
interpretation) angesehen werden. Unter Verwendung eines methodischen An-
satzes, der auf Meseguers allgemeinen Logiken (general logics) in Kombination
mit Termersetzunglogik als konkretes logisches Rahmenwerk basiert, haben wir
Repräsentationen von reinen Typsystemen auf verschiedenen Abstraktionsebe-
nen studiert, angefangen von einer abstrakten lehrbuchartigen Repräsentation bis
hin zu einer konkreteren und ausführbaren Repräsentation einer wichtigen Unter-
klasse, die in sehr direkter Weise als Typinferenz- und Typprüfungsalgorithmus
genutzt werden kann. Die letztere Repräsentation basiert auf einem neuen Be-
griff der einheitlichen reinen Typsysteme (uniform pure type systems), die dank
der Verwending des CINNI-Kalküls Namen respektieren, und gleichzeitig eine
mögliche Lösung zum bekannten Problem der α-Abgeschlossenheit darstellen,
auf das Pollack hinwies. Mit Hilfe eines Beispiels, der Validation von Bewei-
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sen, die mit dem LEGO-Beweisassistent in einer Erweiterung des Kalküls der
Konstruktionen um Universen ausgeführt wurden, zeigen wir, wie unser Ansatz
unmittelbar zu einem ausführbaren Prototyp in einer auf Termersetzungs-Logik
basierenden Sprache wie Maude führt.

Als Anwendung der Typtheorie in Kontext des klassischen Beweisens studieren
wir Howes HOL/Nuprl-Verbindung, die sich mit dem Problem der formalen Inter-
operabilität zwischen Beweisassistenten aus der Sicht von Meseguers allgemeinen
Logiken beschäftigt. Wir ergänzen Howes semantische Rechtfertigung durch ein
beweistheoretisches Korrektheitsargument, eine Arbeit die Beweisübersetzung als
neue interessante Anwendung hat (untersucht in Zusammenarbeit mit Naumov),
und damit über Howes urspüngliche HOL/Nuprl-Verbindung hinausgeht. Aus
theoretischer Sicht fanden wir, daß die Kernidee der HOL/Nuprl-Verbindung,
nämlich die Koexistenz einer intensionalen und einer extensionalen Logik in einem
einzigen formalen System, nicht auf die speziellen Eigenschaften von Nuprl an-
gewiesen ist, sondern ebenso in Martin-Löfs Typtheorie verwendet werden kann,
und ferner leicht an Typtheorien auf der Linie des Kalküls der Konstruktionen
angepasst werden kann.

Der letzte und Hauptbeitrag dieser Arbeit ist die Entwicklung eines Forma-
lismus, den wir als offenes Kalkül der Konstruktionen (open calculus of con-
structions, OCC) bezeichnen. Er basiert auf der überraschend mächtigen Inter-
aktion zwischen seinen beiden Hauptcharakteristika, nämlich abhängigen Ty-
pen im Sinne von Martin-Löfs Typtheorie und des Kalküls der Konstruktio-
nen, und dem Berechnungssystem der Termersetzungslogik und seiner unter-
liegenden Membership-Gleichungslogik, das auf bedingter Termersetzung mo-
dulo Gleichungen basiert. Die Anwendungen von Membership-Gleichungslogik,
Termersetzungs-Logik und Typtheorie, die wir in dieser Arbeit studierten, wa-
ren nicht nur eine wichtige Inspiration für die Entwicklung dieses einheitlichen
Formalismus, sondern werden selbst zu Anwendungen von OCC und profitie-
ren wesentlich von seinem Einsatz. Auf der theoretischen Seite führen wir OCC
durch Angabe einer klassischen, mengentheoretischen Semantik und eines forma-
len Systems ein, für das wir Korrektheit und logische Konzistenz beweisen. Das
formale System wird benutzt, um die ableitbaren Urteile und ihre operationa-
le Semantik zu definieren und basiert auf den Ideen, die wir zuvor im Kontext
der einheitlichen, reinen Typsysteme entwickelt haben. Die modelltheoretische
Semantik, die wir in dieser Arbeit entwickeln, ist eine sehr intuitive Semantik
mit Beweis-Irrelevanz (proof-irrelevance semantics) für imprädikative Universen,
aber anders als in existierenden Ansätzen ist sie direkter und kann unabhängig
vom formalen System angegeben werden. Unter Verwendung eines experimentel-
len Prototyps von OCC, den wir mit Hilfe des obigen Ansatzes zur Spezifikation
von Typtheorien in Kombination mit reflektiven Techniken in Maude entwickelt
haben, wurde eine umfangreiche Sammlung von Beispielen erstellt, von denen
viele eng mit den vorher diskutierten Anwendungen zusammenhängen. Die Bei-
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spiele vermitteln nicht nur die Pragmatik von OCC sondern zeigen gleichzeitig
die Realisierbarkeit und den Nutzen seiner Konzepte. Unter den Themen, die
beispielsartig behandelt werden, finden sich ausführbare, gleichungsbasierte und
verhaltensorientierte Spezifikationen, Programmierung mit abhängigen Typen,
symbolische Ausführung von Systemmodellen, Formalisierung von algebraischen
und kategorientheoretischen Begriffen, induktives/coinduktives Theorembeweisen
und Beweisen modulo Gleichungstheorien.
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Applications of computer science are manifold and produce a constant demand
for new formalisms or extensions of existing ones which have reached their bound-
aries. Today we witness a huge variety of formalisms which are used for program-
ming, specification, modeling, validation, verification, and reasoning. In addition
to their use, we can classify them along several dimensions. Some formalisms are
purely textual, other are based on diagrams and could be called visual formalisms.
Some formalisms have a solid mathematical foundation and have possibly found
their way into practice, others are well-established in practice but have not found
a suitable foundation yet. Some formalisms are concerned with particular physi-
cal realizations, e.g. software or hardware, other formalisms intentionally abstract
from such issues. Similarly, some formalisms are designed to deal explicitly with
issues like concurrency, distribution, time, mobility, security, while others assume
a higher level of abstraction. Some formalisms are very general, i.e. based on
common concepts such as functions, while others favor richer paradigms such as
object orientation or agent orientation.

The long-term research objective which provides the general setting for this thesis
is the development of programming, specification and verification formalisms and
tools which are sufficiently general to cope with the diversity of paradigms that
are in use today. We try to contribute to this goal in a systematic way: First,
we explore new applications of existing approaches, thereby widening their scope
of applicability. Second, we isolate limitations of these approaches and look for
possible solutions in terms of a common generalization.

In this thesis we have selected two promising formalisms, namely rewriting logic
and type theory. Both formalisms are highly general in the sense that they can
be used as metaformalisms to represent many other formalisms, that we call
object-formalisms, in natural ways. On the other hand, their features are nearly
complementary, so that a lot could be gained from a unification of these two lines
of research.

Rewriting logic [Mes92] contains equational logic as a sublogic and is used for spec-
ification and prototyping in this thesis. The main quality of rewriting logic that
we exploit in this thesis is its syntactic and semantic simplicity, which makes it
suitable to explain other formalisms via its use as a logical and semantic frame-
work [Mes96, MOM94, MOM96, MMO95, Mes98, BCM00, Mes92]. Rewriting
logic is a first-order formalism that is simple enough to serve as a satisfactory
explanation of more complex formalisms such as (higher-order) programming
languages and (higher-order) type theories. In fact, rewriting logic (and its equa-
tional sublogic) is weak enough to admit initial and free (term) models, such that
we can regard its specifications essentially as equational inductive definitions of
finitary nature. In addition, rewriting logic has an operational semantics based
on a very flexible notion of computation that allows us to write executable spec-
ifications. Such specifications can be used for prototyping, analysis and even as
actual implementations, thanks to the availability of efficient rewriting engines
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such as Maude [CDE+99a, CDE+00b] and ELAN [BKK+96, BCD+98, BKK+98].

The second formalism that we are concerned with is type theory [ML84, Tho91,
PSN90, Luo94, CH88], which in the broad sense refers to a rich class of formalisms
with very different intentions. We are in particular interested in type theories
in connection with higher-order logic, which is used for specification and formal
reasoning in this thesis. The main quality of higher-order logic that is important
for us in the context of this thesis is that, thanks to its treatment of functions
and predicates as first-class objects, it allows highly generic descriptions. As a
consequence, higher-order logic is expressive enough to internalize generic rea-
soning principles, such as induction schemes. Hence, it can not only serve as
an expressive specification language, but it also provides a natural framework for
reasoning about specifications. The type theories that we mainly use in this thesis
are expressive logical type theories, which admit the interpretation of higher-order
logic inside the type theory. This so-called propositions-as-types interpretation
unifies the disciplines of typed functional programming and interactive theorem
proving in a way which has important advantages for the design of logics and
their implementation. Interactive theorem proving in higher-order logics and in
particular in logical type theories is well-supported by several proof development
systems that are in use today. Systems that we employ in the context of this
thesis are HOL [GM93b], Nuprl [CAB+86], LEGO [Pol94], and COQ [BBC+99].

1.1 Overview of the Thesis

In Chapter 2 we recall general concepts such as transition systems and entailment
systems which are used in various places of the thesis. Furthermore, this chapter
gives an informal introduction to equational logic, rewriting logic, higher-order
logic, and logical type theory. The logics which are most relevant for this the-
sis, namely membership equational logic [BJM00], the corresponding version of
rewriting logic [Mes92], and the calculus of constructions [CH88] with possible
extensions, are presented in some detail. Particular tools that we use heavily in
this thesis, namely the Maude rewriting engine and the COQ proof development
system, are also discussed.

Each of the subsequent Chapters 3 – 8 presents new applications of rewriting
logic or type theory in a typical domain. The experience obtained from these
applications has a direct impact on the design and use of the open calculus of
constructions introduced in Chapter 8, which unifies the capabilities of equational
logic, rewriting logic and type theory in a single calculus. In spite of this general
objective, each of the Chapters 3 – 8 is interesting in its own right and can
be read independently, since it continues a previous line of research, provides
solutions to concrete problems, and suggests new formalisms or methods that are
of theoretical and practical interest. In the following we give a brief overview of
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each chapter in the body of this thesis, with particular emphasis on outlining the
connections between these chapters.

Chapter 3
Rewriting Logic as a Semantic Framework:
Representing High-Level Petri Nets

The use of rewriting logic as a semantic framework [Mes92, Mes96] is particularly
attractive due to its simplicity in syntax and semantics and due to its generality
which allows a natural representation of a wide variety of different system models.
Here we fill a gap in the picture by a representation of different classes of Petri
nets, one of the most popular models for concurreny. Our work can be seen as
a continuation of a line of research initiated by Meseguer and Montanari under
the motto “Petri Nets are Monoids” [MM90], but in contrast to earlier work we
use rewriting logic as a semantic framework and cover new classes of Petri nets.

Place/transition nets [Pet62], the basic model of Petri nets where tokens are in-
distinguishable, have been a major source of inspiration for the development of
rewriting logic [Mes92]. Another source has been linear logic [Gir87], which as a
resource-sensitive logic can be seen as a logical generalization of place/transition
nets [MOM91b]. Today Petri net research is concerned with a variety of exten-
sions of the basic model to accomodate practical needs to deal with issues such as
data and time, as well as its integration with many of the existing specification
and programming paradigms. Unfortunately, this development has led to a de-
gree of diversification and fragmentation which is unsatisfactory from theoretical
and practical viewpoints.

The main objective of this chapter is to show how rewriting logic can contribute to
a unified view of Petri nets by focussing on their essential features, namely locality
and monotonicity, which are not surprisingly the basic principles of rewriting
logic. To this end, we show how place/transition nets [Pet62] and algebraic net
specifications, generalizing [Rei91], can be represented using rewriting logic in a
logically and operationally satisfactory way. The reseach reported in this chapter
generalizes the results of [MM90] and is based on our earlier work [Stec] on the
representation of algebraic net specifications. It has been further continued in
[SMÖ01b, SMÖ01a] to cover Petri nets with test arcs (that we also cover in this
chapter) and timed Petri nets.

We furthermore argue that the general form of algebraic net specifications based
on membership equational logic with its notion of executability is sufficiently
expressive to represent colored Petri nets [Jen92] over (possibly higher-order)
programming languages. This can, for instance, be achieved using the systematic
approach to the represention of higher-order programming languages in member-
ship equational logic based on the CINNI calculus which is developed in Chap-
ter 5. Another noteworthy point is that our representation of algebraic net spec-
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ifications is not limited to membership equational logic, but can be naturally
extended to colored net specifications over a higher-order logic such as the open
calculus of constructions which is presented in Chapter 8.

In addition to the conceptual unification, our representations in rewriting logic
provide a practical solution for the analysis and execution of a variety of Petri
net models. A rewrite engine such a Maude can be directly used for strategy-
guided analysis, where strategies can range from partial state space exploration
to complete model checking. Furthermore, our representation can be used as a
basis for formal verification, and hence constitutes an interesting application of
the open calculus of constructions that will be discussed in Chapter 8.

In summary, our representations of Petri nets not only demonstrate the flexibility
of rewriting logic as a semantic framework, but they also capture a very typical
representative of the class of concurreny models which can be represented by
(variants of) multiset rewriting. Conversely, the representations in rewriting logic
suggest a number of extensions of Petri net models such as nets where the state
space is not a pure multiset, or nets where tokens exhibit individual activity.
In other words, the connection between rewriting logic and Petri nets is truly
bidirectional, and we expect that our work is just the beginning of a line of
research which takes advantage of this close connection.

Chapter 4
Metalogical Reasoning in the Calculus of Inductive Constructions:
A Formalized Generalization of UNITY

Many formalisms in computer science can be presented in terms of equational
inductive definitions, which in many cases can be expressed in membership equa-
tional logic or in rewriting logic. A certain class of inductive definitions [CPM90]
is supported by the calculus of inductive constructions [BBC+99], an extension
of the calculus of constructions which has inductive types as a primitive concept.
In this chapter we explore the capabilities of this logical type theory as a higher-
order logical framework and for metalogical reasoning, i.e. inductive reasoning
about the formal systems represented, an application that we also address with
the open calculus of constructions in Chapter 8.

Our object logic is a UNITY-style temporal logic for labeled transition systems,
which we embed into the calculus of inductive constructions in a shallow way
that avoids unnecessary syntactic overhead and simultaneously establishes a very
tight, and therefore practically useful, connection between the object logic and the
metalogic. Our formal development does not only subsume the original UNITY
approach [CM88] to program verification and the more recent approach of New
UNITY [Mis94, Mis95], and our earlier formalization in [Ste98], but goes beyond
it in several essential aspects, such as the generality of the program/system model,
the notion of fairness, and the issue of compositionality. The last aspect does not
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only exploit the strong inductive reasoning capabilities of the calculus of inductive
constructions, but it also uses the propositions-as-types interpretation and the
associated proofs-as-objects interpretation in an essential way, which relates our
results to classical work on interference-free proofs for parallel programs.

Our formal development has been conducted using the COQ proof development
system [BBC+99], and the result is a verified temporal logic library for COQ
that we made publicly available. This library can serve as an extensible toolbox
for system and program verification. It can be instantiated for various system
models, such as concurrent programs, (high-level) Petri nets, and more generally
to all formalisms that can be specified as labeled transition systems.

On the other hand, we have learned from the development conducted in this chap-
ter about fundamental limitations of type theories in the line of the calculus of
constructions that are addressed by the unified formalism proposed in Chapter 8.
Furthermore, since rewriting logic can be regarded as a specification language
for labeled transition systems, a natural application of our temporal library is
reasoning about rewriting logic specifications. In Chapter 8 we use our represen-
tation of high-level Petri nets of Chapter 3 to give an idea about how this can
be done in our proposed unification of equational logic, rewriting logic and type
theory, the advantage being that the execution of the program or system model
and its verification can take place in a single language with additional benefits of
partial automation in interactive theorem proving.

Chapter 5
First-Order Representations of Higher-Order Formalisms:
A Calculus of Names and Substitutions

In this chapter we develop a systematic approach to the representation of higher-
order languages in a first-order framework such as membership equational logic
or rewriting logic. It is well understood how the syntax of first-order languages
can be naturally specified as an algebraic data type and how their semantics can
be specified using equations and/or rules in rewriting logic (see e.g. [MMO95,
MOM96, GM96a]). For the representation of languages with an operational se-
mantics, such as programming languages, we can often use the executable sub-
language of rewriting logic to obtain executable specifications.

The main difficulty with the representation of higher-order languages, however,
is to capture the binding structure of their syntax and to define a suitable notion
of substitution which respects this structure. As witnessed by the large body of
research connected with this subject, the concepts of binding and substitution are
by no means trivial. This experience is also expressed by Abelson and Sussman
[AS86]: “Despite the fact that substitution is a ‘straightforward idea’, it turns out
to be surprisingly complicated to give a rigorous mathematical definition of the
substitution process . . . Indeed, there is a long history of erroneous definitions
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of substitution in the literature of logic and programming semantics.”

In this chapter (see also [Ste00a]) we develop a calculus of names and explicit
substitutions that makes use of a term representation with explicit names pro-
posed by Berkling in the context of the λ-calculus [Ber76, BF82] and generalizes
an existing substitution calculus for the λ-calculus by Lescanne [Les94] in an
essential way. We refer to our calculus as CINNI, which stands for Calculus of
Indexed Names and Named Indices and is motivated by its unusual term rep-
resentation. In contrast to most calculi studied in the literature, CINNI is a
completely generic calculus of explicit substitutions in the sense that it can be
instantiated to the syntax of arbitrary object languages. In the theoretical part
of the chapter we prove a number of metatheoretic properties of CINNI such
as strong normalization and preservation of confluence under certain extensions,
which are important to capture the computation rules of the object languages
represented.

Furthermore, using Maude we give a number of applications of CINNI, namely
the representation of the untyped λ-calculus and the representation of Abadi and
Cardelli’s object calculus [AC96], also called the ς-calculus, which can be regarded
as a core calculus for object-oriented programming just as the λ-calculus is a core
calculus for functional programming. We furthermore discuss how a CINNI-based
representation of Milner’s π-calculus [Mil99] for communicating and mobile sys-
tems can be obtained. A real-world application of CINNI, that is based on joint
work with Carolyn Talcott, is briefly presented in Appendix B, namely the specifi-
cation of PLAN, an active network programming language [HKM+98b], which has
imperative features and a notion of remote function execution. It is noteworthy
that all these representations are executable and hence provide prototype execu-
tion environments for their languages. In the last application, the specification
is part of a specification of an active internetwork architecture, which supports
dynamically-invoked concurrent execution environments at different network lo-
cations.

Further substantial applications of CINNI in the context of logical type theories
are given by our representations of pure type systems and by the open calculus of
constructions, formalisms which are presented in the following two chapters. In
fact, these applications constituted the original motivation for the development
of the CINNI calculus.

Chapter 6
Rewriting Logic as a Logical Framework:
Representing Pure Type Systems

In Chapters 3 and 5 we have further investigated the use of rewriting logic as
a semantic framework [Mes92, Mes96, MOM96] for concurrent systems and pro-
grams of very different kinds. In this chapter we use rewriting logic as a logical
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framework [MOM94, MOM96] to represent an important family of logical type
theories, which are higher-order logics by virtue of the propositions-as-types in-
terpretation [Geu93].

The type theories that we treat in this chapter belong to the class of pure type
systems [Ber88, Ter89], a well-established scheme for type theories with simple
and dependent function types, which includes important systems such as Church’s
simple type theory [Chu40], the systems F [Gir72, Rey74] and Fω [Gir72], the
logical framework LF [HHP87], and the calculus of constructions [CH88].

In the body of this chapter, which is a continuation of our previous work [Ste99,
SM99], we give a number of related first-order representations of pure type sys-
tems in membership equational logic and rewriting logic. Our representations
of pure type systems range from high-level specifications, which abstract from
naming issues, to specifications which take names seriously and are efficiently
executable. Furthermore, the executable specifications are related to the high-
level specifications in a very direct way, which makes soundness an almost trivial
property.

In order to obtain suitable first-order representations we further develop the the-
ory of pure type systems by introducing so-called uniform pure type systems,
which use the CINNI calculus to solve the problem of closure under α-conversion
in a very elegant way. This problem, which is fundamental for the implemen-
tation of type theories with dependent types, was first pointed out by Pollack
[Pol93] but to our knowledge has not found a satisfactory solution so far.

To relate different versions of pure type systems among themselves and with their
representations in membership equational logic or rewriting logic we uniformly
use the concepts of entailment system, and correspondence, that we defined as a
generalization of a map between entailment systems. In other words, we use and
further develop the general methodology in [Mes89a, MOM94], namely the use
of an abstract logical metatheory, namely the theory of general logics, together
with rewriting logic as a particular logical framework.

The representation of pure type systems in this chapter constitutes the first sys-
tematic case study on the use of rewriting logic as a logical framework for higher-
order type theories. On the practical side we have obtained an executable Maude
specification which can be instantiated to obtain an important class of pure type
systems. In Appendix A we instantiate our specification to the calculus of con-
structions extended by a universe hierarchy and demonstrate its use in the context
of proof validation, using proofs that have been generated by the LEGO proof
assistant [Pol94]. Another application of the techniques presented in this chapter
is the experimental prototype of the open calculus of constructions in rewriting
logic, which has been developed in the context of Chapter 8, and has a formal
system that is based on the CINNI calculus in complete analogy to the use of
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CINNI in uniform pure type systems.

Chapter 7
Classical Logic via Type Theory:
A Proof-Theoretic Approach to the HOL/Nuprl Connection

In spite of the constructive nature of most logical type theories, classical logic is
the prevalent logic in mathematics and computer science, and it is in particular
the logic used in this thesis. The UNITY methodology, for instance, is based
on classical logic, and our formal development in Chapter 4 uses the calculus of
inductive constructions together with classical axioms. Hence, we considered it
important to explore the possibilities for classical reasoning in type theories, and
we have found that much can be learned from the HOL/Nuprl connection in this
respect.

The HOL/Nuprl connection [How96a, How98a] has originally been proposed
and implemented by Doug Howe as a practical means of addressing the prob-
lem of formal interoperability between two well-known theorem provers of very
different kinds, namely HOL, which is based on a classical higher-order logic,
and Nuprl, which is based on an intuitionistic type theory. The core of the
HOL/Nuprl connection is a translation between HOL theories and Nuprl theo-
ries, where the target logic is actually a variant of Nuprl extended by a classical
axiom. Howe’s main theoretical contribution was the development of a hybrid
computational/set-theoretic semantics [How97] for this classical variant of Nuprl.

In this chapter we reinvestigate the HOL/Nuprl connection from a proof-theoretic
point of view. We explain the main part of the HOL/Nuprl connection as a
map between the entailment systems of HOL and the classical variant of Nuprl.
Our soundness result nicely complements Howe’s semantic justification for the
HOL/Nuprl connection and opens new applications such as the translation of
proofs, which has been further investigated in joint work with Naumov [NSM01].

From a more general perspective we consider the HOL/Nuprl connection as a case
study in the context of formal interoperability between higher-order logic proof
assistants, where we further explore the general methodology [Mes89a, MOM94]
based on the use of an abstract logical metatheory and a particular logical frame-
work. In fact, an executable formal specification which has a functionality similar
to Howe’s original translator has been specified using Maude. In this case study
of Maude as a formal metatool [CDE+99b], membership equational logic is em-
ployed as a metalogic that is used to give a formal and executable specification
of the logic translator.

Another line of practical work which is beyond the original HOL/Nuprl con-
nection emerged from an application of our proof-theoretic approach. Due to
its constructive nature, the computational content of our soundness proof can
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be regarded as an algorithm that translates proofs. Based on this observation,
Naumov has implemented a proof-translator on top of the Nuprl system that we
describe in [NSM01] and briefly discuss in this chapter, since it constitutes an
interesting practical application of our results.

Apart from the general aspects of logic translation and the use of membership
equational logic as an executable metalogic there is a more specific issue, which
makes the HOL/Nuprl connection interesting in the context of this thesis, namely
that we can learn from it how an extensional and an intensional logic can coexist
in a type theory with dependent types such as Nuprl. Since the method applies
to the open calculus of constructions (Chapter 8) as well, it shows how classi-
cal reasoning is possible in purely predicative instances of OCC and especially
without giving up the potential intensionality of its propositional universes.

Chapter 8
Towards a Unified Language:
The Open Calculus of Constructions

Altogether, the applications in the previous chapters suggest that rewriting logic,
including its membership equational sublogic, and logical type theories, with their
internal higher-order logics, have features that are nearly complementary, so that
much could be gained from a unification of these two lines of research.

As an example, rewriting logic can serve as a framework logic [MOM94, Mes96,
MOM96], and higher-order logic can be used to formulate induction principles
and to reason about the formalism that has been embedded into the framework.
Furthermore, rewriting logic could benefit from an expressive type system with
dependent types and universes, which in particular provides type operators and
explicit polymorphism. Conversely, type theory could benefit from equational
logic and rewriting logic. For instance, the lack of a notion of executable specifi-
cation, providing a notion of abstract execution, is a clear weakness of logical type
theories, which in turn leads to severe difficulties with principles of modularity
and information hiding. Furthermore, the notion of computation in type theo-
ries is rather rigid, compared with the powerful notion of computation based on
conditional rewriting modulo the axioms of an equational theory as in rewriting
logic.

In this chapter we develop a unified formalism that we call the open calculus
of constructions. The calculus is parameterized by a flexible universe hierarchy,
which admits impredicative universes in the style of the calculus of constructions
and predicative universes in the style of Martin-Löf’s type theory. Similar to the
calculus of inductive constructions, it is inspired by the extended calculus of con-
structions [Luo94], but has more general computational capabilities. Specifically,
the open calculus of constructions incorporates membership equational logic and
the corresponding version of rewriting logic as computational sublanguages, and
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as a consequence supports conditional assertions, equations, and rules together
with an operational semantics based on conditional rewriting modulo equational
theories.

A unification of membership equational logic and the calculus of constructions
has already been proposed as a long-term goal in [Jou98], but the motivations
are different. The formalism proposed in [BJO99], the algebraic calculus of con-
structions, can be seen as an important subsystem of our very liberal approach,
namely a subsystem where the strong normalization property is enforced by syn-
tactic means. Our approach can be seen as a higher-order generalization of exe-
cutable specifications in membership equational logic, and strong normalization
is often a desirable but not a mandatory property. In this sense our formalism
is less restrictive than the calculus of constructions and extensions of it such as
the calculus of inductive constructions and the calculus of algebraic constructions
which maintain strong normalization as a property of key importance, on which
the standard consistency proof of the type theory as a logical system is ultimately
based. The consistency of the open calculus of constructions on the other hand is
justified using a classical set-theoretic semantics and does not rely on operational
properties.

On the practical side, we have used rewriting logic, and hence a sublanguage of
the new formalism ifself, as an executable logical framework to obtain an exper-
imental implementation of the new formalism. The result is a Maude prototype
of the open calculus of constructions, which serves as an execution environment
for specifications in the unified formalism and as a higher-order logic proof devel-
opment system. In summary, the open calculus of constructions offers a general
higher-order framework for specification, programming, and interactive theorem
proving, which, due to the flexibility of its underlying equational/rewriting logic,
is widely applicable in various domains. Several examples of applications that
are connected with earlier chapters of this thesis have been developed using the
prototype and are also presented in this chapter.
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2.1 Notation and Basic Concepts

In this thesis we make informal use of set theory and employ the standard nota-
tions for sets and some additional notation that we explain below. On top of set
theory, we use a modest amount of category theory in this thesis for which we
mainly follow [BW90].

Given a set S we denote the set of sets over S, i.e. its powerset , by PS(S).
Functions are defined as binary relations in the standard way, and as usual we
write S → T for the set-theoretic function space, which is the set of all total
functions from S to T . Similarly, we write S ; T to denote the set of all partial
functions from S to T . We use Ran(f) and Dom(f) to refer to the domain and
the range of a function f . We also use the notation λx ∈ S . t(x) borrowed
from λ-calculus to denote the total function f with domain S defined by f(x) =
t(x) for all x ∈ S. We furthermore define the set-theoretic dependent function
space Π x ∈ S . T (x) to denote the set of all functions f with domain S with the
property that f(x) ∈ T (x) for all x ∈ S. Finally, we will use the set-theoretic
dependent sum Σ x ∈ S . T (x) to denote the set of pairs (x, y) satisfying x ∈ S
and y ∈ T (x).

A sequence over a set S is a function from N to S, in which case we have an
infinite sequence, or a function from an interval {1, . . . , n} of N to S, in which
case we have a finite sequence, which is also called a list of length n. We denote
by SEQ(S) and LST (S) the set of sequences and lists over S, respectively. The
set of indices of a sequence s is denoted by Ind(s) = Dom(s), and the length of a
list l is denoted by |l|. If l is a list of length n we sometimes write ln instead of l
to make the length explicit. For i ∈ Ind(l) the i-th element of l is denoted by li.
Concatenation of lists l and l′ is written as l, l′. A list l of length n is written as
[l1, . . . , ln], a notation that reduces to [] for the empty list . We sometimes write
x instead of the singleton list [x], so that we have [l1, . . . , ln] = [l1], . . . , [ln] =
l1, . . . , ln. For convenience, we occasionally identify tuples (l1, . . . , ln) and lists
[l1, . . . , ln]. Finally, we use the prefix ordering as a standard partial order on
sequences.

A multiset over a set S is a function from S to N. A multiset M over S is
finite iff its support Supp(M) = {x ∈ S |M(x) > 0} is finite. We denote by
MS(S) and FMS(S) the set of multisets and finite multisets, respectively, over
S, and overloading the notation for sets, we write ∅S, often omitting S, for the
empty multiset over S, {x1, . . . , xn} for the multiset which contains precisely the
elements x1, . . . , xn with possible repetitions, ⊕ for multiset union, − for multiset
difference, ∈ for multiset membership and ⊆ for multiset inclusion.

Furthermore, we implicitly lift a function f : X → Y to sets, multisets, and
sequences in the natural homomorphic way, giving rise to functions f : PS(X) →
PS(Y ), f : MS(X) →MS(Y ), and f : SEQ(X) → SEQ(Y ).
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2.2 Transition Systems

In this thesis we are concerned with system specification formalisms such as
functional, imperative, object-oriented, and concurrent programming languages,
process algebras, Petri nets, rewriting logic, and temporal logic. The systems that
we wish to specify exhibit a variety of different aspects such as (non)determinism,
(non)termination, reactivity, concurrency, distribution, and mobility.

Labeled transition systems describe such systems in terms of states and possible
transitions between states which are labeled by actions. Both states and actions
provide possible means of interaction and communication between the system
and its environment. Labeled transition systems provide a very general and
abstract semantic model of such reactive and computational systems, and can be
naturally extended to richer semantic models such as different classes of transition
categories as explained at the end of this section. Labelled transition systems can
be used to model (open) reactive systems which are observable at any state and
interact with the environment, but also (closed) computational systems, such as
functional programs, which are typically observed after reaching a final state.

A labeled transition system T S consists of a set StT S of states , a set ActT S
of actions , and a transition relation

e→T S⊆ StT S × StT S for each e ∈ ActT S .
Whenever s

e→T S s′ we say that e is enabled in s and that s′ is a successor state
of s (under e). A state s is final iff no action is enabled in s. A labeled transition
system T S is deterministic iff for each e ∈ ActT S and s ∈ St there is at most
one s′ ∈ StT S with s

e→T S s′; otherwise T S is nondeterministic.

Given a labeled transition system T S, an execution is a finite or infinite alternat-
ing sequence of states and actions that is either of the form s1, e1, s2, e2, . . . , sn−1,
en−1, sn or s1, e1, s2, e2, . . . such that si

ei→T S si+1 for all indices i, i+1 of s. Given
such an execution we say that s1 is its origin, and sn is its destination, also called
its result . A state s is weakly terminating iff at least one maximal execution with
origin s is finite, and it is (strongly) terminating iff all maximal executions with
origin s are finite. A transition system is weakly/strongly terminating iff all its
states are weakly/strongly terminating.

This notion of execution is the most liberal notion of execution that can be de-
fined for labeled transition systems. In concrete applications, the set of admissible
executions often has to satisfy additional properties, such as certain fairness re-
quirements, and/or is constrained, e.g. due to interaction with the environment
or by virtue of a particular execution strategy.

Usually, we do not distinguish between transition systems that are isomorphic,
where our notion of morphism is the following. Given labeled transition systems
T S and T S ′, a morphism h : T S → T S ′ consists of functions hSt : StT S → StT S′

and hAct : ActT S → ActT S′ such that s
e→T S s′ implies hSt(s)

hAct (e)→ T S′ hSt(s
′).

Labeled transition systems together with their morphisms form a category LTSys
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and transition systems form a subcategory TSys by the obvious inclusion, which
equips all transitions with the same label, say •.
Labeled transition systems are a quite abstract model of reactive and computa-
tional systems, since the states and the actions are viewed as sets without inter-
nal structure. This abstract point of view makes them fairly general, covering a
range of possibilities from actions that are atomic events occurring in a global
state space to actions that are structured processes taking place in a distributed
state space. Mathematically, it is often useful to complete the set of actions by
considering identity actions, which do not affect the state, and actions which are
obtained by sequential composition of other actions. Such closure properties are
naturally expressed by transition categories , i.e. categories where the objects are
interpreted as states and the arrows are interpreted as transitions.

In a more specific setting of distributed concurrent systems the states and the
actions usually have additional structure corresponding to parallel composition
operations. As a typical example they may form a commutative monoid which
is often used to model a distributed state space, e.g. in process algebras, Petri
nets and concurrent object systems. This is made explicit in enriched transition
categories, i.e. transition categories with additional algebraic structure (beyond
identities and sequential composition) on the objects and arrows. Such enriched
transition categories are used in the model-theoretic semantics of rewriting logic
(cf. Section 2.4.5 and see [Mes92] for a general definition). In this thesis, we fur-
thermore use different kinds of enriched transition categories as reference models
for classes of Petri nets (cf. Chapter 3).

2.3 Entailment Systems

Throughout this thesis we are concerned with a variety of formal systems which
can be viewed as entailment systems , a notion defined in [Mes89a] as a main
component of general logics. A general logic consists of an entailment system
that covers the syntactic aspect of derivability (from a set of axioms), given by a
relation `, and an institution [GB92, GB94] that covers the semantic aspect of
validity (in a given model), expressed by a relation |=. An essential property of
a general logic is soundness, i.e., every sentence that is derivable in the formal
system is semantically valid.

The following definition of an entailment system is fairly general, since it pre-
supposes only a category of signatures Sign and a uniform method to generate
sentences over a signature Σ from Sign. Also it only makes minimal assumptions
about the entailment relation `. The definition is taken from [Mes89a], but we
are employing a slight modification, which has already been used in the context
of institutions [GB86], by requiring a functor Sen : Sign → Cat instead of Sen :
Sign → Set. This generalization is useful in the case where the sentences are not
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just sets but carry a non-trivial categorical structure expressed by morphisms be-
tween sentences. We will exploit this generality in Chapter 7 of this thesis, where
sentences are sequents that can related to each other by means of morphisms.
Below and in other parts of this thesis we employ the convention that given a
category C its set of objects is also denoted by C.

A (binary) entailment system (Sign,Sen,`) consists of

1. a category Sign of signatures,

2. a functor Sen : Sign → Cat,
associating a category of sentences Sen(Σ) with each signature Σ,

3. a family of binary entailment relations (`Σ)Σ∈Sign with
`Σ⊆ PS(Sen(Σ))×Sen(Σ) such that the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) Reflexivity : for any φ ∈ Sen(Σ), {φ} `Σ φ;

(b) Monotonicity : if Γ `Σ φ and Γ ⊆ Γ′ then Γ′ `Σ φ.

(c) Transitivity : if Γ `Σ φi, for all i ∈ I, and
Γ ∪ {φi | i ∈ I} `Σ φ then Γ `Σ φ.

(d) Translation: if Γ `Σ φ then H(Γ) `Σ′ H(φ)
for any signature morphism H : Σ → Σ′ in Sign.

Given such an entailment system we define the deductive closure of a set of
sentences Γ over Σ by Γ• = {φ |Γ `Σ φ}.
Let (Sign,Sen,`) be an entailment system. A theory E = (Σ, Γ) consists of a
signature Σ together with a set Γ ⊆ Sen(Σ), called the set of axioms of E . A
signature morphism H : Σ → Σ′ is said to be a theory morphism H : (Σ, Γ) →
(Σ′, Γ′) iff Γ′ `Σ′ Sen(H)(φ) for all φ ∈ Γ. H is called axiom-preserving iff
Sen(H)(Γ) ⊆ Γ′. The class of theories together with theory morphisms consti-
tutes a category denoted by Th. The subcategory of Th with the same objects
but morphisms restricted to axiom-preserving morphisms is denoted by Th0.

The family of entailment relations (`Σ)Σ∈Sign is lifted from signatures to theories
giving a family (`(Σ,Γ))(Σ,Γ)∈Th0 with `(Σ,Γ)⊆ PS(Sen(Σ)) × Sen(Σ) defined by
Γ′ `(Σ,Γ) φ iff Γ ∪ Γ′ `Σ φ.

Unary Entailment Systems

Often the notion of entailment system is more general than necessary. For in-
stance, in sequent style presentations of logics and type theories the sentences
are of the form Γ ` φ, where ` is a constructor for sentences rather than a
relation. In such sequent style presentations the notion of relative derivability
from axioms (often called hypotheses or context) is internalized, and hence it
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is often sufficient to consider derivability without (external) axioms. Thus as a
special case of of entailment systems we introduce unary entailment systems as
follows.

A unary entailment system (Sign,Sen,`) consists of

1. a category Sign of signatures,

2. a functor Sen : Sign → Cat,
associating a set of sentences Sen(Σ) to each signature Σ,

3. a family of unary entailment predicates (`Σ)Σ∈Sign

with `Σ⊆ PS(Sen(Σ)), such that the translation condition

`Σ φ implies `Σ′ H(φ)

holds for any signature morphism H : Σ → Σ′ in Sign.

With each binary entailment system (Sign,Sen,`′) we can associate a unary
entailment system (Sign,Sen,`) by requiring ` φ iff ∅ `′ φ. Conversely, each
unary entailment system (Sign,Sen′,`) generates a binary entailment system
(Sign,Sen,`′), namely the smallest one that satisfies ∅ `′ φ whenever ` φ holds.
In this case we have Γ `′ φ iff φ ∈ Γ or ` φ. This correspondence justifies the
practice of viewing a unary entailment system as a binary entailment system and
vice versa.

Maps of Entailment Systems

Subsequently, we present the definition of maps of entailments systems closely
following [Mes89a]. The main application of maps of entailment systems is to
capture a notion of translation between sentences of two formal systems in a way
that preserves derivability in the direction of the mapping.

Let (Sign,Sen,`) and (Sign′,Sen′,`′) be entailment systems. We require that
a map of sentences should map a signature of Sign to a signature of Sign′ and
that signature morphisms are preserved. This is expressed by a functor Φ :
Sign → Sign′. Moreover, a map of sentences should map sentences over Sign to
sentences over Sign′ in a way that is compatible with the mapping of signatures.
Hence, in addition to Φ, another component of a map of sentences is a natural
transformation α : Sen → Sen′ ◦ Φ, that associates with each sentence φ over Σ
a sentence αΣ(φ) over Φ(Σ).

A map of sentences (Φ, α) between entailment systems (Sign,Sen,`) and
(Sign′,Sen′,`′) consists of a functor Φ : Sign → Sign′ and a natural trans-
formation α : Sen → Sen′ ◦Φ. Given such a map of sentences (Φ, α), we assume
that α has been extended to sets of sentences in the obvious way.
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Maps of sentences only relate entailment systems at the level of syntax. We now
extend this definition to maps of entailment systems that preserve the entailment
relation, i.e. the logical structure available at this level of abstraction. In practice,
it often turns out that in order to preserve the logical structure the information
expressed by a signature of one theory requires the use of axioms in another
theory. To capture such cases we assume that the functor Φ : Sign → Sign′ is
the signature part of a functor Φ : Sign → Th′0 that maps each signature Σ to
a theory (Σ′, Γ′).

Next we observe that the functor Φ : Sign → Th′0 can be extended to a functor
Φ : Th0 → Th′0, called the α-extension to theories , by mapping a theory (Σ, Γ)
to the theory (Σ′, Γ′) with (Σ′, ∅′) = Φ(Σ) and Γ′ = ∅′∪αΣ(Γ). Such a functor Φ :
Th0 → Th′0 is called an α-simple functor, i.e., it is the α-extension to theories of
a functor from signatures to theories. There are cases where axioms of the target
logic are not used in the translation of a signature. In such a case Φ : Th0 →
Th′0 is uniquely determined by Φ : Sign → Sign′ alone and we say that Φ is
α-plain, i.e., it is the α-extension of a functor Φ : Sign → Th′0 that sends each
signature Σ to a theory (Σ′, ∅).
We extend the functors Sen : Sign → Cat and Sen′ : Sign′ → Cat to functors
Sen : Th0 → Cat and Sen′ : Th′0 → Cat by just ignoring the axioms in the the-
ories. Correspondingly, we extend the natural transformation α : Sen → Sen′ ◦
Φ with Sen : Sign → Cat and Sen′ : Sign′ → Cat to a natural transformation
between Sen : Th0 → Cat and Sen′ ◦ Φ : Th0 → Cat by setting α(Σ,Γ) = αΣ.

Now a map of entailment systems could be defined as a map of sentences (Φ, α)
with Γ′ = ∅′ ∪ αΣ(Γ) whenever Φ(Σ, ∅) = (Σ′, ∅′) and Φ(Σ, Γ) = (Σ′, Γ′) such
that α preserves entailment. The actual definition in [Mes89a], however, uses
α-sensibility, a less restrictive requirement defined next.

A functor Φ : Th0 → Th′0 is called α-sensible iff

1. There is a functor Φ¦ : Sign → Sign′ such that
Sign ′ ◦ Φ = Φ¦ ◦ Sign, where
Sign : Th0 → Sign and Sign ′ : Th′0 → Sign′

are the obvious forgetful functors.

2. Γ′• = (∅′ ∪ αΣ(Γ))• whenever Φ(Σ, ∅) = (Σ′, ∅′) and Φ(Σ, Γ) = (Σ′, Γ′).

(Φ, α) : (Sign,Sen,`) → (Sign′,Sen′,`′) is a map of entailment systems iff the
following conditions are satisfied:

1. α : Sen → Sen′ ◦ Φ is a natural transformation, where
Sen : Th0 → Cat, Φ : Th0 → Th′0, and Sen′ : Th′0 → Cat.

2. Φ : Th0 → Th′0 is α-sensible,
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3. (Φ, α) is sound , i.e.,
Γ `Σ φ implies αΣ(Γ) `′Φ(Σ) αΣ(φ) for each signature Σ ∈ Sign.

Note that `′Φ(Σ) refers to the entailment relation relative to the theory Φ(Σ), i.e.,
we use the entailment relation lifted from signatures to theories here.

We say that (Φ, α) is conservative iff in addition it is complete, i.e.

αΣ(Γ) `′Φ(Σ) αΣ(φ) implies Γ `Σ φ for every signature Σ ∈ Sign.

Furthermore, (Φ, α) is plain iff Φ is α-plain and (Φ, α) is simple iff Φ is α-simple.

Entailment systems together with maps of entailment systems form a category
denoted by Ent.

Correspondences

In the previous section we introduced maps between sentences to capture a notion
of translation between formal systems, which satisfies the associated soundness
property that derivability is preserved in the direction of the mapping. Below we
introduce the notion of correspondence between sentences of different entailment
systems. In contrast, to the above maps the main application of correspondences
is to capture a notion of refinement between formal systems, where the soundness
property is defined as the preservation of derivability in the opposite direction of
the correspondence.

Often a correspondence takes the form of a function, but as we will see there
are interesting cases where the more general concept is useful. This is the case
when there is not a single canonical way to translate a given sentence into a
sentence of the target logic, a situation that we encounter in Chapter 6. We
first introduced such correspondences in the context of [SM99] to meet a specific
purpose, but we think they are important enough to be included in the vocabulary
of general logics. On the other hand, in this thesis we do not need the notion
of correspondence in full generality but only for unary entailment systems over
a fixed signature, i.e., we do not consider signature translation in the following.
Hence, we specialize unary entailment systems (Sign,Sen,`) to unary entailment
systems (Sen,`) where Sen is a set.

Let (Sen,`) and (Sen′,`′) be unary entailment systems. A correspondence of
sentences between (Sen,`) and (Sen′,`′) is a relation y ⊆ Sen× Sen′. Auch
a correspondence y is called total iff for each φ ∈ Sen there is a φ′ such that
φ y φ′. Furthermore, a correspondence y is said to be sound iff `′ φ′ implies `
φ for all φ y φ′, and y is said to be complete iff ` φ implies `′ φ′ for all φ y
φ′. Unary entailment systems together with correspondences of sentences form a
category denoted by CEnt.

A correspondence of sentences y ⊆ Sen× Sen′ can take the form of a function
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α : Sen′ −→ Sen in the opposite direction, in which case we have a map of
sentences. In our simplified setting, a map of entailment systems α : Sen′ −→
Sen, gives rise to a sound correspondence α−1 : Sen −→ Sen′ of sentences,
and if α is furthermore a conservative map of entailment systems then α−1 is
precisely a sound and complete correspondence of sentences. Alternatively, and
in fact the more common case if we are concerned with the notion of refinement
or implementation, is that a correspondence y takes the form of a function α :
Sen −→ Sen′ in the same direction. In summary, correspondences do not favor
any particular direction. The only reason for using an asymmetric symbol y is
to remind us of the direction of the implication in the soundness property.

2.4 From Equational Logic to Rewriting Logic

This section introduces equational logics as they are used in several algebraic
specification languages, and more specifically introduces membership equational
logic and the corresponding version of rewriting logic that we use in this thesis.

Algebraic specification languages [Wir90, Bid91, Pad88] exist in many flavours. In
the broad sense of the term this category includes languages such as Clear [BG77,
BG80], OBJ3 [GWM+92], CafeOBJ [DF98], Maude [CDE+99a], CASL [CoF01],
ASL [SW83], ACT [CEW93], Larch/LSL [GH93], Extended ML [ST91], Spectral
[KBS91], and SPECTRUM [BFG+93]. All these specification languages share
the common feature that their specifications declare sorts together with functions
operating on these sorts, and axiomatically specify their abstract properties using
an underlying logic, which is typically a variant of Horn clause logic or first-order
logic with equality. In most cases the algebraic specification language enriches
the underlying logic by additional features, e.g. to express certain constraints,
such as initality or freeness, which cannot be formulated inside the logic, or to
deal with issues such as modularity and parameterization.

Clear [BG77, BG80] is an early algebraic specification language that is based
on many-sorted, purely equational logic. More recent languages such as OBJ3
[GWM+92], CafeOBJ [DF98], and Maude [CDE+99a, CDE+00b] are based on
more general equational logics. Here and in the following we use the term equa-
tional logic in a generic way to refer to logics which can be seen as sublogics of
first-order Horn clause logic with equality [Pad88, GM86]. In fact, we restrict our
attention in this section to algebraic specification languages based on equational
logics, and we refer to such languages as equational specification languages.

The model theory of equational specification languages is well-developed [MG85,
EM85, Wec92, GB92] and appealing due to its elegant treatment in terms of
category theory [EM85] generalizing universal algebra [Wec92]. Further signifi-
cant developments which were originally motivated by applications in the context
of equational specification languages but are in fact applicable to a wide range
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of logics are the abstract model theory in terms of institutions [GB92] and the
abstract framework of general logics [Mes89a] that we referred to in Section 2.3.

In contrast to the typical use of more expressive logics such as first-order or higher-
order logics, equational specification languages are not only employed for purely
logical specification, but they also allow us to formulate functional specifications
that are logically and operationally meaningful in a single language. Indeed,
under suitable restrictions an equational specification can be equipped with a
natural operational semantics in terms of term rewriting systems [HO80, DJ90,
Klo92, Pla95], a link between logic and computation which forms the basis for
the equational programming paradigm [O’D85, Pad88, DP88, GM86, GM87].
Although it is beyond the subject of this thesis, it is worth to point out that
equational programming admits a natural unification with logic programming
by simply generalizing the operational semantics from rewriting to narrowing
[GM86].

On the other hand, when we are not interested in executability but rather in a
high-level specification, there is no need to constrain ourselves to an executable
fragment of equational logic. In fact, many algebraic specification languages use
a variant of full first-order logic as underlying logic. We defer the issue of more
expressive specification languages to Chapter 8, where we combine the equational
specification style with a higher-order logic based on an expressive type theory.

We begin this section with a gentle introduction to equational specifications by
informally discussing central concepts such as sorts and subsorts, structural and
computational equations, membership assertions, and conditional axioms. This
section is furthermore intended to briefly introduce the OBJ3/Maude specifica-
tion style and to motivate the specification style used in this thesis which is
different from the former in a few subtle aspects. Finally, we give a more formal
definition of membership equational logic and its semantics. In a similar way, we
present rewriting logic over membership equational logic, again together with its
semantics. Rewriting logic can be seen as both a generalization and a refinement
of equational logic which is suitable for specifying reactive computational systems
in a logically and operationally meaningful way.

2.4.1 Many-Sorted Algebra

Many-sorted equational logic [GM85], also called many-sorted algebra, is a many-
sorted, purely equational logic. A many-sorted equational theory is given by a
many-sorted signature Ω, that declares sorts Srt and operator symbols Op, and
a set of axioms E which are universally quantified equations. Operator symbols
are either constant symbols or function symbols depending on their arity .

As an example consider the following many-sorted equational theory of monoids.
e denotes the identity element and _*_ is the binary monoid operation. The
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equational axioms express that e is a left and a right identity element and that
_*_ is associative.

sort S .

op e : -> S .

op _*_ : S S -> S .

var x y z : S .

eq e * x = x .

eq x * e = x .

eq x * (y * z) = (x * y) * z .

The syntax we use is typical for algebraic specification languages. It is actually
the syntax of Maude [CDE+99a, CDE+00b], which generalizes that of OBJ3
[GWM+92]. The keyword sort introduces the sorts used in the specification,
and op declares constant and function symbols together with their arity (the sorts
of their arguments, if any) and coarity (the sort of their result). The keyword
var declares sorted variables and eq introduces a new equational axiom over the
variables that have been declared. We have choosen _*_ as the name of the
monoidal operator to demonstrate the use of mixfix syntax supported by OBJ3
and Maude, which allows us to write (x * y) instead of _*_(x,y).

The model-theoretic semantics of a many-sorted equational theory is a category
of many-sorted algebras. A many-sorted algebra for a given signature interprets
sorts as sets and operator symbols as set-theoretic elements or functions depend-
ing on their arity. The model-theoretic semantics of an equational theory with a
signature Ω and axioms E is the category of algebras for Ω that satisfy the axioms
in E . This semantics is also called loose semantics , since no further restrictions
are imposed beyond those given by the axioms. In the example above the loose
semantics is the category of all monoids.

As another example, consider the following theory that declares a sort Nat to-
gether with constructors 0 and suc.

sort Nat .

op 0 : -> Nat .

op suc : Nat -> Nat .

op 1 : -> Nat .

eq 1 = suc(0) .

op 2 : -> Nat .

eq 2 = suc(1) .

...
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Often we are not interested in the full category of algebras which are models of
the theory but only in a subcategory of algebras such as the category consisting of
initial algebras, also called the initial semantics [MG85]. Since all initial algebras
are isomorphic we may think of this category also as a single initial algebra. A
natural canditate to represent this category is the quotient of the term algebra
in which each sort is interpreted as the set of terms (without variables) of this
sort and where two elements of a sort are identified iff they can be proved to
be equal using equations E which are part of the theory. The initial algebra
formalizes the idea that: (1) a sort only contains elements that can be built
using the constructors for this sort, and (2) elements which are not required
to be equal by the theory are distinct in the semantics. These two properties
are also known under the slogan “no junk” and “no confusion”, respectively
[EM85]. As an example, to ensure that the theory of Nat above is a faithful
axiomatization of the natural numbers we require that it is interpreted under the
initial semantics; otherwise we would obtain models with undesired nonstandard
elements or undesired identifications.

Now consider the theory below, that declares constant symbols a, b, c, d, e of
sort Id intended to represent identifiers. Again, we require that this theory is
interpreted initially, which ensures that the elements a, b, c, d, e are distinct and
that they are the only elements of Id. Alternatively, we might choose the loose
semantics if we were to think of Id as an open sort of unknown extension and
had chosen arbitrary elements a, b, c, d, e of this sort.

sorts Id .

ops a b c d e : -> Id .

Now we extend the theory of Id as shown below to obtain a theory for pairs of
identifiers. This is a typical example of an instantiated parameterized theory.
More precisely, our current theory is extended by instantiating an abstract pa-
rameterized theory1 of pairs with an actual parameter given by the trivial theory
which consists of a single sort Id in this case. In order to faithfully reflect the
standard notion of product we have to require that for each fixed interpretation of
Id the theory Pair-Id is interpreted initially. Furthermore, morphisms between
different interpretations of the parameter theory should extend to corresponding
interpretations of the instantiated theory in a unique way. Both of these prop-
erties are expressed by the requirement that the models of the Pair-Id theory

1In most specification languages and especially in Maude, the logic is extended by language
constructs to express abstract parameterized modules. In this introduction, however, we only
deal with flat specifications, i.e. specification which can be derived from structured specifications
by instantiation of possible parameters and by abstracting from their structure. Indeed, our
goal of our treatment in Chapter 8 is to express concepts such as modules and parameterization
inside the logic, thereby avoiding specific extensions for this purpose.
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are free, we also say freely generated , over those of the trivial parameter theory
of Id.

sorts Pair-Id .

op pair : Id Id -> Pair-Id .

The notions of initiality and, more generally, freeness will be made precise later
in the context of membership equational logic. We consider initiality and freeness
requirements as additional sentences, so-called initiality and freeness constraints ,
which restrict the category of models of the underlying theory. An equational the-
ory which is equipped with such constraints is called an equational specification.
We emphasize the distinction between theories and more general specifications,
because theories do always have models, e.g. the initial one, whereas specifica-
tions can be contradictory, e.g. the initial specification of Nat together with the
subsequent addition of an equation suc(0) = 0. The essential point is that equa-
tional theories are formulated in an equational logic, which as a positive logic is
weak enough to always admit initial and free models, whereas equational speci-
fications use strictly more expressive means, namely constraints, thereby leaving
the realm of equational logic. Due positive nature of its logic, equational theories
equipped with an initiality constraint can be regarded as possible formalization
of a notion of equational inductive definitions, and more generally, parameter-
ized equational theories equipped with a corresponding freeness constraint for
the parameter formalize the notion of parameterized equational inductive defi-
nitions. Indeed, the close connection between initiality and induction principles
has already been pointed out in [MG85], and it generalizes to the more expressive
equational logics introduced later in this section.

Now we can further extend our specification of pairs, for instance by adding the
standard projections:

var x y : Id .

op fst : Pair-Id -> Id .

eq fst(pair(x,y)) = x .

op snd : Pair-Id -> Id .

eq snd(pair(x,y)) = y .

Another interesting feature of equational specification languages is that their
equational nature suggests a simple notion of computation. Indeed, in addition
to its model-theoretic semantics, a many-sorted equational specification can be
equipped with an operational semantics by viewing each equation L = R as a
reduction rule. To define the operational semantics we introduce the reduction
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relation →E as a binary relation on terms. We write C[θ(L)] →E C[θ(R)] if
the specification contains an equation L = R, there is a substitution θ for its
variables, and there is a context C, i.e. a term with a hole. Here C[M ] denotes
the context with the hole replaced by M . In this case we also say that the
equation L = R can be applied to a term C[θ(L)] yielding C[θ(R)] as a result. If
M →E M ′ we say that M reduces to M ′ in one step. We also use the reflexive
and transitive closure

∗→E of →E, and if M
∗→E M ′ we say that M reduces to M ′.

Equations of the simple form L = R satisfying the restriction that the variables
of R are contained in the set of variables of L are executable, in the sense that,
given a term M , we can decide if the equation can be applied, and if this is the
case we can compute the set of all results obtained by applying the equation to
M (possibly at different subterms).

The idea behind an operational reduction semantics is that each application of an
equation transforms a term into another term that is simpler in a certain sense.
Therefore, for an equational specification to be computationally useful we usually
expect that if a term cannot be further reduced we have computed its unique
normal form which represents the value of the given term. A sufficient condition
for the uniqueness of normal forms is that the reduction relation →E is confluent ,
i.e., if a term M can be reduced to different terms M ′ and M ′′, then both of them
can be further reduced to the same term M ′′′. Another property that is often
of interest is termination of →E, i.e. the property that infinite computations do
not exist. Clearly, confluence and termination together ensure that each term
has a unique normal form. In this thesis, we will mostly work with confluent
equational specifications, although we will argue in Chapter 8 that confluence is
already a quite strong property that could be replaced by weaker notions. We do
not require any termination properties, however, since we are also interested in
partially terminating specifications, where normal forms exist only for a subset of
all terms. A typical example would be an equational specification of the untyped
λ-calculus (cf. Chapter 5).

The next example is an executable and terminating many-sorted equational spec-
ification of lists over the sort of identifiers already introduced. The specification
extends the previous specification of Id and a specification of Bool (see below).
We should add a constraint stating that the theory of List-Id with operators
nil and cons is free over the trivial parameter theory of Id, to express that we
are concerned with an instantiation of a parameterized theory.

sort List-Id .

var l’ : List-Id .

op nil : -> List-Id .

op cons : Id List-Id -> List-Id .
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op in : Id List-Id -> Bool .

eq in(x,nil) = false .

eq in(x,cons(x’,l’)) =

if x == x’ then true else in(x,l’) fi .

Above we presuppose the following specification of a sort Bool, and we should
add an initiality constraint for the subtheory of Bool with constants false and
true.

sort Bool .

op false : -> Bool .

op true : -> Bool .

var A,B : Bool .

op if_then_else_fi : Bool Bool Bool -> Bool .

eq if true then A else B = A .

eq if false then A else B = B .

Additionally, we presuppose a specification of a boolean equality function _==_

for Id, together with equations stating that the constants of sort Id are distinct,
making explicit a logical consequence of the initiality constraint in the specifica-
tion of Id.

op _==_ : Id Id -> Bool .

eq a == a = true .

eq a == b = false .

eq a == c = false .

...

Maude and OBJ3 provide a similar equality operator _==_ for all sorts of the
specification in a built-in fashion, based on the assumption that the specification
is confluent. Given a term M == N , the engine fully reduces M and N to say
M ′ and N ′ and checks if M ′ and N ′ are equal. The term M == N evaluates
to true if this is the case, and to false otherwise. In this thesis we prefer to
use an explicit definition such as the one given above for two reasons: First of
all, we do not want to base soundness of the operational semantics on a conflu-
ence assumption, since confluence is difficult to verify in our general setting of
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membership equational logic. The second reason is that even for confluent and
terminating specifications the operational semantics of == given above only coin-
cides with the model-theoretic semantics for initial models, but not in the general
case. For instance, the fact that M == N evaluates to false using the above
built-in mechanism means that the interpretations of M and N are distinct in the
initial semantics, but in general there may be models where the interpretations
of M and N are equal.

It has been shown in [BT80] that every total computable function can be rep-
resented by a confluent and terminating term rewriting system. In spite of its
operational universality many-sorted algebra requires ad hoc encoding of im-
portant concepts, such as conditional axioms, predicates and partial functions,
which makes it insufficient in practice. Similarly, the logical expressiveness of
a pure equational logic is confined to equationally definable classes of models,
which is not sufficient for most applications. These limitations have prompted
several extensions, such as structural equations, conditional equations, subsorts,
and memberships; concepts that will be informally introduced in the following
sections. It is important to keep in mind that all these extensions preserve the
two main characteristics of an equational logic, namely, that it is weak enough
to admit initial and free models and that it can be naturally equipped with an
operational semantics.

2.4.2 Structural vs. Computational Equations

The motivation for introducing structural equations comes from the fact that
there are cases where equations cannot be naturally regarded as reduction rules,
because such rules would be nonterminating, or where it is operationally not
desirable to favor a particular direction of computation, because each possible
choice would artificially break a natural symmetry. From a model-theoretic point
of view structural equations are not distinguished from other equations. Oper-
ationally, however, structural equations are not regarded as reduction rules but
they are already satisfied by the term representation. To distinguish structural
equations from equations intended as reductions rules, we refer to the latter as
computational equations .

Typical examples where structural equations are useful are algebraic represen-
tations of finite data types such as sets and multisets, where equality is coarser
than syntactic equality and there is no canonical representation. An example is
the following specification of finite sets. Extending the previous specification of
Id, we declare a new sort FS-Id intended to represent finite sets of identifiers.
In contrast to the specification of lists, we use a commutative constructor union
that directly reflects the unordered nature of sets. Since we are concerned with
an instance of a parameterized specification, we should add a constraint stating
that the subtheory of FS-Id with empty, single, union and the corresponding
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equations is free over the trivial parameter theory Id.

sort FS-Id .

var x x’ : Id .

var s s’ s’’ : FS-Id .

op empty : -> FS-Id .

op single : Id -> FS-Id .

op union : FS-Id FS-Id -> FS-Id [assoc comm] .

eq union(s,s) = s .

eq union(empty,s) = s .

op in : Id FS-Id -> Bool .

eq in(x,empty) = false .

eq in(x,union(single(x’),s’)) =

if x == x’ then true else in(x,s’) fi .

The operator attributes in square brackets specify that union is an operator with
associativity and commutativity as structural equations. The two computational
equations introduced by eq express idempotence of union and the fact that empty
is its identity element, respectively. The attributes assoc and comm of union are
tantamount to imposing the following structural equations:2

seq union(union(s,s’),s’’) = union(s,union(s’,s’’)) .

seq union(s,s’) = union(s’,s) .

Although these equations are equivalent to ordinary equations from the model-
theoretic point of view, we would have nonterminating computations in the op-
erational semantics, if these equations were used as reduction rules. Instead we
identify terms which are equal by virtue of the structural equations and define the
reduction relation on top of these. This technique is known as reduction modulo
a congruence [BD89, BN98], where in our case the congruence is specified by the
structural equations. To reflect the difference in their operational semantics, the
set E of axioms of the specification is partitioned into E S, containing the struc-
tural equations introduced by seq (or by operator attributes as a shorthand),
and EC, containing the computational equations introduced by eq.

For suitable sets of structural axioms the operational semantics can be imple-
mented by using an internal term representation which satisfies the structural

2In the syntax of OBJ3 and Maude, structural equations are always introduced by the
operator attributes specified in square brackets. In this thesis we sometimes prefer to state
them explicitly using the keyword seq.
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equations and a matching algorithm which operates modulo these structural
equations. Since such an algorithm exists for the combination of structural equa-
tions in our example, namely associativity and commutativity, the computational
equations of our specification are indeed executable.

Another typical combination of structural equations is used in the following spec-
ification of finite multisets, which play a central role in the representation of
concurrent systems (cf. Chapter 3). Using the fact that finite multisets are free
commutative monoids we obtain the following specification of a finite multiset
sort FMS-Id over Id. The specification extends the specification of Id and we
should add a constraint stating that the subtheory of FMS-Id with operators
empty, single, union and the corresponding equations is free over the trivial
parameter theory Id.

sort FMS-Id .

op empty : -> FMS-Id .

op single : Id -> FMS-Id .

op union : FMS-Id FMS-Id -> FMS-Id [assoc comm id: empty] .

op in : Id FMS-Id -> Bool .

eq in(x,empty) = false .

eq in(x,union(single(x’),s’)) =

if x == x’ then true else in(x,s’) fi .

The operator attributes in square brackets specify that union is an associative,
commutative operator with empty as a left and right identity element, i.e., the
operator attributes assoc, comm, and id: empty are equivalent to the following
structural equations:

seq union(union(s,s’),s’’) = union(s,union(s’,s’’))

seq union(s,s’) = union(s’,s)

seq union(empty,s) = s

seq union(s,empty) = s

Again, a matching algorithm for this combination of equations exists such that
the specification is indeed executable. In fact, the previous specifications of FS-Id
and FMS-Id can both be executed in Maude which supports all combinations of
associativity, commutativity, and left/right identity laws as structural equations.

To conclude this brief introduction to the use of structural equations we would
like to point out that there is some flexibility in the choice whether an equation
should be considered to be a structural equation or a computational equation.
For instance, the identity law is specified by a computational equation in the
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set specification, but to demonstrate this flexibility it is specified by a structural
equation in the multiset specification. The advantage of structural equations
is that the matching capabilities can be exploited, often leading to a concise
specification style. On the other hand, structural equations should be used with
care, since, especially in the presence of identity laws, they can lead to unexpected
nonterminating computations.

2.4.3 Order-Sorted Algebra

Order-sorted equational logic, also called order-sorted algebra, is a generalization
of many-sorted equational logic. There are a number of variations on the theme
of order-sorted equational logic (see [GD94] for a survey, and [Mes98] for further
discussion and comparison of different alternatives). Here we briefly describe
the most common approach [GM92]. Order-sorted equational specifications in
this sense are supported by the language OBJ3. A similar form of order-sorted
equational logic appears as a sublanguage of membership equational logic that is
supported by Maude.

Order-sorted equational specifications allow us to specify subsort axioms which
are set-theoretically interpreted as inclusions. Subsort axioms induce a preorder,
i.e. a reflexive and transitive relation, on the set of sorts. Below we have a simple
theory that, when equipped with an initiality constraint, is a specification of the
natural numbers with successor and predecessor functions:

sort Nat NzNat .

subsort NzNat < Nat .

op 0 : -> Nat .

op suc : Nat -> NzNat .

op pred : NzNat -> Nat .

var n : Nat .

eq pred(suc(n)) = n .

As another typical example of an order-sorted specification we extend the pre-
vious specification to a specification of natural numbers and integers as follows,
assuming that we add a suitable initiality constraint.

sort Int .

subsort Nat < Int .
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op suc : Int -> Int .

op pred : Int -> Int .

var i : Int .

eq pred(suc(i)) = i .

eq suc(pred(i)) = i .

Order-sorted specifications allow subsort overloading . Operators such as pred in
the previous example are interpreted as a single set-theoretic function, but there
are different views on this function, as expressed by the operator declarations:

op pred : NzNat -> Nat .

op pred : Int -> Int .

Another form of overloading supported by order-sorted specifications is ad hoc
overloading , where operators with the same name can have independent specifi-
cations and different interpretations. Polymorphic equality is an example of ad
hoc overloading, if equality is specified for each sort independently.3

op _==_ : Bool Bool -> Bool .

op _==_ : Id Id -> Bool .

op _==_ : Int Int -> Bool .

Ad hoc overloading can also be used to specify the standard polymorphic operator
if_then_else_fi:4

op if_then_else_fi : Bool Bool Bool -> Bool .

op if_then_else_fi : Bool Id Id -> Id .

op if_then_else_fi : Bool Int Int -> Int .

The examples above raise the question of how to distinguish ad hoc overloading
from subsort overloading in view of the fact that their semantics is quite different.
The solution of order-sorted algebra is to take the subsort order ≤ (written <

in Maude syntax) induced by the subsort declarations into consideration. The
subsort order is naturally extended to tuples of sorts. Now the following condition
is imposed on the algebra: Given two operators f : s̄ → s and f ′ : s̄′ → s′, if the
arities of two operators are comparable, i.e., s̄ ≤ s̄′ or s̄′ ≤ s̄, we are concerned

3In some languages it is possible to define a single polymorphic equality uniformly over
all types. In this case we would speak of parametric polymorphism rather than of ad hoc
polymorphism (cf. [Bur00]).

4In this case, the use of parametric polymorphism would be more approppriate. Indeed, in
Chapter 8 we show how it can be specified in the open calculus of constructions as a single
polymorphic function in a uniform way.
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with subsort overloading and the functions interpretating these operators should
coincide on their common domain. Otherwise the arities of two operator symbols
are incomparable w.r.t. the subsort order, and we are concerned with ad hoc
overloading with no restrictions imposed on the interpretation of these operators.

It is noteworthy that order-sorted theories have initial and, more generally, free
models, but only if a number of technical conditions are imposed upon the specifi-
cation [GM92]. This difficulty disappears in other formulations of order-sorted al-
gebra [GD94] and in the richer framework of membership equational logic [Mes98]
that is introduced next. In conection with this issue, the notions of ad hoc over-
loading and subsort overloading are simplified, leading to subtle differences in the
conditions given above. To eliminate these differences we impose the following
mild requirement on order-sorted equational theories throughout this thesis: For
every two operators f : s̄ → s and f ′ : s̄′ → s′, either s̄ and s̄′ are comparable
(giving rise to subsort-overloading), or s̄ and s̄′ are clearly unrelated, i.e. not
in the same connected compoment of the subsort order (giving rise to ad hoc
overloading).

We conclude this section about order-sorted algebra with another example of
the use of subsorts that is typical of the OBJ3 and Maude specification style.
Reconsider the specification of FS-Id. Instead of an explicit injection operator
such as single, it is often possible to interpret injection as set-theoretic inclusion
without changing the category of models essentially. In the specification of FS-Id
this fact could be exploited by replacing the declarations

op empty : -> FS-Id .

op single : Id -> FS-Id .

op union : FS-Id FS-Id -> FS-Id [assoc comm] .

by

op empty : -> FS-Id .

subsort Id < FS-Id .

op __ : FS-Id FS-Id -> FS-Id [assoc comm] .

Here we have also renamed union to __ using the OBJ3 style mixfix syntax. The
advantage of identifying x and single(x), is the more convenient notation which
nicely supplements the mixfix syntax. For instance, we can now write (a b c)

instead of union(union(single(a),single(b)),single(c)), which is clearly
more readable. A disadvantage, however, is that the possibilities catching sort
errors by static type checking are diminished. Since we aim at a strong typing
discipline (especially in Chapter 8), we will often avoid this identification in favor
of a more explicit notation.

Equational specifications can be generalized to specifications with conditional
equations where conditions are conjunctions of equations. In fact, the order-
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sorted equational specifications of OBJ3 admit conditional equations of this kind.
However, we defer the discussion of conditional axioms to the next section, where
we introduce membership equational logic [BJM97], a richer specification language
that naturally subsumes many-sorted and order-sorted agebra.

2.4.4 Membership Equational Logic

Membership equational logic (MEL) [BJM97, BJM00, Mes98] can be regarded as
a many-sorted first-order Horn clause logic with equality and unary predicates.
In accordance with the terminology introduced in the given references we call
the types of the logic not sorts (as in the previous subsection) but kinds , and we
refer to the unary predicates as sorts . The atomic sentences are equalities M =
N for terms M and N of the same kind, and memberships M : s for a term M
and a sort s, both of the same kind. Sentences of MEL are universally quantified
Horn clauses on the atoms. In general, the kind of a term can be syntactically
determined, whereas the sort of a term is not necessarily unique and may depend
on equational and membership axioms. Semantically, a kind is interpreted as a
set, and each sort of this kind corresponds to a subset.

A typical specification in membership equational logic is the following speci-
fication of paths [CDE+99a] in a concrete graph together with operations for
concatenation and for determining their length. As in [CDE+99a] we assume an
initiality constraint for the entire theory.

sorts Edge Path Path? Node .

subsorts Edge < Path < Path? .

ops n1 n2 ... : -> Node .

ops e1 e2 ... : -> Edge .

ops source target : Path -> Node .

eq source(e1) = n1 . eq target(e1) = n2 .

eq source(e2) = n1 . eq target(e2) = n3 .

...

var E : Edge . var P : Path . var Q : Path? .

op concat : Path? Path? -> Path? [assoc] .

cmb concat(E, P) : Path

if target(E) = source(P) .

ceq source(concat(E, P)) = source(E) if concat(E, P) : Path .
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ceq target(concat(P, E)) = target(E) if concat(P, E) : Path .

MEL is at least as expressive as order-sorted equational logic, since a subsort
axiom such as

subsort Edge < Path .

is semantically equivalent to a conditional membership axiom of the form

cmb Q : Path if Q : Edge .

Furthermore, in MEL we can define functions using conditional equations such
as:

op length : Path -> Nat .

eq length(E) = 1 .

ceq length(concat(E, P)) = suc(length(P))

if target(E) = source(P) .

Operationally, equational axioms (with optional conditions) in membership equa-
tional logic are again interpreted either as computational equations , i.e. as reduc-
tion rules (those introduced by eq and ceq), or as structural equations (like
associativity for concat in our example) and the technique of reduction mod-
ulo structural equations is used to execute membership equational specifications.
Since computational equations can be conditional, determining their applicabil-
ity can involve not only matching modulo the structural equations, but can also
require the verification of its conditions. Equational conditions M = N are verified
by reducing M and N until both sides are equal (modulo the structural equations).
Membership conditions M : s are verified by a combination of reduction using
computational equations and exhaustive goal-oriented proof search using mem-
bership axioms, that we also refer to as membership assertions .

Relationship to Horn Clause Logic with Equality

MEL is a special many-sorted Horn clause logic with equality (MSHCLEQ) [GM87].
More precisely, each sort of MEL can be regarded as a unary predicate, giving
rise to a map of logics MEL → MSHCLEQ in the sense of [Mes89a], which
is essentially a sublogic inclusion. Conversely, MSHCLEQ can be mapped into
MEL as follows: We assume a sort Prop of propositions, i.e. formulae, together
with a subsort True of true propositions. For each predicate P : s̄1, . . . , s̄n in
MSHCLEQ we introduce an operator P : s̄1, . . . , s̄n → Prop. Then each atomic
formula P (M1, . . . ,Mn) is translated into a membership P (M1, . . . , Mn) : True.
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It is easy to show that again this gives rise to a map of logics MSHCLEQ →
MEL.5 In summary, we see that MEL and MSHCLEQ are just slight syntac-
tic variations of each other, MEL being slightly simpler, since it has only unary
predicates (sets) rather than n-ary predicates (relations) as a primitive concept.

As a simple example of the use of such a propositional sort we can see below a
positive specification of equality of identifiers and membership in a finite set of
identifiers.

sort Prop True .

subsort True < Prop .

op equal : Id Id -> Prop .

mb equal(x,x) : True .

op in : Id FS-Id -> Prop .

cmb in(x,union(single(x’),s’)) : True if equal(x,x’) : True .

cmb in(x,union(single(x’),s’)) : True if in(x,s’) : True .

The advantage of this representation of predicates is that it does not make any
assumptions about the nature of Prop and it does not enforce any equations for
predicates. Hence, it is not necessary to interpret Prop as the set of booleans,
but a more intensional interpretation of Prop is possible as well. This approach
is quite different from the typical OBJ3 specification style, which is classically
biased, since predicates are represented as boolean-valued functions. Membership
equational logic removes this imbalance and supports equations and memberships
on an equal footing.

As suggested in [Gog] it is possible to establish a map from MSHCLEQ into the
weaker many-sorted conditional equational logic (MSCEQL), which has a notion
of equality but no further predicates. This is done as above, but we interpret each
atomic formula P (M1, . . . , Mn) as an equation P (M1, . . . , Mn) = true instead of
P (M1, . . . , Mn) : True. Composing this with the map MEL → MSHCLEQ
mentioned above we obtain a map MEL → MSCEQL. A disadvantage, in our
view, is that this map is still classically biased, because it introduces unnecessary
identifications between elements of Prop.

In the remainder of this section we define membership equational theories and
membership equational specifications together with their model-theoretic and
operational semantics.

5Different from an alternative map of this kind studied in [Mes98], predicates receive a first-
class status in our representation, which is more suitable for a generalization to higher-order
logics and logical type theories (cf. Chapter 8).
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Syntax

A memberhip equational signature Ω consists of a set of kinds KndΩ, a set of
sorts SrtΩ, a function kndΩ : SrtΩ → KndΩ that associates to each sort its kind,

and a family (Op k̄,k
Ω )k̄∈KndΩ

∗,k∈KndΩ
of operator symbols such that the following

overloading restriction6 holds: If Op k̄,k
Ω ∩ Op k̄′,k′

Ω 6= ∅ then k̄ = k̄′ implies k = k′.
Instead of o ∈ Op k̄,k

Ω we simply write o : k̄ → k. If k̄ is empty we write o : → k,
and o is called a constant symbol , otherwise o is called a function symbol .

Given membership equational signatures Ω and Ω′, a membership equational sig-
nature morphism H : Ω → Ω′ consists of functions HKnd : KndΩ → KndΩ′ ,
HSrt : SrtΩ → SrtΩ′ and HOp : OpΩ → OpΩ′ such that (1) HKnd(kndΩ(s)) =
kndΩ′(HSrt(s)) for each sort s ∈ SrtΩ, and (2) f : k̄ → k in Ω implies HOp(f) :
HKnd(k̄) → HKnd(k) in Ω′. We usually omit the indices of H if there is no danger
of confusion. Membership equational signatures together with their morphisms
form a category MESign.

A kinded variable set is a family (Xk)k∈Knd of pairwise disjoint sets which are
also disjoint from the operator symbols in OpΩ. For convenience, we generally
assume that variables are chosen from a fixed totally ordered set, so that each
finite kinded variable set X has a canonical enumeration, i.e. a list x̄ = x̄1, . . . , x̄n

such that X = {x̄1, . . . , x̄n} where all xi are distinct. Indeed, in this case we often
identify X with x̄ : k̄ = x1 : k1, . . . , xn : kn where xi ∈ Xki

, and we also refer to
x̄ : k̄ as its canonical enumeration.

Given a kinded variable set X, the kinded set of Ω-terms over X, written
TrmΩ(X) = (TrmΩ(X)k)k∈Knd , is inductively defined as follows: (1) each vari-
able x ∈ Xk is in TrmΩ(X)k; (2) each constant symbol c with c : → k is in
TrmΩ(X)k for k ∈ Knd ; (3) each function application of the form f(M1, . . . , Mn)
is in TrmΩ(X)k for f : k̄ → k with k̄ = k1, . . . , kn and Mi ∈ TrmΩ(X)ki

. If X is
the empty variable set, then the terms over X are just called terms (or ground
terms to emphasize that they do not contain variables), and we write TrmΩ and
TrmΩ,k instead of TrmΩ(X) and TrmΩ(X)k, respectively. In the context of a
membership equational signature Ω we typically use variables M and N to range
over terms in TrmΩ.

A kinded substitution for X is a kinded function θ = (θk)k∈Knd associating to each
x ∈ Xk an element θk(x) ∈ TrmΩ,k. It is extended to terms over X as follows:
(1) θk(c) = c for c : → k; and (2) θk(f(M1, . . . ,Mn)) = f(θk1(M1), . . . , θkn(Mn))
for f : k̄ → k and Mi ∈ TrmΩ(X)ki

where k̄ = k1, . . . , kn. Instead of θk(M) for
M ∈ TrmΩ(X)k we also use the notation θ(M).

We define atomic Ω-formulae over X as either: (1) Ω-memberships over X of the
form M : s for M ∈ TrmΩ(X)knd(s), or (2) Ω-equations over X of the form M =

6This overloading restriction has been further relaxed in the Maude language.
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N for M, N ∈ TrmΩ(X)k for some kind k. Furthermore, Ω-conditions over X
are conjunctions of the form φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn, where φ1, . . . , φn are atomic formulae
over X. Given an Ω-condition φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn over X, an Ω-axiom can be either:
(1) a membership axiom of the form ∀X . M : s if φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn, where M : s
is an Ω-membership over X, or (2) an equational axiom of the form ∀X . M =
N if φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn, where M = N is an Ω-equation over X. We usually omit the
quantifier if X is empty. A membership axiom of the form ∀x : k . x : s′ if x : s
is also called a subsort axiom and expresses that s is a subsort of s′.

A membership equational theory (MET) E consists of a signature ΩE and a set of
ΩE -axioms EE .

Model-theoretic Semantics

The model-theoretic semantics of membership equational logic is a standard al-
gebraic one [BJM97, BJM00, Mes98]. Models of a membership equational theory
are suitable algebras satisfying the axioms. The details are given below.

Let Ω be a signature. An Ω-algebra A consists of a kind interpretation [[k]]A
for each k ∈ Knd , a sort interpretation [[s]]A ⊆ [[k]]A for each s ∈ knd−1(k), an
operator interpretation [[ok̄,k]]A for each o : k̄ → k such that [[ck]]A ∈ [[k]]A for c :→
k and [[fk̄,k]]A ∈ [[k̄]]A → [[k]]A for f : k̄ → k where [[k̄]]A = [[k1]]A × . . . × [[kn]]A
if k̄ = k1, . . . , kn. For better readability we often write [[c]]A and [[f ]]A instead of
[[ck]]A and [[fk̄,k]]A, assuming that the subscripts are clear from the context. To
simplify some constructions we assume in this thesis, without loss of generality,
that [[k]]A ∩ [[k′]]A = ∅ for all kinds k 6= k′.

Let A,B be Ω-algebras. An Ω-morphism, written h : A → B, is a kinded function
h = (hk)k∈Knd such that hk : [[k]]A → [[k]]B for all k ∈ Knd and the following
conditions hold: (1) hk([[s]]A) ⊆ [[s]]B for s ∈ knd−1(k); (2) hk([[ck]]A) = [[ck]]B
for c : → k; and (3) hk([[fk̄,k]]A(a1, . . . , an)) = [[fk̄,k]]B(hk1(a1), . . . , hkn(an)) for f :
k̄ → k with k̄ = k1, . . . , kn and ai ∈ [[ki]]A. Ω-algebras together with Ω-morphisms
constitute a category Mod(Ω).

Let A be an Ω-algebra. A kinded assignment β : X → A is a kinded func-
tion β = (βk)k∈Knd associating to each x ∈ Xk an element βk(x) ∈ [[k]]A. It is
extended to terms over X as follows: (1) βk(c) = [[ck]]A for c : → k; and (2)
βk(f(M1, . . . ,Mn)) = [[fk̄,k]]A(βk1(M1), . . . , βkn(Mn)) for f : k̄ → k and Mi ∈
TrmΩ(X)ki

where k̄ = k1, . . . , kn. Instead of βk(M) for M ∈ TrmΩ(X)k we also
use the notation β(M) or [[M ]]A,β.

Let A be an Ω-algebra, let β : X → A be a kinded assignment, and let M, N ∈
TrmΩ(X)k. We define validity of formulae starting with atomic formulae: an Ω-
membership M : s over X is valid under β iff [[M ]]A,β ∈ [[s]]A; and an Ω-equation
M = N over X is valid under β iff [[M ]]A,β = [[N ]]A,β. We write A, β |= φ iff the
atomic formula φ is valid under β. Furthermore, an Ω-condition φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn
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over X is valid under β iff A, β |= φi for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, in which case we
also write A, β |= φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn. An Ω-axiom ∀X . φ if φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn is valid
iff for each kinded assignment β : X → A we have A, β |= φ whenever A, β |=
φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn. We also write A |= ∀X . φ if φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn in this case. Given a
set E of Ω-axioms, we write A |= E iff A |= ψ for each ψ ∈ E. Given a MET E ,
we say that A is an E-algebra iff A |= EE . We say that ψ is valid in E (written
E |= ψ) iff A |= ψ for each E-algebra A, and given a set E of Ω-axioms, we say
that E is valid in E (written E |= E) iff E |= ψ for each ψ ∈ E.

Given METs E and E ′, a MET morphism H : E → E ′ is a membership equational
signature morphism H : ΩE → ΩE ′ such that E ′ |= H(EE), where H is lifted to
terms and axioms in the natural homomorphic way. We say that E is a subtheory
of E ′, written E ↪→ E ′, iff there is a MET morphism J : E ↪→ E ′ that is an
inclusion.

METs together with their morphisms form a category MET, and given a MET
E the class of E-algebras together with their Ω-morphisms constitutes a full sub-
category of Mod(Ω) denoted by Mod(E). Mod(E) is called the model-theoretic
semantics of E . Each MET morphism H : E → E ′ induces an obvious forgetful
functor Mod(H) : Mod(E ′) → Mod(E) that we also write as UH . In fact, we
have a contravariant functor Mod : MET → Catop. Given an inclusion I : E ↪→
E ′ and an E ′-algebra A, we also write A|E instead of UI(A).

Theorem 2.4.1 (Initial and Free Models) METs have initial and free mod-
els [BJM97, BJM00, Mes98]. In fact, given a MET E ′ there exists an initial
E ′-algebra, written I(E ′). More generally, given a MET morphism H : E → E ′
between METs E and E ′ there exists a free functor FH : Mod(E) → Mod(E ′),
i.e. a functor that is left adjoint to UH . In the following we write ηH and εH for
the unit and counit, respectively, of this adjunction, i.e., we have natural transfor-
mations ηH(A) : A → UH(FH(A)) for E-algebras A and εH(A′) : FH(UH(A′)) →
A′ for E ′-algebras A′.

Deductive System

The logical and computational aspects of MEL are best defined by two related
formal systems, which we call the deductive system and the computational system
of MEL. The first system is concerned with the view of MEL as a logic, in
which valid sentences can be proved by deduction. The computational system is
concerned with the view of MEL as an executable specification language. Here the
details are important for us, because it is the basis of the operational semantics
of MEL, which we specifically use in several parts of this thesis, and furthermore
because it is the starting point for our generalization of MEL to the typed higher-
order case, which is the subject of Chapter 8.

We now present the deductive system of MEL. Our presentation is similar to
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[BJM97, BJM00], but we do not consider variable declarations, because formally
they can be seen as additional constants in the signature. In the following we use
Ω to range over MEL signatures and E to range over sets of Ω-axioms so that
Ω and E define a MET E . As sentences the deductive system uses the following
judgements. (Deductive) MEL judgements are membership judgements Ω,E `
M : s and equality judgements Ω,E ` M = N . The rules of the deductive system
given below, where we use θ to range over kinded substitutions for X.

Ω,E ` M = M
(EqRefl)

Ω,E ` M = M ′

Ω,E ` M ′ = M
(EqSym)

Ω,E ` M = M ′ Ω,E ` M ′ = M ′′

Ω,E ` M = M ′′ (EqTrans)

Ω,E ` Mi = M ′
i for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

Ω,E ` f(M1, . . . , Mn) = f(M ′
1, . . . ,M

′
n)

(EqApp)

∀X . φ if φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φm ∈ E
Ω,E ` θ(φi) for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}

Ω,E ` θ(φ)
(Axiom)

Ω,E ` M ′ : s Ω,E ` M = M ′

Ω,E ` M : s
(MbEq)

As explained before, MEL is a special case of MSHCLEQ, that is many-sorted
Horn clause logic with equality. Indeed, the deductive system above is a spe-
cial case of the sound and complete system for many-sorted Horn clause logic
presented in [GM87], so that also the deductive system of MEL is sound and
complete w.r.t. its model-theoretic semantics. The proof of completeness relies
on a standard initial model construction [BJM97, BJM00].

Computational System

The operational semantics of MEL is a partial specification of an algorithm to ex-
ecute METs. The algorithm is specified by means of a formal system, that we call
the computational system of MEL, together with certain requirements regarding
the application or implementation of the inference rules. The computational sys-
tem given subsequently is equivalent to the rules of deduction for sort-decreasing
conditional rewrite/membership systems presented in [BJM97, BJM00] except
for the fact that we have explicit judgements for structural equality in the sys-
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tem below. In particular, it is a refinement of the deductive system of MEL, so
that the operational semantics is sound by construction.

Whenever we are interested in the operational semantics of MEL, which is the
case especially in the following, we consider METs E with a signature Ω and ax-
ioms E = E S ∪EC ∪EA where structural axioms E S, computational axioms EC,
and assertional axioms EA can be distinguished and have the following proper-
ties: Structural axioms in E S are unconditional equations, computational axioms
in EC are conditional equations, and assertional axioms in EA are conditional
membership axioms.

As sentences the computational system of MEL uses a number of different judge-
ments that we introduce first. (Computational) MEL judgements are either as-
sertional membership judgements Ω,E ` M : s, assertional equality judgements
Ω,E ` M = N , structural equality judgements Ω,E ` M ≡S N , or computational
equality judgements Ω,E ` M

∗→E N .

Subsequently, we present the rules of the computational system together with
the requirements for the operational semantics. To emphasize the operational
goal-oriented reading we have grouped these rules according to the form of their
conclusion. Again we use θ to range over kinded substitutions for X.

Structural equality judgements are closed under the following rules:

Ω,E ` M ≡S M
(StrRefl)

Ω,E ` M ≡S N

Ω,E ` N ≡S M
(StrSym)

Ω,E ` M ≡S M ′ Ω,E ` M ′ ≡S M ′′

Ω,E ` M ≡S M ′′ (StrTrans)

Ω,E ` Mi ≡S M ′
i for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

Ω,E ` f(M1, . . . , Mn) ≡S f(M ′
1, . . . ,M

′
n)

(StrApp)

∀X . M = M ′ ∈ E S

Ω,E ` θ(M) ≡S θ(M ′)
(Str)

Operationally, the structural equality judgements are realized by a suitable term
representation in which M and N are indistinguishable in all computational and
assertional judgements iff Ω,E ` M ≡S N . The rule Str expresses that structural
equality judgements are generated by the structural equations in E S. Structural
equaliy can be seen as an instantaneous reversible transformation, which justi-
fies rules for reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity, and furthermore, since this
transformation can take place in arbitrary subterms, we have the context closure
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rule StrApp.

To simplify the presentation of the computational system we now introduce the
general convention that in the context of a given MET with signature Ω and
axioms E structurally equal terms, i.e. those terms for which Ω,E ` M ≡S M ′,
are identified in all computational and assertional judgements.7

Computational equality judgements are closed under the following rules:

Ω,E ` M
∗→E M

(RedRefl)

Ω,E ` M
∗→E M ′ Ω,E ` M ′ ∗→E M ′′

Ω,E ` M
∗→E M ′′ (RedTrans)

Ω,E ` Mi
∗→E M ′

i for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
Ω,E ` f(M1, . . . , Mn)

∗→E f(M ′
1, . . . , M

′
n)

(RedApp)

∀X . M = M ′ if φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φm ∈ EC

Ω,E ` θ(φi) for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
Ω,E ` θ(M)

∗→E θ(M ′)
(Red)

The computational equality judgements are reflexive, transitive, and enjoy the
context closure property, but they are not symmetric, because they are intended
to capture the directed notion of computation based on reduction. According to
Red they are generated by the computational equations in EC, and by our earlier
convention they are defined modulo structural equality, which in view of RedRefl
especially means that structural equality is subsumed by computational equality.

Operationally, the computational equality judgement Ω,E ` M
∗→E N means

that M is given and N is computed by a reduction using the computational
equations in EC modulo structural equality. From the viewpoint of the com-
putational system this means that the algorithm should use reduction modulo
structural equality to compute solutions to incomplete goals of the form Ω,E `
M

∗→E ?. Here, we define reduction as rewriting using an arbitrary strategy with-
out backtracking, i.e. alternative reductions are not considered after a reduction
step has taken place. The operational semantics does not fix the method that is
used to find applicable instances of axioms. We also require that trivial nonter-
mination caused by a repetition of trivial reductions, i.e. reductions that do not
involve an application of Red, is avoided by the strategy.8

7A more precise formulation would make use of equivalence classes w.r.t. structural equality
as in the formal system of rewriting logic presented in [Mes92].

8This and other requirements of the operational semantics could be made explicit in the
formal system itself, but for the sake of a simpler and more natural formal system we prefer to
state them externally.
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Assertional judgements are closed under the following rules:

∀X . M : s if φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φm ∈ EA

Ω,E ` θ(φi) for i ∈ {1 . . .m}
Ω,E ` θ(M) : s

(Ass)

Ω,E ` M ′ : s Ω,E ` M
∗→E M ′

Ω,E ` M : s
(MbRed)

Ω,E ` M = M
(EqRefl)

Ω,E ` M ′ = N ′

Ω,E ` M
∗→E M ′ Ω,E ` N

∗→E N ′

Ω,E ` M = N
(EqRed)

The operational meaning of assertional judgements, which can be either asser-
tional membership judgements Ω,E ` M : s or assertional equality judgements
Ω,E ` M = N , is that either M and s or M and N , respectively, are given and
then the judgement is verified in a goal-oriented fashion. The rule Ass applies
a membership axiom from EA to solve a membership goal, and MbRed allows
simplification of the goal using computational equality. Similarly, EqRefl uses
reflexivity to solve an equational goal, and EqRed again allows equational simpli-
fication of the goal. By our convention that structurally equal terms are identi-
fied, the process of solving and reducing goals takes places modulo the structural
equations.

Operationally, we require that the rules for assertional judgements are imple-
mented in a goal-oriented fashion by an exhaustive strategy with backtracking
for all rules with the exception of MbRed and EqRed, which use reduction and
hence should not involve backtracking. This means in particular that in the case
of Ass all possibilities to apply membership assertions admitted by the compu-
tational system are explored, provided this is not prevented by nonterminating
conditions. To avoid trivial nontermination, we furthermore require that the re-
duction in MbRed and at least one of the reductions in EqRed is nontrivial in the
sense defined earlier.

We finally require that all subgoals that arise from conditional axioms in Red or
Ass are verified in the order in which the conditions appear in the axiom. This last
requirement ensures that certain conjuncts of a condition are only verified after
other conjuncts are known to be valid, a feature that is often needed in theories
that are only partially terminating to ensure that the verification of conditions
terminates.

The operational semantics abstracts from most implementation details and hence
admits many possible algorithms with various possibilities for optimization. In
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summary, it can be described as a combination of conditional reduction and ex-
haustive goal-oriented proof search which both take place modulo the structural
equality. It is noteworthy that we are concerned with a truly bidirectional con-
nection between these two mechanisms, because reduction can give rise to new
goals which are solved by goal-oriented search, and goal-oriented search may itself
rely on reduction of the goals.

Since the operational semantics of MEL is explained as an application of the
rules of its underlying computational system, it is obviously sound, and since
this computational system is a refinement of the deductive system of MEL we
immediately obtain soundness of the operational semantics w.r.t. the deductive
system. In the following we formulate two operational conditions, namely sort-
decreasingness and confluence, which together imply completeness of the oper-
ational semantics w.r.t. the computational system9 for solving assertional goals,
provided that completeness is not prevented by nontermination.10 We say that
a MET E is sort-decreasing11 iff E ` M : s and E ` M

∗→E M ′ then E ` M ′ :
s. We say that E is (equationally) confluent iff E ` M

∗→E M ′ and E ` M
∗→E

M ′′ imply that there is a term M ′′′ such that E ` M ′ ∗→E M ′′′ and E ` M ′′ ∗→E

M ′′′. Sort-decreasingness ensures that terms can be reduced using an arbitrary
strategy without losing sort information, and confluence ensures that reduction
can take place using an arbitrary strategy without losing possible normal forms.

Since we have presented the operational semantics in terms of a formal system,
computations in a MET are defined as the subset of goal-oriented derivations in
the formal system that are admitted by the operational semantics. In particular,
we say that a given reduction goal E ` M

∗→E ? or a given assertional goal
E ` M : s or E ` M = N is terminating iff all computations starting from
this goal are terminating. It is important to be aware of the fact that there are
two potential sources of nontermination, namely nonterminating reductions and
nonterminating proof search, which are not independent as we saw. In contrast
to [BJM97, BJM00] which is mainly concerned with so-called reductive theories,
we do not impose termination as a general requirement, because we will also use
theories in this thesis that are only partially terminating.

9A proof of completeness w.r.t. the deductive system under the assumption of reductivity,
a syntactic condition for termination, can be found in [BJM00].

10Completeness for computational judgements holds in the sense that all normal forms in the
computational system are actually computed in the operational semantics. Completeness can
furthermore be violated due to nontermination, because we have avoided any restrictions on
the strategy for the application of assertional axioms. In fact, for efficiency reasons the Maude
engine uses depth-first search, which can cause incompleteness in nonterminating theories. It
is noteworthy that this is the same kind of incompleteness that is present in the operational
semantics of Prolog.

11This definition of sort-decreasingness is simpler and slightly stronger than the corresponding
notion in [BJM97, BJM00]. Furthermore, we do not consider an explicit subsort ordering,
because subsort axioms can be directly expressed in MEL as explained earlier.
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The operational semantics of MEL has been given as the partial specification
of an algorithm. Obviously, we cannot expect that such an algorithm exists in
the most general case of METs, because already the structural equality may be
undecidable and not implementable. Therefore, we give in the following a number
of sufficient conditions for executability, which are in fact also conditions that
are required by the Maude implementation. A MET E is said to be executable
iff the following conditions are satisfied: (1) the structural equality of E can be
implemented by a suitable term representation so that an algorithm for matching
modulo structural equality exists (more precisely, this has to be a terminating
algorithm that finds all matches of subterms in a given term for a given pattern
modulo structural equality); and (2) the set of computational equations and
assertional axioms of E is finite and they all satisfy the variable restriction12

defined below so that all potentially applicable instances of these axioms can be
found by the matching algorithm. We say that a computational axiom in EC

satisfies the variable restriction iff all variables occurring in the right hand side
of the equation or in the condition also appear in the left hand side. Similarly,
we say that an assertional axiom in EA satisfies the variable restriction iff all
variables occurring in the condition also appear in the conclusion.

Constraints

In contrast to an entirely loose or entirely initial semantics of membership equa-
tional theories, in practice a mixed specification style is used, where certain
subtheories are intended to be equipped with initial interpretations or certain
subtheories are interpreted free over their parameter theories. To make such
restrictions on the models explicit in the specification we enrich a membership
equational theory by initiality and freeness constraints [DM99, GB92], and refer
to these enriched theories as membership equational specifications (MESs).

From a model-theoretic point of view, constraints are axioms that are treated in
full analogy to membership or equational axioms, i.e. as sentences that have to
be valid in all models. Hence, the models of a MES are algebras which satisfy
all the given initiality and freeness constraints. Given a MES model, a model of
a subtheory is obtained by its associated forgetful functor UK for K the corre-
sponding subtheory inclusion. In particular, this means that a model induces a
unique interpretation for each subtheory, which is the justification for the con-
dition on ε below. The notion of constraint we use here is a special case of the
notion proposed in [GB92], where initiality constraints are seen as a special case
of freeness constraints.

12In its most recent version, Maude imposes an even weaker variable restriction for exe-
cutability due to the admissibility of conditions with matching equations [CDE+00a]. These
are equations of the form P := M for a pattern P and a term M , and operationally the variables
in P are instantiated by matching against a reduced version of M .
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Let J : T ′′ ↪→ T ′ and I : T ′ ↪→ T be MET inclusions. A constraint for T can
take one of the following two forms: (1) T ′ is initial or (2) T ′ is free over

T ′′. A membership equational specification (MES) E is a MET TE together with
a set CE of constraints for TE .
Let A be a T -algebra. We define validity of a constraint as follows: (1) the
constraint T ′ is initial is valid iff the unique morphism from I(T ′) to A|T ′ is
an isomorphism, and (2) the constraint T ′ is free over T ′′ is valid iff εJ(A|T ′) :
FJ(A|T ′′) → A|T ′ is an isomorphism. Given a MES E with an underlying MET
TE , an E-algebra is a TE -algebra A such that each constraint in CE is valid in
A. In analogy to the definition of validity in METs, we say that ψ is valid in E
(written E |= ψ) iff A |= ψ for each E-algebra A, and given a set E of Ω-axioms,
we say that E is valid in E (written E |= E) iff E |= ψ for each ψ ∈ E.

In analogy to METs we furthermore define: Given MESs E and E ′, a MES mor-
phism H : E → E ′ is a morphism H : E → E ′ such that E ′ |= H(CE), i.e., the
constraints H(CE) are valid in all E ′-algebras, where H is lifted to constraints
in the natural way. E is a subspecification of E ′, written E ↪→ E ′, iff there is
a MES morphism J : E ↪→ E ′ that is an inclusion. MESs together with their
morphisms form a category MES and the category of E-algebras Mod(E) is the
full subcategory of Mod(TE) that contains only E-algebras. Again, Mod(E) is
called the model-theoretic semantics of E . Each MES morphism H : E → E ′
induces an obvious forgetful functor Mod(H) : Mod(E ′) → Mod(E) that we
also write as UH . Again, we have a contravariant functor Mod : MES → Catop

that generalizes Mod : MET → Catop. Given an inclusion I : E ′ ↪→ E and an
E-algebra A, we also write A|E ′ instead of UI(A).

2.4.5 Rewriting Logic

Equational specification languages do not have explicit notions of state and
change. Such notions are however desirable to model reactive computational
systems with important aspects such as concurrency, nondeterminism and non-
termination. Although equational logic can be equipped with an operational
semantics, the operational aspects are not visible in the abstract model-theoretic
semantics of equational logic, since by definition the interpretations of the left
hand side and the right hand side of an equation are identified. Furthermore, the
completensss of the operational semantics relies on certain confluence and termi-
nation requirements, which constrain the generality of the reduction relation in
a way that makes it incompatible with the general dynamics of reactive systems
that are typically nondeterministic and nonterminating. As already pointed out
in Section 2.2, we adopt the fairly general view that a reactive computational
system can be modeled as a (structured) state space together with (structured)
transitions between states. In order to capture state changes in an equational
framework we employ rewrite theories , which from different perspectives can be
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seen as a refinement or as a generalization of equational theories. Rewriting logic
is a generalization in the sense that it contains an equational logic as a sublogic,
but it is a refinement in the sense that its central notion of a directed rewrite
emerged from the notion of equality by giving up the symmetry law, in complete
analogy to linear logic [Gir87], which arises by giving up some structural laws of
propositional logic. The underlying theory of rewriting logic has been developed
in [Mes92] for the simple case of single-sorted pure equational logic and is briefly
reviewed next, before we generalize it to MEL as an underlying logic.

A simple rewrite theory consists of a signature Ω, a set of unconditional equa-
tions E , called structural axioms or structural equations , a set of labels Lab, and
a set of labeled rewrite axioms R, also called rewrite rules , of the form13 ∀X . l :
L → R. The signature Ω together with E constitutes a single-sorted equational
theory. The equational axioms in E are called structural equations (relative to
the rewrite rules), since together with the signature they specify the structure
of objects that are transformed by the rewrite rules. The algebraic models of
rewrite theories are enriched transition categories, which are obtained by equip-
ping the algebras which are models of the underlying equational theory with a
suitable transition relation according to the given rewrite rules. More precisely, a
rewrite axiom of the form l : L → R states that a part of a system’s state which
matches L, can be rewritten14 in one step, i.e. subjected to a local state transi-
tion, by replacing this part by the corresponding instance of R. The sentences of
rewriting logic are so-called rewrites of the form P : M → N . Such a sentence is
valid iff M rewrites to N in a general sense explained below, and this rewrite is
witnessed by the proof P . Proofs are generated from identity proofs (denoted by
idM), (well-formed) sequential composition (denoted by ;), parallel composition
according to the operations in Ω, and basic proofs (denoted by l(Q1, . . . , Qn),
where l is the label of a rule and Q1, . . . , Qn are proofs of potential concurrent
rewrites on the objects transformed by the rule). Proofs in rewriting logic are
furthermore equipped with an equality which reflects the notion of concurrent
rewrite computation in the most abstract axiomatic way.

As an example of a simple rewrite theory consider the following theory of a binary
nondeterministic choice operator. Again, we employ the syntax of Maude, where
a rewrite rule is introduced by the keyword rl (or crl for conditional rules)
followed by a label in square brackets.

sort Id .

13In general, rewriting logic admits conditional rewrite axioms where the conditions are con-
junctions of rewrites. In this thesis, however, we will not use rewrites in conditions. Indeed, in
rewriting logic over MEL we will only allow conditions containing equations and memberships.

14We are using the terms matching and rewriting here in a model-dependent semantic sense,
which correspond to the usual syntactic notion of matching and rewriting modulo E for initial
term models.
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ops a b c d : -> Id .

op _?_ : Id Id -> Id .

rl [left] : x ? y => x .

rl [right] : x ? y => y .

Some rewrites derivable in this theory are:

ida : a→ a

idb : b→ b

idc : c→ c

idd : d→ d

left(ida, idb) : (a ? b) → a

right(idc, idd) : (c ? d) → d

right(ida, idd) : (a ? d) → d

(left(ida, idb) ? right(idc, idd)) : ((a ? b) ? (c ? d)) → (a ? d)

(left(ida, idb) ? right(idc, idd)) ; right(ida, idd) :

((a ? b) ? (c ? d)) → d

So far we have given a simplified overview of rewriting logic over a single-sorted
equational logic. From a more general point of view, rewriting logic can be
regarded as being parameterized by its underlying equational logic, which can be
single-sorted, many-sorted, order-sorted and so on. In the design of the Maude
language [CDE+99a, CDE+00b], membership equational logic has been chosen as
the underlying equational logic. Also in this thesis, we usually use rewriting logic
to refer to a version of rewriting logic over membership equational logic, which
we abbreviate as RWLMEL or just RWL and which we introduce subsequently
in some detail.

Syntax

Below we give the definition of rewrite theories, denoted by R, based on an
underlying MET ER with a distinguished data subtheory ED

R . The data subtheory
specifies the data space, whereas the remaining part of ER specifies the state space
by introducing the rewrite kinds , i.e. kinds whose elements correspond to states
and therefore can be rewritten by rewrite rules. In the context of this thesis, the
state space is always specified in a purely equational way, on top of the data space
theory, which can make use of membership equational logic in its full generality.
In addition to the static part, i.e. the data and state space theory in memberhip
equational logic, a rewrite theory has a dynamic part given by labeled rewrite
rules which specify all possible transitions that can take place between states.
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A rewrite theory (RWT) R consists of a MET ER with a distinguished data
subtheory ED

R , a set of labels LabR, and a set of rewrite axioms RR, also called
rewrite rules , of the form ∀X . l : M → N if φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn where l ∈ LabR,
φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn is a ER-condition over X, and M,N ∈ TrmR(X)k in ER for a
rewrite kind k. If RR contains such an axiom we also write l : k̄ → k assuming
X = x̄ : k̄. We generally assume that each label in LabR is used in exactly one
rewrite rule from RR. Rewrite kinds are the kinds introduced in ER, i.e. those
kinds which are not already contained in ED

R . In the context of a RWT R we
usually use l to range over LabR.

The kinded set of (raw) proof terms Prf R,k is inductively defined as follows: (1)
each term M ∈ TrmR,k is in Prf R,k; (2) the identity proof idM is in Prf R,k for
each M ∈ TrmR,k; (3) the sequential proof P ; Q is in Prf R,k for all P,Q ∈ Prf R,k;
(4) the parallel proof f(P1, . . . , Pn) is in Prf R,k for f : k̄ → k with k̄ = k1, . . . , kn

and Pi ∈ Prf R,ki
; (5) the basic proof l(P1, . . . , Pn) is in Prf R for l : k̄ → k with

k̄ = k1, . . . , kn and Pi ∈ Prf R,ki
. In the context of a RWT R we typically use

variables P ,Q, and R to range over proof terms in Prf R.

A kinded proof substitution for X is a kinded function ρ = (ρk)k∈Knd associating to
each x ∈ Xk an element ρk(x) ∈ Prf Ω,k. It is extended to terms over X as follows:
(1) ρk(c) = idc for c :→ k; and (2) ρk(f(M1, . . . , Mn)) = f(ρk1(M1), . . . , ρkn(Mn))
for f : k̄ → k with k̄ = k1, . . . , kn and Mi ∈ TrmΩ(X)ki

. Instead of ρk(M) for
M ∈ TrmΩ(X)k we also use the notation ρ(M).

Given two RWTs R and R′, a RWT morphism H : R → R′ consists of a MET
morphism HE : ER → ER′ and a function HLab : LabR → LabR′ such that HE has
a restriction HD : ED

R → ED
R′ to the data subtheory and for each rewrite axiom

r ∈ RR there is a rewrite axiom in RR′ that is structurally equal to H(r) up to
a renaming of the variables, where H is lifted to rewrite axioms in the obvious
homomorphic way. RWTs together with their morphisms form a category that
is denoted by RWT.

Recall that METs have been enriched by constraints resulting in membership
equational specifications (MESs). In complete analogy we generalize the defini-
tion of a RWT to a rewrite specification (RWS) R, which has an underying MES
ER instead of an underlying MET and a distinguished data subspecificaton ED

R
of ER instead of a data subtheory. Generalizing the notion of RWT morphisms
to RWS morphisms correspondingly, RWSs form a category that is denoted by
RWS.

Model-theoretic Semantics

The model-theoretic semantics of an arbitrary rewrite theory is given by a cate-
gory of enriched transition categories and can be informally summarized as fol-
lows. At the end of this section, we give a more precise definition of the model-
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theoretic semantics of REL by means of a mapping from RWL into MEL.

A model of a rewrite theory/specification R is a model A of the underlying
MET/MES ER that is enriched as follows: For each kind k the set [[k]]A is equipped
with the structure of an enriched transition category. The corresponding rewrites
l : M → M ′ in the rewrite rules of R are interpreted by means of a ternary pred-
icate which captures the arrows of the corresponding transition category. This
interpretation is lifted to general rewrites P : M → M ′, where P is a rewrite
proof term, as follows. Sequential composition of proof terms is interpreted by
arrow composition, and parallel composition operators are interpreted by enrich-
ing the category with an algebraic structure as it has been specified in ER. In
order to be a model of R, the transition category has to satisfy a number of re-
quirements, namely, functoriality w.r.t. the algebraic structure, the equations in
ER lifted to arrows, and for each rewrite axiom in R the so-called decomposition
and exchange laws which are defined below.

The model-theoretic semantics of R is the category of such models and the mor-
phisms of this category are functors which preserve the additional algebraic struc-
ture of the transition categories. Usually we are interested in the subcategory
of models which are free over the data subtheory ED

R . In the important case
where ED

R is interpreted initially, this corresponds to the initial model described
in [Mes92].

Deductive System

As in the case of MEL, we distinguish between two formal systems, the deductive
and the computational system of RWL. We first define the deductive system of
RWL as an extension of the deductive system of MEL. Again we use Ω to range
over MEL signatures, E to range over sets of axioms, and we use R to range
over sets of rewrite axioms, so that together Ω, E , and R define a RWT. The
additional sentences are (deductive) rewrite judgements of the form Ω,E ,R `
P : M → M ′ and (deductive) equality judgements Ω,E ,R ` P = P ′ on proof
terms. Furthermore, we add the following rules. In these rules we use X =
x̄n : k̄n to range over a kinded variable set. We use θ and θ′ to range over
kinded substitutions for X and ρ to range over kinded proof substitutions for
X. For better readability, we write M [ρ] to abbreviate ρ(M), l[ρ] to abbreviate
l(ρ(x̄1), . . . , ρ(x̄n)), and l[θ] to abreviate l(idθ(x̄1), . . . , idθ(x̄n)).

∀X . l : M → M ′ if φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φm ∈ R
Ω,E ` θ(φi) for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}
Ω,E ,R ` ρ(x̄i) : θ(x̄i) → θ′(x̄i)

Ω,E ,R ` l[ρ] : M [θ] → M ′[θ′]
(Rew)

Ω,E ,R ` idM : M → M
(RewRefl)
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Ω,E ,R ` P : M → M ′ Ω,E ` Q : M ′ → M ′′

Ω,E ,R ` P ; Q : M → M ′′ (RewTrans)

Ω,E ,R ` Pi : Mi → M ′
i for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

Ω,E ,R ` f(P1, . . . , Pn) : f(M1, . . . ,Mn) → f(M ′
1, . . . , M

′
n)

(RewApp)

Ω,E ,R ` P : M ′ → M ′′

Ω,E ,R ` P = P ′ Ω,E ,R ` M = M ′ Ω,E ,R ` M ′′ = M ′′′

Ω,E ,R ` P ′ : M → M ′′′ (RewModulo)

To state the rule RewModulo, the equality judgements have been extended from
terms to proof terms. The corresponding equality rules are given below. Eqn
states that equality on proof terms is generated by the equational axioms in-
herited from the underlying MET, but as mentioned earlier additional equations
are imposed, namely the equational axioms of categories, functoriality, and the
decomposition and exchange laws.

∀X . M = N if φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φm ∈ R
Ω,E ` θ(φi) Ω,E ` θ′(φi) for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}

Ω,E ,R ` M [ρ] : M [θ] → M [θ′] Ω,E ,R ` N [ρ] : N [θ] → N [θ′]
Ω,E ,R ` M [ρ] = N [ρ]

(Eqn)

Ω,E ,R ` P : M → M ′

Ω,E ,R ` idM ; P = P Ω,E ,R ` P ; idM ′ = P
(Id1/Id2)

Ω,E ,R ` P : M → M ′

Ω,E ,R ` Q : M ′ → M ′′ Ω,E ,R ` R : M ′′ → M ′′′

Ω,E ,R ` (P ; Q); R = P ; (Q; R)
(Assoc)

Ω,E ,R ` f(idM1 , . . . , idMn) = idf(M1,...,Mn)
(Functor1)

Ω,E ,R ` Pi : Mi → M ′
i Ω,E ,R ` Qi : M ′

i → M ′′
i

Ω,E ,R ` f(P1; Q1, . . . , Pn; Qn) = f(P1, . . . , Pn); f(Q1, . . . , Qn)
(Functor2)

∀X . l : N → N ′ if φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φm ∈ R
Ω,E ` θ(φi) for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}

Ω,E ,R ` ρ(x̄i) : θ(x̄i) → θ′(x̄i) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
Ω,E ,R ` l[ρ] = l[θ]; N ′[ρ]

(Decompose)

∀X . l : N → N ′ if φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φm ∈ R
Ω,E ` θ(φi) Ω,E ` θ′(φi) for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}

Ω,E ,R ` ρ(x̄i) : θ(x̄i) → θ′(x̄i)

Ω,E ,R ` l[θ]; N ′[ρ] = N [ρ]; l[θ′]
(Exchange)
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Due to the properties of computational rewrite judgements, we also refer to a
derivable judgement Ω,E ,R ` P : M → M ′ as a general (concurrent) rewrite.
However, more elementary notions of rewriting can be useful, and they can be
expressed by imposing certain restrictions on the application of the inference
rules above. We say that a general rewrite Ω,E ,R ` P : M → M ′ is a proper
(concurrent) rewrite if the rule Rew is used at least once in its derivation. It
is called a one-step parallel rewrite if the rule Rew is used at least once in its
derivation and RewTrans is not used. It is said to be a one-step sequential rewrite
if the rule Rew is used exactly once in its derivation and RewTrans is not used.
Finally, we call it a one-step direct rewrite if the rule Rew is used exactly once in
its derivation and RewTrans and RewApp are not used. To reflect these notions
inside the deductive system, we introduce additional judgements of the form

Ω,E ,R ` P : M
+→R M ′, Ω,E ,R ` P : M

q→R M ′, Ω,E ,R ` P : M →R M ′,
and Ω,E ,R ` P : M ⇒R M ′ and we assume corresponding rules (without giving
them here) so that these judgements are derivable iff Ω,E ,R ` P : M → M ′

is a proper concurrent rewrite, a one-step parallel rewrite, a one-step sequential
rewrite, or a one-step direct rewrite, respectively. Often rewrite proof terms are
not needed, and we therefore introduce abstract rewrite judgements Ω,E ,R `
M → M ′. Again we assume a rule to ensure that an abstract rewrite is derivable
iff Ω,E ,R ` P : M → M ′ is derivable for some P .

Computational System

The computational system of RWL is the basis for the operational semantics of
RWL, which is again a partial specification of an algorithm to execute RWTs.
Again, the computational system is a refinement of the deductive system so that
soundness is satisfied by construction.

The computational system of RWL extends the computational system of MEL as
follows. The additional sentences are (computational) rewrite judgements of the

form Ω,E ,R ` P : M
∗→R M ′, and the additional rules are given below. They

correspond to those of the deductive system with two exceptions: first, the rule
RewModulo is oriented in the computational system, and second, a computational
equality judgement for rewrite proofs and corresponding rules are not needed,
because computations do not take place inside proofs. Again we use θ to range
over kinded substitutions for X, and ρ to range over kinded proof substitutions
for X.

∀X . l : M → M ′ if φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φm ∈ R
Ω,E ` θ(φi) for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}
Ω,E ,R ` ρ(x̄i) : θ(x̄i)

∗→R θ′(x̄i)

Ω,E ,R ` l[ρ] : M [θ]
∗→R M ′[θ′]

(Rew)
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Ω,E ,R ` idM : M
∗→R M

(RewRefl)

Ω,E ,R ` P : M
∗→R M ′ Ω,E ` Q : M ′ ∗→R M ′′

Ω,E ,R ` P ; Q : M
∗→R M ′′ (RewTrans)

Ω,E ,R ` Pi : Mi
∗→R M ′

i for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
Ω,E ,R ` f(P1, . . . , Pn) : f(M1, . . . ,Mn)

∗→R f(M ′
1, . . . , M

′
n)

(RewApp)

Γ ` P : M ′ ∗→R M ′′

Γ ` M →E M ′ Γ ` M ′′ →E M ′′′

Γ ` P : M
∗→R M ′′′ (RewModulo)

Operationally, the computational rewrite judgement Ω,E ,R ` P : M
∗→R M ′

means that M is given and M ′ is computed from M by rewriting modulo struc-
tural and computational equality using the computational rewrite axioms in Γ,
and a proof term P is constructed to witness this rewrite. From the viewpoint
of the computational system this means that the algorithm should use rewrit-
ing modulo structural and computational equality to compute certain solutions
to incomplete goals of the form Ω,E ,R ` ? : M

∗→R ?. By our earlier con-
vention, rewriting takes place modulo structural equality. The rule RewModulo
expresses furthermore that rewriting takes place modulo computational equality,
and we impose the usual operational requirement to avoid trivial nontermination,
namely that at least one of the two reductions involved is nontrivial. We also
require that trivial nontermination caused by a repetition of trivial rewrites, i.e.
rewrites that do not involve an application of Rew, is avoided by the strategy.
However, in contrast to reduction, we do not impose any further restrictions on
the rewrite strategy, which may or may not involve backtracking, and is in general
application-dependent. As before, we require that all subgoals that arise from
conditional axioms in Rew are verified in the order in which the conditions occur
in the axiom. In summary, the operational semantics of RWL is explained by
applying the computational equations and the rewrite rules modulo structural
equality. In this way we can achieve the same effect as if we were regarding all
computational equations as structural equations, provided that a suitable coher-
ence requirement between computational equations and rewrite rules is satisfied,
which is given below.

As in the case of MEL, the operational semantics is explained as an application of
the rules of its underlying computational system, and hence it is obviously sound.
Generalizing the MEL case we now formulate a condition called coherence, which
ensures completeness of the operational semantics w.r.t. its underlying compu-
tational system for rewrite goals,15 provided that completeness is not prevented

15We define completeness for rewrite goals modulo the deductive equality on rewrite proof
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by nontermination or by a nonexhaustive rewrite strategy. For the following
definitions we assume that R is a RWT that is sort-decreasing and equationally
confluent , i.e. the underlying equational theory ER has these properties. We then
say that R is coherent16 iff R ` M

∗→E M ′ and R ` P : M
∗→R N implies that

there are terms M ′′, P ′′ and N ′′ such that R ` M ′ ∗→E M ′′, R ` P = P ′′, R `
N = N ′′ and R ` P ′′ : M ′′ ∗→R N ′′. Coherence ensures that reduction using com-
putational equations can take place without losing possible rewrites. A stronger
operational property, that may be satisfied in specific applications, is confluence
for rewrites. We say that R is (rewrite-)confluent iff R is coherent and R ` P ′ :
M

∗→R M ′ and R ` P ′′ : M
∗→R M ′′ implies that there are Q′, Q′′ and N ′′, such

that R ` Q′ : M ′ ∗→R N ′′, R ` Q′′ : M ′′ ∗→R N ′′, and R ` P ′; Q′ = P ′′; Q′′. It is
important to point out that the notions of coherence and confluence given here
are quite strong, and can often be replaced by weaker notions, which still can be
sufficient to ensure completeness in a weaker, possibly application-specific sense,
and/or under certain rewite strategies. An obvious possibility is for instance the
use of abstract rewrites instead of rewrites in these definitions, which could be
justified in applications where rewrite proof terms are not relevant.

As in MEL, computations in a rewrite theory are defined as goal-oriented deriva-
tions in the computational system that are admitted by the operational semantics.
We say that a rewrite goal Ω,E ,R ` ? : M

∗→R ? is terminating if all computa-
tions starting from this goal are terminating. Usually, the set of computations is
restricted by a given rewrite strategy, so that we define computations and derived
notions such as termination relative to a given strategy .

Furthermore, we extend the notion of executability from MET to RWT as follows.
We say that a RWT R is weakly executable iff the underlying MET of R is
executable and the set of rewrite rules RR is finite. It is said to be strongly
executable iff additionally the variable restriction is satisfied for all rewrite rules
in RR, i.e., all variables occurring in the right hand side or in the condition of the
rewrite rule also appear in the left hand side. In the case of strong executability
an implementation can use matching modulo structural equations to find all
potential instantiations for the variables of rewrite rules, whereas in the case of
weak executability a rewrite strategy is needed to take care of this. Such rewrite
strategies are supported by the Maude engine as we will briefly discuss below.

Mapping Rewriting Logic into Membership Equational Logic

In order to obtain a precise definition of the model-theoretic semantics of a RWT
R, it is convenient to define the model-theoretic semantics of R by means of a

terms.
16Since we take proofs into account, our notion of coherence is stronger than equational

coherence in [Vir95, Vir] and an equivalent notion in [Mes93] for an underlying confluent and
terminating equational theory.
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MET E(R) which has already a standard model-theoretic semantics in terms of
E(R)-algebras. The membership equational presentation of a RWT R is a MET
E(R) that extends ER, the underlying MET of R, by the following:

1. for each kind of ER we add a new kind [RawPrf]k together with new operator
symbols called identity and sequential proof constructors

id : k → [RawPrf]k,

; : [RawPrf]k [RawPrf]k → [RawPrf]k;

2. a new operator symbol called parallel proof constructor

f : [RawPrf]k̄1
. . . [RawPrf]k̄n

→ [RawPrf]k

for each operator f : k̄n → k in ER;

3. a new operator symbol called basic proof constructor

l : [RawPrf]k̄1
. . . [RawPrf]k̄n

→ [RawPrf]k

for each label l : k̄n → k in RR;

4. a kind [Prf]k with a sort Prfk and an operator symbol

: → : [RawPrf]k k k → [Prf]k;

5. membership axioms representing the rules of the deductive system of RWL
specialized to the underlying MET ER, where a rewrite

P : M → N is represented as a membership (P : M → N) : Prfk.

if M,N ∈ TrmR,k and P ∈ Prf R,k.

E can be extended to a functor E : RWT → MET in the obvious way.

By means of E we can lift models and the initiality and freeness results from
MEL to RWL which is done next. We define R-algebras as E(R)-algebras, and
by composing E : RWT → MET with the functor Mod : MET → Catop we
obtain Mod ◦E : RWT → Catop which is also denoted Mod : RWT → Catop.
As usual we write UH for Mod(H) given an RWS morphism H. By definining
I(R) as I(E(R)) and FH : Mod(R) → Mod(R′) as FE(H) : Mod(E(R)) →
Mod(E(R)) we can lift Theorem 2.4.1 from MEL to RWL resulting in the fol-
lowing
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Theorem 2.4.2 (Initial and Free Models) RWTs have initial and free mod-
els. In fact, given a RWT R′ there exists an initial R′-algebra, written I(R′).
More generally, given a RWT morphism H : R → R′ between RWTs R and R′

there exists a free functor FH : Mod(R) → Mod(R′), i.e. a functor that is left
adjoint to UH . In the following we write ηH and εH for the unit and counit, re-
spectively, of this adjunction, i.e., we have natural transformations ηH(A) : A →
UH(FH(A)) for E-algebras A and εH(A′) : FH(UH(A′)) → A′ for R′-algebras A′.

Among all models of a RWTR we are usually either interested in the initial model
I(R) or in the model FK(A) that is free over a model A of the data subtheory
ED
R , which is contained in R by means of the obvious inclusion K : ED

R ↪→ E(R).

For the latter case, it is often very convenient to assume that the free functor FK

has been defined in such a way that ηK(A) becomes the identity and therefore
UK(FK(A)) = A for all RWTs R and K as above. The protection lemma ensures
that this is possible without loss of generality.

Lemma 2.4.3 (Protection Lemma) Let R be a RWT and A an ED
R -algebra,

and consider the obvious inclusion K : ED
R ↪→ E(R). Then ηK(A) : A →

UK(FK(A)) is an isomorphism.

Proof Sketch. The result follows from the fact that the axioms in E(R) that
are not already present in the subspecification ED

R satisfy the following conditions:
(1) the signature does not introduce new elements in kinds contained in ED

R , (2)
the membership axioms do not introduce new elements in sorts contained in ED

R ,
and (3) the equations do not identify elements in kinds contained in ED

R . ¤
Concrete instances of the model-theoretic semantics of rewriting logic will be used
in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.4 for the particular forms of underlying METs that are
relevant for that chapter.

Applications

As a formal specification language for labeled transition systems, more precisely
enriched transition categories, rewriting logic can serve as a uniform semantic
framework to represent a wide variety of programming and system models. This
includes classes of finite and infinite automata, process algebras, Petri nets, and
many other formalisms [Mes96, MOM96, Mes92], a particularly interesting one
being a logical theory of concurrent object-oriented programming [Mes93]. In
Chapters 3 and 5 of this thesis, we apply membership equational logic and the
corresponding version of rewriting logic to the representation of programming
languages, and we develop new representations of system models, mainly in the
context of Petri nets, which were highly influential in the early developments of
rewriting logic.
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Another application of rewriting logic is its use as a first-order logical framework
[MOM96, MOM94, Mes98, MMO95] in a spirit similar to Feferman’s finitary
inductive definitions of [Fef88]. From the viewpoint of general logics [MOM94,
Mes89a], which study maps between logics, rewriting logic appears as a particu-
larly interesting element in the category of logics, which can be used as a logical
framework, because it is conceptually simple and important logics can be natu-
rally mapped into it. This general logics methodology, that is based on general
logics as a logical metatheory in combination with rewriting logic as a concrete
executable logical framework, is employed in Chapter 6 of this thesis. Beyond its
use as a logical framework, rewriting logic can serve as an executable metalogic,
e.g. to specify the maps between logics, an application that we will study in the
context of Chapter 7 of this thesis.

2.4.6 The Maude Rewriting Engine

The Maude paradigm recognizes the diversity of languages and formalisms as an
inevitable consequence of the diversity of potential applications. In contrast to
many conventional programming and specification languages, Maude is not as-
sumed to be a closed language. Instead, it should be regarded as an open-ended
family of interrelated languages that can be mapped into the core language, called
Core Maude, in a conservative way. Core Maude is a language that has a simple
formal foundation, namely rewriting logic together with its membership equa-
tional sublogic. Beyond this it avoids any assumptions about specific applications
or specialized paradigms, and merely relies on the experience that a substantial
number of paradigms, including functional programming, logic programming, and
concurrent object-oriented programming, can be naturally represented in rewrit-
ing logic.

Core Maude can be seen as a framework language encapsulating the fundamen-
tal concepts of rewriting, that can be used to build multiparadigm languages,
tools and environments. Core Maude is based on memberhip equational logic
and the corresponding version of rewriting logic, but it has a number of addi-
tional features such as user-definable mixfix syntax, relaxed conditions for oper-
ator overloading, efficient support for subsort axioms, user-definable equational
reduction strategies, several common built-in sorts and functions, and built-in
support for reflection, which makes it a suitable practical basis for realizing the
Maude paradigm. A good example of a language in the Maude family is Full
Maude. Full Maude is a conservative extension of Core Maude in the sense above
that provides two orthogonal features, namely: (1) a notion of object-oriented
modules in the sense of [Mes93], and (2) a module-algebra in the style of OBJ3
with concepts such as renaming, parameterized theories and modules, and the-
ory interpretations (views). Following the Maude paradigm, Full Maude has been
specified in Core Maude itself using its reflective capabilities [Dur99].
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The Maude rewriting engine can be used to execute specifications written in Core
Maude. In particular, the Maude engine implements the operational semantics
of MEL and RWL17, which is made accessible either externally via the user in-
terface or internally, i.e. inside a rewrite specification, via the reflection interface.
In order to provide the efficiency that is needed for complex applications, the
Maude engine internally employs state-of-the-art matching algorithms and ad-
vanced compilation and optimization techniques. To this end, the specification
must be (weakly) executable in the sense defined earlier, where as structural
equations all combinations of associativity, commutativity, or left/right identity
laws are admitted. Subsort axioms, wich provide a semantically equivalent, but
more efficient way to express membership axioms of a particular form, have to
satisfy a regularity condition [BJM97, BJM00], which implies that each term has
a statically computable least sort w.r.t. the partial order induced by these axioms.

Furthermore, we have seen that the operational semantics of MEL and RWL does
fix the particular strategies that are used for reduction and rewriting. Indeed, an
additional feature of the Maude engine is that it allows the user to control the
application of computational equations and rewrite rules by means of two kinds
of strategies:

1. First of all, the user can specify equational reduction strategies , also called
evaluation strategies in [CDE+99a]. These strategies can be specified for
each operator separately and impose certain constraints on the way in which
equations can be applied in the execution semantics described above. In
general, reduction strategies can be used to increase efficiency, but also to
eliminate nonterminating computations, e.g. to compute lazily with infinite
data structures. The standard lazy and eager reduction strategies known
from functional programming languages arise as special cases.

2. A more general form of strategies are rewrite strategies , that can be used to
specify iterative rewriting, which involves the application of specific in-
stances of rewrite rules and the selection of continuation points. Each
rewrite strategy explores a transition system that is a subsystem of the la-
belled transition system given by all derivable rewrite judgements. In prac-
tice, rewrite strategies can range from a straightforward execution strategy,
that applies the rules in some order with certain constraints to finally ob-
tain a result, to a possibly exhaustive exploration strategy that explores
multiple paths in the transition system. Technically, user-definable rewrite
strategies in Maude are implemented using reflection, i.e., they are them-
selves executable specifications that use the reflection interface to operate
on the object specification that has to be controlled.

17In its current version, however, Maude does not construct rewrite proof terms.
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To conclude the overview of the Maude system we would like to mention a number
of further applications showing that the efficient execution by rewriting is only
one use of formal specifications. For instance, interactive theorem proving in the
context of a MEL specification is supported by the inductive theorem proving
tool developed by Clavel [Cla98]. This tool is another example of a reflective
architecture, since the theorem prover operates at the metalevel of the object
specification, i.e. the specification we wish to prove properties about. Other tools
that exploit Maude’s reflective capabilites are tools developed by Durán [Dur99]
that can support the user to verify confluence, termination, and coherence of
certain specifications in MEL and RWL. Finally, a reflective architecture is also
used in the Maude prototype of the open calculus of constructions, which is
presented in Chapter 8.
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2.5 From Higher-Order Logics to Logical Type

Theories

Type theories are an important ingredient not only for typed programming lan-
guages but also for typed logics as they are used in various interactive mathe-
matical proof development systems. Although it is difficult to agree on a precise
general notion of what a type theory is, it is correct to say that a common char-
acteristic of type theories is that they classify certain syntactic objects according
to types on the basis of typing rules, giving rise to an inductively-defined syn-
tactic abstraction. In this thesis we use the notion of type theory usually in
a more restricted sense to refer to different kinds of typed λ-calculi. Typed λ-
calculi are extensions of the simply typed λ-calculus [Chu40]. We distinguish
two forms of typed λ-calculi, namely those which use a language with type an-
notations (Church style) and those where types are assigned to untyped terms
(Curry style). A unified presentation of several typed λ-calculi in the form of the
so-called λ-cube can be found in [Bar92].

Often a type theory is used as part of a logic, and we speak of a typed logic in
this case. For instance, algebraic specification languages such as many-sorted or
order-sorted equational logics (cf. Section 2.4) are typed logics, with an underlying
type theory of a very simple kind. Due to the absence of function types, such
type theories could be called algebraic type theories, to distinguish them from
typed λ-calculi as they are used for instance in proof development systems such
as HOL [GM93b], PVS [ORS92, COR+95], IMPS [FGT93], or Isabelle [Pau90].
The underlying type theories of such higher-order logics usually introduce a type
of formulae on which the logic is based. In the case of classical logics (all of the
above except for Isabelle) the type of formulae is identified with the boolean data
type. In spite of the use of the type system to distinguish between formulae and
terms of other data types, we can observe a clear conceptual separation between
the logic and the type theory in the logics above, in the sense that the inference
rules of the logic are added on top of the type theory. A typed logic of this
kind that we will discuss in this thesis in more detail is HOL. In fact, a detailed
formulation of the HOL logic as an entailment system in the sense of Section 2.3
will be given in Chapter 7.

There is a second class of typed logics, implemented in proof development sys-
tems such as AUTOMATH [dB80], Nuprl [CAB+86], LEGO [Pol94, LP92], COQ
[BBC+99], and ALF [Mag94], where the separation between the logic and the type
theory disappears thanks to the propositions-as-types interpretation, an interpre-
tation of the logic in the type theory, also known as formulae-as-types analogy
[How80]. In this case, the inference rules of the logic become special instances
of the typing rules. As an example, the calculus of constructions has an intu-
itionistic higher-order logic according to the propositions-as-types interpretation.
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Since the logic is under this interpretation internal to the type theory we will also
refer to the type theories which can be used in this spirit somewhat informally
as logical type theories (such type theories will be used in Chapters 6, 7, and 8).
The essential difference, when compared with the typed logics discussed above,
is that the logic is conservative over the type theory rather than being obtained
by an axiomatic extension. On the other hand, we will see that such an interpre-
tation only provides an intuitionistic minimal logic, and that additional axioms
are needed to make this logic classical. A closely related feature of logical type
theories is that the propositions-as-types interpretation comes together with an
abstract notion of proofs18 as objects, a fact that we use in this thesis not only
to exchange proofs (cf. Appendix A), but also to reason about proofs inside the
logic (cf. Chapter 4).

Historically, the first type theory in the broad sense of the term is the theory of
types introduced by Whitehead and Russell in “Principia Mathematica” [WR13].
In their classical work the authors propose a typed logic to avoid the paradoxes
that had been detected in the early formulation of set theory. The underlying
type theory is based on a notion of set rather than the notion of function, which
is the prevailing primitive concept in all modern type theories.

The first typed λ-calculus was developed by Church [Chu40] in 1940. This cal-
culus is also called simple type theory, because the only nonatomic types are
function types of the form A → B for types A and B. Although Church’s origi-
nal motivation for developing such a theory was to use the λ-calculus as a logic,
this goal was not achieved at that time. Instead, Church laid the foundations
for typed functional programming languages, an application of type theory which
turned out to be very fruitful, as witnessed by today’s sophisticated functional
programming languages such as ML and Haskell.

A considerable step forward was the introduction of so-called dependent function
types in the context of the AUTOMATH project [NGV+94] in 1968. A dependent
function type, that we write as (X : A)B,19 denotes a set of functions that take
an argument X of type A and yield a result of type B(X), i.e. a type which can
depend on the actual argument. Dependent function types generalize ordinary
function types A → B, where B does not depend on the argument. Furthermore,
dependent types enable the direct use of the λ-calculus as a logic according to
the propositions-as-types interpretation [How80], an issue that we will discuss
in more detail in Section 2.5.2. The AUTOMATH project was the first project

18Depending on the type theory, the amount of information contained in such abstract proofs
can vary. In the calculus of constructions, for instance, it is sufficient to make proof checking
decidable, but in Nuprl it is the computational content of a proof, which is in general not
sufficient for efficient proof checking.

19The type theory AUT-QE unifies λ-abstraction [X : A]M and Π-abstraction (X : A)B, an
interesting aspect which leads to subtle differences between this type theory and more recent
type theories with dependent types.
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that developed a proof assistant used to formalize large portions of informal
mathematics such as Landau’s “Grundlagen der Analysis”. Another interesting
comment concerning the use of AUTOMATH type theories is that they do not
favor or enforce a strictly conservative discipline for AUTOMATH developments.
In fact, nonconservative extensions of the type theory, e.g. by classical axioms
or axiomatically defined data types, have been liberally used. A similarly liberal
standpoint is part of the pragmatics of the open calculus of constructions that
we present in Chapter 8.

In the subsequent years a number of very influencing type theries have been de-
veloped by Martin-Löf. The first system he put forward in 1971 was equipped
with a type of all types, which soon turned out to be logically inconsistent,20 as
witnessed by Girard’s paradox [Gir72, Coq86]). Not much later, Martin-Löf devel-
oped his intuitionistic type theory [ML74] which underwent a number of changes
in subsequent years. Except for the first inconsistent system, Martin-Löf’s type
theories are predicative. They have a rich variety of types, such as enumeration
types, natural numbers, products, sums, dependent function types, and depen-
dent sum types. A major step was the extension of the type theory by an infinite
predicative hierarchy of universes U0, U1, U2, . . . in [ML82]. Universes are types
of types and hence allow us to view types as elements, i.e. as first-class citizens.
Predicativity means that the universes are stratified and not generally closed un-
der formation of dependent function types. More precisely, if A and B are types
then (X : A)B resides in a universe at least as high as those of A and B. The
clear hierarchical structure of predicative theories is intended to avoid paradoxes
as the one in Martin-Löf’s first system. In connection with (dependent) function
types universes allow us to represent type operators, i.e. functions that operate on
types, and explicitly polymorphic functions, i.e. functions that have explicit type
parameters, although the latter feature is not needed in Martin-Löf’s (implicitly)
polymorphic type theories, where λ-abstractions do not carry types. On top of
the rich collection of types the logic is defined, i.e. introduced conservatively, by
means of a propositions-as-types interpretation. In particular, conjunction and
disjunction are interpreted as product and sum, respectively, and universal and
existential quantifications are interpreted as dependent functions and dependent
sums, respectively. With the exception of the decidable monomorphic type the-
ory in [ML74] and a monomorphic system described in [PSN90], which is also
known as Martin-Löf’s logical framework21 (put forward in 1986), Martin-Löf’s
type theories are polymorphic, that is different types can be associated with the
same term. Martin-Löf considered extensional and intensional polymorphic type
theories, differing in the rules for equality judgements (both versions are pre-

20In spite of its failure to serve as a logic, it has been found that a type theory with a type
of all types can very well serve as an expressive programming language [Car86].

21A variant of Martin-Löf’s logical framework has been implemented in the proof assistant
Alfa [CC99b] and in the programming language Cayenne [Aug99, Aug].
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sented in [PSN90]). In short, extensional type theories allow us to use arbitrary
logical equalities to prove equality and typing judgements, whereas in intensional
type theories equality judgements capture a more limited intensional notion of
computational equality. The semantics of Martin-Löf’s polymorphic type theo-
ries can be given by an untyped programming language, where type constructors
are not essentially different from other constructors, and computation rules are
given in the style of structured operational semantics. A particularly interest-
ing feature is that is that the type theory open-ended [Tsu01] in the sense that
the derivable judgements remain valid under quite general extensions of the un-
derlying programming language by new base types and new computation rules.
Open-endedness has been investigated in [How91, How89] and is also the basis
for the Nuprl type theory [All87], which further advances Martin-Löf’s ideas.

Nuprl [CAB+86] extends Martin-Löf’s polymorphic extensional type theory in
various directions. It consequently realizes Martin-Löf’s idea that a type theory
should be open-ended, in the sense that type constructors, inference rules, and
computation rules can be added when this extension can be justified its seman-
tics, and hence it is more appropriate to view Nuprl as an evolving family of type
theories. The collection of Nuprl types includes subset types, quotient types, in-
ductive types, and intersection types. Nuprl furthermore supports contravariant
subtyping, which is justified by its consequent characterization of functions by
their computational behavior. Among other extensions, partial types [CS87] and
entirely new concepts such as very dependent function types [Hic96] have been
studied. In addition, Nuprl realizes the idea of direct (i.e. untyped) computation
rules that are admitted by Martin-Löf’s semantics, but are not part of any of
his type theories. The constructive semantics of Nuprl differs from Martin-Löf’s
semantics in the meaning of sequents, and it is also more complicated due to
the admission of quotient types. A detailed description can be found in [All87].
As in Martin-Löf’s polymorphic extensional type theory, type checking and type
inference in the Nuprl type theory are undecidable. Hence, typing judgments are
witnessed by external Nuprl proofs, which are derivations involving the inference
rules of Nuprl. The Nuprl proof development system, that supports goal-oriented,
tactic-based, interactive theorem proving, has proven its applicability in a con-
siderable number of complex developments ranging from algebra and automata
theory to protocol verification and optimization [Jac94, CNJU00, LvRBK01]. As
a consequence of the propositions-as-types interpretation, Nuprl has an abstract
notion of proofs-as-objects, which represents the computational contents of proofs
inside the type theory and is therefore referred to as proofs-as-programs inter-
pretation. Program extraction, i.e. the extraction of programs from (external)
proofs, is supported by Nuprl on the basis of this interpretation.

An interesting variant of Nuprl is the classical version proposed by Howe [How96a,
How98a] in the context of the HOL/Nuprl connection. By giving a hybrid compu-
tational/set-theoretic semantics he shows how classical reasoning becomes pos-
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sible with only a few modifications to the Nuprl type theory. Since classical
reasoning is an important mode that should be supported by a generally appli-
cable type theory, we will extract and present the essence of the HOL/Nuprl
connection in Chapter 7, where we also give a precise definition of the relevant
entailment systems (in the sense of Section 2.3).

Quite different from Martin-Löf’s approach, Girard and Reynolds developed in-
dependently in the early 70’s the second order λ-calculus, also called system F
[Gir72, GLT89, Rey74]. Girard’s motivation was of a proof-theoretic nature,
whereas Reynolds aimed at applications in the context of programming languages.
System F can be seen as Church’s simple type theory extended by the explicit
polymorphism, i.e. by the possibility of defining functions with type parameters.
Girard has developed another system, called higher-order λ-calculus or system
Fω [Gir72], that extends system F by type operators, i.e. operators that have
types as arguments and produce types. In contrast to Martin-Löf’s type theory
and Nuprl, Girard’s systems are impredicative and hence less restrictive concern-
ing the formation of function types. This remark also holds for the calculus of
constructions which contains F and Fω as subsystems.

In 1984 Coquand and Huet developed the calculus of constructions (CC), that
integrates dependent function types, explicit polymorphism, and type operators
in a surprisingly simple and uniform way [CH85, Coq85, CH88]. In contrast
to Martin-Löf’s approaches, CC is an impredicative type theory and the only
nonatomic type is the dependent function type, written as (X : A)B. Impred-
icativity refers to the single impredicate universe Prop and means that Prop is
closed under dependent function types over arbitrary types. In other words, if
B is in Prop and A is any type then (X : A)B exists and is still in Prop. CC
has an impredicative higher-order logic by virtue of the propositions-as-types
interpretation. As a notion of computation CC employs β-reduction. Among
several extensions of CC that have been proposed in the literature (see below),
an extension of CC by η-conversion has been studied in [Geu93]. Last but not
least, it is worth mentioning that CC (and also the extensions mentioned below)
enjoy metatheoretical properties such as type uniqueness, subject reduction, and
strong normalization. Furthermore, type checking is decidable and efficient type
checking and type inference algorithms exist [Hue89].

The logical framework LF [HHP87] is a theory of dependent types that general-
izes Church’s simple type theory. It is similar to the system λP, a predicative
subsystem of CC according to Barendregt’s λ-cube, except for the fact that in
LF type conversion includes not only β-conversion by also η-conversion. As ex-
plained in [HHP87], LF is well-suited as a higher-order logical framework that
is capable of encoding a variety of standard logics and type theories using the
so-called judgements-as-types interpretation. We refer to LF as a higher-order
logical framework, because it is based on the λ-calculus, in contrast to a first-
order framework such as membership equational logic or rewriting logic. On
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the other hand, LF is often called a first-order λ-calculus, because of its rather
modest notion of dependent function types, which allow quantification over ele-
ments, but not over types as in the second-order or higher-order λ-calculus above.
The approach to encode terms with bound variables in LF is based on higher-
order abstract syntax [PE88], i.e., binding constructs of the object language are
represented using λ-abstractions of LF. A good introduction to LF-style logical
frameworks and these representation techniques can be found in [Pfe96]. LF has
been implemented in the constraint logic programming language ELF [Pfe91] and
its successor Twelf [PS99]. Both systems provide the infrastructure to represent
and implement other logics. Twelf additionally supports metalogical theorem
proving by virtue of a first-order metalogic that has been built on top of LF.

In 1986 Coquand extended CC by a cumulative hierarchy of universes [Coq86]
Type0, Type1, Type2, . . . , as it has been used in Martin-Löf’s type theory. The
resulting system is called the generalized calculus of constructions (GCC). As in
the case of Martin-Löf’s type theory, the universes Typei are predicative, but
impredicativity of the bottom universe Prop is maintained. Already CC admits
a classical model where Prop is interpreted as a two-element set. However, this
classical model is not very useful in CC, since it makes the only proper universe
available semantically degenerated and thus does not leave any space for inter-
esting data types. In the context of GCC, however, interpreting Prop classically
can lead to a useful model, because this does not exclude a rich semantics for
data types that reside in the new predicative universes Typei.

Motivated by theory abstraction as an application, Luo added strong dependent
sum types, also called strong Σ-types, to GCC. The resulting type theory, the
extended calculus of constructions (ECC) is presented in [Luo91] and [Luo94].
Another subtle but important improvement is that ECC extends the subtying
relation of GCC to a slightly richer subtyping relation to ensure the existence of
principal types, which simplifies type checking considerably. This completion is
also referred to as full cumulativity as opposed to the weaker cumulativity of the
Martin-Löf-style universe hierarchy used in GCC. Later ECC was extended by a
scheme for inductive definitions to the unified theory of dependent types (UTT)
[Luo94].22 Since the early 90’s the LEGO proof assistant [LP92] developed by
Pollack provides an implementation of ECC. It has also been extended by the
UTT scheme for inductive definitions and in addition by a scheme for coinductive
definitions in the meantime. Thanks to the underlying type theory and the
use of the propositions-as-types interpretation, the complexity of LEGO is quite
moderate. Interactive theorem proving reduces to functional programming and
can be conducted by goal-oriented refinement. On the other hand, the LEGO
system is not equipped with powerful tactics for proof automation as we find them

22Strictly speaking, UTT is not exactly an extension of ECC, because it is specified in Martin-
Löf’s logical framework, which is predicative so that coercions have to be used as a replacement
for universe subtyping.
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in HOL, PVS, or COQ. Nevertheless, a number of substantial developments, such
as a normalization proof for system F [Alt93], have been conducted using the
LEGO system. In Appendix A we use an example from the LEGO distribution
to illustrate the use of our executable specification of pure type systems.

In parallel with the development of ECC and UTT, the development of another
extension of GCC was initiated by Coquand and Paulin-Mohring in [CPM90]. It
is called the calculus of inductive constructions (CIC) [BBC+99]. Generalizing
the universe hierarchy of ECC, which has a single impredicative universe, it is
equipped with two impredicative universes Prop and Set and a single predicative
universe hierarchy on top of these.23 Furthermore, it has inductive data types
and a restricted form of terminating recursion. Its most recent version supports
also the coinductive counterparts of these concepts [Gim94]. Special attention
has been devoted to the issue of extracting programs from type-theoretic proof
objects, a feature which makes the precise rules for inductive definitions rather
subtle. The COQ system [BBC+99] that implements CIC is a tactic-based in-
teractive proof assistant that supports a goal-oriented proof style. It has many
additional features such as user-definable syntax and coercions that are very use-
ful in practice. Its overall complexity is beyond that of LEGO, but it shares
with LEGO the idea that the soundness of the system is based on a relatively
small core that is essentially a type checker. COQ has been employed for many
complex developments using intuitionistic or classical logic.

Since this thesis aims at a unified language based on equational logic, rewriting
logic, and a logical type theory, namely the (extended) calculus of constructions,
we begin with an introduction to the latter. Since inductive reasoning is an im-
portant use of the unified formalism, the open calculus of constructions presented
in Chapter 8, we also introduce CIC, the most comonly used extension of CC by
inductive types that is the basis of the COQ system. In fact, this type theory is
particularly well-suited for inductive reasoning, which makes it especially useful
as a metalogic to reason about inductively presented formal systems, an appli-
cation that we explore by the formalization of the UNITY-style temporal logic
in Chapter 4. In that application we use CIC not only as a metalogic to reason
about the temporal logic, but also as a functional programming language and as
a logic for high-level specification and verification of programs and systems.

2.5.1 The Calculus of Constructions

The calculus of constructions (CC) [CH85, Coq85, CH88, Coq90a] extends the
simply typed λ-calculus λ→ [Chu40] by a general form of dependent function
types, that generalize explicit polymorphism, type operators, and dependent

23An earlier version of CIC was equipped with two separate universe hierarchies with Prop
and Set at the bottom, respectively.
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types. The systems F [Gir72, Rey74], Fω [Gir72] and a system λP close to
the logical framework LF [HHP87] are subsumed by CC. CC is an impredicative
type theory in the sense that its type universe Prop is closed under formation of
(dependent) function types. Based on β-reduction as a notion of computation,
CC is strongly normalizing, and as a consequence all representable functions are
total and computable. Furthermore, type checking is decidable and an algorithm
for type inference exists. From a logical point of view, CC admits the interpreta-
tion of an intuitionistic higher-order logic according to the propositions-as-types
interpretation which is discussed in the following section.

In what follows, we introduce the language of CC and its formal system. As usual
in expressive type theories, terms and types are not a priori distinguished. Terms
are defined by the following syntax, using M , N , A, B to range over terms and
X to range over names:

X | M N | [X : A]M | (X : A)B | Prop | Type
Here, X denotes a variable, (MN) denotes a function application, [X : A]M de-
notes a λ-abstraction, (X : A)B denotes a dependent function type, Prop denotes
an impredicative type universe, and Type denotes an auxiliary type universe. We
should add that in [X : A]M and (X : A)B the variable X is bound in M and B,
respectively, and we assume that α-equivalent terms, i.e., terms that are equal
up to consistent renaming of their bound variables, are identified. We further-
more use the standard convention that a nondependent function type A → B
abbreviates (X : A)B where X does not occur in B.

The formal system of CC defined as follows (cf. [Bar92]). The sentences are
typging judgements of the form Γ ` M : A, meaning that Γ is a well-typed
context and M is of type A in Γ. Here a context is a list of declarations of the
form X : A, which declares X to be of type A. We write X ∈ Γ to express that
X is declared in Γ. We write [X := N ]M to denote the standard (capture-free)
substitution of all free occurrences of X in M by N . The variables s, s1, s2 range
over the universes {Prop, Type}. The formal system of CC has the following
inference rules:

[] ` Prop : Type
(Ax)

Γ ` A : s

Γ, X : A ` X : A
X /∈ Γ (Start)

Γ ` M : A Γ ` B : s

Γ, X : B ` M : A
X /∈ Γ (Weak)

Γ ` A : s1 Γ, X : A ` B : s2

Γ ` (X : A)B : s2
(Pi)
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Γ, X : A ` M : B Γ ` (X : A)B : s

Γ ` [X : A]M : (X : A)B
(Lda)

Γ ` M : (X : A)B Γ ` N : A

Γ ` (MN) : [X:=A]B
(App)

Γ ` M : A Γ ` B : s

Γ ` M : B
A ≡β B (Conv)

In the last rule, ≡β denotes β-conversion, i.e. the equivalence induced by β-
reduction →β which is the context closure of ⇒β defined by

([X : M ] N) ⇒β [X:=N ]M.

CC uses β-reduction as the notion of computation and β-conversion as the notion
of type equality, which is intensional, computational and decidable for well-typed
terms. Although→β is defined on all terms, well-typed or not, this more a matter
of convenience, since it is in fact intended as a typed notion of computation, i.e.
it is only used on well-typed terms.

It is important to note that Type has only the status of an auxiliary universe in
CC, which enables us to form certain dependent types such as (X : Prop)Prop
or (X : A)Prop in a well-typed context with A : Prop, but on the other hand
well-typed contexts cannot contain declarations of the form X : Type, as we can
see from the rules Start and Weak. For this reason, Type is not a full-featured
universe and not made explicit in equivalent (earlier) presentations of CC such
as the one in [Coq90a].

Formally, the type inference rules given above constitute an inductive definition
of a (unary) entailment system in the sense of Section 2.3. We will use such en-
tailment systems to state some metatheoretic results in the more general context
of pure type systems which subsume CC as a special case in Chapter 6.

2.5.2 Propositions as Types and Proofs as Objects

Under the propositions-as-types interpretation [How80] (see also [Coq90b]), also
called formulae-as-types analogy, a logical formula A is interpreted as a type [[A]]
such that A is provable iff [[A]] is inhabited. In addition, a proof P is interpreted
as an object [[P ]] such that [[P ]] is an element of [[A]]. This second part is called
proofs-as-objects interpretation or proofs-as-programs interpretation. These in-
terpretations of a logic in a type theory have originally been used in the context
of the Curry-Howard isomorphism [How80], which requires an even stronger cor-
respondence, namely that normalization of proofs in the logic corresponds to
normalization in the type theory. Curry-Howard isomorphisms have been sucess-
fully established in the setting of intuitionistic logics and corresponding type
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theories, such as between a higher-order intuitionistic logic and the calculus of
constructions [Geu93].

The propositions-as-types interpretation can be seen as a type-theoretic con-
cretization of the BHK interpretation [Hey71], that has been used by Brouwer,
Heyting, and Kolmogorov to explain the meaning of intuitionistic logic and can
be summarized as follows:

1. A proof of a conjunction A ∧ B is a pair containing a proof of A and a
proof of B,

2. A proof of a disjunction A ∨ B is a pair containing either a proof of A
or a proof of B together with information about which of these choices is
taken,

3. A proof of an implication A ⇒ B is a constructive method providing a
proof B given a proof of A.

4. A proof of a universal quantification ∀x ∈ A . B is a constructive method
providing a proof of B(a) for each a in A.

5. A proof of an existential quantification ∃x ∈ A . B is a pair containing an
element a ∈ A and a proof of B(a).

What counts as a constructive method is not fixed in the BHK interpretation.
The degree of constructivity depends on what we are willing to accept as a proof.
An extreme position would be to require that the method should be a computable
function, possibly within certain complexity bounds. On the other extreme we
have the classical position, where we accept as methods all set-theoretic functions.
In the context of typed λ-calculi that formalize a notion of function, the most
obvious choice is to identify such methods with the functions of the calculus. In
type theories which admit a rich spectrum of semantics, ranging from constructive
to classical, we do not have to commit ourselves to any of the positions mentioned
above.

In a type theory with function types an implication A ⇒ B can be interpreted
as a type [[A]] → [[B]]. In fact, this interpretation establishes a Curry-Howard
isomorphism between simple type theory and minimal propositional logic. To deal
with logics with quantifiers we need more expressive types. For instance, in type
theories with dependent function types, a universal quantification ∀X ∈ A . B
can be interpreted as (X : [[A]])[[B]]. Since dependent function types generalize
ordinary function types, the former are sufficient to establish a propositions-as-
types interpretation for a logic based on implication and universal quantification.

In the context of intuitionistic impredicative higher-order logic, the implicative-
universal fragment is sufficient to define all the remaining logical operators and
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equality. This technique, which is also called impredicative encoding, is for in-
stance used in the LEGO system to introduce the logic on top of the type theory.
Alternatively, and this is the choice adopted in COQ and Nuprl, the remain-
ing logical operators can be defined in terms of suitable (inductive) data types
following the BHK-interpretation (see Section 2.5.5).

A conceptual benefit of the propositions-as-types and proofs-as-objects interpre-
tation is that the activities of typed functional programming and theorem proving
that appear to be unrelated at the first sight become identified in a strict formal
sense: Proving a theorem A is the task of writing a program which constructs a
proof, i.e. an element of A, viewing A as a type. Interactive proof assistants can
exploit the propositions-as-types interpretation and implement goal-oriented the-
orem proving as program construction by refinement. The task of verifying that
a theorem has a given proof, i.e. proof-checking, is reduced to type checking. If
efficient algorithms for type checking exist, internal proof objects can completely
replace the external notion of proof, which further simplifies the implementation
of proof development systems based on such type theories.

In summary, the propositions-as-types interpretation reveals an analogy between
logics and type systems which can be exploited to simplify the design of logics and
proof development systems considerably. In our view, the economy of concepts
makes type theories with dependent types a very natural formal basis for proof
development systems that implement higher-order logics.

2.5.3 The Generalized Calculus of Constructions

Similar to von Neumann universes in set theory, the calculus of constructions
can be equipped with an infinite cumulative universe hierarchy, as in the general-
ized calculus of constructions (GCC), which maintains the impredicative universe
Prop and adds a hierarchy {Typei | i ∈ N} of predicative universes. The universe
structure of GCC is characterized by a universe containment relation ∈ which is
defined by

Prop ∈ Type0 ∈ Type1 ∈ Type2 . . .

and induces a subtying order ≤ on universes, namely

Prop ≤ Type0 ≤ Type1 ≤ Type2 . . .

The following two inference rules express universe containment (Ax) and cumu-
lativity (Cum), respectively.

[] ` s1 : s2
if s1 ∈ s2 (Ax)

Γ ` A : s1

Γ ` A : s2
if s1 ≤ s2 (Cum)
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The inference rules of GCC are those of CC together with the previous two rules,
but with the Pi rule replaced by the following two, which distinguish dependent
type formation in the impredicative universe Prop from dependent type formation
in the predicative universes Typei. The key difference is that Prop is closed under
formation of dependent types, but Typei does not enjoy this property.

Γ ` A : s1 Γ, X : A ` B : s2

Γ ` (X : A)B : Prop
if s2 = Prop (ImpredPi)

Γ ` A : s1 Γ, X : A ` B : s2

Γ ` (X : A)B : max(s1, s2)
if s2 = Typei (PredPi)

In contrast to CC, which has only a single universe Prop apart from the aux-
iliary universe Type, the richer universe structure allows us to separate logical
objects residing in Prop from data types which reside in the other universes. An
important benefit arising from this separation is not only conceptual clarity but
also the existence of reasonable classical models where Prop is interpreted as a
two element set {{∅}, ∅} containting a nonempty set (the interpretation of True)
and an empty set (the interpretation of False). This semantics is classified as
a proof-irrelevance semantics , because it abstracts from the differences between
proofs of a propositions. Obviously, the semantics also justifies the law of the
excluded middle, and furthermore logical extensionality , i.e. two propositions are
equal iff they are logically equivalent. Formally, such classical models are also
possible in CC (see e.g. [Coq90a]), but they exclude the existence of nontrivial
data types, since in CC data types that have to be introduced in the context can
only live in Prop.

2.5.4 The Calculus of Inductive Constructions

The calculus of inductive constructions (CIC) [BBC+99, PM93] further general-
izes GCC. It has been implemented in the COQ system which is briefly intro-
duced in the subsequent section. CIC replaces the single impredicative universe
Prop by two independent impredicative universes, called Prop and Set, such that
Prop, Set ∈ Type0. As ECC, CIC has a fully cumulative universe hierarchy, i.e.
the subtyping relation is slightly richer than that of GCC. For details concerning
this issue we refer to [Luo94] and [BBC+99]. More importantly, CIC adds induc-
tive definitions, constructs for terminating fixpoint definitions and case analysis
and their coinductive counterparts. The universe Set is intended as a universe
of (computational) data types, such as booleans bool and natural numbers nat,
which are given by their usual inductive definitions. In spite of these quite porw-
erfull extensions, CIC maintains metatheoretic properties such as uniqueness of
principle types, subject reduction, strong normalization, and decidability of type
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checking. As GCC, CIC also admits a classical semantics [Wer97], and in fact it
is this semantics under which we use CIC in this thesis.

The main feature of CIC that we exploit in this thesis are inductive type def-
initions. For such an inductive definition the user has to specify only the con-
structors for the data type to be defined and their types. Functions on inductive
datatypes can then be defined using a syntactically restricted combination of case
analysis and fixpoint operators. As an example consider the following definition
of the inductive type bool of booleans with constructors true and false, which
can be written in the syntax of COQ as:

Inductive bool : Set := true : bool

| false : bool.

Given such an inductive definition, it is possible to define the standard elimination
principles, which allow us to define (possibly dependent) functions on inductive
types by higher-order primitive recursion. To be more precise, we can define a
separate elimination principle for each universe, i.e. Prop, Set and Typei:

bool_ind = [P:(bool->Prop); t:(P true); f:(P false); b:bool]

Cases b of true => t | false => f end

: (P:(bool->Prop))(P true)->(P false)->(b:bool)(P b)

bool_rec = [P:(bool->Set); t:(P true); f:(P false); b:bool]

Cases b of true => t | false => f end

: (P:(bool->Set))(P true)->(P false)->(b:bool)(P b)

bool_rect = [P:(bool->Type); f:(P true); f:(P false); b:bool]

Cases b of true => t | false => f end

: (P:(bool->Type))(P true)->(P false)->(b:bool)(P b)

Notice that in the syntax of COQ a predicative universe Typei is just written as
Type leaving the universe level implicit, a feature called typical ambiguity, so that
the last definition introduces actually an infinite family of elimination principles.

Similarly, consider an inductive definition of the type nat of natural numbers
with constructors O and S:

Inductive nat : Set := O : nat

| S : nat->nat.

Again we can define the standard elimination principles as follows:
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nat_ind = [P:(nat->Prop); z:(P O); f:((n:nat)(P n)->(P (S n)))]

Fix F {F [n:nat] : (P n) :=

Cases n of O => z | (S m) => (f m (F m)) end}

: (P:(nat->Prop))(P O)->((n:nat)(P n)->(P (S n)))->(n:nat)(P n)

nat_rec = [P:(nat->Set); z:(P O); f:((n:nat)(P n)->(P (S n)))]

Fix F {F [n:nat] : (P n) :=

Cases n of O => z | (S m) => (f m (F m)) end}

: (P:(nat->Set))(P O)->((n:nat)(P n)->(P (S n)))->(n:nat)(P n)

nat_rect = [P:(nat->Type); z:(P O); f:((n:nat)(P n)->(P (S n)))]

Fix F {F [n:nat] : (P n) :=

Cases n of O => z | (S m) => (f m (F m)) end}

: (P:(nat->Type))(P O)->((n:nat)(P n)->(P (S n)))->(n:nat)(P n)

The COQ system automatically generates such elimination principles whenever
possible. It is noteworthy that the elimination principles are introduced by purely
definitional means, since CIC has a built-in notion of inductive types. A different
approach is taken in systems such as UTT, as implemented in LEGO. UTT pro-
vides inductive type schemes for the underlying type theory ECC. Such schemes
describe how for each inductive type elimination principles are introduced as new
primitives together with suitable computation rules, giving rise to a nonconser-
vative extension of the underlying type theory. In other words, UTT can be seen
as a metatheory that describes admissible extensions of ECC.24

Exploiting the propositions-as-types interpretation for types in Prop, the elimi-
nation principle allows us to define functions on inductive types which generate
proofs. In other words, the elimination principles for Prop correspond to induc-
tion principles, a fact that can be easily seen from their types under the logical
reading. The elimination principles for Set and Type on the other hand, are also
called recursion principles, since they are primarily used in connection with data
types, if we follow the conventions of CIC explained above. In other words, the
propositions-as-types interpretation conceptually unifies the notions of induction
and (primitive) recursion, using the single concept of elimination principles. The
inductive data types of CIC are sufficiently powerful to admit the definition of
inductive type families and simultaneous inductive definitions of several types.
Furthermore, inductive definitions of sets/relations, which can be represented as
predicates, i.e. Prop-valued functions, arise as a special case of inductive type
families. In summary, we can again see how the propositions-as-types interpre-
tation, here in connection with inductive types, leads to potential simplifications
in the design of logics and proof development systems.

24To be more precise a slight generalization of ECC is needed, which allows extensions of the
computational system by certain forms of computation rules, as it is implemented in LEGO.
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The central motivation for the separation between Prop and Set in CIC is to sup-
port extraction of programs from proofs in such a way that only the computation-
ally meaningful parts of the proof, i.e. elements of types in Set, are extracted. To
maintain the separation between uninformative (logical) and informative (com-
putational) objects the rules for inductive definitions have to distinguish carefully
between types from Prop and types from Set. For more information on inductive
types in CIC, in particular for a number of restrictions that are enforced to ensure
logical consistency and allow the interpretation of elements of types in Prop as
uninformative objects, we refer to [BBC+99, PM93].

2.5.5 The COQ Proof Development System

The proof assistant COQ [BBC+99] supports goal-oriented interactive theorem
proving and program construction by refinement in CIC. Its core, a successor of
the constructive engine [Hue89], is a type inference and type checking algorithm
that is also used for proof checking under the propositions-as-types and proofs-
as-objects interpretation. COQ can be used as an interactive system with partial
automation in the sense that proofs are generated by tactics that are invoked by
the user or executed as part of a proof script. Tactics are written in the functional
metalanguage CAML, the implementation language of the COQ system. What
makes the COQ approach quite different from the LCF approach inherited by
systems such as HOL and Nuprl, is that after completion of a proof the tactics
have produced an explicit proof object, that is not accepted by the system until it
passes the type checker. This ensures that the soundness of the system depends
only on the type checker, which is of relatively small complexity compared with
the whole system.

The COQ proof assistant does not only implement CIC but also provides a num-
ber of additional features such as typical ambiguity to avoid the specification of
explicit universe levels, automatic completion of terms involving holes (denoted
by ?), extensible grammars for user-definable syntax, implicit coercions guided
by a coercion hierarchy, program extraction from proofs, user-friendly notation
for recursive definitions, user-definable tactics in addition to the tactics that can
be written in the metalanguage CAML, and generation of natural language from
proofs. Furthermore, COQ has a rich mathematical library that provides a good
starting point for formal developments.

The standard logical libraries of COQ are based on the following core definitions,
which establish a propositions-as-types interpretation on the basis of suitable
inductive types.

Inductive True : Prop :=

I : True.
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Inductive False : Prop := .

Definition imp :=

[A,B:Prop] A -> B.

Definition not :=

[A:Prop] A -> False.

Inductive and [A,B:Prop] : Prop :=

conj : A -> B -> (and A B).

Inductive or [A,B:Prop] : Prop :=

or_introl : A -> (or A B)

| or_intror : B -> (or A B).

Definition iff :=

[P,Q:Prop] (and (P -> Q) (Q -> P)).

Definition all :=

[A:Set][P:A->Prop](x:A)(P x).

Definition allT :=

[A:Type][P:A->Prop](x:A)(P x).

Inductive ex [A:Set;P:A->Prop] : Prop :=

ex_intro : (x:A)(P x)->(ex A P).

Inductive exT [A:Type;P:A->Prop] : Prop :=

exT_intro : (x:A)(P x)->(exT A P).

In addition, we have a polymorphic version of Leibnitz equality eq (and eqT)
which is introduced inductively, defining (eq A x) as a unary predicate which is
only satisfied for x.

Inductive eq [A:Set;x:A] : A -> Prop :=

refl_equal : (eq A x x).

Inductive eqT [A:Type;x:A] : A -> Prop :=

refl_eqT : (eqT A x x).

Finally, the COQ library introduces a more readable syntax for logical operators
such that (not A), (and A B), (or A B), (all ? P), (allT ? P), (ex ? P),
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(exT ? P), (eq ? M N), and (eqT ? M N) can be written as ~A, A /\ B, A \/ B,
(All P), (AllT P), (Ex P), (ExT P), M = N, and M == N, respectively.

The theoretical aspects of CIC, mainly its capabilities to reason about inductively
defined objects and its natural capability of treating proofs as objects, but also
the maturity of the COQ system together with its rich collection of features and
extensions, and its mathematical libraries have motivated the choice of COQ
as a framework for the development of the temporal logic library presented in
Chapter 4. Our experience with COQ, and with the related systems LEGO and
Nuprl, also had a considerable impact on the design and implementation of the
open calculus of constructions that is subject of Chapter 8.
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This chapter studies the use of rewriting logic as a semantic framework. Si-
multaneously, it attempts to contribute to the general goal of unifying Petri net
models by studying in detail the unification of key models within rewriting logic
[Mes92]. Specifically, we show how place/transition nets, nets with test arcs, al-
gebraic net specifications, and colored Petri nets can all be naturally represented
within rewriting logic. Our work extends in substantial ways previous work on
the rewriting logic representation of place/transition nets [Mes92], nets with test
arcs [Mes96], and algebraic net specifications [Stec].

The representations in question associate a rewrite specification to each net in a
given class of Petri net models in such a way that concurrent computations in
the original net naturally coincide with concurrent computations in the associated
rewrite specification. That is, we exhibit appropriate bijections between Petri net
computations and rewriting logic computations, viewed as equivalence classes of
proofs, that is, as elements of the free model associated to the corresponding
rewrite specification [Mes92].

Furthermore, for certain classes of nets, namely place/transition nets and a gen-
eral form of algebraic net specifications, which subsume the well-known class of
colored Petri nets, we show that the representation maps into rewriting logic
are functorial; that is, that they map in a functorial way net morphisms to
rewrite specification morphisms. In addition, such functorial representations can
be further extended to the level of semantic models, yielding semantic equivalence
theorems (in the form of natural isomorphisms of functors) between well-known
semantic models for the given class of Petri nets and the free models of the cor-
responding rewrite theories or, more precisely, models obtained from such free
models by forgetting some structure.

As we further explain in the body of the chapter, this work, including the above-
mentioned functorial semantics and the semantic equivalences, generalizes in some
ways, and complements in others, a substantial body of work initiated by José
Meseguer and Ugo Montanari under the motto “Petri nets are monoids” [MM90,
MOM91a, MOM91b, MMS96, DMM96, MMS92, MMS94, MMS97, BMMS98,
BMMS99], in which categorical models are naturally associated as semantic mod-
els to Petri nets, and are shown to be equivalent to well-known “true concurrency”
models. Our work is also related to linear logic representations of Petri nets
[MOM91a, MOM91b, Asp87, BG90, Bro89, EW90]. All this is not surprising,
since, as explained in [Mes92], both the categorical place/transition net models
of [MM90] and the linear logic representations of place/transition nets inspired
rewriting logic as a generalization of both formalisms. But, as shown in this chap-
ter, the extra algebraic expressiveness of rewriting logic is very useful to model in
a simple and natural way not only place/transition nets, but also high-level nets,
such as algebraic net specifications and colored Petri nets.

Our proposed unification of Petri net models is not only of conceptual interest.
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Given that, under reasonable assumptions, rewrite theories can be executed, the
representation maps that we propose provide a uniform operational semantics in
terms of efficient logical deduction. Furthermore, using a rewriting logic language
implementation such as Maude [CDE+99a, CDE+00b], it is possible to use the
results of this chapter to create execution environments for different classes of
Petri nets. In addition, because of Maude’s reflective capabilities [Cla98], the
Petri nets thus represented cannot only be executed, but they can also be formally
analyzed and model checked by means of rewriting strategies that explore and
analyze at the metalevel the different rewriting computations of a given rewrite
specification.

The general way of representing Petri nets within rewriting logic that we propose
is by no means limited to the net classes explicitly discussed in this chapter. We
briefly address how similar representations could be defined for other Petri net
classes, such as colored Petri nets based on (higher-order) programming languages
[Jen92], nets with macroplaces [Ani91, AKMP96], nets with FIFO places [FM82,
KMT88, FC88, Fan92], object-oriented variants of Petri nets [Sib94, Lak95], and
object nets [Val95, Val98, Far99, Val00] where nets are viewed as token objects.

We conclude this introduction with a brief overview of the chapter: We intro-
duce in Section 3.1 a category of place/transition nets together with a functor
that associates the process semantics of Best and Devillers [BD87] with each
place/transition net. We then define the rewriting specification associated with
a place/transition net and establish a semantic connection in terms of a natural
isomorphism at the level of symmetric monoidal categories. We conclude the
section on place/transition nets by showing how test arcs can be incorporated
using a slightly richer state space that satisfies certain symmetries. In Section
3.2 we generalize the rewriting semantics for place/transition nets to algebraic
net specifications, which we view as colored net specifications over membership
equational logic. As it is the case for rewriting logic, the concept of colored
net specifications is quite general, since it is parameterized over an underlying
logic. However, for the sake of concreteness we only deal with rewriting logic
and colored net specifications over membership equational logic in this chapter.
As in the previous section we relate the Best-Devillers process semantics and
the model-theoretic semantics obtained via rewriting logic in terms of a natural
isomorphism. Finally, in Section 3.3 we briefly discuss how our approach can be
generalized or extended to other models of Petri nets like those mentioned before.

3.1 Place/Transition Nets

Place/transition nets (PTNs) are a model of concurreny in which behavior is gov-
erned by local state changes in a distributed state space. The global distributed
state of the system is represented by a marking , which assigns a number of indis-
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tinguishable tokens to each place. State changes that may occur in the system are
specified by transitions . Each transition can only affect the part of the marking
that is local to the transition, i.e., present in the places the transition is connected
to. More precisely, a local state change corresponds to the atomic occurrence of a
transition which removes tokens from its input places and produces tokens on its
output places . The number of tokens that are transported by an arc is specified
by its inscription.

As an example consider the PTN modeling an instance of the well-known banker’s
problem depicted in Figure 3.1, which models the situation of a bank loaning
money to (in this case two) clients. As usual, places and transitions are drawn as
circles and rectangles, respectively. The flow relation and the weight function are
given by arrows and their inscriptions. An additional initial marking is specified
by place inscriptions. The money available for clients is modeled by the number
of tokens in the place BANK. Furthermore, each client n has an individual credit
limit modeled by a place CLAIM-n. The fact that client n requests and receives
money is modeled by a transition GRANT-n and we assume that after exhausting
the credit limit client n returns all the money via the transiton RETURN-n.

2

3 2

3

2
3

3

3 2

GRANT-1 GRANT-2RETURN-1 RETURN-2

CREDIT-1 CLAIM-1 CLAIM-2

BANK

CREDIT-2

Figure 3.1: Banker’s problem with two clients

We now give formal definitions of basic nets and define a PTN as a particular
form of an inscribed net. Instead of just finite nets we admit infinite nets, but
we restrict our attention to nets with transitions that can affect only a finite part
of the marking (locality principle) so that each transition can be represented in
a finitary way.

Definition 3.1.1 A net N consists of a set of places PN , a set of transitions
TN disjoint from PN , and a flow relation FN ⊆ (PN ×TN )∪ (TN ×PN ) such that
•t = {p | p FN t} and t• = {p | t FN p} are finite for each t ∈ TN (local finiteness).
A net is finite iff the sets PN and TN are finite.
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Given nets N and N ′, a net morphism H : N → N ′ consists of functions HP :
PN → PN ′ and HT : TN → TN ′ such that HP (•t) = •HT (t) and HP (t•) = HT (t)•.
Nets together with their morphisms form a category Net.

A place/transition net is essentially a net with arcs inscribed by natural numbers.

Definition 3.1.2 A place/transition net (PTN) N consists of: a net NN and
an arc inscription WN : FN → N. WN is extended to WN : (PN ×TN )∪ (TN ×
PN ) → N in such a way that (x, y) /∈ FN implies WN (x, y) = 0.

Given PTNs N and N ′, a PTN morphism H : N → N ′ is a net morphism H :
NN → NN ′ such that:

1. WN ′(p′, t′) = WN (p1, t) + . . . + WN (pn, t)
for all p′ ∈ PN ′ , t′ ∈ TN ′ , t ∈ H−1(t′),
and {p1, . . . , pn} = H−1(p′) ∩ •t with distinct pi, and

2. WN ′(t′, p′) = WN (t, p1) + . . . + WN (t, pn)
for all p′ ∈ PN ′ , t′ ∈ TN ′ , t ∈ H−1(t′),
and {p1, . . . , pn} = H−1(p′) ∩ t• with distinct pi.

PTNs together with their morphisms form a category PTN. Each net N can be
conceived as a PTN N with NN = N and WN (x, y) = 1 iff x FN y.

The notion of net morphism we use here is more restrictive than the (topologi-
cal) net morphisms used in [Pet96] and close to, but slightly stronger than, the
(algebraic) net morphisms used in [MM90]. The justification for our definition
is that net morphisms should be morphisms in the sense of [Pet96] and should
preserve the behavior in the strongest reasonable sense. Given a net morphism
H : N → N ′, the intention is that the behavior of N is subsumed by the behavior
of N ′, although N ′ may exhibit a richer behavior. In this chapter we focus on a
description of behavior by Best-Devillers processes in a way that generalizes the
well-known step semantics. Indeed, not only the interleaving semantics but also
the step semantics and the process semantics can be regarded as labeled transi-
tion systems where the states are markings and the labels are steps or processes,
respectively. In the case of Best-Devillers processes, the labeled transition system
is equipped with additional algebraic structure which will be made explicit by
regarding the transition system as a symmetric monoidal category.

Definition 3.1.3 Let N be a PTN. A marking is a multiset of places. A (con-
current) step is a nonempty finite multiset of transitions. The set of markings and
the set of steps are denoted by MrkN and StpN , respectively. We define preset
and postset functions ∂0, ∂1 : TN → MrkN by ∂0(t)(p) = WN (p, t) and ∂1(t)(p) =
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WN (t, p), respectively. The (concurrent) step semantics of a place/transition net
N is given by the labeled transition system which has MrkN as its set of states,
StpN as its set of labels and a transition relation

e→⊆ MrkN ×MrkN for each e ∈
StpN defined by m1

e→ m2 iff there is a marking m such that, for all p ∈ PN ,

m1(p) = m(p) + ∂0(e)(p) and

m2(p) = m(p) + ∂1(e)(p) .

Writing the occurrence rule in the way given above makes it evident that the
occurrence of an action replaces its preset by its postset, whereas the remainder
of the marking, here denoted by m, is not involved in this process. This is an
important fact that will be made formally explicit in the process semantics that
we review subsequently in a somewhat informal style. For details we refer to
[DMM96] and [BD87].

Definition 3.1.4 An occurrence net N is a net such that FN is acyclic and |•p|,
|p•| ≤ 1 for each p ∈ PN . Given an occurrence net N , FN induces a partial order
(<) = FN

+ on PN ∪ TN , and its minimal and maximal elements are denoted by
Max(N ) and Min(N ), respectively.

Let N be a PTN. Then a finite process P of N with origin marking m1 and des-
tination marking m2 consists of a finite occurrence net NP and a PTN morphism
LP : NP → N (where NP is viewed as a PTN) such that LP(Min(NP)) = m1

and LP(Max(NP)) = m2.

Given finite processes P and P ′, the parallel composition of P and P ′ is defined
as the disjoint union of the underlying nets and label functions. Given processes
P and P ′ such that the destination of P is equal to the origin of P ′, a sequential
composition of P and P ′ is obtained by disjoint union (as above) pairwise iden-
tifying maximal places of P with minimal places of P ′, where every two places
to be identified must have the same label. Notice that in general the result of
sequential composition is not unique [DMM96].

Intuitively, a process of a PTN is generated by “temporal unfolding” starting
from a marking that becomes the origin of the process. Observe that for a given
finite process P of N , not only Min(P) and Max(P) but each snapshot (S-cut
in the sense of [BF88]) of P corresponds to a marking of N by virtue of LP .
The ambiguity of the result of sequential composition is caused by a snapshot
corresponding to a marking with several identical tokens in some place, say p.
Consider a transition in N that removes one token from p. A single firing of
this transition gives rise to two different processes, since identical tokens are
represented by different places in the process net. An obvious solution to avoid
this ambiguity is to restrict our attention to safe processes , i.e. processes that
take place in the safe part of the state space where such situations do not occur.
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A marking m is said to be a safe marking iff all markings m ′ reachable from m in
the step semantics satisfy m ′(p) ≤ 1 for all p ∈ P . A process is said to be safe iff
its origin is safe. Safe processes coincide with the classical notion of processes if we
consider 1-safe PTNs which are equivalent to contact-free elementary net systems
[BF88, Pet96]. Our definition of safe processes is restrictive enough to ensure that
the class of safe finite processes is always closed under sequential composition, a
property that is not shared by the subclass of finite processes with the weaker
property that all markings m corresponding to snapshots (S-cuts) satisfy m(p) ≤
1 for each p ∈ P .

Definition 3.1.5 A (strict) monoidal category (MC) C is a category equipped
with a monoidal operation ⊗C and an identity object idC such that ⊗C is
an associative bifunctor with left and right identity idC. A monoidal category
morphism h : C → C′ is a functor that preserves ⊗ and id, i.e., h(u ⊗C v) =
h(u)⊗C′ h(v) and h(idC) = idC′ . If in addition ⊗C is commutative, then we say
that C is a (strictly) symmetric (strict) monoidal category (SMC). The category
of SMCs is denoted by SMC.

A variation of an SMC is a partial SMC C where ⊗C is a partial functor and
each equation in the definition of SMCs is only required to be satisfied iff both
sides are defined. The category of partial SMCs is denoted by PSMC. Clearly,
SMC is a subcategory of PSMC.

Definition 3.1.6 The safe process semantics SP(N ) of a PTN N is given by a
partial SMC that has safe markings as objects and safe processes as arrows. Arrow
composition is given by sequential composition, the partial monoidal operation
is given by parallel composition, and the identity for an object m is given by the
finite process without transitions with origin m and destination m. SP can be
extended to a functor SP : SPTN → PSMC, where SPTN is the subcategory
of PTN obtained by restricting morphisms to safe PTN morphisms. Here, a
PTN morphism H : N → N ′ is safe iff it maps each safe marking in N to a safe
marking in N ′. Now SP lifts each safe PTN morphism H : N → N ′ to a functor
SP(H) : SP(N ) → SP(N ′) defined in the obvious way.

If we restrict our attention to safe markings there is a close correspondence be-
tween the step semantics and the process semantics: Each step sequence, i.e.
each computation w.r.t. the step semantics, generates a unique process, and a
process determines a set of step sequences that contains the original one. As a
consequence processes are more abstract than step sequences. A similar corre-
spondence exists for the interleaving semantics, i.e., if we restrict steps to single
transitions. Both correspondences are investigated in [BD87]. On the other hand,
the authors of [BD87] observe that step sequences and processes become incom-
parable when we admit markings that are not safe, which means that the natural
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view of processes as an abstraction of step sequences does not hold anymore. In
order to recover this correspondence a more abstract notion of process is needed,
and in fact Best-Devillers processes [BD87], which became also known as commu-
tative processes [MM90, DMM96], provide such a notion. In contrast to processes
which adhere to the individual token philosophy,1 Best-Devillers processes share
with step sequences the collective token philosophy, meaning that identical tokens
on a place in the system are not distinguished in the process. This allows us to
define an operation of sequential composition that has a unique result whenever
sequential composition is possible. The following definition of Best-Devillers pro-
cesses is equivalent to the definition given in [BD87], except for the fact that
[BD87] does not make explicit the algebraic and categorical structure.

Definition 3.1.7 Let P and P ′ be finite processes and let p1, p2 ∈ PP with
LP(p1) = LP(p2). We define a predicate swap(P ,P ′, p1, p2) which holds iff PP′ =
PP , TP ′ = TP , LP ′ = LP and:

1. t FP′ p ⇔ t FP p,

2. p FP ′ t ⇔ p FP t if p 6= p1 and p 6= p2,

3. p1 FP ′ t ⇔ p2 FP t,

4. p2 FP ′ t ⇔ p1 FP t.

We define an equivalence on finite processes as the smallest equivalence rela-
tion that contains (P ,P ′) if there are p1, p2 ∈ PP such that LP(p1) = LP(p2)
and swap(P ,P ′, p1, p2) holds. The equivalence classes are called Best-Devillers
processes .

The notions of origin, destination, and parallel/sequential composition of pro-
cesses are lifted to Best-Devillers processes in the obvious way. At this level the
result of sequential composition becomes unique, since all potentially different
results obtained by composing two processes fall into the same equivalence class.

Definition 3.1.8 The Best-Devillers process semantics BDP(N ) of a PTN N
is given by an SMC that has markings as objects and Best-Devillers processes
as arrows. Arrow composition is given by sequential composition, the monoidal
operation is given by parallel composition, and the identity for an object m
is given by the Best-Devillers process without transitions with origin m and
destination m. BDP can be extended to a functor BDP : PTN → SMC that
sends each PTN morphism H : N → N ′ to a functor BDP(H) : BDP(N ) →
BDP(N ′).

1A functorial semantics following the individual token philosophy has recently been given in
[BMMS99] by using pre-nets, a refinement of PTNs.
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The above definition is also equivalent to the one given in [DMM96], although we
define Best-Devillers processes as a quotient of (classical) processes as in [BD87]
rather than as a quotient of concatenable processes as in [DMM96]. Concatenable
processes are a slight refinement of finite (classical) processes: a concatenable
process is a finite process together with a total ordering of {p ∈ Min(N ) |L(p) =
p′} for each place p′ in the origin and a total ordering of {p ∈ Max(N ) |L(p) =
p′} for each place p′ in the destination. Using this refined notion of process the
obvious definition of sequential composition, where places are only identified if
they have the same position in this order, yields a unique result, which allows us
to view the class of concatenable processes as a category.

Since a safe process is only equivalent to itself, it corresponds to a Best-Devillers
process given by a singleton equivalence class. Hence each safe process can be
regarded as a Best-Devillers process giving rise to an injection ι(N ) : SP(N ) →
BDP(N ). Actually we can state the following stronger

Remark 3.1.9 SP : SPTN → PSMC is a subfunctor of BDP : SPTN →
PSMC (the obvious restriction of BDP : PTN → SMC) as witnessed by ι :
SP → BDP which is in fact a natural transformation.

We take this remark as a justification for focusing primarily on the Best-Devillers
processes in the following, keeping in mind that classical safe processes form an
important subcategory. In the context of nets with individual tokens we shall
give some additional arguments for the relevance of this subcategory.

3.1.1 A Toy Example

Rewriting logic can provide a direct semantics of PTNs following the motto “Petri
nets are monoids” advocated in [MM90]. In fact, the categorical semantics pre-
sented in that work and also the relation between PTNs and linear logic explained
in [MOM91b] inspired the development of rewriting logic.

The PTN of the banker’s problem can be represented by the following RWS given
in Maude syntax [CDE+99a, CDE+00b], which consists of a MES specification
and a set of rewrite rules. As usual in Maude, the rewrite kind [Marking] is
implicitly introduced by introducing a sort Marking of this kind.2

sort Marking .

op empty : -> Marking .

op __ : Marking Marking -> Marking [assoc comm id: empty] .

2In fact, here and in the rest of the chapter Marking and [Marking] can be identified, since
the latter does not contain any additional (error) elements (cf. [BJM00, Mes98]).
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ops BANK CREDIT-1 CREDIT-2 CLAIM-1 CLAIM-2 : -> Marking .

rl [GRANT-1] : BANK CLAIM-1 => CREDIT-1 .

rl [RETURN-1] : CREDIT-1 CREDIT-1 CREDIT-1 =>

BANK BANK BANK CLAIM-1 CLAIM-1 CLAIM-1 .

rl [GRANT-2] : BANK CLAIM-2 => CREDIT-2 .

rl [RETURN-2] : CREDIT-2 CREDIT-2 =>

BANK BANK CLAIM-2 CLAIM-2 .

Here we have applied the translation of PTNs into rewriting logic suggested in
[Mes92], which is closely related to the translation of PTNs into linear logic
[MOM91b]. A marking is represented as an element of the finite multiset sort
Marking. The constant empty represents the empty marking and __ is the cor-
responding multiset union operator. Associativity, commutativity, and identity
laws are specified as structural equations by the operator attributes in square
brackets. For each place p there is a constant p, called token constructor , repre-
senting a single token residing in that place. In fact, under the initial semantics
Marking is a multiset sort over tokens generated by these token constructors. For
each transition t there is a rule, called transition rule, labeled by t and stating
that its preset marking may be replaced by its postset marking.

As clearly demonstrated by the use of rewrite rules in the above RWS, there is
an important difference between the reduction rules induced by computational
equations of a MES and the rewrite rules of a RWS: The relation induced by
one-step rewrites is in general neither terminating nor confluent, although there
may be situations where this is the case. Only terminating systems where for
each initial state there is a unique final state can be described by terminating
and confluent rewrite rules. Hence this generalization is a practical necessity to
represent general system models. For instance, the PTN model of the banker’s
problem has not only infinite executions but also finite ones due to the possibility
of deadlock. Therefore, the transition system is neither terminating nor confluent
in this case.

In order to control the execution of a RWS the user can specify a strategy which
successively selects rewrite rules and initiates rewriting steps. For instance, in
the case of the banker’s example a possible strategy could avoid states which are
necessarily leading to a deadlock, so that the banker stays always in the “safe”
part of the state space. In applications such as net execution and analysis, the
choice of a strategy will be guided by the need to explore the behavior of the sys-
tem under certain conditions. Strategies are well-supported by the Maude engine
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via reflection [CDE+99a, CDE+00b], i.e. the capability to represent rewrite spec-
ifications as objects and control their execution at the metalevel, which makes
Maude a suitable tool not only for executing place-transition nets but also for an-
alyzing such nets using strategies for (partial) state-space exploration and model
checking.

3.1.2 Rewriting Semantics in the General Case

The rewriting semantics that has been explained in terms of the banker’s example
in the previous section can be conceived as a functor from the category PTN of
place/transitions nets to the category SMRWS of symmetric monoidal RWSs
(SMRWSs) that will be introduced next. The characteristic feature of SMRWSs
is that their underlying specification has a single rewrite kind [Marking] that is
specified to be a free commutative monoid over a set of constants. The definition
of SMRWSs given below is quite restrictive, but is sufficient for the rewriting
semantics of PTNs. In Section 3.2.4 SMRWSs will be generalized to provide a
rewriting semantics for nets with individual tokens.

Definition 3.1.10 A RWS R is a symmetric monoidal RWS (SMRWS) iff the
following conditions are satisfied:

1. ED
R is empty.

2. ER contains precisely the following:

(a) a kind [Marking] together with operator symbols

empty : → [Marking],

: [Marking] [Marking] → [Marking];

(b) any number of operator symbols of the general form

p : → [Marking];

(c) the parallel composition axioms

∀u, v, w : [Marking] . u (v w) = (u v) w,

∀u, v : [Marking] . u v = v u,

∀u : [Marking] . empty u = u.

3. Rules in RR do not have conditions and do not contain any variables.
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Given two SMRWSs R and R′, a SMRWS morphism H : R → R′ is a RWS
morphism that preserves [Marking], empty and . SMRWSs together with their
morphisms form a subcategory of RWS denoted SMRWS.

We now specialize the approach of Section 2.4.5 to obtain the initial model-
theoretic semantics I(R) of a SMRWS R. To this end, we first define the model-
theoretic semantics of R by means of a MES E(R) which has a standard model-
theoretic semantics in terms of E(R)-algebras. Having done that, we then define
I(R) as I(E(R)), i.e., as the initial model of E(R). We have somewhat simplified
the general construction of E(R) by exploiting the fact that SMRWSs have only
a single rewrite kind [Marking], and rewrites do never occur below other rewrites
due to the restricted form of the rules.

Definition 3.1.11 The membership equational presentation of a SMRWS R is
a MES E(R) that extends ER, the underlying MES of R, by the following:

1. a new kind [RawProc] together with new operator symbols called identity,
sequential, and parallel proof constructors , respectively

id : [Marking] → [RawProc],

: [RawProc] [RawProc] → [RawProc],

; : [RawProc] [RawProc] → [RawProc];

2. a new operator symbol called basic proof constructor

t :→ [RawProc]

for each rule t : M → N in RR;

3. a kind [Proc] with a sort Proc and an operator symbol

: → : [RawProc] [Marking] [Marking] → [Proc];

4. a membership axiom

t : M → N

for each rule t : M → N in RR, where we introduce the notation

P : M → N as a shorthand for (P : M → N) : Proc;

5. membership axioms corresponding to the deductive rules of RWL special-
ized to the underlying MET ER, namely:
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(a) identity :

id(u) : u → u

(b) composition:

α; β : u1 → u3 if α : u1 → u2 ∧ β : u2 → u3

(c) compatibility of parallel composition:

α1 α2 : u1 u2 → u′1 u′2 if α1 : u1 → u′1 ∧ α2 : u2 → u′2

6. equational axioms corresponding to the standard rewriting logic axioms,
namely:

(a) identity :

id(u); α = α if α : u → u′

α; id(u′) = α if α : u → u′

(b) associativity :

α; (β; γ) = (α; β); γ

if α : u1 → u2 ∧ β : u2 → u3 ∧ γ : u3 → u4

(c) functoriality of the parallel composition operator:

id(u1) id(u2) = id(u1 u2)

(α1; β1)(α2; β2) = (α1 α2); (β1 β2)

if α1 : u1 → v1 ∧ β1 : v1 → w1 ∧
α2 : u2 → v2 ∧ β2 : v2 → w2

(d) inherited equations for the parallel composition operator:

α1 (α2 α3) = (α1 α2) α3

if α1 : u1 → u′1 ∧ α2 : u2 → u′2 ∧ α3 : u3 → u′3
α1 α2 = α2 α1

if α1 : u1 → u′1 ∧ α2 : u2 → u′2
id(empty) α = α if α : u → u′

For better readability we leave universal quantifiers implicit: u, u′, v, w, ui, u
′
i, vi,

wi are distinct variables of kind [Marking] and α, β, γ, αi, βi, γi are distinct vari-
ables of kind [RawProc].

E can be extended to a functor E : SMRWS → MES in the obvious way. Fur-
thermore, composing E : SMRWS → MES with the functor Mod : MES →
Catop we obtain Mod ◦ E : SMRWS → Catop which is also denoted Mod :
SMRWS → Catop. As usual we write UH for Mod(H) given a SMRWS mor-
phism H.
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In this chapter we are not interested in the entire algebraic structure of SM-
RWS models. Instead, our first goal is to relate two different semantics of PTNs,
namely, the Best-Devillers process semantics and the rewriting semantics of Defi-
nition 3.1.8, in terms of SMCs. In other words, the category SMC will serve as a
common basis and suitable level of abstraction to compare different descriptions.
Below, the initial models of SMRWSs, that are defined in terms of a functor I,
will be uniformly mapped into the same domain via a forgetful functor V.

Definition 3.1.12 Let Σ(Mod) be the Grothendiek construction for the func-
tor Mod : SMRWS → Catop and let π1 : Σ(Mod) → SMRWS be the obvious
projection functor that sends (R, A) to R. Given a SMRWS R, we define I(R)
as I(E(R)) and ΣI(R) as (R, I(R)). Given a SMRWS morphism H : R → R′,
we define ΣI(H) as the morphism (H, I(H)) : (R, I(R)) → (R′, I(R′)) with I(H)
the unique morphism I(H) : I(R) → UH(I(R′)) guaranteed by the fact that I(R)
and UH(I(R′)) are objects in Mod(R) with the former being initial. In this way
we have defined a functor ΣI : SMRWS → Σ(Mod) that is left adjoint to π1.

Let V : Σ(Mod) → SMC be the forgetful functor which sends (R, Â) to the
SMC defined as follows: The sets of objects and arrows are [[[Marking]]]Â and
[[Proc]]Â, respectively. Arrow composition is [[ ; ]]Â and identities are [[id]]Â(m) for
m ∈ [[[Marking]]]Â. The monoidal operation and its identity are given by [[ ]]Â and

[[empty]]Â, respectively. Given a morphism (H, h) : (R, Â) → (R′, Â′) in Σ(Mod),
we define V(H, h) as the SMC morphism given by the obvious restriction of h.

The rewriting semantics of PTNs is then defined as follows:

Definition 3.1.13 Given a PTN N , the rewriting semantics of N is the small-
est SMRWS R(N ) such that:

1. ER(N ) contains a token constructor

p : → [Marking]

for each place p ∈ PN ;

2. R(N ) has a label t and a rule called a transition rule, namely,

t : p1 . . . p1︸ ︷︷ ︸
W (p1,t)

. . . pm . . . pm︸ ︷︷ ︸
W (pm,t)

→ p1 . . . p1︸ ︷︷ ︸
W (t,p1)

. . . pm . . . pm︸ ︷︷ ︸
W (t,pm)

for each transition t ∈ TN assuming PN = {p1, . . . , pm} with distinct pi.

R can be extended to a functor R : PTN → SMRWS that maps each PTN
morphism H : N → N ′ to the unique SMRWS morphism G : R(N ) → R(N ′)
with GL(t) = H(t) for each t ∈ TN and GE(p) = H(p) for each p ∈ PN .
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The main result in this section states that for a PTN N the Best-Devillers process
semantics BDP(N ) coincides with the initial semantics of R(N ) in the strongest
possible categorical sense of a natural isomorphism.

In fact, this theorem is closely related to and can be proved using a result in
[DMM96] (Theorem 27), which states that the monoidal category CP(N ) of
concatenable processes and a monoidal category P(N ) defined by an inductive
equational definition are isomorphic. Both CP(N ) and P(N ) are not symmetric,
but they still enjoy certain symmetries. For an exact definition of CP(N ) and
P(N ) we refer to [DMM96].

The differences between Theorem 27 in [DMM96] and Theorem 3.1.14 below
are that: (1) Theorem 3.1.14 is about Best-Devillers processes which are more
abstract than concatenable processes, (2) it uses rewriting logic instead of giving
a direct inductive equational definition, and (3) it states a natural isomorphism
instead of just an isomorphism, that is, we use not only categories in the small,
but we also aim at a systematic categorical treatment in the large.

Theorem 3.1.14 There is a natural isomorphism τ̂ : BDP → V ◦ ΣI ◦ R
between the functors BDP : PTN → SMC and V ◦ ΣI ◦ R : PTN → SMC
(with R : PTN → SMRWS and V ◦ ΣI : SMRWS → SMC).

Proof Sketch.

Let N be a PTN. Below we refer to the categories CP(N ), P(N ) and T (N )
defined in [DMM96]. Proposition 23 in [DMM96] establishes a homomorphism
τ (N ) : P(N ) → CP(N ) preserving sequential and parallel composition of con-
catenable processes. More precisely, P(N ) and CP(N ) can be regarded as
monoidal categories and τ (N ) is a morphism in the category of monoidal cate-
gories. In the proof of Theorem 27 in [DMM96], τ (N ) is shown to be an isomor-
phism.

CP(N )P(N )
τ (N )

τ̂ ′(N )

PR(N )

η

π(N )

η′η′′

π̂(N )
T (N ) BDP(N )

τ̂ (N )

BDP′(N )

Figure 3.2: The Best Devillers swap construction

Now let η(N ) : PR(N ) → BDP(N ) be the set-theoretic swap construction of
Best and Devillers [BD87]. Since PR(N ) is not a category (sequential composi-
tion is not unique) we lift the Best and Devillers swap construction to the richer
concatenable processes giving rise to η′(N ) : CP(N ) → BDP′(N ) such that the
right square in Figure 3.2 commutes. π(N ) is the projection that forgets the
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richer structure of concatenable processes. This projection becomes an isomor-
phism at the level of Best-Devillers processes which we denote by π̂(N ). In fact,
it is easy to verify that π̂ : BDP′ → BDP is a natural isomorphism between
functors from PTN to SMC.

As stated in Theorem 32 of [DMM96], T (N ) is equal to the extension of P(N )
by the swap axiom (notice the abuse of language here). Let η′′(N ) : P(N ) →
T (N ) be the quotient homomorphism induced by this extension. Now the in-
formal statement in [DMM96] that the swap axiom directly represents the swap
construction by Best and Devillers can be made precise as the commutativity
of the left square in Figure 3.2, where τ̂ ′(N ) : T (N ) → BDP′(N ) makes ex-
plicit the isomorphism of Corollary 33 [DMM96]. Notice that BDP′(N ) is an
SMC and T (N ) can also be regarded as such. The isomorphism τ̂ ′(N ) inherits
from τ (N ) the property that it preserves sequential and parallel composition of
Best-Devillers processes. Hence, τ̂ ′(N ) is an isomorphism in SMC.

It is not difficult to see that V(ΣI(R(N ))) is a precise formalization of T (N )
using rewriting logic, which means that τ̂ ′ is actually an isomorphism τ̂ ′(N ) :
V(ΣI(R(N ))) → BDP′(N ) in SMC.

To show that τ̂ ′ constitutes a natural isomorphism it is sufficient to verify natu-
rality: Given a PTN morphism

H : N → N ′

and morphisms

V(ΣI(R(H))) : V(ΣI(R(N ))) → V(ΣI(R(N ′)))

BDP′(H) : BDP′(N ) → BDP′(N ′),

we have to verify

τ̂ (N ′) ◦V(ΣI(R(H))) = BDP′(H) ◦ τ̂ (N ).

Indeed, let x̂ denote the elementary concatenable processes generated by x and
let [P ] = η′(P ) denote the Best-Devillers process induced by the concatenable
process P . Then we have

τ̂ (N ′)(V(ΣI(R(H))))([[p]]I(R(N )))

= τ̂ (N ′)(I(R(H))([[p]]I(R(N )))

= τ̂ (N ′)([[p]]UR(H)(I(R(N ′))))

= τ̂ (N ′)([[H(p)]]I(R(N ′))) = [Ĥ(p)]

and

BDP′(H)(τ̂ (N ))([[p]]I(R(N ))) = BDP′(H)([p̂]) = [Ĥ(p)].
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Similarly,

τ̂ (N ′)(V(ΣI(R(H))))([[t]]I(R(N ))) = [Ĥ(t)]

and

BDP′(H)(τ̂ (N ))([[t]]I(R(N ))) = [Ĥ(t)].

Observe that these equations extend to arbitrary objects in V(ΣI(R(N ))).

The natural transformation τ̂ claimed by the theorem is finally given by the
vertical composition τ̂ ′ ◦ π̂ of natural transformations.

¤
In particular, the previous theorem entails that for each individual PTN we have
precisely characterized Best-Devillers processes in rewriting logic via R as stated
by the corollary below. As a byproduct we have obtained a corresponding char-
acterization in membership equational logic via E.

Corollary 3.1.15 The rewrite specification R(N ) provides a sound and com-
plete axiomatization of the Best-Devillers processes of the PTN N .

Again, this is closely related to Corollary 33 in [DMM96], which states that the
presentation of an SMC denoted by T (N ) provides a complete and sound axiom-
atization of Best-Devillers processes. Similar to the category P(N ) mentioned
before, T (N ) is given by a direct inductive equational definition, whereas here
we use the SMRWS R(N ) to express the same category. In other words we use
rewriting logic to equip the presentation of T (N ) itself with a first-class formal
status.

3.1.3 Petri Nets with Test Arcs

Following [SMÖ01b] we illustrate in this section how the techniques for giving a
rewriting logic semantics to place/transition nets can be extended to deal with
the important class of place/transition nets with test arcs [CH93, MR95, Vog97,
BS00]. Petri nets have been equipped with test arcs (also called read arcs, or
positive contexts in contextual nets [MR95]) to naturally model cases where a
certain resource may be read without being consumed by a transition, such as in
a database system where multiple users are allowed to simultaneously read the
same piece of data. In contrast to ordinary arcs, several test arcs are allowed to
access the same token in the same concurrent step, but a token accessed by a test
arc may not be accessed by an ordinary arc in the same step.3 Test arcs cannot
change the marking of a place.

3This last restriction is omitted in some definitions of Petri nets with test arcs (see e.g.
[Vog97]).
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DataRead

ReadReq

DATA UPDATE

UpdReq

UpdDone

READ

Figure 3.3: Small database example using test arcs.

Formally, a place/transition net with test arcs N is a place/transition net to-
gether with a set of test arcs TAN ⊆ PN × TN . We define the context function
∂TA : StpN → MrkN on steps e by ∂TA(e)(p) = 1 if there is a transition t ∈ e
with (p, t) ∈ TAN , and by ∂TA(e)(p) = 0 otherwise. The step semantics of a
place/transition net with test arcs is defined as for place/transition nets (see Sec-
tion 3.1) with the modification that for m1

e→ m2 to hold we require additionally
that, for each place p ∈ PN , ∂TA(e)(p) ≤ m(p).

We propose a rewriting semantics for a place/transition net with test arcs, defined
in terms of a rewrite specification R(N ) similar to the one in Definition 3.1.13,
but specifying tokens by means of a kind [Place] and two operators [ ], 〈 〉 :
[Place]→ [Marking], so that a token residing at place p is represented by the
term [p]. An occurrence of [p] may not be shared by more than one rewrite at
the same time; to allow simultaneous rewrites with read-only access to a token
at place p, we consider a token [p] to be equivalent to an arbitrary number of
read-only tokens of the form 〈p〉. This can be accomplished, using a technique
described in [Mes96], by adding to our specification R(N ) an operator { | } :
[Marking] [Nat]→ [Marking] and two copying equations4

[p] = {p | 0} and {p | n} = {p | n + 1} 〈p〉,
where p and n are variables ranging, respectively, over [Place] and [Nat].

A transition t which consumes the tokens a1, . . . , an, produces the tokens b1, . . . ,
bm, and “reads” the tokens c1, . . . , ck, is modeled by a rewrite rule

t : [a1] . . . [an] 〈c1〉 . . . 〈ck〉 → [b1] . . . [bm] 〈c1〉 . . . 〈ck〉.

The database example in Figure 3.3, taken from [CH93], where multiple users
may read some data simultaneously, but where only one at a time is allowed to
update the data, is, therefore, modeled in rewriting logic by the following rules:

READ : [ReadReq] 〈Data〉 −→ [DataRead] 〈Data〉
UPDATE : [UpdReq] [Data] −→ [UpdDone] [Data].

4The counting of the read-only copies and their read-only use guarantee that all the copies
must have been “folded back together” in order for the original token to be engaged in a
transition that consumes the token.
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Let R(N ) be the rewrite specification representing a place/transition net with
test arcs N as explained above, and for any marking m in N , let m] denote the
term of kind [Marking] which contains exactly m(p) occurrences of the term [p]
for each place p in N . Then, there is a step m1

e→ m2 in N iff there is a one-step
concurrent rewrite P : m]

1 → m]
2 in R(N ), where, in addition, the step e can be

extracted from the proof P . Furthermore, as in Definition 3.1.12 we can define a
functor that associates with R(N ) a symmetric monoidal category determined by
the initial semantics. This provides a categorical semantics for all the concurrent
computations of the net N that is closely related to the one recently proposed
by Bruni and Sassone in [BS00].

3.2 High-Level Petri Nets

We use the term high-level Petri nets to refer to a range of extensions of PTNs
by individual tokens, a line of research that has been initiated by the intro-
duction of predicate/transition nets in [GL79, GL81, Gen91]. High-level Petri
nets make use of an underlying formalism, such as first-order logic in the case
of predicate/transition nets, to describe the information that is associated with
each token and its transformation. Colored nets5 introduced in [Jen81] are an-
other quite general model of this kind with a more set-theoretic flavour. They
generalize PTNs in such a way that tokens can be arbitrary set-theoretic ob-
jects. Quite different from, but closely related to, colored nets are high-level
Petri nets that use an algebraic specification language as an underlying for-
malism [Vau85, BCC+86, Vau87, RV88, Rei91, Rei98b, DHP91, BCM88]. In
this chapter we subsume such approaches under the general notion of algebraic
net specifications , parameterized over an underlying equational specification lan-
guage. The main feature that algebraic net specifications have in common with
predicate/transition nets is that an algebraic net specification does not necessar-
ily specify a single colored net, but instead denotes a class of colored nets that
satisfy the specification. In the following we first define colored nets, and then
we introduce algebraic net specifications over MEL, a straightforward general-
ization of algebraic net specifications over many-sorted equational-logic (MSA).
Both, algebraic net specifications and rewriting logic are specification formalisms
that admit a variety of models. From an even more general point of view that
is only briefly sketched in this chapter, one can define colored net specifications
parameterized over an underlying logic. In fact, predicate/transition nets can
essentially be regarded as colored net specifications over first-order logic. From
this more general point of view we restrict our attention in this chapter to the

5In fact, the nets introduced in [Jen81] are called colored Petri nets (CPNs), but this name
has later been used for the more syntactic version introduced in [Jen92], which is also the sense
for which we would like to reserve this term.
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particular class of colored net specifications over MEL, that we also call algebraic
net specifications (over MEL), to establish a systematic connection to rewriting
logic (over MEL). Later, in Section 3.3, we will discuss how other high-level Petri
net extensions can be covered as generalizations or variants of our approach.

3.2.1 Colored Nets and Colored Net Specifications

Algebraic net specifications will be introduced later as a formal specification
language for colored nets. In the following we define the most general set-theoretic
version of colored nets [Jen81]. We also give a suitable notion of colored net
morphism and we use CN to abbreviate the resulting category of colored nets.

Colored nets are nets with places, transitions, and arcs inscribed with additional
information given by functions C and W . The color set C (p) of a place p is the
set of possible objects p can carry. The color set C (t) of a transition t can be
seen as a set of modes in which t may occur. The arc inscription W defines a
multiset of objects (“colored” tokens) that are transported by an arc when the
associated transition occurs. In fact, this multiset may depend on the mode in
which the transition occurs, which is why W (p, t) and W (t, p) take the form of
functions in the definition below.

Definition 3.2.1 A colored net (CN) N consists of:

1. a finite net NN ;

2. a set of color sets CSN ;

3. a color function CN : PN ∪ TN → CSN ; and

4. an arc inscription WN on FN such that

WN (p, t) : CN (t) → FMS(CN (p)), and

WN (t, p) : CN (t) → FMS(CN (p)).

WN is extended to a function on (PN × TN ) ∪ (TN × PN ) in such a way that
(p, t) /∈ FN implies WN (p, t)(b) = ∅ and (t, p) /∈ FN implies WN (t, p)(b) = ∅ for
each b ∈ CN (t).

Let N and N ′ be CNs. A CN morphism H : N → N ′ consists of a net morphism
HN : NN → NN ′ , and functions Hx : CN (x) → CN ′(HN (x)) for each x ∈ PN ∪
TN such that:

1. WN ′(p′, t′)(Ht(b)) = Hp1(WN (p1, t)(b)) ⊕ . . . ⊕ Hpn(WN (pn, t)(b))
for all p′ ∈ PN ′ , t′ ∈ TN ′ , t ∈ H−1

N (t′), b ∈ C (t),
and {p1, . . . , pn} = H−1

N (p′) ∩ •t with distinct pi;
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2. WN ′(t′, p′)(Ht(b)) = Hp1(WN (t, p1)(b)) ⊕ . . . ⊕ Hpn(WN (t, pn)(b))
for all p′ ∈ PN ′ , t′ ∈ TN ′ , t ∈ H−1

N (t′), b ∈ C (t),
and {p1, . . . , pn} = H−1

N (p′) ∩ t• with distinct pi.

CNs together with their morphisms form a category denoted by CN.

CNs generalize PTNs. The two dual objects of generalization are places and
transitions. PTNs arise as the special case in which C (x) is a singleton set for
each x ∈ P ∪T . This gives rise to an obvious inclusion functor ι : PTN → CN.

Although CNs can be seen as a generalization of PTNs, there is a more funda-
mental justification for introducing CNs, namely, that a CN is just a convenient
abbreviation for a typically rather complex PTN [Jen92, Gen91]. Indeed, this
connection can be exploited to lift low-level concepts such as markings, safe pro-
cesses, and Best-Devillers processes to the higher level. This is achieved by the
following flattening functor ( )[ : CN → PTN which associates to each CN the
PTN obtained by “spatial unfolding.” We call this operation flattening to clearly
distinguish it from “temporal unfolding” which generates the processes of a PTN
as we defined them earlier.

Definition 3.2.2 Given a CNN , we define the flattening N [ ofN as the unique
PTN that satisfies:

1. PN [ = {(p, c) | p ∈ PN , c ∈ CN (p)};
2. TN [ = {(t, b) | t ∈ TN , b ∈ CN (t)};
3. WN [((p, c), (t, b)) = WN (p, t)(b)(c); and

4. WN [((t, b), (p, c)) = WN (t, p)(b)(c)

for p ∈ PN , c ∈ CN (p), t ∈ TN , b ∈ CN (t).

Flattening is extended to a functor ( )[ : CN → PTN as follows: Given a CN

morphism H : N → N ′, the PTN morphism H[ : N [ → N ′[ is given by

1. H[((p, c)) = (HN (p), Hp(c)),

2. H[((t, b)) = (HN (t), Ht(b))

for p ∈ PN , c ∈ CN (p), t ∈ TN , and b ∈ CN (t).

It is important to point out that although we have defined the notion of a colored
net, we have not yet introduced a notion of finite specification of colored nets.
This is unsatisfactory if we want to reason about colored net specifications instead
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of just reasoning about colored nets. It is also unsatisfactory if we want to apply
tools for execution, analysis and verification of colored nets, since such tools rely
on a finitary, formal specification. Although a formal inscription language can be
obtained by a formalization of set theory, such an enterprise is cumbersome and
is of little help when we are interested in effective net execution and analysis.
Also, the direct use of formalized set theory for specification and verification
purposes is not very convenient and could be compared with the use of a low-
level programming language.

Colored Petri nets , a more syntactic, finitary version of colored nets based on an
underlying programming language, are proposed in [Jen92]. A remarkable point
is that this definition leaves open the particular choice of the underlying pro-
gramming language. We use CPNL to abbreviate the class of colored Petri nets
over a programming language L. A quite well known instance of this definition
is CPNML, the class supported by the execution and analysis tool Design/CPN
[Jen92] that employs the functional programming language ML. Apart from their
operational flavor, the essential characteristic of colored Petri nets is that each
colored Petri net denotes a single well-defined colored net in the above sense. A
more logic-oriented view of colored nets (which emphasizes classes of models) is
given by colored net specifications that are introduced subsequently.

As a useful concept, we informally introduce colored net specifications (CNS)
which capture the essential idea shared by predicate/transition nets and alge-
braic net specifications, namely, that they denote an entire class of colored nets
instead of just a single one. In fact, there is a general concept of CNSs that is
parameterized by an underlying logic.6 We denote by CNSL the class of colored
net specifications over the underlying logic L. Possible candidates for L include
equational logics such as many-sorted equational logic (MSA), order-sorted equa-
tional logic (OSA), or membership equational logic (MEL). We refer to CNSs over
such equational logics also as algebraic net specifications (ANS), and we denote
by ANSL the class of algebraic net specifications over L. Obviously, there are
other possible choices for the underlying logic, such as full first-order logic (as
in predicate/transition nets), a version of higher-order logic, or a higher-order
algebraic specification language (as in [Hof00]).

3.2.2 Algebraic Net Specifications

In the following we use the term algebraic net specification (ANS) to specifically
refer to ANSs over MEL, since MEL is sufficiently expressive to cover other com-
monly used algebraic specification languages such as MSA and OSA [Mes98].

6The concept of a logic, which has a deductive system and a model-theoretic semantics, is
made precise by the theory of general logics [Mes89a] (cf. Section 2.3) which contain institutions
[GB92, GB94] as the model-theoretic component.
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The use of MEL is particularly attractive, because it is weak enough to admit
initial models. Indeed, under the initial semantics (which can be internally spec-
ified using constraints in the data subspecification) an ANS denotes a unique
CN. Another benefit of the use of membership equational logic is that, under
the restrictions mentioned in Section 2.4.4, it comes with a natural operational
semantics (which is actually implemented in the Maude engine) so that it can
be used directly as a programming language or, more generally, as a metalan-
guage to specify the logical and operational semantics of other specification or
programming languages. As a consequence, colored Petri nets in CPNL which
use L as a programming language can be seen as a special case of algebraic net
specifications in ANSMEL if the semantics of L can be specified in MEL.

Due to the fact that MEL generalizes MSA in an obvious way, ANSs over MEL are
a straightforward generalization of ANSs over MSA, i.e. many-sorted algebraic net
specifications. Disregarding the issue of the underlying specification language, the
definition we give below is equivalent to the one in [KR96, KV98], generalizing
[Rei91] by so-called flexible arcs , which transport variable multisets of tokens
in the sense that the number of tokens transported by an arc is not fixed but
can depend on the mode in which the associated transition occurs. Later, in
Section 3.2.3 we will illustrate by means of an example how an executable subset
of the specification language can be used to obtain executable specifications of
net models.

An ANS presupposes an underlying specification that has a multiset kind for each
place domain. Hence we introduce a generic notion of multiset specification first.

Definition 3.2.3 A MES of finite multisets over a kind k consists of:

1. a MET having kinds k and [FMSk] with operator symbols

emptyk : [FMSk],

single : k → [FMSk],

: [FMSk] [FMSk] → [FMSk];

equational axioms

∀a, b, c : [FMSk] . a (b c) = (a b) c,

∀a, b : [FMSk] . a b = b a,

∀a : [FMSk] . emptyk a = a;

2. and a constraint stating that this theory is free over k.

To simplify notation we write M instead of single(M). To further simplify the
exposition we assume without loss of generality that [[[FMSk]]] = FMS([[k]]), i.e.,
[FMSk] is interpreted in the standard way, and the operator symbols are interpreted
accordingly.
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The subsequent definition of algebraic net specifications should be regarded as
an instance of CNSs over a logic L choosing MEL for L. In fact, the only require-
ments that L has to meet is that it has a notion of type and that it is expressive
enough to axiomatize multisets.

Definition 3.2.4 An algebraic net specification (ANS) N consists of:

1. a MES EN ;

2. a finite net NN ;

3. a place declaration, i.e. a function DN : PN → KndEN assigning a kind
DN (p) to each place p ∈ PN such that EN includes a MES of finite multisets
over DN (p);

4. a variable declaration, i.e. a function VN on TN associating to each transi-
tion t ∈ TN a kinded variable set VN (t);

5. an arc inscription, i.e. a function WN on FN such that for p ∈ PN , t ∈ TN ,

(a) (p, t) ∈ FN implies WN (p, t) ∈ TrmEN (VN (t))[FMSDN (p)]
and

(b) (t, p) ∈ FN implies WN (t, p) ∈ TrmEN (VN (t))[FMSDN (p)]
;

6. a guard definition, i.e. a function GN on TN with GN (t) being an EN -
condition over VN (t).

WN is extended to a function on (PN × TN ) ∪ (TN × PN ) such that (p, t) /∈ FN
implies WN (p, t) = emptyDN (p) and (t, p) /∈ FN implies WN (t, p) = emptyDN (p)

for p ∈ PN and t ∈ TN .

Let N and N ′ be ANSs. An ANS morphism H : N → N ′ consists of a MES
morphism HE : EN → EN ′ of the underlying MESs, a net morphism HN : NN →
NN ′ , and a function H t

V : VN (t) → VN ′(t) for each t ∈ TN such that x ∈ VN (t)k

implies H t
V (x) ∈ VN ′(t)HE(k) for k ∈ KndEN , and the following conditions are

satisfied:

1. HE(DN (p)) = DN ′(HN (p)) for each p ∈ PN ;

2. EN ′ |= ∀VN ′(t) . H t
E(GN (t)) ⇒ GN ′(HN (t)) for each t ∈ TN ;

3. EN ′ |= ∀VN ′(t) . H t
E(GN (t)) ⇒

WN ′(p′, t′) = H t
E(WN (p1, t)) . . . H t

E(WN (pn, t))
for all p′ ∈ PN ′ , t′ ∈ TN ′ , t ∈ H−1

N (t′),
and {p1, . . . , pn} = H−1

N (p′) ∩ •t with distinct pi;
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4. EN ′ |= ∀VN ′(t) . H t
E(GN (t)) ⇒

WN ′(t′, p′) = H t
E(WN (t, p1)) . . . H t

E(WN (t, pn))
for all p′ ∈ PN ′ , t′ ∈ TN ′ , t ∈ H−1

N (t′),
and {p1, . . . , pn} = H−1

N (p′) ∩ t• with distinct pi;

where H t
E : TrmEN (VN (t)) → TrmEN′ (VN ′(t)) is the common extension of HE

and H t
V to terms. We assume for the above definition that validity |= has been

extended to first-order formulae in the standard way.

ANSs together with their morphisms form a category ANS.

A typical ANS admits several colored nets as models. Since we want to state
our results for an arbitrary but fixed model we also consider interpreted ANSs,
i.e. ANSs together with distinguished data models. We furthermore equip inter-
preted ANS with a notion of morphism that allows us to express simultaneous
transformations at the level of the ANSs and at the level of the data models.

To this end, we first introduce interpreted MESs together with a general notion
of morphism that reflects a transformation of the specification as well as a trans-
formation of the algebras possibly associated with different specifications. An
interpreted MES (E , A) consists of a MES E and a E-algebra A. The category
IMES of interpreted MES is given by the Grothendiek construction Σ(Mod)
where Mod : MES → Catop. Recall that a morphism (H, h) : (E , A) → (E ′, A′)
in Σ(Mod) consists of morphisms H : E → E ′ and h : A → UH(A′) satisfying
the conditions of the Grothendiek construction [TBG91].

Definition 3.2.5 An interpreted ANS (N , A) consists of an ANS N and a EN -
algebra A. An interpreted ANS morphism (H, h) : (N , A) → (N ′, A′) consists
of an ANS morphism H : N → N ′ and an interpreted MES morphism (HE , h) :
(EN , A) → (EN ′ , A′). Interpreted ANSs together with their morphisms form a
category IANS.

Interpreted ANSs are considerably richer than CNs, since they contain their
specification together with a model equipped with a corresponding algebraic
structure. In this sense they are similar to concrete predicate/transition nets
[GL79, GL81, Gen91] and algebraic high-level nets [EPR94]. In fact, interpreted
ANS, concrete predicate/transition nets [Gen90], and algebraic high-level nets
[EPR94] can be regarded as instances of a general notion of interpreted CNSs .7

The transition from interpreted ANSs to CNs can be described by a forgetful
functor as follows.

Definition 3.2.6 Given an interpreted ANS (N , A), the CN semantics of (N , A)
is given by the CN CN(N , A) defined as follows:

7To be precise, arc inscriptions have to be restricted, since flexible arcs are not available in
predicate/transition nets and algebraic high-level nets.
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1. the underlying net NCN(N ,A) is precisely NN ;

2. the color function CCN(N ,A) is defined by
CCN(N ,A)(p) = [[DN (p)]]A for p ∈ PN and
CCN(N ,A)(t) = BN ,A(t) for t ∈ TN ,
where BN ,A(t) is the set of valid bindings of t ∈ TN , i.e.
the set of assignments β : VN (t) → A satisfying GN (t);

3. the set of color sets CSCN(N ,A) is the smallest set that
contains all CCN(N ,A)(x) for x ∈ PN ∪ TN ; and

4. the arc inscription WCN(N ,A) is defined by
WCN(N ,A)(p, t)(β) = [[WN (p, t)]]A,β and
WCN(N ,A)(t, p)(β) = [[WN (t, p)]]A,β

for p ∈ PN , t ∈ TN and assignments β : VN (t) → A.

CN is extended to a functor CN : IANS → CN that maps each morphism
(H, h) : (N , A) → (N ′, A′) to the morphism G : CN(N , A) → CN(N ′, A′)
satisfying GN = HN and Gx = hDN (x) for x ∈ PN ∪ TN .

We lift the flattening functor ( )[ : CN → PTN to interpreted ANS, denoting

also by ( )[ : IANS → PTN the composition ( )[ ◦ CN. Using flattening we
furthermore lift BDP : PTN → SMC by defining BDP : IANS → SMC as
BDP ◦ ( )[.

3.2.3 A Case Study

In the following we generalize the rewriting semantics from PTNs to ANSs. Be-
fore dealing with the general case we try to convey the main ideas using a dis-
tributed network algorithm as a running example, and we show how the rewriting
semantics is obtained in this particular but typical case.

An algorithm which admits a very natural presentation as an algebraic net spec-
ification is the well-known echo algorithm, also called PIF algorithm (where PIF
stands for “propagation of information with feedback”). The algebraic net model
we use here has been developed and verified in [KRVW97].

Given a network of agents with bidirectional channels, the echo problem can be
informally described as follows. A distinguished agent initiates the transmission
of a piece of information which should be propagated (possibly using other agents)
to all agents participating in the network. After that the initiator should receive
feedback about the succesful completion of this task, i.e., that each agent has
received the information transmitted.

A possible solution to this problem is modeled by the algebraic net specification
described below. To focus on the algorithm itself, the model abstracts from the
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concrete information that is transmitted. This information can be easily added
by refining the messages without major changes to the algorithm.

We assume that the agents can be distinguished in terms of their identifiers, which
are modeled by a sort Id. The network of agents is represented as a directed
multigraph, i.e. as a finite multiset of (directed) channels, where each channel
is a pair of agent identifiers. In the specification fragment below, Pair is the
sort of pairs of identifiers and FMS-Pair is the sort of finite multisets over such
pairs. Finite multisets are equationally axiomatized as discussed before. The
obvious freeness constraints for FMS-Id, Pair, and FMS-Pair can be specified
using (parameterized) functional modules in Maude [CDE+99a, CDE+00b], but
for the sake of brevity we omit the details here.

sort Id FMS-Id Pair FMS-Pair .

op (_,_) : Id Id -> Pair .

op empty-Id : -> FMS-Id .

op single : Id -> FMS-Id .

op __ : FMS-Id FMS-Id -> FMS-Id [assoc comm id: empty-Id] .

op empty-Pair : -> FMS-Pair .

op single : Pair -> FMS-Pair .

op __ : FMS-Pair FMS-Pair -> FMS-Pair [assoc comm id: empty-Pair] .

var x y x’ y’ : Id .

var fmsp fmsp’ : FMS-Pair .

var p p’ : Pair .

To work with a concrete example we assume agent identifiers and a network as
specified below. Actually, the algorithm is parametric in the choice of agent
identifiers and in the network topology, the only assumptions being that there is
a distinguished initiator and that the network is a strongly connected network
with bidirectional channels. Again this parameterization could be made explicit
in Maude by viewing the entire specification as a parameterized module which
can be instantiated, for instance, by the following choices for Id and network.8

Again, a suitable initiality constraint should be added for Id to express that we
have given complete enumeration of all its distinct elements.

ops i a b c d e : -> Id .

8If we were interested in (abstract) formal verification rather than (concrete) execution we
would leave open the interpretation of Id and network and in this way obtain an ANS admitting
a rich variety of quite different models (cf. the abstract OCC specification in Section 8.3.5).
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op sym : Id Id -> FMS-Pair .

eq sym(x,y) = ((x,y) (y,x)) .

op network : -> FMS-Pair .

eq network = (sym(i,a) sym(i,b) sym(e,b) sym(e,d)

sym(c,d) sym(c,i) sym(c,a) sym(a,b)) .

Now we equationally specify three auxiliary functions operating on finite multi-
sets of pairs. The first one _-_ removes one occurrence of a given pair from a
multiset of pairs. The other functions out and in will be used with network as
a first argument: out(network,x) denotes the multiset of messages to be sent
to neighbours of x and, correspondingly, in(network,x) denotes the multiset of
messages to be received from neighbours of x. We should point out here that
pairs are used for different purposes in the specification: As in the network above
a channel directed from x to y is written as (x,y), but on the other hand we
keep the convention of [KRVW97] that a message directed from x to y is written
as (y,x).

op _-_ : FMS-Pair Pair -> FMS-Pair .

eq empty-Pair - p = empty-Pair .

eq (p fmsp) - p = fmsp .

ceq (p’ fmsp) - p = (p’ (fmsp - p)) if p =/= p’ .

op in : FMS-Pair Id -> FMS-Pair .

eq in(empty-Pair,y’) = empty-Pair .

eq in(((x,y) fmsp),y) = ((y,x) in(fmsp,y)) .

ceq in(((x,y) fmsp),y’) = in(fmsp,y’) if y =/= y’ .

op out : FMS-Pair Id -> FMS-Pair .

eq out(empty-Pair,x’) = empty-Pair .

eq out(((x,y) fmsp),x) = ((y,x) out(fmsp,x)) .

ceq out(((x,y) fmsp),x’) = out(fmsp,x’) if x =/= x’ .

This concludes the MES. We are now ready to define the ANS on top of it. Its
inscribed net is depicted in Figure 3.4. In the center we have a message pool
MESSAGES modeling messages in transit. The net elements at the top model the
activity of the initiating agent i, which is initially in a state QUIET, whereas
the net elements at the bottom model the activities of all the remaining agents
which are initially UNINFORMED. More precisely, the activities of initiators and
noninitiators are the following:
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• After the initiator i sends out a message to all its neighbours (transition
ISEND) it will remain in the WAITING state until it receives an acknowl-
edgement message from all its neighbours. If this happens, it will go into
the TERMINATED state (transition IRECEIVE), i.e., the initiator has locally
detected that all agents have received a message.

• After a noninitiator x receives a message from an agent y, it sends messages
to all its neighbours except for y (transition SEND), and goes into a PENDING

state, where it remembers that it is pending after receiving a message from
y. As soon it receives acknowledgement messages from all neigbours except
for y it goes into the ACCEPTED state (transition RECEIVE).

x x x

x
a c
e

b

d

x

x

i

(y,x)

(x,y)

(x,y)

Pair

Id
Id

Id Pair Id

Id

in(network,x)out(network,x)

out(network,x) in(network,x)
- (x,y)- (y,x)

(x,y)

ACCEPTEDRECEIVESENDUNINFORMED

QUIET WAITING

MESSAGES

PENDING

TERMINATEDIRECEIVEISEND

Figure 3.4: Echo Algorithm

The initial marking specification m0 for our concrete choice of the network is
given by the terms inside places. It is

m0(QUIET) = i

m0(UNINFORMED) = a b c d e

m0(TERMINATED) = empty-Id

m0(ACCEPTED) = empty-Id

m0(WAITING) = empty-Id

m0(MESSAGES) = empty-Pair

m0(PENDING) = empty-Pair

In Section 3.1 we have already discussed a rewriting semantics for the PTN
of the banker’s problem. Using the echo algorithm we will demonstrate how
the rewriting semantics generalizes to ANSs. It is worth mentioning that our
semantics is designed to cope with flexible arcs as the ones connected with the
place MESSAGES in the echo algorithm.

The rewriting semantics associated to a ANS extends but does not modify the
underlying MES of the net, the advantage being that properties established for
the equational logic specification are preserved and their proofs remain valid.

As in the PTN case, we represent a marking as an element of the kind [Marking],
which is equipped with a monoidal structure via the operations empty and . For
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each place p we have a token constructor , also written as p, representing the fact
that a single token resides in place p. A difference with respect to the PTN
rewriting semantics is that tokens carry data, which is reflected in the fact that
token constructors are functions instead of being constants. For instance, a token
MESSAGES(msg) represents a token carrying the data msg residing in the place
MESSAGES. So the token constructor can be seen as a function tagging a data
object with information about the place in which it is currently located.

sort Marking .

op empty : -> Marking .

op __ : Marking Marking -> Marking

[assoc comm id: empty] .

ops MESSAGES PENDING : Pair -> Marking .

ops QUIET WAITING TERMINATED UNINFORMED ACCEPTED : Id -> Marking .

When formulating the transition rule for ISEND we are faced with the problem
of how to translate the flexible arc between ISEND and MESSAGES appropriately.
We would like to express that the multiset out(network, x) is added to the place
MESSAGES, but this presupposes an interpretation of places as containers of objects
which is different from our current one, where tokens are tagged objects “mixed
up in a soup together with other tokens.”

An elegant solution is the linear extension of MESSAGES to multisets. For this
purpose we generalize the token constructor MESSAGES which has been declared
above to

op MESSAGES : FMS-Pair -> Marking .

and we add two equations expressing linearity of MESSAGES, which will also be
called place linearity equations :

seq MESSAGES(empty-Pair) = empty .

seq MESSAGES(fmsp fmsp’) = MESSAGES(fmsp) MESSAGES(fmsp’) .

The place linearity equations express the equivalence of different ways of looking
at the same marking of an ANS. So, as indicated by the keyword seq, from a
high-level specification point of view it is reasonable to assign them to the class
of structural equations expressing symmetries of the state representation. For
reasons of uniformity we generalize the remaining token constructors correspond-
ingly and we impose corresponding place linearity equations that we omit here.

Now the translation of transitions into rewrite rules can be done in full analogy
with the rewriting semantics for PTNs. Each transition is represented as a rewrite
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rule, also called a transition rule, replacing its preset marking by its postset
marking. If the transition has a guard, then that guard becomes a condition of
the rewrite rule. In this way we obtain the following rules:

rl [ISEND]: QUIET(x) =>

WAITING(x) MESSAGES(out(network,x))) .

rl [IRECEIVE]: WAITING(x) MESSAGES(in(network,x)) =>

TERMINATED(x) .

rl [SEND]: UNINFORMED(x) MESSAGES((x,y)) =>

PENDING((x,y)) MESSAGES(out(network,x)-(y,x)) .

rl [RECEIVE]: PENDING((x,y)) MESSAGES(in(network,x)-(x,y)) =>

ACCEPTED(x) MESSAGES((y,x)) .

According to our initial explanation, a place can be seen as the tag of an object
which indicates the place the token resides in. This is what we call the tagged-
object view . The place linearity equations suggest a complementary view which is
encountered more often in the context of Petri nets: a place is simply a container
of objects. We call this the place-as-container view . The place linearity equations
express our intention to consider both views as equivalent.

3.2.4 Rewriting Semantics in the General Case

Generalizing the above example, we now define for an arbitrary ANS its associ-
ated rewriting semantics. We also show in which sense the rewriting semantics
is equivalent to the Best-Devillers process semantics of ANSs, which we have de-
fined by lifting the Best-Devillers process semantics of PTNs to ANSs via the flat-
tening construction. First we generalize symmetric monoidal RWSs (SMRWSs)
to extended symmetric monoidal RWSs (ESMRWSs), which will serve as a suit-
able domain for the rewriting semantics. Notice that in ESMRWSs the data
subspecification is not required to be empty. A second difference w.r.t. SMRWSs
is that token constructors are extended to multisets and place linearity equations
are added.

Definition 3.2.7 A RWS R is an extended symmetric monoidal RWS (ESM-
RWS) iff the following conditions are satisfied:

1. ER extends ED
R precisely by:

(a) a new kind [Marking] and new operator symbols

empty : [Marking], : [Marking] [Marking] → [Marking];
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(b) any number of new operator symbols of the general form

p : [FMSk] → [Marking],

where k is a kind in ED
R such that

ED
R includes a MES of finite multisets over k;

(c) the axioms for parallel composition

∀u, v, w : [Marking] . u (v w) = (u v) w,

∀u, v : [Marking] . u v = v u,

∀u : [Marking] . empty u = u; and

(d) the place linearity equations

p(emptyk) = empty,

∀a, b : [FMSk] . p(a b) = p(a) p(b)

for each operator p : [FMSk] → [Marking] introduced above.

2. Rules in RR contain only variables with kinds in ED
R and have ED

R -conditions.

Given two ESMRWSs R and R′, an ESMRWS morphism H : R→ R′ is a RWS
morphism that preserves [Marking], empty and . ESMRWSs together with their
morphisms form a subcategory of RWS that is denoted by ESMRWS.

As in the case of SMRWSs, we specialize the approach of Section 2.4.5 to obtain
the free model-theoretic semantics of an ESMRWS R via a map E into MEL.
Again we have exploited the specific structure of ESMRWSs, namely that there
is only a single rewrite kind [Marking] and that rewrites do never occur below
other rewrites due to the form of the rules, to simplify the general construction
of E(R).

Definition 3.2.8 The membership equational presentation of an ESMRWS R
is a MES E(R) that extends ER, the underlying MES of R, as explained in
Definition 3.1.11, but modifying items 2 and 4 as follows:

2. a new operator symbol called basic proof constructor

t : k̄ → [RawProc],

for each rule ∀X . t : M → N if φ̄1 ∧ . . . ∧ φ̄n in RR;

4. a membership axiom

∀X . t(x̄) : M → N if φ̄1 ∧ . . . ∧ φ̄n
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for each rule ∀X . t : M → N if φ̄1 ∧ . . . ∧ φ̄n in RR, assuming that X = x̄ : k̄.

As in Definition 3.1.11, E can be extended to a functor E : ESMRWS → MES
in the obvious way.

Definition 3.2.9 An interpreted ESMRWS (R, A) consists of an ESMRWS R
and a ED

R -model A. An interpreted ESMRWS morphism (H, h) : (R, A) →
(R′, A′) consists of an ESMRWS morphism H : R → R′ and an interpreted MES
morphism (HD , h) : (ED

R , A) → (ED
R′ , A

′). Interpreted ESMRWSs together with
their morphisms form a category IESMRWS.

Definition 3.2.10 For an interpreted ESMRWS (R, A) we define Mod(R, A)
as the subcategory of Mod(R) (i.e. Mod(E(R))), with objects being R-algebras
(i.e. E(R)-algebras) Â satisfying Â|ED

R
= A. In fact, this gives rise to a functor

Mod : IESMRWS → Catop, and again we write UH for Mod(H) given a
ESMRWS morphism H.

To simplify the exposition we assume as before that, given an interpreted ESM-
RWS (R, A) and the obvious inclusion K : ED

R ↪→ E(R), the free functor FK

has been defined in such a way that ηK(A) becomes the identity and therefore
UK(FK(A)) = A. The subsequent adaption of Lemma 2.4.3 to interpreted ESM-
RWS ensures that this is possible without loss of generality.

Lemma 3.2.11 (Protection Lemma) Let (R, A) be an interpreted ESMRWS
and consider the obvious inclusion K : ED

R ↪→ E(R). Then ηK(A) : A →
UK(FK(A)) is an isomorphism.

Mod(R)

Mod(R′)

UK

UK′

UH

FK

FK′

E(R)ED
R

K

K ′
E(H)

ED
R E(R′)

UHD

Mod(ED
R )

Mod(ED
R )

E(HD)

Figure 3.5: Morphisms in Definition 3.2.12

Definition 3.2.12 Let Σ(Mod) be the Grothendiek construction for the func-
tor Mod : IESMRWS → Catop and let π1 : Σ(Mod) → IESMRWS be the
obvious projection functor that sends ((R, A), Â) to (R, A). Furthermore, let
(R, A) and (R′, A′) be interpreted ESMRWSs and let K : ED

R ↪→ E(R) and K ′ :
ED
R′ ↪→ E(R′) be the obvious inclusions (cf. Figure 3.5). We then define F(R, A)

as FK(A) and ΣF(R, A) as ((R, A),F(R, A)). Given an interpreted ESMRWS
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morphism (H, h) : (R, A) → (R′, A′) with H : R → R′ and h : A → UHD
(A′),

we define ΣF(H, h) as the morphism ((H, h),F(H)◦FK(h)) : ((R, A),FK(A)) →
((R′, A′),FK′(A′)) where FK(h) : FK(A) → FK(UHD

(A′)) and F(H) is the
unique morphism F(H) : FK(UHD

(A′)) → UH(FK′(A′)) guaranteed by the fact
that FK(UHD

(A′)) and UH(FK′(A′)) are objects in Mod(R,UHD
(A′)), since us-

ing Lemma 3.2.11 we find UK(FK(UHD
(A′))) = UHD

(A′) and UK(UH(FK′(A′)))
= UHD

(UK′(FK′(A′))) = UHD
(A′), and by the fact that FK(UHD

(A′)) is initial.
In this way we have defined a functor ΣF : IESMRWS → Σ(Mod) that is left
adjoint to π1.

Furthermore, let V : Σ(Mod) → SMC be the forgetful functor, which sends
((R, A), Â) to a SMC, defined as in Definition 3.1.12.

Definition 3.2.13 Given an ANS N , the rewriting semantics of N is the small-
est ESMRWS R(N ) with an underlying data specification ED

R(N ) = EN such that:

1. ER(N ) contains a token constructor

p : [FMSDN (p)] → [Marking]

for each place p ∈ PN ; and

2. R(N ) has a label t and a rule called transition rule, namely,

∀VN (t) . t : (p1(WN (p1, t)) . . . pm(WN (pm, t))) →
(p1(WN (t, p1)) . . . pm(WN (t, pm))) if GN (t)

for each transition t ∈ TN , assuming PN = {p1, . . . , pm} with distinct pi.

R can be extended to a functor R : ANS → ESMRWS that maps each ANS
morphism H : N → N ′ to the unique ESMRWS morphism G : R(N ) → R(N ′)
with GE(p) = HN (p) for each p ∈ PN and GL(t) = HN (t) for each t ∈ TN .

The functor R : ANS → ESMRWS is naturally extended to a functor R :
IANS → IESMRWS sending each interpreted ANS (N , A) to the interpreted
ESMRWS (R(N ), A). Furthermore, R sends each interpreted ANS morphism
(H, h) : (N , A) → (N ′, A′) to the interpreted ESMRWS morphism (R(H), h) :
R(N , A) → R(N ′, A′).

Definition 3.2.14 Given an interpreted ESMRWS (R, A), we define the flat-

tening of (R, A) as the smallest SMRWS (R, A)[ satisfying the following condi-
tions:

1. For each operator p : [FMSk] → [Marking] in ER and for each a ∈ [[k]]A there
is a constant pa : → [Marking] in E(R,A)[ .
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2. For each rule ∀X . t : M → N if φ̄1 ∧ . . . ∧ φ̄n in RR and for each assign-
ment β : X → A with A, β |= φ̄1 ∧ . . . ∧ φ̄n we define functions σ and σp

for each operator p as above by

σ(empty) = empty, σ(p(M)) = σp([[M ]]A,β)), σ(M N) = σ(M) σ(N),

σp([[ ]]([[single]](a1), . . . , [[single]](am))) = pa1 . . . pam

([[ ]] is naturally extended to an arbitrary number of arguments)
and we add a rule

tβ(x̄) : σ(M) → σ(N)

to R(R,A)[ , assuming that X = x̄ : k̄.

( )[ is extended to a functor ( )[ : IESMRWS → SMRWS as follows: ( )[ sends
each interpreted ESMRWS morphism (H, h) : (R, A) → (R′, A′) with H : R →
R′ and h : A → UHD

(A′) to a SMRWS morphism (H, h)[ : (R, A)[ → (R′, A′)[

defined such that (H, h)[(pa) = HE(p)h(a) and (H, h)[(tā) = HL(t)h(ā) for ā =
β(x̄) and all p, t, a, β, x̄ as above.

The theorem and the corollary below are stated in complete analogy to the cor-
responding results for PTNs. Indeed the former results can be seen as special
cases of the latter via an inclusion ι : PTN → ANS which is the counterpart
of ι : PTN → CN on the specification level. However, for the proof we exploit
the opposite direction, namely that Theorem 3.2.17 can be reduced to Theorem
3.1.14 via the flattening constructions introduced earlier. This can be done by a
combination of commutative diagrams using the following two lemmas.

The first lemma essentially states that the rewriting semantics is compatible with
flattening. Notice the overloading of R and ( )[.

Lemma 3.2.15 There is a natural isomorphism σ : ( )[ ◦R → R ◦ ( )[ between

the functors ( )[ ◦R : IANS → SMRWS (with R : IANS → IESMRWS and

( )[ : IESMRWS → SMRWS) and R ◦ ( )[ : IANS → SMRWS (with ( )[ :
IANS → PTN and R : PTN → SMRWS).

Proof Sketch.

Given an arbitrary interpreted ANS (N , A), we define σ(N , A) : (R(N , A))[ →
R((N , A)[) as the unique SMRWS morphism with

σ(N , A)E(pa) = (p, a)

σ(N , A)L(tā) = (t, ā)
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for p ∈ PN , t ∈ TN , a ∈ [[k]]A, ā ∈ [[k̄]] with k = DN (p) assuming that VN (t) =
x̄ : k̄. To verify that σ(N , A) is indeed a SMRWS morphism and even an iso-
morphism, observe that each valid instance of a transition of (N , A) gives rise to

a transition rule in (R(N , A))[ and another transition rule in R((N , A)[) which
are equal up to the renaming given by σ(N , A).

To show that σ constitutes a natural isomorphism it is sufficient to verify natu-
rality: Given an interpreted ANS morphism

(H, h) : (N , A) → (N ′, A′)

and morphisms

(R(H, h))[ : (R(N , A))[ → (R(N ′, A′))[
,

R((H, h)[) : R((N , A)[) → R((N ′, A′)[
),

we have to verify

σ(N ′, A′) ◦ (R(H, h))[ = R((H, h)[) ◦ σ(N , A).

Indeed, we have

σ(N ′, A′)((R(H, h))[(pa)) = σ(N ′, A′)(HE(p)h(a)) = (HE(p), h(a)),

R((H, h)[)(σ(N , A)(pa)) = R((H, h)[)(p, a) = (HE(p), h(a)).

Similarly,

σ(N ′, A′)((R(H, h))[(tā)) = σ(N ′, A′)(HL(t)h(ā)) = (HL(t), h(ā)),

R((H, h)[)(σ(N , A)(tā)) = R((H, h)[)(t, ā) = (HE(t), h(ā)).

¤

The second lemma expresses that flattening preserves models at the level of ab-
straction given by SMCs.

Lemma 3.2.16 There is a natural isomorphism ρ : V ◦ ΣF → V ◦ ΣI ◦
( )[ between the functors V ◦ ΣF : IESMRWS → SMC and V ◦ ΣI ◦ ( )[ :

IESMRWS → SMC (with ( )[ : IESMRWS → SMRWS and V ◦ ΣI :
SMRWS → SMC).

Proof Sketch.
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Given an arbitrary interpreted ESMRWS (R, A), we define the SMC morphism

ρ(R, A) : V(ΣF(R, A)) → V(ΣI((R, A)[)) as follows:

ρ(R, A)([[p]]FK(A)([[single]]FK(A)(a))) = [[pa]]I((R,A)[)

ρ(R, A)([[empty]])FK(A) = [[empty]]I((R,A)[)

ρ(R, A)([[ ]]FK(A)(m1,m2)) = [[ ]]I((R,A)[)(ρ(R, A)(m1),ρ(R, A)(m2))

ρ(R, A)([[ : → ]]FK(A)(P,m1,m2)) =

[[ : → ]]I((R,A)[)(ρ
′(R, A)(P ),ρ(R, A)(m1),ρ(R, A)(m2))

where

ρ′(R, A)([[t]]FK(A)(ā)) = [[tā]]I((R,A)[)

ρ′(R, A)([[id]]FK(A)(m)) = [[id]]I((R,A)[)(ρ(R, A)(m))

ρ′(R, A)([[ ]]FK(A)(P1, P2)) = [[ ]]I((R,A)[)(ρ
′(R, A)(P1),ρ

′(R, A)(P2))

ρ′(R, A)([[ ; ]]FK(A)(P1, P2)) = [[ ; ]]I((R,A)[)(ρ
′(R, A)(P1),ρ

′(R, A)(P2))

if P1 and P2 are composable

That ρ(R, A) is an isomorphism in SMC follows from the following observations:

1. ρ(R, A) establishes a bijection between objects in V(ΣF(R, A)) of the form

[[p]]([[single]](a)) and objects in V(ΣI((R, A)[)) of the form [[pa]].

2. It is easy to see from the definition above that ρ(R, A) respects the algebraic
structure of SMC regarding objects.

3. (R, A) and (R, A)[ impose the same closure properties on objects. Although
objects in (R, A) are generated by a richer signature, this difference is
compensated by the place linearity equations. Using these equations each
object in V(ΣF(R, A)) can be written as

[[ ]]([[p1]][[single]](a1,1), . . . , [[p1]][[single]](a1,m) . . .

[[pn]][[single]](an,1), . . . , [[pn]][[single]](an,m)).

which in V(ΣI((R, A)[)) corresponds to

[[ ]]([[p
a1,1

1 ]], . . . , [[p
a1,m

1 ]] . . .

[[pan,1
n ]], . . . , [[pan,m

n ]]).

4. (R, A) and (R, A)[ impose the same identifications on objects. The only po-
tential difference comes from the place linearity equations which are present
in (R, A) but not in (R, A)[. However, these equations do not impose any
identifications on the objects of V(ΣF(R, A)) which are of the form given
above.
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5. ρ(R, A) establishes a bijection between morphisms in V(ΣF(R, A)) that
are generated by a rule ∀X . t : M → N if φ̄1 ∧ . . . ∧ φ̄n in (R, A) and

morphisms in V(ΣI((R, A)[)) that are generated by a rule tβ(x̄) : σ(M) →
σ(N) in (R, A)[.

6. It is easy to see from the definition above that ρ(R, A) respects the algebraic
structure of SMC regarding morphisms.

7. (R, A) and (R, A)[ impose the same closure properties and identifications
on morphisms (relative to objects which have been discussed before).

To show that ρ is a natural isomorphism it is sufficient to verify naturality: Given
an interpreted ESMRWS morphism

(H, h) : (R, A) → (R′, A′)

and morphisms

V(ΣF(H, h)) : V(ΣF(R, A)) → V(ΣF(R′, A′)),

V(ΣI((H, h)[)) : V(ΣI((R, A)[)) → V(ΣI((R′, A′)[
)),

we have to verify

ρ(R′, A′) ◦V(ΣF(H, h)) = V(ΣI((H, h)[)) ◦ ρ(R, A).

Indeed, we have

ρ(R′, A′)(V(ΣF(H, h))([[p]]FK(A)([[single]]FK(A)(a))))

= ρ(R′, A′)(F(H)(FK(h)([[p]]FK(A)([[single]]FK(A)(a)))))

= ρ(R′, A′)(F(H)([[p]]FK(UHD
(A′))([[single]]FK(UHD

(A′))(h(a)))))

= ρ(R′, A′)([[p]]UH(FK′ (A′))([[single]]UH(FK′ (A′))(h(a))))

= ρ(R′, A′)([[H(p)]]FK′ (A′)([[single]]FK′ (A′)(h(a)))) = [[H(p)h(a)]]I((R′,A′)[),

and

V(ΣI((H, h)[))(ρ(R, A)([[p]]FK(A)([[single]]FK(A)(a))))

= V(ΣI((H, h)[))([[pa]]I((R,A)[))

= I((H, h)[)([[pa]]I((R,A)[))

= [[pa]]U
(H,h)[

(I((R′,A′)[))

= [[(H, h)[(pa)]]I((R′,A′)[) = [[H(p)h(a)]]I((R′,A′)[).
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Figure 3.6: Proof of Theorem 3.2.17

Similarly we have

ρ′(R′, A′)(V(ΣF(H, h))([[t]]FK(A)([[single]]FK(A)(ā)))) = [[H(t)h(ā)]]FK′ (A′),

and

V(ΣI((H, h)[))(ρ(R, A)([[t]]FK(A)([[single]]FK(A)(ā)))) = [[H(t)h(ā)]]I((R′,A′)[).

Notice that these equations extend to arbitrary objects and arrows in the category
V(ΣF(R, A)).

¤
Now the main result follows from Lemma 3.2.15, Lemma 3.2.16, and Theorem
3.1.14:

Theorem 3.2.17 There is a natural isomorphism τ̃ : BDP → V ◦ ΣF ◦ R
between the functors BDP : IANS → SMC and V ◦ ΣF ◦R : IANS → SMC
(with R : IANS → IESMRWS and V ◦ ΣF : IESMRWS → SMC).

Proof By composition of natural isomorphisms (see Figure 3.6). ¤
In analogy to Corollary 3.1.15 we obtain:

Corollary 3.2.18 The interpreted RWS R(N , A) provides a sound and com-
plete axiomatization of the Best-Devillers processes of the interpreted ANS (N , A).

Remember that the models we consider here do not only contain Best-Devillers
processes. They also contain safe processes as an important special case. Safe
processes are not only a special case of the classical notion of process in Petri net
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theory, but they seem to be sufficient in practice as witnessed by [Rei98b], which
presents a methodology for modeling and verification of distributed algorithms
based on a version of ANSs that only admits safe processes.

Another related issue, namely the gap between the individual token philosophy
and the collective token philosophy which clearly exists at the level of PTNs seems
to become less relevant at the level of CNs, because of the increase of expressivity.
We argue that interpreting CNs under the collective token philosophy is not
only simpler and less dependent on the structure of the state space but also
sufficient in principle, since by a suitable transformation of the CN we can equip
tokens with unique identities in such a way that each original process corresponds
to a safe process of the resulting CN.9 As we discussed earlier, individual and
collective token philosophies coincide for safe processes. Nonsafe processes of
the resulting CN are not considered any more. In this sense, the individual
token philosophy can be seen as a special case of the collective token philosophy.
Beyond that it may well be adequate for certain applications to mix the individual
and the collective token views in the same system model, and indeed this is
possible with the approach that we propose, namely by adopting the collective
token semantics as a framework semantics and equipping tokens with additional
identity attributes whenever needed for modeling purposes. Indeed this view
reveals that individual and collective tokens semantics are just two extreme levels
of abstraction and there are many intermediate levels that can be covered in
this way. A good example of a very similar experience giving support to this
point of view is the work [MT99] on a partial order semantics for object-oriented
systems that, although typical of the individual token philosophy, is shown to be
isomorphic to the rewriting semantics typical of the collective token philosophy,
thanks to the unique identities of objects and messages.

3.2.5 Execution of Algebraic Net Specifications

First of all we lift the notion of executability from rewriting logic to net speci-
fications. We say that a net specification N is weakly/strongly executable iff its
rewriting semantics R = R(N ) is weakly/strongly executable. For the opera-
tional semantics to be complete under an exhaustive rewrite strategy, and hence
useful for the execution of net specifications, we should furthermore require that
ER is sort-decreasing, confluent, and terminating, and that R is coherent.

To actually execute a specification it is necessary to have an implementation of

9One policy to maintain unique identities is to encode the local history, i.e. the information
about all events in the past cone of a token, in the identity of the token itself, and to ensure
locally that the identities of the tokens produced by a transition are distinct. Of course, it is
easy to imagine interesting classes of nets, e.g. object-oriented versions of high-level nets, where
tokens are already equipped with unique identities so that this transformation is not needed at
all.
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a matching algorithm for the structural equations used in the specification. A
typical rewrite engine such as Maude supports matching modulo all combina-
tions of the laws of associativity, commutativity, and identity (ACU) [CDE+99a,
CDE+00b]. Since the place linearity equations belong to a class of equations that
are typically not supported by standard rewrite engines, we distinguish in the
following between direct execution using ACUL-matching (L stands for linearity)
and an alternative approach, namely execution via ACU-matching, which makes
use of a simple semantics-preserving translation that can achieve executability
without structural linearity equations.

Direct Execution via ACUL-Matching

It is easy to verify that the underlying MES in our example is already executable
when the place linearity equations are seen as structural equations, and it is
furthermore sort-decreasing, confluent and terminating. Still the entire RWS is
not coherent and, as a consequence, the execution of the net specification would
be potentially incomplete.

A subterm of the form in(network,x) which occurs in the lefthand side of the
rewrite axiom IRECEIVE can be reduced using the equations for in, so that the
rewrite axiom is not applicable anymore. An obvious solution is to replace the arc
inscription in(network,x) of the transition IRECEIVE by a variable fmsmsg and
to add the guard fmsmsg == in(network,x) to this transition. A correspond-
ing modification of the net specification has to be carried out for the transition
RECEIVE. In the rewriting semantics these changes are reflected by the modified
rewrite rules given below.

var fmsmsg : FMS-Message .

crl [IRECEIVE]: WAITING(x) MESSAGES(fmsmsg) =>

TERMINATED(x)

if fmsmsg == in(network,x) .

crl [RECEIVE]: PENDING((x,y)) MESSAGES(fmsmsg) =>

ACCEPTED(x) MESSAGES((y,x))

if fmsmsg == in(network,x)-(x,y) .

After this simple semantics-preserving transformation the rewrite specification is
indeed coherent and satisfies all our conditions. To execute the RWS it is sufficient
to use rewriting modulo associativity, commutativity, identity, and linearity for
the representation of markings.
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Execution using ACU-Matching

We show in the following that, given an executable ANS such as the one we have
just obtained, there is an alternative approach to net execution by regarding
the place linearity equations as computational equations instead of as structural
equations. Of course, from the viewpoint of the abstract algebraic semantics
nothing will change. An immediate consequence is, however, that the net specifi-
cation can be executed using a standard rewriting engine such as Maude, without
the need for a new matching algorithm.

The first step is to regard the place linearity equations as reduction rules, i.e.

eq MESSAGES(empty-Pair) = empty .

ceq MESSAGES(fmsp fmsp’) = (MESSAGES(fmsp) MESSAGES(fmsp’))

if fmsp =/= empty-Pair and fmsp’ =/= empty-Pair .

After applying this modification to all place linearity equations, the reduction
rules are terminating (the condition avoids potential nonterminating computa-
tions) and confluent.

However, as a consequence of the use of place-linearity equations as reduction
rules instead of as structural equations, the rewrite specification is not coherent
anymore, because of the rules for IRECEIVE and RECEIVE and the new equations
above. Again, we can carry out a simple semantics-preserving transformation
by introducing a variable mmsg ranging over markings containing only tokens
on MESSAGES and satisfying the equality condition mmsg == MESSAGES(fmsmsg).
By introducing the inverse inv-MESSAGES of MESSAGES, this condition becomes
inv-MESSAGES(mmsg) == fmsmsg. Therefore, inv-MESSAGES(mmsg) gives us ac-
cess to the flexible arc inscription fmsmsg. As a result we replace these two rules
by the following, which make the specification coherent:

sort Empty MESSAGES-Marking Marking .

subsort Empty < MESSAGES-Marking < Marking .

var mmsg mmsg’ : MESSAGES-Marking .

op empty : -> Empty .

op __ : Marking Marking -> Marking

[assoc comm id: empty] .

op __ : MESSAGES-Marking MESSAGES-Marking -> MESSAGES-Marking

[assoc comm id: empty] .

op __ : Empty Empty -> Empty

[assoc comm id: empty] .
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op MESSAGES : FMS-Pair -> MESSAGES-Marking .

op inv-MESSAGES : MESSAGES-Marking -> FMS-Pair .

eq inv-MESSAGES(empty) = empty-Pair .

eq inv-MESSAGES(MESSAGES(fmsp)) = fmsp .

ceq inv-MESSAGES(mmsg mmsg’) =

(inv-MESSAGES(mmsg) inv-MESSAGES(mmsg’))

if mmsg =/= empty and mmsg’ =/= empty .

crl [IRECEIVE]: WAITING(x) mmsg =>

TERMINATED(x)

if inv-MESSAGES(mmsg) == in(network,x) .

crl [RECEIVE]: PENDING((x,y)) mmsg =>

ACCEPTED(x) MESSAGES((y,x))

if inv-MESSAGES(mmsg) == in(network,x)-(x,y) .

It should be clear from this example how the general translation works. It takes
the form of a conservative theory transformation from the original RWS of an
ANS executable by ACUL matching to a logically equivalent RWS executable
by ACU matching. The transformation can be applied to any executable ANS
satisfying the mild condition that flexible arcs are inscribed by variables, as it is
the case in the executable version of the echo algorithm.10

Even though the resulting RWS is strongly executable, a strategy to execute the
specification or to partially explore the state space can be useful, because of the
highly nondeterministic nature of the algorithm. A strategy of this kind can be
seen as restricting the possible rewrites leading to a subcategory of the original
transition category of all rewrites. If the RWS is only weakly executable, as in
the example discussed in [Stec], the strategy can play an additional role, namely
to find suitable instantiations for the variables that cannot be determined by
matching.

3.2.6 Abstract Net Execution

In distributed network algorithms such as the echo algorithm treated in our case
study, the dynamics depends heavily on the structure of the network. To execute
the net specification we have specified a particular network graph and there seem
to be no reasons why we should consider a semantics of the underlying specifica-
tion of the net other than the initial one. On the other hand, if our objective is
to verify the algorithm formally, it is highly desirable to develop proofs that are

10A more general transformation is possible if we use conditions with matching equations, a
feature supported by the most recent version of Maude [CDE+00a].
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independent of the concrete choice of the network topology but depend instead
only on its abstract properties such as strong connectivity.

Since one of the main characteristics of a specification language, that distin-
guishes it from a programming language, is the admission of a typically rich class
of models instead of only a single one, the power of the equational specification
approach has not been fully exploited so far. We find it natural to generalize
the usual notion of execution in the initial model to abstract execution w.r.t. a
possibly infinite class of models. This more general notion has the advantage of
covering the spectrum from concrete execution, where all details of the model are
known, to abstract execution, where only limited knowledge is available. This
notion of abstract execution is a natural generalization of the idea of symbolic
simulation, which is a well-established verification technique in the context of
hardware verification.11 Symbolic simulation, which evolved from ternary logic
simulation, is mostly concered with boolean functions and synchronous designs,
which can be naturally specified in a purely functional way. Abstract execution
using reriting logic, on the other hand, allows execution in a variety of equation-
ally definable state spaces (the multiset representation of Petri nets being just
one example) and favors a notion of asynchronous nonequational computation.
In spite of its roots in hardware verification, it appears to us that the idea of
abstract execution can be fruitfully applied in software or high-level system veri-
fication, which can partly be seen as an interplay between case analysis, structural
induction, and abstract execution.

In addition to its relation to symbolic simulation, it is furthermore noteworthy
that a form of abstract execution, called partial evaluation [JGS93], is well-known
in the context of functional programming languages. Similar to abstract execu-
tion, partial evaluation proceeds as far as the currently available information
(which is in this case given by some actual arguments) admits.12 A difference
to abstract execution, however, is that functional programming languages have a
single well-defined model, whereas abstract execution in a specification language
typically covers a rich class of models. Another difference is that we are concerned
here with dynamic systems, meaning that abstract execution is not restricted to
partial functional evaluation, but it can be applied to system models that include
functional and nonfunctional parts.

Abstract execution does not require any changes to the approach introduced
before. The key point is that the underlying specification of a net is usually
less restrictive and admits a rich variety of models instead of just a single one.
As a simple example, that clearly demonstrates the point of abstract execution,
consider the net specification depicted in Figure 3.7 based on the following MES:

11Bryant91,Bryant92,HaSe97,BoGeR000
12It might be interesting in this context that an approach similar to partial evaluation has also

been used to optimize functional programs (representing layers of communication protocols) in
the Nuprl proof assistant [Kre99].
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sort Nat .

op 0 : -> Nat .

op suc : Nat -> Nat .

op _+_ : Nat Nat -> Nat [assoc comm].

var n m : Nat .

eq 0 + m = m .

eq suc(n) + m = suc(n + m) .

sorts Even Odd .

subsort Even < Nat .

subsort Odd < Nat .

mb 0 : Even .

cmb suc(n) : Even if n : Odd .

cmb suc(n) : Odd if n : Even .

mb n + n : Even .

cmb n + m : Even if n : Even and m : Even .

cmb n + m : Even if n : Odd and m : Odd .

cmb n + m : Odd if n : Even and m : Odd .

sort FMS-Nat .

op empty-nat : -> FMS-Nat .

op single : Nat -> FMS-Nat .

op __ : FMS-Nat FMS-Nat -> FMS-Nat [assoc comm id: empty-nat] .

We add the following constraints: Nat is freely generated by 0 and suc. Even and
Odd are freely generated by the first three (conditional) memberships. FMS-Nat is
freely generated by its constructors and the structural equations specified. The
last three memberships about Even and Odd are logical consequences of these
assumptions that can be proved by induction.

Up to isomorphism the specification described so far has a single model that
coincides with its initial model. Now we extend the specification to a specification
that has a number of quite different models without admitting an initial model
anymore.

We declare constants a, b, c, and d of sort Nat and the only assumptions are
b : Even and c : Odd.
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ops a b c d : -> Nat .

mb b : Even .

mb c : Odd .

Semantically, a, b, c, and d cannot generate new elements due to the initiality
imposed on Nat before. They can only be interpreted as existing elements of
this sort. As a consequence, imposing initiality on the last operator declaration
would lead to a contradiction, i.e. to the empty class of models. So we do not
impose any further constraints and let a, b, c, and d range over elements of Nat
without any restriction. This leads to a rich class of models that can constitute
the underlying models of our net specification depicted in Figure 3.7.

yx
suc(a)+suc(b)

suc(a)+c

c+d

x+y

NatNat

(x+y) : Even

t

A B

Figure 3.7: Example for Abstract Execution

The rewriting semantics is given by the following specification, where we have
omitted place linearity equations for the token constructors A and B. They are
not necessay, since flexible arcs are not used in the net.

var fmsn fmsn’ : FMS-Nat .

sorts Marking .

var m : Marking .

op empty : -> Marking .

op __ : Marking Marking -> Marking [assoc comm id: empty] .

op A : FMS-Nat -> Marking .

op B : FMS-Nat -> Marking .

crl [t] : A(n) A(m) => B(n + m)

if n + m : Even .

Now the symbolic representation of the initial marking, i.e.,
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A((suc(a) + c)(suc(a) + suc(b))(c + d)) .

rewrites to the symbolic marking

A(c + d) B(suc(suc(suc(a + a + b + c))))

and, since we do not know anything about d and c + d, this is the only possible
rewrite that is valid in all models.

To sum up, abstract execution has the capacity of generating executions that are
valid in all models of the underlying specification. Depending on the application,
abstract execution can be of value in quite different ways:

• In applications with a dynamic behavior that is data independent, abstract
execution can cover the entire system behavior. The advantage over execu-
tion in the ordinary sense is that an infinite number of concrete executions
are replaced by a single abstract execution.

• In applications where the dynamic behavior heavily depends on the concrete
contents of data objects such as in the example given above, we cannot in
general expect that abstract execution can be fully automated as in our
simple example. Instead, the abstract executions generated automatically
are typically of a partial nature and execution can proceed automatically
as far as the computable knowledge about the current system state admits.

Even though in the second case fullly automatic abstract execution of systems
is impossible in principle, due to the lack of knowledge about the state of the
system, we think that partial abstract execution is no less important because of
this limitation. In a theorem proving environment these partial executions can
be intertwined with (interactive) theorem proving steps such as case analysis or,
more generally, structural induction, and hence partial executions can be con-
catenated to full executions under appropriate conditions. An approach that can
provide a framework for this form of integration of abstract execution in the more
general activity of formal theorem proving is the open calculus of constructions
presented in Chapter 8 (see also Section 3.3.2 below).

Last but not least, it is important to point out that abstract execution is a
capability of rewriting logic that can be applied to the kind of Petri nets used
here but it should be applicable without changes to extensions and variations of
Petri net models as well, and more generally to all formalisms that are represented
using rewriting logic as a semantic framework.13

13For instance, some preliminary experience has been gained in the context of our specification
of the active network programming language PLAN (see Appendix B and [ST02a]), where we
are interested in properties of PLAN programs in a rich class of models generated by different
network topologies.
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3.3 Generalizations of Our Approach

We have demonstrated the capabilities of rewriting logic as a semantic framework
by representing a very general form of algebraic net specifications and we have
elaborated the idea of net execution by rewriting at different levels of abstrac-
tion. Our results and case studies suggest that rewriting logic offers a practical
framework for the development of tools to execute and analyze different classes
of Petri nets. In the present section, we would like to address another benefit
of embedding Petri nets into a more general formalism, namely that rewriting
logic provides a uniform formal framework for existing extensions of Petri nets
and suggests a number of new extensions and generalizations of Petri nets. Alto-
gether, we feel that rewriting logic could be a source of inspiration and a useful
guide for future research in this subject.

3.3.1 Higher-Order Programming Languages

In view of our first-order treatment in this chapter, a natural question is how col-
ored Petri nets based on higher-order programming paradigms can be formally
represented. Paradigms of particular interest include higher-order functional pro-
gramming, e.g. based on the λ-calculus, and object-oriented programming, e.g.
based on Abadi and Cardelli’s ς-calculus [AC96].

Due to the fact that rewriting logic has good properties as a metalanguage it is
possible to embed other higher-order languages into rewriting logic, once we have
a general method to deal with the syntax of higher-order calculi in a first-order
way. As a generic solution we have developed the CINNI calculus, a generic
first-order calculus of names and explicit substitutions that will be introduced in
Chapter 5. This calculus, together with the metatheoretic results that we provide,
leads to a systematic way of representing higher-order programming languages
in the first-order framework of membership equational logic and rewriting logic.
As a consequence, all the results in the present chapter apply to the higher-
order versions of colored Petri nets mentioned above, and other versions whose
underlying programming languages can be respresented following the approach
of Chapter 5.

3.3.2 Higher-Order Logic and Types

We feel that the transition to a more expressive logic than the many-sorted equa-
tional logic used by algebraic approaches to Petri nets is a practical necessity
if the idea of rigorous formal specification using Petri nets should be taken se-
riously. Already in [Rei98b] it becomes obvious that an equational language is
not sufficient to give the specification of a number of distributed network algo-
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rithms. This problem remains unsolved in [Rei98b] that uses an ad hoc extension
of algebraic specifications by a form of first-order logic in an informal way. The
combination of Petri nets with type theory and higher-order logic is a consequent
next step which seems to be not only an advantage for the modeling and abstrac-
tion capabilities on the specification level, but it is also neeed to develop useful
techniques and methods for rigorous formal verification of net specifications based
on a strongly typed formalism.

Typically, a verification task involves proving a number of mathematical theo-
rems of quite general nature. For instance, induction is an important reasoning
principle needed in nearly all nontrivial verification tasks. This suggests using
a logic such as higher-order logic that is expressive enough to formulate such
principles internally. Furthermore, the underlying type theory should be expres-
sive enough to allow for a natural formalization of the concepts neeeded for the
verification task. The approach we propose in Chapter 8 is based on the open
calculus of constructions (OCC), a type theory which allows us to reason formally
about net models that are embedded into its higher-logic logic via their rewrit-
ing semantics. The higher-order logic of OCC is expressive enough to represent
higher-order colored net specifications in a strongly typed and formally rigorous
fashion that can be supported by computer tools. Indeed, OCC can be seen as a
natural higher-order generalization of membership equational logic and rewriting
logic, and has a similar objective, namely to integrate execution, analysis, and
formal reasoning about system models in a simple and uniform framework.

3.3.3 Objects and Active Tokens

Another interesting generalization of Petri nets is related to different variants
of object Petri nets [Val95, Val00, Val98, Far99], where tokens can themselves
be nets with their own independent dynamic bahavour. Another related but
different line of research is the integration of object-oriented techniques with
Petri nets. As a result there are a number of variants of object-oriented Petri
nets [Sib94, Lak95] where the tokens are objects according to standard object-
oriented terminology. As a unifying generalization of both aproaches we propose
to study active token nets . In contrast to object Petri nets, tokens cannot only
be nets, but arbitrary objects with an internal dynamic behavior. In contrast to
object-oriented approaches to Petri nets , active tokens are not static but dynamic
entities. In particular, they can evolve concurrently with the overall system be-
havior, and they can also interact or communicate with each other, similar to
objects in the rewriting-logic approach to concurrent object-oriented program-
ming [Mes93]. The autonomous activity of tokens and their communication indi-
cate some similarity to agent-oriented programming approaches. This similarity
is further supported by the fact that a net defines a topology in the abstract
mathematical sense that provides an environment for group activities of agents.
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It might appear that the complexity of such models is beyond the scope of a
rigorous formal treatment. However, a closer look reveals that the approach to
algebraic nets presented here is closer to the ideas described above as it might
appear at first sight. In fact our approach to algebraic nets can be easily gen-
eralized to active token nets just by using rewrite rules more liberally. So far
we have employed rewrite rules only to represent transitions of the net. In order
to describe tokens with internal activity we could use rewrite rules that trans-
form individual tokens. To capture group activity such as interaction (which
corresponds to synchronous communication) and asynchronous communication
between agents, we have to add rewrite rules that operate on a group of tokens.

In other words, active token nets are defined on top of an underlying rewrite
specification. Hence they can exploit the full modeling power of membership
equational rewriting logic. This is the main difference to algebraic nets, where
the underlying specification is restricted to membership equational logic which is
only used to model static aspects of a system.

Finally, we would also like to mention that there is a complementary view of
active token nets as structured rewrite specifications. An active token net can be
seen as a particular way to structure a rewrite specification in a way that could
also lead to a formal graphical representation of a certain class of well-structured
rewriting logic specifications. So the Petri net view could not only be seen as
a structuring principle for a certain class of rewrite specifications but it could
also provide a bridge between symbolic presentations that are useful for logical
reasoning and graphical presentations that seem to be more intuitive. From a
more general point of view, such an approach could provide a formal link between
rewriting logic and visual specification techniques, which have recently received
a considerable degree of interest, especially after the development of the Unified
Modeling Language [RJB98].

3.3.4 Structure of the State Space

Apart from generalizations of the underlying specification or programming lan-
guage, which can itself be defined using rewriting logic as a metalanguage, there
is another potential source of Petri net generalizations, namely the structure of
the state space. Instead of considering a flat state space as in ordinary Petri
nets, we could choose a hierarchical one or we could consider extensions such as
macroplaces [Ani91, AKMP96], that can be seen as combining several places into
a single one from the viewpoint of certain transitions. Also we could consider
different kinds of places, for instance we could distinguish ordinary high-level
places, that carry a multiset of tokens, from places, that are organized as a queue
or as a stack. The former idea has already been studied in the literature in terms
of FIFO-nets [FM82, KMT88, FC88, Fan92]. We conjecture that rewriting logic
is a suitable formalism to represent and unify such variations of Petri nets since
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the state space can be specified by an equational theory that is entirely user-
definable. A related approach that allows some freedom in the choice of the state
space algebra and specializes to different low-level and high-level Petri net classes
is presented in [EP97]. The approach of rewriting logic has the advantage of being
more general, in the sense that it goes beyond Petri-net like models and hence
provides a bridge to formalisms that are quite different from ordinary Petri nets.

3.4 Final Remarks

In this chapter we have explained how rewriting logic can be used as a semantic
framework in which a wide range of Petri net models can be naturally unified.
Specifically, we have explored how place/transition nets, nets with test arcs,
algebraic net specifications, and colored Petri nets can all be naturally expressed
in rewriting logic, and how well-known semantic models often coincide with (in
the sense of being naturally isomorphic to) the natural semantic models associated
to the rewriting logic representations of the given nets. The classes of Petri nets
that can be naturally represented in rewriting logic are by no means limited to
the classes that we treated in detail. They also include the classes briefly sketched
above and other interesting classes such as timed Petri nets as demonstrated in
[SMÖ01b, SMÖ01a].

In our view, the unification of Petri net models within the rewriting logic frame-
work is useful not only for conceptual reasons, but also for purposes of execution,
formal analysis, and formal reasoning about Petri net specifications. Via the
rewriting semantics, we can exploit existing languages and architectures in order
to build tools supporting these tasks. For instance, using the reflective and met-
alanguage capabilities of Maude, it is possible to build execution environments
for Petri net specifications where the model description provided by the user and
the user interaction could all take place at the Petri net level with which the user
is familiar.

As an important instance of a general notion of colored net specifications over
a logic, we have treated ANSs over MEL in detail, and we have elaborated the
idea of (abstract) net execution in this context. The definition of ANSs that
we use is sufficiently general to cover logic-oriented approaches such as algebraic
nets and more operational approaches such as colored Petri nets. In other words,
we have shown that the specification-oriented approach and the programming-
oriented approach can be unified in the single notion of ANSs, and we therefore
think that ANSs are a useful concept to bridge the gap between execution and
verification, which we consider as two extremes of a spectrum rather than as
entirely different issues.

Strategy-guided execution of Petri net models is an major application of our
rewriting semantics. It can be useful to locate flaws in the design or analysis
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phase, but clearly it cannot replace the verification of a system with infinitely
many possible executions. In some cases however, e.g. if the state space is fi-
nite, general strategies performing certain analysis tasks, like reachability and
deadlock analysis or, more generally, temporal logic model checking, can be used
for automatic verification of Petri nets with modest state-space complexity. In a
more complex or more abstract scenario we often have to resort to formal ver-
ification of Petri nets, which is another important application of our rewriting
semantics.

Apart from its operational aspects the rewriting semantics provides a logical rep-
resentation of Petri nets and their processes which can be used in formal theorem
proving environments. In our view, Petri net execution and analysis are very
special cases of automated theorem proving. In the long term we propose that
an integrated tool for verification and execution of Petri nets should be embed-
ded into a general purpose theorem proving environment which allows reasoning
about Petri nets via their rewriting semantics in an expressive logic with partial
automation. The open calculus of constructions that we develop in Chapter 8 is
a first step in this direction, as illustrated by the example in Section 8.2.8.

We have also discussed another benefit of embedding Petri nets into the more
general framework of rewriting logic, namely that it may provide a uniform formal
framework for existing extensions of Petri nets, and that it can inspire and guide
new extensions and generalizations of Petri nets. In addition, it also facilitates
integration of Petri nets with other paradigms which can also be given a rewriting
semantics, e.g. object-oriented concurrent programming [Mes93]. Although we
often emphasized and exploited the generality of rewriting logic, we feel that
rewriting logic is very much in the spirit of Petri net theory in the sense that its
essential features, namely monotonicity and locality of changes, are also the main
features of rewriting logic. Therefore, we believe that rewriting logic is neither
excessively general nor an arbitray model of concurrency, but rather a consequent
generalization of Petri nets within the borders of a single paradigm.
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In this chapter we present an approach to the specification and verification of
concurrent programs and systems that is based on a logical type theory. Type
theories have been applied sucessfully in functional programming and formal
specification of verification of such programs. Here we develop an embedding of
concurrent programs and systems together with a UNITY-style temporal logic
into the calculus of inductive constructions (CIC). The embedding is not only very
direct but also allows us to take advantage of essential features of the CIC, namely
its expressive higher-order logic, its rich type system which includes dependent
and inductive types, its computational features, its metatheoretic properties, and,
last but not least, its capabilites to treat propositions as types and proofs as
objects.

The UNITY methodology has been developed in the late 80s by Chandy and
Misra [CM88]. Its formal techniques comprise a programming language and a
temporal logic. Programs are viewed as Unbounded Nondeterministic Iterative
Transformations , and the specification language is a variant of linear time tem-
poral logic. Intended applications are specification, design and verification of
imperative programs, parallel programs, concurrent systems and asynchronous
hardware. Today, UNITY is a well-known methodology that has proven to pro-
vide a surprisingly elegant technique for (compositional) system verification in
many case studies and still attracts the interest of reaseachers in (formal) program
verification as witnessed for instance by the project [Pau99] and other recent refer-
ences such as [CK97, Hey97, Che98, Pau00, Mis94, Mis95, CC99a, Gol99, Mis01].
Examples and case studies can be found in [CM88, Che98, Pau00, SLU90, Kna92,
Sta93, CM90, SO89, Sta88, Mis90a, Gol92b]. Interesting languages closely related
to UNITY are Seuss [Mis98, Mis99] and Mobile UNITY [RMP96, MR97, RMP97,
PRM97, MR98, RM99].

We present a rigorous formal development of a generalization of the UNITY
temporal logic in CIC. Altough we demonstrate the use of the resulting temporal
logic library by means of a simple example at the end of this chapter, the emphasis
in this thesis is not on reasoning within the temporal logic but about it. Our main
goal in this thesis is to explore the suitability of a logical type theory, namely CIC,
for this abstract kind of metalogical reasoning. Reasoning within the UNITY-
style temporal logic is the subject of [Stea] and [Steb]. In these references we
show how the results of this chapter can be applied to verification of concrete
systems modeled as place/transition nets and high-level Petri nets.

In constrast to most existing formalizations of UNITY we follow the more recent
proposal for New UNITY [Mis94, Mis95], which is compatible with the original
UNITY approach but develops the logic in terms of more elementary tempo-
ral operators. (New) UNITY suggests a number of interesting generalizations
concerning the notion of program and the notion of fairness which provides a
basis to deal with system specification languages quite different from the UNITY
programming language such as Petri nets and rewriting logic, to name just two
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examples. Indeed, it is this generalization of (New) UNITY which is the subject
of the present chapter. On the formal side, our treatement benefits from the use
of type theory in several ways. A particularly interesting result of the use of
type theory is a new compositionality theorem for liveness assertions. We think
it is no exaggeration to say the the formal elegance with which this result can be
formulated and proved in CIC is made possible by the propositions-as-types and
proofs-as objects interpretation. As far as we know this is a new application of
this interpretation that has not been considered so far.

The motivation to develop an approach that is more general than UNITY comes
from the observation that the UNITY temporal logic is to a large degree indepen-
dent of the particularities of UNITY programs. The idea of adapting the UNITY
temporal logic to other system models is not new: For instance, variations of
the UNITY temporal logic have been applied to the verification of colored nets
[MV91], [Mac91] and [Stea], and a related but quite different line of research
based on partial order semantics started in [DGK+92] has led to a method called
DAWN (Distributed Algorithms Working Notation) [WWV+97]. This method
is applied to different kinds of distributed algorithms modeled as algebraic net
specifications in [Rei98b]. Another approach that is inspired by UNITY is pre-
sented in [Sha93]. The references [Stea] and [Steb]1 can be seen as an application
of the results presented in this chapter to colored nets and hence also to algebraic
net specifications as defined in Chapter 3.

In contrast to the formulation of a theory in conventional mathematical language
we present a fully formalized development that has been carried out using a proof
development system, namely the COQ proof assistant. All theorems have been
mechanically checked and hence we can have have a degree of confidence in their
correctness that is much higher than our trust in mathematical theorems that
have only informal proofs. In order to convey the development to the reader we
have chosen a level of abstraction that presents formal theorems and important
lemmas. Although it seems to be unavoidable to present the development in some
detail, we have omitted many theorems and lemmas, and we have also refrained
from presenting the formal proofs. We think that in order to understand the
formalization in full detail it is unavoidable to explore the development including
the proofs in an interactive session using COQ and to apply it to concrete exam-
ples. Also we would like to encourage researchers to apply or extend the temporal
logic library. For these reasons the complete development has been made publicly
available on the author’s web page.2

1This reference also contains a detailed verification of a distributed network algorithm which
is given by an algebraic net specification presented in [Stec].

2This version supercedes an earlier version of the library described in [Ste98], which was es-
entially limited to UNITY programs, or more precisely to finitary functional transition systems
with unconditional fairness.
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4.1 A Sound and Complete Fragment of UNITY

We first give an informal view of UNITY that will be the starting point for the
generalizations that we introduce in Section 4.2. Altough we intentionally try
to avoid major deviations from the original approach, there are subtle differ-
ences with respect to [CM88] in order to avoid well-known problems with formal
consistency, an issue that we will briefly address below.

4.1.1 The Programming Language

In the following we give an informal and simplified overview of the UNITY pro-
gramming language. In fact, [CM88] avoids a precise specification of the language
which provides some freedom to adopt a language suited for the particular appli-
cation domain. As explained in [CM88] the UNITY programming language is a
typed language and programs are given by: (1) a declaration of program variables
together with their types , and (2) a finite set of conditional multiple assignment
statements .3

The semantics of UNITY programs is an interleaving semantics : A state is a
well-typed assignment of values to variables. In contrast to the original UNITY
approach that requires programs to start in a state satisfying an initialization
condition, which is a fixed part of the program, we omit the initialization condi-
tion and consequently use a more liberal semantics for reasons explained below.
Therefore, an execution sequence is an infinite sequence of states that starts with
an arbitrary state and it is obtained by the fair and nondeterministic selection
and execution of statements. Fairness in UNITY means that each statement is
executed infinitely often. It is also called unconditional fairness, since the condi-
tions of statements are not taken into account.

Even though UNITY adopts a straightforward interleaving semantics, a concrete
implementation can admit the concurrent execution of statements whenever the
effect of such an execution cannot be distinguished from a sequential execution.
In other words, UNITY can be regarded as a language which specifies valid state
space transformations on an abstract level which typically allows many different
(possibly concurrent) implementations.4

3For technical reasons, all UNITY programs are assumed to contain skip, a statement which
does not have any effect [Mis94].

4The idea of avoiding the complications of explicit concurrency on the specifica-
tion/programming level is even more noticeable in the Seuss language [Mis96, Mis98, Mis99],
which can be regared as a successor of the UNITY programming language that is more suit-
able for describing distributed and object-oriented systems. In fact, statements in the Seuss
language are typically coarse-grained, e.g. a sequence of atomic statements, rather than fine-
grained as the assignment statements in the UNITY programming language. In the abstract
model of transition systems that we will use later in this chapter there is no need to make
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4.1.2 The Temporal Logic

The UNITY methodology is based on a simple temporal logic comprising only
a few temporal operators called stable, invariant, unless, ensures and
leads to. These are unary or binary operators formulating assertions on state
predicates , i.e. predicates depending on the system state. Although the UNITY
temporal logic should be classified as a variant of linear time temporal logic,
there are some interesting pecularities that make it impossible to define all its
operators in terms of standard linear time logic [MP92].

The present section is inspired by a more recent presentation of UNITY logic
called New UNITY in [Mis94, Mis95]. In addition to unless and ensures,
which are the basic operators in [CM88], we follow the New UNITY approach by
introducing two new operators co and transient, since they provide a more
elementary basis for defining the other operators.5

Unfortunately, a formal inconsistency in [CM88] has lead to some confusion about
the meanings of UNITY assertions. This problem and possible solutions are dis-
cussed in [Mis90b, Pet91, San91, Pra94, RF93, Kna94, Kin95, Hey97]. Assuming
some familiarity with this issue — a good presentation of the essence of the prob-
lem can be found in [Kin95] — we briefly motivate the solution we adopt in our
formalization. First of all, it appears that the most straightforward way to avoid
the inconsistency is to abandon the so-called substitution axiom and to maintain
the traditional quantification over all states (instead of the subset of reachable
states) in the definitions of assertions. Unfortunately, this solution renders the
UNITY logic incomplete for programs with an initialization condition [GP89].
Another possible solution is to keep the substitution axiom and to restrict quan-
tification to reachable states [Kna94]. This, however, leads to severe difficulties
with compositionality if the set of reachable states is a proper subset of all states
[Kin95]. Possible solutions to these difficulties are presented in [CK97, Hey97].

It is interesting to note that both solutions mentioned above can be unified if
the sets of all states and of reachable states would coincide, a property which in
the original UNITY approach can be achieved by choosing a trivial initialization
condition that is satisfied by all states. In fact, this amounts to working within a
sound and complete fragment of the UNITY methodology where we only consider
programs of this particular kind. This approach can be formally regarded as a
conservative restriction rather than an ad hoc modification of UNITY. Of course,
the trivial initialization condition of UNITY programs is useless under this view
and their semantics can be simplified: Instead of speaking about programs with
an initialization condition that is always satisfied, we have omitted the initializa-
tion condition and have adopted the liberal execution semantics explained above.

any assumptions about the granularity of statements, so that our formalization can be used to
reason about UNITY programs as well as about Seuss programs.

5The operators co and transient have also been used in [Cha94].
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It may appear that abandoning the initialization condition makes the formalism
useless in practice, but in fact we do not lose expressivity. Speaking about initial-
ization conditions will just become an issue relegated to the temporal logic. This
leads to a more flexible approach where a program can be observed under possibly
different initialization conditions. We will show in Section 4.4 how initialization
conditions are made explicit in the temporal assertions. The problematic sub-
stitution axiom, which is trivially satisfied for UNITY programs under the new
interpretation (and therefore becomes redundant), will be replaced by theorems
about relativized temporal operators similar to the approach in [San91]. However,
in contrast to [San91] we do not introduce new subscripted temporal operators.
Instead we prefer to view relativized operators just as ordinary UNITY operators
of a particular kind.

In the following we give a brief informal overview of the temporal logic in terms
of the execution semantics. When we introduce a UNITY-style temporal logic for
transition systems in the next section, however, we will not deal with a concrete
execution semantics. Instead we will define temporal assertions directly in terms
of the system in the spirit of [CM88]. The advantage of such an approach is
not only its mathematical elegance but also a considerable degree of semantics
independence.

The following four temporal assertions, which in fact can be regarded as a frag-
ment of a linear time temporal logic, are properties of individual execution se-
quences lifted to sets of execution sequences (which by definition have to satisfy
the requirement of unconditional fairness).

• p co q:6

If p holds in an arbitrary state then q holds in the successor state.

• p stable:
Once p holds it remains true.

• p unless q:
If p holds then p remains true at least as long as q does not hold.

• p leads to q:
If p holds then q will eventually become true.7

In addition, there are two auxiliary operators of a different kind, which are usu-
ally not employed in high-level specifications as the assertions introduced so far.
Instead they are used as auxiliary assertions to establish leads to assertions
during the verification phase:

6pronounced “p constrains q”
7This includes the case where q holds without any delay. We always use “eventually” in this

sense.
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• p transient:
p cannot hold permanently because there is a single statement which falsifies
p once it is true.

• p ensures q:
p unless q and if p holds then q will eventually become true because there
is a single statement which falsifies p ∧ (¬q).

An important requirement in the definition of transient and ensures is that
the single statement which is responsible for the progress is the same for all exe-
cution sequences under consideration. Such a condition cannot be expressed by
a state-based linear time temporal logic such as the one of [MP92]. So far, we
closely followed [Mis94, Mis95] for the definition of temporal assertions. The def-
inition of transient will be considerably generalized in the subsequent section.

In addition to the temporal operators introduced so far we use two more kinds of
assertions: The ind. invariant assertion, and the invariant assertion.8 Both
of them depend on an additional state predicate IC which will usually specify a
set of states considered to be initial in a particular context:

• p ind. invariantIC :
IC implies p and p stable.

• p invariantIC :
p holds in every state reachable from some state satisfying IC.

It is clear that every inductive invariant is an invariant. The converse is not
true, since an invariant is an assertion about reachable states only and does
not imply stability for arbitrary states.9 Hence, (noninductive) invariants in
general allow us to avoid over-specification of progam behavior. On the other
hand, noninductive invariants are less useful for compositional reasoning, since
the set of reachable states is in general not robust under composition. Inductive
invariants are instead compositional, since they are assertions about arbitrary
states. As a consequence, both kinds of invariants are needed in practice. A
clarifying discussion of these issues and their relation to the UNITY substitution
axiom can be found in [Kin95].

8Since under our new interpretation (without initialization conditions in the programs) the
original UNITY invariant assertion becomes useless (it is equivalent to stable), we introduce
new invariant assertions which make use of an initialization condition that has to be specified
explicitly.

9The distinction between invariant and inductive properties has already appeard in [Kel76],
where place/transition nets with inscriptions are used as models for parallel programs. In the
original approach to UNITY [CM88], however, there is no distinction between these two kinds
of invariants. Indeed, the substitution axiom requires that original UNITY invariants are closed
under implication, a property that holds for invariants but does not hold for inductive invariants
in the above sense.
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To conclude our presentation it is worth pointing out that UNITY also admits
conditional assertions of the form R ⇒ G for arbitrary assertions R and G.
Such assertions are useful for rely-guarantee style compositional reasoning. In
this context R is a assertion that a system component can rely on in order to
gurantee G. For more details and examples using conditional assertions we refer
to [CM88].

4.2 A UNITY-Style Logic for Labeled Transi-

tion Systems

From a semantic point of view UNITY programs can be seen as a particular
kind of transition systems. These transition systems have been called functional
transition systems in [Ste98], since for each state and for each action there is a
unique successor state. In this section we define a UNITY-style temporal logic for
arbitrary labeled transition systems. Transition systems have the advantage of
being general enough to provide an abstract semantics for most kinds of program
and system models. This class includes in particular different kinds of Petri nets
and rewrite specifications as they have been studied in Chapter 3.

UNITY programs can be regarded as a special case of transition systems as
follows: Each conditional multiple assignment statement of the program is viewed
as an action. The associated transition relation takes the form of a function that
describes the effect of the statement on the state. If the condition of a UNITY
statement is not satisfied the corresponding action is enabled but the effect of
the action is the identity relation on states. Hence, the enabledness predicate is
trivially satisfied in such representations of UNITY programs.

Remember that in our definition of transition systems (Section 2.2) we do not
specify a particular set of initial states. This corresponds to our choice not to have
explicit initialization conditions in the system models we discussed previously,
that is UNITY programs, Petri nets or rewrite specifications. We always consider
the specification of initial states as an information that can be specified in addition
to the system.

As defined in Section 2.2, transition systems can be equipped with an interleaving
semantics, which in the most simple case is the liberal execution semantics. Often,
a more restricted execution semantics is obtained as a subset of sequences from
the liberal execution semantics by imposing fairness requirements. In the case of
a UNITY program, the enablement predicate is always satisfied, which justifies
the use of unconditional fairness: An execution sequence is unconditionally fair
iff it contains each action infinitely often. In this and the following sections we
use the more general notions of weak fairness and weak group fairness , which
take enabledness of actions into accout.
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In the remainder of this section we will proceed as follows: After introducing
the central notions of state predicate and state function, the presentation starts
with elementary safety and liveness operators co and transient and defines
the operators unless and ensures in terms of these. Finally, the more complex
liveness operator leads to is introduced on top of ensures. The formalization
in Section 4.3 will closely follow the definitions we give below, except for the fact
that the logical language will be CIC rather than set theory.

4.2.1 State Predicates and Functions

For the following we presuppose an arbitrary but fixed labeled transition system
with a set St of states, a set Act of actions, and a transition relation

e→⊆ St ×
St for each e ∈ Act .

Definition 4.2.1 A state function f is a function from the set of states into
some domain. A state predicate p is a state function into the boolean domain B =
{F,T}. We write p(s) to abbreviate p(s) = true. In this case we also say that s
satisfies p or that p holds in s. We use SP to denote the set of state predicates.
A family of state predicates P indexed by a set I associates a state predicate Pi

to each i ∈ I. Subsequently, p, q, r and P , Q, R range over state predicates
and families of state predicates, respectively. Logical connectives, quantifiers and
operators are naturally lifted to the level of state predicates and state functions.
Additionally, the everywhere operator [p] is available on state predicates: [p] holds
iff p(s) holds for all states s.

4.2.2 Basic Concepts

The definitions of temporal operators will be based on two kinds of basic asser-
tions, inspired by Hoare triples. Originally, Hoare triples of the form {p} S {q}
with state predicates p and q have been used as assertions about a program
(statement) S [Hoa69]. In the partial correctness interpretation such a Hoare
triple states that if the execution of S is initiated in a state satisfying p then
by executing S we reach a state satisfying q whenever the execution of S termi-
nates. In the total correctness interpretation such a Hoare triple also states that
S terminates in every state satisfying p. Subsequently, we will adopt a similar
notation for assertions about actions of a transition system.

For an action e, state predicates p and q and a set E of actions we define the
following kinds of basic state predicates and assertions:

Definition 4.2.2 (Basic state predicates)

We define the function en( ) : Act → SP → B and its extension en( ) :
PS(Act) → SP → B as follows:
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1. en(e)(s) holds iff e is enabled in s.

2. en(E)(s) holds iff E is enabled in s,
i.e., there is an action e ∈ E such that e is enabled in s.

Definition 4.2.3 (Basic assertions)

We define the ternary relations { } , 〈 〉 ⊆ SP×Act×SP and their extensions
{ } , 〈 〉 ⊆ SP × PS(Act)× SP as follows:

1. p {e} q holds iff for all states s, s′,
s satisfies p and s

e→ s′ implies s′ satisfies q.

2. p 〈e〉 q holds iff en(e)(p) and p {e} q,
where en(e)(p) holds iff en(E)(s) for some s satisfying p.

3. p {E} q holds iff for all states s, s′, and for each action e ∈ E,
if s satisfies p and s

e→ s′ then s′ satisfies q.

4. p 〈E〉 q holds iff en(E)(p) and p {E} q,
where en(E)(p) holds iff en(E)(s) for some s satisfying p.

Observe that if e is not enabled at p the assertion p {e} q holds vacuously, but
the assertion p 〈e〉 q is not satisfied. We separated these two kinds of assertions,
since temporal safety assertions can be defined using triples of the first kind,
whereas definitions of liveness assertions will also involve triples of the second
kind.

Notice that as in Hoare’s original definition all the states of the transition system
are considered in the definition above and not only a subset of reachable states.
The justification is that the set of reachable states is usually complicated and
unknown, in particular if we are concerned with an open system (component)
that is part of a larger system. Indeed, as pointed out before, the set of reachable
states is not robust under general composition (union) of transition systems (cf.
[Kin95]). To support compositional reasoning quantification over all states is the
most general choice, since it does not require any a priori restrictions on the
composition of systems. In fact, we adopt the view that any restictions should be
made explicit using the temporal logic instead of complicating the system model.

4.2.3 Safety Assertions

Once basic state predicates and basic assertions are defined, a UNITY-style tem-
poral logic can be built on top of these concepts. We first define safety assertions
and then define liveness assertions in the next subsection.
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Another noteworthy point is that all operators are relative to a view, i.e. to
a subset of actions. By adopting a certain view E we focus on the changes
performed only by actions in E, or more precisely we consider the restriction
of the transition system induced by the actions in E. Views can be a useful
structuring mechanism to manage large models and their verification. In fact,
for compositional reasoning it is natural to regard the components of a system as
special views which constitute a partitioning of the actions of the system.

We have the following safety assertions: p co q expresses that if p holds at some
point then q holds at the next state. p unless q means that p holds at least until
q holds (including the possibility that q will never hold after p and p will remain
true forever). In other words, if we want to leave a state satisfying p but not q,
then the only possibility is to move directly into a state satisfying q. The assertion
p stable requires that once p is true, it continues to hold. For p to be inductively
invariant w.r.t. some initialization condition IC, written p ind. invariantIC , we
additionally require that IC implies p. Furthermore, we say that p is an invariant
w.r.t. IC, written p invariantIC , to state that p is implied by some inductive
invariant. In particular, it is implied by the strongest (inductive) invariant siIC ,
which obviously characterizes the set of reachable states. Hence, p invariantIC

is equivalent to saying that p is satified for all states reachable from IC. As
explained before, all assertions are relative to a view E.

Definition 4.2.4 (Safety assertions)

1. p co q in E iff p {E} q.

2. p unless q in E iff (p ∧ ¬q) co (p ∨ q) in E.

3. p stable in E iff p co p in E.

4. p ind. invariantIC in E iff (IC ⇒ p) and (p stable in E).

5. p invariantIC in E iff ∃inv . (inv ind. invariantIC in E) ∧ (inv ⇒ p).

6. siIC,E(s) iff ∀inv . (inv ind. invariantIC in E) ⇒ inv(s).

Notice also that p invariantIC in E can also be written as [siIC,E ⇒ p]. In
general, the strongest invariant siIC,E is useful in high-level temporal specifica-
tions where overspecification has to be avoided by specifying the behavior of a
system only for reachable states. Hence, we treat the strongest invariant as a
state predicate which can be used in any specification. Typically, it will be used
in connection with relatizived assertions to be introduced in Section 4.3.4.
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4.2.4 Liveness Assertions

Loosely speaking, safety assertions express that “something bad” must not hap-
pen and liveness assertions state that “something good” will eventually happen
[Lam77].10 The original UNITY logic can express leads to assertions, a special
class of liveness assertions stating that if some condition holds at some point then
some (other) condition will eventually be reached. Independent of UNITY, the
relevance of leads to assertions for concurrent program verification has already
been pointed out in [Lam77]. In our opinion, an important contribution of the
UNITY approach can be found in the tight integration of assertional and tem-
poral logic viewpoints (concerning safety and liveness assertions) and related to
this the elegant support for compositional reasoning.

In contrast to safety assertions (nontrivial) liveness assertions can only be proved
if the system satisfies certain fairness requirements which are discussed next.
According to the execution semantics of UNITY programs, each statemant can
be executed at any time. Even if its condition is not safisfied, the statement is
considered to be executable, but its execution does not have any effect. As a
consequence the simple notion of unconditional fairness, which just states that
each statement is executed infinitely often, is sufficient in UNITY. In the more
general setting of transition systems that we use here, we usually have a nontriv-
ial enabledness predicate and we do not want to force actions to occur if they
are not enabled.11 Let us, therefore, first recapitulate the requirement of weak
fairness12, an immediate generalization of unconditional fairness, which is useful
in the context of labeled transition systems. An action e which is designated as
weakly fair behaves in the following way: If e is permanently enabled then e will
occur eventually.13 The reason that we do not require all actions to be weakly fair
is that in many systems we have actions which should not be forced to occur even
if they are permanently enabled.14 A typical example is the interface between
a system component and its environment which may activate the component at
any time but should not be forced to do so.

Still weak fairness is not sufficient to guarantee progress in the case where a set
of actions is permanently enabled. Recall that a set of actions is enabled iff it
at least one of its actions is enabled. As in the linear time temporal logic of
[Fra86] we employ a more general notion of weak fairness, which is called weak
group fairness in the following. Instead of specifying weak fairness for single
actions, weak fairness for arbitrary sets of actions can be specified. We require

10A formal definition of safety and liveness properties is given in [AS85].
11We prefer to avoid solving this problem by modifing the transition system, e.g. by adding

so-called idle actions which do not have an effect on the state.
12also called justice or productivity
13Weak fairness is treated in [Fra86] and [MP92]. In the latter reference it is called justice.
14The idea that some kind of fairness should be required for only a subset of all actions is

also present in [MP92], [DGK+92] and [KR96].
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that if a weakly fair set of actions is permanently enabled (i.e., at any time in
the execution there is always some action in the set which is enabled) then some
action of the set will eventually occur. Group fairness is often important if a set
of actions is seen as a unity, or conversely, if the fine structure of a single action
is exhibited by refining it to a set of actions. Typical examples of such groups
occur in high-level Petri nets and rewrite specifications, where each net transition
or rewrite rule can be executed in different modes and therefore corresponds to
a set of actions rather than to a single one.

In the New UNITY approach the notion of fairness is elegantly encapsulated in the
transient operator. We generalize this operator from unconditional fairness to
weak group fairness as follows: The assertion p transient means that p cannot
hold permanently, since once it is true it will eventually be falsified due to a
single weakly fair group of actions. To express this requirement for progress we
use sco, the strong version of co, which takes enabledness into account.15 On
top of transient, the assertion p ensures q is defined by requiring that p holds
until q holds and p∧¬q cannot hold permanently, because of a single weakly fair
group of actions which falsifies p ∧ ¬q. This implies that p holds until q holds
and q will eventually become true. For the following definition we assume a set
WF of weakly fair groups of actions that is specified in addition to the transition
system. To keep the definition of transient as simple as possible, we adopt the
convention that the empty group is always weakly fair and therefore contained
in WF .16

Definition 4.2.5 (sco, transient and ensures assertions)

1. p sco q in E iff p 〈E〉 q.

2. p transient in E iff there is a weakly fair group E ′ ∈ WF such that
E ′ ⊆ E and p sco ¬p in E ′.

3. p ensures q in E iff p unless q in E and p ∧ ¬q transient in E.

Subsequently we use the standard inductive definition from [CM88] to introduce
leads to as the main operator to express liveness assertions. The assertion
p leads to q implies that if p holds at some point q will eventually hold.17 In

15sco is introduced here for reasons of symmetry. It is not a temporal operator in
(New)UNITY [Mis94, Mis95].

16For technical reasons, New UNITY assumes that each program contains a skip statement
that does not have any effect. Thanks to our convention we do not need a corresponding
assumption here.

17Notice that we only state an implication here. Although the UNITY temporal logic is
complete [Pac90, Pac92] as we introduced it in Section 4.1, we have not studied the issue of
completeness of our generalization, since we focus on metalogical aspects in this thesis, i.e., we
do not formalize a particular execution semantics.
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contrast to the meaning of p ensures q, p does not necessarily hold until q holds,
but it may become false in the meantime.

Definition 4.2.6 (leads to assertions)

p leads to q in E is inductively defined by the following rules:

p ensures q in E

p leads to q in E
(basis)

p leads to q in E, q leads to r in E

p leads to r in E
(transitivity)

∀i ∈ I : Pi leads to q in E

(∃i ∈ I : Pi) leads to q in E
(disjunction)

A final remark concerning this definition is that the use of an inductive rather than
a semantic formulation emphasizes the assertional flavour and the view of UNITY
as a formal system as opposed to a collection of semantically defined temporal
operators. Hence, we think that metalogical reasoning, in the sense of reasoning
about a formal system, can be fruitfully applied, although the formal system is
mostly represented using a shallow embedding technique which abstracts from
syntactic details.

4.3 A Verified Temporal Logic Library

A suitable embedding of a notion of concurrent system and an associated tem-
poral logic into a formal framework enables us to apply the framework and its
supporting tools to: (1) reason about concrete systems using the temporal logic
and (2) reason about the temporal logic itself. Both issues are closely connected
with each other, since as a matter of economy reasoning about systems ideally
makes use of proofs rules that are obtained by reasoning about the temporal
logic. Furthermore, the issues (1) and (2) can be regarded as two extremes of a
spectum ranging from reasoning about very concrete system specifications up to
a very abstract setting, where we do not assume anything about the system. In-
termediate levels of abstraction would include parametrized system specifications
and classes of systems of a particular kind.

Before we begin with the detailed presentation of the formal development we
would like to give some further motivation for our work. There are a number of
good reasons why in particular an embedding of a UNITY-style temporal logic
into CIC (or similar type theories) is worth investigating:

• CIC is an expressive type theory and hence provides an important ingredient
that is left unspecified in the UNITY methodology. Inductive definitions
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allow powerful data types. Parameterization by elements and types allows
highly generic program/system specifications.

• The higher-order logic of CIC is expressive enough to support general math-
ematical reasoning (algebra, graph theory, etc.). Often correctness proofs
rely on mathematical facts in an essential way, but the UNITY methodology
does not address this issue. We think that a useful system verification tool
can benefit from having good support for general purpose theorem proving
beyond its specialized capabilities.

• The potential that arises from the tight integration of type theory and
higher-order logic with a UNITY-style temporal logic is a very useful by-
product of the shallow embedding into CIC that we define. In addition, the
use of a shallow rather than a deep embedding avoids exessive syntactic
details and allows us to focus on the essential aspects of the object logic.

• CIC is a functional programming language, which can be used to represent
atomic actions (e.g. the statements of the UNITY programming language)
as functions operating on the program state. The execution of such repre-
sentations of atomic actions and finite sequences of these is possible within
CIC thanks to its computational nature. Furthermore, CIC is strongly
normalizing, i.e., functional programs are terminating, which is the most
essential property of atomic actions. As a consequence, termination of
atomic actions is proved by type checking alone.

• We furthermore employ the higher-order logic of CIC for representing the
temporal logic and for metalogical reasoning about its state predicates and
assertions. As a consequence, proof rules become theorems in higher-order
logic and can be themselves subject to verification. Another by-product of
the use of CIC as a metalogic is that conditional assertions, which are used
in UNITY for rely-gurantee style reasoning, can be directly expressed as
implications in the metalogic.

• In this thesis we deal with the representation and the reasoning about formal
systems, and this chapter studies a UNITY-style temporal logic as a typical
example. In fact, the representation of the main fragment of the temporal
logic, that is given by leads to assertions, will be defined inductively in
terms of the more elementary temporal operators. In essence, the object-
logic is an inductively defined formal system and we use CIC not only as a
logical framework to represent a formal system but also as a metalogic to
reason about it.

• Often an embedding into a formal logic such as CIC leads to a more precise
presentation and a better understanding of the object logic, e.g., program
variables and meta variables are clearly distinguished, proofs are completely
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formalized. Formal (metalogical) proofs allow us to keep track of depen-
dencies, which does not only lead to a better understanding, but is a good
setting to experiment with potential generalizations of the object logic such
as the one we describe in this chapter.

• Last but not least, and as a particular benefit of the view of the UNITY-
style temporal logic as an inductively defined formal system, we will be
able to use the propositions-as-types and proofs-as-objects interpretation to
make explicit a notion of temporal logic proofs, and we will also demonstrate
the benefits of reasoning about such proofs in the context of compositional
reasoning.

In the remainder of this section we will first present the formal development of
the temporal logic library within an abstract framework which avoids application-
specific assumptions. We describe the development in some detail to provide a
documentation that encourages interested researchers to use or extend our formal
developement. Each of the following subsections presents a single module of the
development. Later we explain the use of the library by means of a toy exam-
ple, namely the well-known “Common Meeting Time Problem” with two parties.
Finally, we discuss the connection between the propositions-as-types/proofs-as-
objects interpretation and compositionality. After developing some general re-
sults we demonstrate their application to a simple extension of the “Common
Meeting Time Problem” by a third party.

4.3.1 Mathematical Prelude

We begin with the module init in which we: (1) prepare the use of the universe
Prop to represent the propositions of a classical logic with axioms for logical ex-
tensionality and proof irrelevance, and (2) include further mathematical libraries,
in particular those providing data types and support for boolean values, natural
numbers, sets and relations, well-founded relations and dependent equality.

An intuitionistic development of a UNITY-style temporal logic seems to be pos-
sible if the definitions of the temporal operators are slightly modified w.r.t. the
original presentation in [CM88]. However, in the present work we have chosen
to stay close to the original definitions of the temporal assertions. Consequently,
we decided to employ the following “classical” axioms whenever helpful to de-
rive temporal proof rules. In fact we found that these axioms are rarely needed;
we will mention each instance of their use in our development. A classical set-
theoretic semantics for CIC that justifies all these axioms can be found in [Wer97].
Alternatively, it is possible to use the semantics presented in Chapter 8 of this
thesis.
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A minimal form of classical logic is obtained by using the single axiom classic

given below, expressing the law of the excluded middle for the universe Prop.

Axiom classic : (p:Prop)(p \/ ~p).

In addition, we assume logical extensionality, stating that logically equivalent
propositions in Prop are equal.

Axiom log_extensionality : (p,q:Prop)(iff p q)->(p==q).

Furthermore, we assume proof irrelevance for proofs of propositions in Prop, i.e.
two proofs of the same proposition are equal.

Axiom proof_irrelevance : (P:Prop)(p,q:P)(p==q).

The last axiom provides a means to cast an object of type (F x) into an object of
type (F y) given a proof of x==y. In CIC this elimination principle, which is in
fact the Type counterpart of the induction principle eqT_ind, is not provided by
the inductive definition of ==, since its definition would require the construction
of an informative object from a noninformative one, which is impossible in CIC.

Axiom eqT_rec : (A:Type; x:A; F:(A->Type))(F x)->(y:A)x==y->(F y) .

Next we include a number of library modules that we briefly explain below.

Require Arith.

Require Compare_dec.

Require Peano_dec.

Require Minus.

Require Arith_suppl.

Require Ensembles. Definition set := [T : Type] (Ensemble T) .

Require Classical_sets .

Require Relations.

Require WfT.

Require WfT_nat.

Require EqdepT.

Require Finite_types.

The modules Arith, Peano_dec, Compare_dec and Minus contain definitions and
facts related to the type nat of natural numbers and the standard ordering which
is given by predicates le and lt for “less or equal” and “less than”, respectively.
The module Arith_suppl contains a set of auxiliary theorems about nat needed
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in some proofs. The type (Ensemble T) of sets over a type T, which is defined as
T -> Prop and we prefer to write as (set T), and corresponding operations are
provided by the modules Ensembles and Classical_sets. Operations that we
frequently use are (Empty_set T), denoting the empty set over T, (Add T S s)

denoting the addition of an element s to a set S over T and (Union T S S’), de-
noting the union of sets S and S’ over T. Classical_sets uses the axiom classic

given above. The module EqdepT provides a dependent equality. Compared with
the standard polymorphic equality it is more flexible concerning the argument
types (they do not have to be computationally equivalent). It is used in Section
4.3.8 for state spaces with typed variables. Relations and their well-foundedness
are defined in the modules Relations and WfT, respectively. Well-foundedness
of the standard ordering on natural number is provided by the module WfT_nat.
These modules will be used in Section 4.3.5, where temporal logic proof rules for
well-founded induction are developed. Finally, we need cardinality and finiteness
of types, which is provided by the module Finite_types.

The modules EqdepT, WfT, and WfT_nat are our adaptions of the module Eqdep,
Wf, and Wf_nat, respectively, provided by the COQ library, the main change being
that it uses the universe Type rather than the universe Set. These modifications
reflect our intention of using the predicative universe Type for data types rather
than the impredicative universe Set, which we do not use in any essential way.18

Except for Arith_suppl and Finite_types all other modules are part of the
mathematical library distributed with the COQ system, and we refer to [BBC+99]
for more details.

4.3.2 An Abstract Frame

This section describes the module abstract which provides an abstract frame
for the temporal logic library. This frame is abstract in the sense that it is a
skeleton assuming an arbitray transition system and includes all library modules
which do not require any specific assumptions about this system. A slightly less
abstract instance of this module will be presented in Section 4.3.7, where we
replace the abstract state space by a state space with typed variables. A more
concrete instance of this module will be our example in Section 4.4, where we
verify a particular program specified by a unique transition system.

We begin by including the module init, which in turn includes the libraries
discussed in the previous section.

Load init.

18In the COQ library the data types reside in Set (which is a subuniverse of Type), but
we do not exploit its impredicativity in this development. Hence, we assume without loss of
generality that Set is not used at all, an important point, which makes it possible to understand
our development in a purely set-theoretic way, e.g. on the basis of [Wer97].
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We now introduce the type st of states and the type act of actions. In this
section we are concerned with the most abstract setting, where we avoid any
further assumptions on these types.

Variable st:Type.

Variable act:Type.

The ternary transition relation trans is declared next. Given an action e and
states s, s’ the proposition (trans e s s’) states that there is a state transition
from s to s’ with an action e.

Variable trans : act->st->st->Prop .

We also need the notion of a view, which is just a set of actions. As explained
before, a view induces a restriction of the presupposed transition system and all
temporal assertions are defined relative to a view. For bevity, we often identify
a view and its induced transition system in informal explanations.

Definition view := (set act).

In addition to the transition system we assume a set wf of weakly fair groups of
actions, which should at least contain the empty group by our convention.

Variable wf : (set (set act)).

Hypothesis wf_contains_empty_set :

(In (set act) wf (Empty_set act)).

For the modules included below we just give some brief explanations here, since
they all will be discussed in more detail in the subsequent sections.

The module state_pred defines the central type s_prop of state predicates and
provides a collection of operators lifted from propositions Prop to state predicates
s_prop.

Load state_pred.

The module safety defines temporal logic operators for specifying safety asser-
tions, in particular co, unless, stable and invariant and contains a variety of
theorems relating these assertions to the system and to each other.

Load safety.
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The module liveness contains definitions of temporal operators used to specify
liveness assertions. These operators are transient, ensures and leads_to. Also
a collection of theorems relating safety and liveness assertions are provided.

Load liveness.

Finally, we include the module composition which provides support for compo-
sitional reasoning.

Load composition.

4.3.3 State Predicates

The module state_pred introduces the type s_prop of state predicates, i.e.
propositions depending on states.

Definition s_prop := (st->Prop).

The usual logical operators are lifted from Prop to s_prop in the natural way.

Definition s_true := [p:st]

True.

Definition s_false := [p:st]

False.

Definition s_or := [p,q:s_prop]

[s:st] (p s) \/ (q s).

Definition s_or3 := [p,q,r:s_prop]

[s:st] (p s) \/ (q s) \/ (r s).

Definition s_and := [p,q:s_prop]

[s:st] (p s) /\ (q s).

Definition s_and3 := [p,q,r:s_prop]

[s:st] (p s) /\ (q s) /\ (r s).

Definition s_imp := [p,q:s_prop]

[s:st] (p s) -> (q s).

Definition s_iff := [p,q:s_prop]

[s:st] (p s) <-> (q s).

Definition s_not := [p:s_prop]

[s:st] ~(p s).

Definition s_ex := [T:Type][P:T->s_prop]

[s:st] (ExT [t:T] ((P t) s)).

Definition s_all := [T:Type][P:T->s_prop]

[s:st] (t:T)((P t) s).

Definition s_all_nat := [b:nat][P:nat->s_prop]

[s:st] ((i:nat)(lt i b)->((P i) s)).
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Definition everywhere := [p:s_prop] (s:st)(p s).

An exception is the operator everywhere, which does not produce a state predi-
cate but a (state-independent) proposition.

In addition to the type s_prop of state predicates we introduce the type ds_

prop of dependent state predicates, i.e. state predicates that are conditional in
another state predicate. More precisely, (ds_prop r) for some r:s_prop denotes
the type of propositions that do not only depend on a state s but can also assume
that (r s) holds. Again the standard logical oparators are lifed to this new type.

Definition ds_prop := [r:s_prop](s:st)(r s)->Prop.

Definition ds_or :=

[r:s_prop][dp:(ds_prop r)][dq:(ds_prop r)]

[s:st][prf:(r s)]((dp s prf) \/ (dq s prf)).

Definition ds_and :=

[r:s_prop][dp:(ds_prop r)][dq:(ds_prop r)]

[s:st][prf:(r s)]((dp s prf) /\ (dq s prf)).

Definition ds_not :=

[r:s_prop][dp:(ds_prop r)]

[s:st][prf:(r s)]~(dp s prf).

Definition ds_true :=

[r:s_prop]

[s:st][prf:(r s)]True.

Definition ds_false :=

[r:s_prop]

[s:st][prf:(r s)]False.

Definition ds_ex :=

[r:s_prop][d:(ds_prop r)]

[s:st](ExT [prf:(r s)] (d s prf)).

Definition ds_all :=

[r:s_prop][d:(ds_prop r)]

[s:st](prf:(r s))(d s prf).

The following operator allows us to cast the proof of a dependent predicate from
(ds_prop r’) to a proof of (ds_prop r) if r implies r’.

Definition ds_cast := [r,r’:s_prop]

[imp:(everywhere (s_imp r r’))][dp:(ds_prop r’)]

[s:st][prf:(r s)](dp s (imp s prf)).
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Theorems about logical operators on propositions Prop have obvious counterparts
at the level of state predicates s_prop and dependent state predicates ds_prop

that we have omitted here.

The axiom classic has the following counterpart at the level of state predicates:

Theorem s_classic : (p:s_prop)(everywhere (s_or p (s_not p))).

Also, logical extensionality can be lifted from propositions to state predicates, if
we assume functional extensionality for s_prop.

Axiom s_prop_extensionality : (p,q:s_prop)

((s : st)(p s)==(q s))->(p==q).

Theorem s_log_extensionality : (p,q:s_prop)

(everywhere (s_iff p q))->(p==q).

4.3.4 Safety Assertions

The module safety contains the definitions of the temporal logic operators co,
unless, stable, invariant and invariant for safety assertions. As explained
before, we follow the New UNITY approach [Mis94], where co is chosen as the
basic safety operator and the other operators are defined on top of it. This is not
a major deviation from [CM88] but rather a more systematic way to structure
the definitions.

We start with the definition of the co operator. Recall that for two predicates p
and q the assertion (co E p q) means that if p holds at some state then q holds
at each possible successor state in E no matter which action occurs.

Definition hoare := [e:act][p,q:s_prop]

((s,s’:st)(trans e s s’)->(p s)->(q s’)).

Definition co := [E:view][p,q:s_prop]

(e:act)(In act E e)->(hoare e p q).

Subsequently, we define further operators in terms of co. Notice that all operators
are relative to a view E specified as the first argument. The other arguments of
the temporal operators are state predicates, usually denoted by p, q and r.

Remember that the assertion (unless E p q) states that in E, p holds unless q
holds, or more precisely, if p holds at some state and q does not hold then at the
next step p remains true or q becomes true. It is important to see that progress
does not have to take place, i.e. the assertion does not exclude the possibility
that p remains true forever and q never holds.
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Definition unless := [E:view][p,q:s_prop]

(co E (s_and p (s_not q)) (s_or p q)).

The assertion (stable E p) asserts that p is stable, i.e. once p becomes true in
E it continues to hold.

Definition stable := [E:view][p:s_prop] (co E p p).

The stronger assertion (ind_invariant E IC p) states that p is an inductive
invariant in E w.r.t. an initialization condition IC. In addition to stability of p it
is required that p is implied by the IC.

Definition ind_invariant :=

[E:view][IC:s_prop][p:s_prop]

(everywhere (s_imp IC p)) /\ (stable E p).

We also introduce assertions of the form (invariant E IC p) which state that
p is implied by some inductive invariant in E w.r.t. an initialization condition IC.

Definition invariant :=

[E:view][IC:s_prop][p:s_prop]

(ExT [inv:s_prop] (ind_invariant E IC inv) /\

(everywhere (s_imp inv p))).

Finally, we have the state predicate (si E IC), called the strongest invariant
[Lam90], which characterizes the set of reachable states.

Definition si :=

[E:view][IC:s_prop][s:st]

(p:s_prop)(ind_invariant E IC p)->(p s).

This concludes the list of temporal operators used to formulate safety assertions.
The remainder of this module proves a variety of theorems about these operators
and their mutual relationship. Most proof rules contained in [CM88] are among
these theorems. Also many proof rules for co are proved here, among them also
rules given in [Mis94].

We start with a combined left hand side strengthening and right hand side weak-
ening rule for co assertions.

Theorem co_implication : (E:view)(p,p’,q,q’:s_prop)

(everywhere (s_imp p p’)) ->

(everywhere (s_imp q q’)) ->

(co E p’ q) -> (co E p q’).
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Two co assertions can be combined into a new one by taking the conjunction of
their left hand sides and their right hand sides, respectively.

Theorem co_conjunction : (E:view)(p,p’,q,q’:s_prop)

(co E p q) -> (co E p’ q’) ->

(co E (s_and p p’) (s_and q q’)).

The rule co_conjunction can be specialized for stable as follows.

Theorem co_stable_conjunction : (E:view)(p,q,r:s_prop)

(stable E r) -> (co E p q) ->

(co E (s_and p r) (s_and q r)).

The following rules are useful to derive relativized assertions, i.e. assertions which
do not make statements about all states but only about a subset of states usually
specified by some inductive invariant. Formally, we conceive relativized assertions
as ordinary assertions with some additional restriction expressed by conjunction.
For instance, (co E (s_and r p) (s_and r q) and (stable E (s_and r p))

are relativations of (co E p q) and (stable E p) w.r.t. some inductive invari-
ant r, respectively. The following two theorems show that, given a goal that is a
relativized assertion of one of these kinds, we can prove this goal by exploiting r

not only on the left hand side but also as an assumption on the right hand side
if we know at least that r is stable.

Theorem rel_co : (E:view)(p,q,r:s_prop)

(stable E r)->(co E (s_and r p) (s_imp r q))->

(co E (s_and r p) (s_and r q)).

Theorem rel_stable : (E:view)(p,r:s_prop)

(stable E r)->(co E (s_and r p) (s_imp r p))->

(stable E (s_and r p)).

Rules of this kind for other forms of relatived assertions will be given later. In
general, such rules allow us to use a state predicate r, which is typically an in-
ductive invariant, as an assumption on both sides of the underlying implication
rather than leading to proof obligation for r on the right hand side. The purpose
of these rules is similar to that of the substitution axiom (cf. [CM88]), but allows
us to use inductive invariants as assumptions in a more disciplined way. Recall
that the substitution axiom allows us to use UNITY invariants everywhere, i.e. it
assumes that they are true in all states, which leads to the problems discussed in
Section 4.1. In fact, relativized assertions as they are introduced in this chapter
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correspond closely to the relativized assertions introduced in [San91] (and cor-
rected in [Pra94]) as one solution to the dilemma posed by the substitution axiom.
However, instead of introducing new families of temporal operators indexed by in-
ductive invariants, we prefer to use the original UNITY-style operators to express
them.

We also have the following generalizations of the previous two proof rules from
state predicates to dependent state predicates p and q. Relativized assertions of
the form (co E (ds_ex r p) (ds_ex r q)) as in the conlusion of these rules
are often needed if the propositions (p s) and (q s) depend on the proof of
(r s). We first added dependent state predicates and corresponding relativized
assertions in order to cope with problems related to the static character of the
type theory.19 A typical example would be the use of a partial function which is
only meaningful under the premise (r s). In CIC such a function is naturally
represented as a total function that depends on a proof of (r s). More generally,
we view dependent state predicates as a solution to the difficulties arising from the
use of type theory rather than set-theory for formal program/system verification
(cf. [LP97]). Such generalized proof rules for relativized assertions can be proved
for all temporal operators, but for the sake of brevity we only state them here.

Theorem rel_co_dep : (E:view)(r:s_prop)

(stable E r)->(p,q:(s:st)(r s)->Prop)

(co E (ds_ex r p) (ds_all r q))->

(co E (ds_ex r p) (ds_ex r q)).

Theorem rel_stable_dep : (E:view)(r:s_prop)

(stable E r)->(p:(s:st)(r s)->Prop)

(co E (ds_ex r p) (ds_all r p))->

(stable E (ds_ex r p)).

For assertions involving dependent state predicates we often have rules to strengthen
the condition the predicates depends on such as the following:

Theorem rel_co_dep_strengthen : (E:view)(r,r’:s_prop)

(stable E r)->

(ev:(everywhere (s_imp r r’)))

(p,q:(s:st)(r’ s)->Prop)

(co E (ds_ex r’ p)

(ds_ex r’ q))->

(co E (ds_ex r [s:st][prf:(r s)](p s (ev s prf)))

(ds_ex r [s:st][prf:(r s)](q s (ev s prf)))).

19in the context of formal reasoning about Petri nets
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Theorem rel_stable_dep_strengthen : (E:view)(r,r’:s_prop)

(stable E r)->

(ev:(everywhere (s_imp r r’)))

(p:(s:st)(r’ s)->Prop)

(stable E (ds_ex r’ p))->

(stable E (ds_ex r [s:st][prf:(r s)](p s (ev s prf)))).

Above we have introduced the strongest invariant (si E IC), which is a state
predicate characterizing the set of states reachable from some state statisfying
IC. It is interesting to note that the use of si makes it unecessary to deal with
reachable states directly, just as there will be no need to assume and formalize
a particular execution semantics. In the following some basic facts about the
relationship between si, ind_inv and invariant will be given.

Theorem ind_inv_is_inv : (E:view)(IC:s_prop)(p:s_prop)

(ind_invariant E IC p)->(invariant E IC p).

Theorem si_is_indinv : (E:view)(IC:s_prop)

(ind_invariant E IC (si E IC)).

Theorem si_is_inv : (E:view)(IC:s_prop)

(invariant E IC (si E IC)).

Theorem indinv_imp_si : (E:view)(IC:s_prop)(p:s_prop)

(ind_invariant E IC p)->

(everywhere (s_imp (si E IC) p)).

The next two results together provide a characterization of invariant in terms
of the strongest invariant given by si. Since, (si E IC) characterizes the set of
states reachable w.r.t. IC in E, the result says that (invariant E IC p) holds
iff p is true at all such reachable states.

Theorem inv_imp_si : (E:view)(IC:s_prop)(p:s_prop)

(invariant E IC p)->

(everywhere (s_imp (si E IC) p)).

Theorem si_imp_inv : (E:view)(IC:s_prop)(p:s_prop)

(everywhere (s_imp (si E IC) p))->

(invariant E IC p).
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The following theorem specializes the theorem rel_stable given before to rel-
ativized inductive invariants. Here it is necessary to require that r is not only
stable but is also an inductive invariant. The theorem is particularly useful to
prove and strengthen invariants incrementally. Notice that r cannot only be ex-
ploited in the proof of the right hand side of the co premise but also to establish
that p holds initially.

Theorem rel_inv : (E:view)(IC,p,r:s_prop)

(ind_invariant E IC r)->

(everywhere (s_imp (s_and IC r) p))->

(co E (s_and r p) (s_imp r p))->

(ind_invariant E IC (s_and r p)).

Using co_stable_conjunction and co_implication we can prove a conjunction
rule for stable and unless, stating that a stable state predicate r can be added
by conjunction to both sides of an existing unless assertion.

Theorem unless_stable_conjunction : (E:view)(p,q,r:s_prop)

(stable E r) -> (unless E p q) ->

(unless E (s_and p r) (s_and q r)).

Extending the collection of proof rules for relativized assertions rel_co,
rel_stable and rel_inv we add corresponding rules for relativized unless as-
sertions.

Theorem rel_unless : (E:view)(p,q,r:s_prop)

(stable E r)->

(co E (s_and3 r p (s_not q)) (s_imp r (s_or p q)))->

(unless E (s_and r p) (s_and r q)).

Theorem rel_unless_dep : (E:view)(r:s_prop)

(stable E r)->(p,q:(s:st)(r s)->Prop)

(co E (ds_ex r (ds_and r p (ds_not r q)))

(ds_all r (ds_or r p q)))->

(unless E (ds_ex r p) (ds_ex r q)).

Theorem rel_unless_dep_strengthen : (E:view)(r,r’:s_prop)

(stable E r)->

(ev:(everywhere (s_imp r r’)))

(p,q:(s:st)(r’ s)->Prop)

(unless E (ds_ex r’ p)

(ds_ex r’ q))->

(unless E (ds_ex r (ds_cast r r’ ev p))

(ds_ex r (ds_cast r r’ ev q))).
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The following theorem co_big_conjunction provides a conjunction rule for an
arbitrary family of co assertions indexed by a type T which may be infinite in
general. Notice that (s_all T P) is the conjunction over the family P of state
predicates indexed by T.

Theorem co_big_conjunction : (T:Type)(E:view)(P,Q:T->s_prop)

((t:T)(co E (P t) (Q t)))->

(co E (s_all T P) (s_all T Q)).

There are rules for disjunction similar to those for the conjunction of co assertions.
Again we have a finitary version and a general version for an arbitrary family
of premises. Below (s_ex T P) is the disjunction over the family P of state
predicates indexed by T.

Theorem co_big_disjunction : (T:Type)(E:view)(P,Q:T->s_prop)

((t:T)(co E (P t) (Q t)))->

(co E (s_ex T P) (s_ex T Q)).

Theorem co_disjunction : (E:view)(p,p’,q,q’:s_prop)

(co E p q) -> (co E p’ q’) ->

(co E (s_or p p’) (s_or q q’)).

Remember that s_false and s_true are state propositions which are true and
false for all states, respectively. Here we use them to state a few trivial properties
of co and unless.

Theorem co_false : (E:view)(p:s_prop)

(co E s_false p).

Theorem co_true : (E:view)(p:s_prop)

(co E p s_true).

Theorem unless_true : (E:view)(p:s_prop)

(unless E p s_true).

In the simplest case, unless assertions can be derived from implications.

Theorem unless_imp : (E:view)(p,q:s_prop)

(everywhere (s_imp p q))->(unless E p q).

An equivalence between (stable E p) and (unless E p s_false) is proved
by the following two implications. In [CM88] this equivalence is taken to define
stable.
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Theorem stable_imp_unless : (E:view)(p,q:s_prop)

(stable E p)->(unless E p q).

Theorem unless_imp_stable : (E:view)(p:s_prop)

(unless E p s_false)->(stable E p).

Using the general disjunction rule co_big_disjunction for co we can prove a
similar rule for unless.

Theorem unless_big_disjunction :

(E:view)(T:Type)(P,Q:T->s_prop)

((i:T)(unless E (P i) (Q i)))->

(unless E (s_ex T P) (s_ex T Q)).

The following rule allows weakening of the right hand side of unless. It is known
as the consequence weakening rule.

Theorem unless_implication_r : (E:view)(p,q,r:s_prop)

(everywhere (s_imp q r)) ->

(unless E p q) -> (unless E p r).

We also have a conjunction rule for unless, but notice that, in contrast to the
conjunction rule for co, we have a disjunction of three state predicates on the
right hand side depending on whether progress takes place in the second, in the
first or in both premises.

Theorem unless_conjunction : (E:view)(p,p’,q,q’:s_prop)

(unless E p q) -> (unless E p’ q’) ->

(unless E (s_and p p’)

(s_or3 (s_and p q’) (s_and p’ q) (s_and q q’))).

Right hand side weakening of the previous conjunction rule yields the simple
conjunction rule.

Theorem unless_simple_conjunction : (E:view)(p,p’,q,q’:s_prop)

(unless E p q) -> (unless E p’ q’) ->

(unless E (s_and p p’) (s_or q q’)).

As a special case of unless_simple_conjunction we obtain the following binary
conjunction rule for unless, which is generalized by induction to a finite family
of premises in the theorem unless_left_big_conjunction.
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Theorem unless_left_conjunction : (E:view)(p,p’,q:s_prop)

(unless E p q) -> (unless E p’ q) ->

(unless E (s_and p p’) q).

Theorem unless_left_big_conjunction : (E:view)

(b:nat)(Q:nat->s_prop)(r:s_prop)

((i:nat)(lt i b)->(unless E (Q i) r))->

(unless E (s_all_nat b Q) r).

In analogy to unless_simple_conjunction there is a simple disjunction rule for
unless formulated in the following theorem.

Theorem unless_simple_disjunction : (E:view)(p,p’,q,q’:s_prop)

(unless E p q) -> (unless E p’ q’) ->

(unless E (s_or p p’) (s_or q q’)).

Similar to unless_conjunction we can combine two unless assertions in a dis-
junctive fashion using the rule unless_disjunction. The proof is done by ap-
plying co_disjunction and co_implication.

Theorem unless_disjunction : (E:view)(p,p’,q,q’:s_prop)

(unless E p q) -> (unless E p’ q’) ->

(unless E (s_or p p’)

(s_or3

(s_and (s_not p) q’) (s_and (s_not p’) q) (s_and q q’))).

It is interesting to note that the proof of unless_simple_disjunction is the
only proof in the current version of the temporal logic library which relies on the
use of the classical axiom classic. Without this axiom it would not be possible
to make use of the left hand side of the co assertion in the conclusion which is of
the form

(s_and (s_or p p’)

(s_not (s_or3 (s_and (s_not p) q’)

(s_and (s_not p’) q)

(s_and q q’))))

if we expand the definition of unless. Consider a state satisfying this predicate.
Intuitionistically, we can infer that in this state q and q’ cannot hold simulta-
neously, but we do not know which one does not hold. In other words, we have
(s_and p (s_not q)) or (s_and p’ (s_not q’)) classically, but it does not
hold intuitionistically, so that without the classical axiom it is undecidable which
of the two unless premises should be applied.
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Finally, we use unless_disjunction to prove the following cancelation rule: If
we can leave a state satisfying p only via a state satisfying q and a state satisfying
q only via a state statisfying r, it follows that a state satisfying (s_or p q) can
only be left via r.

Theorem unless_cancelation : (E:view)(p,q,r:s_prop)

(unless E p q) -> (unless E q r) ->

(unless E (s_or p q) r).

4.3.5 Liveness Assertions

As in New UNITY the liveness assertions ensures and leads_to are built on top
of unless and transient assertions. This is done in the module liveness, which
is discussed below and also contains general proof rules for liveness assertions.

We begin by definining enabledness of an action e as a state predicate (enabled e)

which is satisfied for those states s where the action e may occur.

Definition enabled := [e:act][s:st]

(ExT ([s’:st] (trans e s s’))) .

We then lift (enabled e) to groups of actions giving rise to another state pred-
icate (group_enabled E) which is statisfied iff the group E (i.e. at least one
action from this group) is enabled.

Definition group_enabled := [E:(set act)][s:st]

(ExT [e:act](In act E e) /\ (enabled e s)).

We next introduce sco, the strong version of co, which takes enabledness into
account. The assertion (sco E p q) means not only that in E the sucessor state
of a state satisfying p is a state satisfying q, but it also states that E seen as a
group of actions is enabled in every state satisfying p.

Definition en := [E:(set act)][p:s_prop]

(everywhere (s_imp p (group_enabled E))).

Definition sco := [E:(set act)][p,q:s_prop]

(en E p) /\ (co E p q) .

These definitions have a number of simple consequences:

Theorem sco_false :

(E:(set act))(q:s_prop)(sco E s_false q).
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Theorem en_implication :

(E:(set act))(p,q:s_prop)

(everywhere (s_imp p q)) -> (en E q) -> (en E p).

Theorem sco_implication :

(E:(set act))(p,p’,q,q’:s_prop)

(everywhere (s_imp p p’)) ->

(everywhere (s_imp q q’)) ->

(sco E p’ q) -> (sco E p q’).

Theorem co_sco_conjunction : (E:view)

(p,q:s_prop)(co E p q)->

(p’,q’:s_prop)(sco E p’ q’)->

(sco E (s_and p p’) (s_and q q’)).

Theorem stable_sco_conjunction : (E:view)(E’:view)

(Included act E’ E)->

(r:s_prop)(stable E r)->

(p,q:s_prop)(sco E’ p q)->

(sco E’ (s_and r p) (s_and r q)).

Now we are prepared to give the formal definition of transient, which states that
the assertion (transient E p) is satisfied iff the given view E includes a weakly
fair group E’ of actions such that for every state satisfying p each successor state
obtained by executing an action from E’ invalidates p.

Definition transient := [E:view][p:s_prop]

(ExT [E’:(set act)]

(In (set act) wf E’)/\(Included act E’ E)/\

(sco E’ p (s_not p))).

Some simple theorems about transient are given next.

Theorem transient_implication : (E:view)(p,q:s_prop)

(transient E p)->(everywhere (s_imp q p))->

(transient E q).

Theorem transient_false : (E:view)(transient E s_false).

The previous theorem transient_false is reduced to sco_false by exploiting
our convention that the empty group is weakly fair, as expressed by the axiom
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wf_contains_empty_set in the module abstract. In fact, this is the only place
where this axiom is used.

The following rule allows us to combine a stable and a transient assertion. Be-
ing stable and being transient are contradictory requirements for a state predicte,
except for the trivial case where it is never satisfied.

Theorem stable_and_transient : (E:view)(p:s_prop)

(stable E p) -> (transient E p) ->

(everywhere (s_not p)).

Again we have proof rules to derive relativized sco and transient assertions:

Theorem rel_sco : (E:view)(E’:view)

(Included act E’ E)->

(r:s_prop)(stable E r)->(p,q:s_prop)

(sco E’ (s_and r p) (s_imp r q))->

(sco E’ (s_and r p) (s_and r q)).

Theorem rel_transient : (E:view)(p,r:s_prop)

(stable E r)->

(ExT [E’:view]

(In (set act) wf E’)/\(Included act E’ E)/\

(sco E’ (s_and r p) (s_imp r (s_not p))))->

(transient E (s_and r p)).

The ensures assertion is essentially unless equipped with liveness. Remember
the definition of (unless E p q) as (co E (s_and p (s_not q)) (s_or p q))

stating that (s_and p (s_not q)) implies that (s_or p q) holds in the next
state in E. To ensure liveness we just have to add (transient E (s_and p (s_

not q))) expressing that (s_and p (s_not q)) cannot hold permanently in E.
This excludes the possibility that p holds forever and that q never becomes true.

Definition ensures := [E:view][p,q:s_prop]

(unless E p q) /\ (transient E (s_and p (s_not q))).

From unless_true and transient_false we obtain immediately:

Theorem ensures_true : (E:view)(p:s_prop)

(ensures E p s_true).

In analogy to unless_imp, any implication gives rise to an ensures assertion.
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Theorem ensures_imp : (E:view)

(p,q:s_prop)(everywhere (s_imp p q)) -> (ensures E p q).

In an assertion (ensures E p s_false) the state predicate p can never be true,
otherwise s_false would have to become true eventually which is impossible.

Theorem ensures_false : (E:view)

(p:s_prop)(ensures E p s_false)->(everywhere (s_not p)).

In analogy to unless_implication_r we have a weakening rule for the right
hand side of an ensures assertion.

Theorem ensures_implication_r : (E:view)(p,q,r:s_prop)

(everywhere (s_imp q r)) ->

(ensures E p q) -> (ensures E p r).

The following conjunction rule for ensures has a form similar to the unless

conjunction rule. Notice, however, that only one premise has to be a liveness
assertion in order to infer liveness.

Theorem ensures_conjunction : (E:view)(p,p’,q,q’:s_prop)

(unless E p q) -> (ensures E p’ q’) ->

(ensures E (s_and p p’)

(s_or3 (s_and p q’) (s_and p’ q) (s_and q q’))).

Theorem ensures_stable_conjunction : (E:view)

(p,q,r:s_prop)(stable E r)->(ensures E p q)->

(ensures E (s_and p r) (s_and q r)).

Finally, we have the usual rule to derive relativized ensures assertions.

Theorem rel_ensures : (E:view)(p,q,r:s_prop)

(stable E r)->

(unless E (s_and r p) (s_imp r q))->

(transient E (s_and r (s_and p (s_not q))))->

(ensures E (s_and r p) (s_and r q)).

The leads_to operator is defined inductively on top of ensures. In fact, we de-
fine leads_to as the smallest predicate satisfying the three properties leads_to_
basis, leads_to_transitivity and leads_to_disjunction. Remember that
the assertion (leads_to E p q) should entail that if p holds in an arbitrary state
in E then q will hold eventually in the future. This is obviously a weaker property
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than (ensures E p q), justifying the implication leads_to_basis in the induc-
tive definition below. Furthermore, transitivity is clearly a property of leads_to,
as required by the implication leads_to_transitivity. Finally, the implica-
tion leads_to_disjunction formalizes a disjunction property: If (leads_to E

(P i) q) for a family P of state predicates, then we can conclude (leads_to E

(s_ex T P) q). The justification is straightforward: Given a state s satisfying
the disjunction (s_ex T P) there must be some index i such that (P i) is true
at s. Now we can use the premise (leads_to E (P i) q) to infer that q will
hold eventually.

Inductive leads_to [E:view] : s_prop->s_prop->Prop :=

leads_to_basis : (p,q:s_prop)

(ensures E p q) -> (leads_to E p q)

| leads_to_transitivity : (p,q,r:s_prop)

(leads_to E p q) -> (leads_to E q r) ->

(leads_to E p r)

| leads_to_disjunction : (T:Type)(P:T->s_prop)(q:s_prop)

((i:T)(leads_to E (P i) q)) ->

(leads_to E (s_ex T P) q).

The induction principle associated with this inductive definition of leads_to can
be formulated as follows:

Theorem leads_to_induction :

(IH:view->s_prop->s_prop->Prop)(E:view)

((p,q:s_prop)(ensures E p q)->(IH E p q))->

((p,q,r:s_prop)

((leads_to E p q)->(leads_to E q r)->

(IH E p q)->(IH E q r)->(IH E p r)))->

((T:Type)(P:T->s_prop)(p,q:s_prop)

((i:T)(leads_to E (P i) q))->((i:T)(IH E (P i) q))->

(IH E (s_ex T P) q))->

((p,q:s_prop)

(leads_to E p q)->(IH E p q)).

We now continue with proof rules for leads_to assertions, starting with an im-
mediate consequence of ensures_true:

Theorem leads_to_true : (E:view)

(p:s_prop)(leads_to E p s_true).

An immediate consequence of ensures_imp is that every implication gives rise
to a leads_to assertion. We also give two specializations below.
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Theorem leads_to_imp : (E:view)

(p,q:s_prop)(everywhere (s_imp p q)) -> (leads_to E p q).

Theorem leads_to_refl : (E:view)

(p:s_prop)(leads_to E p p).

Theorem leads_to_false : (E:view)

(p:s_prop)(leads_to E s_false p).

Using leads_to_imp and leads_to_transitivity we can prove that an asser-
tion leads_to can be strengthened on the left hand side and weakened on the
right hand side as stated in the following theorem.

Theorem leads_to_implication : (E:view)

(p,p’,q,q’:s_prop)

(everywhere (s_imp p p’))->

(everywhere (s_imp q q’))->

(leads_to E p’ q)-> (leads_to E p q’).

We also prove a general disjunction rule for arbitrary families of leads_to as-
sertions. It is in fact a generalization of the leads_to_disjunction rule of the
inductive definition.

Theorem leads_to_big_disjunction : (E:view)

(T:Type)(P,Q:T->s_prop)

((i:T)(leads_to E (P i) (Q i)))->

(leads_to E (s_ex T P) (s_ex T Q)).

As a special case, we obtain a binary disjunction rule.

Theorem leads_to_small_disjunction :

(E:view)(p,q,p’,q’:s_prop)

(leads_to E p p’) -> (leads_to E q q’)->

(leads_to E (s_or p q) (s_or p’ q’)).

The following cancelation rule is very useful in practice. Assume that: (1) p leads
to q or b, and (2) b leads to r. Then p leads either to a state satisfying q, or if
this is not the case, it must lead to a state satisfying b, which in turn leads to r.
So we can conclude that p leads to q or r.

Theorem leads_to_cancelation : (E:view)(p,q,b,r:s_prop)

(leads_to E p (s_or q b))->(leads_to E b r)->

(leads_to E p (s_or q r)).
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A very powerful rule is the following progress-safety-progress rule leads_to_

psp, which combines a liveness assertion and a safety assertion and allows us to
infer a new liveness assertion. The formal metalogical proof is somewhat tedious,
but the semantic justification is intuitive: Assume (1) p leads to q and that (2)
r, once it is true, cannot become false before b becomes true. Now there are
two possibilities in a state statisfying p and r: Either b remains false forever, or
it becomes true eventually. In the first case p and r leads to q and r, since r

remains true. In the second case p and r leads to b trivially.

The progress-safety-progress rule for leads_to will be proved by induction over
the leads_to premise. We first prove the progress-safety-progress rule for ensures,
which is the base case of the inductive definition of leads_to.

Theorem ensures_psp : (E:view)

(p,q,r,b:s_prop)(ensures E p q)->(unless E r b)->

(ensures E (s_and p r) (s_or (s_and q r) b)).

Theorem leads_to_psp : (E:view)

(p,q,r,b:s_prop)(leads_to E p q)->(unless E r b)->

(leads_to E (s_and p r) (s_or (s_and q r) b)).

Another rule to combine safety and liveness assertions is the following: A leads_to

assertion can be strengthened on both sides by a state predicate which is known
to be stable.

Theorem leads_to_stable_conjunction : (E:view)

(p,q,r:s_prop)(stable E r)->(leads_to E p q)->

(leads_to E (s_and p r) (s_and q r)).

Using leads_to_stable_conjunction we can prove rel_leads_to, which com-
pletes our list of proof rules for relativized assertions.

Theorem rel_leads_to : (E:view)(p,q,r:s_prop)

(stable E r)->

(leads_to E (s_and r p) (s_imp r q))->

(leads_to E (s_and r p) (s_and r q)).

We now present an alternative characterization of leads_to by means of the
operator strong_leads_to introduced by the inductive definition below. The
only difference w.r.t. the inductive definition of leads_to is that in the context
of the other requirements transitivity is expressed by

(ensures E p q)->(strong_leads_to E q r) ->(strong_leads_to E p r)
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which in isolation is weaker than

(leads_to E p q)->(leads_to E q r)->(leads_to E p r)|.

The advantage of strong_leads_to is that a stronger induction principle is avail-
able, due to the stronger premise (ensures E p q) instead of (leads_to E p q)

in this implication.

Inductive strong_leads_to [E:view] : s_prop->s_prop->Prop :=

strong_leads_to_basis : (p,q:s_prop)

(ensures E p q) -> (strong_leads_to E p q)

| strong_leads_to_transitivity : (p,q,r:s_prop)

(ensures E p q) -> (strong_leads_to E q r) ->

(strong_leads_to E p r)

| strong_leads_to_disjunction : (T:Type)(P:T->s_prop)(q:s_prop)

((i:T)(strong_leads_to E (P i) q)) ->

(strong_leads_to E (s_ex T P) q).

The equivalence between strong_leads_to and leads_to is stated by the fol-
lowing two implications.

Theorem strong_leads_to_imp_leads_to :(E:view)

(p,q:s_prop)(strong_leads_to E p q)->(leads_to E p q).

Theorem leads_to_imp_strong_leads_to :(E:view)

(p,q:s_prop)(leads_to E p q)->(strong_leads_to E p q).

As a consequence, the stronger induction principle of strong_leads_to is inher-
ited by leads_to. It is formulated in the following theorem.

Theorem leads_to_strong_induction :

(IH:view->s_prop->s_prop->Prop)(E:view)

((p,q:s_prop)(ensures E p q)->(IH E p q))->

((p,q,r:s_prop)

((ensures E p q)->(leads_to E q r)->

(IH E p q)->(IH E q r)->(IH E p r)))->

((T:Type)(P:T->s_prop)(p,q:s_prop)

((i:T)(leads_to E (P i) q))->((i:T)(IH E (P i) q))->

(IH E (s_ex T P) q))->

((p,q:s_prop)

(leads_to E p q)->(IH E p q)).

With this induction principle we can prove statements of the form
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((p,q:s_prop)(leads_to E p q)->(IH E p q)).

Later, however, we will encounter a situation where we need to prove a statement
with two leads_to premises, more precisely a statment of the form

((p,q,p’,q’:s_prop)

(leads_to E p q)->(leads_to E p’ q’)->

(IH E p q p’ q’)).

To deal with goals like this it is in general convenient to introduce the fol-
lowing double induction principle. The proof is done by nested application of
leads_to_strong_induction.

Theorem leads_to_double_induction :

(IH:view->s_prop->s_prop->s_prop->s_prop->Prop)(E:view)

((p,q,p’,q’:s_prop)

(ensures E p q)->(leads_to E p’ q’)->

(IH E p q p’ q’))->

((p,q,p’,q’:s_prop)

(leads_to E p q)->(ensures E p’ q’)->

(IH E p q p’ q’))->

((p,q,r,p’,q’,r’:s_prop)

((ensures E p q)->(leads_to E q r)->

(ensures E p’ q’)->(leads_to E q’ r’)->

(IH E p q p’ q’)->

(IH E p q q’ r’)->(IH E q r p’ q’)->

(IH E q r q’ r’)->

(IH E p r q’ r’)->(IH E q r p’ r’)->

(IH E p r p’ r’)))->

((T:Type)(P’:T->s_prop)(p,q,p’,q’:s_prop)

(leads_to E p q)->

((i:T)(leads_to E (P’ i) q’))->

((i:T)(IH E p q (P’ i) q’))->

(IH E p q (s_ex T P’) q’))->

((T:Type)(P:T->s_prop)(p,q,p’,q’:s_prop)

((i:T)(leads_to E (P i) q))->

(leads_to E p’ q’)->

((i:T)(IH E (P i) q p’ q’))->

(IH E (s_ex T P) q p’ q’))->

((p,q,p’,q’:s_prop)

(leads_to E p q)->(leads_to E p’ q’)->

(IH E p q p’ q’)).
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The double induction principle is more general than necessary if the formula
(IH E p q p’ q’) is logically symmetric w.r.t. to replacement of (p,q) by
(p’,q’). Actually, this will be the case in our application, which is the proof of
the completion theorem. In the presence of such a symmetry leads_to_double_

induction can be simplified to leads_to_symmetric_double_induction, re-
ducing the number of premises needed to obtain the same goal.

Theorem leads_to_symmetric_double_induction :

(IH:view->s_prop->s_prop->s_prop->s_prop->Prop)

(E:view)

((p,q,p’,q’:s_prop)(IH E p q p’ q’)->

(IH E p’ q’ p q))->

((p,q,p’,q’:s_prop)

(ensures E p q)->(leads_to E p’ q’)->

(IH E p q p’ q’))->

((p,q,r,p’,q’,r’:s_prop)

((ensures E p q)->(leads_to E q r)->

(ensures E p’ q’)->(leads_to E q’ r’)->

(IH E p q p’ q’)->

(IH E p q q’ r’)->(IH E q r p’ q’)->

(IH E q r q’ r’)->

(IH E p r q’ r’)->(IH E q r p’ r’)->

(IH E p r p’ r’)))->

((T:Type)(P:T->s_prop)(p,q,p’,q’:s_prop)

((i:T)(leads_to E (P i) q))->

(leads_to E p’ q’)->

((i:T)(IH E (P i) q p’ q’))->

(IH E (s_ex T P) q p’ q’))->

((p,q,p’,q’:s_prop)

(leads_to E p q)->(leads_to E p’ q’)->

(IH E p q p’ q’)).

Our next major goal is to prove the general completion rule given later by the
theorem leads_to_completion, a rule that is very useful in practice. We will
proceed using various intermediate statements, but first we will give an informal
explanation. Basically the completion rule combines several leads_to assertions
into a single one in a conjunctive fashion. Of course, we cannot expect to de-
rive the usual conjunction rule for a family of leads_to assertions in the strict
sense, since their right hand sides do not necessarily become true simultane-
ously. However, under some additional restrictions we can approximate this idea:
Assume a finite family of assertions (leads_to E (P i) (Q i)) and assume
we know that (unless E (Q i) r), i.e. the states satisfying (Q i) can only
be left via r. Then we can conclude that (s_all T P) leads to (s_all T Q)
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or r. The disjunction on the right hand side corresponds to the two possible
cases: Either all (Q i) will simultaneously become true at some time, or if this
is not the case, at least one of the state predicates (Q i) will become true and
then false again. But in this case r will become true. Actually, the Theo-
rem leads_to_completion given later is a little bit more liberal: it has weaker
premises (leads_to E (P i) (s_or (Q i) r)), because a situation where r

becomes true immediately satisfies the right hand side of our leads_to conclu-
sion.

The proof in [CM88] is rather informal, since it relies on induction over the length
of proofs which are themselves not formalized. The length of proofs remains a
rather vague notion, in particular in view of the infinitary inductive definition
of leads_to. Here we adopted a different approach: We will employ the dou-
ble induction principle for leads_to, more precisely its symmetric specialization
leads_to_symmetric_double_induction, which has been proved before. Us-
ing this induction principle we prove leads_to_simple_conjunction, and from
this we obtain the binary completion theorem leads_to_simple_completion.
Finally, we prove the general completion theorem leads_to_completion by an-
other induction using an intermediate result leads_to_completion_nat.

First we prove the base case of leads_to_simple_conjunction where both
leads_to premises are actually ensures assertions.

Lemma leads_to_simple_conjunction_basis : (E:view)

(p,q,p’,q’,r:s_prop)

(ensures E p q)->

(leads_to E p’ q’)->

(unless E q r)->

(unless E q’ r)->

(leads_to E (s_and p p’) (s_or (s_and q q’) r)).

Next we prove leads_to_simple_conjunction. This theorem is obviously sym-
metric w.r.t. to replacement of (p,q) by (p’,q’), which allows us to prove it
using leads_to_symmetric_double_induction.

Theorem leads_to_simple_conjunction : (E:view)

(p,q,p’,q’,r:s_prop)

(leads_to E p q)->

(leads_to E p’ q’)->

(unless E q r)->

(unless E q’ r)->

(leads_to E (s_and p p’) (s_or (s_and q q’) r)).

By application of unless_simple_disjunction and leads_to_simple_
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conjunction to the previous result we obtain the binary version of the com-
pletion theorem which has two leads_to premises.

Theorem leads_to_simple_completion : (E:view)

(p,q,p’,q’,r:s_prop)

(leads_to E p (s_or q r))->

(leads_to E p’ (s_or q’ r))->

(unless E q r)->

(unless E q’ r)->

(leads_to E (s_and p p’) (s_or (s_and q q’) r)).

The general completion theorem leads_to_completion which has an arbitrary
finite family of leads_to premises can be reduced to the following special case,
where the family is indexed by an initial interval of the natural numbers. The
proof is done by induction over the bound b, using the previous result for the
binary case.

Theorem leads_to_completion_nat : (E:view)

(b:nat)(P,Q:nat->s_prop)(r:s_prop)

((i:nat)(lt i b)->(leads_to E (P i) (s_or (Q i) r)))->

((i:nat)(lt i b)->(unless E (Q i) r))->

(leads_to E (s_all_nat b P) (s_or (s_all_nat b Q) r)).

Now the proof of the general completion theorem leads_to_completion follows
by exploiting the definition of (finite T), which expresses that T is of finite
cardinality.

Theorem leads_to_completion : (E:view)

(T:Type)(finite T)->(P,Q:T->s_prop)(r:s_prop)

((i:T)(leads_to E (P i) (s_or (Q i) r)))->

((i:T)(unless E (Q i) r))->

(leads_to E (s_all T P) (s_or (s_all T Q) r)).

In addition to our previous characterization of leads_to by strong_leads_to,
we now give another characterization by means of leads_to_pre, which is again
defined inductively in a way very similar to the definition of strong_leads_to.
The only difference is that (strong_leads_to E) is an inductively defined bi-
nary relation on state predicates, whereas (leads_to_pre E r) is an inductively
defined set of state predicates. The intention is that (leads_to_pre E r) con-
tains those state predicates which are strong_leads_to preconditions of some
fixed state predicate r.
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Inductive leads_to_pre [E:view;r:s_prop] : s_prop->Prop :=

leads_to_pre_basis : (p:s_prop)

(ensures E p r) -> (leads_to_pre E r p)

| leads_to_pre_transitivity : (p,q:s_prop)

(ensures E p q) -> (leads_to_pre E r q) ->

(leads_to_pre E r p)

| leads_to_pre_disjunction : (T:Type)(P:T->s_prop)

((i:T)(leads_to_pre E r (P i))) ->

(leads_to_pre E r (s_ex T P)).

Indeed, (leads_to_pre E q p) is equivalent to (strong_leads_to E p q) and
hence equivalent to (leads_to E p q) as it is proved in the following two theo-
rems. The main reason to set up different characterizations of leads_to is that
they all give rise to different induction principles. Furthermoere, the definition
as an inductive set is structurally simpler than the definitions of leads_to and
strong_leads_to given before. It shows that the definition of strong_leads_
to can be cast into a form which is a parameterized inductive definition (E and
r are parameters) of a set of state predicates.

Theorem leads_to_pre_imp_leads_to : (E:view)(p,q:s_prop)

(leads_to_pre E q p) -> (leads_to E p q).

Theorem leads_to_imp_leads_to_pre : (E:view)(p,q:s_prop)

(leads_to E p q) -> (leads_to_pre E q p).

Given a state predicate p that is satisfied for some state, the assertion (leads_to

E p s_false) cannot hold; otherwise a contradiction arises, since s_false would
have to become true eventually. The proof is done by induction on the leads_to

premise, using the induction principle provided by leads_to_pre.

Theorem leads_to_impossible : (E:view)

(p:s_prop)(leads_to E p s_false)->(everywhere (s_not p)).

Finally, we turn to another family of proof rules addressing the fact that in-
duction is the most important proof technique for leads_to assertions. In con-
trast to structural induction over leads_to assertions, that we used before as a
metalogical tool to derive a number of generic proof rules, we will now discuss
object-level induction rules, which are typically employed to prove a particular
fixed leads_to assertion in a concrete system. We begin with a general proof
rule for well-founded induction, and then give a typical specialization for induc-
tion over the type nat of natural numbers. The general well-founded induction
rule leads_to_induction assumes that the induction is carried out over a state
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function variant mapping states into some domain, assuming a well-founded
ordering less on this domain which is not necessarily total. For this purpose
we use the predicate well_founded from the module WfT from the mathematical
library. The goal of the subsequent proof rule is that p leads to q. To guarantee
this assertion we use the following condition as a premise: If p holds and the value
of variant equals m then there are two possibilities: either (1) we will eventually
reach a state satisfying q, in this case the conclusion is immediately justified, or
(2) we will eventually reach a state satisfying p again, but this time with the
value of variant being decreased w.r.t. m. Obviously, we are concerned with a
loop where choice (2) can be taken only finitely often, due to the well-foundedness
condition. So choice (1) has to be taken eventually, and q will then be satisfied.

Theorem leads_to_induction : (E:view)

(T:Type)(less:T->T->Prop)(variant:st->T)

(WfT_well_founded T less)->

(p,q:s_prop)

((m:T)

(leads_to E

(s_and p [s:st] (variant s) == m)

(s_or (s_and p [s:st] (less (variant s) m)) q)))->

(leads_to E p q).

Now we instantiate less by lt, the usual well-founded strict total order on nat,
and obtain the following induction rule for natural numbers as a special case.

Theorem leads_to_nat_induction : (E:view)

(variant:st->nat)

(p,q:s_prop)

((m:nat)

(leads_to E

(s_and p [s:st] (variant s) == m)

(s_or (s_and p [s:st] (lt (variant s) m)) q)))->

(leads_to E p q).

Supplementing the previous induction principle, where the value decreases dur-
ing the execution, we provide a reverse induction principle, where the variant
increases. In this case we have to require some upper bound for the variant,
which is specified by maximum. In the proof we define a decreasing variant
[s:st](minus maximum (variant s)) and use the previous induction rule for
natural numbers.

Theorem leads_to_rev_nat_induction : (E:view)

(variant:st->nat)(maximum:nat)(p,q:s_prop)
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(everywhere (s_imp p [s:st](le (variant s) maximum)))->

((m:nat)(le m maximum)->

(leads_to E

(s_and p [s:st] m = (variant s))

(s_or (s_and p [s:st] (lt m (variant s))) q)))->

(leads_to E p q).

4.3.6 System Composition

The elementary compositionality results formalized in the module composition

to be discussed next can be used to achieve a certain degree of modularity and
reusability in system verification. This is in particular of interest for large systems
which either can be decomposed into meaningful subsystems and/or are build
anyway from (reusable) components. Compositional verification means that in
order to prove a system property we rely on the specifications of its components,
abstracting from their internal structure as far as possible. The assumption that
a component satisfies a specification may again be verified by a temporal logic
proof, but may also be confirmed by other formal or informal methods as it is
often the case in practice.

As we have already explained before, we are working in the context of a single
transition system which represents the entire system, and we regard components
of this system as particular views. The natural composition operation then be-
comes a simple union of these views, i.e. a union of sets. A distinguishing feature
of a UNITY-style temporal logic is that almost all of its operators enjoy elemen-
tary compositionality properties which are presented in this section.

Theorem co_union : (E,E’:view)(p,q:s_prop)

(co E p q) -> (co E’ p q) ->

(co (Union act E E’) p q).

Theorem stable_union : (E,E’:view)(p:s_prop)

(stable E p) -> (stable E’ p) ->

(stable (Union act E E’) p).

Theorem indinv_stable_union :

(E,E’:view)(IC:s_prop)(p:s_prop)

(ind_invariant E IC p) -> (stable E’ p) ->

(ind_invariant (Union act E E’) IC p).

Theorem stable_indinv_union :

(E,E’:view)(IC:s_prop)(p:s_prop)

(stable E’ p) -> (ind_invariant E IC p) ->

(ind_invariant (Union act E E’) IC p).
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Theorem unless_union : (E,E’:view)(p,q:s_prop)

(unless E p q) -> (unless E’ p q) ->

(unless (Union act E E’) p q).

Theorem unless_stable_union : (E,E’:view)(p,q:s_prop)

(unless E p q) -> (stable E’ p) ->

(unless (Union act E E’) p q).

Theorem en_union_r : (E,E’:view)(p:s_prop)

(en E’ p) -> (en (Union act E E’) p).

Theorem co_sco_union : (E,E’:view)(p,q:s_prop)

(co E p q) -> (sco E’ p q) ->

(sco (Union act E E’) p q).

Theorem transient_union_r : (E,E’:view)(p:s_prop)

(transient E’ p) ->

(transient (Union act E E’) p).

Theorem transient_union : (E,E’:view)(p:s_prop)

((transient E p) \/ (transient E’ p)) ->

(transient (Union act E E’) p).

Theorem ensures_unless_union : (E,E’:view)(p,q:s_prop)

(ensures E p q) -> (unless E’ p q) ->

(ensures (Union act E E’) p q).

Theorem unless_ensures_union : (E,E’:view)(p,q:s_prop)

(unless E p q) -> (ensures E’ p q) ->

(ensures (Union act E E’) p q).

Theorem ensures_stable_union : (E,E’:view)(p,q:s_prop)

(ensures E p q) -> (stable E’ p) ->

(ensures (Union act E E’) p q).

Theorem stable_ensures_union : (E,E’:view)(p,q:s_prop)

(stable E p) -> (ensures E’ p q) ->

(ensures (Union act E E’) p q).

These proof rules support compositional reasoning with component specifications
involving co, unless, stable, ind_invariant, transient and ensures. It is
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remarkable that the only operators which do not enjoy composition rules similar
to those above are invariant and leads_to.

Clearly, the lack of simple compositionality rules for leads_to is unsatisfying,
but for tightly coupled systems with an unrestricted notion of composition, as
we use it here, we cannot expect a rule similar to ensures_union due to the
possible interference between components. We will return to this issue in Section
4.5, where we derive a formal compositionality theorem for so-called informative
leads_to assertions that in some sense can be regarded as the least restrictive
compositionality rule of this kind.

Compositional verification of loosely coupled systems, i.e. systems which are in-
teracting in a well-defined and typically restricted way, is beyond the scope of
this thesis, but we think that the verification library can be extended by more re-
stricted composition rules. As shown in [CK97] and [CC99a] there are possibilities
of compositional reasoning with leads_to in a rely-gurantee style. Conditional
assertions, which can be easily expressed as implications in the metalogic, are a
natural starting point to support such kind of reasoning without modifying the
temporal logic itself. In fact, [CC99a] uses conditional assertions of a particular
kind, which is why we consider a formalization of this approach in our general set-
ting of labeled transition systems as an natural future extension of our temporal
logic library.

4.3.7 A State Space with Typed Variables

While the state space in the previous section and in fact most of the modules of
the temporal logic libray are kept as abstract as possible, we describe here an in-
stantiation of the abstract frame to a a state space of a more specific kind. In what
we call a state space with typed variables we define a state as a function assigning
values to variables which are equipped with types in CIC. A state space with
variables is not only used for UNITY programs [CM88] and in other approaches
such as [MP92], but it can also serve as the state space of places/transition nets or
high-level Petri nets if places are regarded as variables containing natural num-
bers or multisets, respectively. Our state space is strictly typed, in the sense
that each variable has a well defined type and type correctness of the values of
a variable is enforced by the type theory. Reasoning about such state spaces in
an abstract setting becomes possible here due to the use of dependent types and
universes in CIC.

The following should be understood as a modification of the module abstract

given in the previous section. The modification is obtained by replacing the
abstract declaration of st by a more concrete definition and by adding what
we describe below. To emphasize that the present module is an instantiation of
abstract we call it var_abstract.
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We begin by declaring a type var of system variables. For a particular system
this type contains the names of variables used. It is important not to confuse
these variables with the variables of the temporal logic which will directly be
represented as variables of CIC.

Variable var:Type.

Since we need an induction principle for variables we assume finiteness of var by
requiring that every variable v has an index w.r.t. to some enumeration ith_var

which is smaller than a constant vars.

Variable vars : nat.

Variable ith_var : nat->var.

Hypothesis var_finite : (v:var)

(Ex [i:nat] (lt i vars) /\ (ith_var i)==v).

Moreover, in order to define standard operations such as assignment as type-
theoretic functions, we assume that equality of variables is decidable, that is that
there is an operation var_eq_dec such that for each two variables v and v’,
(var_eq_dec v v’) returns an object of a disjoint union type which is a tagged
proof of (v==v’) or ~(v==v’).

Hypothesis var_eq_dec:(v,v’:var){(v==v’)}+{~(v==v’)}.

We furthermore introduce a type type_name of type names and an operation
type that associates a CIC type with each type name. It is a good example of
the use of universes, which allow us to use CIC types in system specifications and
to deal with them as first class citizens.

Variable type_name:Type.

Variable type:type_name->Type.

Now by the operation var_type_name we associate a type name to each variable
and we define var_type as a convenient abbreviation to refer to the type of a
variable directly. We often do not distinguish type names and their associated
types in informal explanations.

Variable var_type_name:var->type_name.

Definition var_type := [v:var] (type (var_type_name v)).
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Finally, we introduce st as the type of states by means of a definition which
replaces the declaration of st in abstract. A state associates a value of the
variable’s type to each variable.

Definition st := (v:var)(var_type v).

Notice that the dependent function space allows us to define this state space
with typed variables in a concise way, which precisely corresponds to the usual
set-theoretic definition. In contrast to set theory, the fact that a term denotes
a state can be verified by automatic typechecking, thereby avoiding the need for
an explicit proof.

At the present state of the development the temporal logic library contains the fol-
lowing three modules to support the notion of a state space with typed variables:
The module var_state_ops, which is explained in the next section, introduces
equality and assignment operators and related theorems for a state space with
typed variables. The module var_state_pred formalizes the (in)dependence of
a state property from a variable, provides a notion of substitution of variables,
and proves some elemantary theorems. The module var_elim demonstrates its
use by proving Misra’s elimination theorem, which in fact presupposes a notion
of state with variables.

Load var_state_ops.

Load var_state_pred.

Load var_elim.

4.3.8 Operations on States and Variables

Assuming a state space with typed variables as introduced in the previous sec-
tion, the module var_state_ops to be disscussed below introduces extensional
equality on states and provides an assignment operation to modify typed vari-
ables in a given state. While the definition of such an operation in set theory
is straightforward, this is not the case in a framework with static types such as
CIC.

Equality of states is extensional, i.e. it can be reduced to equality of the associated
values for all variables. The proposition (val_eq n x n’ x’) defined below
means that the value x of type n is equal to the value x’ of type n’. Its definition
uses dependent equality eqT_dep from the module EqdepT, which is also used in
the proofs of the subsequent theorems.20

20One should be aware of the fact that the dependent equality module EqdepT is not a
conservative extension of CIC.
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Definition val_eq :=

[n:type_name][x:(type n)][n’:type_name][x’:(type n’)]

(eqT_dep type_name type n x n’ x’).

Obviously, the types of x and x’ which will be extracted from variables, say v

and v’, will depend on the types associated to v and v’, respectively. That
both of these types will always be logically equal in a term (val_eq n x n’ x’)

is not visible to the typechecker, which can only check computational equality.
Hence, instead of the standard polymorphic equality ==, which requires that the
argument types are computationally equal, we use the more flexible dependent
equality eqT_dep, which only requires logical equality.

Of course, standard equality implies value equality, since dependent equality
eqT_dep is (inductively) defined to be reflexive, if both sides are instantiated
by the same type.

Theorem eq_imp_val_eq:(n:type_name)

(x,y:(type n))(x==y)->(val_eq n x n y).

The theorem val_eq_imp_eq is the converse of the previous implication. It cor-
responds to a lemma eqT_dep_eq from the module EqdepT specialized to our
setting.

Theorem val_eq_imp_eq:(n:type_name)

(x,y:(type n))(val_eq n x n y)->(x==y).

In the presence of an equality of type names n and n’ it should be possible to cast
an element x of n to an equal element of n’. This is achieved by (cast n n’ e x)

which converts a value x of type n to a value of type n’ given an equality proof
e:n==n’. In fact, cast is a particular instance of eqT_rec as introduced in
Section 4.3.1.

Definition cast := [n,n’:type_name][e:(n==n’)][x:(type n)]

(eqT_rec type_name n type x n’ e).

By instantiating a general axiom eq_rec_eq from the module EqdepT we obtain
the theorem cast_thm, stating that type casting between identical types does
not change the value.

Theorem cast_thm : (n:type_name)(e:(n==n))(x:(type n))

((cast n n e x)==x).

We also prove the following theorem stating that type casting between equal
types n and n’ respects value equality.
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Theorem cast_resp_eq:(n,n’:type_name)(x:(type n))(e:(n==n’))

(val_eq n’ (cast n n’ e x) n x).

After these preparations we come to the main part of this module. First of all we
assume extensionality for states st, i.e. two states are identified if their values
coincide at all variables.21

Axiom st_extensionality : (s,s’:st)

((v:var)((s v)==(s’ v)))->(s==s’).

The next lemma expresses the fact that equal variables have equal types. In spite
of its triviality we name it explicitly in order to use it below.

Lemma var_eq_to_type_name_eq : (v,v’:var)

(v==v’)->(var_type_name v)==(var_type_name v’).

Below the assignment operation is introduced as the only operation that can
modify a state. Given a state s, a variable v and a new value x compatible with
the type of v, the term (assign s v x) denotes the new state obtained from s

by assigning the value of x to v.

Definition assign := [s:st][v:var][x:(var_type v)]

[v’:var] <var_type v’>Case (var_eq_dec v v’) of

(*v==v’*) [p:(v==v’)] (cast (var_type_name v) (var_type_name v’)

(var_eq_to_type_name_eq v v’ p) x)

(*~(v==v’)*) [_](s v’)

end.

Observe that the operation var_eq_dec deciding equality of variables and the
type casting operation cast are used in an essential way to make assign properly
typed. As explained above, cast needs an equality proof for the types involved
as a justification for type casting. This equality proof is obtained by applying
the previous lemma var_eq_to_type_name_eq to the equality proof on variables
p:(v==v’) provided by (var_eq_dec v v’).

The remaining theorems of this module are basic properties of the assignment
operation, which are needed for most applications. The extensionality axiom
st_extensionality is a major ingredient of their proofs.

The first theorem states that assigning the contents of a variable to itself does
not change the state.

21This nonconservative axiom could be avoided by defining an appropriate equivalence on st,
or more generally by equipping st with a categorical structure. This however would complicate
proofs and would require additional theorems stating that this additional structure is respected
by operations on states.
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Theorem assign_unchanged : (s:st)(v:var)

((assign s v (s v))==s).

The next theorem states that a variable v which has just received the value x by
assignment will contain that value x.

Theorem assign_changed : (s:st)(v:var)(x:(var_type v))

(((assign s v x) v)==x).

On the other hand, modifying a variable v does not change the value of any
variable v’ distinct from v.

Theorem assign_indep : (s:st)(v,v’:var)(x:(var_type v)) ~(v==v’)->

((assign s v x) v’)==(s v’).

After repeated assignment of a value to a variable v the contents of v is the value
of the last assignment.

Theorem assign_twice : (s:st)(v:var)(x,y:(var_type v))

(assign (assign s v x) v y)==(assign s v y).

And finally we prove that the order of assigning values to two distinct variables
does not matter. In such a situation the two assignments commute.

Theorem assign_commutes : (s:st)

(v,v’:var)(x:(var_type v))(y:(var_type v’)) ~(v==v’)->

(assign (assign s v x) v’ y)==(assign (assign s v’ y) v x).

4.3.9 State Predicates and Variables

Again assuming a underlying state space with typed variables, this section presents
the module var_depend. This module formalizes dependence and independence
of state predicates on variables and introduces a (semantical) notion of variable
substitution in state predicates. These concepts are needed to express some proof
rules that make explicit use of variables, an example being the elimination theo-
rem of New UNITY [Mis94, Mis95] which is subject of Section 4.3.10.

First, we introduce some technical tools for reasoning inductively about system
variables. In order to refer to variables in a uniform way which is independent of
the set of variables of a concrete system and their names we use the enumeration
of variables provided by ith_var and vars.

The next theorem allows to infer that a property holds for all variables if it holds
for all variables up to the maximum index. It uses the enumeration ith_var

declared in abstract. Subsequently it will be useful to reduce proofs of properties
of variables to induction over natural numbers.
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Theorem var_index_thm : (P:var->Prop)

((i:nat)(lt i vars)->(P (ith_var i)))->(v:var)(P v).

The following auxiliary operation is used to merge two states in the following
sense: Given an index n and states s and s’ the term (equalize_vars n s

s’) returns a new state which is identical to s with the exception that the contents
of all variables up to index n is copied from s’ to s.

Fixpoint equalize_vars [n:nat] : st->st->st :=

[s,s’:st] Case n of

(* O *) s

(* (S p) *) [p:nat] (assign (equalize_vars p s s’)

(ith_var p) (s’ (ith_var p)))

end.

Lemma equalize_lemma : (s,s’:st)(n:nat)(i:nat)(lt i n)->

((equalize_vars n s s’) (ith_var i))==(s’ (ith_var i)).

Applying equalize_vars to the maximal number of variable indices vars gives
an operation for copying a state.

Theorem equalize_vars_char : (s,s’:st)

(equalize_vars vars s s’)==s’.

When reasoning about systems temporal proof rules sometimes require precon-
ditions stating the independence of certain state predicates from particular vari-
ables. To express a simple form of such conditions the following definition
of independence will be useful. Given a state predicate p and a variable v,
(independent p v) states that p does not depend on v.

Definition independent := [p:s_prop][v:var]

(s:st)(x,y:(var_type v))

(p (assign s v x)) -> (p (assign s v y)).

An immediate consequence of this definition is that if p is independent of v then
the fact that p holds at s is preserved under arbitrary modifications of s at v.

Theorem independent_imp : (p:s_prop)(v:var)

(independent p v)->

(s:st)(p s)->(x:(var_type v))(p (assign s v x)).
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Using induction and the previous theorem we can prove a rather technical lemma:
If a state predicate p is independent of all variables (up to some index) and p

holds at some state s we can modify all these variables, e.g. using their values
from another state s’, without changing the validity of p.

Lemma independent_and_equalize : (p:s_prop)

((v:var) (independent p v))->

(s,s’:st)(i:nat)(le i vars)->

(p s)->(p (equalize_vars i s s’)).

Using this lemma it is easy to prove that if a state predicate is independent from
all variables then it does not depend on the state at all.

Theorem fully_independent : (p:s_prop)

((v:var)(independent p v))->(s,s’:st)(p s)->(p s’).

In addition to the capability of expressing independence we would also like
to express preconditions stating that a predicate may depend on a particular
variable but definitely does not depend on further ones. This is achieved by
(may_depend_on p v) given a state predicate p and a variable v.

Definition may_depend_on := [p:s_prop][v:var]

(m:(var_type v))(s,s’:st)

(p (assign s v m))->(p (assign s’ v m)).

The obvious relation between independent and may_depend_on is verified in the
following theorem. It p is independent of all variables except for v’ it follows
that p may only depend on v’. Observe that this does not exclude the case that
p is independent of v’.

Theorem dependent : (v’:var)(p:s_prop)

((v:var)~(v==v’)->(independent p v)) -> (may_depend_on p v’).

Given a predicate p there is a natural way to define a new predicate independent of
an arbitrary variable v. The new predicate [s:st](p (assign s v m)) behaves
as p except for the fact that it does not use the contents of v but a constant m

instead. We denote this predicate by (subst p v v’), since it can be seen as a
semantic counterpart of variable substitution.

Definition subst := [p:s_prop][v:var][v’:(var_type v)]

[s:st](p (assign s v v’)).
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Obviously, (subst p v m) is independent from v.

Theorem indep_subst : (p:s_prop)(v:var)(m:(var_type v))

(independent (subst p v m) v).

We also prove that independence is preserved by subst.

Theorem indep_imp_indep_subst : (p:s_prop)

(v,v’:var)(m:(var_type v))

(independent p v’)->(independent (subst p v m) v’).

4.3.10 Elimination Theorem

As an application of the state space with typed variables and its supporting
modules var_state_ops and var_state_pred we present a formalization of the
elimination theorem. This theorem has been introduced in the context of New
UNITY in [Mis94, Mis95], but we give it here in the more general setting of
transition systems. The elimination theorem will be used in the example of
Section 4.4 for the verification of safety properties.

In fact, we have chosen the elimination theorem as an example of a generic proof
rule which can be used e.g. for arbitrary programs. Formalizing such proof rules
and reasoning about them becomes possible inside CIC, since the notion of an
abstract state space with typed variables can be expressed inside the logic as
explained before.

We need two lemmas for the proof of the elimination theorem. The first one
essentially states that substituting v in p by its own value (s v)==m yields a
predicate equivalent to p. Notice the use of the existential quantifier s_ex to
introduce an auxiliary variable m local to the expression.

Lemma elimination_1 : (v:var)(p:s_prop)(everywhere

(s_iff

(s_ex (var_type v)

([m:(var_type v)](s_and (subst p v m) [s:st](s v)==m)))

p)).

The second lemma will be proved using the following theorem, which is be useful
in its own right: If a predicate p is independent of all variables then it must be
stable.

Theorem indep_imp_stable : (E:view)(p:s_prop)

((v’:var)(independent p v’))->(stable E p).
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The second lemma states: Given a predicate p which may depend only on a
variable v, the predicate (subst p v m) substituting any constant m for v is
stable. The proof involves indep_imp_stable and indep_imp_indep_subst.

Lemma elimination_2 : (E:view)(v:var)(p:s_prop)

((v’:var)~(v’==v)->(independent p v’)) ->

(m:(var_type v))(stable E (subst p v m)).

Now we are prepared to prove the elimination theorem. First we convey the
intuitive idea: Assume that we have a predicate p which depends on no other
variable than v. We would like to conclude that if p holds at some state, then at
each successor state there is some m such that (subst p v m), meaning that p

holds with m substituted for v. So far this simply states that if p was true in the
past there must have been some value m for v when p was true. Notice, however,
that we do not know anything else about m. Now assume we have the additional
information that when the variable v contains m then the predicate (q m) holds
in the next state. Then we can strengthen our conclusion: If p holds at some
state then at each successor state there is some m such that (subst p v m) and
also (q m) holds.

Theorem elimination :

(E:view)(v:var)(p:s_prop)(q:(var_type v)->s_prop)

((v’:var)~(v’==v)->(independent p v’)) ->

((m:(var_type v))(co E [s:st]((s v)==m) (q m))) ->

(co E p (s_ex ? [m:(var_type v)]

(s_and (subst p v m) (q m)))).

The proof uses co_big_disjunction, co_conjunction and the previous two
lemmas.

4.4 A Toy Example in Program Verification

In this section we demonstrate the use of the temporal logic library for the veri-
fication of UNITY programs by means of a very simple example. We describe a
formal specification and verification of the well-known “Common Meeting Time
Problem”. The example will be reused in Section 4.5.1 to demonstrate the use of
our compositionality results that we develop in Section 4.3.6.

What we will present in the following can be seen as a special instance of an
embedding of UNITY programs into CIC via their transition system semantics.
From the viewpoint of type theory the most natural concept that could be used
to represent a UNITY statement is that of an operation which can be effectively
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executed. To exploit the power and elegance of type theory for the verification
of functional programs it seems advantageous to view a UNITY program as a
collection of communicating functional components. Each of these components
can be specified and verified within type theory using standard techniques. More
precisely, we represent a UNITY program as a set of functions operating on a
shared state space and communicating via its variables. In fact, such represen-
tations correspond to a subclass of transitions systems that we called functional
transiton systems in [Ste98].22

To further motivate the representation of UNITY programs that we have choosen,
we would like to point out another benefit of the use of a strongly normalizing
type theory such as CIC: The idea that an operational statement in the program
should represent an atomic execution step nicely corresponds to the fact that all
operations in CIC are total and terminating. So, termination proofs are implicit
at the level of atomic steps. They are done by type checking and therefore do
not require manual intervention. In summary, we have termination at the level
of individual actions (ensured by strong normalization of CIC), but for the entire
program termination is not enforced. Another important issue often related to
termination is determism. Again, we have determinism at the level of statements
(ensured by confluence of CIC), reflecting the fact that each single statement has
a unique result, but for the entire program (and its components) determinism is
not enforced.

It should be clear that, although we use UNITY programs as an example in this
section, the functional transition system representation described above is not
limited to programs in the UNITY programming language, but it can be used to
represent programs in other languages as well, provided that atomic statements
can be expressed as functions in CIC. In fact, functional transition systems are
a specialization of general transition systems that allow us to express the central
concept of executability using the type-theoretic notion of a computable function.

In the following we briefly recall the common meeting time problem and a solution
in terms of a simple UNITY program. Modeling time by natural numbers the
problem is to find the earliest possible common meeting time for two persons. We
presuppose the existence of such a common meeting time and for each of the two
persons we assume a function, say f and g, respectively, such that f(t) and g(t)

is the earliest availability time not earlier than t. We are looking for a program
that has a variable time and satisfies the following temporal specification: (1)
Partial correctness, i.e. time is approximating the common meeting, i.e. it will
never decrease and will never exceed the smallest common meeting time. (2)
Total correctness, i.e. in addition to partial correctness, time will eventually

22We also would like to point out that a limitation of the approach in [Ste98], namely the
requirement that a UNITY program has only a finite number of statements and therefore can
be represented as a list, is not enforced any more in the present state of the library due to the
use of arbitrary transition systems.
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contain the smallest common meeting time. A solution satisfying this informal
specification is provided by the UNITY program CMT given below. Observe that
the UNITY fairness requirement is essential for total correctness.

Program CMT

declare time : nat

initially time = 0

assign time := f(time)

| time := g(time)

end

In the remainder of this section we will demonstrate the use of the temporal
logic library to: (1) give a formal representation of the program, (2) formalize
it’s informal specification, i.e. the assumptions and the temporal properties of
partial and total correctness, and (3) prove formally that the program satisfies
the specification.

4.4.1 A Concrete Frame

We replace the abstract frame var_abstract explained in Section 4.3.7 by a
concrete frame which starts with the assumptions stated in the informal expla-
nation of the problem and a specification of the program given above. In other
words, the temporal logic library is instantiated for a particular class of programs
parameterized by functions f and g satisfying the assumptions stated above.

Load init.

It follows from the informal problem specification that we can assume two func-
tions f and g on natural numbers which are ascending and monotone.

Variables f,g : nat->nat.

Axiom f_is_ascending : (m:nat)(le m (f m)).

Axiom g_is_ascending : (m:nat)(le m (g m)).

Axiom f_is_monotone : (m,n:nat)(le m n)->(le (f m) (f n)).

Axiom g_is_monotone : (m,n:nat)(le m n)->(le (g m) (g n)).

The concept of a common meeting time is formulated as a common fixpoint of f
and g.

Definition common := [t:nat] (f t)==t /\ (g t)==t.
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Next we assume that a smallest common meeting time, which we denote by cmt,
exists, as our informal specification states.

Variable cmt : nat.

Axiom cmt_exists : (common cmt).

Axiom cmt_smallest : (m:nat)(common m)->(le cmt m).

Subsequently, we describe the concrete embedding of the UNITY program CMT,
seen as a transition system, into CIC. We carry out the transformation manually,
but it should be obvious that this process can be easily mechanized.

The program contains exactly one program variable time. It is represented by
a variable name time, which is the only element of the following inductive type
var. For simple programs like ours the inductive type is a simple enumeration
type, but there are also applications in which other kinds of inductive types could
be exploited, e.g. to represent families of program variables.

Inductive var : Type := time : var.

We also provide the enumeration function ith_var of var as required by the
abstract frame together with a proof of finiteness of var.

Definition vars := (1) .

Definition ith_var := [i:nat] time.

Theorem var_finite : (v:var)

(ExT [i:nat] (lt i vars) /\ (ith_var i)==v).

The abstract frame also requires a decision function for equality on var, which
here follows directly from the induction principle for enumeration types.

Theorem var_eq_dec : (v,v’:var){(v==v’)}+{~(v==v’)}.

In addition to a variable name we need names for all types occurring in the
program. Again we have type_name as an enumeration type with a single type
name unat intended to represent the CIC type nat of natural numbers as specified
by the function type.

Inductive type_name : Type := unat : type_name.

Definition type := [n:type_name]

Cases n of unat => nat end.
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The declaration of program variables is translated into the function var_type_name

which maps time to its associated type name unat.

Definition var_type_name := [v:var]

Cases v of time => unat end.

Definition var_type := [v:var] (type (var_type_name v)).

Now, after all variables together with their types have been fixed we define the
state space st as in the module var_abstract.

Definition st := (v:var)(var_type v).

Load var_state_ops.

After setting up the state space we have to represent the statements of the UNITY
program. First, we define act as a enumeration type containing an action for
each statement.

Inductive act : Type :=

update_f : act | update_g : act.

Then these actions are related to the statemens of the program by a transition
function effect, which specifies the effect of each action as given by the semantics
of its corresponding statement. It takes the form of a case analysis over all actions.

Definition effect := [t:act]

Cases t of

update_f => [s:st] (assign s time (f (s time)))

| update_g => [s:st] (assign s time (g (s time)))

end.

On the basis of this functional transition system representation the transition
relation trans can be directly defined:

Definition trans := [t:act][s,s’:st]

(s’ == (effect t s)) .

Now the type of views is introduced as in var_abstract, and finally the body of
the UNITY program CMT is represented by its set of actions, which are update_f

and update_g in our case.
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Definition view := act->Prop.

Definition CMT :=

(Add act (Add act (Empty_set act) update_g) update_f) .

Finally, we have to specify the unconditional fairness of UNITY, which is a spe-
cial case of weak group fairness. The set wf of weakly fair groups contains by
convention the empty group and in addition a singleton group for each statement.

Definition wf :=

(Add (set act) (Add (set act) (Add (set act)

(Empty_set (set act))

(Empty_set act))

(Singleton act update_f))

(Singleton act update_g)).

Theorem wf_contains_empty_set :

(In (set act) wf (Empty_set act)).

On top of our concrete program specification we include the rest of the general
library and also the more specific modules supporting the state space with typed
variables. By including these modules in the context established above they are
instantiated for our particular application.

Load state_pred.

Load safety.

Load liveness.

Load var_state_pred.

Load var_elim.

4.4.2 Partial Correctness

Our overall strategy is to establish first safety assertions for partial correctness,
and then, on top of such safety assertions, liveness assertions, that are additionally
needed for total correctness, are proved. The two main theorems we prove will
correspond exactly to our informal specification given before.

We start with a lemma which states that if time has a value m, then at each
successor state time will not increase above (f m) or it will not increase above
(g m). The proof is done by unfolding co and then verifying the assertions for
both actions update_f and update_g.
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Lemma CMT_S1 : (m:nat)

(co CMT ([s:st] (eq nat (s time) m))

([s:st] (le (s time) (f m)) \/ (le (s time) (g m)))).

Following [Mis94, Mis95] we obtain the next lemma CMT_S2 by applying the elimi-
nation theorem on the program variable time. To this end, we instantiate x, p and
q in Theorem elimination by time, [s:st](common n)->(le (s time) n) and
[m:nat][s:st](le (s time) (f m))\/(le (s time) (g m)), respectively. In-
dependence of p from variables different from x is trivially satisfied, as time is
the only program variable. The remaining co premise is given exactly by Lemma
CMT_S1.

Lemma CMT_S2 : (n:nat)

(co CMT [s:st]((common n)->(le (s time) n))

(s_ex ? [m:nat]

[s:st]((common n)->(le m n))/\

((le (s time) (f m))\/(le (s time) (g m))))).

The next lemma states that time, which is advanced by the program, cannot skip
any common meeting time. The proof starts with the co assertion of the preceding
lemma and uses right hand side weakening to obtain the stable assertion.

Lemma CMT_S3 : (n:nat)

(stable CMT

([s:st] (common n) -> (le (s time) n))).

Since ([s:st] (common n) -> (le (s time) n))) holds initially, i.e. it is im-
plied by [s:st](s time)=O, we can establish an inductive invariant.

Lemma CMT_S4 : (n:nat)

(ind_invariant CMT [s:st](eq nat (s time) O)

([s:st] (common n) -> (le (s time) n))).

Substituting cmt for n we obtain Theorem CMT_5 establishing the fact that time
cannot increase beyond the smallest common meeting time cmt.

Theorem CMT_S5 : (ind_invariant CMT

[s:st](s time)==O [s:st](le (s time) cmt)).

Finally, we prove Theorem CMT_S6, stating that time can only increase but never
decreases. The proof is done by unfolding co and then by considering each of
the two actions update_f and update_g, using the axioms f_is_ascending and
g_is_ascending, respectively.
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Theorem CMT_S6 : (m:nat)

(co CMT [s:st](eq nat m (s time))

[s:st](le m (s time))).

4.4.3 Total Correctness

In order to establish total correctness we have to prove the liveness assertion
stating that the smallest common meeting time cmt is reached eventually if the
program starts in a sate satisfying the initialization condition.

Formally, we wish to prove

(leads_to CMT ([s:st](eq nat (s time) O))

([s:st](eq nat (s time) cmt)))

as formulated in Theorem CMT_L14. To this end we employ (reverse) induction
on natural numbers according to Theorem leads_to_rev_nat_induction. We
have to supply a variant which increases up to some maximum value. An obvious
choice is the value of the variable time, together with the smallest common meting
time cmt as its maximum value.

Definition variant := [s:st](s time).

Below we need the following lemma CMT_S7, a special case obtained from Lemma
CMT_S3 by instantiating n with cmt.

Lemma CMT_S7 : (stable CMT [s:st](le (variant s) cmt)).

In the following we prepare the application of the reverse induction rule leads_

to_rev_nat_induction, which will be used later to prove Lemma CMT_L13,
which in turn immediately implies the final liveness property CMT_L14. The
leads_to assertion in the premise of the reverse induction rule is proved in
Lemma CMT_L12 directly, as an ensures assertion.

We begin with the proof of the safety part of this ensures assertion, which
is the unless assertion given in Lemma CMT_S8: If time is not beyond cmt,
then there are only two possibilities for the next state: Either we reach cmt,
or time increases but not beyond cmt. The proof unfolds unless and applies
co_stable_conjunction to CMT_S7 and CMT_S6. Then co_implication is used
to obtain the goal.

Lemma CMT_S8 : (m:nat)

(unless CMT
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(s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)

[s:st](eq nat m (s time)))

(s_or

(s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)

[s:st](lt m (s time)))

[s:st](eq nat (s time) cmt))).

The liveness part of the aforementioned ensures assertion will be provided by
the transient assertion in Lemma CMT_L11, which in turn will be proved from
the following lemma CMT_L10 via an intermediate lemma CMT_L9 which states: If
time is not a common meeting time, then time will eventually change.

Lemma CMT_L9 : (m:nat) (transient CMT

[s:st](not (common (s time))) /\ (eq nat m (s time))).

The proof is done by unfolding transient and distinguishing two cases: If m

equals (f m) then update_g is responsible for progress, otherwise update_f is
the witness of progress.

Using transient_implication and the fact that cmt is the smallest common
meeting time we obtain Lemma CMT_L10.

Lemma CMT_L10 : (m:nat) (transient CMT

[s:st]((lt (s time) cmt) /\ (eq nat m (s time)))).

Another application of transient_implication together with some case analysis
on time finally yields CMT_L11, which is exactly what we need for the proof of
Lemma CMT_L12.

Lemma CMT_L11 : (m:nat)(transient CMT

(s_and (s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)

[s:st](eq nat m (s time)))

(s_not

(s_or

(s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)

[s:st](lt m (s time)))

[s:st](eq nat (s time) cmt))))).

Now we can combine safety (Lemma CMT_S8) and liveness (Lemma CMT_L11)
assertions to obtain the ensures assertion that can be directly used to prove the
following Lemma via leads_to_basis (see the inductive definition of leads_to).
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Lemma CMT_L12 : (m:nat)

(leads_to CMT

(s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)

[s:st](eq nat m (variant s)))

(s_or

(s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)

[s:st](lt m (variant s)))

[s:st](eq nat (s time) cmt))).

Finally, we can prove CMT_L13 using the reverse induction rule leads_to_

rev_nat_induction. We instantiate maximum by cmt, and variant by variant

as defined above. The leads_to premise is exactly CMT_L12. Lemma CMT_L13

states that if time is not beyond the smallest meeting time cmt, then it will reach
cmt sometime in the future.

Lemma CMT_L13 : (leads_to CMT

([s:st](le (s time) cmt))

([s:st](eq nat (s time) cmt))).

Of course, this left hand side of leads_to covers specifically the initialization
condition of our original program. So, we obtain our final liveness result CMT_L14
by weakening the left hand side using leads_to_implication.

Theorem CMT_L14 : (leads_to CMT

([s:st](eq nat (s time) O))

([s:st](eq nat (s time) cmt))).

Together, the theorems CMT_S5, CMT_S6, and CMT_L14 prove total correctness of
the program as formulated in informal specification.

4.5 Compositionality via Intensionality

Although we have simple compositionality theorems for most temporal oper-
ators, there is no counterpart of a similar form for leads_to. In particular,
we cannot just replace ensures by leads_to in the theorem ensures_unless_

union. Let us take a closer look at this issue: Assume we have components E and
E’ and state predicates p and q such that (leads_to E p q) and (leads_to E’

p q) holds. Then we cannot infer in general that (leads_to (Union act E E’)

p q) holds, since the component E may interfere with E’ on the execution path
from p to q, e.g. by modifying variables which the progress of E’ relies on. Obvi-
ously, such an interference can lead to new possibilities of execution that do not
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lead to q. The issue of interference in parallel programs is a well-known problem
and the solution proposed in [OG76] (see also the textbook presentation [AO97])
is based on a notion of interference-free proof schemes. This notion is rich of
details and syntactic in nature. It involves a concept of programs annotated with
proofs that seems to be hard to formalize in a rigorous way. In this section we
propose to use the abstract notion of proof offered by the type theory itself ac-
cording to the propositions-as-types/proofs-as-objects interpretation to obtain a
fully satisfactory formalization of interference freeness in the general context of
labeled transition systems.

Recall that we are using the logical universe Prop of CIC in a classical way.
We have assumed classical axioms such as the law of the excluded middle, logi-
cal extensionality and proof-irrelevance, which are satisfied under an appropriate
classical interpretation. Since, we are also interested in treating proofs as in-
formative objects for the leads_to fragment of the temporal logic rather than
assuming proof irrelevance, we move the relevant parts to the universe Type and
we exploit the duality of views offered by the propositions-as-types interpreta-
tion, i.e. we use both, the conventional view of types as data types and the
logical view of types as formulae. In other words, we will now work with two
different logics simultaneously: (1) the impredicative logic which resides in the
standard propositional universe Prop and is axiomatized as a classical extensional
logic with proof irrelevance; and (2) the predicative logic provided by the Type

universe hierarchy which is intuitionistic, intensional and takes proofs seriously.

The first step is to migrate from uninformative leads_to assertions to informative
inf_leads_to assertions by replacing Prop by Type. We obtain the following
definition:

Inductive inf_leads_to [E:view] : s_prop->s_prop->Type :=

inf_leads_to_basis : (p,q:s_prop)

(ensures E p q) -> (inf_leads_to E p q)

| inf_leads_to_transitivity : (p,q,r:s_prop)

(inf_leads_to E p q) -> (inf_leads_to E q r) ->

(inf_leads_to E p r)

| inf_leads_to_disjunction : (T:Type)(P:T->s_prop)(q:s_prop)

((i:T)(inf_leads_to E (P i) q)) ->

(inf_leads_to E (s_ex T P) q).

We have formally verified that all proofs given so far remain valid if we re-
place leads_to by inf_leads_to. This is a a consequence of the fact that the
leads_to fragment of UNITY has been developed in an entirely constructive way
relative to the base fragment of the logic. The main purpose of the new definition
is to give assertions (inf_leads_to sys p q) in addition to their logical inter-
pretation the status of a standard inductive data type with informative elements
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which are interpreted as proofs. It is also important for us that this type resides
in Type and is therefore not subject to the restrictions that are enforced by CIC
for elimination over the uninformative universe Prop [PM93, BBC+99]. In fact,
these restrictions are essential for our use of Prop under a classical interpretation
satisfying the law of the excluded middle and proof irrelevance.

Since inf_leads_to is more informative than leads_to, we have the following
theorem, which can also be seen as a casting function from informative proofs to
uninformative, i.e. abstract, proofs.

Theorem inf_leads_to_imp_leads_to : (E:view)

(p,q:s_prop)(inf_leads_to E p q)->(leads_to E p q).

Of course, the converse implication cannot be proved, due to the impossibility
of generating informative objects from uninformative objects in CIC, which is
consistent with our proof irrelevance axiom.

Exploting the fact that proofs are objects we now define the compositionality
property for proofs of inf_leads_to assertions. We define the property recur-
sively, using the standard elimination principle inf_leads_to_rect that comes
with inf_leads_to.

Definition compositional := [E’:view][E:view]

(inf_leads_to_rect E

([u,v:s_prop][l:(inf_leads_to E u v)] Prop)

(* inf_leads_to_basis *)

[p,q:s_prop][en:(ensures E p q)]

(unless E’ p q)

(* inf_leads_to_transitivity *)

[p,q,r:s_prop]

[l1:(inf_leads_to E p q)][comp1:Prop]

[l2:(inf_leads_to E q r)][comp2:Prop]

(comp1 /\ comp2)

(* inf_leads_to_disjunction *)

[T:Type][P:T->s_prop][q:s_prop]

[L:((i:T)(inf_leads_to E (P i) q))][Comp:(i:T)Prop]

(i:T)(Comp i)).

Given a proof prf:(inf_leads_to E p’ q’) the compositionality property (com

positional E’ E prf) requires that each ensures step in E is matched by a cor-
responding unless step in E’, a condition that expresses freedom of interference
at the finest level of granularity.

The compositionality theorem that covers this case is unless_ensures_union.
The idea of the subsequent compositionality theorem for inf_leads_to is to
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reduce compositionality at the higher level of inf_leads_to to compositionality
at the lower level of ensures using the aforementioned theorem.

In fact, the compositionality theorem for inf_leads_to is easy to prove by in-
duction over the proof prf:

Theorem inf_leads_to_union : (E,E’:view)(p,q:s_prop)

(prf:(inf_leads_to E p q))

(compositional E’ E p q prf)->

(inf_leads_to (Union act E E’) p q).

This theorem reduces the proof of an inf_leads_to assertion of a system with
components E and E’ to a corresponding proof for one component prf:(inf_

leads_to E p q) that satisfies the compositionality property (compositional

E’ E p q prf). Since the proof of prf is typically derived using the standard
proof rules for inf_leads_to that have been given before, the task of proving
the compositionality property can be considerably simplified by using theorems
that state how the compositionality property behaves under application of the
standard proof rules. In fact, we have proved a theorem for each proof rule that
states a minimal sufficient condition to ensure compositionality of the resulting
inf_leads_to assertions. To convey the basic idea we give a selection of these
theorems below. In many cases these theorems state that proof rules preserve
the compositionality property. The first three theorems correspond directly to
the three cases of the inductive definition of compositional.

Theorem inf_leads_to_basis_comp :

(E’,E:view)(p,q:s_prop)

(unless E’ p q)->

(en:(ensures E p q))

(compositional E’ E ? ?

(inf_leads_to_basis E ? ? en)).

Theorem inf_leads_to_transitivity_comp :

(E’,E:view)(p,q,r:s_prop)

(lto1:(inf_leads_to E p q))

(lto2:(inf_leads_to E q r))

(compositional E’ E ? ? lto1)->

(compositional E’ E ? ? lto2)->

(compositional E’ E ? ?

(inf_leads_to_transitivity E ? ? ? lto1 lto2)).

Theorem inf_leads_to_disjunction_comp :

(E’,E:view)(T:Type)(P:T->s_prop)(p,q:s_prop)
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(lto:((i:T)(inf_leads_to E (P i) q)))

((i:T)(compositional E’ E ? ? (lto i)))->

(compositional E’ E ? ?

(inf_leads_to_disjunction E T P (s_ex T P) q lto)).

Theorem inf_leads_to_small_disjunction_comp :

(E’,E:view)(p,q,p’,q’:s_prop)

(lto1:(inf_leads_to E p p’))

(lto2:(inf_leads_to E q q’))

(compositional E’ E ? ? lto1)->

(compositional E’ E ? ? lto2)->

(compositional E’ E ? ?

(inf_leads_to_small_disjunction E p q p’ q’ lto1 lto2)).

Theorem inf_leads_to_cancelation_comp :

(E’,E:view)

(p,q,r,b:s_prop)

(lto1:(inf_leads_to E p (s_or q b)))

(lto2:(inf_leads_to E b r))

(compositional E’ E ? ? lto1)->

(compositional E’ E ? ? lto2)->

(compositional E’ E ? ?

(inf_leads_to_cancelation E p q b r lto1 lto2)).

Theorem inf_leads_to_psp_comp :

(E’,E:view)

(p,q,r,b:s_prop)

(lto:(inf_leads_to E p q))

(un:(unless E r b))

(compositional E’ E ? ? lto)->

(unless E’ r b)->

(compositional E’ E ? ?

(inf_leads_to_psp E p q r b lto un)).

Theorem inf_leads_to_stable_conjunction_comp :

(E’,E:view)

(p,q,r:s_prop)

(st:(stable E r))

(lto:(inf_leads_to E p q))

(stable E’ r)->

(compositional E’ E ? ? lto)->

(compositional E’ E ? ?

(inf_leads_to_stable_conjunction E p q r st lto)).
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Theorem inf_leads_to_induction_comp :

(E’,E:view)

(T:Type)(less:T->T->Prop)(variant:st->T)

(wf:(WfTinf_well_founded T less))

(p,q:s_prop)

(lto:((m:T)(inf_leads_to E

(s_and p [s:st] (variant s) == m)

(s_or (s_and p [s:st] (less (variant s) m)) q))))

((m:T)(compositional E’ E ? ? (lto m)))->

(compositional E’ E ? ?

(inf_leads_to_induction E T less variant wf p q lto)).

4.5.1 Extending the Example

To illustrate the use of our compositionality results in a concrete setting we extend
the common meeting time example, which involves two persons represented by
functions f and g, by adding another person represented by a function h.

Variables h : nat->nat.

Axiom h_is_ascending : (m:nat)(le m (h m)).

Axiom h_is_monotone : (m,n:nat)(le m n)->(le (h m) (h n)).

Axiom h_accepts_cmt : (h cmt) = cmt .

Theorem h_rem_below_cmt : (m:nat)(le m cmt)->(le (h m) cmt) .

As formulated above, we assume that the new person at least agrees with the
common meeting time cmt, i.e. with the common meeting time of the first two
persons. This ensures that adding the new person to the existing system does
not affect the properties, especially Theorem CMT_L14, proved earlier, although
the executions of the new system can be quite different.

While preserving the original component CMT, we represent the additional person
by an action update_h in the new component CMT’. The definitions of act and
effect are extended correspondingly. It is interesting to note that there is no
need to assume weak fairness for update_h.

Inductive act : Type :=

update_f : act | update_g : act | update_h : act.

Definition effect := [e:act]

Cases e of
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update_f => [s:st] (assign s time (f (s time)))

| update_g => [s:st] (assign s time (g (s time)))

| update_h => [s:st] (assign s time (h (s time)))

end.

Definition CMT :=

(Add act (Add act (Empty_set act) update_g) update_f) .

Definition CMT’ :=

(Add act (Empty_set act) update_h) .

Again, we have verified that after this extension all theorems remain valid. More
importantly, we have reproved these theorems in their informative versions, that
we need to apply our compositionality rule in the proof of Theorem CMT_L16

below.

The only nontrivial proof obligation produced by Theorem CMT_L16 below is given
by the following lemma: For the new component CMT’ we just have to prove an
unless assertion, which states noninterference with the informative version of
CMT_L12 (a inf_leads_to assertion that is actually an ensures assertion).

Lemma CMT_L15 : (m:nat)(unless CMT’

(s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)

[s:st]m==(s time))

(s_or (s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)

[s:st](lt m (s time)))

[s:st](s time)==cmt)).

Lemma CMT_L15 : (m:nat)(unless CMT’

(s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)

[s:st]m=(s time))

(s_or (s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)

[s:st](lt m (s time)))

[s:st](s time)=cmt)).

Now we can prove the expected liveness property of the composed system as
formulated in the following theorem.

Theorem CMT_L16 : (inf_leads_to (Union act CMT CMT’)

([s:st](le (s time) cmt)) ([s:st]((s time)==cmt))).

Theorem CMT_L16 : (inf_leads_to (Union act CMT CMT’)

([s:st](le (s time) cmt)) ([s:st](eq nat (s time) cmt))).

The proof is done by applying the compositionality theorem inf_leads_to_

union. The verification of the compositionality property is reduced to CMT_L15

by applying inf_leads_to_induction_comp and inf_leads_to_basis_comp.
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4.6 Related Work

There are a number of approaches to formalize UNITY in different logics and
proof assistants, namely using the Boyer-Moore prover [Gol90, Gol92a, Gol99],
the Larch prover [Che95, Che98], HOL [APP94, ABN+95], COQ [Hey97, HC96],
and Isabelle/ZF [Pau00].

The references [Gol90, Gol92a, Gol99] use quantifier-free first-order logic to de-
velop the UNITY temporal logic on the basis of its execution semantics. In
[Che95, Che98] a first-order logic is employed to give an axiomatization of UNITY.
The last three approaches employ more expressive logics: [APP94] and [HC96] di-
rectly use the higher-order logics of HOL and CIC, respectively, and [Pau00] uses
Isabelle/ZF, a formalization of Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory in the higher-order
framework of Isabelle.

The development presented in [Hey97, HC96] is the only one that uses an ex-
pressive logical type theory such as CIC. Different from the other approaches
[Hey97, HC96] gives system-based and execution-based definitions of the main
temporal operators and formalizes correctness and completeness proofs. In fact,
the emphasis is more on semantic reasoning rather than on a metalogical view-
point, which we emphasized in this chapter, as indicated by the fact that struc-
tural induction principles and all proof rules that are derived from such principles
are not treated in [Hey97]. An interesting aspect of [Hey97, HC96], however, is
the treatment of compositionality using a concept of environments called con-
texts. The thesis [Hey97] furthermore presents a number of nontrivial applica-
tions of this approach, including a quite complex ATM (asynchronous transfer
mode) protocol. For a related comparison between the first-order approach of
[Che95, Che98] and the higher-order approach [Hey97, HC96] we refer to [CH97].

Our approach is guided by New UNITY [Mis94, Mis95]. We have developed a ver-
ified and comprehensive library of temporal logic proof rules maintaining a good
compromise between effort and formal safety. Instead of formalizing a particular
execution semantics as in [Hey97, HC96], such as the one presented informally at
the beginning of this chapter, we follow the semantics-independent approach of
[CM88]. In this sense our approach bears some similarity with [APP94], which
can also be classified as an essentially metalogical approach. On the other hand
[APP94] sticks very close to the original UNITY approach and does not con-
sider any generalizations beyond UNITY programs. Due to the rather weak type
system of HOL, [APP94] cannot expess and reason about abstract state spaces
with typed variables, as it is possible in CIC with dependent types and universes.
The semantics-independent approach, which has a slight proof-theoretic flavour
in the sense that the main liveness operator leads to is given by an inductive
definition, does not only fit well with the role of our development as a case study
in metalogical reasoning using CIC, but it offers also the possibility of exploiting
the propositions-as-types interpretation in the context of compositionality. As
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far as we know, the propositions-as-types interpretation has neither been applied
in the context of UNITY nor for this particular purpose until now.

It seems to be interesting to discuss the relation to [HC96], which also employs
CIC, in more detail. Apart from the fact that our formalization is guided by
the New UNITY approach (in fact also [Pau00] has choosen New UNITY as the
basis for his formalization) another more essential difference between [HC96] and
our approach is that we interpret assertions not over reachable states but over all
states as in [APP94]. Instead of introducing an explicit concept of environment
as in [HC96], we do not distinguish between the system actions and environment
actions in the definitions of the temporal operators. All temporal operators are
parameterized, i.e., they can explicitly refer to an arbitrary part of the full transi-
tion system. Quite different from other approaches, our initialization conditions
appear only as parameters of some temporal operators. Furthermore, we explic-
itly support reasoning on restricted parts of the state by means of relativized
assertions which are introduced in a conservative way.

Concerning compositionality, we have not comitted ourselves to a notion which
is built into the system model, but instead we think of compositional reasoning
as a systematic way to structure temporal logic proofs. A basic form of compo-
sitional reasoning is supported directly in the UNITY-style temporal logic, and
we have extended this approach to liveness asertions in a very general way. A
different form of compositional reasoning is rely-guarantee style reasoning, which
can be seen as an application of reasoning with conditional assertions as it has
already been used in [CM88]. Arbitrary assertions (including liveness assertions)
can serve as rely premisses. This approach allows us to cover also rely-guarantee
style reasoning using the new operator “guarantees” which has been introduced
in [CC99a] and formalized in [Pau00]. A more restrictive form of rely-guarantee
style reasoning is supported in [HC96] by the notion of context, which essentially
corresponds to a safety assumption about the environment. Although we think
that it is convenient that an important case of rely-gurantee style reasoning (sim-
ilar to the approaches of [Lam93] and [CK97]) is directly supported in [HC96],
it is also clear to us that the restriction to safety assumptions is too limiting for
many applications, and the original approach which uses conditional assertions
is more flexible.

In contrast to other approaches we have used labeled transition systems as the
underlying model of our development thereby subsuming functional transition
systems, UNITY-programs and other system models as special cases. We have
also used a more flexible notion of fairness which is adequate for this general
setting: Instead of enforcing unconditional fairness uniformly for all actions, we
can specify weak fairness, which takes into account enabledness of actions, for
an arbitrary subset of actions. In [HC96] (and [CK97]) uniform unconditional
fairness of system actions is assumed, but fairness of environment actions is not
enforced. All the other approaches assume unconditional fairness uniformly for
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all actions/statements. Beyond this more general notion of weak fairness which in
addition can be spcified for individual actions, our formalization allows us to work
with weak group fairness. All these generalizations reflect our goal of obtaining a
verified temporal logic library that is as general as possible, concerning the kind
of system models that are admitted, while preserving the sprit and the elegance
of the original UNITY approach.

4.7 Final Remarks

Logical type theories are very attractive candidates for the specification and ver-
ification of functional programs, since they provide an expressive and uniform
formalism with an internal notion of logic and computation. Their elegance and
simplicity is mostly due to the use of the propositions-as-types/proofs-as-objects
interpretation, where the concept of program and proof on the one side, and the
notion of type and proposition on the other are unified. The notions of imper-
ative programs and more generally of concurrent and nondeterministic systems,
however, are not directly supported by such type theories, although the need for
rigorous formalisms to deal with these computational models is clearly growing.

In this chapter we have developed a simple approach combining a logical type
theory and a notion of concurrent system by means of an embedding. The em-
bedding generalizes the notion of UNITY programs to arbitrary labeled transi-
tion systems, which are used here as a basic model of concurrent systems. We
furthermore use CIC as a metalogic to represent and to reason about a UNITY-
style temporal logic, proving all the important proof rules from the literature
and obtaining further results in our very general setting. Labeled transition sys-
tems can represent UNITY programs and similar models as interacting functional
components communication via a common state space. More importantly, the
approach we propose is not limited to concurrent programs of this kind, but ap-
plies to other notions of programs that can be represented as functional transition
systems. Furthermore, many other formalisms for concurrent systems, including
Petri nets and rewriting logic, can be equipped with a semantics in terms of la-
beled transition systems which are not functional. The embedding enables us
to benefit from the capabilities of CIC in the context of specification and ver-
ification of concurrent programs and systems. We do not only take advantage
of the (meta)logical capabilites of CIC, but our approach also benefits from its
expressive data types, its built-in notion of computation, and its metatheoretic
properties such as strong normalization.

In particular, our develpoment exploits the internal higher-order logic of CIC as a
framework logic for a temporal logic in the style of (New) UNITY. This provides
a very expressive basis, which is not only important for abstract metalogical rea-
soning, but it also allows us to carry out specification and verification task for
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concrete systems in a higher-order framework supporting general mathematical
theorem proving. Of course, the last point is of major importance as already
demonstrated by our simple example, which requires straightforward mathemat-
ical reasoning about natural numbers. In more realistic examples we can employ
structural inductive reasoning about complex structures, since inductive types
are a strong feature of CIC.

Another interesting aspect of this formal development is that we are working
with two different logics: (1) the impredicative logic which resides in the stan-
dard propositional universe Prop and is axiomatized as a classical extensional
logic with proof irrelevance; and (2) the predicative logic provided by the Type

universe hierarchy which is intuitionistic, intensional and takes proofs seriously.
The former has been used for the formalization of the UNITY-style temporal
logic equivalent to the classical set-theoretic version presented in Section 4.2, and
the latter is used for an intensional refinement of its leads_to fragment in Sec-
tion 4.5, which exploits the proposition-as-type and proofs-as-objects paradigm
to prove a compositionality theorem for an informative version of leads_to.

As explained in the introduction, our focus in the context of this thesis is on the
use of type theory for metalogical reasoning in a semantics-independent setting,
and not on reasoning within the temporal logic about concrete systems. In or-
der to evalutate the practical use of the temporal logic libray much more work
is needed. We clearly need nontrivial cases studies, preferably using different
specification formalisms. We gained some experience applying the UNITY-style
temporal logic to place/transition nets and high-level nets in [Steb], where we
verified a simple distributed network algorithm. A possible next step would be
reasoning about more general system specifications given in rewriting logic, of
which Petri nets are a special case as explained in Chapter 3. Guided by the new
experience the library should be enhanced and extended. Among the many other
interesting directions we would like to mention especially the following:

• For some applications, for instance in the context of Petri nets, a stronger
notion of fairness can be useful to allow more expressive system specifica-
tions. Indeed, it seems to be possible to add a notion of strong fairness
and of strong group fairness. The interesting question is whether this can
be realized without destroying the simplicity and elegance of the UNITY
approach, which is essentially based on its inductive and proof-theoretic
nature.

• Another interesting problem of more theoretical significance is the issue of
completeless w.r.t. an execution semantics, which obviously depends on
the notion of fairness in a nontrivial way. Such a result would generalize
existing completeness results for UNITY, although we found that the proof
of [Pac90, Pac92] itself cannot be easily adapted.
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• Last but not least, the addition of general support for compositional reason-
ing in a rely-gurantee style is another interesting subject (also witnessed by
[Pau99]) and unavoidable for real-world applications. This could be done on
the basis of conditional assertions along the lines of [CC99a] as in [Pau00],
but also the integration of ideas from [Mis94], [Mis01], [CK97], [Pnu85],
[Sha98] and [Lam94] is certainly worth considering.
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In the present chapter we approach the general problem of representing higher-
order languages, which usually have specialized higher-order constructs, in a less
specialized first-order framework such a membership equational logic or rewriting
logic.

A common feature of higher-order languages is that essential entities which oper-
ate on data receive a first-class status so that variables can range over these enti-
ties. For instance, in higher-order logics or higher-order functional programming
languages, variables can range over functions; in object-oriented programming
languages, variables can range over objects (which can contain methods); and in
languages for mobile processes, variables can range over channels (which are used
to communicate with other processes). In order to express the essential entities
directly as terms in the language, higher-order languages typically provide a syn-
tax for abstractions, such as abstractions for functions, methods or processes in
the examples above. Abstractions are essentially binding constructs that bind
the free variables in the abstracted term with the intention to be instantiated
later by means of substitution.

Currently, there are two major approaches to representing an object language
with binding constructs in first-order frameworks such as membership equational
logic [Mes98, BJM00] or rewriting logic [Mes92]. We distinguish betweeen rep-
resentations with names and representations based on de Bruijn indices. Repre-
sentations with names have the very desirable feature of being close to the object
language; their major drawback is that they lack a canonical way to treat names
and potential name clashes. Calculi based on de Bruijn indices have the advan-
tage of a canonical representation, but they are more abstract, since information
about names is not represented, so that the gap between the object language and
its representation is considerable.

In addition to the representation of the object language, another important issue
is capture-free substitution, the main operation that is needed for terms of the ob-
ject language. For a definition of substitution on terms with binding constructs,
it turns out to be useful to treat substitutions as first-class citizens, since sub-
stitutions usually have to be adjusted as they are propagated through the term
they are applied to. Since substitutions receive the same formal status as terms,
the calculi that deal with substitution in this way are called explicit substitution
calculi.

Research in this area has led to a rich collection of calculi (overviews and compar-
isons can be found in [Les94, Ros96, Blo97, Muñ97, KR00]) with quite different
properties and motivations. Most of this research is focused on the λ-calculus (no-
table exceptions are [BR96] and [Pag98]) and the use of explicit substitutions to
express β-reduction in terms of a more primitive concept. Among the motivations
for using explicit substitutions we can find the following: the need for a rigor-
ous and simple explanation of capture-free substitution [BBLRD96], the quest
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for a notion of computation that is more fine-grained and more implementation-
oriented than standard β-reduction [Cur91, ACCL91], the interest in analysis of
evaluation strategies and efficiency of computation [Fie90], the application of first-
order techniques to higher-order languages [DHK99], and the use of algorithms
that operate on incomplete terms such as higher-order unification [DHK95], type
checking/inference [SM99], and proof synthesis [Muñ98, Muñ97].

Our primary motivation for proposing a new calculus of explicit substitutions
in this paper is to obtain a first-order representation of terms with binding and
capture-free substitution that is as close as possible to the standard named nota-
tion. Beyond that, we want this calculus to be executable, in the sense that it can
be executed using a rewriting engine such as Maude [CDE+99a, CDE+00b], and
furthermore we are interested in a general solution, in the sense that the theory
does not restrict itself to a particular object language. More precisely, the objec-
tive of this chapter is to develop a calculus of names and explicit substitutions
that takes names seriously, and completely removes the gap between the object
language and its representation (often called representational distance) without
losing the possibility of canonical representations. A solution that is closely re-
lated to de Bruijn’s representation [dB72] but has been developed independently
by Berkling [Ber76, BF82] is a unification of named and indexed notation. De-
spite its advantages, which have also been recognized more recently in [Rei98a],
it is an unconventional representation that has not attracted much attention so
far. Therefore, we devote the next section to an introduction and motivation of
Berkling’s representation, which will serve as a basis for the CINNI substitution
calculus that we propose. CINNI is not only the first explicit substitution cal-
culus based on Berkling’s representation that we are aware of, but the CINNI
approach also extends his representation for the λ-calculus to a wide range of
object languages with binding constructs.

5.1 Indexed Names and Named Indices

Consider the standard treatment of binding constructs, say in the context of
first-order logic, where α-equivalent terms, i.e. terms that can be transformed
into each other by consistent renaming of bound variables, are identified, i.e.
not distinguished for essential parts of the metatheory. An obvious first step
towards a named representation is to give up this identification that we also refer
to as α-equality. Unfortunately, this rather naive approach leads to the following
difficulty that we refer to as accidental hiding.

Consider for instance the formula

∀X . (A ∧ ∀Y . (B ⇒ ∀X.C(X)))

for distinct names X and Y . Assume the subformula C(X) contains X free.
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Then each free occurrence of X in C(X) is captured by the inner ∀ quantifier, so
that the name bound by the outermost ∀ quantifier is hidden from the viewpoint
of C(X). Indeed there is no way to refer to the outermost ∀ quantifier within
C(X).

Hence, we are faced with the following problem: a calculus without α-equality is
not only less abstract, which is an unavoidable consequence of giving up identifi-
cation by α-conversion, but also, depending on the (accidental) choice of names,
visibility of (bound) variables may be restricted. It is important to emphasize
that visibility is not restricted in the original calculus with α-equality, since re-
naming can be performed tacitly at any time.

Clearly, the phenomenon of hiding that occurs in the example above is unde-
sirable1, because it is not present in the original calculus with α-equality. It is
merely an accident caused by giving up identification by α-conversion without
adding a compensating flexibility to the language.2

This suggests tackling this general problem by migrating to a more flexible syntax,
where we express a binding constraint by annotating each name X with an index
i ∈ N, written Xi, that indicates how many X-binders should be skipped before
we reach the one that Xi refers to. For instance, we write

∀X . (A ∧ ∀Y . (B ⇒ ∀X . C(X0)))

to express that X0 is bound by the inner ∀, and

∀X . (A ∧ ∀Y . (B ⇒ ∀X . C(X1)))

meaning that X1 is bound by the outermost ∀. To make the language a conserva-
tive extension of the traditional notation, we can identify X and X0. An equiva-
lent representation has been introduced by Berkling [Ber76, BF82] in the context
of the λ-calculus3. As indicated by the example above we will use Berkling’s
representation not (only) for the λ-calculus but as the core syntax of CINNI, the
Calculus of Indexed Names and Named Indices, which is generic in the sense that
it can be instantiated for a wide range of object languages.

Obviously, there is some similarity to a notation based on de Bruijn indices [dB72],
but notice that there is an essential difference: the index m in the occurrence Xm

is not the number of binders to be skipped; it states that we have to skip m binders
for the particular name X, not counting binders for other names. Still a formal

1Of course, in general hiding is important but it is not an issue of binding; it should be
treated independently.

2A good example of how hiding causes difficulties in the context of type theories with
dependent types (known as the the problem of closure under α-conversion) will be discussed in
Chapter 6.

3An indexed variable Xi is represented in Berkling’s representation as #iX where # is the
so-called unbinding operation.
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relationship to de Bruijn’s notation can be established: if we restrict ourselves
to terms that contain only a single name X, then we can replace each Xi by the
index i without loss of information, and we arrive at de Bruijn’s purely indexed
notation.4 In other words, if we restrict the available names to a single one,
we obtain de Bruijn’s notation as a very special case. In this sense, Berkling’s
representation can be formally seen as a proper generalization of de Bruijn’s
notation. Pragmatically, however, the relationship to de Bruijn’s syntax plays
only a minor role, since a typical user will exploit the dimension of names much
more than the dimension of indices. Hence, in practice the notation can be used
as a standard named notation, with the additional advantage that accidental
hiding and weird renamings5 are avoided.

The pragmatic advantage of Berkling’s notation is that it can be used to reduce
the distance between the formal system and its implementation: it can be directly
employed by the user who wants to think in terms of names, so that the need
for a translation between an internal representation (e.g. using de Bruijn indices)
and a user friendly syntax (e.g. using ordinary names) disappears completely.

Usually, this translation between an internal and an external representation is
not considered to be a problem, and indeed, in the case of terms where all parts
are known or accessible, solutions are straightforward. However, even in this case
this gap is not desirable. Consider, for example, a tactic-based theorem prover
where the user is confronted with an internal representation which reflects the
theory only in a very indirect way. More seriously, the translation between inter-
nal and external representations becomes impossible, or at least requires certain
restrictions, as soon as we use terms containing metavariables, holes or place-
holders, which are useful for many applications, including unification algorithms
and representation of incomplete proofs.

We conclude this section with an example which shows that standard notation as
well as Berkling’s notation is strictly more expressive than a de Bruijn index-based
notation. Consider the following λ-calculus equation (we write [X] M instead of
λX.M) with distinct names X,Y ,Z and a single unknown metavariable “?”:

[X] (([Y ][Z] ?) 0) = [X][Z] ?

An obvious solution for this equation is ? = X, but a corresponding solution
cannot be expressed in the nameless version:

[ • ] (([ • ][ • ] ?) 0) = [ • ][ • ] ?

4With the slight difference that de Bruijn’s indices start at 1 instead of at 0.
5See the discussion on weird renaming in the next section.
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5.2 Explicit Substitutions

In the previous section we discussed Berkling’s first-order representation for ex-
pressions which contains the conventional named notation as well as de Bruijn’s
indexed notation as special cases. The most important operation to be performed
on such terms represented in this way is capture-free substitution. Therefore, we
now present the CINNI substitution calculus, a first-order calculus that can be
seen as an (operational) refinement of an external (i.e. metalevel) substitution
function such as the one given in [BF82].

Strictly speaking, CINNI is a family of explicit substitution calculi, parameterized
by the syntax of the language we want to represent. For a language L given by
its syntax we denote the corresponding instantiation of CINNI by CINNIL. The
syntax defines the term constructors together with their binding constraints6

which are expressed by associating to each term constructor f a binary relation
on {1, . . . , n} as follows: If (i, j) is in the relation, then the i-th argument must
be a name, the j-th argument must be a term, and we say that f binds argument
i in argument j, that is, for each term f(P1, . . . , Pn) of the object language, the
name Pi is bound in the subterm Pj. Note that each Pi is either a term or a
name.

As an example we use the untyped λ-calculus to present the concrete instantiation
CINNIλ of the substitution calculus. CINNIλ-terms are generated by the syntax

Xm | (M N) | [X] M

with the constraint that [ ] binds argument 1 in argument 2.

As a motivation for the substitution calculus given below, consider the following
example of a β-reduction step in the traditional λ-calculus with distinct names
X and Y , again taking names literally, i.e. not presupposing identification by
α-conversion:

(([X][Y ]X)Y ) →β [Z]Y

Clearly, the bound variable Y must be renamed to Z, a name different from Y ,
to avoid capturing of the free variable Y . Unfortunately, there is no canonical
choice if all names should be treated as being equal. We call this phenomenon
weird renaming of bound variables. It is actually a combination of two undesirable
effects: (1) names that have been carefully chosen by the user have to be changed,
and (2) the enforced choice of a new name collides with the right of names to be
treated as equal citizens. These effects are avoided in the CINNI calculus, which

6A similar way to formalize the syntax of a language with binding is used in binding struc-
tures [Tal93]. However, different from our approach bound variables do not carry names in
binding structures but are represented using de Bruijn indices. See Section 5.5 for a discussion
of further differences and similarities.
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is specified by the first-order equational theory given below. Indeed, the only
operation assumed on names is equality.

More formally, we assume that the syntax of the object language is given by
a signature in membership equational logic which includes a sort of names (as-
sumed to be nonempty), a sort of natural numbers (with zero 0 and successor
+1 as the only operations), and a sort of object language terms.7 In addition,
we have a constructor for variables , i.e. terms of the form Xm, as well as addi-
tional constructors for terms together with their binding constraints and optional
structural equations (see below).

To present the actual calculus we need to extend the notion of term by explicit
substitutions. To this end, we introduce a sort of substitutions together with the
following operators: In addition to the two basic kinds of substitutions, namely
simple substitutions [X:=M ] and shift substitutions ↑X, a substitution S can be
lifted using ⇑X S. The application S M of an explicit substitution to a term is
again a term. Now CINNIL has the signature just described, and the following
equations:

[X:=M ] X0 = M (FVar)

[X:=M ] Xm+1 = Xm (RVarEq)

[X:=M ] Yn = Yn if X 6= Y (RVarNEq)

↑X Xm = Xm+1 (VarShiftEq)

↑X Yn = Yn if X 6= Y (VarShiftNEq)

⇑XS X0 = X0 (FVarLift)

⇑XS Xm+1 = ↑X (S Xm) (RVarLiftEq)

⇑XS Yn = ↑X (S Yn) if X 6= Y (RVarLiftNEq)

Furthermore, for each syntactic constructor f of L we add a syntax-specific equa-
tion

S f(P1, . . . , Pn) = f(⇑Pj1,1
. . . ⇑Pj1,m1

S P1, . . . ,⇑Pjn,1
. . . ⇑Pjn,mn

S Pn)

where ji,1, . . . , ji,mi
are all the arguments (necessarily of the name sort) that f

binds in argument i (necessarily of the term sort). If Pk is of name sort we identify
S Pk and Pk for every substitution S. This abuse of notation allows us to write
the syntax-specific equations in the compact form given above.

Often the terms of the object language are not just freely generated by the syntac-
tic constructors, but are subjected to additional structural equations . Admissible

7The restriction to a single sort of terms and hence to a single corresponding kind is not
essential and only used to simplify the presentation. In fact, terms could be specified using
multiple kinds by having a substitution application operator for each of them. This obvious
generalization is demonstrated by the application in Section 5.4.2.
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equations in this chapter are the laws of associativity, commutativity and iden-
tity for binary operators, and we assume throughout the chapter that structurally
equivalent terms are identified. If f is a binary operator with identity e we add
a condition to the syntax-specific equation above which ensures that none of the
Pi is equal to e (cf. the specifications of the ς-calculus and the π-calculus in
Section 5.4). This ensures that the left hand sides of valid instances of syntax-
specific equations do not overlap, and is also needed to ensure termination of the
corresponding rewrite system.

The syntax-specific equations are the only equations that depend on the syntax
of L. For instance, CINNIλ has the following syntax-specific equations:

S (MN) = (SM)(SN) (App)

S ([X] M) = [X](⇑XS M) (Lambda)

The equations of CINNI can be justified by the following algebraic substitution
semantics: a substitution S is interpreted as a function from variables to terms.
Application of substitution is interpreted as function application. The substitu-
tions [X:=M ], ↑X and ⇑X S are then uniquely defined by the equations above.
Finally, substitutions are extended from variables to terms by the syntax-specific
equations. Each time a substitution moves into a new scope it has to be adjusted
using a lift substitution.

CINNI is not only an equational calculus with an algebraic semantics, but as
usual for explicit substitution calculi it can be equipped with an operational
semantics by regarding equations as rewrite rules. We refer to the resulting term
rewrite system as the CINNI rewrite system, and following the computational
system of membership equational logic we introduce the following relations: We
define the binary relation ⇒S on terms such that M ⇒S N holds iff CINNI has
an equational axiom ∀X . L = R if φ̄ and there is a kinded substitution θ for X
such that θ(φ̄) is derivable. The reduction relation induced by ⇒S, i.e. its context
closure, is denoted by →S. The induced equivalence on terms is denoted by ≡S.

Going back to CINNIλ, the effect of lift substitutions can be best understood by
considering special cases of the syntax-specific equation (Lambda). We have

[X:=M ] ([X] X0) ≡S [X](⇑X [X:=M ] X0) ≡S ([X] X0) (Lambda’)

[X:=M ] ([X] X1) ≡S [X](⇑X [X:=M ] X1) ≡S [X] ↑X M (Lambda”)

Here X0 refers to X in the lambda abstraction and X1 refers to X in the substi-
tution.

We can now define the explicit substitution version of the β-rule by

([X]N)M ⇒B [X:=M ]N.
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Notice that weird renaming of bound variables as in the previous example is
avoided with the new notion of β-reduction. For instance, we have

(([X][Y ]X0)Y0) →∗
SB ([Y ]Y1)

where →SB denotes the context closure of ⇒S ∪ ⇒B. Notice also that we do not
view application-specific computation rules as a part of the substitution calculus
(which is CINNIλ in this case). The substitution calculus only depends on the
syntax of the object language.

As another application of substitution, consider renaming of a bound variable X
by • as in the following explicit substitution version of α-reduction

([X]N) ⇒A ([ • ][X:= • ] ↑•N) if X 6= •

where • is an arbitrary but fixed name. Using this rule and the rules for explicit
substitutions, every CINNIλ term can be reduced to a nameless α-normal form
which is essentially its de Bruijn index representation. α-reduction is a new
concept that becomes expressible due to the use of a unified syntax with indices
and names.

Just as Berkling’s notation contains de Bruijn’s notation as a very special case,
the instantiation of CINNI for the λ-calculus reduces to the calculus λυ of explicit
substitutions proposed in [Les94, LRD94, BBLRD96], but only in the degenerate
case where we restrict the set of names to a singleton set. It is noteworthy that
λυ is the smallest known indexed substitution calculus enjoying good theoretical
properties like confluence and preservation of strong normalization. It seems that
its simplicity is inherited by CINNI although in practice the dimension of names
will be much more important than the dimension of indices. Hence, we tend to
think of CINNI more as a substitution calculus with names than as one with
indices.

5.3 Metatheoretic Properties of CINNI

In this secion we give a number of important metatheoretic properties concern-
ing both the CINNI calculus in isolation, and the composition of CINNI with
application-specific rules such as the explicit substitution version of the β-rule in
the case of CINNIλ. The present section generalizes the results of [Les94] for λυ
in two orthogonal dimensions.

The first dimension is the scope of applicability:

1. Instead of considering a fixed object language such as the λ-calculus, we
consider an arbitrary object language given by a syntax L with binders.
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2. Instead of considering a fixed set of computation rules, such as β-reduction
in the λ-calculus, we allow arbitrary computation rules R as long as they
satisfy a certain well-formedness property.

The second dimension of generalization is concerned with the representation of
the object language:

1. The de Bruijn index representation is generalized to a richer representation
with indexed names.

2. The substitution calculus and its properties are generalized accordingly.

We first consider the CINNI rewrite system in isolation, instantiated for the
syntax L of an arbitrary object language. We denote this instance by CINNIL
and use Trm to denote all its terms. For all results we assume that L has at least
one name. In practice we think that L should have a countably infinite set of
names, but it is interesting to see that our proofs do not rely on this assumption.
In fact all our results cover the case where L has exactly one name and the
term representation reduces to the well-known representation based on de Bruijn
indices.

Definition 5.3.1 We define the following two functions on terms to express
iterated shift and lift substitutions:

↑∅(M) = M

↑Ȳ ,X (M) =↑Ȳ (↑XM)

⇑∅S(M) = S M

⇑Ȳ ,XS(M) =⇑Ȳ ⇑XS(M)

Here and in the following we use variables X̄, Ȳ , Z̄, Ū , V̄ , W̄ to range over lists of
names, ∅ denotes the empty list and comma denotes concatenation. Furthermore,
we use |Ȳ |X to denote the number of occurrences of X in Ȳ .

5.3.1 Strong Normalization

Confluence of CINNI can be easily established by transforming the rewrite system
into an equivalent orthogonal , i.e. left-linear and nonoverlapping, rewrite system
without conditions. This is done by replacing each possibly conditional equation
by all its valid instances obtained by instantiating X and Y by concrete names.
Notice that, if the set of names is infinite, the resulting system becomes infinite,
too. This orthogonal version of CINNI will also be used in the proof of strong
normalization (Theorem 5.3.3).

Theorem 5.3.2 (Confluence)
The relation →S is confluent.
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Some mathematical evidence that CINNIλ is a nontrivial generalization of λυ
and its metatheory seems to be given by the observation that the proof of strong
normalization in [BBLRD96, LRD94], which makes use of elementary interpre-
tations [Les92], cannot be applied to CINNIλ. Indeed the problematic equations
are (RVarLiftNEq) and the syntax-specific equations which make it unlikely that
a proof of strong normalization can be obtained by a modified elementary inter-
pretation. Furthermore, the syntax-specific equations seem to prevent us from
giving a proof based on recursive path orderings. Hence, we pursue a different
approach which makes use of the fact that in orthogonal term rewrite systems all
maximal computations that do not erase redexes are essentially equivalent. In
particular, computations that only perform innermost reductions are in a certain
sense representative computations and can be used to prove strong normalization
as already observed in [O’D77]. Indeed, the following theorem is proved by ex-
hibiting an innermost-reduction strategy and showing that it always terminates.

Theorem 5.3.3 (Strong Normalization)
The relation →S is strongly normalizing.

Proof We first consider the rewrite system CINNI, i.e. CINNIL without the
syntax-specific equations for L. It is strongly normalizing as it can be easily
verified using the following polynomial interpretation:

[[Xm]] = m + 2

[[f(P1, . . . , Pn)]] = [[P1]] + . . . + [[Pn]] + 2 with [[X]] = 1

[[↑X]] = 3

[[[X:=M ]]] = [[M ]]

[[⇑XS]] = 4[[S]]

[[S M ]] = [[S]][[M ]]

To prove strong normalization for CINNIL we use the theorem from [O’D77]
according to which an orthogonal term rewriting system is strongly normalizing
iff each term has a normal form reachable by innermost reduction. Hence, strong
normalization of CINNIL can be verified by exhibiting an innermost reduction
strategy that always terminates. Given a term Q′

0, the strategy repeatedly applies
the following two steps starting with Step (2) until the termination condition (see
Step (2)) is satisfied.

1. If Qi contains CINNIL-redexes (after executing Step (2)) they can only be
redexes w.r.t. a syntax-specific equation. Pick an occurrence of such an
innermost redex Ni in Qi which is necessarily of the form S f(P1, . . . , Pn).
We can write Qi as Ci[Ni] where Ci is a context. Now reduce Ni using only
syntax-specific equations as far as possible and call the result N ′

i . This gives
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a term Ci[N
′
i ] that we denote by Q′

i. Observe that, since each constructor
f in L has an associated syntax-specific equation, each maximal (w.r.t.
subterm ordering) the substitution in Q′

i is of the form ⇑Z̄ S and must be
applied to a variable, i.e. it is part of an application of the form ⇑Z̄S Xm.

2. Reduce Q′
i to normal form w.r.t. CINNI (i.e. CINNIL without syntax-

specific equations) by successively reducing innermost redexes and call the
result Qi+1. Notice that Qi+1 cannot contain substitution applications of
the form S Xm. If Qi+1 does not contain any substitutions the strategy
terminates.

We say that the sequential execution of Step (1) and Step (2) constitutes a round
of the strategy. To define a well-founded order that decreases in each round we
first define [[Q]] as the multiset of all substitutions contained in Q which can be
either a substitution or a term. More precisely

[[X]] = ∅
[[Xm]] = ∅

[[f(P1, . . . , Pn)]] = [[P1]] ⊕ . . . ⊕ [[Pn]]

[[↑X]] = {↑X}
[[[X:=M ]]] = {[X:=M ]} ⊕ [[M ]]

[[⇑XS]] = {⇑XS} ⊕ [[S]]

[[S M ]] = {S} ⊕ [[S]] ⊕ [[M ]]

where ⊕ denotes multiset union. Then we define the complexity C(Q) as the
multiset of natural numbers

⊕
S∈[[Q]] |[[S]]|, where |[[S]]| is the cardinality of [[S]]

as a multiset. We furthermore define the partial order (MS(N), <m) as the
multiset extension [DM79] of (N, <). For subsequent rounds i and i + 1 of the
above strategy we verify C(Qi) >m C(Qi+1) by distinguishing the following two
cases after performing Step (1).

• S is of the form ⇑Ȳ ↑U. In this case each maximal substitution in N ′
i (as

a subterm of Q′
i) is of the form ⇑Z̄ ⇑Ȳ ↑U Xm. The subsquent step (2) will

replace each of these subterms in N ′
i by a term of the form Xm′ , which is

clearly of lower complexity than ⇑Z̄⇑Ȳ ↑U Xm.

• S is of the form ⇑Ȳ [U :=M ]. In this case each maximal substitution in N ′
i

(as a subterm of Q′
i) is of the form ⇑Z̄ [U :=M ] Xm. The subsequent step

(2) will replace each of these substitution applications by either a variable
Xm′ (if X 6= U or M is a variable) or a term of the form ↑Z̄′ M where Z̄ ′

is a sublist of Z̄ (if X = U and M is not a variable), which are both terms
of lower complexity than ⇑Z̄ [U :=M ] Xm.

Well-foundedness of (MS(N), <m) is inherited from (N, <). Hence, we conclude
that the above strategy terminates. ¤
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As a consequence of this theorem, each CINNIL-term M and each CINNIL-
substitution S have a unique substitution normal form, which will be denoted
by NF S(M) and NF S(S), respectively. Notice that NF S(M) is a pure term, i.e.,
it does not contain any substitutions; otherwise one of the rewrite rules could be
applied.

5.3.2 Equational Properties

The following induction lemma provides a tool for proving certain equivalences
of the form SL

l . . . SL
1 M ≡S SR

r . . . SR
1 M , and it has been used in the proofs

of the subsequent lemmas which state basic equational properties of the CINNI-
calculus.

Lemma 5.3.4 (Induction Lemma)

Let SL
1 . . . SL

l and SR
1 . . . SR

r be substitutions, and let Trm ′ be a subset of Trm
which is subterm-closed. Define

L(M) = SL
l . . . SL

1 M,

R(M) = SR
r . . . SR

1 M,

⇑W̄ L(M) = ⇑W̄ SL
l . . . ⇑W̄ SL

1 M,

⇑W̄ R(M) = ⇑W̄ SR
r . . . ⇑W̄ SR

1 M.

In order to prove the equivalence

⇑W̄ L(M) ≡S ⇑W̄ R(M)

and in particular
L(M) ≡S R(M)

for all W̄ and terms M ∈ Trm ′, it is sufficient to show that

⇑W̄ L(Xk) ≡S ⇑W̄ R(Xk)

for all W̄ and terms Xk ∈ Trm ′.

Proof Since each term N is equivalent to a pure term NF S(N) by Theorem
5.3.3 we can proceed by structural induction over pure terms M in Trm ′. Our
induction hypothesis is: ∀W̄ . ⇑W̄ L(M) ≡S ⇑W̄ R(M).

Base Case: Given by the assumption of the lemma.

Induction Step: Assuming the induction hypothesis

∀W̄ . ⇑W̄ L(Pi) ≡S ⇑W̄ R(Pi)
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with Pi ∈ Trm ′ for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we have to prove

⇑W̄ L(f(P1, . . . , Pn)) ≡S ⇑W̄ R(f(P1, . . . , Pn))

for f(P1, . . . , Pn) ∈ Trm ′.

In view of the syntax-specific equation for f it is sufficient to show that

f((⇑Pj1,1
,...,Pj1,m1

,W̄ SL
l . . . ⇑Pj1,1

,...,Pj1,m1
,W̄ SL

1 P1), . . . ,

(⇑Pjn,1
,...,Pjn,mn

,W̄ SL
l . . . ⇑Pjn,1

,...,Pjn,mn
,W̄ SL

1 Pn)) ≡S

f((⇑Pj1,1
,...,Pj1,m1

,W̄ SR
r . . . ⇑Pj1,1

,...,Pj1,m1
,W̄ SR

1 P1), . . . ,

(⇑Pjn,1
,...,Pjn,mn

,W̄ SR
r . . . ⇑Pjn,1

,...,Pjn,mn
,W̄ SR

1 Pn))

where the ju,v are defined as before (Section 5.2). The above equivalence
follows immediately by applying the induction hypothesis n times.

¤

In each of the following lemmas we explicitly state a strong equivalence, that can
be established using the induction lemma, followed by some weaker consequences
that are typically sufficient for most purposes. If not explicitly stated the in-
duction lemma is instantiated with Trm ′ = Trm, i.e. to prove properties of all
terms.

Lemma 5.3.5 (Shift Shift Reordering I)

1. ↑Z ↑Y Xm ≡S ↑Y ↑Z Xm,

2. ↑Z̄ ↑Ȳ Xm ≡S ↑Ȳ ↑Z̄ Xm.

Proof (1) is a special case of (2) which is obtained as follows: ↑Z̄ ↑Ȳ Xm ≡S

↑Z̄ Xm+y ≡S Xm+y+z ≡S ↑Ȳ Xm+z ≡S ↑Ȳ ↑Z̄ Xm where y = |Ȳ |X and z =
|Z̄|X . ¤

Lemma 5.3.6 (Simplification I)

1. ⇑Ȳ S Xm ≡S Xm if m < |Ȳ |X ,

2. ⇑Ȳ S Xm ≡S ↑Ȳ S Xm−i if m ≥ |Ȳ |X = i.

Proof

1. We proceed by induction over m.

Base case: Assume |Ȳ |X > m = 0. Choose Z̄, Z̄ ′, X with Z̄ ′, X, Z̄ = Ȳ
and X /∈ Z̄ ′. We have ⇑Ȳ S X0 ≡S ⇑Z̄′,X,Z̄ S X0 ≡S

⇑Z̄′⇑X⇑Z̄S X0 ≡S ↑Z̄′⇑X⇑Z̄S X0 ≡S ↑Z̄′ X0 ≡S X0.
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Induction step: Our induction hypothesis is: ∀X̄, Ȳ . ⇑Ȳ S Xm ≡S Xm if
|Ȳ |X > m. Now consider ⇑Ȳ S Xm+1 assuming |Ȳ |X > m + 1. Choose
Z̄, Z̄ ′, and X with Z̄ ′, X, Z̄ = Ȳ and X /∈ Z̄ ′. We then have ⇑Ȳ

S Xm+1 ≡S ⇑Z̄′,X,Z̄ S Xm+1 ≡S ↑Z̄′⇑X,Z̄ S Xm+1 ≡S ↑Z̄′ ↑X ⇑Z̄ S Xm.
By the induction hypothesis we have ↑Z̄′ ↑X ⇑Z̄ S Xm ≡S ↑Z̄′ ↑X Xm

since |Z̄|X > m. Finally, ↑Z̄′ ↑X Xm ≡S Xm+1.

2. We proceed by induction over i.

Base Case: Clearly, ⇑Ȳ S Xm ≡S ↑Ȳ S Xm for m ≥ |Ȳ |X = 0.

Induction Step: Our induction hypothesis is: ∀X, Ȳ ,m . ⇑Ȳ S Xm ≡S

↑Ȳ S Xm−i if m ≥ |Ȳ |X = i. Now consider ⇑Ȳ S Xn assuming n ≥
|Ȳ |X = i + 1. Clearly, n = m + 1 for some m. Choose Z̄, Z̄ ′, and X
with Z̄ ′, X, Z̄ = Ȳ and X /∈ Z̄ ′. Then we have ⇑Ȳ S Xn ≡S ⇑Z̄′,X,Z̄

S Xm+1 ≡S ⇑Z̄′⇑X⇑Z̄S Xm+1 ≡S ↑Z̄′ ↑X ⇑Z̄ S Xm. By the induction
hypothesis we have ↑Z̄′ ↑X ⇑Z̄ S Xm ≡S ↑Z̄′ ↑X ↑Z̄ S Xm−i since m ≥
|Z̄|X = i. Finally, ↑Z̄′ ↑X ↑Z̄ S Xm−i ≡S ↑Ȳ S Xm−i.

¤

Lemma 5.3.7 (Simplification II)

1. ⇑Ȳ ↑Z Xm ≡S Xm where Z 6= X,

2. ⇑Ȳ ↑Z Xm ≡S ↑Z Xm if m ≥ |Ȳ |X ,

3. ⇑Ȳ ↑Z Xm ≡S ↑Z Xm if Z /∈ Ȳ ,

4. ⇑W̄⇑Ȳ ↑Z M ≡S ⇑W̄ ↑Z M if Z /∈ Ȳ ,

5. ⇑Ȳ ↑Z M ≡S ↑Z M if Z /∈ Ȳ .

Proof

1. If m < |Ȳ |X this follows from Lemma 5.3.6.(1). If m ≥ |Ȳ |X it follows from
Lemma 5.3.6.(2) and Z 6= X.

2. Lemma 5.3.6.(2) gives ⇑Ȳ ↑Z Xm ≡S ↑Ȳ ↑Z Xm−i where m ≥ |Ȳ |X = i.
We also have ↑Ȳ ↑Z Xm−i ≡S ↑Z ↑Ȳ Xm−i by Lemma 5.3.5. Therefore, ⇑Ȳ

↑Z Xm ≡S ↑Z ↑Ȳ Xm−i ≡S ↑Z Xm.

3. Assume Z /∈ Ȳ . If X /∈ Ȳ then ⇑Ȳ ↑Z Xm ≡S ↑Ȳ ↑Z Xm ≡S ↑Z ↑Ȳ Xm ≡S

↑Z Xm using Lemma 5.3.5 and we are done. If X ∈ Ȳ and consequently
X 6= Z we can apply (1) and we obtain ⇑Ȳ ↑Z Xm ≡S Xm ≡S ↑Z Xm.
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4. Follows from

⇑W̄⇑Ȳ ↑Z Xm ≡S ⇑W̄ ↑Z Xm if Z /∈ Ȳ (∗)

using the induction lemma. To prove (∗) we proceed by case analysis:

(a) Assume m < |W̄ |X . Then ⇑W̄⇑Ȳ ↑Z Xm ≡S Xm clearly holds.

(b) Assume m ≥ |W̄ |X = i. Then ⇑W̄⇑Ȳ ↑Z Xm ≡S ↑W̄ ⇑Ȳ ↑Z Xm−i ≡S ↑W̄

Xm−i ≡S Xm using (3) and Z /∈ Ȳ .

5. Special case of (4).
¤

Lemma 5.3.8 (Simplification III)

1. ⇑Ȳ [Z:=N ] Xm ≡S Xm where Z 6= X,

2. ⇑Ȳ [Z:=N ] ⇑Ȳ ↑Z Xm ≡S Xm,

3. ⇑Ȳ [Z:=N ] ⇑Ȳ ↑Z M ≡S M ,

4. [Z:=N ] ↑Z M ≡S M .

Proof

1. If m < |Ȳ |X this follows from Lemma 5.3.6.(1). If m ≥ |Ȳ |X it follows from
Lemma 5.3.6.(2) and Z 6= X.

2. We consider two cases:

(a) Assume m < |Ȳ |X . Then ⇑Ȳ [Z:=N ] ⇑Ȳ ↑Z Xm ≡S ⇑Ȳ [Z:=N ] Xm

≡S Xm.

(b) Assume m ≥ |Ȳ |X = i. Then ⇑Ȳ [Z:=N ] ⇑Ȳ ↑ZXm ≡S ⇑Ȳ [Z:=N ] ↑Z

Xm. We distinguish two cases: If X = Z then ⇑Ȳ [Z:=N ] ↑Z Xm ≡S

⇑Ȳ [Z:=N ] ↑Z Xm−i ≡S ↑Ȳ [Z:=N ] Xm−i+1 ≡S ↑Ȳ Xm−i ≡S Xm.
If X 6= Z then ⇑Ȳ [Z:=N ] ↑Z Xm−i ≡S ↑Ȳ [Z:=N ] Xm−i ≡S ↑Ȳ

Xm−i ≡S Xm.

3. Follows from (2) using the induction lemma.

4. Special case of (3).
¤
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Lemma 5.3.9 (Shift Shift Reordering II)

1. ⇑W̄ ↑Z ⇑W̄ ↑Y M ≡S ⇑W̄ ↑Y ⇑W̄ ↑Z M ,

2. ↑Z ↑Y M ≡S ↑Y ↑Z M .

Proof (2) is a special case of (1) which follows from

⇑W̄ ↑Z ⇑W̄ ↑Y Xm ≡S ⇑W̄ ↑Y ⇑W̄ ↑Z Xm (∗)

using the induction lemma.

To prove (∗) it is sufficient to show that ⇑W̄ ↑Z ⇑W̄ ↑Y Xm is equivalent to a term
that is symmetric, i.e. invariant under exchange of Y and Z. We distinguish the
cases:

1. Assume m < |W̄ |X . Then ⇑W̄ ↑Z ⇑W̄ ↑Y Xm ≡S ⇑W̄ ↑Z Xm ≡S Xm which is
symmetric.

2. Assume m ≥ |W̄ |X = i. We have ⇑W̄ ↑Z ⇑W̄ ↑Y Xm ≡S ⇑W̄ ↑Z ↑W̄ ↑Y

Xm−i ≡S ⇑W̄ ↑Z ↑W̄ Xm−i+y ≡S ⇑W̄ ↑Z Xm+y ≡S ↑W̄ ↑Z Xm+y−i ≡S ↑W̄

Xm+y−i+z ≡S Xm+y+z where y = |Y |X and z = |Z|X . Clearly, Xm+y+z is
symmetric.

¤

Lemma 5.3.10 (Lift Lift Reordering I)

⇑Z⇑Y S Xm ≡S ⇑Y ⇑ZS Xm.

Proof Trivial for the case where X = Z and X = Y . Now we consider the
left hand side ⇑Z⇑Y S Xm for the remaining cases:

1. X = Z and X 6= Y . If m = 0 then ⇑Z⇑Y S Xm ≡S Xm. If m > 0 then ⇑Z

⇑Y S Xm ≡S ↑Z⇑Y S Xm−1 ≡S ↑Z ↑Y S Xm−1.

2. X 6= Z and X = Y . If m = 0 then ⇑Z ⇑Y S Xm ≡S ↑Z ⇑Y S Xm ≡S ↑Z

Xm ≡S Xm. If m > 0 then ⇑Z⇑Y S Xm ≡S ↑Z⇑Y S Xm ≡S ↑Z↑Y S Xm−1.

3. X 6= Z and X 6= Y . Then ⇑Z⇑Y S Xm ≡S ↑Z⇑Y S Xm ≡S ↑Z ↑Y S Xm.

The corresponding results for the right hand side are:

1. X = Z and X 6= Y . If m = 0 then ⇑Y ⇑ZS Xm ≡S ↑Y ⇑Z S Xm ≡S ↑Y

Xm ≡S Xm. If m > 0 then ⇑Y ⇑ZS Xm ≡S ↑Y ⇑ZS Xm ≡S ↑Y ↑Z S Xm−1.
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2. X 6= Z and X = Y . If m = 0 then ⇑Y ⇑ZS Xm ≡S Xm. If m > 0 then ⇑Y

⇑ZS Xm ≡S ↑Y ⇑ZS Xm−1 ≡S ↑Y ↑Z S Xm−1.

3. X 6= Z and X 6= Y . Then ⇑Y ⇑ZS Xm ≡S ↑Y ⇑ZS Xm ≡S ↑Y ↑Z S Xm.

In each of these cases we observe the equivalence of left hand side and right hand
side (using Lemma 5.3.9.(2) when needed). ¤

Lemma 5.3.11 (Lift Lift Reordering II)

1. ⇑W̄⇑Z⇑Y S M ≡S ⇑W̄⇑Y ⇑ZS M ,

2. ⇑Z⇑Y S M ≡S ⇑Y ⇑ZS M .

Proof (2) is a special case of (1) which follows from

⇑W̄⇑Z⇑Y S Xm ≡S ⇑W̄⇑Y ⇑ZS Xm (∗)

using the induction lemma. To prove (∗) we consider two cases:

1. m < |W̄ |X . Then we have ⇑W̄ ⇑Z⇑Y S Xm ≡S Xm and ⇑W̄ ⇑Y ⇑ZS Xm ≡S

Xm, both by Lemma 5.3.6.(1).

2. m ≥ |W̄ |X = i. Then ⇑W̄ ⇑Z⇑Y S Xm ≡S ↑W̄ ⇑Z ⇑Y S Xm−i and ⇑W̄

⇑Y ⇑ZS Xm ≡S ↑W̄ ⇑Y ⇑ZS Xm−i. Now (∗) follows using Lemma 5.3.10.
¤

Lemma 5.3.12 (Special Shift Reordering)

1. ⇑W̄ ,Y ↑X ⇑W̄ ↑Y M ≡S ⇑W̄ ↑Y ⇑W̄ ↑X M ,

2. ⇑Y ↑X ↑Y M ≡S ↑Y ↑X M ,

3. ⇑Ȳ ↑X ↑Ȳ M ≡S ↑Ȳ ↑X M .

Proof (3) is obtained by repeated application of (2) and (2) is a special case
of (1) which follows from

⇑W̄ ,Y ↑X ⇑W̄ ↑Y Xm ≡S ⇑W̄ ↑Y ⇑W̄ ↑X Xm (∗)

using the induction lemma. To prove (∗) we consider the left hand side and the
right hand side separately starting with the left hand side:

1. Assume m < |W̄ |X . Clearly, ⇑W̄ ,Y ↑X ⇑W̄ ↑Y Xm ≡S Xm.
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2. Assume m ≥ |W̄ |X = i. Defining y as |Y |Z we have ⇑W̄ ,Y ↑X ⇑W̄ ↑Y

Xm ≡S ⇑W̄ ,Y ↑X ↑W̄ ↑Y Xm−i ≡S ⇑W̄ ,Y ↑X ↑W̄ Xm−i+y ≡S ⇑W̄ ,Y ↑X

Xm+y ≡S ↑W̄ ,Y ↑X Xm+y−(i+y) ≡S ↑W̄ ,Y ↑X Xm−i since m + y ≥ |W̄ , Y |X =
i + y.

Now observe the equivalence with the right hand side in each of these cases:

1. Assume m < |W̄ |X . Clearly, ⇑W̄ ↑Y ⇑W̄ ↑X Xm ≡S Xm.

2. Assume m ≥ |W̄ |X = i. Defining y as |Y |Z we have ⇑W̄ ↑Y ⇑W̄ ↑X

Xm ≡S ⇑W̄ ↑Y ↑W̄ ↑X Xm−i ≡S ⇑W̄ ↑Y Xm+1 ≡S ↑W̄ ↑Y Xm+1−i ≡S

Xm+y+1 ≡S ↑W̄ ↑Y ↑X Xm−i ≡S ↑W̄ ,Y ↑X Xm−i ≡S ⇑W̄ ,Y ↑XXm+y since m+
y ≥ |W̄ , Y |X = i + y.

¤

The previous lemma is used in a similar proof of the following generalization.

Lemma 5.3.13 (General Shift Reordering)

1. ⇑W̄ ,Y S ⇑W̄ ↑Y M ≡S ⇑W̄ ↑Y ⇑W̄ S M ,

2. ⇑Y S ↑Y M ≡S ↑Y S M ,

3. ⇑Ȳ S ↑Ȳ M ≡S ↑Ȳ S M .

Proof (3) is obtained by repeated application of (2) and (2) is a special case
of (1) which follows from

⇑W̄ ,Y S ⇑W̄ ↑Y Xm ≡S ⇑W̄ ↑Y ⇑W̄ S Xm (∗)
using the induction lemma. To prove (∗) we consider the left hand side and the
right hand side separately starting with the left hand side:

1. Assume m < |W̄ |X . Clearly, ⇑W̄ ,Y S ⇑W̄ ↑Y Xm ≡S Xm.

2. Assume m ≥ |W̄ |X = i. Defining y as |Y |Z we have ⇑W̄ ,Y S ⇑W̄ ↑Y

Xm ≡S ⇑W̄ ,Y S ↑W̄ ↑Y Xm−i ≡S ⇑W̄ ,Y S ↑W̄ Xm−i+y ≡S ⇑W̄ ,Y S Xm+y ≡S

↑W̄ ,Y S Xm+y−(i+y) ≡S ↑W̄ ,Y S Xm−i since m + y ≥ |W̄ , Y |X = i + y.

Now observe the equivalence with the right hand side in each of these cases:

1. Assume m < |W̄ |X . Clearly, ⇑W̄ ↑Y ⇑W̄ S Xm ≡S Xm.

2. Assume m ≥ |W̄ |X = i. Defining y as |Y |Z we have ⇑W̄ ↑Y ⇑W̄ S Xm ≡S

⇑W̄ ↑Y ↑W̄ S Xm−i and ⇑W̄ ↑Y ↑W̄ S Xm−i ≡S ↑W̄ ↑Y S Xm−i by Lemma
5.3.12.(3). Furthermore, ↑W̄ ↑Y S Xm−i ≡S ↑W̄ ,Y S Xm−i ≡S ⇑W̄ ,Y S Xm+y

since m + y ≥ |W̄ , Y |X = i + y.
¤
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Lemma 5.3.14 (Simple Substitution Reordering)

1. ⇑W̄ S ⇑W̄ [Z:=N ] M ≡S ⇑W̄ [Z:=S N ] ⇑W̄ ,ZS M ,

2. S [Z:=N ] M ≡S [Z:=S N ] ⇑ZS M ,

3. [Y :=L] [Z:=N ] M ≡S [Z:=[Y :=L] N ] ⇑Z [Y :=L] M .

Proof (2) and (3) are special cases of (1) which follows from

⇑W̄ S ⇑W̄ [Z:=N ] Xm ≡S ⇑W̄ [Z:=S N ] ⇑W̄ ,ZS Xm (∗)

using the induction lemma. To prove (∗) we consider the left hand side and the
right hand side separately starting with the left hand side:

1. Assume m < |W̄ |X . Clearly, ⇑W̄ S ⇑W̄ [Z:=N ] Xm ≡S Xm.

2. Assume m ≥ |W̄ |X = i. We have ⇑W̄ S ⇑W̄ [Z:=N ] Xm ≡S ⇑W̄ S ↑W̄

[Z:=N ] Xm−i. We distinguish three cases:

(a) Assume X 6= Z. Then ⇑W̄ S ↑W̄ [Z:=N ] Xm−i ≡S ⇑W̄ S ↑W̄ Xm−i ≡S

⇑W̄ S Xm ≡S ↑W̄ S Xm−i.

(b) Assume X = Z and m− i = 0. Then ⇑W̄ S ↑W̄ [Z:=N ] Xm−i ≡S ⇑W̄

S ↑W̄ N ≡S ↑W̄ S N using Lemma 5.3.13.

(c) Assume X = Z and m− i > 0. Then ⇑W̄ S ↑W̄ [Z:=N ] Xm−i ≡S ⇑W̄

S ↑W̄ Xm−i−1 ≡S ↑W̄ S Xm−i−1 using Lemma 5.3.13.

Now we consider the right hand side:

1. Assume m < |W̄ |X . Clearly, ⇑W̄ [Z:=S N ] ⇑W̄ ,ZS Xm ≡S Xm.

2. Assume m ≥ |W̄ |X = i. Then we have ⇑W̄ [Z:=S N ] ⇑W̄ ,Z S Xm ≡S ⇑W̄

[Z:=S N ] ↑W̄ ⇑Z S Xm−i ≡S ↑W̄ [Z:=S N ] ⇑Z S Xm−i using Lemma
5.3.13. We distinguish three cases:

(a) Assume X 6= Z. ↑W̄ [Z:=S N ] ⇑Z S Xm−i ≡S ↑W̄ [Z:=S N ] ↑Z

S Xm−i ≡S ↑W̄ S Xm−i using Lemma 5.3.8.(4).

(b) Assume X = Z and m− i = 0. Clearly, ↑W̄ [Z:=S N ] ⇑ZS Xm−i ≡S

↑W̄ [Z:=S N ] ⇑ZS X0 ≡S ↑W̄ [Z:=S N ] X0 =↑W̄ S N .

(c) Assume X = Z and m− i > 0. We have ↑W̄ [Z:=S N ] ⇑ZS Xm−i ≡S

↑W̄ [Z:=S N ] ↑Z S Xm−i−1 ≡S ↑W̄ S Xm−i−1 using Lemma 5.3.8.(4).
¤
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The following lemma states that substitutions S only modifying variables which
do not occur in a term M leave the term unchanged. Notice however that its
assumption is not necessarily satisfiable if the set of names in our language L is
finite and all of them are used in M . Its proof is a good example of the use of
the induction lemma in its general form.

Lemma 5.3.15 (Substitution Elimination)
Assume that Z does not occur in M and S is a substitution of the form [Z:=N ]
or ↑Z. Then we have

1. ⇑W̄ S M ≡S M ,

2. S M ≡S M .

Proof

(2) reduces to (1) which follows from

⇑W̄ S Xm ≡S Xm (∗)

assuming X 6= Z using the induction lemma instantiated for the subset of terms
Trm ′ which do not contain Z. To prove (∗) we consider the following cases:

1. Assume m < |W̄ |X . Then ⇑W̄ S Xm ≡S Xm by Lemma 5.3.6.(1).

2. Assume m ≥ |W̄ |X = i. Then ⇑W̄ S Xm ≡S ↑W̄ S Xm−i ≡S ↑W̄ Xm−i ≡S

Xm by considering the two cases for S in the assumption of the lemma.
¤

5.3.3 Preservation of Confluence

In a typical application context the specification of CINNIL is extended by extra
equations8 such as β-reduction in the case of CINNIλ. A natural question to
ask is whether the resulting system remains confluent if confluence of the system
without explicit substitutions has already been established. So let R be the set
of (possibly conditional) equations of the form ∀X . M = N if φ̄. Here M and
N are terms possibly containing equational logic variables. In analogy to ⇒S we
define the relation ⇒R on terms such that M ⇒S N holds iff our specification

8Depending on the intended model-theoretic semantics of the specification (especially re-
garding the level of abstraction) we can also use extra rules (in the sense of rewriting logic)
instead of extra equations. The operational treatment is entirely analogous. We would like to
emphazise, however, that the treatment and the results of this chapter focus on extra rules of
equational nature, i.e. defining a reduction relation that satisfies the standard context closure
property of equality.
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has an extra equation ∀X . L = R if φ̄ and there is a kinded substitution θ for
X such that θ(φ̄) is derivable. We denote the context closure of ⇒R and ⇒S ∪
⇒R on terms and substitutions by →R and →SR, respectively. We also define a
relation VR on pure, i.e. substitution-free, terms by M VR M ′′ iff there is an M ′

such that M →R M ′ and M ′′ = NF S(M
′). We use VR as a reference system that

operates at a level of abstraction without (observable) explicit substitutions.9

Definition 5.3.16 (Well-Formedness)

We say that the set R of equations is well-formed iff for each equation in R both
of its sides are terms of the (object language) term sort, there are no substitu-
tion applications occurring in the left hand side, and for all terms M ,N , and
substitutions S,

M ⇒R M ′ implies ∃N ′ : NF S(S M) ⇒R N ′ ≡S S M ′

It is interesting to note that well-formedness excludes quite different kinds of
ill-formed rules. Intuitively, well-formedness expresses compatibility between ap-
plication of rules and application of substitutions modulo the equations of the
substitution calculus. We will show in Corollary 5.3.22 that well-formedness con-
stitutes is a sufficient condition to ensure certain coherence properties in the sense
of [Vir95, Vir] and [Mes93]. The advantage of our well-formedness condition is
that it covers all practically relevant extensions of CINNI by extra equations and
that it is usually easy to verify by equational reasoning. Indeed, for a concrete
object language this condition can typically be verified using the lemmas given
before, as we will show in the examples of Section 5.4.

Lemma 5.3.17 (Well-Formedness Lemma) Assume that R is well-formed.
Then for all terms M ,N , q ∈ N, and substitutions S1, . . . , Sq,

M ⇒R M ′ implies ∃N ′ : NF S(Sq . . . S1 M) ⇒R N ′ ≡S Sq . . . S1 M ′

Proof

We first prove this lemma for all q ≥ 1 by induction over n.

Base Case: For q = 1 the lemma coincides with the definition of well-formedness.

Induction Step: Our induction hypothesis is: M ⇒R M ′ implies ∃N ′ :
NF S(Sq . . . S1 M) ⇒R N ′ ≡S Sq . . . S1 M ′ for all M , M ′, n ∈ N, and

9The relation VR can be seen as a reduction relation →R/S in the terminology of normalized
rewriting [Mar96]. In other words we could use the rewrite system defined by R to rewrite
modulo the normalizing rewrite system S, but we show in the following that under natural
conditions there is no need to impose any strategy (such as normalized rewriting), i.e., S and
R can be combined into a single rewrite system which is equivalent to our reference system.
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S1, . . . , Sq. Assume M and M ′ with M ⇒R M ′. The induction hypothesis
gives us an N ′ such that NF S(Sq . . . S1 M) ⇒R N ′ ≡S Sq . . . S1 M ′.
Applying well-formedness gives us an N ′′ with NF S(Sq+1 Sq . . . S1 M) =
NF S(Sq+1 NF S(Sq . . . S1 M)) ⇒R N ′′ ≡S Sq+1 Sq . . . S1 M ′.

Now it remains to prove the lemma for q = 0. Assume M ⇒R M ′. We have to
show that ∃N ′ : NF S(M) ⇒R N ′ ≡S M ′. We reduce this case to the case q = 2
as follows. Choose substitutions S1 = [X:=X0] and S2 =↑X for an arbitrary X
(exploiting our general assumption that the set of names is nonempty). Using
the lemma for q = 2 we obtain N ′ such that NF S(S2 S1 M) ⇒R N ′ ≡S S2 S1 M ′

which for our choices is NF S([X:=X0] ↑X M) ⇒R N ′ ≡S [X:=X0] ↑X M ′.
Using Lemma 5.3.8.(4) this is equivalent to NF S(M) ⇒R N ′ ≡S N ′ ≡S M ′,
which proves our lemma for q = 0.

¤
As a side note we would like to point out that, unlike calculi like λσ [ACCL91],
CINNI does not have an identity substitution i.e. a substitution S such that
S M ≡S M for all M . Of course, adding such a substitution would not cause any
difficulties. On the other hand, it is possible to construct an “individual identity
substitution” S for each term M such that S M ≡S M holds, e.g. using Lemma
5.3.15 if new variables are available, or more generally by an arbitrary substitution
which is “lifted sufficiently high” (exploiting Lemma 5.3.6). However, as we can
see from the the previous proof, the effect of an identity substitution can be easily
achieved using two substitutions [X:=X0] ↑X.

Lemma 5.3.18 (Simplification Ordering) It follows from strong normaliza-
tion (Theorem 5.3.3) that there is a smallest partial order ≺ that contains→S and
the subterm ordering @. This ≺ is a simplification ordering, i.e. a well-founded,
context-closed partial order that contains the subterm ordering.

Proof Sketch. @ and →S are context-closed by definition. →S is well-founded
by Theorem 5.3.3. ≺ is the transitive closure of (@) ∪ (→S) and is therefore
context-closed. Since each infinite descending chain of ≺ corresponds to an infi-
nite descending chain of →S we conclude that ≺ must be well-founded. ¤
It is remarkable that the proof of the confluence theorem and in particular the
proof of the subsequent projection lemma, both given in [LRD94, BBLRD96] for
λυ, generalize to our setting without any difficulties.

Lemma 5.3.19 (Projection) Assume that R is well-formed. Then

1. M →R M ′ implies NF S(M) V∗
R NF S(M

′) and

2. S →R S ′ implies NF S(S) V∗
R NF S(S

′),
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where →R and NF S are lifted to substitutions in the natural way.

Proof We prove that Q →R Q′ implies NF S(Q) V∗
R NF S(Q

′) for all Q which
are terms or substitutions by well-founded induction over Q w.r.t. the simplifi-
cation ordering ≺.

We first treat the case where Q is a substitution S, i.e., we can assume S →R S ′.
In this case S and S ′ must be of the form ⇑Ȳ [X:=N ] and ⇑Ȳ [X:=N ′], respectively,
and we have N →R N ′. By induction hypothesis we obtain NF S(N) V∗

R NF S(N
′)

and hence NF S(S) V∗
R NF S(S

′).

In the remainder of the proof we deal with the case where Q is a term, i.e., we
can assume M →R M ′. Without loss of generality we can furthermore assume
that M = Sq . . . S1 N for some N which is not a substitution application. Since
the left hand sides of equations in R cannot contain substitutions, it follows that
the redex must be inside N or inside one of the Si. Hence M ′ can also be written
as M ′ = S ′q . . . S ′1 N ′ and we distinguish the following cases:

1. N →R N ′ and Si = S ′i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , q}.

(a) We first consider the case N ⇒R N ′, i.e., a rule is applied at the
top of N . By the well-formedness lemma there is a Q′ such that
NF S(Sq . . . S1 N) ⇒R Q′ ≡S (Sq . . . S1 N ′). It follows that NF S(M)
⇒R Q′ ≡S NF S(M

′), which implies NF S(M) V∗
R NF S(Q

′) = NF S(M
′),

and we are done.

(b) Otherwise, i.e. if N ⇒R N ′ does not hold, N is of the form f(P1, . . . ,
Pn), N ′ is of the form f(P ′

1, . . . , P
′
n) and there is an i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

such that f(P1, . . . , Pn) →R f(P ′
1, . . . , P

′
n) with Pi →R P ′

i and Pj =
P ′

j for all j 6= i. Notice that M = Sq . . . S1 f(P1, . . . , Pn) →+
S

f(⇑X̄1
Sq . . . ⇑X̄1

S1 P1, . . . ,⇑X̄n
Sq . . . ⇑X̄n

S1 Pn) for suitable
X̄i. Notice also that the latter contains ⇑X̄i

Sq . . . ⇑X̄i
S1 Pi as a

subterm. Hence we have NF S(⇑X̄i
Sq . . . ⇑X̄i

S1 Pi) V∗
R NF S(⇑X̄i

Sq . . . ⇑X̄i
S1 P ′

i ) by the induction hypothesis. Therefore, NF S(M) =
NF S(Sq . . . S1 f(P1, . . . , Pn)) = f(NF S(⇑X̄1

Sq . . .
⇑X̄1

S1 P1), . . . ,NF S(⇑X̄n
Sq . . . ⇑X̄n

S1 Pn)) V∗
R f(NF S(⇑X̄1

Sq

. . . ⇑X̄1
S1 P ′

1), . . . ,NF S(⇑X̄n
Sq . . . ⇑X̄n

S1 P ′
n)) = NF S(Sq . . . S1

f(P ′
1, . . . , P

′
n)) = NF S(M

′).

2. N = N ′, S1 →R S ′1, and Sj = S ′j for all j ∈ {2, . . . , q}. So we have S1 →R

S ′1, which implies that S1 =⇑Z̄ [Y :=Q] and S ′1 =⇑Z̄ [Y :=Q′] for some Z̄,Y
and Q →R Q′. We proceed by case analysis on N :

(a) N is of the form Xm. Then we have three subcases:

i. X = Y and m = |Z̄|X = i. In this case Sq . . . S2 ⇑Z̄ [Y :=Q] Xm →+
S

Sq . . . S2 ↑Z̄ [Y :=Q] X0 →S Sq . . . S2 ↑Z̄ Q and Sq . . . S2 ⇑Z̄
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[Y :=Q′] Xm →+
S Sq . . . S2 ↑Z̄ [Y :=Q′] X0 →S Sq . . . S2 ↑Z̄

Q′. Furthermore, Sq . . . S2 ↑Z̄ Q →R Sq . . . S2 ↑Z̄ Q′

and by the induction hypothesis NF S(Sq . . . S1 N) = NF S(Sq

. . . S2 ↑Z̄ Q) V∗
R NF S(Sq . . . S2 ↑Z̄ Q′) = NF S(Sq . . . S1 N ′).

ii. X = Y and m > |Z̄|X = i. In this case Sq . . . S2 ⇑Z̄ [Y :=Q] Xm

→+
S Sq . . . S2 ↑Z̄ [Y :=Q] Xm−i →+

S Sq . . . S2 Xm−1 and
Sq . . . S2 ⇑Z̄ [Y :=Q′] Xm →+

S Sq . . . S2 ↑Z̄ [Y :=Q′] Xm−i →+
S

Sq . . . S2 Xm−1. We trivially have NF S(Sq . . . S1 N) = NF S(Sq

. . . S2 Xm−1) V∗
R NF S(Sq . . . S2 Xm−1) = NF S(Sq . . . S1 N ′).

iii. X = Y and m < |Z̄|X . In this case Sq . . . S2 ⇑Z̄ [Y :=Q] Xm →+
S

Sq . . . S2 Xm and Sq . . . S2 ⇑Z̄ [Y :=Q′] Xm →+
S Sq . . . S2 Xm.

We trivially have NF S(Sq . . . S1 N) = NF S(Sq . . . S2 Xm) V∗
R

NF S(Sq . . . S2 Xm) = NF S(Sq . . . S1 N ′).
iv. X 6= Y . In this case Sq . . . S2 ⇑Z̄ [Y :=Q] Xm →+

S Sq . . . S2 Xm

and Sq . . . S2 ⇑Z̄ [Y :=Q′] Xm →+
S Sq . . . S2 Xm. We trivially

have NF S(Sq . . . S1 N) = NF S(Sq . . . S2 Xm) V∗
R NF S(Sq . . . S2

Xm) = NF S(Sq . . . S1 N ′).

(b) N is of the form f(P1, . . . , Pn). Notice that M = Sq . . . S1 f(P1, . . . ,
Pn) →+

S f(⇑X̄1
Sq . . . ⇑X̄1

S1 P1, . . . ,⇑X̄n
Sq . . . ⇑X̄n

S1 Pn) for
suitable X̄i. The latter contains ⇑X̄i

Sq . . . ⇑X̄i
S1 Pi as a sub-

term. Hence we have NF S(⇑X̄i
Sq . . . ⇑X̄i

S1 Pi) V∗
R NF S(⇑X̄i

S ′q . . .
⇑X̄i

S ′1 Pi) by the induction hypothesis. Therefore, NF S(M) = NF S(Sq

. . . S1 f(P1, . . . , Pn)) = f(NF S(⇑X̄1
Sq . . . ⇑X̄1

S1 P1), . . . ,NF S(⇑X̄n

Sq . . . ⇑X̄n
S1 Pn)) V∗

R f(NF S(⇑X̄1
S ′q . . . ⇑X̄1

S ′1 P1), . . . ,NF S(⇑X̄n

S ′q . . . ⇑X̄n
S ′1 Pn)) = NF S(S

′
q . . . S ′1 f(P1, . . . , Pn)) = NF S(M

′).

3. N = N ′ and there is an i ∈ {2, . . . , q} such that Si →R S ′i and Sj =
S ′j for all j 6= i. Clearly, there is an L such that S1 N →+

S L. Then
Sq . . . S1 N →+

S Sq . . . S2 L and as a consequence Sq . . . S2 L is smaller
than M w.r.t. ≺. Since i > 1 we have Sq . . . S2 L →R S ′q . . . S ′2 L and
application of the induction hypothesis yields NF S(M) = NF S(Sq . . . S2 L)
V∗

R NF S(S
′
q . . . S ′2 L) = NF S(M

′).
¤

Lemma 5.3.20 (Hardin’s Interpretation Technique [ACCL91, Har89])
Let S and R be relations on some set T . Assume S is confluent and strongly nor-
malizing and NF S(x) is the normal form of x w.r.t. S. Assume RS is a relation
on NF S(T ) with RS ⊆ (S ∪R)∗ and x R y implies NF S(x) RS

∗ NF S(y). Then
confluence of RS implies confluence of (S ∪R).

As a direct consequence of the previous two lemmas we obtain:
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Theorem 5.3.21 (Preservation of Confluence)

If R is well-formed and VR is confluent then →SR is confluent.

A noteworthy point is that confluence is not reduced to local confluence via
Newman’s Lemma. Therefore, the previous theorem can also be applied in cases
where, like in the λ-calculus, VR is not strongly normalizing.

A corollary of the projection lemma is the following coherence result, which states
that well-formedness implies weak coherence in the sense of [Vir95, Vir] (condition
(3) below), which is equivalent to a notion proposed independently in [Mes93]
(condition (2) below) for the case where the underlying equational theory is not
only confluent but also strongly normalizing.

Corollary 5.3.22
If R is well-formed then →R is is weakly coherent as expressed by each of the
following conditions, which are equivalent for confluent and strongly normalizing
relations →S.

1. Q →R Q′ implies ∃Q′′′ . NF S(Q) →∗
SR Q′′′ ≡S Q′,

2. Q →∗
SR Q′ implies ∃Q′′′ . NF S(Q) →∗

SR Q′′′ ≡S Q′, and

3. Q →∗
S →R Q′ and Q →∗

S Q′′ implies that ∃Q′′′ . Q′′ →∗
S →∗

SR Q′′′ ≡S Q′.

Proof Sketch. (1) is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.3.19. (1) implies (2),
by induction over Q →∗

SR Q′ using (1) for the nontrivial base case. (2) implies
(3) by proving Q′′ →∗

S NF S(Q) →∗
SR Q′′′ ≡S Q′ under the assumptions of (3).

Finally, (1) is a special case of (3) as witnessed by the chosing Q′′ = NF S(Q) in
(3) and the fact that →∗

S →∗
SR =→∗

SR. ¤

Notice that it is not possible to prove strong coherence in the sense of [Vir95, Vir],
i.e. to replace →∗

SR by →R in condition (3) of this theorem, since substitution
can lead to a duplication of redexes. By strengthening the projection lemma,
however, it would be possible to prove strong coherence10 of a parallel version of
→R. More generally, we conjecture that by taking rewrite proofs into account and
using a corresponding stronger well-formedness condition it is possible to prove
coherence as defined in Section 2.4.5, but using a coarser proof equivalence that
corresponds to permutation equivalence in the sense of [LM96]. Since exploring
this possibility is beyond the scope of this chapter, we leave it as an interesting
direction for future work (see Section 5.6).

10See also [Pag98] in which, different from the approach presented here, confluence relies on
such a strong coherence result and local confluence of a notion of parallel reduction. See Section
5.5 for a brief discussion of [Pag98], which uses a substutition calulus based on de Bruijn indices.
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5.4 Applications

In this section we illustrate the use of CINNI to obtain membership equational
logic [Mes98, BJM00] specifications of the λ-calculus, Abadi and Cardelli’s ς-
calculus [AC96] as well as a rewriting logic [Mes92] specification of Milner’s π-
calculus [Mil99]. These calculi are interesting, since they have different binding
constructs and quite different equational theories. In addition, the π-calculus does
not only have an equational theory that specifies process congruence, but there
are also rewrite rules to specify the operational semantics in terms of a transition
system equipped with an algebraic structure. Both process congruence equations
and transition rules make use of substitutions. We show how appropriate instan-
tiations of CINNI can be used in all three cases to obtain formal and executable
first-order representations of these languages in Maude [CDE+99a, CDE+00b].
Furthermore, in each of these examples we give application-specific confluence
results that can be obtained using the general results stated earlier. In each ex-
ample the well-formedness condition can be verified using the lemmas in Section
5.3.2. Since we aim at a unique model in each case, the specifications we give in
the following should all be interpreted under the initial semantics.

5.4.1 Higher-Order Functions: The Lambda-Calculus

For the representation of the untyped λ-calculus we use the predefined sort Qid

to represent names. The following signature defines representations of variables
and λ-terms as elements of the sorts Var and Trm, respectively:

sorts Var Trm .

op _{_} : Qid Nat -> Var .

subsort Var < Trm .

op __ : Trm Trm -> Trm .

op [_]_ : Qid Trm -> Trm .

vars n m : Nat . vars X Y Z : Qid . vars M N : Trm .

Here X{m} is the representation of a variable, i.e. an indexed name, while (M N)

and [X] M represent application and abstraction, respectively.

The instantiation of CINNI to the syntax of λ-terms, that is CINNIλ, is given
below. [X := M], [shift X], and [lift X S] represent simple substitutions,
shift substitutions, and lifted substitutions, respectively, and __ is substitution
application.

sort Subst . var S : Subst .
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op [_:=_] : Qid Trm -> Subst .

op [shift_] : Qid -> Subst .

op [lift__] : Qid Subst -> Subst .

op __ : Subst Trm -> Trm .

eq ([X := M] (X{0})) = M .

eq ([X := M] (X{suc(m)})) = (X{m}) .

ceq ([X := M] (Y{n})) = (Y{n}) if X =/= Y .

eq ([shift X] (X{m})) = (X{suc(m)}) .

ceq ([shift X] (Y{n})) = (Y{n}) if X =/= Y .

eq ([lift X S] (X{0})) = (X{0}) .

eq ([lift X S] (X{suc(m)})) = [shift X] (S (X{m})) .

ceq ([lift X S] (Y{m})) = [shift X] (S (Y{m})) if X =/= Y .

eq S (M N) = (S M) (S N) .

eq S ([X] M) = [X] ([lift X S] M) .

Now the explicit substitution version of the β-rule is given by the equation11

eq (([X] M) N) = [X := N] M . *** (B)

As an example we define the standard combinators:

op I K S : -> Trm .

eq I = [’z] ’z{0} .

eq K = [’u] [’v] ’u{0} .

eq S = [’x] [’y] [’z] ((’x{0} ’z{0})(’y{0} ’z{0})) .

The fact that (S K K) == I can be verified by reduction:

red (S K K) .

--- rewrites: 47

--- result Trm: [’z]’z{0}

11By using an equation we abstract from the operational behavior in the model-theoretic
semantics. Of course, it can also be specified as a rule in rewriting logic if we want to make its
operational behavior explicit.
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Theorem 5.4.1 In the above specification CINNIλ + B, in which the set R of
extra equations contains only B, the rewrite relation →SR is confluent.

Proof Sketch.

One first has to show confluence of VR, e.g. by adapting and hence generalizing
an existing proof based on the standard Tait/Martin-Löf technique [Bar84], such
as [Nip01] or [Hue94] for the λ-calculus with de Bruijn indices to λ-calulus with
indexed names. It seems to us that generalizing the formalization of [Nip01] in
Isabelle [Pau94] would offer the best potential for automating most of the tedious
steps of such a proof.

The next step is to establish well-formedness of R, i.e. of the equation B. To this
end, it is sufficient to show that there is an N ′ with NF S(S (([X] M)N)) ⇒R

N ′ ≡S S [X:=N ]M . Indeed, NF S(S (([X] M) N)) = NF S(([X] (⇑X S M)
(S N))) = (NF S([X] (⇑X S M)) NF S(S N)) = (([X] NF S(⇑X S M))
NF S(S N)) ⇒R [X:=NF S(S N)] NF S(⇑X S M) ≡S [X:=(S N)] ⇑X S M ≡S

S [X:=N ] M where the last equivalence is precisely Lemma 5.3.14.(2).

Finally, we are ready to use preservation of confluence (Theorem 5.3.21) to infer
confluence of →SR from confluence of VR.

¤

Finally, we would like to briefly discuss the relation to the standard presentation
of the λ-calculus, e.g. in the textbook style of [HS90], which can be formalized
in membership equational logic [MOM96, CDE+00b] using an arbitrary function
which provides names that are fresh relative to a given term. By employing
such as function it is possible to define renaming, substitution, and to define α-
equivalence. By furthermore specifying α-equivalence as an equation as [MOM96,
CDE+00b] the standard practice of identifying terms modulo this equivalence is
reflected.

In CINNI, on the other hand, we do not presuppose α-equality, although as
explained in Section 5.2 we can enforce it using a simple equation, which can be
even directed in a computationally useful way. In other words, the initial models
obtained by these two approaches are isomorphic. The main point however is
that even without such an equation CINNI is a meaningful calculus with good
metatheoretical properties, allowing us to gain access to a refined world, which
is usually hidden behind α-equality. For instance, in the λ-calculus with the
standard named notation [HS90], the best confluence result that is possible is
confluence modulo α-conversion, since weird renaming has to be compensated
for by a notion of equivalence weaker than identity. The fact that the previous
theorem states confluence literally in the presence of names, i.e. in its strongest
conceivable form, is noteworthy and is made possible by the canonical treatment
of names in the CINNI calculus.
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5.4.2 Object-Orientation: The Sigma-Calculus

As another application of CINNI we give a first-order representation of the ς-
calculus [AC96]. Just as the λ-calculus can be seen as the most basic model for
higher-order functional programming, the object-calculus provides a basic model
for object-oriented programming. In contrast to [KL99] which presents a version
of the ς-calculus with explicit substitutions that is based on the standard named
representation with α-equality, the following specification is first-order and imme-
diately executable using Maude. Continuing [KL99] a first-order representation
of the ς-calculus with explicit substitutions based on de Bruijn indices has re-
cently been given in [Bon99]. Such a representation also appears in [BKR01b] as
an instance of a general approach (see Section 5.5).

In the ς-calculus an object is seen as a set of attributes, where each attribute
has a label and a method. The labels are required to be unique inside an object,
since they are used to invoke and update the object’s attributes. Below labels, at-
tributes, sets of attributes, methods, objects, and object variables are represented
as elements of sorts Lab, Attr, Attrs, Meth, Obj, and Var, respectively.

sorts Obj Attr Attrs Meth Lab Var .

var L : Lab . vars O B O’ : Obj . vars M M’ : Meth .

var A : Attr . var AA : Attrs . vars X Y Z : Qid .

op _=_ : Lab Meth -> Attr .

op emptyAttrs : -> Attrs .

subsort Attr < Attrs .

op _,_ : Attrs Attrs -> Attrs [assoc comm id: emptyAttrs].

op _{_} : Qid Nat -> Var .

subsorts Var < Obj .

op {_} : Attrs -> Obj .

op method[_]_ : Qid Obj -> Meth .

op _._ : Obj Lab -> Obj .

op _._:=_ : Obj Lab Meth -> Obj .

Notice that in contrast to the λ-calculus we make use of structural equations
such as associativity, commutativity and identity laws (expressed by operator
attributes in Maude) in the definition of the syntax of the ς-calculus.

The last two operators are method invocation and method update, written as
O . L and O . L := M, respectively. In order to define these operations we need
a notion of substitution. So we instantiate the CINNI calculus to obtain the
following specification of CINNIς :
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sort Subst . var S : Subst . vars n m : Nat .

op [_:=_] : Qid Obj -> Subst .

op [shift_] : Qid -> Subst .

op [lift__] : Qid Subst -> Subst .

op __ : Subst Obj -> Obj .

op __ : Subst Meth -> Meth .

op __ : Subst Attr -> Attr .

op __ : Subst Attrs -> Attrs .

eq ([X := O] (X{0})) = O .

eq ([X := O] (X{suc(m)})) = (X{m}) .

ceq ([X := O] (Y{n})) = (Y{n}) if X =/= Y .

eq ([shift X] (X{m})) = (X{suc(m)}) .

ceq ([shift X] (Y{n})) = (Y{n}) if X =/= Y .

eq ([lift X S] (X{0})) = (X{0}) .

eq ([lift X S] (X{suc(m)})) = [shift X] (S (X{m})) .

ceq ([lift X S] (Y{m})) = [shift X] (S (Y{m})) if X =/= Y .

eq S (L = M) = (L = S M) .

eq S emptyAttrs = emptyAttrs .

ceq S (AA, AA’) = (S AA), (S AA’) if

AA =/= emptyAttrs and AA’ =/= emptyAttrs .

eq S ({AA}) = {S AA} .

eq S (method [X] B) = method [X] ([lift X S] B) .

eq S (O . L) = (S O) . L .

eq S (O . L := M) = (S O) . L := S M .

Notice that __ is overloaded, i.e., we have a substitution application operator for
each syntactic kind. As a slight optimization we eliminated the application of
substitutions to labels. Another noteworthy point is that we have a condition in
the syntax-specific equation for application of substitutions to attribute sets in
order to avoid nontermination in the operational semantics.

Now method update (MU) and method invocation (MI) can be defined as follows:

eq {L = M, AA} . L := M’ = {L = M’, AA} . *** (MU)

eq {L = method [X] B, AA} . L =

[X := {L = method [X] B, AA}] B . *** (MI)

Theorem 5.4.2 In the above specification CINNIς + MU + MI, in which the
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set R of extra equations consists of MU and MI, the relation →SR is confluent
modulo the structural equations.

Proof Sketch.

We identify terms which are equivalent by virtue of structural equations.

Confluent modulo α-equality is stated in [AC96] for the ς-calculus with the two
equations MU and MI. The proof is not essentially different from the corre-
sponding proof for the λ-calulus, since it is based on the same Tait/Martin-Löf
technique. A similar proof can be conducted for an isomorphic repesentation of
the ς-calculus based on de Bruin indices, e.g. by using the approach of [Nip01] in
Isabelle [Pau94], which in complete analogy to the case of λ-calculus can adapted
and generalized to a representation based on indexed names.

Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.4.1 we next establish well-formedness of R,
which is done by considering the following two cases:

1. For the equation MU we have to show that there is an N ′ with NF S(S ({L=
M, AA} . L := M ′)) ⇒R N ′ ≡S S {L = M ′, AA}. Indeed, NF S(S ({L=
M, AA} . L := M ′))=NF S(({(S (L=M)), (S AA)} . L := (S M ′)))=NF S({L
=(S M), (S AA)} . L := (S M ′)) ⇒R {L=(S M ′), (S AA)} ≡S S {L=M ′,
AA}.

2. For the equation MI we have to show that there is an N ′ with NF S(S {L=
method[X] B,AA} . L) ⇒R N ′ ≡S S [X:={L=method[X] B, AA}] B. In-
deed, NF S(S {L = method[X] B,AA} . L)=NF S({(S (L=method[X] B)),
(S AA)} . L)=NF S({L=(S method[X] B), (S AA)} . L) = {L=method[X]
NF S(⇑X S B),NF S(S AA)} . L ⇒R [X:={L=method[X] NF S(⇑X S B),
NF S(S AA)}] NF S(⇑X S B) ≡S [X:={S (L=method[X] B,AA)}] (⇑X

S B) ≡S S [X:={L=method[X] B, AA}] B using Lemma 5.3.14.(2).

Finally, we infer confluence of →SR from confluence of VR by preservation of
confluence (Theorem 5.3.21).

¤

5.4.3 Mobile Processes: The Pi-Calculus

Milner’s π-calculus [Mil99] of communicating mobile processes is quite different
from the λ- and the ς-calculi. Here mobility refers to the fact that processes
can exchange names of channels and can use them for subsequent communica-
tions so that the logical communication topology can evolve dynamically. In the
λ-calculus and the ς-calculus the user is mainly interested in the result of an
evaluation. Since both calculi are confluent, such a result is unique if it exists,
and can be found by reduction to normal form. In the π-calculus a term is a
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collection of possibly interconnected processes, and as a particular case of a re-
active system the overall dynamic behavior is relevant. Typically such systems
are nonterminating and nondeterministic, and the states that such a system can
reach should be clearly distinguished from each other, rather than being identified
by equations. So instead of using just membership equational logic as in the λ-
calculus and the ς-calculus, the capabilities of rewriting logic to specify dynamic
systems are exploited in the present example. Nevertheless, the equational part,
which includes in particular the equationally defined notion of substitution and
the process congruence of the π-calculus, will still play a major role.

The π-calculus distinguishes between channels and process terms, which we rep-
resent by elements of the sorts Chan and Trm, respectively. There is an as-
sociative and commutative parallel composition P|Q defined on process terms,
with the empty process nil as identity element. Given a process P, the term
out CX < CY > . P represents a process that sends the channel (name) CY via
the channel CX and then continues like P. Notice that this is not a binding con-
struct, whereas the construct in CX [Y] P binds the name Y in P. It represents a
process that receives a channel name via channel CX and then behaves like P with
the channel variable Y (that is Y{0}) substituted by the received channel name.
Another binding construct is new [X] P which declares X to be a local channel
w.r.t. P and is also called the hiding construct. The full π-calculus has additional
constructs for choice and replication, but the fragment introduced here will be
sufficient to explain the application of CINNI in this context.

Related approaches to representing the π-calculus in rewriting logic, that make
use of a de Bruijn index based substitution calculi, are given in [Vir96a, Vir96b],
[Hir99], and as an instance of the general approach [BKR01b] (see Section 5.5).
The first reference is closely related to the presentation given below. It uses a
π-calculus version of λυ, so that the representation of syntax and the substitution
subcalculus arise as a special case of CINNI in the sense explained earlier. On
the other hand [Vir96a, Vir96b] covers the full π-calculus with choice and repli-
cation, and uses a representation of the operational semantics exploiting rules
and strategies. Although other possibilities exist, a CINNI version of the full
π-calculus can be obtained by a straightforward adaptation of these rules.

The syntax of the fragment of the π-calculus introduced above is given by the
following specification:

sorts Chan Trm .

op _{_} : Qid Nat -> Chan .

op nil : -> Trm .

op _|_ : Trm Trm -> Trm [assoc comm id: nil] .

op new[_]_ : Qid Trm -> Trm .

op out_<_>._ : Chan Chan Trm -> Trm .

op in_[_]._ : Chan Qid Trm -> Trm .
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vars X Y Z : Qid . vars CX CY CZ : Chan . vars M N P Q : Trm .

The instantiation of CINNI for the π-calculus syntax, that is CINNIπ, is given
next. Since the π-calculus variables can only range over channels, it is sufficient
to have substitutions of variables by channels. As in the specification of the ς-
calculus, __ is overloaded, so that substitutions can operate on channels and on
process terms.

sort Subst . var S : Subst . vars n m : Nat .

op [_:=_] : Qid Chan -> Subst .

op [shift_] : Qid -> Subst .

op [lift__] : Qid Subst -> Subst .

op __ : Subst Chan -> Chan .

op __ : Subst Trm -> Trm .

eq ([X := CZ] (X{0})) = CZ .

eq ([X := CZ] (X{suc(m)})) = (X{m}) .

ceq ([X := CZ] (Y{n})) = (Y{n}) if X =/= Y .

eq ([shift X] (X{m})) = (X{suc(m)}) .

ceq ([shift X] (Y{n})) = (Y{n}) if X =/= Y .

eq ([lift X S] (X{0})) = (X{0}) .

eq ([lift X S] (X{suc(m)})) = [shift X] (S (X{m})) .

ceq ([lift X S] (Y{m})) = [shift X] (S (Y{m})) if X =/= Y .

eq S nil = nil .

ceq S (M | N) = (S M) | (S N) if N =/= nil and M =/= nil .

eq S (out CX < CZ > . M) = out (S CX) < S CZ > . (S M) .

eq S (in CX [ Y ] . M) = in (S CX) [ Y ] . ([lift Y S] M) .

eq S (new [X] M) = new [X] ([lift X S] M) .

The process congruence is generated by the structural equations for nil and _|_

given above and the following equations NEW1, NEW2 and NEW3 involving
the hiding construct. NEW2 and NEW3 are constrained by conditions to avoid
nontermination. To this end we presuppose a total order _<_ on names.

eq new [X] nil = nil . *** (NEW1)

ceq (new [X] P) | Q = new [X] (P | [shift X] Q)

if P =/= nil and Q =/= nil . *** (NEW2)

ceq new [X] new [Y] P = new [Y] new [X] P if Y < X . *** (NEW3)
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This completes the part of the specification that defines the process congruence.
As stated in the following theorem, which generalizes a corresponding proposition
in [Vir96b] in the fragment we consider here, the specification is confluent.

Theorem 5.4.3 In the above specification CINNIπ +NEW1+NEW2+NEW3,
in which the set R of extra equations consists of NEW1, NEW2, and NEW3, the
relation →SR is confluent modulo the structural equations.

Proof

We identify terms which are equivalent by virtue of structural equations.

We first establish confluence of VR by an analysis of critical pairs: There is
one critial pair between NEW1 and NEW2, but it has a nonsatisfiable condi-
tion. Another critical pair exists between NEW2 and NEW3 as witnessed by
((new[X] new[Y ] P ) |Q) →R (new[X] (new[Y ] P | ↑X Q)) and ((new[X] new[Y ] P ) |
Q) →R ((new[Y ] new[X] P ) |Q) if Y < X. But this pair does not violate con-
fluence of VR since (new[X] (new[Y ] P | ↑Y Q)) →R (new[X] new[Y ] (P | ↑Y

↑X Q)) and ((new[Y ] new[X] P ) |Q) →R (new[Y ] ((new[X] P ) | ↑Y Q)) →R

new[Y ] new[X] (P | ↑X ↑Y Q) →R new[X] new[Y ] (P | ↑X ↑Y Q) and the two
results are equivalent in terms of ≡S by vitue of Lemma 5.3.9.(2). Since there
are not further critical pairs, VR is confluent.

Now we establish well-formedness of R by considering the following cases:

1. For NEW1 we have to verify that NF S(S new[X]nil) ⇒R N ′ ≡S S nil for
some N ′, which trivially holds since NF S(S new[X]nil) = NF S(new[X] ⇑X

S nil) = new[X] nil⇒R nil ≡S S nil.

2. For NEW2 we have to verify that NF S(S (new[X] P ) |Q) ⇒R N ′ ≡S

S new[X] (P | ↑X Q) for some N ′. Indeed, NF S(S (new[X] P ) |Q) =
NF S((S (new[X] P )) | (S Q)) = NF S((new[X] ⇑X S P ) | (S Q)) = (new[X]
NF S(⇑X S P )) |NF S(S Q) ⇒R new[X] (NF S(⇑X S P ) | ↑X NF S(S Q)) ≡S

new[X] ((⇑X S P ) | (↑X S Q)) ≡S new[X] ((⇑X S P ) | (⇑X S ↑X Q)) ≡S

new[X] ⇑XS (P | ↑X Q) ≡S S new[X] (P | ↑X Q) where we have employed
Lemma 5.3.13.(2) once.

3. For NEW3 we have to verify that NF S(S new[X] new[Y ] P ) ⇒R N ′ ≡S

S new[Y ] new[X] P for some N ′ assuming Y < X. Indeed, NF S(S new[X]
new[Y ] P ) = NF S(new[X] new[Y ] ⇑Y ⇑XS P ) = new[X] new[Y ] NF S(⇑Y

⇑XS P ) ⇒R new[Y ] new[X] NF S(⇑Y ⇑XS P ) ≡S new[Y ] new[X] ⇑Y

⇑XS P ≡S new[Y ] new[X] ⇑X ⇑Y S P ≡S S new[Y ] new[X] P , where
we have used Lemma 5.3.11.(2).

Finally, we infer confluence of →SR from confluence of VR by preservation of
confluence (Theorem 5.3.21).

¤
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Communication of two parallel processes via a channel CX can be expressed by the
following rule that models an atomic interaction in which (out CX < CZ > . P)

sends the channel name CZ to (in CX [ Y ] . Q).

rl [COMM] : (out CX < CZ > . P) | (in CX [ Y ] . Q) =>

P | [Y := CZ] Q .

By restricting the application of the context closure rule of rewriting logic12 to the
process constructors _|_ and new[_]_ we make sure that, in conformance with
the π-calculus, communication never takes place inside (out CX < CZ > . P) or
(in CX [ Y ] . Q).

In [Vir96b] Viry states strong coherence [Vir95] of his specification of the full π-
calculus based on explicit substitutions with de Bruijn indices. Coherence of our
specification is trivially satisfied, since in view of the restricted context closure
rule no applicable critical pairs exist.

5.4.4 Further Applications

A real-world application of CINNI in the context of a programming language
for active networks [TSS+97] is subject of [MÖST02, ST02a, ST01] and briefly
described in Appendix B. Here, CINNI is used to specify an abstract machine for
the PLAN language [HKM+98b, HKM+98a, MHN99, HK99, KHMG99], which
is an imperative language similar to ML with a notion of program mobility and
other features. We feel that this application of CINNI is interesting, since it
shows how a general technique based on CINNI can be used to specify an abstract
machine which controls the evaluation of a program, an important requirement
in the presence of potential side-effects. In other words, the use of CINNI is
not restricted to purely functional languages, but can also be applied to specify
the operational semantics of imperative programming languages. Furthermore,
this application demonstrates how a generalized version of CINNI, which supports
simultaneous explicit substitutions, can be defined on top the the simpler version.

Another application of CINNI that should be placed in the context of higher-
order logic and type theory is presented in Chapter 6 (see also [SM99]), where
CINNI is instantiated to the family of pure type systems [Ber88, Ter89]. Pure type
systems generalize the λ-cube [Bar92] and are considered to be of key importance,
because their generality and simplicity makes them an ideal basis for representing
and implementing higher-order logics.

Last but not least, the CINNI calculus has been applied in the design and im-
plementation of a proof assistant for OCC, the open calculus of constructions, an

12In Maude a nonstandard context closure rule is reflected operationally by using a suitable
execution strategy which only rewrites under operators for which the rule is assumed.
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extension of the calculus of constructions [CH88] that incorporates equational and
rewriting logic as computational sublanguages. OCC supports conditional equa-
tions and conditional assertions together with an operational semantics based on
conditional rewriting modulo equations. In fact, based on the CINNI calculus
we have developed an experimental Maude prototype of OCC that makes use of
Maude’s reflective capabilities to evaluate higher-order equational specifications
and programs with reasonable efficiency. We use this prototype in a detailed
presentation of OCC which is the subject of Chapter 8.

5.5 Three Orthogonal Research Directions

To place our work in the context of research conducted by other authors we
describe in the following what could be visualized as a (partial) cube of explicit
substitution calculi, namely an informal classification of three orthogonal research
directions concerned with explicit substitution calculi and their (potential) com-
binations (cf. Figure 5.1). We restrict our attention here to first-order calculi. We
consider the minimal and well-investigated substitution calculus λυ as a reference
point and we distinguish three orthogonal directions of research:

1. Generalizing the object language by metavariables to represent not only
closed but also open terms (enrichment).

2. Generalizing the fixed syntax and computation rules of the object language
from the λ-calculus to languages with arbitrary syntax and computation
rules (parameterization).

3. Generalizing the underlying representation based on de Bruijn’s indices to
Berkling’s representation allowing for an explicit representation of names
(enrichment).

Although we are not concerned with the direction (1) in this chapter, this was
historically the first direction investigated. The idea of dealing with open terms,
i.e. with terms having metavariables, is already present in λσ [ACCL91] and λ⇑
[CHL96], from which λυ can be derived as a subcalculus [Les94]. Conversely, λυ
can be extended by a composition operator and corresponding rules to obtain
λ⇑. Our main motivation for using λυ as a starting point is its minimality and
its logical completeness, in the sense that standard properties of composition are
inductive consequences. By definition, the terms of λυ (and CINNI) do not con-
tain metavariables, hence confluence means ground-confluence in this context. If
terms with metavariables are considered, confluence does not hold anymore in the
core calculus. The extension λ⇑ is confluent on open terms, but does not preserve
strong normalization (even on closed terms), a property that has, however, been
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Figure 5.1: A partial cube of explicit substitution calculi

established for λυ [LRD94, BBLRD96]. On the other hand, confluence on open
terms is not needed for many important applications such as execution (see Sec-
tion 5.4 and Appendix B) or type checking and inference (see Chapter 6). This
motivates our choice of the minimal calulus λυ, which enjoys good metatheoretic
properties on terms without metavariables, as a reference point in this chapter.

Direction (2) has been pursued first in the context of combinatory reduction sys-
tems [BR96], and later as a generalization of λ⇑ in [Pag98]. The work [BR96]
uses combinatory reduction systems [Klo80], which emerged from Aczel’s general
treatment of confluence in [Acz78]. Although binding and substitution are cen-
tral concepts in combinatory reduction systems, they are not first-order and by
abstracting from the choice of names they belong to a level of abstraction higher
than the one we deal with in this chapter. The first-order approach presented in
[Pag98], on the other hand, is closely related to our work, in the sense that it
investigate a coherence condition similar to what we have called well-formedness.
However, the author does not aim at preservation of confluence results as those
presented in this chapter. Instead, he investigates a number of sufficient condi-
tions to ensure confluence. Also, preservation of strong normalization, which we
consider as an important future extension of our work, is impossible in [Pag98],
since already λ⇑ does not have this property. Another important point is that
[Pag98] does not consider explicit names. Loosely speaking, [Pag98] investigates
the directions (1) and (2), whereas we deal with the directions (2) and (3). Of
course, an interesting question is whether (1), (2) and (3) can still be combined
in a reasonable way (possibly disregarding the problem of strong normalization).

Direction (3) appears to be a natural direction in the context of explicit substi-
tution calculi that has not been explored so far. Instead of de Bruijn’s represen-
tation it makes use of Berkling’s representation [Ber76, BF82] as a basis of an
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explicit substitution calculus. In view of the clear advantages, it is surprising that
the CINNI calculus seems to be the first explicit substitution calculus based on
this representation. It might appear that the generalization is rather straightfor-
ward, but this is definitely not true for the metatheory as indicated by our strong
normalization result, which cannot be proved by just reusing the techniques of
[BBLRD96, LRD94]. This indicates that CINNI is a nontrivial generalization
that deserves a careful study. Furthermore, we think that the difference becomes
even more challenging if other calculi such as λσ and λ⇑ are used as a starting
point for the direction (3).

The view of λυ as a minimal base calculus, especially for Direction (2), also nicely
corrresponds to a recent unified treatment [Kes00] of the confluence problem (for
terms without metavariables, as in the present chapter) for all of the most well-
known explicit substitution calculi based on de Bruijn indices. The main idea is
to abstract a minimal set of properties which are needed for the proofs and use
them to define a scheme for substitution calculi. The operators of λυ which can
be mapped to other calculi in different ways are central to this scheme. Again
this line of reasearch is othogonal to our work, in the sense that it uses de Bruijn
indices instead of indexed names, and in the sense that it considers the λ-calulus
(including its extension by different η-rules) instead of being parameterized by the
object language. It is needless to say that a unification of both lines of research
would be highly desirable and that it is closely connected to the question how
other subsitution calculi can be generalized to indexed names.

The desire to obtain a general first-order theory applicable to a wide range of
object languages in the sense of Direction (2) has motivated the development of
a notion of higher-order rewriting13 in de Bruijn representation [BKR01a], which
later has been refined by using explicit substitution calculi in [BKR01b] (in a
similar style as the work [Kes00]). Another initial motivation for this very sys-
tematic approach was the unclear relation between the work of [Pag98] and other
approaches to higher-order rewriting. In contrast to unconditional higher-order
rewriting our approach is to use conditional first-order rewriting as the starting
point. This is different from [Pag98], who only considered first-order equations
without conditions. It is noteworthy that in our treatment of CINNI we have not
imposed any restrictions on the conditions allowed in extra equations, even if we
have used memberhip equational logic in the examples of this chapter. Examples
with conditions that cannot be expressed in membership equational logic but are
expressible in OCC will be given in Chapter 8 (see Section 8.2.4). Again we con-
sider the comparison and the potential unification of our approach and [BKR01b]
as an important subject of future work,14 since higher-order rewriting is becom-

13We use this term in the broad sense, rather than refering to a particular formalism.
14It might also be possible to use the CINNI approach to replace the two formalisms for

higher-order rewriting presented in [BKR01b], one based on names and one based on de Bruijn
indices, by a single unified one.
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ing increasingly popular, and the direct use of a named notation, rather than a
translation between internal and external representation, offers some advantages.

Before we conclude the discussion of related work we would like to point out that
we have restricted our attention to (first-order) explicit substitution calculi in this
chapter, but there are several other approaches which are not based on explicit
substitutions, such as binding structures [Tal93] and higher-order abstract syntax
[PE88], that are both worth mentioning.

Higher-order abstract syntax [PE88] uses a typed λ-calculus as a metalanguage
to represent an object language via a shallow embedding that maps the binding
constructs of the object language to the binding construct of the metalanguage,
i.e. λ-abstraction. This is interesting in the sense that several object languages
can be represented in terms of a single one, although it does not solve the core
problem of binding but merely delegates it to the metalevel. This approach has
the usual advantages of a shallow embedding, namely that the machinery of the
metalanguage, is reused for the object lanaguge, but its disadvantages include its
limited flexibility, the need for a higher-order metalanguage, and certain semantic
difficulties (which appear in the context of inductive theorem proving) that are
connected with a too tight coupling between object- and metalanguage. Com-
pared with CINNI, such an approach necessarily abstracts from names, a feature
that is inherited from the λ-calculus of the metalanguge. We further discuss this
approach, which has been sucessfully used in the context of higher-order logi-
cal frameworks [Pfe91, Pfe96], higher-order logic programming languages [NM98]
and theorem provers [DFH95, DH94], in Chapter 8 (see Section 8.2.4), where we
show how higher-order abstract syntax can be used to represent object languages
in the higher-order equational logic of OCC. In the same section we show how
CINNI can be used in the context of OCC in a similar way, but without the
potential problems caused by a higher-order representation.

The other line of work, that is quite different from all these approaches, introduces
binding structures [Tal93], which can be seen as abstract data structures encap-
sulating two important concepts, namely object-variable substitution and hole
filling (which can be regarded as metavariable substitution). Furthermore, bind-
ing structures have a well-developed theory which is based on a general principle
to define homomorphisms such as substitution, unbinding, filling, etc. An obvious
difference to our approach is that hole-filling and, more generally, metavariable
substitution is not part of CINNI, although it can be easily defined on top of
CINNI when needed. In fact, metavariable substitution coincides with the triv-
ial notion of textual substitution (see the applications of CINNI in Chapter 6
and Appendix B). Another difference is that binding structures abstract from
the names of bound variables using de Bruijn indices. More recently, a named
version of binding structures has be proposed in [Mas99] (see also [Tal91] for
an earlier approach to binding structures with names). From the viewpoint of
CINNI, a unification of these approaches seems possible. For instance, one could
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use CINNI as an abstract term representation with object-variable substitutions
and add metavariables for the representation of holes. In this setting it should
be possible to develop a metatheory generalizing that of [Tal93] and [Mas99], in-
cluding a similar definition principle for homomorphisms on CINNI terms, which
essentially corresponds to an elimination principle in the sense of type theory (see
Chapter 8).

5.6 Final Remarks

The main contribution of this chapter is the introduction of a generic first-order
calculus of explicit substitutions that combines the advantages of both named
and indexed notation in a natural way. The fact that our approach contains λυ
as a special case is of great help for developing the metatheory, since most of the
statements and proofs of [LRD94, BBLRD96] can be fruitfully (but nontrivially)
generalized to our setting.

An important direction for future research is the issue of preservation of strong
normalization. We conjecture that under a very liberal condition, which is prac-
tially not much more restictive than our present well-formedness condition but
ensures preservation of redexes in a certain sense, it is possible to generalize and
modularize the proof of preservation of strong normalization given in [BBLRD96]
in a way that allows us to deduce preservation of strong normalization for CINNI
representations of object languages different from the λ-calculus.

Another challenge is to extend CINNI by adding a notion of composition in the
style of the λσ-family, although it appears that composition is not compatible
with preservation of strong normalization even for indexed-based calculi [Mel95].
On the other hand, the more recent approach of λse [KR97] shows how conflu-
ence on open terms can be obtained without explicit composition, and it seems
that a unification of CINNI with the λs-family [KR00] seems to be possible and
worth investigating.15 Unfortunately, according to a recent result [Gui00] preser-
vation of strong normalization does not hold for λse either. Although there are
two other calculi enjoying the properties of confluence (on terms with metavari-
ables), simulation of 1-step β-reduction, and preservation of strong normalization,
[GGL00, GL99, DG01], they both rely on nontrivial/nonstandard representations
of λ-terms, which makes these solutions not particularly attractive in view of our
main objective of reducing the gap between object languages and their formal
representation.

To conclude, we would like to point out that the CINNI approach is a very natural
application of the main idea behind rewriting logic, namely that we investigate the

15Indeed, the λs-style, the λσ-style calculi are closely related as shown for instance by the
bridge calculus λω [KR00], which is also interesting in this context.
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notion of rewriting modulo an underlying equational theory which in this case is
the CINNI calculus. This suggests a further possible direction that is worthwhile
to pursue, namely to study the explicit notion of proof offered by rewriting logic
with CINNI as the underlying equational theory and to add suitable generic
axioms that lead to a complete axiomatization of permutation equivalence in the
sense of [LM96], where such axioms are proposed for λσ and for combinatory
reduction systems. In such a setting it is possible to study a strong form of
confluence which can be expressed in terms of a sequential composition of proofs
which satisfies a simple commutation property corresponding to the diagram of
confluence (see [LM96] for details).
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This chapter is a detailed study on the ease and naturalness with which a family
of higher-order formal systems, namely pure type systems (PTSs) [Ber88, Ter89],
can be represented in the first-order logical framework of rewriting logic [Mes92,
MOM94, MOM96]. PTSs generalize the λ-cube [Bar92], which already contains
important calculi like λ→ [Chu40], the systems F [Gir72, Rey74] and Fω [Gir72],
a system λP close to the logical framework LF [HHP87], and their combination,
the calculus of constructions (CC) [CH88]. PTSs are considered to be of key
importance, since their generality and simplicity makes them an ideal basis for
representing higher-order logics, either via the propositions-as-types interpreta-
tion [Geu93], or via their use as a higher-order logical framework in the spirit of
LF [HHP87, Gar92] or Isabelle [Pau94].

Exploiting the fact that RWL and its MEL sublogic [BJM97] have initial and
free models, we can define the representation of PTSs as a parameterized theory
in the framework logic; that is, we define in a single parametric way all the
representations for the infinite family of PTSs. Furthermore, the representational
versatility of RWL, and of MEL, are also exercised by considering four different
representations of PTSs at different levels of abstraction, from a more abstract
textbook version in which terms are identified up to α-conversion, to a more
concrete version with a calculus of names and explicit substitutions, and with a
type checking inference system that can in fact be used as a reasonably efficient
implementation of PTSs by executing the representation in the Maude language
[CDE+99a, CDE+00b].

This case study complements earlier work [MOM94, MOM96], showing that
rewriting logic has good properties as a logical framework to represent a wide
range of logics, including linear logic, Horn logic with equality, first-order logic,
modal logics, sequent-based presentations of logics, and so on. In particular, rep-
resentations for the λ-calculus, and for binders and quantifiers have already been
studied in [MOM96], but this is the first systematic study on the representation
of typed higher-order systems. One property shared by all the above representa-
tions, including all those discussed in this chapter, is that what might be called
the representational distance between the logic being formalized and its rewriting
logic representation is virtually zero. That is, both the syntax and the inference
system of the object logic are directly and faithfully mirrored by the represen-
tation. This is an important advantage both in terms of understandability of
the representations, and in making the use of encoding and decoding functions
unnecessary in a so-called adequacy proof.

Besides the directness and naturalness with which logics can be represented in
a framework logic, another important quality of a logical framework is the scope
of its applicability; that is, the class of logics for which faithful representations
preserving relevant structure can be defined. Typically, we want representations
that both preserve and reflect provability; that is, something is a theorem in
the original logic if and only if its translation can be proved in the framework’s
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representation of the logic. Such mappings go under different names and differ in
their generality; in higher-order logical frameworks representations are typically
required to be adequate mappings [Gar92], and in the theory of general logics
more liberal, namely conservative mappings of entailment systems [Mes89a], are
studied. In Chapter 2 we have further generalized conservative mappings to the
notion of a sound and complete total correspondence of sentences between two
entailment systems. In fact, all the representations of PTSs that we consider
are correspondences of this kind. Sound and complete total correspondences are
systematically used not only to state the correctness of the representations of
PTSs at different levels of abstraction, but also to relate those different levels of
abstraction, showing that the more concrete representations correctly implement
their more abstract counterparts.

A systematic way of comparing the scopes of two logical frameworks F and G
is to exhibit a sound and complete total correspondence F ; G, representing
F in G. In view of this quite general concept, it is important to add that the
representational distance, which we informally define as the complexity of this
correspondence, is an important measure of the quality of the representation.
Since such correspondences form a category, and therefore compose, this then
shows that the scope of G is at least as general as that of F . Since PTSs include
the system λP, close to the logical framework LF, and the calculus of construc-
tions CC, the results in this chapter indicate that the scope of rewriting logic is at
least as general as that of those logics. Furthermore, since there are no adequate
mappings from linear logic to LF in the sense of [Gar92], but there is a conser-
vative mapping of logics from linear logic to rewriting logic [MOM96], this seems
to indicate that the LF methodology together with its rather restrictive notion
of adequate mapping is more specialized than the rewriting logic approach.

In this chapter we will be concerned with PTSs as formal systems represented
inside informal set theory, or inside another formal system such as rewriting logic
or its membership equational sublogic. For formal systems in general, and for
PTSs in particular, there is not a single canonical presentation. Instead each
presentation is tailored for specific purposes. For example, there are different for-
mulations of PTSs with different sets of rules, but the same sets, or related sets,
of derivable sentences. Furthermore, presentations can be more or less abstract,
e.g. concerning the treatment of names, or concerning the degree of operational-
ity. It is needless to say that the use of some general terminology is highly
desirable in this situation to deal with these issues in a systematic way. To this
end, we follow the general logics methodology [Mes89a] to use an abstract logical
metatheory, which is concerned with formal systems and their relationships, to-
gether with a particular formal system as a logical framework, namely rewriting
logic. Regarding general logics terminology, we furthermore found that the notion
of correspondences between sentences introduced in Chapter 2 that generalizes
the idea of maps of entailment systems is a simple a useful tool to structure the
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results of the present chapter.

6.1 Overview and Main Results

In Section 6.2 we show how the definition of PTSs can be formalized in MEL.
The approach we use is not only less specialized than the one used in a higher-
order logical framework like LF [HHP87] or Isabelle [Pau94], but it has also
more explanatory power, since we explain higher-order calculi in terms of a first-
order system with a simpler semantics, and our representations have initial (or,
more generally, free extension) models supporting metalogical inductive reasoning
about the PTSs thus represented.

In order to make the specification of PTSs more concrete, we introduce in Sec-
tion 6.2.3 the notion of uniform pure type systems (UPTSs) [Ste99], that do not
abstract from the treatment of names but use CINNI [Ste00a], the first-order cal-
culus of names and substitutions that we introduced in Chapter 5. UPTSs solve
the problem of closure under α-conversion, that has been discussed by Pollack
in [Pol93], in a simple and elegant way. Again, a MEL specification of UPTSs is
given that directly formalizes the informal definition.

As an intermediate step we employ optimized UPTSs (OUPTSs) which are in-
troduced in Section 6.2.4. OUPTSs have an explicit judgement for well-typed
contexts, and can be seen as a refinement of UPTSs towards a more efficient
implementation of type checking.

Last but not least, we describe how the meta-operational view of an important
class of OUPTSs, namely type checking and type inference, can be expressed as
a transition system and can likewise be formalized in rewriting logic. The result
of this formalization is an executable specification of rewriting-based OUPTSs
(ROUPTSs) that is sound w.r.t. the logical specification given before in a very
obvious way.

Formally, these different presentations of PTSs are families of unary entailment
systems parameterized by PTS signatures. We use the notation PTSS , UPTSS ,
OUPTSS and ROUPTSS to denote the entailment systems of PTSs, UPTSs,
OUPTSs, and ROUPTSs, respectively, associated with a PTS signature S .

For appropriate PTS signatures S we obtain a chain of sound and complete total
correspondences (see Section 2.3 for the definition of this concept)

PTSS y UPTSS y OUPTSS y ROUPTSS .

Actually, we have two different kinds of connections between the first two en-
tailment systems, leading to two different correspondences of the form PTSS y
UPTSS . By composing three correspondences of the form above we finally arrive
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at a sound and complete total correspondence

PTSS y ROUPTSS

which shows the equivalence of the high-level specification of PTSs with the
implementation of a type checker.

The deductive system of RWL induces a unary entailment system RWL with
sentences of the form R ` φ, where R is a rewrite theory and φ is an equation,
a membership or a rewrite. In this chapter we abstract from rewrite proofs, so
that we use the term rewrite to refer to abstract rewrites of the form M → M ′

and we define R ` M → M ′ to be derivable iff R ` P : M → M ′ is derivable for
some rewrite proof P in the deductive system of RWL. Likewise, MEL induces a
unary entailment system MEL obtained by restricting R to MEL theories and
φ to equations or memberships.

The entailment systems PTSS , UPTSS , OUPTSS and ROUPTSS can be
easily specified in membership equational logic or in rewriting logic. Specifically,
we have the following sound and complete total correspondences:

PTSS yMEL

UPTSS yMEL

OUPTSS yMEL

ROUPTSS y RWL

In all cases the representational distance between the formal system and its rep-
resentation is practically zero, that is, both the syntax and the inference system
of each version of PTSs have direct and faithful representations in the framework
logic.

The first correspondence is the representation of PTSs in MEL given in Section
6.2. Let PTSS be the MEL specification of PTSS . Then, for all PTS judgements
φ of PTSS and possible representations φ′ of φ in MEL, the sentence PTSS `
φ′ is derivable in MEL iff the judgement φ is derivable in PTSS . This defines
a sound and complete total correspondence of the form PTSS y MEL. We
are concerned with a correspondence rather than a function, due to the fact that
PTSs abstract from names, but in the MEL representation names are part of
the description of terms, although by adding appropriate equations an equivalent
abstraction can be achieved in MEL at the semantic level.

In the remaining three systems UPTSS , OUPTSS , and ROUPTSS we do not
abstract from names. Hence, the three associated representational correspon-
dences actually take the form of functions, i.e., with each judgement of the type
system we can associate a unique sentence in MEL or RWL, respectively. For
the presentation of PTSs we follow [vBJMP93], which can be seen as an informal
presentation of the machine-checked formalization [MP93].
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6.2 The Metalogical View of PTSs

A PTS signature is a triple (S,A,R) where S is a set of sorts, A ⊆ S × S is the
set of axioms, and R ⊆ S×S×S is the set of rules. The sorts of a PTS signature
are used as types of types and are therefore often referred to as universes. We use
S to range over PTS signatures, and for the following we fix an arbitrary PTS
signature S .

In PTSs there is no a priori distinction between terms and types. PTS terms are
defined by the following syntax with binders:

X | M N | [X : A]M | {X : A}M | s

Here, and in the following, s ranges over S; M, N, A,B, T range over terms; and
X ranges over names. We should add that in [X : A]M and {X : A}M the name
X is bound in M , and we assume that α-convertible terms, i.e. terms that are
equal up to renaming of bound variables, are identified.

Formally this identification can be achieved by different means: the definition
of PTS terms as equivalence classes modulo α-equivalence, or a representation
based on de Bruijn indices are two possibilities. For the following it is important
to keep in mind that the choice of particular names for bound variables is part
of the informal notation (for readability) but is not reflected in PTS terms.

A PTS context is a list of declarations, each of the form X : A. A declaration X :
A delares a name X of type A. A context is simple if it declares each identifier
at most once. In the following, Γ ranges over PTS contexts.

PTS typing judgements are of the form Γ ` M : T , and derivability, i.e. the
set of derivable typing judgements, is defined by the formal system given by the
following inference rules:

[] ` s1 : s2
(s1, s2) ∈ A (Ax)

Γ ` A : s

Γ, X : A ` X : A
X /∈ Γ (Start)

Γ ` M : A Γ ` B : s

Γ, X : B ` M : A
X /∈ Γ (Weak)

Γ ` A : s1 Γ, X : A ` B : s2

Γ ` {X : A}B : s3
(s1, s2, s3) ∈ R (Pi)

Γ ` A : s1 Γ, X : A ` M : B Γ, X : A ` B : s2

Γ ` [X : A]M : {X : A}B (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R (Lda)
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Γ ` M : {X : A}B Γ ` N : A

Γ ` (M N) : [X:=A]B
(App)

Γ ` M : A Γ ` B : s

Γ ` M : B
A ≡β B (Conv)

Here we write X /∈ Γ iff there is no X : A ∈ Γ for any A, and we denote by [X :=
N ]M the standard (capture-free) substitution of all free occurrences of X in M
by N . In the last rule, ≡β is the usual notion of β-convertibility, which contains
α-convertibility (this is trivially satisfied in this presentation). Observe that the
side conditions ensure that we can only derive simple judgements, i.e. judgements
with simple contexts. We say that T is a type in the context Γ iff T ∈ S or Γ `
T : s for some s ∈ S. Furthermore, M is said to be an element of type T in the
context Γ iff Γ ` M : T , in which case we also say that M is well-typed in Γ.

As an example, we can instantiate PTSs by

S = {Prop, Type},
A = {(Prop, Type)},
R = {(Prop, Prop, Prop),

(Prop, Type, Type),

(Type, Prop, Prop),

(Type, Type, Type)}

to obtain the calculus of constructions (cf. Section 2.5.1).

This presentation of PTSs is rather abstract for two reasons: firstly, we are
working modulo α-conversion, i.e., we identify α-convertible terms, and secondly,
we are concerned with an inductive definition of a set of derivable judgements,
but not with an algorithm to verify derivability of a given judgement.

Mathematically the abstract presentation has an important benefit: It allows
us to reason about PTSs metalogically, without assuming anything about the
concrete realization of names. This leads to very general results [Bar92, vBJ93]
and frees proofs from unnecessary technical details.

Closure under α-conversion is the property that derivability of Γ ` M : A and
M ≡α M ′ implies derivability of Γ ` M ′ : A. Of course, this property trivially
holds for PTSs as presented above, since ≡α is the identity. To state a stronger
property we extend α-conversion ≡α from terms to judgements such that Γ `
M : A ≡α Γ′ ` M ′ : A′ iff Γ′ ` M ′ : A′ and Γ ` M : A are equal up to consistent
renaming of variables. Then we have the following

Lemma 6.2.1 (Strong Closure under α-Conversion for PTSs)
Let M , A, M ′, A′ be PTS terms and Γ, Γ′ be PTS contexts. If the PTS judgement
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Γ ` M : A is derivable in PTSS and Γ ` M : A ≡α Γ′ ` M ′ : A′, then Γ′ ` M ′ :
A′ is derivable in PTSS .

Proof Sketch. By induction over derivations of Γ ` M : A. ¤
The previous Lemma is equivalent to the statement that the following rule is
admissible in PTSs:

Γ ` M : A

Γ′ ` M ′ : A′ if Γ ` M : A ≡α Γ′ ` M ′ : A′ (Rename)

6.2.1 PTSs in Membership Equational Logic

In the following specifications, given in Maude syntax, we use the algebraic se-
mantics of MEL for representing PTSs exactly as given above; a more operational
version suited for use as an implementation is discussed in Section 6.3.2.

First, notice that we plan to describe not a single type system but the infinite
family of PTSs parameterized by PTS signatures which define sorts, axioms and
rules. All such PTS signatures can be formalized as models of a single parameter
theory that can be specified in Maude as follows:

fth PTS-SIG is

sorts Sorts Axioms Axioms? Rules Rules? .

subsort Axioms < Axioms? .

subsort Rules < Rules? .

op (_,_) : Sorts Sorts -> Axioms? .

op (_,_,_) : Sorts Sorts Sorts -> Rules? .

endfth

As an example, the PTS signature of CC is given by the following functional
module:

fmod CC-SIG is

sorts Sorts Axioms Axioms? Rules Rules? .

subsort Axioms < Axioms? .

subsort Rules < Rules? .

op (_,_) : Sorts Sorts -> Axioms? .

op (_,_,_) : Sorts Sorts Sorts -> Rules? .

op Prop : -> Sorts .

op Type : -> Sorts .
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mb (Prop,Type) : Axioms .

mb (Prop,Prop,Prop) : Rules .

mb (Prop,Type,Type) : Rules .

mb (Type,Prop,Prop) : Rules .

mb (Type,Type,Type) : Rules .

endfm

PTSs can then be specified as a functional module parameterized by the the-
ory PTS-SIG. Since functional modules have an initial (in this case free) model
semantics, this formalization of PTSs is in fact a parameterized inductive defi-
nition that captures in a precise model-theoretic way the inductive character of
PTS rules.

fmod PTS[S :: PTS-SIG] is

First we define the sort Trm of terms as an algebraic data type. Notice that we
distinguish between a sort of names Qid, that are used in places where a variable
is declared, and a sort of variables Var, that are used to refer to an already
declared variable.

sorts Var Trm .

subsort Qid < Var .

subsort Var < Trm .

subsort Sorts < Trm .

op __ : Trm Trm -> Trm .

op [_:_]_ : Qid Trm Trm -> Trm .

op {_:_}_ : Qid Trm Trm -> Trm .

vars s s1 s2 s3 : Sorts .

vars X Y Z : Qid .

vars A B M N O P Q R T A’ B’ M’ N’ T’ : Trm .

The usual deterministic version of capture-free substitution can be naturally de-
fined in MEL as demonstrated in [MOM96]. An important point is that we do
not want to restrict ourselves to a particular choice of fresh names, since this
would make the specification overly concrete. This can be accomplished by leav-
ing unspecified the deterministic function for choosing fresh variables such that
the actual function varies with the choice of the model; for details we refer to
[MOM96]. Here we only give the signature for set membership, free variables and
the substitution function:
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op _in_ : Qid QidSet -> Bool .

op FV : Trm -> QidSet .

op [_:=_]_ : Qid Trm Trm -> Trm .

We can use the substitution operator [_:=_]_ to semantically identify terms that
are α-convertible (we refer to the induced equality as α-equality) by means of the
following equations.

ceq [X : A] M = [Y : A] ([X := Y] M) if not(Y in FV(M)) .

ceq {X : A} M = {Y : A} ([X := Y] M) if not(Y in FV(M)) .

We next define the binary relation of β-convertibility, which is used in the Conv
rule of PTSs. The following (conditional) memberships, together with the ini-
tiality condition, define β-conversion as the smallest congruence (w.r.t. the term
constructors) containing β-reduction.

sorts Convertible Convertible? .

subsort Convertible < Convertible? .

op _<->_ : Trm Trm -> Convertible? .

mb M <-> M : Convertible .

cmb M <-> N : Convertible

if N <-> M : Convertible .

cmb P <-> R : Convertible if

P <-> Q : Convertible and Q <-> R : Convertible .

cmb (M N) <-> (M’ N’) : Convertible if

M <-> M’ : Convertible and N <-> N’ : Convertible .

cmb ([X : A] M) <-> ([X : A’] M’) : Convertible if

A <-> A’ : Convertible and M <-> M’ : Convertible .

cmb ({X : A} B) <-> ({X : A’} B’) : Convertible if

A <-> A’ : Convertible and B <-> B’ : Convertible .

mb (([X : A] M) N) <-> ([X := N] M) : Convertible .

The judgements of PTSs are of the form Γ ` M : A. We next define the syntax
of contexts and judgements. Also, we define the function _in_ used in the side
conditions of some PTS rules.
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sorts Context Judgement .

op emptyContext : -> Context .

op _:_ : Qid Trm -> Context .

op _,_ : Context Context -> Context [assoc id : emptyContext] .

var G : Context .

op _|-_:_ : Context Trm Trm -> Judgement .

op _in_ : Qid Context -> Bool .

eq X in emptyContext = false .

eq X in (G,(Y : A)) = (X in G) or (X == Y) .

We are now ready to define the inference rules. Semantically, the inference rules
define an inductive subset of derivable judgements. The derivability predicate
is usually implicit in informal reasoning, where Γ ` M : A refers either to the
judgement itself or to the fact that it is derivable.

sort Derivable .

subsort Derivable < Judgement .

cmb (emptyContext |- s1 : s2) : Derivable if (s1,s2) : Axioms .

cmb (G,(X : A) |- X : A) : Derivable if

(G |- A : s) : Derivable /\ not(X in G) .

cmb (G,(X : B) |- M : A) : Derivable if

(G |- M : A) : Derivable /\

(G |- B : s) : Derivable /\ not(X in G) .

cmb (G |- {X : A} B : s3) : Derivable if

(G |- A : s1) : Derivable /\

(G,(X : A) |- B : s2) : Derivable /\ (s1,s2,s3) : Rules .

cmb (G |- [X : A] M : {X : A} B) : Derivable if

(G |- A : s1) : Derivable /\

(G,(X : A) |- M : B) : Derivable /\

(G,(X : A) |- B : s2) : Derivable /\ (s1,s2,s3) : Rules .

cmb (G |- (M N) : [X := A] B) : Derivable if

(G |- M : {X : A} B) : Derivable /\

(G |- N : A) : Derivable .
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cmb (G |- M : B) : Derivable if

(G |- M : A) : Derivable /\

(G |- B : s) : Derivable /\ A <-> B : Convertible .

endfm

In this formalization we have avoided any arbitrary encoding of syntax with
binders that would require nontrivial justifications. Also, we have seen that the
first-order framework is sufficiently powerful to represent PTSs without making
any commitments. In particular, there was no need to change the syntax nor the
rules of PTSs to obtain a faithful representation.

6.2.2 Taking Names Seriously

Although the abstract treatment of names in PTSs leads to a general metatheory
that can be used as a high-level theoretical basis for quite different implementa-
tions of PTSs, there is a price to pay, in that an abstract view necessarily limits
the expressivity of the theory. In the case of PTSs, properties involving names
cannot be expressed. Indeed, we often need a more concrete representation with
more specialized results to deal, for example, with the implementation of a formal
system, or with tools that use the formal system in an essential way. Also in the
context of reasoning about a formal system, a more concrete specification that
is computationally meaningful can have considerable advantages for the partial
automation of metatheoretic proofs in logics with computational sublanguages.

However, as soon as we take names seriously, i.e., we give up the identification
of α-convertible terms, and interpret the inference rules literally, we encounter
at least two problems first discussed in [Pol93] under the title “closure under
α-conversion”.1

The first problem is that the set of derivable judgements is not closed under α-
conversion. For instance, adapting an example given for λ→ in [Pol93], we cannot
derive a judgement of the form

A : Prop, P : {Z : A}Prop ` [X : A][X : P X]A : {X : A}{X : P X}Prop,

say in CC, although the α-equivalent version

A : Prop, P : {Z : A}Prop ` [X : A][Y : P X]A : {X : A}{Y : P X}Prop,

where some bound variables are distinct can be derived.

1The problem with closure under α-conversion also remains unsolved in [Mag94], where a
system with dependent types is presented that does not enjoy this property.
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A second difficulty pointed out in [Pol93] is that we want to derive

A : Prop, P : {Z : A}Prop ` [X : A][X : P X]X : {X : A}{Y : P X}(P X),

but we should not be able to derive

A : Prop, P : {Z : A}Prop ` [X : A][X : P X]X : {X : A}{X : P X}(P X).

However, we cannot derive the first judgement, since the name X in the conclusion
of the Lda rule is the same on both sides of the colon.

To tackle the first problem, Pollack proposed a type system `lt, a variation of λ→.
It uses a more liberal notion of context that allows multiple declarations of the
same name, the one most recently introduced being visible inside the judgement.
Unfortunately, he did not pursue this direction further because of the second
difficulty, which appears in the context of PTSs with dependent types but is not
present in λ→. Concerning `lt, he remarks “I don’t think we can do the same
for PTS.”

The solution finally discussed in [Pol93] is the solution employed in the construc-
tive engine [Hue89] used in proof assistants such as LEGO [Pol94] and COQ
[BBC+99]. The idea is to use a hybrid naming scheme which employs distinct
names for global variables declared in the context of a judgement, and a de Bruijn
representation of terms with bound local variables. Clearly, PTSs based on such
a hybrid naming scheme are a correct implementation of (abstract) PTSs as de-
scribed above. More precisely, PTSs using the hybrid naming scheme can be seen
as particular models of the MEL specification of PTSs in the sense that the corre-
sponding model is isomorphic to the one given by the appropriately instantiated
functional module PTS. Nevertheless, an approach which maintains a distinction
between global and local variables appears not to be very uniform, complicating
formal metatheoretic proofs and type checking. Of course, scaling up Pollack’s
`lt to PTSs would be much more satisfying, and this is the direction we pursue
in the following.

A closer look at the second difficulty shows that in an intermediate state of
typechecking we would have a context

A : Prop, P : {Z : A}Prop, X : A,X : (P X)

and we would like to express that in this context the type of X is (P X) where
the latter X refers to the X declared by X : A which is hidden by X : (P X).

Obviously, this is an instance of accidental hiding, a problem which is avoided by
the use of Berkling’s representation in the CINNI calculus. Indeed, employing
indexed names the type of X in the context above just becomes (P X1). There-
fore, our next goal is to obtain a version of PTSs based on CINNI which not only
avoids this problem but also avoids weired renaming which takes place in PTS to
keep variables in a context distinct.
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6.2.3 Uniform Pure Type Systems

The application of CINNI to PTSs can be seen as Pollack’s `lt scaled up to PTSs.
In contrast to the hybrid approach to PTSs adopted in the constructive engine
[Hue89] and in the PTS formalization given in [MP93] based on an idea from
[Coq91], both distinguishing between global and local variables, we use indexed
names uniformly. This suggests defining uniform pure type systems (UPTSs) by
modifying PTSs in three steps:

First, PTS terms are generalized to UPTS terms in the way explained before,
i.e., UPTS terms are defined by the first-order CINNI syntax:

Xm | (M N) | [X : A]M | {X : A}M | s

As a second step, we adapt the syntax-dependent part of the CINNI calculus to
UPTS terms:

S s = s

S (MN) = (SM)(SN)

S ([X : A]M) = [X : (S A)](⇑XS M)

S ({X : A}M) = {X : (S A)}(⇑XS M)

The third and final step is to define the derivable typing judgements. Since we
do not want to identify α-convertible terms, this is a fundamental change in the
formal system. However, a careful inspection of the typing rules under the new
reading shows that only minor changes in the rules Start and Weak are needed.
The new rules are:

Γ ` A : s

Γ, X : A ` X0 : ↑XA
(Start)

Γ ` M : A Γ ` B : s

Γ, X : B ` ↑XM : ↑XA
(Weak)

It might appear that the UPTSs we have defined above are a specialization of
PTSs, since we have committed ourselves to a particular representation of names.
But this is not the full truth, because on the other hand we have described a
generalization of PTSs where multiple declarations of the same name are admitted
in a well-typed context. Notice that in both rules above we have dropped the
side condition X /∈ Γ, which means that we have completely eliminated the need
for these side conditions in UPTSs. We would also like to point out, that, in
particular, we have not touched the Lda rule: the only place where α-conversion
comes into play is in the Conv rule, where ≡β subsumes α- and β-conversion, just
as in the original PTSs.
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Finally, we describe how these changes are reflected in the MEL specification,
that is how UPTSs can be represented by modifying the previous specificiation.

First, instead of using names as variables we use indexed names. So we replace
subsort Qid < Var by

op _{_} : Qid Nat -> Var .

Second, instead of conventional substitution [ := ] , we use CINNI for UPTS
terms:

sort Subst .

op [_:=_] : Qid Trm -> Subst .

op [shift_] : Qid -> Subst .

op [lift__] : Qid Subst -> Subst .

op __ : Subst Trm -> Trm .

var S : Subst .

vars n m : Nat .

eq ([X := M] (X{0})) = M .

eq ([X := M] (X{suc(m)})) = (X{m}) .

ceq ([X := M] (Y{n})) = (Y{n}) if X =/= Y .

eq ([shift X] (X{m})) = (X{suc(m)}) .

ceq ([shift X] (Y{n})) = (Y{n}) if X =/= Y .

eq ([lift X S] (X{0})) = (X{0}) .

eq ([lift X S] (X{suc(m)})) = [shift X] (S (X{m})) .

ceq ([lift X S] (Y{m})) = [shift X] (S (Y{m})) if X =/= Y .

eq (S s) = s .

eq (S (M N)) = ((S M) (S N)) .

eq S ([X : A] M) = [X : (S A)] ([lift X S] M) .

eq S ({X : A} M) = {X : (S A)} ([lift X S] M) .

Third, conversion now explicitly contains α-conversion, something that was im-
plicit in the equality of the previous specification:

mb [X : A] M <->

[Y : A] ([X := Y{0}] [shift Y] M) : Convertible .

mb {X : A} M <->

{Y : A} ([X := Y{0}] [shift Y] M) : Convertible .
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Finally, the new versions of Start and Weak are:

cmb (G,(X : A) |- X{0} : [shift X] A) : Derivable if

(G |- A : s) : Derivable .

cmb (G,(X : B) |- [shift X] M : [shift X] A) : Derivable if

(G |- M : A) : Derivable /\

(G |- B : s) : Derivable .

Again, we can see that the representational distance between the mathemati-
cal presentation of UPTSs and their MEL specification is practically zero. In
particular, the equational nature of the CINNI substitution calculus is directly
captured by the MEL specification.

UPTSs are more liberal than PTS, since a derivable judgement Γ ` M : A may
contain multiple declarations of the same name in Γ. However, the set of derivable
judgements Γ ` M : A of PTS can be recovered as the set of derivable UPTS
judgements Γ `1 M : A generated by adding the following rule:

Γ ` M : A

Γ `1 M : A
if Γ is simple (Simple)

The representation of judgements Γ `1 M : A together with this rule in MEL is
straightforward, and we omit it here and in all the following formalizations for
the sake of brevity.

To state the following results we proceed as for PTSs: We extend α-conversion
≡α from terms to judgements so that Γ ` M : A ≡α Γ′ ` M ′ : A′ iff Γ′ ` M ′ :
A′ and Γ ` M : A are equal up to consistent renaming of declared and bound
variables. Then we have the following

Lemma 6.2.2 (Strong Closure under α-Conversion for UPTSs)
Let M , A, M ′, A′ be UPTS terms and Γ, Γ′ be UPTS contexts. If the UPTS
judgement Γ ` M : A is derivable in UPTSS and Γ ` M : A ≡α Γ′ ` M ′ : A′,
then Γ′ ` M ′ : A′ is derivable in UPTSS .

Proof Sketch. By induction over derivations of Γ ` M : A. ¤
It is noteworthy that a weak form of this lemma using α-conversion on terms
instead of judgements, i.e. the special case where Γ = Γ′, cannot be proved
directly by induction. The induction would fail for the rules Pi and Lda, since a
declared variable X becomes a local variable.

As for PTSs the previous lemma is equivalent to the admissibility of the following
rule in UPTSs:

Γ ` M : A

Γ′ ` M ′ : A′ if Γ ` M : A ≡α Γ′ ` M ′ : A′ (Rename)
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Using the terminology introduced in Section 2.3 for entailment systems, each of
the following two propositions establishes a sound and complete total correspon-
dence of the form PTSS y UPTSS , where S is an arbitrary PTS signature.

Proposition 6.2.3 (Soundness and Completeness of UPTSs I)
For all PTS terms M ,A and PTS contexts Γ, if the PTS judgement Γ `1 M : A
is derivable in UPTSS then Γ ` M : A is derivable in PTSS and vice versa.2

Proof Sketch.

First observe that each PTS rule is a UPTS rule if we restrict ourselves to simple
judgements. In particular, the side conditions X ∈ Γ in the PTS rules Start and
Weak imply that the shift substitution in the corresponding UPTS rules can be
eliminated.

(⇒) Given a UPTS derivation of a simple judgement Γ ` M : A, each occurrence
of a UPTS inference rule can be replaced as follows: First the original premises
are converted into suitable simple PTS form by virtue of Rename. Then the corre-
sponding inference rule for PTSs is applied (which is also a UPTS rule according
to the observation above). Finally, the conclusion in simple PTS form is con-
verted back to the original conclusion in UPTS form, again using Rename. After
transforming the entire derivation in this way all intermediate UPTS judgements
which are not PTS judgements, i.e. the original premises and original conclusions,
can be removed, and the result is still a UPTS derivation. Also, the resulting
derivation corresponds to a derivation in PTSs extended by the admissible rule
Rename.

(⇐) According to the observation above, each application of a PTS rule can
be seen as an application of the correspponding UPTS rule. Furthermore, each
implict α-conversion step that is possible in PTSs can be simulated by Rename,
which is an admissible rule in UPTSs.

¤
In other words, UPTSs are conservative over PTSs. A slightly weaker but more
comprehensive correspondence of the form PTSS y UPTSS can be given mod-
ulo renaming of variables:

Proposition 6.2.4 (Soundness and Completeness of UPTSs II)
For all UPTS terms M ,A, PTS terms M ′,A′, UPTS contexts Γ and simple PTS
contexts Γ′ with Γ ` M : A ≡α Γ′ ` M ′ : A′, if the UPTS judgement Γ ` M : A
is derivable in UPTSS then Γ′ ` M ′ : A′ is derivable in PTSS and vice versa.

Proof Sketch.

(⇒) Let Γ ` M : A be derivable in UPTSS and let Γ ` M : A ≡α Γ′ ` M ′ :
A′. By Proposition 6.2.2 (strong α-closure) Γ′ ` M ′ : A′ and therefore Γ′ `1 M ′ :

2Here we make use of the convention, introduced in Section 5.1, that ordinary terms (here
PTS terms) can be seen as CINNI terms (here UPTS terms).
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A′ are derivable in UPTSS . So by Proposition 6.2.3 Γ′ ` M ′ : A′ is derivable in
PTSS .

(⇐) Let Γ′ ` M ′ : A′ be derivable in PTSS and let Γ′ ` M ′ : A′ ≡α Γ ` M : A.
By Proposition 6.2.3, Γ′ ` M ′ : A′ is derivable in UPTSS , and by Proposition
6.2.2 (strong α-closure) Γ ` M : A is derivable in UPTSS too.

¤
The last proposition implies that, concerning judgements of the form Γ ` M : A,
PTSs and UPTSs are equivalent modulo α-conversion. Hence all (metatheoretic)
results about PTSs [GN91] apply to UPTSs after appropriate renaming.

Another consequence of the last proposition is that the new form of judgement
Γ `1 M : A is not necessary to ensure soundness, and could therefore be dropped.
Sometimes, however, focussing on judgements of the form Γ `1 M : A instead of
the more general form Γ ` M : A is more convenient, e.g. to formulate the weak-
ening/thinning lemma [GN91, vBJMP93], since simple contexts can be treated
as sets of declarations.

6.2.4 A Conservative Optimization

The presentations of PTSs and UPTSs given above maintain a good economy in
the number of rules and are therefore well-suited for metatheoretic (inductive)
reasoning. The judgement Γ ` M : A implicitly subsumes another judgement
Γ °, stating that Γ is a well-typed context. Since in practice checking contexts is
as important as checking types, we switch to a conservative extension of UPTSs
(similar to an optimization for PTSs mentioned in [vBJMP93]) that is not biased
towards any of the two forms of judgement. From a practical point of view, the
addition of a separate judgement for well-typed contexts can be seen as an op-
timization which avoids rechecking contexts in each subderivation. We will refer
to this optimized version as optimized UPTSs (OUPTSs) and the entailment sys-
tem will be denoted by OUPTS. The only modifications we need are described
below. In addition to the main typing judgement, which is written now as Γ °
M : A (stating that M is an element of the type T in Γ), we use context typing
judgements of the form Γ ° meaning that Γ is a well-typed context, and relative
typing judgements of the form Γ ` M : A meaning that M is an element of type
A if Γ is well-typed. Furthermore, we add the following rules:

[] ° (Ctxt1)

Γ ° Γ ` A : s

Γ, X : A ° (Ctxt2)

Γ ` Xm : lookup(Γ, Xm)
if lookup(Γ, Xm) is defined (Lookup)
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Γ ° Γ ` M : A

Γ ° M : A
(Main)

where lookup(Γ, Xm) is a partial function defined by:

lookup((Γ, X : A), X0) = ↑XA

lookup((Γ, X : A), Xm+1) = ↑X lookup(Γ, Xm)

lookup((Γ, X : A), Ym) = ↑X lookup(Γ, Ym) if X 6= Y

Then we replace Ax and Simple by:

Γ ` s1 : s2
(s1, s2) ∈ A (Ax)

Γ ° M : A

Γ °1 M : A
if no variable is declared in Γ more than once. (Simple)

respectively, and we remove the rules Start and Weak, since they are admissible
rules in the new system. The system we have just obtained is similar to the
system `vtyp, `vcxt presented in [vBJMP93], but here we are concerned with
UPTSs instead of PTSs. Another minor difference is that we make use of an
explicit lookup function. As before, we do not need any freshness side conditions
thanks to CINNI.

Again, the representation in MEL is quite direct. It nicely illustrates the mixed
specification style using equations and memberships, and also the representation
of partial functions such as lookup.

sort Trm? .

subsort Trm < Trm? .

op lookup : Context Var -> Trm? .

eq lookup(G,(X : A), X{0}) = [shift X] A .

eq lookup(G,(X : A), X{suc(m)}) = [shift X] lookup(G,X{m}) .

ceq lookup(G,(X : A), Y{m}) = lookup(G,Y{m}) if (X =/= Y) .

op _||- : Context -> Judgement .

op _|-_:_ : Context Trm Trm -> Judgement .

op _||-_:_ : Context Trm Trm -> Judgement .

mb (emptyContext ||-) : Derivable .

cmb (G,(X : A) ||-) : Derivable if

(G ||-) : Derivable /\ (G |- A : s) : Derivable .
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cmb (G |- X{m} : lookup(G,X{m})) : Derivable if

lookup(G,X{m}) : Trm .

cmb (G ||- M : A) : Derivable if

(G ||-) : Derivable /\ (G |- M : A) : Derivable .

cmb (G |- s1 : s2) : Derivable if (s1,s2) : Axioms .

OUPTSs are equivalent to UPTSs, i.e., there is a sound and complete total cor-
respondence of the kind UPTSS y OUPTSS for arbitrary PTS signatures S ,
in the following sense:

Proposition 6.2.5 (Soundness and Completeness of OUPTSs)
Let M ,A be UPTS terms, and let Γ be a UPTS context. If the judgement Γ °
M : A (Γ °1 M : A) is derivable in OUPTSS , then Γ ` M : A (Γ `1 M : A) is
derivable in UPTSS and vice versa.

Proof Sketch. It is easy to adopt the proof of the similar lemma 23 in
[vBJMP93] to our setting. The main change is that we are using UPTSs instead
of PTSs here. A minor point is that we are using an explicit lookup function. ¤

6.3 The Meta-Operational View of PTSs

PTSs can not only be equipped with a logical semantics, e.g. via the proposition-
as-types interpretation, but, more fundamentally, PTSs are usually equipped with
an operational semantics, defined by an internal notion of functional computa-
tion, such as β-reduction. The operational view of PTSs is concerned with their
internal notion of computation, but here we are interested in the meta-operational
view, which deals with the question of how to embed PTSs in a formal system with
an operational semantics, so that typical computational tasks like type checking
and type inference become possible by exploiting the operational semantics of
the metalanguage. In the following we employ for this purpose the efficiently ex-
ecutable sublanguage of rewriting logic that is supported by the Maude engine.

First, we introduce several well-known classes of PTS signatures, giving rise to
corresponding PTSs that are practically interesting and enjoy particularly good
properties.

Definition 6.3.1 A PTS signature S is decidable iff: (1) S is denumerable, (2)
A and R are decidable, and (3) for all s1, s2 ∈ S the predicates ∃s′2 : (s1, s

′
2) ∈ A

and ∃s′3 : (s1, s2, s
′
3) ∈ R are decidable.

Decidability is a reasonable requirement to ensure that type inference and type
checking do not become undecidable because of a too complex PTS signature.
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Definition 6.3.2 A PTS signature S is functional iff (1) (s1, s2) ∈ A and
(s1, s

′
2) ∈ A implies s2 = s′2, and (2) (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R and (s1, s2, s

′
3) ∈ R im-

plies s3 = s′3.

In functional PTS signatures, the relations A and R can be viewed as partial
functions A : S ; S and R : S × S ; S. Functionality ensures that every term
has a unique type modulo ≡β [GN91]. The class of functional PTSs3 includes,
for example, all systems of the λ-cube.

Definition 6.3.3 A PTS signature S is full iff for all s1, s2 ∈ S there is an s3

such that (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R. A PTS signature S is semi-full iff (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R
implies that for each s′2 there is an s′3 such that (s1, s

′
2, s

′
3) ∈ R.

Full PTSs allow us to form dependent types {X : A}B very liberally, by avoiding
those restrictions on the sorts of A and B that are imposed by the side condition
(s1, s2, s3) ∈ R of the Pi rule. As an example, CC is a full PTS.

Definition 6.3.4 Given a PTS signature S , a top sort is a sort s such that there
is no sort s′ with (s, s′) ∈ A. The set of top sorts is denoted by St.

To avoid inessential technicalities in our presentation, we will later focus on PTS
signatures without top sorts, which introduce some kind of nonuniformity in the
set of sorts. Just as R can be seen as a function R : S × S → S in full PTS
signatures, A can be viewed as a functionA : S → S in functional PTS signatures
without top sorts.

Semi-full PTSs have the nice property that we can get rid of the third premise
in Lda by replacing it with the following rule:

Γ ` A : s1 Γ, X : A ` M : B

Γ ` [X : A]M : {X : A}B (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R and B /∈ St (Lda’)

The premises together with the side conditions in Lda’ imply that {X : A}B is
a type (cf. rule Pi). Indeed, as explained in [vBJMP93] in the context of PTSs,
replacing Lda by Lda’ does not change the set of derivable judgements in semi-full
UPTSs.

For full UPTSs without top sorts we can completely eliminate the side condi-
tions in the rule Lda’, and we obtain Lda” without changing the set of derivable
judgements:

Γ ` A : s Γ, X : A ` M : B

Γ ` [X : A]M : {X : A}B (Lda”)

3The attributes for PTS signatures are naturally lifted to the corresponding PTSs.
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Our example PTS signature of CC at the beginning of Section 6.2 has Type as
a top sort. However, it is straightforward to extend CC by an infinite universe
hierarchy yielding a PTS without top sorts.

Together with the introduction of UPTSs in the previous section, we have now
(following the corresponding arguments for PTSs in [vBJMP93]) three families
of inference systems which only differ in the choice of the rule Lda. For a full
PTS signature S without top sorts all of them define the same unary entailment
system, which is denoted by UPTSS .

In the remainder of this chapter we will present a standard type checking algo-
rithm for a class of UPTSs using rewriting logic as a formal specification language.
In spite of some unsolved theoretical questions such as the expansion postpone-
ment problem, efficient algorithms for the important classes of functional PTSs
and semi-full PTSs (satisfying appropriate decidability and normalization prop-
erties) have been presented in [vBJMP93]. In order to avoid excessive technical
details and to make clear the general way we use rewriting logic to represent type
checking algorithms, we restrict ourselves in the following to UPTSs that are de-
cidable, normalizing (w.r.t. β-reduction), functional, full, and without top sorts.
The class of UPTSs that are decidable, normalizing, functional and semi-full can
be treated along the same lines (using the rule Lda’ instead of Lda”).

The use of UPTSs instead of PTSs is motivated by our desire to obtain a for-
mal executable representation that takes names seriously and makes type checking
simpler and more uniform. The approach is different from the constructive engine
[Hue89] and its presentation in [Pol93] that employs named global variables and
a de Bruijn representation for local variables. It is also different from [Coq91],
[vBJMP93], and the formalization [MP93], that distinguish between two unre-
lated sets of global names and local names.

6.3.1 Uniform PTSs in Membership Equational Logic

The standard way to implement type checking, which goes back to [ML72] and
[Hue89], is to cast the inference rules into an equivalent syntax-directed form
[vBJMP93], and to define a type-inference function on the basis of this new sys-
tem. Formally and technically this could be done in the executable sublanguage
of MEL or in any other functional programming language, but the use of MEL is
attractive, since it allows us to formulate the logical and operational versions of
PTSs in a single uniform language with a simple semantics, which in particular
does not presuppose higher-order constructs, but is used to explain them in more
elementary terms. Also, data structures and functions of the specification can be
directly used in the implementation.

In our setting there is another reason why MEL is more natural than the use of a
(higher-order) functional programming language: the equational specification of
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the calculus of substitutions presented above is naturally equipped with an op-
erational semantics just by viewing the equations as rewrite rules. By contrast,
in a functional programming language that is not based on equational rewriting,
the substitution calculus has to be encoded, which essentially means that a (spe-
cialized) rewrite engine for this calculus has to be implemented in the functional
language itself and, what is even more cumbersome, this engine has to be explic-
itly invoked when needed. In this sense, a specification/programming style based
on rewriting is more abstract and closer to mathematical practice for applications
of this kind than a (higher-order) functional programming approach.

Using the specification of the above substitution calculus, a purely equational
executable specification of a type checker for UPTSs with decidable type check-
ing can be written in MEL using standard equational/functional programming
techniques. The core of this specification consists of a type-inference function

op type : Context Trm -> Trm? .

that computes a type for each term which is well-typed in the given context. The
function can be defined in a way similar to the one given in [Sev96], but using
CINNI, instead of abstracting from the treatment of names.

Thanks to CINNI, freshness conditions are avoided. Therefore, an implemen-
tation based on this specification appears to be more elegant than that of the
constructive engine with its hybrid treatment of names. As an additional advan-
tage, multiple declarations of the same name are naturally admitted in contexts
if we use judgements of the form Γ ° M : A. However, it is also easy to disallow
these more general contexts if desired by implementing simple judgements Γ °1

M : A.

Instead of discussing this purely equational approach in more detail, we present
an alternative approach in the following section that exploits features of rewriting
logic that are beyond equational and functional languages. Our experience shows
that this alternative approach scales up well to more complex type theories, e.g.
extensions of UPTSs such as OCC (see Chapter 8), in a more satisfactory way
than the purely functional and equational approaches to type checking.

6.3.2 Uniform PTSs in Rewriting Logic

As shown by an extensive collection of examples in [MOM94, MOM96], rewriting
logic can be used as a logical framework that can naturally represent inference
systems of different kinds in a logically and operationally satisfying way. In the
present section we view a type checker as a particular inference system. In con-
trast to a (higher-order) functional programming approach that would require us
to encode the inference system in terms of a type checking function, the rewriting
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logic approach offers the advantage that inference rules can be expressed directly,
namely, as rewrite rules. We will in fact make use of a type inference system
expressed as a collection of rewrite rules that transform a conjunction of judge-
ments into a simplified form, in the style of constraint solving systems. This
yields a rewrite system that is efficiently executable, while still maintaining a
close correspondence to the logical specification of UPTSs.

The rewriting logic specification represents rewriting-based OUPTSs (ROUPTSs)
and is able to perform type checking, i.e. to decide derivability of judgements of
the form Γ °, Γ ` M : A, and Γ ° M : A, for the class of decidable, normalizing,
functional, full and PTS signatures without top sorts discussed before. As in
PTSs, type checking is reduced to type inference, that is, to solving incomplete
queries of the form Γ ` M ->: ?.

Instead of giving an informal account we directly discuss the formal specification
in rewriting logic.

First, we exploit our assumption that the PTS signature is decidable, functional,
full and without top sorts, which means that the relations A and R can be
specified by equationally-defined functions Axioms and Rules:

fth FPTS-SIG is

sort Sorts .

op Axioms : Sorts -> Sorts .

op Rules : Sorts Sorts -> Sorts .

endfth

As usual for syntax-directed approaches following the ideas of [ML72] and [Hue89]
we “invert” the inference rules in order to obtain a goal-directed algorithm from
the inductive definition. In contrast to a purely equational and functional ap-
proach, the rewriting logic specification we aim at has a rewrite transition sys-
tem as a model, and can therefore be seen as an operational generalization of
the equational and functional paradigms. In contrast to [vBJMP93] and [Pol93],
the type-checking algorithm itself receives a direct formal status as a transition
system, which is a good basis for reasoning formally about operational properties
and especially about its correctness.

The inductive definition of UPTSs can be seen as a static description of a set of
judgements that we would like to equip with a dynamic structure. More precisely,
a (static) logical implication

A1 ∧ . . . ∧ An ⇒ B

can be seen as an inference rule or (dynamic) state transition refining a goal B
into subgoals A1, . . . , An, and can be directly represented as a rewrite rule

B ⇒ A1 ∧ . . . ∧ An
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in rewriting logic. Each state consists of a finite set of subgoals that remain to
be solved.

The static description can be seen as inducing the following invariant that our
dynamic system should always satisfy: for each state, the empty set of goals is
reachable iff the logical interpretation of the state is true.

Although the inference rules of a formal system typically take the form of Horn
clauses that can be operationally refined to rewrite rules, there may be func-
tional and equational parts (e.g. auxiliary functions or substitution calculi) that
are more naturally expressed in the MEL fragment. It is this mix of different
paradigms that allows us to express the type-checking algorithm in a way that is
very close to the logical specification.

We discuss below the rewriting logic specification of the UPTS type checker in
some detail. Instead of an equational theory introduced by the fmod keyword, the
specification takes the form of a rewrite theory, introduced by the mod keyword,
that has a transition system as its initial semantics:

mod PTS[S :: FPTS-SIG] is

We reuse most components of the functional module defined before, but in addi-
tion to the typing judgement

op _|-_:_ : Context Trm Trm -> Judgement .

we add the following auxiliary judgements:

op _Sort : Trm -> Judgement .

op (_,_,_)Rule : Trm Trm Trm -> Judgement .

op _=_ : Trm Trm -> Judgement .

op _<->_ : Trm Trm -> Judgement .

op _|-_->:_ : Context Trm Trm -> Judgement .

op _|-(_->:_)(_->:_)->:_ : Context Trm Trm Trm Trm Trm ->

Judgement .

Recall that, in our setting of PTS signatures without top sorts, T is a type in Γ
iff Γ ` T : s. Presupposing that Γ is a well-typed context and A,B are types in Γ,
the meaning of the auxiliary judgements is the following: The judgement A Sort

means that there is an s ∈ S such that A ≡β s. The judgement (A,B, s) Rule

means that there are s1, s2 ∈ S such that A ≡β s1, B ≡β s2 and (s1, s2, s) ∈
R. The judgement A <-> B just means that A ≡β B. The judgement Γ `
M ->: T means that M has an inferred type T in Γ. Regarding this refinement
of typing judgements we only assume that Γ ` M ->: T implies Γ ` M : T , and
conversely that Γ ` M : T implies that T ≡β T ′ and Γ ` M ->: T ′ for some T ′.
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Furthermore, the judgement Γ ` ((M ->: S)(N ->: T )) ->: U abbreviates Γ `
M ->: S, Γ ` N ->: T , and Γ ` (M N) ->: U . Finally, the judgement M = N
just means that M and N are equal terms.

In order to express intermediate goals or queries, like Γ ` M ->: ?, that are
present in the operational refinement but not in the abstract presentation, we
extend terms by explicit metavariables:

sort MetaVar .

subsort MetaVar < Trm .

op ? : Qid -> MetaVar .

var MV : MetaVar .

In ROUPTSs we use the weak head normal form, calculated by the following
function whnf, to check if two terms are convertible, and in particular if a term is
convertible to the form s or {X : A}M . We also use sorts WhNf and WhReducible

containing terms in weak head normal form and weak head reducible terms,
respectively.

sort WhNf WhReducible .

subsort WhNf < Trm .

subsort Sorts < WhNf .

subsort Var < WhNf .

mb ([X : A] M) : WhNf .

mb ({X : A} B) : WhNf .

mb (s N) : WhNf .

mb (X{m} N) : WhNf .

cmb ((P Q) N) : WhNf if (P Q) : WhNf .

mb (({X : A} M) N) : WhNf .

subsort WhReducible < Trm .

mb (([X : A] M) N) : WhReducible .

cmb (M N) : WhReducible if M : WhReducible .

op whnf : Trm -> Trm? .

ceq whnf(M) = M if M : WhNf .

eq whnf(([X : A] M) N) = whnf([X := N] M) .

ceq whnf(M N) = whnf(whnf(M) N) if M : WhReducible .

A configuration is a conjunctive set of judgements that have to be solved or
verified by the type checker. We represent a set of judgements as a list. This
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allows us to solve goals in a well-defined order, a fact that we exploit later in this
section.

sort JudgementList .

op emptyJudgementList : -> JudgementList .

subsort Judgement < JudgementList .

op __ : JudgementList JudgementList -> JudgementList

[assoc id: emptyJudgementList] .

var JS : JudgementList .

sort Configuration .

op {{_}} : JudgementList -> Configuration .

Replacement of metavariables by terms (that is, textual replacement) has the
obvious definition, not spelled out here, except for its syntax:

op <_:=_>_ : MetaVar Trm Trm -> Trm .

op <_:=_>_ : MetaVar Trm Subst -> Subst .

op <_:=_>_ : MetaVar Trm Context -> Context .

op <_:=_>_ : MetaVar Trm Judgement -> Judgement .

op <_:=_>_ : MetaVar Trm JudgementList -> JudgementList .

It is used only in the following equality elimination rule, that instantiates a
metavariable throughout the entire configuration if it is uniquely determined by
an equality:

rl [Subst] : {{ (MV = A) JS }} => {{ < MV := A > JS }} .

A rule like this is typical of a constraint-based programming approach, and indeed
the configuration can be seen as a set of constraints that should be simplified using
the subsequent rules [MOM96].

In addition to simplification of constraints by rewrite rules, simplification by
equational rewriting also plays a major role in our approach. As an example,
the judgement of convertibility between normalizing terms can be checked using
whnf as follows. In order to avoid redundant reductions we reduce the general
problem to a check of convertibility between weak head normal forms (which are
treated by the first five rules below). In the case of binders we perform renaming
to equalize names.
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rl [Conv1] : {{ (s <-> s) JS }} => {{ JS }} .

rl [Conv2] : {{ (X{m} <-> X{m}) JS }} => {{ JS }} .

crl [Conv3] : {{ ((M N) <-> (M’ N’)) JS }} =>

{{ (M <-> M’) (N <-> N’) JS }}

if (M N) : WhNf /\ (M’ N’) : WhNf .

rl [Conv4] : {{ ({X : A} T <-> {Y : A’} T’) JS }} =>

{{ (A <-> A’)

([X := Y{0}] [shift Y] T <-> T’) JS }} .

rl [Conv5] : {{ ([X : A] M <-> [Y : A’] M’) JS }} =>

{{ (A <-> A’)

([X := Y{0}] [shift Y] M <-> M’) JS }} .

crl [Conv6] : {{ (M <-> N) JS }} =>

{{ (whnf(M) <-> N) JS }}

if M : WhReducible .

crl [Conv7] : {{ (M <-> N) JS }} =>

{{ (M <-> whnf(N)) JS }}

if N : WhReducible .

We use two auxiliary judgements to formalize side conditions:

rl [Sort] : {{ (s Sort) JS }} => {{ JS }} .

rl [Rule] : {{ ((s1,s2,MV) Rule) JS }} =>

{{ (MV = Rules(s1,s2)) JS }} .

Each inference rule of OUPTSs gives rise to a rewrite rule obtained by reversing
the direction of inference:

rl [Ax] : {{ (G |- s ->: MV) JS }} =>

{{ (MV = Axioms(s)) JS }} .

crl [Lookup] : {{ (G |- X{m} ->: MV) JS }} =>

{{ (MV = lookup(G,X{m})) JS }}
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if lookup(G,X{m}) .

rl [Pi] : {{ (G |- {X : A} B ->: MV) JS }} =>

{{ (G |- A ->: ?(NEW1)) (?(NEW1) Sort)

(G,(X : A) |- B ->: ?(NEW2))

((?(NEW1), ?(NEW2), MV) Rule) JS }} .

rl [Lda] : {{ (G |- [X : A] M ->: MV) JS }} =>

{{ (G |- A ->: ?(NEW1)) (?(NEW1) Sort)

(G,(X : A) |- M ->: ?(NEW2))

(MV = {X : A} ?(NEW2)) JS }} .

rl [App1] : {{ (G |- (M N) ->: MV) JS }} =>

{{ (G |- M ->: ?(NEW1)) (G |- N ->: ?(NEW2))

(G |- (M ->: ?(NEW1))(N ->: ?(NEW2)) ->: MV)

JS }} .

rl [App2] : {{ (G |- (M ->: {X : A} B)(N ->: A’) ->: MV)

JS }} =>

{{ (A <-> A’) (MV = [X := N] B) JS }} .

The terms ?(NEW1) and ?(NEW2) above denote fresh metavariables. Hence rewrit-
ing has to be controlled by a simple strategy, that constraints the possible rewrites
by instantiating the variables NEW1 and NEW2 only with fresh names each time a
rule is applied. Notice that, in contrast to ordinary variables, where names are
taken seriously, we abstract from (i.e. we do not care about) metavariable names,
since they do not have a formal status inside UPTSs, but belong instead to the
metalevel which is partially made explict in the operational refinement.4

According to the explanations given before, the new judgements have certain
closure properties w.r.t. ≡β. The following simplification rules allow us to work
with (partially) normalized judgements in the inference rules:

crl [Norm1] : {{ (T Sort) JS }} =>

{{ (whnf(T) Sort) JS }}

if T : WhReducible .

crl [Norm2] : {{ ((A,B,T) Rule) JS }} =>

{{ ((whnf(A),B,T) Rule) JS }}

if A : WhReducible .

4By a further refinement of the present specification we can obtain a system with takes even
metavariables seriously, but this is not necessary for the purposes of the present chapter.
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crl [Norm3] : {{ ((A,B,T) Rule) JS }} =>

{{ ((A,whnf(B),T) Rule) JS }}

if B : WhReducible .

crl [Norm4] : {{ (G |- (M ->: A)(N ->: B) ->: T) JS }} =>

{{ (G |- (M ->: whnf(A))(N ->: B) ->: T) JS }}

if A : WhReducible .

This completes the definition of the type-inference system for judgements of the
form Γ ` M ->: A. Type checking is reduced to type inference in the standard
way, that is, Γ ` M : A is verified by first checking if A is a type in Γ, and if
this is the case we then check if A and the inferred type of M are convertible.
Exploiting the fact that in PTSs without top sorts each type is contained in some
sort, this can be specified by the rule

rl [Aux] : {{ (G |- M : A) JS }} =>

{{ (G |- A ->: ?(NEW1)) (?(NEW1) Sort)

(G |- M ->: ?(NEW2)) (?(NEW2) <-> A) JS }} .

This rule can be slightly optimized by using an adaption of Lemma 3 from [Pol95],
which allows us to omit the goal (?(NEW1) Sort) on the right hand side, since
it is implied by the remaining goals.

Finally, we add rules to check the context typing judgement and the main typing
judgement:

rl [Ctxt1] : {{ (emptyContext ||-) JS }} => {{ JS }} .

rl [Ctxt2] : {{ (G,(X : A) ||-) JS }} =>

{{ (G ||-) (G |- A ->: ?(NEW))

(?(NEW) Sort) JS }} .

rl [Main] : {{ (G ||- M : A) JS }} =>

{{ (G ||-) (G |- M : A) JS }} .

endm

Again we have omitted the straightforward rule corresponding to Simple, which
allows us to check derivability of typing judgements Γ °1 M : A that disallow
multiple occurrences of the same variable in Γ.

To verify a judgement J we start with an initial configuration {{J}}. Either this
configuration can be reduced to {{emptyJudgementList}}, meaning that the
judgement has been proved, or the final configuration contains unsolved goals
giving an informative indication of an error.
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Notice that we have not only used inductive definitions to specify PTSs and
UPTSs logically, but that, in addition, the operational version of UPTSs given
by the rewrite rules above is an inductive definition of a labeled transition system
which gives us a more refined view of the type-checking process.

The most important property of a type checker is soundness, i.e., each judgement
that has been verified should be derivable in the type system. In fact the formal
system has been defined in such a way that the soundness of each of the rewrite
rules above relative to OUPTSs can be verified by straightforward inspection of
the rules using the meaning of all auxiliary judgements given earlier.

More precisely, let S range over decidable, normalizing, functional, full PTS
signatures without top sorts. We denote by ROUPTSS the entailment sys-
tem in which sentences are rewrites of the form {{JS}} → {{JS ′}} and such a
rewrite is derivable iff it is derivable in the rewrite theory that has been presented
above. Then the next proposition gives a sound and complete total correspon-
dence OUPTSS y ROUPTSS .

Proposition 6.3.5 (Soundness and Completeness of ROUPTSs)
Let M ,A be UPTS terms, let Γ be a UPTS context, and let J be one of the
judgements Γ °, Γ ° M : A, or Γ °1 M : A. If the rewrite {{J}} →
{{emptyJudgementList}} is derivable in ROUPTSS , then J is derivable in
OUPTSS and vice versa.

Proof Sketch. The soundness part follows from the simple observation that for
each ROUPTS rewrite rule the right hand side together with its possible condition
implies the left hand side under the intended logical interpretation given earlier.
The completeness part can be obtained by adapting the inductive proof of Lemma
29 in [vBJMP93]: Instead of the conventional notion of terms and substitution
we have to use CINNI syntax with explicit substitutions, and instead of of PTSs
we have to use OUPTSs. ¤
As explained in Chapter 2, executability in the following proposition means that
the structural equations are implementable and the remaining equations and
membership axioms satisfy the standard variable restriction. Since we are inter-
ested in completeness of the operational semantics of rewriting logic for the goals
relevant in our application, we also verify a number of sufficient conditions that
we defined in Chapter 2.

Proposition 6.3.6 (Executability of ROUPTSs)
The ROUPTS specification is executable, sort-preserving, equationally confluent,
and coherent. Furthermore, the underlying MES is partially terminating in the
sense that all membership, equational, and reduction goals, satisfying the condi-
tion that whnf is applied only to representations of weak head normalizing UPTS
terms, are terminating.
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Proof Sketch. Sort-preservation can be easily checked by inspection of each
equation. To verify confluence observe that the entire equational specification
is orthogonal and has three subspecifications: (1) the specification of explicit
substitutions [_:=_], [shift_], [lift__], and their application __, (2) the
specification of metavariable substitution <_:=_>_, (3) the specification of whnf,
and (4) the specification of lookup. Orthogonality of (1) has already been verified
for the proof of confluence in Theorem 5.3.2. Orthogonality of (2) and (4) is
obvious, because there are no critical pairs, and orthogonality of (3) follows from
the fact that critical pairs can be eliminated by a simple transformation, because
their conditions are unsatisfiable. Furthermore, there are no critical pairs between
(1), (2), (3), and (4), so that we can conclude that the MES is orthogonal and
hence confluent. Similarly, coherence of the entire RWS follows from the absence
of critical pairs between equations and rules.

Finally, we show partial termination of the MES, that is termination of all mem-
bership and reduction goals under the condition of the proposition. Termination
of membership goals M : WhNf and M : WhReducible follows by structural in-
duction over the terms M . For the remaining termination proof we again exploit
orthogonality of our specification, which implies that it is sufficient to prove ter-
mination under an innermost reduction strategy [O’D77] (cf. proof of Theorem
5.3.3). We use the following strategy: Given a reduction goal M or G, we repeat
the following two steps as long as applicable: (a) We reduce it to normal form
w.r.t. (1) if this form has not been reached yet, and then (b) we select an arbi-
trary innermost occurrence of whnf or lookup and apply one the equations from
(3) or (4), respectively. Termination of this stragegy follows from termination of
Step (a), which holds according to Theorem 5.3.3, and from the fact that whnf

and lookup are either eliminated in Step (b) or replaced by correponding occur-
rences with smaller measures. For whnf(M) the measure is the minimal number
of β-reduction steps necessary to reach the weak head normal form from M , and
for lookup(G,X{m}) the measure is the length of the context G. ¤

A remarkable property of our specification is that it can be executed efficiently
in the sense that we do not need an exhaustive search to verify whether {{J}} →
{{emptyJudgementList}} is derivable in ROUPTSS . Instead, we can use a
simple execution strategy, i.e. a strategy without backtracking, and there is
no additional restriction on the strategy beyond the freshness requirement for
metavariables mentioned before. In fact, this is a consequence of confluence and
partial termination of the rewrite part of our specification, which is stated in the
following proposition.5

5Confluence modulo renaming of metavariables would be sufficient in practice, but it hap-
pens that, due to the deterministic nature of our specification, we have confluence here in the
strongest sense.
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Proposition 6.3.7 (Confluence and Termination of ROUPTSs)
The ROUPTS specification is rewrite-confluent and partially terminating in the
sense that all rewrite goals {{J}} → ?, where J is one of the judgements Γ °,
Γ ° M : A, or Γ °1 M : A with UPTS terms M ,A and a UPTS context Γ, are
terminating.

Proof Sketch. Confluence of rewrite rules follows from an analysis of (con-
ditional) critical pairs. In fact, there is only a single nontrivial critical pair
generated by the overlapping rules Conv6 and Conv7. Termination follows from
structural induction over terms using the fact that whnf is only applied to terms
M for which the goals

(G ||- ) (G |- M : ?(NEW) ) (?(NEW) Sort)

have been already verified for some context G. As a consequence, M is well-typed
in ROUPTSS , and by the chain of soundness results given in Propositions 6.3.5,
6.2.5, and 6.2.4, we conclude that M is α-equivalent to a well-typed term in
PTSS , and hence strongly normalizing. ¤

6.4 Final Remarks

In this chapter we have given presentations of PTSs at different levels of abstrac-
tion. Moreover, we have discussed very natural representations of these systems
in MEL or RWL. Both, abstractions and representations are uniformly captured
by the general notion of correspondence between entailment systems. Our treat-
ment is guided by the general logics methodology, which explores the space of
formal systems by using a particular formal system, namely rewriting logic, as a
logical framework. Our representations of PTSs range from an abstract textbook
representation to a more refined operational representation which exploits the
executable sublanguage of rewriting logic. Apart from its methodological aspect,
this chapter contains a more specific contribution, namely uniform pure type sys-
tems, a new variant of pure type systems that provides a solution to the known
problem with closure under α-conversion in systems with dependent types. Our
solution is inspired by earlier work of Pollack, who first pointed out the difficulty
to obtain closure under α-conversion if names are taken seriously.

By instantiating our operational represenation of PTSs to the calculus of con-
structions with a predicative universe hierarchy, we furthermore show in Ap-
pendix A how our approach directly leads to as executable prototype of the type
theory in Maude. We furthermore think that the potential of our approach is
by no means confined to formal representations and prototyping, but we think
that it provides an interesting altervative to the implementation of type theories
and typed higher-order logics, which are traditionally conducted using functional
programming languages such as ML.
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Finally, we would like to point out that the techniques presented in this chap-
ter have been applied in the design and implementation of a proof assistant for
OCC, the open calculus of constructions, an extension of the calculus of construc-
tions that incorporates rewriting logic with its membership equational sublogic
as a computational sublanguage and is presented in Chapter 8. Similar to MEL
and RWL, OCC supports conditional equations, conditional assertions, and con-
ditional rewrite rules together with an operational semantics based on a com-
bination of conditional rewriting modulo structural equations and exhaustive
goal-oriented proof search. Using the Maude rewriting engine and its reflective
capabilities, we have developed an experimental version of a proof assistant for
OCC that is based on the ideas on CINNI and UPTSs presented here and in
Chapter 5.

Unlike the approach of Chapter 4, where we used a type theory as a metalogic to
reason about a UNITY-style temporal logic, type theories appear in the present
chapter as object logics. Another difference is that in contrast to Chapter 4 we
have emphasized the representational aspects, since the choice of a good formal
representation is important in its own right, and a major issue in the application
of a framework logic like MEL and RWL. Apart from the benefit of executability
that our last specification of UPTSs enjoys, a formal specification provides the
basis for formal metatheoretic proofs. Indeed, MEL and RWL together with
their initial model semantics provide very general notions of equational inductive
definitions, a fact that has been exploited for representing several formal systems
in this chapter.

The general problem of carrying out metatheoretic proofs about such closed for-
mal systems, soundness and completeness proofs being typical examples, requires
the development of useful induction principles on the basis of possibly different
but related presentations of the formal system. Such induction principles can be
formulated either using an internal approach (as in Chapter 4), e.g. by using a
formal system such as OCC, which contains the framework logic as a sublogic in
a suitable sense, or using an external approach, such as the one adopted in Twelf
[SP98], where an external first-order logic is added on top of a higher-order logical
framework for inductive reasoning about the representations. In a certain sense
similar to the latter, but avoiding its hybrid character, one can instead use a re-
flective approach (cf. the approach to reflective metalogical frameworks presented
in [BCM99, BCM00]), which introduces induction principles at the metalevel of
the representation in a reflective framework such as rewriting logic.
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In type theories exploiting the propositions-as-types interpretation such as Mar-
tin-Löf’s type theory [PSN90], the type theory of Nuprl [CAB+86], and the cal-
culus of constructions [CH88] the intuitionistic (higher-order) logic resides in one
or more propositional universes of types, which are intensional in the sense that
logically equivalent propositions are not necessarily equal. The propositional uni-
verse is clearly distinguished from the boolean data type which contains exactly
two elements and hence is extensional in the sense that logical equivalence of
booleans implies equality. In this chapter we investigate Doug Howe’s connec-
tion [How96a, How98a] between the classical logic of the HOL system [GM93b]
and a classical variant of the Nuprl type theory [CAB+86] from the viewpoint of
general logics [Mes89a]. The main idea behind this connection is to rediscover
the classical extensional logic present in the boolean data type of an expres-
sive type theory like Nuprl using a hybrid computational/set-theoretic semantics
[How96b, How97]. This semantics justifies a classical variant of Nuprl [How97]
which is equipped with the axiom of the excluded middle. In the remainder of this
chapter we will simply refer to this variant as Nuprl. The benefit of this approach
is that an extensional and an intensional logic can coexist in a single framework
and that we can take advantage of both. The former is well suited to deal directly
with external classical knowledge, whereas for the latter theorem-proving is well
supported in the Nuprl system and, moreover, it allows extraction of programs
from constructive proofs.

In this chapter, which is a revised version of [SNM00, SNM01], the connection
between the HOL and Nuprl proof assistants earlier introduced by Howe is reex-
amined from a proof-theoretic point of view as a translation between the sentences
of HOL and Nuprl followed by a theory interpretation. Using standard termi-
nology from the theory of general logics [Mes89a], we establish a proof-theoretic
correctness result of the translation which nicely complements Howe’s semantics-
based argument. We mainly focus on the theoretical aspects of the HOL/Nuprl
connection in this chapter, but we also briefly discuss two lines of practical work,
namely, an executable formal specification of the HOL/Nuprl theory translator
in Maude and a proof translator, which emerged as an application of our proof-
theoretic approach and has been implemented by Pavel Naumov on top of Nuprl
[NSM01].

We found that the HOL/Nuprl connection as it was originally implemented in
[How99] can be understood in the framework of general logics as a composition
of two stages:

1. The first stage is a translation of an axiomatic HOL theory into an axiomatic
Nuprl theory. The use of the term “axiomatic” emphasizes the fact that the
theories are not necessarily only definitional extensions of the basic logic.
The translation is, by its very nature, metalogical, in the sense that, by
relating two different logics, it is beyond the scope of each of them. It is
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therefore a critical stage whose correctness cannot be reduced to that of the
two theorem provers involved and requires careful analysis. Furthermore,
defining the translation as a mathematical notion in its own right has the
important advantage of being independent of the theorem provers, so that
it is not affected by internal changes to those systems provided the logics
remain the same.

2. The second stage is the interpretation of an axiomatic Nuprl theory inside
Nuprl. In this way we can often obtain a computationally meaningful theory,
which is closer to the spirit of Nuprl, that favors definitional extensions. As
in Howe’s extension of Nuprl, this interpretation stage can take place inside
the Nuprl system in a formally rigorous way. However, since there are many
possible choices for the interpretation, and certain proofs to be carried out,
user interaction is required.

The present chapter clarifies the translation in terms of maps between entailment
systems, which provide an abstract metalogical setting for formal systems within
the theory of general logics [Mes89a]. The questions we address are: What are the
entailment systems involved? How can the translation be explained at an abstract
level that makes its correctness easy to verify? The interpretation stage on the
other hand does not take place between different logics but within a single logic,
so that an actual interpretation can be formally verified in a rigorous way. The
critical interlogic translation stage should be kept as simple as possible, so that we
can achieve a high confidence that it is indeed correct. Furthermore, the map of
entailment systems defines a theory translator, that we have formally specified in
Maude in an executable way, and we have used to translate large libraries of HOL
theories into Nuprl, as explained in the last section. As another benefit of the
proof-theoretic approach, the correctness result in terms of entailment systems
immediately suggests extending the HOL/Nuprl connection to a translator that
does not only translate theorems but also their proofs. In the last section we
also report on some practical experience with an implementation of such a proof
translator on top of the Nuprl system.

Ideally, there is a close connection between the soundness of the mapping between
the two formal systems and proof translation: If L and L′ are the source and
target logics, respectively, and α is the mapping of L into L′ then soundness1 is
the property that Γ `L P implies α(Γ) `L′ α(P ) for any set Γ of axioms and
any formula P . Hence, a proof of soundness would demonstrate that for each
proof of P from Γ in L there is a corresponding proof of α(P ) from α(Γ) in
L′. Furthermore, if the soundness proof is conducted in a constructive way as in
this chapter, it implicitly contains an algorithm for proof translation. In fact, in

1Soundness is the central property of a map of entailment systems, which represent the
notion of derivability in general logics [Mes89a]. For the purpose of the introduction we adopt
a simplified viewpoint disregarding the issue of signature translation.
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our case the proof translator from HOL into NuPRL is an algorithm, which is
essentially extracted from a mathematical proof of soundness.

Obviously, soundness of the underlying mapping is the main theoretical require-
ment for the correctness of the translator. Notice, however, that soundness can
always be achieved by extending the target system by additional axioms and infer-
ence rules, as it is often necessary in practice. Of course, such an extension could
make the target system inconsistent, which is why the soundness proof is mean-
ingful only in the presence of a consistency proof for the target system extension.
Typically, such a consistency proof is done using an abstraction of the target sys-
tem, e.g. by construction of a semantic model. In a more general setting, where
we work relative to arbitrary theories, a suitably general model preservation prop-
erty2 property is that each model M of L can be obtained from a model M ′ of
L′ by a mapping β such that β(M ′) |=L P iff M ′ |=L′ α(P ). Although the model
preservation property, which in the case of HOL and Nuprl follows from Howe’s
hybrid computational/set-theoretic semantics for Nuprl [How96b, How97], is gen-
erally important for the translation mapping to be semantically meaningful, it is
of little use for the implementation of a proof translator which typically relies on
proof-theoretic constructions.

Another noteworthy point is that the translation does not rely on the more ad-
vanced features of Nuprl that go beyond Martin-Löf’s extensional polymorphic
type theory as presented in [PSN90]. Therefore, the translation can also be re-
garded as a translation between HOL and a classical variant of Martin-Löf’s type
theory itself, and actually this is the subset of Nuprl that we will be concerned
with.

7.1 Preliminaries

In the sequel we often make use of finite lists of objects. We use [] for the
empty list and a comma to denote list concatenation. Sometimes we employ a
suggestive notation, like σm which makes explicit the length m of the list. If σ
is a metavariable ranging over certain objects, σm is a metavariable ranging over
lists of length m of such objects. The elements of the list can be accessed by σm

i

for i ∈ {1 . . . m}. If the objects have a certain structure, say if they are of the
form x : σ, we also write xn : σn for a list of length n of such objects. So we
assume notational conventions such as xn : σn = xn

1 : σn
1 , . . . , xn

n : σn
n.

2This is usually expressed in the context of a map of institutions [GB92], which constitute
the model-theoretic component of general logics [Mes89a].
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7.2 The Logic of HOL

HOL [GM93b] is a proof development system based on higher-order logic. It
uses a Hindley-Milner-style polymorphic lambda-calculus together with an ax-
iomatization of the logic using polymorphic equality, implication and Hilbert’s
choice operators as basic ingredients. As most higher-order logics it is a logic of
total functions. The HOL system favors conservative theory extension (to intro-
duce new constants and/or new data types) but axiomatic extensions are also
supported.

The following presentation of HOL is close to [GM93b], but we have cast it
into a categorical setting, which is suggested by the framework of general logics
[Mes89a].

7.2.1 Syntactic Categories

We assume countably infinite disjoint sets of constants , variables , type constants ,
and type variables . Metavariables for type constants and constants are ν and c,
respectively. We use the metavariables α, β, and γ for arbitrary but distinct type
variables, and metavariables x, y, and z for arbitrary but distinct variables.

A type constant declaration takes the form ν : Typen → Type, where ν is the
type constant and n is its arity .3 It is called an atomic type declaration if n =
0 (in this case we write ν : Type) and a type operator declaration otherwise. A
type signature Ω is a finite set of type constant declarations with distinct type
constants. We furthermore assume that a type signature Ω contains a standard
type constant declaration o : Type and refer to o as the type of propositions . The
category of type signatures HolTypeSign has type signatures as objects, and
its morphisms are functions mapping type constants in one signature to type
constants in the other preserving the standard type constants and the arity of
each type constant.

A type context takes the form αn : Typen with all the type variables αn
i distinct.

The category of type contexts is denoted by HolTypeCtxt. Its morphisms,
called type context inclusions , are inclusions between the sets of declared type con-
text variables. A full type context has the form Ω ` αn : Typen and the category
of full type contexts is HolFullTypeCtxt = HolTypeSign×HolTypeCtxt.

The set HolType(Ω) of types over a type signature Ω is inductively defined as
follows:

1. αn : Typen ` αn
i is in HolType(Ω) for each i ∈ {1 . . . n}.

2. If αn : Typen ` σm
i is in HolType(Ω) for each i ∈ {1 . . .m} and

3Type is part of our suggestive notation, but it does not have a formal status in HOL.
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ν : Typem → Type is a type constant declaration in Ω, then
αn : Typen ` ν(σm) is in HolType(Ω).
We write ν instead of ν(σm) when m = 0.

3. If αn : Typen ` σ and αn : Typen ` τ are in HolType(Ω), then
αn : Typen ` σ → τ is in HolType(Ω).

An expression σ is said to be a type over a full type context Ω ` αn : Typen

if αn : Typen ` σ is a type over Ω. The set of types over Ω ` αn : Typen

is denoted by HolType(Ω ` αn : Typen). Each full type context morphism
is lifted to a function between sets of types in the natural way. This defines a
functor HolType : HolFullTypeCtxt → Set. A full type has the form Ω ` αn :
Typen ` σ, where σ is a type over Ω ` αn : Typen.

Let Ω be a type signature. A constant declaration over Ω takes the form αn :
Typen ` c : σ, where σ is a type over Ω ` αn : Typen and where each
type variable αn

i occurs in σ. Here c is a constant and σ is called the type of
c. A signature ∆ over Ω is a set of constant declarations over Ω with distinct
constants. We assume that ∆ contains standard constant declarations ` ⇒: o→
o → o and α : Type ` = : α → α → o for logical implication and polymorphic
equality , respectively. A signature morphism between signatures ∆ and ∆′ over
Ω is a function from ∆ to ∆′ which preserves standard constants and the type
of each constant. The category of signatures over Ω is denoted by HolSign(Ω).
Actually, we have a functor HolSign : HolTypeSign → Cat which lifts each
type signature morphism f : Ω → Ω′ to a functor HolSign(f) : HolSign(Ω) →
HolSign(Ω′). A full signature Ω ` ∆ consists of a type signature Ω and a
signature ∆ over Ω. The category of full signatures is

∑
Ω : HolTypeSign .

HolSign(Ω) and is denoted by HolFullSign.4

Given a full type context Ω ` αn : Typen, a context over Ω ` αn : Typen has
the form xm : σm, with distinct variables xm

i and types σm
i over Ω ` αn : Typen.

The category of contexts over Ω ` αn : Typen is denoted by HolCtxt(Ω ` αn :
Typen) and its morphisms, called context inclusions , are inclusions between the
sets of declared context variables such that the type of each variable is preserved.5

Actually, we have a functor HolCtxt : HolFullTypeCtxt → Cat lifting full type
context morphisms to functors. A full context takes the form Ω ` ∆ ` αn :
Typen ` xm : σm, where ∆ is a signature over Ω and where xm : σm is a context
over Ω ` αn : Typen. The category of full contexts is HolFullCtxt =

∑
Ω :

HolTypeSign . HolSign(Ω)×∑
ω : HolTypeCtxt . HolCtxt(Ω ` ω).

4For a functor F : I → Cat the category ΣF , also written
∑

x : I . F (x), is defined by the
general Grothendiek construction [BW90] which generalizes the set-theoretic sum.

5More powerful morphisms that allow renaming of context variables are possible if the notion
of term is generalized so that accidental hiding of context variables by λ-abstractions is avoided.
A possible representation to formalize this is provided by the CINNI calculus (see Chapter 5).
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Let Ω ` ∆ be a full signature. The set HolTrm(Ω ` ∆) of typed terms over
Ω ` ∆ is a subset of expressions of the form αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` M : τ
such that Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm is a full context. It is inductively
defined as follows:6

1. αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` xm
i : σm

i is in HolTrm(Ω ` ∆)
for each i ∈ {1 . . . m}.

2. If βk : Typek ` c : τ is a constant declaration in ∆ and
αn : Typen ` τ k

i is a type over Ω for each i ∈ {1 . . . k}, then
αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` cτ [τk/βk] : τ [τ k/βk] is in HolTrm(Ω ` ∆).

3. If αn : Typen ` xm : σm, y : ρ ` M : τ is in HolTrm(Ω ` ∆), then
αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` (λ y : ρ . M) : ρ → τ is in HolTrm(Ω ` ∆).

4. If αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` M : ρ → τ and
αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` N : ρ are in HolTrm(Ω ` ∆), then
αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` (M N) : τ is in HolTrm(Ω ` ∆).

If αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` M : τ is a typed term over Ω ` ∆, we say that
M is a term over Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm and τ is its type. We will
make use of the property of the HOL type system that M has a unique type.
The set of terms over a full context Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm is denoted
by HolTrm(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm). Each full context morphism
is lifted to a function between sets of terms. This defines a functor HolTrm :
HolFullCtxt → Set. On terms we assume the usual notion of α-conversion ≡α,
but we do not identify terms that are α-convertible.

A formula over a full context Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm is a term over
Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm of type o. A sentence over Ω ` ∆ has the
form αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` Ak ` A with formulae Ak

i and A over Ω `
∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm. The set of sentences over Ω ` ∆ is denoted by
HolSen(Ω ` ∆). Each signature morphism can be lifted to a function between
sets of sentences. So we have a functor HolSen : HolFullSign → Set.

We conclude the presentation of the syntax of HOL with an overview of the
syntactic entities introduced so far:

6To avoid any technicalities connected with the treatment of bound variables we specialize
the notion of terms in HOL by enforcing the convention that all bound and free variables are
distinct.
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Objects Category/Functor
Ω ` αn : Typen ` σ HolFullType
Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` M HolFullTerm
Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` H ` A HolFullSen
σ HolType : HolFullTypeCtxt → Set
M HolTrm : HolFullCtxt → Set
αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` H ` A HolSen : HolFullSign → Cat
Ω HolTypeSign
Ω ` ∆ HolFullSign
Ω ` αn : Typen HolFullTypeCtxt
Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm HolFullCtxt
Ω HolTypeSign
∆ HolSign : HolTypeSign → Cat
αn : Typen HolTypeCtxt : HolTypeSign → Cat
xm : σm HolCtxt : HolFullTypeCtxt → Cat

7.2.2 Deduction and Entailment

Given a full signature Σ = (Ω ` ∆), the deductive system of HOL over Σ is the
binary relation (`Hol

1 ) ⊆ Pfin(HolSen(Σ))×HolSen(Σ) specified by the inference
rules of HOL, which are the following:

αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` A ` A
(ASSUME)

αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` G ` A
αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` H ` A ⇒ B

αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` H, G ` B
(MP)

αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` H ` B

αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` G ` A ⇒ B
(DISCH)

where G is obtained from H by removing all formulae α-equivalent to A.

αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` ` M =ρ M
(REFL)

αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` ` ((λ y : ρ . M) N) =τ M [N/y]
(BETA-CONV)

αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` Hk
i ` Mk

i =ρk
i Nk

i for all i ∈ {1 . . . k}
αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` G ` A[Mk/zk]

αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` Hk, G ` A[Nk/zk]
(SUBST)

αn : Typen ` xm : σm, y : ρ ` H ` M =τ N

αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` H ` (λ y : ρ . M) =ρ→τ (λ y : ρ . N)
(ABS)

where y is not free in H.
αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` H ` A

βk : Typek ` xm : σm[τn/αn] ` H ` A[τn/αn]
(INST-TYPE)

where βk : Typek ` τn
i are types and αn

i does not occur in H for i ∈ {1 . . . n}.
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For better readability we have written M =ρ N instead of (((=ρ→ρ→o) M) N).

As in the HOL system, the assumptions on the lefthand side of ` are lists instead
of sets, which is justified by the fact that HOL inference rules do not depend on
their order. Another noteworthy point is that we have not identified α-equivalent
terms. The α-conversion is, however, used implicitly in the HOL implementation
of the rules MP and SUBST, which makes their implementation slightly more
liberal than the rules given above. To compensate for this, we assume in addition
to the rules above a rule for renaming of bound variables, thereby avoiding a
commitment to the technicalities of the HOL implementation.

Derivability of a sentence φ from a set of sentences Γ in the deductive system of
HOL is defined in the conventional way employing sequential proofs: A sentence
φ can be derived from a set of sentences Γ iff there exists a sequence φ1, . . . , φn

such that (1) φ = φn and (2) for all i either φi ∈ Γ or Γ′ `Hol
1 φi for some Γ′ such

that Γ′ ⊆ Γ∪ {φ1, . . . , φi−1}. The sequence φ1, . . . , φn is called a sequential proof
of φ from Γ.

Given a full signature Σ, the deductive system of HOL defines the entailment
relation (`Hol

Σ ) ⊆ Pfin(HolSen(Σ))×HolSen(Σ) of HOL as follows: Γ `Hol
Σ φ holds

iff φ can be derived from Γ in the deductive system of HOL. According to the
terminology of [Mes89a] (HolFullSign,HolSen,`Hol) constitutes an entailment
system. We call it the entailment system of HOL.

7.2.3 Theories

An (axiomatic) HOL theory (Σ, Γ) consists of a full signature Σ together with a
set Γ of sentences over Σ called axioms . A full signature morphism H : Σ → Σ′

is said to be a theory morphism H : (Σ, Γ) → (Σ′, Γ′) iff Γ′ `Hol
Σ′ HolSen(H)(φ)

for all φ ∈ Γ. This gives a category of theories that will be denoted by HolTh.

In contrast to the original presentation of HOL, we have removed from the mini-
mal/logical theory given below all constants presupposed by the inference rules,
namely o, =, ⇒. The constants are now standard constants and therefore a fixed
part of every signature.

All mathematical developments in HOL take place in standard theories extending
the logical theory bool. Therefore, for the remainder of this chapter we define
bool as o, and we use bool to emphasize that we are working with classical
extensional logic. Indeed, it is the logical theory bool which makes HOL a logic
of this kind. The logical theory bool = (Σ, Γ) has a signature Σ which contains
the standard type constant bool (i.e. o), and the standard constants = and ⇒.
The remaining constants and axioms of bool are the following.

Σ contains the constants T : bool, F : bool, ¬ : bool→ bool, ∧ : bool →
bool → bool, ∨ : bool→ bool→ bool, ∀ : (α → bool) → bool, ∃ : (α →
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bool) → bool, and Hilbert’s choice operator ε : (α → bool) → α.

Γ contains suitable definitional axioms to equip these constants with their stan-
dard (classical) meaning. Indeed all the constants above are defined in terms of
(higher-order) equality =, implication ⇒, and Hilbert’s choice operator ε. More-
over, there are some nondefinitional axioms in Γ, namely

` ∀x : bool . (x=bool T) ∨ (x=bool F) (BOOL-CASES-AX)

` ∀x : bool .∀y : bool . (x ⇒ y) ⇒ (y ⇒ x) ⇒ (x =bool y) (IMP-ANTISYM-AX)

f : α → β ` (λ x : α . (f x)) =β f (ETA-AX)

` ∀P : α → bool . ∀x : α . (P x) ⇒ (P (ε P )) (SELECT-AX)

with the usual abbreviation ∀x : σ .M for ∀(λ x : σ . M).

In addition, Σ contains an atomic type constant ind, and there is an axiom
INFINITY-AX in Γ stating that ind has an infinite number of elements.

The theory bool has further constants with definitional axioms, namely OneOne :
(α → β) → bool, Onto : (α → β) → bool, TypeDefinition : (α → bool) → (β
→ α) → bool, which are used to introduce new data types in a conservative way,
by declaring them to be isomorphic to subsets of existing data types.

Usually we will only be interested in so-called standard theories extending the
logical theory bool. However, with the modifications mentioned above HOL
without additional theories is also a reasonable system to study.

7.3 The Type Theory of Nuprl

Nuprl’s type theory [CAB+86] is a variant of Martin-Löf’s 1982 polymorphic, ex-
tensional type theory (the version contained in [PSN90] with extensional equal-
ity). Although Nuprl has very advanced features (e.g. subset types, subtyping,
quotient types, recursive types, intersection types, partial functions, and direct
computation, which make these type theories rather different), semantically Nuprl
can be viewed as an extension of Martin-Löf’s type theory, in the sense that it
has a richer variety of types and more flexible rules which give rise to a richer
collection of well-typed terms.

Apart from the advanced features mentioned above, there is a major difference
in the meaning of sequents between these two type theories. In Martin-Löf’s
type theory well-formedness of the lefthand side of a sequent is presupposed,
i.e., it is implied by a derivable sequent. This is not the case in Nuprl, where
well-formedness is part of the assumption expressed by the lefthand side of the
sequent. Details about this difference can be found in [All87]. For our purposes
here this difference is not important, since we consider only rules where all well-
formedness conditions are made explicit. In this way we obtain a set of rules
which are valid and derivable in Martin-Löf’s type theory as well as in Nuprl.
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In constrast to HOL, terms in Nuprl are neither explicitly nor implicitly equipped
with types. Instead types are ordinary terms, and the judgement that a type can
be assigned to a term is a sentence in the logical language which is not decidable
in general. Indeed, since Nuprl is polymorphic, a term may be associated with
different types.

Even though the advanced features of Nuprl provide an important motivation
for the HOL/Nuprl connection, the connection itself does not rely on features
that go beyond Martin-Löf’s type theory as presented in [PSN90]. Indeed, in the
following we present the part of classical Nuprl that is sufficient to establish the
HOL/Nuprl connection. We give a simplified presentation based on [CAB+86],
but, as for HOL, we have used a categorical formulation in order to achieve a
uniform and systematic description of the translation.

7.3.1 Syntactic Categories

We assume countably infinite disjoint sets of constants and variables with the
same metavariable conventions as for HOL.

A Nuprl signature Σ is a set of constants. We assume that Σ contains a number
of standard constants including Ui for i ≥ 1, app, λ, pi, and further constants
that we do not explicitly mention here. We denote the category of signatures and
bijective functions preserving standard constants by NuprlSign.

Given a signature Σ, we inductively define the set NuprlTrm(Σ) of terms over Σ
as follows:

1. xm ` xm
i is in NuprlTrm(Σ) for each i ∈ {1 . . .m}.

2. If c is a constant in Σ and
xm ` Mk

i is in NuprlTrm(Σ) for each i ∈ {1 . . . k}, then
xm ` c(Mk) is in NuprlTrm(Σ).
We write c instead of c(Mk) when k = 0.

3. If xm, y ` M is in NuprlTrm(Σ), then
xm ` (y.M) is in NuprlTrm(Σ).

If xm ` M is a term over Σ, we say that M is a term over Σ ` xm.
Instead of making constants c explicit by writing c(Mk), we often use a more
convenient notation7 such as (M N) for function application app(M, N), λ x . M
for λ-abstraction λ(x.M), and (x : S → T ) for dependent types pi(S, (x.T )).

Given a signature Σ, a context over Σ takes the form xm : Sm, where Sm
i+1 is a

term over Σ ` xm
1 , . . . , xm

i and where all the variables xm
i are distinct. A context

7Nuprl employs user-definable display forms to bridge the gap between the formal notion of
term and the way terms are presented to a user of the system.
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inclusion is an inclusion between the sets of declared context variables such that
the type of each variable is preserved. A full Nuprl context is of the form Σ `
xm : Sm, where xm : Sm is a context over Σ. The category of contexts over Σ with
context inclusions as morphisms is denoted by NuprlCtxt(Σ). Furthermore, each
signature morphism can be lifted to a morphism between contexts, so that we
obtain a functor NuprlCtxt : NuprlSign → Cat. The category of full contexts
is NuprlFullCtxt =

∑
Σ : NuprlSign . NuprlCtxt(Σ).8

A term over a full context Σ ` xm : Sm is precisely a term over Σ ` xm. The
set of terms over Σ ` xm : Sm is denoted by NuprlTrm(Σ ` xm : Sm). Each
full context morphism is lifted to a function between sets of terms. This defines
a functor NuprlTrm : NuprlFullCtxt → Set.

Given a signature Σ, we also define sentences over Σ, which have the form xm :
Sm ` T , with a context xm : Sm over Σ and a term T over Σ ` xm : Sm. The
set of sentences over Σ is denoted by NuprlSen(Σ). For each fixed signature Σ
this is a category if we take context inclusions lifted to sentences as morphisms.
Moreover, signature morphisms can be lifted to functors between such categories,
so that we have a functor NuprlSen : NuprlSign → Cat.

It is worthwhile mentioning that this notion of sentence is a proper specialization
of the judgements admitted in [CAB+86], which take the form xm : Sm `
T [ext P ], the pragmatic intention being that the extraction term P is usually
hidden from the user, but it can be extracted from a completed proof. Assuming
that T is intended as a proposition, we are usually not interested in the extraction
term P . Therefore we will only use abstract judgements of the form xm : Sm `
T . We define such an abstract judgement to be derivable iff xm : Sm ` T [ext P ]
is derivable for some P . To make explicit an element P that inhabits a type T ,
we use equality types of the form M = N ∈ T , so that we can derive xm : Sm `
T [ext P ] iff xm : Sm ` P ∈ T is derivable, where we assume that P ∈ T is
identified with P = P ∈ T .

Again we conclude the presentation of the syntax with an overview:

Objects Category/Functor
Σ ` xm : Sm ` T NuprlFullTerm
Σ ` xm : Sm ` M = N ∈ T NuprlFullSen
M NuprlTrm : NuprlFullCtxt → Set
xm : Sm ` M = N ∈ T NuprlSen : NuprlSign → Cat
Σ NuprlSign
Σ ` xm : Sm NuprlFullCtxt
Σ NuprlSign
xm : Sm NuprlCtxt : NuprlSign → Cat

8Recall that for a functor F : I → Cat we use the notation
∑

x : I . F (x) to denote the
general Grothendiek construction [BW90].
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7.3.2 Derivability and Entailment

We define an entailment relation (`Nuprl
Σ ) ⊆ Pfin(NuprlSen(Σ)) × NuprlSen(Σ)

where Γ `Nuprl
Σ φ holds iff the sentence φ can be derived using the sentences

in Γ as assumptions. Here, we consider derivability in the fragment of classical
Nuprl given by the inference rules below, which are either basic inference rules
or trivially derivable in Nuprl. (NuprlSign,NuprlSen,`Nuprl) constitutes an
entailment system. We call it the entailment system of Nuprl .

H, G ` T : Ui

H, x : T, G ` x ∈ T
(HYP)

H ` S : Ui H, G ` T

H, x : S,G ` T
if x is not declared in H or G (THIN)

H, G ` N ∈ S H, x : S,G ` T

H, G ` T [N/x]
(CUT)

H, x : S ` T : Ui H ` T [M/x] H ` M = N ∈ S

H ` T [N/x]
(SUBST)

H ` Ui ∈ Uj
if i < j (UNIV-INTRO)

H ` M ∈ Ui

H ` M ∈ Uj
if i < j (CUMULATIVITY)

H ` T ∈ Ui H ` M ∈ T H ` N ∈ T

H ` (M = N ∈ T ) ∈ Ui
(EQUALITY-FORM)

H ` M = N ∈ T

H ` N = M ∈ T
(EQUALITY-SYM)

H ` K = L ∈ T H ` L = M ∈ T

H ` K = M ∈ T
(EQUALITY-TRANS)

H ` A ∈ Ui H, x : A ` B ∈ Ui

H ` (x : A → B) ∈ Ui
(FUN-FORM)

H ` S ∈ Ui H,x : S ` M ∈ T

H ` (λ x . M) ∈ (x : S → T )
(FUN-INTRO)

H ` N ∈ S H ` M ∈ (x : S → T )
H ` (M N) ∈ T [N/x]

(FUN-ELIM)

H ` S ∈ Ui H, x : S ` M = N ∈ T

H ` (λ x . M) = (λ x . N) ∈ (x : S → T )
(FUN-XI)

H ` N ∈ S H, x : S ` M ∈ T

H ` ((λ x . M) N) = M [N/x] ∈ T [N/x]
(FUN-BETA)

H ` f ∈ (x : A → B) H ` g ∈ (x : A → B)
H, x : A ` (f x) = (g x) ∈ B

H ` f = g ∈ (x : A → B)
(FUN-EXT)
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In addition to these rules we assume a rule for renaming of bound variables, and
we make use of standard rules for

1. the empty type Void,

2. the singleton type Unit with an element •,
3. the boolean type B with elements tt and ff

and elimination operator if M then N else N ′,

4. the type of natural numbers N with standard operations,

5. the dependent product types x : S × T with a pair constructor <M, N>
and elimination operators 1of(M), 2of(M),

6. the disjoint union types S+T with left and right injections inl(M), inr(M)
and elimination operator decide(M, (x.N), (x.N ′)),

7. and subset types {x : T | A}.

Finally, we assume a standard constant inhabited with the classical axiom
scheme given later.

The propositions-as-types interpretation is made explicit using the following log-
ical abbreviations: Pi = Ui, False = Void, True = Unit, A ∧ B = A × B, A ∨
B = A + B, ∀x : A .B = x : A → B, and ∃x : A . B = x : A × B. If x is not
free in B we write A ⇒ B and A → B instead of ∀x : A B and x : A → B,
respectively. Furthermore, ¬A abbreviates A ⇒ False.

The following rules are logical versions of the rules FUN-FORM, FUN-INTRO, and
FUN-ELIM. They can be derived using the equivalence of judgements xm : Sm `
T and xm : Sm ` P ∈ T discussed before.

H ` A ∈ Ui H,x : A ` B ∈ Ui

H ` (∀x : A . B) ∈ Ui
(ALL-FORM)

H ` S ∈ Ui H, x : S ` T

H ` ∀x : S . T
(ALL-INTRO)

H ` N ∈ S H ` ∀x : S . T

H ` T [N/x]
(ALL-ELIM)

7.3.3 Classical Extension

The translation described in the next section makes use of Nuprl’s operator

↑b = if b then True else False
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which converts an element of B into a (propositional) type.

The following properties can be formally verified inside Nuprl:

1. ` ∀b ∈ bool . ↑b ∈ P1

2. ` ∀b ∈ bool . ↑b ⇒ (b = tt ∈ B)

3. ` ∀b ∈ bool . (b = tt ∈ B) ⇒↑b

Hence, in pure Nuprl (with only definitional extensions) we can cast a boolean
value into a proposition, but not vice versa. However, we need conversions in
both directions to make use of the boolean logic in propositional proofs. Indeed,
what is still missing in the boolean logic is a boolean equality.

For the translation of HOL’s equality we wish to define a boolean polymorphic
equality using Nuprl’s propositional equality, but so far we do not have any means
for converting a proposition into a boolean, which amounts to deciding whether
a propositional type is inhabited. So we add a standard constant inhabited and
we assume the following family of axioms stating that inhabited(T ) decides if
its argument, a type T in Ui, is inhabited, and that it returns an element of T if
this is the case

` inhabited ∈ x : Ui → x + (x → Void)

Using the new axioms we can easily define an operator ↓b ( ) casting a proposi-
tional type into a boolean value deciding the proposition:

↓bP = decide(inhabited(P ), (x.tt), (x.ff))

where decide performs case analysis for elements of a disjoint union type.

The following casting theorems have been verified inside Nuprl:

1. ` ∀P ∈ Pi . ↓bP ∈ B
2. ` ∀P ∈ Pi . (↑↓bP ) ⇒ P

3. ` ∀P ∈ Pi . P ⇒ (↑↓bP )

7.3.4 Theories

An (axiomatic) Nuprl theory (Σ, Γ) consists of a signature Σ together with a set
Γ of sentences over Σ called axioms . The set of all such Γ over a signature Σ is
denoted by NuprlAxSet(Σ). A signature morphism H : Σ → Σ′ is said to be a
theory morphism H : (Σ, Γ) → (Σ′, Γ′) iff Γ′ `Nuprl

Σ′ NuprlSen(H)(φ) for all φ ∈
Γ. This gives a category of theories that will be denoted by NuprlTh.
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A theory morphism H : (Σ, Γ) → (Σ′, Γ′) is called axiom-preserving iff NuprlSen
(H)(Γ) ⊆ Γ′. The subcategory of NuprlTh with the objects of NuprlTh but
morphisms restricted to axiom-preserving morphisms is denoted by NuprlTh0.
This will be the target category of the translation between HOL and Nuprl theo-
ries. NuprlTh, on the other hand, is used for the second stage of the HOL/Nuprl
connection, namely, the interpretation of Nuprl theories.

7.4 Theory Translation

In accordance with the general logics terminology introduced in [Mes89a], which
is used as a guideline for the following definitions, the translation from HOL
theories to Nuprl theories will be specified by a functor

Φ : HolFullSign → NuprlTh0

which translates HOL signatures into Nuprl theories and a natural transformation

α : HolSen → NuprlSen ◦ Φ

where
HolSen : HolFullSign → Cat

NuprlSen : NuprlTh0 → Cat

which translates HOL sentences into Nuprl sentences.

In order to focus on the essence of the translation we will not deal with the
technicalities of translating names and avoiding name clashes. Instead, we assume
that all HOL (type) constants and (type) variables are nonstandard constants and
variables, respectively, in Nuprl. We furthermore assume that there is a countably
infinite set of reserved variables in Nuprl that are not used to represent HOL
(type) variables.

First we define the functor

Φ : HolFullSign → NuprlTh0

Φ(Σ) = (Φ(Σ), Ψ(Σ))

with a functor Φ and a (dependent) function Ψ (to be defined)

Φ : HolFullSign → NuprlSign

Ψ :
∏

Σ : HolFullSign . NuprlAxSet(Φ(Σ))

where
NuprlAxSet : NuprlSign → Cat
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Applying Φ to a full HOL signature Σ = (Ω ` ∆) yields a Nuprl theory (Σ′, Γ′)
consisting of the signature part Σ′ and the axiom part Γ′.

Here, and in the following, we do not define the behavior of functors on morphisms
explicitly. Actually, there is only one natural and straightforward way to extend
our definitions to morphisms.

We deal with the two levels Ω and ∆ separately. First, we deal with the type
signature Ω, which contains type constants to be translated into a Nuprl signature
part Φ(Ω) and an axiom part Ψ(Ω), where Φ is a functor and Ψ is a (dependent)
function:

Φ : HolTypeSign → NuprlSign

Ψ :
∏

Ω : HolTypeSign . NuprlAxSet(Φ(Ω))

where
NuprlAxSet : NuprlSign → Cat

1. Φ({ν : Typen → Type}) = {ν},
2. Φ(∅) = ∅,
3. Φ(Ω1 ∪ Ω2) = Φ(Ω1) ∪ Φ(Ω2),

4. Ψ({ν : Typen → Type}) = {αn : S ` ν(αn) ∈ S},
5. Ψ(∅) = ∅,
6. Ψ(Ω1 ∪ Ω2) = Ψ(Ω1) ∪Ψ(Ω2).

Since semantically all HOL types are assumed to be nonempty, we have em-
ployed x : S as a suggestive notation for x : U1, inhx : Inh(x) where inhx is a
reserved variable that is associated to x only and Inh(x) is defined as ∃z : x True.
Likewise, x ∈ S is a suggestive notation for x ∈ U1 ∧ Inh(x).

We also need to translate HOL type contexts αn : Typen into Nuprl contexts
giving a functor:

Φ : HolTypeCtxt → NuprlCtxt

Φ(αn : Typen) = αn : Sn

This functor can be lifted to full type contexts:

Φ : HolFullTypeCtxt → NuprlFullCtxt

Φ(Ω ` αn : Typen) = Φ(Ω) ` Φ(αn : Typen)

To specify the translation Ψ of the signature ∆ over Ω which contains constant
declarations over Ω we need the following natural transformation

α : HolType → NuprlTrm ◦ Φ,
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where:
HolType : HolFullTypeCtxt → Set

Φ : HolFullTypeCtxt → NuprlFullCtxt

NuprlTrm : NuprlFullCtxt → Set

translating HOL types into Nuprl types, which are terms in Nuprl:

1. α(Ω ` αn : Typen)(αn
i ) = αn

i ,

2. α(Ω ` αn : Typen)(o) = B,

3. α(Ω ` αn : Typen)(σ → τ) =
α(Ω ` αn : Typen)(σ) → α(Ω ` αn : Typen)(τ),

4. α(Ω ` αn : Typen)(ν(σ1, . . . , σn)) =
ν(α(Ω ` αn : Typen)(σ1), . . . , α(Ω ` αn : Typen)(σn)).

Notice that the above HOL type o of propositions is translated classically as the
Nuprl data type B. Formally, the use of B, which enjoys the law of excluded
middle, is unnecessarily strong for the interpretation of o. However, since all
HOL mathematics is developed in an extension of the classical logical theory
bool, this choice is appropriate.

Next, we give the translation of constants ∆ over a type signature Ω. Again,
we have a signature part α(Ω)(∆) and an axiom part β(Ω)(∆), where α is a
natural transformation and β is a type-signature-indexed family of (dependent)
functions:

α : HolSign → NuprlSign

β(Ω) :
∏

∆ : HolSign(Ω) . NuprlAxSet(α(Ω)(∆))

where
HolSign : HolTypeSign → Cat

NuprlSign : HolTypeSign → Cat

NuprlAxSet : NuprlSign → Cat

1. α(Ω)({αn : Typen ` c : σ}) = {c},
2. α(Ω)(∅) = ∅,
3. α(Ω)(∆1 ∪∆2) = α(Ω)(∆1) ∪ α(Ω)(∆2),

4. β(Ω)({αn : Typen ` c : σ}) =
{αn : Sn ` c(αn) ∈ α(Ω ` αn : Typen)(σ)},

5. β(Ω)(∅) = ∅,
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6. β(Ω)(∆1 ∪∆2) = β(Ω)(∆1) ∪ β(Ω)(∆2).

Notice that we translate a polymorphic HOL constant into a Nuprl operator c
representing a family of constants indexed by types.

The previous definitions are lifted to full signatures as follows:

Φ : HolFullSign → NuprlSign

Ψ :
∏

Σ : HolFullSign . NuprlAxSet(Φ(Σ))

1. Φ(Ω ` ∆) = Φ(Ω) ∪ α(Ω)(∆)

2. Ψ(Ω ` ∆) = Ψ(Ω) ∪ β(Ω)(∆)

Next, we define the translation of contexts xm : σm, that depends on type contexts
and gives therefore rise to a natural transformation:

α : HolCtxt → NuprlCtxt ◦ Φ

HolCtxt : HolFullTypeCtxt → Cat

Φ : HolFullTypeCtxt → NuprlFullCtxt

NuprlCtxt : NuprlFullCtxt → Cat

α(Ω ` αn : Typen)(xm : σm) = xm : α(Ω ` αn : Typen)(σm)

We now lift the natural transformation α to a functor Φ between full contexts:

Φ : HolFullCtxt → NuprlFullCtxt

Φ(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm) =

Φ(Ω ` ∆) ` Φ(αn : Typen), α(Ω ` αn : Typen)(xm : σm)

Our goal is the translation of HOL sentences into Nuprl sentences. Since HOL
sentences are constructed from terms we define their translation first:

α : HolTrm → NuprlTrm ◦ Φ

where
HolTrm : HolFullCtxt → Set

Φ : HolFullCtxt → NuprlFullCtxt

NuprlTrm : NuprlFullCtxt → Set

1. α(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm)(xm
i ) = xm

i ,
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2. α(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm)(=τ→τ→o) = (=
α(Ω)(τ)
b ),

3. α(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm)(⇒o→o→o) = (⇒b),

4. α(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm)(cτ [τk/βk]) =
c(α(Ω ` αn : Typen)(τ k

1 ), . . . , α(Ω ` αn : Typen)(τ k
k )),

where (βk : Typek ` c : τ) ∈ ∆ and αn : Typen ` τ k
i are types over Ω,

5. α(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm)(M N)) =
(α(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm)(M)
α(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm)(N)),

6. α(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm)(λ x : σ . M) =
(λ x . α(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm, x : σ)(M))

where we have employed the abbreviations

1. ⇒b is the boolean implication defined as
⇒b= λ x, y . if x then y else tt,

2. =T
b is the polymorphic equality defined as

=T
b = λ x, y . ↓b(x = y ∈ T ).

In summary, there are three things happening in α above:

1. The basic HOL logical operators = and ⇒ are translated to the correspond-
ing Nuprl operators of the boolean data type B.

2. We forget the HOL type annotations, since Nuprl is an untyped language,
even though in practice it might be desirable to preserve this information
(e.g. using the typed lambda operator of Nuprl).

3. A polymorphic HOL constant which has been translated into a type indexed
family of Nuprl constants has to be instantiated appropriately each time it
is used.

Now the natural transformation of HOL sentences

α : HolSen → NuprlSen ◦ Φ

with
HolSen : HolFullSign → Cat

NuprlSen : NuprlSign → Cat

Φ : HolFullSign → NuprlSign
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is given by
α(Ω ` ∆)(αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` H ` A) =

Φ(αn : Typen), α(Ω ` αn : Typen)(xm : σm)

` α(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm)(H)

` ↑α(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm)(A)

with

1. α(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm)([]) = []

2. α(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm)([A1, . . . , An]) =
[ h1 : ↑α(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm)(A1), . . . ,
hn : ↑α(Ω ` ∆ ` αn : Typen ` xm : σm)(An) ]

Above h1, . . . , hn are reserved variables of Nuprl, that are distinct from HOL
variables and are not used for any other purpose.

7.5 Correctness of the Translation

In the following we adapt some terminology from the theory of general logics
[Mes89a]. To justify the translation we introduce an appropriate notion of map
between entailment systems. To this end, we first instantiate the general no-
tions from [Mes89a] that we recalled in Section 2.3 to the specific categories and
functors we are interested in.

First we observe that the functor Φ : HolFullSign → NuprlTh0 can be easily
extended to a functor Φ : HolTh0 → NuprlTh0, called the α-extension to
theories , by mapping an HOL-theory (Σ, Γ) to the Nuprl theory (Σ′, Γ′) with
Σ′ = Φ(Σ) and Γ′ = Ψ(Σ) ∪ αΣ(Γ).

We also extend the functors HolSen : HolFullSign → Cat and NuprlSen :
NuprlSign → Cat to functors HolSen : HolTh0 → Cat and NuprlSen :
NuprlTh0 → Cat by just ignoring the axioms in the theories.

Correspondingly, we extend the natural transformation α : HolSen → NuprlSen ◦
Φ with HolSen : HolFullSign → Cat and NuprlSen : NuprlSign → Cat to
a natural transformation between HolSen : HolTh0 → Cat and NuprlSen ◦ Φ :
HolTh0 → Cat by setting α(Σ,Γ) = αΣ.

Now Φ : HolTh0 → NuprlTh0 is an α-simple functor [Mes89a], i.e., it is the
α-extension to theories of a functor from signatures to theories. However, since
the axiomatic part in the target of the translation is essential, Φ is not α-plain.

Correctness Theorem

(Φ, α) : (HolFullSign,HolSen,`Hol) → (NuprlSign,NuprlSen,`Nuprl) is a map
between entailment systems , i.e., the following properties are satisfied:
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1. α : HolSen → NuprlSen ◦ Φ is a natural transformation, where
HolSen : HolTh0 → Cat,
Φ : HolTh0 → NuprlTh0,
NuprlSen : NuprlTh0 → Cat,

2. Φ : HolTh0 → NuprlTh0 is α-sensible (see below),

3. Γ `Hol
Σ φ ⇒ αΣ(Γ) `Nuprl

Φ(Σ) αΣ(φ) for each full HOL signature Σ.

Proof Sketch

Concerning (1), we have not made explicit the translation of morphisms. It
should, however, be clear that there is only one natural choice and α is a natural
transformation, since it is compatible with all renaming morphisms.

In condition (2) the functor Φ : HolTh0 → NuprlTh0 is α-sensible iff

1. There is a functor Φ¦ : HolFullSign → NuprlSign
such that NuprlSign ◦ Φ = Φ¦ ◦ HolFullSign, where
HolFullSign : HolTh0 → HolFullSign and
NuprlSign : NuprlTh0 → HolFullSign
are the obvious forgetful functors.

2. Γ′• = (∅′ ∪ αΣ(Γ))•

whenever Φ(Σ, ∅) = (Σ′, ∅′) and Φ(Σ, Γ) = (Σ′, Γ′).
Here we use the deductive closure w.r.t. `Nuprl, i.e., Γ• = {φ : Γ `Nuprl φ}.

This is clearly satisfied in our case (choosing Φ : HolFullSign → NuprlSign
for Φ¦). Actually, the fact that Φ is simple is a stronger property (we have Γ′ =
∅′ ∪αΣ(Γ)) which shows that we do not need the full generality of maps between
entailment systems here.

Condition (3) of the correctness theorem states that the entailment relation is
preserved by the translation. Given an arbitrary full HOL signature Σ, the im-
plication can be verified by showing that the translation of each HOL inference
rule can be derived in Nuprl using the axioms Ψ(Σ). Throughout the following
we assume Ψ(Σ) without explicitly mentioning it.

To minimize metalogical reasoning we can make use of a number of simple theo-
rems that have been verified inside Nuprl:

*T assert_beq_1 ∀T:U. ∀x,y:T. x = y ⇒ ↑(x =b y)
*T assert_beq_2 ∀T:U. ∀x,y:T. ↑(x =b y) ⇒ x = y
*T REFL_lemma ∀T:U. ∀t:T. ↑(t =b t)
*T SUBST_lemma ∀T:U. ∀a,b:T. ∀p:T → U. ↑(a =b b) ⇒ (p a) ⇒ (p b)
*T DISCH_lemma ∀p,q:B. (↑p ⇒ ↑q) ⇒ ↑(p ⇒b q)
*T MP_lemma ∀t1,t2:B. ↑(t1 ⇒b t2) ⇒ ↑t1 ⇒ ↑t2
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Most of the translated inference rules have surprisingly short proofs in Nuprl if
we use the theorems above and the following two well-formedness lemmas. For
better readability we write [[x]] for α(u)(x) where u is clear from the context.

Notice also that under the propositions-as-types interpretation the Nuprl rules
FUN-FORM, FUN-INTRO, FUN-ELIM correspond to logical rules for universal
quantification including implication as a special case. Below, we denote the
logical versions of these rules without explicit extraction terms by ALL-FORM,
ALL-INTRO and ALL-ELIM, respectively.

Lemma 7.5.1 (Well-formedness lemma for translated HOL-types)

For each HOL type αn : Typen ` σ we can derive
` ∀αn : Sn . [[σ]] ∈ S in Nuprl.

Lemma 7.5.2 (Well-formedness lemma for translated HOL-terms)

For each HOL term αn : Typen ` xm : σm ` M of type τ we can derive
` ∀αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]] . [[M ]] ∈ [[τ ]] in Nuprl.

Both lemmas can be proved by induction over HOL types and HOL terms, re-
spectively.

In the following we sketch the proof for each translated HOL rule separately. To
avoid technicalities we omit routine steps and well-formedness conditions.

Lemma 7.5.3

αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]], h1 : ↑[[A]] ` ↑[[A]]
(ASSUME’)

Proof Use HYP. ¤

Lemma 7.5.4

αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]], [[G]] ` ↑[[A]]
αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]], [[H]] ` ↑([[A]] ⇒b [[B]])

αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]], [[H, G]] ` ↑[[B]]
(MP’)

Proof Backchaining via MP lemma. ¤

Lemma 7.5.5

αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]], [[H, A,G]] ` ↑[[B]]

αn : Sn, xm : σm, [[H, G]] ` ↑([[A]] ⇒b [[B]])
(DISCH’)

Proof Backchaining via DISCH lemma. ¤
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Lemma 7.5.6

αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]] ` ↑([[M ]] =
[[ρ]]
b [[M ]])

(REFL’)

Proof Backchaining via REFL lemma. ¤

Lemma 7.5.7

αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]] ` ↑([[((λ y : ρ . M) N)]] =
[[τ ]]
b [[M [N/y]]])

(BETA-CONV’)

Proof

Clearly, N has type ρ, and M has type τ assuming y : ρ.

By the definition of =b we have to prove

αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]] ` [[((λ y : ρ . M) N)]] = [[M [N/y]]] ∈ [[τ ]]

Assume αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]]. By the well-formedness lemmas we have [[N ]] ∈
[[σ]] and y : [[ρ]] ` [[M ]] ∈ [[τ ]]. Now we can apply FUN-BETA to obtain
((λ y . [[M ]])[[N ]]) = [[M ]][[[N ]]/y] ∈ [[τ ]]. ¤

Lemma 7.5.8

αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]], [[Hk
i ]] ` ↑([[Mk

i ]] =
[[ρk

i ]]

b [[Nk
i ]]) for all i

αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]], [[G]] ` ↑[[A[Mk/zk]]]

αn : Sn, xm : σm, [[Hk, G]] ` ↑[[A[Nk/zk]]]
(SUBST’)

Proof

By the definition of =b we have to prove

αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]], [[Hk
i ]] ` [[Mk

i ]] = [[Nk
i ]] ∈ [[ρk

i ]] for all i
αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]], [[G]] ` ↑[[A[Mk/zk]]]

αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]], [[Hk, G]] ` ↑[[A[Nk/zk]]]

Assume αn : Sn, xm : σm, [[Hk, G]]. Our goal is ↑ [[A[Nk/zk]]]. Define Bi =
A[Nk

1 , . . . , Nk
i−1, x,Mk

i+1, . . . , M
k
k /zk

1 , . . . , z
k
i−1, z

k
i , zk

i+1, . . . , z
k
k ] for i ∈ {1 . . . k} with

a fresh variable x. Notice that A[Mk/zk] = B1[M
k
1 /x], A[Nk/zk] = Bk[N

k
k /x],

and Bi[N
k
i /x] = Bi+1[M

k
i+1/x] for i ∈ {1 . . . k − 1}.

The first premise gives [[Mk
i ]] = [[Nk

i ]] ∈ [[ρk
i ]] for each i. Using SUBST for

each i ∈ {1 . . . k}, from ↑ [[Bi[M
k
i /x]]] we derive ↑ [[Bi[N

k
i /x]]], which is equal to

↑[[Bi+1[M
k
i+1/x]]] if i < k.

Hence, combining these steps using EQUALITY-TRANS, from our second premise
↑ [[A[Mk/zk]]] which is equal to ↑ [[B1[M

k
1 /x]]] we can derive ↑ [[Bk[N

k
k /x]]], which

is equal to ↑[[A[Nk/zk]]].
¤
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Lemma 7.5.9

αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]], y : [[ρ]] ` ↑([[M ]] =
[[τ ]]
b [[N ]])

αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]] ` ↑([[λ y : ρ . M ]] =
[[ρ→τ ]]
b [[λ y : ρ . N ]])

(ABS’)

Proof

By the definition of =b we have to prove

αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]], y : [[ρ]] ` [[M ]] = [[N ]] ∈ [[τ ]]

αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]] ` [[λ y : ρ . M ]] = [[λ y : ρ . N ]] ∈ [[ρ → τ ]]

which follows from FUN-XI. ¤

Lemma 7.5.10

αn : Sn, xm : [[σm]], [[H]] ` ↑[[A]]

βk : Sk, xm : [[σm[τn/αn]]], [[H]] ` ↑[[A[τn/αn]]]
(INST-TYPE’)

provided that we have types βk : Typek ` τn
i and the αn

i do not occur in H.

Proof

Using the fact that the types on the lefthand side of these sequents are well-
formed, we can use ALL-INTRO and ALL-ELIM to reduce our goal to

` ∀αn : Sn .∀xm : [[σm]] . [[B1]],∧ · · · ∧, [[Bl]] ⇒↑[[A]]

` ∀βk : Sk .∀xm : [[σm[τn/αn]]] . [[B1]],∧ · · · ∧, [[Bl]] ⇒↑[[A[τn/αn]]]

if H takes the form [B1, . . . , Bl].

By the well-formedness lemma we have ∀βk : Sk [[τn
i ]] ∈ S. So we can finish the

proof by using ALL-ELIM. ¤
Even though metalogical reasoning can be minimized using the Nuprl theorems
given before, the metalogical nature of these proofs is unavoidable. The proof
translator to be discussed in Section 7.7.2 can be seen as a formalization of their
computational content of these metalogical proofs using the metalanguage of the
Nuprl system, which is ML.

7.6 Nuprl Theory Interpretations

Originally the Nuprl system was intended to deal with definitional theories , which
are theories where all the axioms in Γ are definitions, i.e. equations defining
the construct on the lefthand side. Since HOL theories are not required to be
definitional, we need this more general notion of axiomatic Nuprl theory which
has been introduced before.

Typically, we are not interested in the full generality of using an axiomatic Nuprl
theory which has been obtained by translation from an axiomatic HOL theory.
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Instead, we may prefer to instantiate constants with fixed meanings. One reason
may be that we want them to be computationally meaningful.9 This (partial)
instantiation of constants leads from one axiomatic Nuprl theory to another one,
typically with a more restricted class of models. Usually, some or all of the original
axioms become theorems in the new theory. Ideally, we obtain a definitional
theory, which means that we have constructed an internal model of an axiomatic
Nuprl theory inside Nuprl itself.

Given Nuprl theories (Σ, Γ) and (Σ′, Γ′), we say that (Σ, Γ) is interpreted in
(Σ′, Γ′) by I iff I : (Σ, Γ) → (Σ′, Γ′) is a theory morphism in the category
NuprlTh. Notice that these morphisms are not necessarily axiom-preserving,
since it is typically the point of such an interpretation to get rid of axioms.

Since we have to verify Γ′ `Nuprl
Σ′ NuprlSen(I)(φ) for all φ ∈ Γ, the sentences

NuprlSen(I)(φ) are called proof obligations . As explained in the introduction of
this chapter, the activity of setting up a theory morphism and verifying the proof
obligations characterizes the second stage of the HOL/Nuprl connection which
requires user interaction in general. Subsequently, we interpret the translation of
the logical theory of HOL. In fact, we will see that this can be done, thanks to
the classical axiom scheme for inhabited, in a purely definitional way.

7.6.1 Interpreting the Logical Theory

The logical HOL theory bool is a theory like every other theory, and does not
need any particular consideration. It is however important to notice that bool

is not a pure definitional theory in HOL. Still, it does not require any external
metalogical treatment, since all its axioms can be verified in a rigorous formal way
inside the classical Nuprl system. We follow [How99] where the proof obligations
have been verified using the interpretation given next.

Each HOL constant c will be interpreted by a Nuprl constant [[c]]. We assume
the following definitional axioms:

1. [[¬]] = λ x . if x then ff else tt

2. [[∧]] = λ x, y . if x then y else ff

3. [[∨]] = λ x, y . if x then tt else y

4. [[∀]] = λ T . λ P . ↓b(∀x : T . ↑P )

5. [[∃]] = λ T . λ P . ↓b(∃x : T . ↑P )

9For instance, the fact that a new data type is introduced in HOL by a conservative theory
extensions that characterizes the data type only up to isomorphism gives us some freedom for
its interpretation in Nuprl.
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As an abbreviation we use arb(T ) which picks an arbitrary element inhabiting a
nonempty type T :

arb(T ) = decide(inhabited(T ), x.x, x.•)

Hilbert’s choice operator ([[ε]] T P ), where P is a boolean predicate on T , picks
an element of the subset of T specified by P if this subset is nonempty, or yields
an arbitrary element of T otherwise.

[[ε]] = λ T . λ P . decide(inhabited({x : T | ↑(P x)}), x.x, x.arb(T ))

Finally, the HOL data type ind is interpreted by [[ind]] = N, where N is the Nuprl
data type of natural numbers. Since we only need to prove the translation of the
axiom INFINITY-AX, any other infinite type would do.

Using the interpretation [[ ]], all the proof obligations, i.e. the translated axioms of
the HOL theory bool, can be discharged and only the definitional Nuprl axioms
given above will remain. The fact that HOL types are translated to nonempty
Nuprl types is essential to verify the proof obligation corresponding to the dec-
laration of ε.

7.7 Practical Work

As applications of our results we briefly discuss two lines of practical work that has
been conducted in the context of the reseach presented in this chapter: First, we
discuss an executable formal specification developed by the author of this thesis
which explores the practical capabilities of Maude to build logic translators on
the basis of their formal specification [CDE+99b, MS99], and second we report
on some experience with the development of a proof translator, which has been
implemented by Pavel Naumov on top of the Nuprl proof development system
and is described in more detail in the joint paper [NSM01].

7.7.1 An Executable Formal Specification

The theory of general logics together with an executable logical framework such
as rewriting logic and its implementation in Maude provides as a general method-
ology [MOM94] to specify logics in a formally rigorous way. An application of
the general methodology in the context of type theory was studied in Chapter 6,
where rewriting logic was employed as an executable logical framework to rep-
resent deductive systems of type theories. Since rewriting logic cannot only be
used as an executable logical framework, but also as an executable metalogic, we
can go one step further and formally specify not only the logics involved, but also
the maps between them.
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To obtain a formal executable specification of the translation between theo-
ries described in Section 7.4 we employed the specification language Maude
[CDE+99a, CDE+00b]. For practical reasons, we have defined a more refined
version of this translation, which has a similar functionality as Howe’s origi-
nal translator [How99], in membership equational logic [BJM97], the equational
sublogic of rewriting logic that is implemented in Maude. In contrast to [How99]
the translator is specified in a purely equational way as a single function that
maps axiomatic HOL theories into axiomatic Nuprl theories, which we think is
a more suitable basis for formal metalogical analysis. The specification is more
refined than the abstract presentation in this chapter, since it allows renaming,
it can cope with hierarchically structured HOL theories, and it has to deal with
several technicalities concerning the interfaces to HOL and Nuprl. Last but not
least, the specification can be executed using the Maude rewriting engine with
reasonable efficiency, and has indeed been tested by translating the core library
of HOL into Nuprl. In summary, the formal specification of the HOL/Nuprl
connection nicely demonstrates this use of Maude as an executable metalogic
(cf. [CDE+99b]), which also supports practical necessities like parsing external
languages (HOL theories in this case) in a very uniform environment.

In the specification of the translator we have employed membership equational
logic as a metalogic to specify the translation between theories of these logics. A
consequence of the fact that the metalogic is executable is that the specification
can be used as an actual translator. Another important application of a metalogic
is formal theorem proving. Ideally, reasoning about logics and their relationships
and efficient execution should be unified in a single framework so that an inter-
active theorem prover can exploit the executability to achive a larger degree of
automation. As already explained in Chapter 6, this could be done using rewrit-
ing logic itself as a reflective metalogical framework [BCM99], or alternatively in
a more expressive logic which contains rewriting logic as an executable sublogic
such as the open calculus of constructions (OCC) presented in Chapter 8. An
additional advantage that would be gained by the use of OCC is the possibility
to formally specify the translation in a way which is not only executable but
also typed in a very strong sense. Thanks to the dependent types available in
OCC, this could be done by following exactly the strong typing discipline based
on syntactic categories and multilevel natural transformations that we used in
our mathematical treatment of the HOL/Nuprl connection as suggested by the
theory of general logics. Although we have not yet explored this particular appli-
cation of OCC in the context of general logics, we will come back in Chapter 8 to
the more general issue of formalizing categorical concepts in a computationally
useful way.
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7.7.2 Towards a Proof Translator

The translation described in this chapter is a translation between theories, i.e.,
we translate a HOL sentence A over Σ into a Nuprl sentence α(A) over Φ(Σ).
The proof-theoretic correctness result ensures that if A is provable from Γ in
HOL then α(A) is provable from Ψ(Σ) ∪ αΣ(Γ) in Nuprl. The proof of the
correctness theorem is carried out by constructing a Nuprl proof of α(A) for
each HOL proof of A. This suggests extending the translation between theories
to a translation between proof calculi [Mes89a], so that this proof translation
is a computable function between the data types of proofs. Indeed, this idea
turned out to be feasible in practice as demonstrated by the implementation of an
HOL/Nuprl proof translator [NSM01] by Pavel Naumov that is briefly described
in this section.

The proof translator works together with HOL90.10 and has been implemented
in ML on top of the Nuprl system. This facilitates the translation of HOL proofs
into Nuprl proofs considerably, since the powerful collection of Nuprl tactics can
be employed. Most of the inference rules of the HOL logic can be handled by a
simple combination of Nuprl tactics and the theorems given earlier in a very direct
way. Routine proof obligations such as well-typedness conditions are discharged
automatically by Nuprl.

In spite of the clear theoretical picture some difficulties have been encountered
in the implementation that are worth mentioning:

1. The first difficulty is of a technical nature, namely, that the HOL system
is designed in such a way that proof objects are not explicitly present.
Consequently, it was necessary to equip the system with an explict notion
of proof object that can be extracted from each theorem.10

2. Another problem is caused by the somewhat unsatisfactory situation that
the HOL system does not only use the proof rules of the HOL logic as
presented in the HOL documentation, but it uses in addition a considerable
number of derived rules that are not reduced to basic proof rules. It seems
that efficiency considerations are the reason for this “optimization,” but for
the proof translator this means that either:

(a) the derived rules have to be eliminated inside HOL by reducing them
to basic inference rules, or

(b) that the derived rules must be given the same status as basic inference
rules, which increases the number of rules that have to be treated
outside HOL by the proof translator.

10Technically, this has been done on top of a proof recording mechanism developed in [Won99]
for the purpose of proof validation.
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We decided that in the long term the proof translator should follow alterna-
tive (b), since it turned out that, as in the case of the basic inference rules,
most of the derived rules mentioned above can be implemented in Nuprl
with little effort. At present, the translator supports nearly all basic proof
rules and a number of derived rules.

3. Finally, the proof translator can also deal with another particularity: The
HOL implementation of the MP rule also applies to a premise ¬M presup-
posing that ¬M is equal to M ⇒ F. In other words, the definitional axiom
of the logical theory is built into the inference rules.

So far the proof translator has been applied to a number of simple HOL theo-
rems of logical nature, namely, to all theorems contained in the theorem library
taut_thms.sml of the HOL distribution. Although these theorems are quite sim-
ple, this is definitely not true for the extracted HOL proofs. The translation of
the proof of DE_MORGAN_THM, which was automatically generated by HOL, re-
vealed that the proof objects generated by HOL can be surprisingly large and
confusing (in this case the HOL proof contained 4733 HOL inference rules). We
conjecture that this problem occurs only if proofs are generated by certain au-
tomatic brute-force tactics, and that it can be circumvented by optimizing these
tactics in HOL or by proving such theorems using more efficient tactics in Nuprl.
Nevertheless these proofs were good test cases for the capabilities of the proof
translator and also for the capabilities of Nuprl to handle large proof objects. For
a detailed description of the proof translator and further experiments we refer to
[NSM01]. This reference also compares our approach with the implementation of
an HOL/Coq proof translator presented in [Den00].

7.8 Final Remarks

We have complemented Howe’s semantics-based justification of the HOL/Nuprl
connection with a proof-theoretic counterpart. Our result showing that the trans-
lation can be seen as a map between the entailment systems of HOL and Nuprl
does not only provide a simple proof-theoretic justification for translating theo-
ries, but it does in addition suggest proof translation as an interesting application
that has not been considered in the context of the HOL/Nuprl connection so far.
The feasibility of proof translation has been demonstrated by the proof transla-
tor developed by Pavel Naumov. Experiments with a number of simple theorems
indicate that proof translation is practical even though the proof objects can
be rather complex. As a consequence we think that scaling up the approach to
complex libraries of formal mathematics is a realistic goal, provided that proof
objects are not flat proofs but structured proofs that reflect the modularity of the
development in terms of intermediate lemmas.
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From a more general point of view, the HOL/Nuprl connection shows how classi-
cal extensional reasoning is possible in a logical type theory such as Nuprl without
giving up the intensionality of the propositions-as-types logic. In this way hybrid
developments using both intensional and extensional logic become possible as
demonstrated by [FH97]. It is especially noteworthy that the HOL/Nuprl con-
nection does not depend on features of Nuprl that go beyond Martin-Löf’s type
theory (in particular subset types are not really necessary) and furthermore does
not rely on the fact that these type theories are polymorphic. As a consequence,
a similar connection can be established for type theories such as the extended cal-
culus of constructions (cf. Section 2.5) or the open calculus of constructions (cf.
Chapter 8). On the other hand, this approach is incompatible with the inductive
calculus of constructions if we use the boolean data type in the impredicative
Set universe. This follows from the result that the assumption of a casting func-
tion between Prop and a boolean type bool in Set leads to an inconsistency
[Geu01]. The approach to classical logic that we employ in Chapter 4 essentially
axiomatizes Prop as a boolean data type, giving up its intensional character.
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Chapter 8

Towards a Unified Language:

The Open Calculus of Constructions
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In this chapter we develop and study a language based on ideas from rewrit-
ing logic, its membership equational sublogic, and type theory, more precisely
an extension of the calculus of constructions with Martin-Löf-style universes.
The result is an equational and rewriting-based programming and specification
language with dependent types, a language that we call the open calculus of con-
structions (OCC). After giving some important motivation for the interest in this
language, which quite strongly deviates from the prevailing lines of research in
type theory, we present the formal system which we justify via a very intuitive
set-theoretic semantics. Furthermore, we use a prototype of the type theory to
illustrate the pragmatics and the practical significance of our approach by means
of a considerable number of examples. To this end we frequently refer to pre-
vious chapters of this thesis, since applications of rewriting logic, membership
equational logic, the calculus of inductive constructions (CIC), and other tech-
niques, such as classical reasoning using type theory, give also rise to interesting
and important applications of OCC.

To motivate our work we begin with a brief review of the two languages in-
volved: rewriting logic and the extended calculus of constructions. Each of these
languages is a typical representative of an important paradigm, which is the first-
order paradigm of equational/rewriting specification in the former case and the
higher-order paradigm of type theory in the later.

Rewriting logic (RWL) and its underlying membership equational logic (MEL) fa-
vors the use of abstract executable specifications and has a flexible notion of com-
putation based on conditional rewriting modulo equations. Membership equa-
tional logic suggests a very liberal notion of inductive definitions, given by the
initial or, in the case of parameterization, by the more general free semantics of
equational theories, which makes rewriting logic powerful enough to serve as a se-
mantic and logical framework [Mes96, MOM94, MOM96, MMO95, Mes98, Mes92]
to represent a wide variety of formalisms in a very direct way.

The calculus of constructions (CC) [CH85, CH88, Coq85], on the other hand,
provides higher-order functions and dependent types, but it is based on a fixed
notion of computation, namely β-reduction. Already the subsystem F of CC is
powerful enough for a computational encoding of free algebraic datatypes [BB85],
but even for this restricted class the encoding is inconvenient, potentially in-
efficient, and does not provide induction principles [CPM90]. In essence, this
unsatisfactory situation has led to an integration with a monomorphic Martin-
Löf-style type theory, which has supported a rich collection of different datatypes
from the very beginning. This development has involved some intermediate sys-
tems that are important to mention, because they greatly inspired the design of
OCC. After the extension of CC by a predicative, cumulative universe hierarchy
in the generalized calculus of constructions (GCC) [Coq86], an important im-
provement was the introduction of the extended calculus of constructions (ECC)
[Luo91, Luo94], which thanks to a fully cumulative universe hierarchy has a very
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simple and intuitive type checking algorithm based on a notion of principal types.
Using ECC as a core formalism,1 two different approaches to support free induc-
tive data type definitions have been developed: the uniform theory of dependent
types (UTT) [Luo92, Luo94] and the calculus of inductive constructions (CIC)
[CPM90]. In both approaches the inductive definition of a type extends the un-
derlying computation system by rules for higher-order primitive recursion over
the newly introduced type. A combination of inductive types with pattern match-
ing and restricted fixpoint operators, as implemented in the most recent version
of COQ [BBC+99], is a considerable improvement, but the main problem re-
mains, namely that the user is forced to define functions in terms of syntactically
restricted schemes. These and other disadvantages are taken in [BJO99] to moti-
vate the addition of algebraic inductive definitions to CC, allowing the definition
of functions using (unconditional) rules following a general schema in the spirit of
abstract data type systems [JO97] while preserving operational properties such
as confluence and strong normalization. In addition to the restrictions on func-
tion definitions over inductive types imposed by all these approaches, another
drawback is that they all confine the notion of inductive types to free inductive
types, which are freely generated by their constructors, as opposed to the notion
of equational inductive definitions provided by equational specification languages
such as membership equational logic (MEL). The idea of addressing some of these
limitations using some combination of MEL with CC has already been suggested
as a long-term research objective in [Jou98].

Apart from these difficulties in present extensions of CC we see another appar-
ently more serious problem caused by a too intensional notion of computation,
that to our knowledge has not been widely discussed in the literature so far.
In standard approaches to logical type theories we have the situation that type
checking and in particular proof checking take place in a closed computational
world, which makes it not only potentially inefficient [BJO99] but more impor-
tantly too restrictive to deal satisfactorily with abstract logical specifications lead-
ing to problems with modularity and formal interoperability. Logical type theories
such as UTT and CIC require a module to be implemented, i.e. realized conser-
vatively, in the type theory in order to be operationally useful, which in many
nontrivial cases is needed to typecheck client modules. In practice such an im-
plementation may not be available for various reasons, for instance because it
is not accessible for the client (as in the case of a modular development where
private parts of modules are hidden), or because it does not exist, since it is real-
ized/justified externally (as in the case of imported theorems from other theorem
provers).

In the following we elaborate on our view that only an approach which establishes
a link between the deductive system of the logic and the computational system

1We disregard another feature of ECC at this point, namely strong Σ-types, which are
essentially subsumed by inductive types.
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of the type theory can solve this problem. Indeed, all extensions of CC we are
aware of maintain a strong barrier between the logical and the computational
system. Although computational equality implies logical equality in CC [Luo94]
(e.g. if we use Leibnitz equality) the converse is not true in general. Although
in the empty context we have the result that computational equality and logical
equality coincide, in practice we are usually working with nonempty contexts for
various reasons and logical equality (which is undecidable) is typically coarser
than computational equality (which is decidable). Other type theories such as
Martin-Löf’s polymorphic, extensional type theory and the type theory of Nuprl
use a judgemental equality which coincides with logical equality, but cannot be
explained in computational terms, which is why typechecking becomes as hard
as theorem proving in these type theories.

More generally, we adopt the view that abstract logical specifications should be
well supported even if they are not implementable by means of the calculus, i.e. as
conservative extensions. In other words, logical and computational conservativity
should not be enforced, since there are many important ways to justify theorems,
axioms and computation rules beyond using the limited notion of proof provided
by the calculus itself. Relative conservativity between abstract specifications
(open world view) is practically more important than absolute conservativity
inside the calculus (closed world view).

To realize this idea we reconsider the underlying philosophy of executable spec-
ification languages like equational logics. Logical axioms and theorems should
be equipped with a clear operational meaning that has a direct impact on the
capabilities of computation in the type theory. Even if we maintain the core fea-
ture of CC and Martin-Löf’s early monomorphic type theory in [ML74], namely
that type checking is based on a notion of computation, this modification can
have a tremendous impact on the capabilities of the type system that ultimately
restricts what we can express in the language. More concretely, we do not want
to fix a priori in an absolute way what computation rules (e.g. β-reduction or
certain forms of algebraic rewrite rules) are available, but we would like to make
the notion of available computation rules dependent on the logical facts in the
present context. By interpreting logical facts (which can be axioms or theo-
rems) as computation rules in an appropriate way we ensure that the operational
semantics is correct w.r.t. the model-theoretic semantics by construction. Com-
pleteness of the operational semantics may be desirable for certain purposes (e.g.
to decide certain equalities or other predicates), but of course it generally cannot
be achieved in the expressive logics that we consider here. We have to accept the
fact that the notion of computation gives us an incomplete picture of the logical
world, altough computational completeness for certain fragements, such as MEL
or RWL is clearly possible under suitable restrictions (cf. Chapter 2).

Our approach considerably generalizes more conservative approaches that im-
pose an a priori restriction on the computational system, e.g. to achieve (strong)
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normalization by syntactic means. Although maintaining good computational
properties, like confluence and (strong) normalization, is encouraged for the rel-
evant application scenarios, we do not enforce these properties and, more impor-
tantly, we do not rely on them for the model-theoretic semantics. The semantics
we give here is classical set-theoretic one, which has the advantage of intuitive
simplicity. By no means do we intend to exclude other model-theoretic seman-
tics, e.g. of constructive nature, which also exist. In fact, the choice of the right
semantics strongly depends on the application context. We have chosen a clas-
sical set-theoretic semantics here, not only because it fits into the setting of this
thesis, but also because it is the semantics which is prevalent in the practice of
mathematics and computer science. The semantics that we give in this chap-
ter generalizes the model-theoretic semantics of membership equational logic and
rewriting logic which have also been given in the framework of classical set theory
(cf. Chapter 2). In a similar way, the operational semantics given in this chapter
generalizes the operational semantics of both of these logics.

We refer to the type theory we study in this chapter as the open calculus of
constructions (OCC), since it is an equational extension of CC with an open
computational system and a flexible universe hierarchy. Similar to membership
equational logic, OCC supports conditional equations and conditional assertions
together with an operational semantics based on conditional rewriting modulo
equations. More precisely, there are three types of equalities: structural equal-
ity, computational equality and assertional equality. The operational semantics
is based on reduction, in the case of computational equality, and on a simple
form of goal-oriented deduction, in the case of assertional predicates, of which
assertional equality is a special case. In addition to this operational notion of
equality, which is also the basis for the type inference and type checking algo-
rithm, we will see that it is straightforward to extend the operational semantics
by a notion of nonequational computation in the spirit of rewriting logic. As a
consequence we can specify a wide class of labeled transition systems and execute
them by rewriting inside the type theory. In this way we are able to close the
gap between the paradigms of equational logic, rewriting logic, and type theory,
and we also address the problems mentioned above, i.e., we arrive at a type the-
ory that has a more powerful notion of computation and that supports abstract
equational specifications to enhance modularity and formal interoperability and
furthermore supports symbolic execution of system models beyond pure equa-
tional computation.

Based on ideas developed in Chapters 5 and 6, mainly the explicit substitution
calculus (CINNI) and the notion of uniform pure type systems (UPTS), we will
introduce the syntax, semantics, and the formal system of OCC in the following
sections. Using Maude we have developed an experimental prototype of OCC
which has several additional features, like definitions, implicit arguments and
metavariables, which naturally support a style of goal-oriented programming and
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proof construction. The prototype makes use of Maude’s reflective capabilities
which allow us to reuse nearly all features of Maude and provides a computational
system of acceptable performance. In the present chapter we focus on theoretical
aspects concerning the model-theoretic and operational semantics, and the for-
mal system of OCC (Sections 8.1.2 and 8.1.3), and also on a variety applications
(Sections 8.2 and 8.3), which have been developed using the OCC prototype. The
main purpose of these last two sections is to serve as a proof-of-concept for the
language that we are going to introduce. For us the examples were helpful in the
design phase of OCC, and we hope that for the reader they will be helpful to
understand the pragmatics of OCC, which cannot be conveyed by just presenting
a formal system and its semantics. Regarding the OCC prototype, we should add
that the current version is experimental and has a number of limitations, but it
has very well met its purpose, namely to study the practical consequences of the
different design decisions that we contemplated. A discussion of the reflective ar-
chitecture of the OCC prototype would be worthwhile, since it could be the basis
for an actual implementation, but it is beyond the scope of this thesis, which
focuses on the theory and pragmatics of OCC rather than on possible implemen-
tations. We would furthermore like to point out that in its current version the
OCC prototype supports only very specific OCC signatures, implements only a
sublanguage of OCC, and requires OCC specifications to satisfy a number of ad
hoc restrictions, which are not relevant for the abstract theoretical treatment in
the following. Many of these restrictions are currently imposed to make use of
the Maude rewriting engine in a very direct way, based on a internal translation
of higher-order OCC specifications into first-order rewriting logic specifications,
and would most likely disappear in an actual implementation.

8.1 Presentation of the Calculus

8.1.1 Syntax

OCC is a type theory that is concerned with three classes of terms: elements ,
types and universes . Types serve as an abstraction for collections of elements,
and universes as an abstraction for collections of types. However, these three
classes are by no means disjoint. In fact, each universe is also a type, namely the
type of the types which belong to this universe. Similarly, each type is also an
element, namely an element of the universe it belongs to.

In contrast to existing extensions of CC, such as GCC [Coq86], ECC [Luo94],
UTT [Luo94], and CIC [CPM90], which all have a fixed universe hierarchy, we
follow the idea of pure type systems [Ber88, Ter89] (see also Chapter 6) by in-
troducing OCC as a type theory that is parameterized by signatures defining the
universe structure. Unlike pure type systems we do not admit an entirely arbi-
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trary structure, but we restrict ourselves to certain well-founded hierarchies of
universes,2 where impredicative universes can only appear at the bottom (if they
are used at all). As in CC we assume the existence of a distinguished universe
that we write as Prop. Our intention is that Prop serves as the main propo-
sitional universe, i.e. as the first universe of logical types. Indeed, the formal
system of OCC is designed to make sense under the propositions-as-types inter-
pretation, where propositions are interpreted as types and proofs are interpreted
as elements of these types. It is important to emphasize that the designation
of Prop as a propositional universe does not prevent us from speaking of types
in other universes as propositions, because the propositions-as-types interpreta-
tion applies to other universes as well. We can see in the following definition of
an OCC signature that Prop can be either predicative or impredicative. In the
first case, Prop could become the bottom universe of a predicative hierarchy of
propositional universes, whereas in the second case there is basically no need for
further propositional universes thanks to the strong closure properties of Prop.

An OCC signature Σ = (S,Sp,S i,¹, Prop,A,R,≤) consists of a countable set of
OCC universes S with disjoint subsets Sp and S i of predicative and impredicative
universes , respectively, a well-founded partial order ¹ on S, called the universe
hierarchy , a distinguished universe Prop ∈ S, called the main propositional uni-
verse, an acyclic binary relation A ⊆ S × S, called the universe containment
relation, a set R ⊆ S×S×S, called the set of rules , and a partial order ≤ on S,
called the subuniverse relation, such that the following conditions are satisfied.

1. (s1, s2) ∈ A or s1 < s2 imply s1 ≺ s2;

2. each universe s /∈ Sp is minimal w.r.t ¹;

3. (s1, s2) ∈ A and (s1, s
′
2) ∈ A imply s2 = s′2;

4. (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R and (s1, s2, s
′
3) ∈ R imply s3 = s′3;

5. (s1, s2) ∈ A and s′1 ≤ s1 imply that
(s′1, s

′
2) ∈ A for some s′2 ≤ s2;

6. (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R and s′1 ≤ s1, s′2 ≤ s2 imply that
(s′1, s

′
2, s

′
3) ∈ R for some s′3 ≤ s3;

7. (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R and s2 ∈ S i imply s2 = s3;

2A similar idea, namely to consider a family of calculi parameterized by well-founded partial
orders of universes, has already been used in [Hue87] to define extensions of CC. Furthermore, a
very general definition of cumulative PTSs is introduced in [Pol94], but, apart from the fact that
OCC and PTSs are very different formal systems, the universe hierarchy is too unconstrained
for our purposes and it uses contravariant universe subtyping instead of covariant subtyping
like in ECC that we need for our set-theoretic semantics.
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8. (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R and s2 /∈ S i imply s1, s2 ¹ s3 ∈ Sp;

9. s ≡ s′ implies that the least upper bound s t s′ w.r.t. ≤ is defined,
denoting by ≡ the smallest equivalence relation containing ≤;

10. the relation ≤ on S is decidable, and the partial functions A : S ; S, R :
S × S ; S, and t : S × S ; S are computable and their definedness is
decidable.

For a motivation of this definition we should first point out that the meaning of
A and R is the same as in PTS signatures. The well-foundedness of the universe
hierarchy, which covers the universe containment relation A and the subuniverse
relation < according to (1), and the minimality of nonpredicative universes (2) are
essential for our set-theoretic model construction.3 Conditions (3) and (4) express
functionality of A and R an obvious requirement for a monomorphic type theory
(see Chapter 6 for the corresponding property of PTSs). Conditions (5) and (6)
require compatibility of A and R with universe specialization. Condition (7)
expresses that if a dependent function type can be formed over an impredicative
universe s2 then it must live in s2 as well, and condition (8) states that if a
dependent function type can be formed over any other universe s2 and its domain
is in s1 then it must live in a predicative universe at least as high as s1 and s2.
Condition (7) is equivalent to the requirement that (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R and s2 ∈ S i

imply s2 ¹ s3 ∈ S i in the presence of (2), which better exhibits the similarity to
(8). It is noteworthy that we do not enforce any closure properties of universes and
that we have admitted universes that are neither predicative nor impredicative
leaving some freedom for possible models (see next section). Condition (9) ensures
that types in two semantically related universes s and s′ can always be viewed
from the perspective of a single well-defined universe s t s′ so that a standard
typed equality can be used for types. Condition (10) is finally used to give an
effective formal system. In summary, we should say that the conditions on OCC
signatures are rather weak and should be strengthened depending on the intended
application of OCC. For instance, one may consider only OCC instances with a
trivial subuniverse relation if universe subtyping is not desired, or instances of
OCC without impredicative universes. Among many other weaker and stronger
possibilities, the notion of OCC signatures admits standard universe hierarchies
such as those used in ECC or CIC.

Since in OCC there is no a priori distinction between terms and types, and fur-
thermore between types and propositions, we use all these notions synonymously

3It is possible to relax these conditions and admit (not necessarily minimal) strongly im-
predicative universes s satisfying (s, s) ∈ A, if we give up the possibility of having at least a
trivial set-theoretic interpretation for each universe. In view of Girard’s paradox [Gir72, Coq86]
such a universe could not be used for logical purposes, but it could still be computationally
meaningful as suggested by [Car86].
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from a mathematical point of view. However, we sometimes prefer to use one
name in favor of the other to convey our intended interpretation. Given an OCC
signature Σ we define OCC terms by the following CINNI syntax.

s |Xm |M N | [X : S]M | {X : S}T |M : T | ε A |M = N | || A | !! A | ?? A

We have to add that in [X : S]M and {X : S}T the name X is bound in M
and T . Here and in the following, M, N, P, A,B, S, T range over OCC terms, s
ranges over OCC universes, and X, Y range over names. For better readability,
we use the standard conventions to omit parentheses.

The syntax OCC has the standard constructs known from (uniform) pure type
systems (cf. Chapter 6), namely universes s, variables Xm, typed λ-abstractions
[X : S]M , and dependent function types {X : S}T , but additionally we have type
assertions/casting M : T , the ε-construct ε A to denote an irrelevant proof of
a proposition A, a built-in propositional equality M = N , and finally we have
three kinds of operational propositions , written as || A, !! A, or ?? A. Operational
propositions can either be structural propositions designated by ||, computational
propositions designated by !!, or an assertional propositions designated by ??.
Subsequently, we use τ to range over {||, !!, ??}. For convenience, we sometimes
write [Xn : Sn] M and {Xn : Sn} T to abbreviate [Xn

1 : Sn
1 ] . . . [Xn

n : Sn
n ] M and

{Xn
1 : Sn

1 } . . . {Xn
n : Sn

n} T , respectively. Furthermore, we write S → T instead
of {X : S}T if X is not referenced in T , and this notation is extended to lists so
that Sn → T abbreviates Sn

1 → Sn
2 → . . . → Sn

n → T . For better readability,
we use the standard convention that → is right associative and has a stronger
binding precedence than {X : S}T , so that S → S ′ → S ′′ means S → (S ′ → S ′′)
and {X : S}T → T ′ means {X : S}(T → T ′).

OCC contexts are lists of declarations of the form X : S. The empty context
is written as []. Using Γ to range over OCC contexts, we have to add that in
contexts of the form X : S, Γ the name X is bound in Γ (but not in S). Finally,
we write Zn : Sn to abbreviate the context Zn

1 : Sn
1 , . . . , Zn

n : Sn
n .

An OCC specification (Σ, Γ) consists of an OCC signature Σ and an OCC context
Γ. An OCC specification (Σ, Γ) can introduce rewrite predicates by a declaration
in Γ of the form R : {Y, Y ′ : S} T → Prop. The idea is that each rewrite predicate
can be regarded as a labeled transition system, which can be executed is a very
similar way as rewriting logic specifications. Note that R : {Y, Y ′ : S} T →
Prop is the declaration of a ternary predicate R where S is the type of states and
T is the type of actions, wich could range from atomic labels to rewrite proofs,
depending on the requirements of the application. In the case where the type
T does not depend on Y and Y ′, this declaration takes the form R : S → S →
T → Prop, but we will see in Section 8.2.8 that dependent types are essential to
obtain a strongly typed representation of RWL specifications in the general case.

OCC judgements are either typing judgements Γ ` M : S, type inference judge-
ments Γ ` M →: S, assertional judgements Γ ` ?? A, assertional equality judge-
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ments Γ ` ?? (M = N), assertional subtyping judgements Γ ` ?? (S ≤ T ), struc-
tural equality judgements Γ ` || (M = N), computational equality judgements Γ `
!! (M = N), computational rewrite judgements Γ ` !! (Rk M N P ), and asser-
tional rewrite judgements Γ ` ?? (Rk M N P ). Obviously, assertional equality
judgements, assertional subtype judgements, and assertional rewrite judgements
are special cases of assertional judgements. For a better understanding of the
set-theoretic semantics, we first give an intuitive idea of the meaning of these
judgements, which are all relative, in the sense that they are explained under the
assumption that the context Γ is meaningful. The meaning of a typing judgement
Γ ` M : S is that M is an element of type S in the context Γ. The stronger type
inference judgement Γ ` M →: S implies, additionally, that S is an inferred type
of M . The structural equality judgement Γ ` || (M = N) means that M and N
are structurally equal, i.e., that they cannot be computationally distinguished, in
the context Γ. The computational equality judgement Γ ` !! (M = N) means that
M reduces to N in the context Γ by means of any number of computation steps.
The assertional judgement Γ ` ?? A means that the fact that A is inhabited
can be proved in Γ by purely computational means, namely by a combination
of exhaustive goal-oriented search and simplification by reduction. Finally, the
computational rewrite judgement Γ ` !! (Rk M N P ) means that by virtue of
the computational rewrite rules specificed for the rewrite predicate Rk in Γ, the
element M can be rewritten to the element M , and this rewrite is labeled by the
element P .

In addition to OCC terms and OCC contexts we use their CINNIOCC counter-
parts, where CINNIOCC denotes the instantiation of CINNI to the syntax of
OCC, which is completely analogous to the instantiation of CINNI to the syn-
tax of UPTS in Chapter 6. The set of CINNIOCC terms/contexts subsumes the
set of OCC terms/context, but CINNIOCC terms can additionally contain sub-
stitutions. On the other hand, substitutions can always be eliminated according
to the results of Chapter 5, so that each CINNIOCC term/context is equivalent
to a unique OCC term/context.4 We use this as a justification for introducing
the general convention to identify CINNIOCC terms/contexts that are equivalent
by virtue of the equational theory of CINNIOCC throughout the present chapter.
Recall, however, that this convention does not imply that α-equivalent terms are
identified. In fact, a key point of our entire treatment is that there is no need
for the assumption of α-equality to define a notion of reduction. In analogy with
the abbreviations for terms and contexts we write [Xn:=Nn], ↑Xn, and ⇑Xn S to
abbreviate the CINNI substitution [Xn

1 :=Nn
1 ] . . . [Xn

n :=Nn
n ], ↑Xn

1
. . . ↑Xn

n
, and

⇑Xn
n

. . . ⇑Xn
1
(S). Using this notation, we furthermore write [Xn : S] M and

{Xn : S} T to abbreviate [Xn−1 : S][Xn
n : ↑Xn−1 S] M and {Xn−1 : S}{Xn

n :

4Apart from the advantage of a first-order description, the use of CINNI was especially
convenient in the OCC prototype, where the addition of metavariables did not require a change
in the underlying formalism, because they have to be instantiated eventually.
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↑Xn−1 S} T , respectively, where Xn−1 abbreviates Xn
1 , . . . , Xn

n−1.

As we saw above, OCC terms, contexts, and judgements can contain some in-
formation, namely the operational kinds τ ∈ {||, !!, ??} of propositions, which is
essential for the operational semantics given in Section 8.1.3. The model-theoretic
semantics, however, which is presented in the following section, completely ab-
stracts from operational aspects and hence ignores this information.

To give a first flavor of OCC we now give a concrete example of an OCC spec-
ification (Σ, Γ). We define Σ as the smallest OCC signature with an ECC-style
universe hierarchy that has predicative universes Typei ∈ Sp for i ∈ N and a
single impredicative universe Prop ∈ S i such that (s ∈ s′ abbreviates (s, s′) ∈ A)

Prop ∈ Type0 ∈ Type1 ∈ Type2 . . . ,

it is cumulative, i.e.

Prop ≤ Type0 ≤ Type1 ≤ Type2 . . . ,

and has rules
(s, Prop, Prop) ∈ R and (s, s′, s t s′) ∈ R

for all s ∈ S and s′ ∈ Sp.

The context Γ over this signature is given below. It first introduces a type nat

with constructors 0 and suc and an induction principle ind. It then specifies an
operation plus with structural axioms of commutativity and associativity and
two computational axioms. It furthermore introduces a binary predicate le that
should satisfy two assertional axioms, the second one being a conditional one.
Regarding variables in CINNI syntax, we use the convention of Chapter 5 that
the index 0 is omitted. Similarly, we simply write Type instead of Type0.

[ nat : Type ]
[ 0 : nat ]
[ suc : nat→ nat ]

[ ind : {P : nat→ Prop}
(P 0) → ({i : nat}(P i) → (P (suc i))) →
{n : nat}(P n) ]

[ plus : nat→ nat→ nat ]
[ comm : || {i, j : nat}(plusij) = (plusji) ]
[ assoc : || {i, j, k : nat}(plusi(plus j k)) = (plus (plus i j) k) ]

[ plus_eq_1 : !! {i : nat}(plus i 0) = i ]
[ plus_eq_2 : !! {i, j : nat}(plus i (suc j)) = (suc (plus i j)) ]
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[ le : nat→ nat→ Prop ]
[ le_1 : ?? {j : nat}(le 0 j) ]
[ le_2 : ?? {i, j : nat}(le i j) → (le (suc i)(suc j)) ]

Valid and derivable judgements are defined in the next two sections. Here we
only give a few examples of such judgements in the context Γ:

Γ ` || ((plus (suc (suc 0))(suc 0)) = (plus (suc 0)(suc (suc 0))))
Γ ` !! ((plus (suc (suc 0))(suc 0)) = (suc (plus (suc 0)(suc 0))))
Γ ` ?? (le (suc 0) (suc (suc 0)))
Γ ` M : {n : nat}(le n (suc n))

with M = (ind ([n : nat](le n (suc n )))
(ε (le 0 (suc 0)))
([i : nat][H : ?? (le i (suc i))](ε (le (suc i)(suc (suc i)))))).

8.1.2 Semantics

The classical set-theoretic semantics that we give in the following has the remark-
able feature that all terms and types are interpreted in a uniform way, regardless
of their association with a particular universe. Although our semantics should also
be classified as a proof-irrelevance semantics (w.r.t. impredicative universes), it
is different from the standard approach (see e.g. [Coq90a, Luo94, Wer97]), which
requires a special treatment of types in the impredicative universe and hence
relies on metatheoretic results such as the subject reduction property. It is well
known that the use of a proof-irrelevance approach is unavoidable in a classical
set-theoretic semantics, because nontrivial models do not exist [Rey84].5 By pre-
senting the semantics before introducing the formal system we do not want to
imply that the classical set-theoretic semantics is more fundamental or even a
standard semantics for OCC. However, we think that it is useful to make the for-
mal system accessible to the reader and as a tool to prove minimal soundness and
(relative) consistency properties. The semantics furthermore explains the con-
nection between OCC and classical mathematics in general, and between OCC
and membership equational logic and rewriting logic in particular, which also
have classical set-theoretic models as we presented them in Section 2.4. Further-
more, the semantics does not only provide a justification for the formal system
of OCC, but also for the use of several classical axioms encountered elsewhere in
this thesis (cf. Chapters 4 and 7), such as the law of the excluded middle, logi-

5Impredicative polymorphism, however, can be interpreted constructively as suggested by
many authors including [Pit87, Mes89b, Gir72], and indeed this fact is exploited in the con-
structive set-theoretic semantics given for ECC in [Luo94].
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cal extensionality, proof irrelevance, and extensional equality for functions. Our
semantics is also applicable to several more restrictive extensions of CC, such as
GCC and ECC. In principle, it is also applicable to CIC, but due to its classical
nature the semantics does not justify the use of an impredicative universe for
data types, which we think is not a problem, since in this thesis we adopt the
view advocated in [Luo94] that data types should reside in predicative universes
in the style of Martin-Löf’s type theory.

It is very clear from these explanations that in contrast to many type-theoretic
formalisms, starting with Whitehead and Russell’s theory of types [WR13], in-
cluding Martin-Löf’s type theories [PSN90], Nuprl [CAB+86], and the develop-
ments in the line of CC [CH88], we aim by no means at an alternative (possibly
more satisfactory) foundation for mathematics. Instead, our more pragmatic mo-
tivation is to add a computational layer on top of an existing foundation (here
we have chosen Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory), which can be abstracted away, but
imposes a strong discipline of use and provides computational means that are
lacking in set-theoretic approaches6 One may argue that regarding the support of
a strong mathematical discipline and by its emphasis on typed morphisms rather
than on sets, category theory has a similar objective, except that the notion of
computation does not play a central role. Not surprisingly, we will encounter
connections between OCC and category theory at various places in this chapter,
and we will argue in favor of a computational approach to category theory, for
which OCC could provide a possible setting.

In spite of some similarities, the OCC approach is quite different from that of
Martin-Löf’s polymorphic, intuitionistic type theory [ML74, PSN90] and Nuprl
[CAB+86, All87], which are both open-ended [Tsu01] in the sense that the se-
mantics is given for the entire underlying untyped language and the introduction
of new types and corresponding rules can be justified on this semantic basis. In
contrast, OCC is a monomorphic type theory, and our semantics is a classical set-
theoretic one, which only gives a meaning to a proper subset of all terms, from
which the formal system of OCC again defines the subset of terms, which are well-
typed (in an operational sense) and can actually be used in formal developments.
Instead of being open-ended from an external point of view, OCC is intended as a
framework (in this sense it is similar to Martin-Löf’s logical framework [PSN90],
which is also a monomorphic type theory) that can be used to specify new types
internally without being limited to conservative extensions. Especially important
is the capability of OCC to specify the computational system with a high degree
of flexibility within the bounds provided by its logic.

Unlike the proof-irrelevance semantics given in [Coq90a, Wer97], our semantics
interprets the subuniverse relation directly as inclusion between set-theoretic uni-

6There are some notable exceptions such as [Fef75, Bee88] and the approach [Gru92], where
sets are represented as maps.
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verses rather than just as an injection, which would require us either to make such
injections explicit in OCC terms or to ensure that such injections could always be
uniquely added, an argument which would have to be based on metatheoretical
properties and hence on the formal system of the type theory. Furthermore, a
distinguishing feature of our semantics is that everything is interpreted in the
expected way with the slight deviation that functions are always assumed to be
in a certain “set-theoretic normal form”, a simple and intuitive notion which will
be made precise below.

In the following, let Σ = (S,Sp,S i,¹, Prop,A,R,≤) be an arbitrary OCC sig-
nature.

A set-theoretic universe7 is a set that is closed under the standard constructions
of Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with the axiom of choice (ZFC) [Mos94, Sho77].

An OCC frame for Σ consists of a family of sets (Us)s∈S and satisfies the following
conditions: For each OCC universe s ∈ S we impose the minimal condition ∅ ∈
Us. Additionally, for each impredicative OCC universe s ∈ S i we require that Us

is the two-element boolean set B = {T,F} with T = {∅} and F = ∅, and for each
predicative OCC universe s ∈ Sp we require a classical set-theoretic universe Us,
such that s ≺ s′ implies Us ∈ Us′ for all OCC universes s, s′ ∈ S.

We immediately observe that in each OCC frame (s, s′)InA implies Us ∈ Us′ , and
that s ≤ s′ implies Us ⊆ Us′ for all s, s′ ∈ S, which means that the cumulative
hierarchy of OCC universes is strictly reflected in the set-theoretic semantics, i.e.
by set-theoretic membership and inclusion. We furthermore define the set U =⋃ {Us | s ∈ S}. In the semantics of OCC we will use the sets in U to interprete
types, and the elements in

⋃U to interprete arbitrary terms.

To construct an OCC frame for a fixed OCC signature we use well-known ax-
iomatic extensions of ZFC which are sufficiently strong to interprete all OCC
universes. As the starting point for the model construction we use the countable,
well-founded partial order ¹ that contains ∈ and ≤ by the definition of an OCC
signature. We first give an interpretation for the predicative universes Sp. To this
end, let ¹′ be the restriction of ¹ to Sp, which is again a countable, well-founded
partial order, and consider an extension ¹′′ of ¹′ to a total well-founded order
on Sp. For the standard construction of a cumulative hierarchy of set-theoretic
universes we presuppose an axiomatic extension of ZFC by a hierarchy (κs)s∈S
of strongly inaccessible cardinals [Sho77] so that s ≺′′ s′ implies κs < κs′ for all
s, s′ ∈ Sp. Each strongly inaccessible cardinal κs provides us with a set-theoretic
universe Vκs according to von Neumann’s cumulative hierarchy [Mos94], so that
we can simply define Us as Vκs for each s ∈ Sp. To complete the construction
of an OCC frame it remains to interprete all nonpredicative universes in S −
Sp. The interpretation of impredicative universes s ∈ S i is already fixed by the
OCC frame, namely by Us = B = {∅, {∅}}. The interpretation of all remaining

7called Z-F universe in [Mos94] and just universe in [Mac71]
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universes s ∈ S − Sp − S i can be chosen arbitrarily as long as ∅ ∈ Us ∈ Us0 is
satisfied,8 where s0 is the minimal element of ¹′′.
Corresponding constructions of universes for the semantics of type theories are
given in [Luo94] for ECC, in [Wer97] for CIC, and in [How97] for Nuprl.9 Al-
ternatively, in order to construct models for arbitrary OCC signatures, we can
work with a fixed, but sufficiently strong, extension of ZFC by the Tarski-axiom
[Tar38, Tar39], which implies the existence of arbitrary large, strongly inacces-
sible cardinals. The resulting system is also known as Grothendieck-Tarski set
theory and has the property that each set is an element of some universe set.
This assumption has also been used by Grothendieck to overcome difficulties
with the set-theoretic explanation of large categories [Mac71]. Since OCC aims
at applications involving formalizations of concepts from category theory, it ap-
pears to us that Grothendieck-Tarski set theory is a quite natural choice. It is
worth mentioning that this is also the set theory used as the basis for formalized
mathematics in the Mizar system [RT99].

To give a natural formulation of the OCC semantics we slightly extend the set-
theoretic notion of function application β(α), which is conventionally only used
for α ∈ Dom(β), by defining β(α) = ∅ for all α /∈ Dom(β), provided that β is
an arbitrary set-theoretic function.10 In particular, we regard the empty function
∅ more generally as a constant function which always yields ∅. This can be
justified intuitively by the view that the empty function is a constant function in
disguise (because it has the empty domain). We say that two functions β and β′

are weakly extensionally equivalent iff β(α) = β′(α) for all α. Weak extensional
equivalence is slightly weaker than the set-theoretic extensional equivalence, i.e.
equality of functions viewed as sets. Observe, however, that for the important
case of functions β and β on a common domain, i.e., Dom(β) = Dom(β′), both
notions coincide. In a context where only the applicative behavior of a function
β matters, i.e., the only way to use β is to apply it to an element for which it
is known to be defined,11 we can replace β by its weakly extensionally equivalent
counterpart ⇓ β, which is defined by ⇓ β = {(α, α′) ∈ β |α′ 6= ∅}. Observe
that for the empty function ∅ we have ⇓∅ = ∅. More generally, for functions
β with β(α) 6= ∅ for all α ∈ Dom(β) we have ⇓ β = β, i.e., most functions are
invariant under ⇓ . We finally extend ⇓ to sets by defining ⇓̄ γ = {⇓ β | β ∈ γ}.
In our context, the operators ⇓ and ⇓̄ produce functions and sets of functions
in a certain “normal form”, which is used for the interpretation of type-theoretic

8It is not difficult to generalize the construction to make sure that s can be interpreted as a
full set-theoretic universe, but this would require an additional strongly inaccessible cardinal.

9This is the hybrid set-theoretic/computational semantics which justifies Howe’s classical
variant of Nuprl that we discussed in Chapter 7.

10We should emphazise that this is a conservative extension of the set-theoretic notion of
function application, and should not be confused with an extension of the set-theoretic functions
themselves, which actually remain completely unchanged.

11without inspecting the set-theoretic representation of the function, e.g. using Dom(β).
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functions and function types in the semantics that we introduce below.

Another interesting observation is that given a set γ, a subset β ⊆ γ, and its
characteristic boolean function β̂ : γ → B (recall that B = {∅, {∅}}), we have
an isomorphism β ∼= ⇓ β̂, i.e., working with “normal forms” eliminates the gap
between sets and their functional representations as characteristic predicates.
This last observation also suggests that a set of the form ⇓̄ (γ → B) should be
regarded as the set PS(γ) of subsets as opposed to the set γ → B of functions,
a subtle point which is important for the interpretation of equality.

Given an OCC frame we have to define the interpretation of OCC terms, OCC
contexts, and finally OCC judgements. A technical aspect of our approach, is
that we eliminate the need for environments, i.e. variable assignments, by using
a notion of terms and substitutions with embedded semantic objects, which are
of set-theoretic nature in our case. Furthermore, thanks to the use of CINNI,
we can define the semantics of OCC in a way which does not require renaming
or identification of α-equivalent terms. Indeed, in our entire treatment there is
no need for such an assumption.12 To realize these ideas we first extend the
original definition of OCC terms to enriched OCC terms by adding a new term
constructor σ with

⋃U as its domain so that enriched OCC terms are defined
by the same syntax as OCC terms but extended by constructs σ(α) for all α ∈⋃U . We usually leave σ implicit, writing α instead of σ(α), if there is no
danger of confusion. The definition of enriched OCC contexts agrees with the
definition of OCC contexts, but uses enriched OCC terms instead of terms. Also,
we define enriched CINNIOCC terms/contexts in complete analogy to CINNIOCC

terms/contexts, again introducing the convention to identify them if they are
equivalent by virtue of CINNIOCC.

We first define a partial interpretation [[−]]. It is a partial function on closed
enriched terms which is subsequently extended to enriched contexts, and we gen-
erally assume that it is undefined for all cases not covered by the definitions
below. We also make use of the standard convention that a set-theoretic formula
can only hold and a set-theoretic expression can only be defined if all its subex-
pressions are defined. We begin with the definition of [[−]] for closed enriched
OCC terms:

[[α]] = α

[[s]] = Us

[[M N ]] = [[M ]]([[N ]])

[[[X : S]M ]] = ⇓λα ∈ [[S]] . [[[X:=α]M ]] if [[S]] ∈ U
[[{X : S}T ]] = ⇓̄Π α ∈ [[S]] . [[[X:=α]T ]] if [[S]] ∈ U

[[M : S]] = [[M ]] if [[M ]] ∈ [[S]] ∈ U
12A similar technique can be used to eliminate the need for environments in operational

semantics, the specification of the active network language in Appendix B being a good example.
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[[M = N ]] = T if [[M ]] = [[N ]] and [[M ]], [[N ]] ∈ ⋃U
[[M = N ]] = F if [[M ]] 6= [[N ]] and [[M ]], [[N ]] ∈ ⋃U

[[ε A]] = a unique element of [[A]] if [[A]] 6= ∅ and [[A]] ∈ U
[[τ P ]] = [[P ]] if [[P ]] ∈ U

On the right hand side of the equations for [[[X : S]M ]] and [[{X : S}T ]] we
have used the set-theoretic λ-abstraction and the set-theoretic dependent func-
tion space, respectively, as defined in Section 2.1. The function and the set of
functions that we obtain in these cases is then passed through ⇓ and ⇓̄ , respec-
tively, to obtain our “set-theoretic normal-form”. These operators are needed
in our general setting of arbitrary OCC signatures to achieve the strong closure
properties of impredicative universes, as we will see in the soundness proof. Re-
call that the terms [X:=α]M and [X:=α]T , used on the left hand side, are equal
to enriched OCC terms without substitutions by our earlier convention. It is fur-
thermore important that the definition of [[MN ]] as [[M ]]([[N ]]) uses the extended
notion of function application introduced earlier, which is is always defined. The
uniqueness requirement in the definition of ε A can be realized by chosing an
element that is minimal w.r.t. a fixed well-founded total order.13 The term εA
is used to denote an unspecified proof of A if A can be proved by means of the
operational semantics. Obviously, if Prop is an impredicative universe and A is a
proposition in Prop, then [[ε A]] can only be defined if it is an element of T, which
is necessarily ∅ in our proof-irrelevance semantics. Concerning the interpretation
[[τ P ]] of operational propositions, we can see that the set-theoretic semantics
abstracts from their operational nature which is specified by τ .

The partial interpretation [[−]] of closed enriched OCC contexts is defined by sets
of tuples of the form (α1, α2, . . . , αn) = (α1, (α2, (. . . , (αn, ())))) as follows:

[[[]]] = {()}
[[X : S, Γ]] = Σ α ∈ [[S]] . [[[X:=α] Γ]] if [[S]] ∈ U

This concludes the definition of [[−]] which suggests to call an OCC term M or an
OCC context Γ meaningful iff [[M ]] or [[Γ]], respectively, is defined. This notion of
meaningful terms is essential for the soundness of the formal system presented in
the next section. According to our definition, a universe s is always meanigful,
and a term M N , M : S, M = N , ε A, or τ P , can only be meaningful if its
immediate subterms are meaningful. Furthermore, a term [X : S] M or {X :
S} T can only be meaningful if S is meaningful and [X:=α]M or [X:=α]T ,
respectively, is meaningful for all α ∈ [[S]]. Similarly, a context X : S, Γ can only
be meaningful if S is meaningful and [X:=α]Γ is meaningful for all α ∈ [[S]].

13It is actually a special case of Hilbert’s ε-operator.
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Given an OCC specification (Σ, Γ) with Γ = Zn : Sn, a model of (Σ, Γ) consists
of an OCC frame over Σ and a tuple γn ∈ [[Γ]].

Based on the partial interpretation [[−]] of enriched OCC terms we define validity
of OCC judgements. We again make use of the standard convention that a set-
theoretic formula can only hold and a set-theoretic expression can only be defined
if all its subexpressions are defined. For arbitrary set-theoretic expressions α, we
use the abbreviation ↓α to express that α is defined. We assume that the validity
predicate is false in all cases not covered by the following definition. Validity is a
unary predicate over OCC judgements, but we write Γ |= J instead of the more
cumbersome |= Γ ` J .

|= M →: S if [[M ]] ∈ [[S]]

|= M : S if ↓[[S]] implies [[M ]] ∈ [[S]]

|= ?? A if ↓[[A]] implies [[A]] 6= ∅
|= ?? (M = N) if (↓[[M ]] and ↓[[N ]]) implies [[M ]] = [[N ]]

|= ?? (S ≤ T ) if (↓[[S]] and ↓[[T ]]) implies [[S]] ⊆ [[T ]]

|= || (M = N) if (↓[[M ]] or ↓[[N ]]) implies [[M ]] = [[N ]]

|= !! (M = N) if ↓[[M ]] implies [[M ]] = [[N ]]

|= !! (Rk M N P ) if ↓[[M ]] implies [[(Rk M N P )]] 6= ∅
|= ?? (Rk M N P ) if ↓[[M ]], ↓[[N ]] and ↓[[P ]] implies [[(Rk M N P )]] 6= ∅

Γ |= J if ↓[[Γ]] implies |= [Zn:=γn] J for all γn ∈ [[Γ]]

where Γ is of the form Zn : Sn.

Concerning this definition of valid judgements it should be noted that the judge-
ments are semantically rather weak. As an example, the validity of the typing
judgements Γ ` M : S assumes that Γ and S are meaningful and asserts under
this condition that in each model of Γ the term M is meaningful and the interpre-
tation of M is contained in the interpretation of S. This is slightly different from
the type inference judgement Γ ` M →: S, which only assumes that Γ is mean-
ingful and asserts that in each model of Γ both terms M and S are meaningful
and the interpretation of M is contained in the interpretation of S. Furthermore,
we should point out that none of these judgements explictly requires that the
interpretation of S is an element of some universe Us. The rationale behind the
definedness conditions will become clear with the introduction of the operational
meaning of these judgements. The general idea is to keep the judgements seman-
tically as weak as possible to justify an efficient formal system without redundant
deductions, which is presented in the next section.14 Obviously, it is easy to define

14The idea of explaining judgements under the assumption that the context is meaningful has
been already used in Nuprl and is a deviation from Martin-Löf’s explanation of judgements and
from the explanation of judgements in CC and other PTSs, which all imply that the context is
meaningful.
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stronger judgements on the basis of exisiting ones if the need arises.

Finally, we should point out that the need for our notion of a “set-theoretic
normal form of functions” only arises when we consider OCC signatures with
impredicative universes. In the case, where no impredicative universes are used,
we can omit ⇓ , ⇓̄ and use the standard set-theoretic function application in
the interpretation of OCC terms. The result is the entirely straightforward set-
theoretic semantics which has already been used for Martin-Löf’s type theory
[Dyb91, DS99] and for predicative universes of ECC [Luo94] and CIC [Wer97].

8.1.3 Formal System

An essential feature of type theories with dependent types in the family of pure
types systems (PTS) is that the typing judgements are defined on the basis of the
operational semantics of the type theory. In the standard presentations of PTSs,
and of CC in particular, the operational semantics, which is based on a notion
of reduction, is first defined for the untyped language, and then by employing a
metatheoretic argument, the subject reduction property to be precise, it is shown
that the operational semantics respects the type system and therefore constitutes
in fact a typed operational semantics. In OCC the connection between the typ-
ing judgements and the operational semantics is bidirectional and more complex
than in PTSs and in existing extensions of CC. It therefore requires a different
approach, which is reflected in the formal system of OCC which simultaneously
defines both, the operational semantics and well-typed terms with their types.
Since the deductive judgements of logics such as MEL and RWL correspond to
typing judgements in OCC by virtue of the propositions-as-types interpretation,
we can also say that the formal system of OCC represents both the computational
system and the deductive system, which cannot be separated from each other. A
particular aspect of our approach is that the judgements of OCC are very liberal
in the sense that they do not require well-typedness of their constituents but are
justified instead on purely semantic grounds.

Compared with the model-theoretic semantics, the formal system gives an inde-
pendent and more refined explanation of all OCC judgements by making essential
distinctions between typing judgements and type inference judgements as well as
between the remaining judgements. It especially makes explict the distinction in
the operational behaviour of the equality judgements that all have a very sim-
ilar model-theoretic semantics in terms of set-theoretic equality. To make the
presentation of the formal system of OCC and the operational semantics, which
is explained on the basis of this formal system, more accessible for the reader
we first give a brief informal explanation of all judgements and their intuitive
operational meaning.

• The type inference judgement Γ ` M →: S asserts that the term M is an
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element of the inferred type S in the context Γ. Operationally, Γ and M
are given and S is obtained by syntax-directed type inference and possible
reduction using computational equations modulo the structural equations
of Γ. Hence, we are interested in solutions to incomplete goals of the form
Γ ` M →: ?.

• The typing judgement Γ ` M : S asserts that M is an element of type S
in the context Γ. Operationally, Γ, M and S are given and verifying Γ `
M : S amounts to type checking. In the inference system given below,
type checking is always reduced to type inference and the verification of an
assertional subtyping judgement, which subsumes the assertional equality
judgement(see below).

• The structural equality judgement Γ ` || (M = N) is used to express that
M and N are considered to be structurally equal elements in the context Γ.
Operationally, structural equality is realized by a suitable term represen-
tation so that structurally equal terms cannot be distinguished when they
participate in computations.

• The computational equality judgement Γ ` !! (M = N) is the judgement
that defines the notion of reduction for the simplification of terms. The
judgement states that the element M can be reduced to the element N in the
context Γ. Operationally, Γ and M are given and N is the result of reducing
M using the computational equations in Γ modulo the structural equations
in Γ. Hence, operationally we are interested in solutions to incomplete goals
of the form Γ ` !! (M = ?).

• The assertional judgement Γ ` ?? A states that A is provable by means
of the operational semantics in the context Γ. Operationally, Γ and A are
given and the judgement is verified by a combination of reduction using the
computational equations and exhaustive goal-oriented search using the as-
sertional propositions in Γ. Both processes take place modulo the structural
equations in Γ. Just as in the case of structural and computational equality,
the verification of assertional judgements is absorbed by the computational
system of OCC and hence does not involve explicit proof objects.

• The assertional equality judgement Γ ` ?? (M = N) states that M and
N are assertionally equal in Γ, a notion that treats equality as a predicate
and subsumes the structural and computational equality judgements. Op-
erationally, Γ, M and N are given and the judgement is verified like other
assertional judgements in a goal-oriented fashion.

• The assertional subtyping judgement Γ ` ?? (S ≤ T ) states that S is a
subtype of T in Γ as a consequence of the cumulativity of the universe
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hierarchy. Operationally, Γ, S and T are given and the judgement is verified
like other assertional judgements in a goal-oriented fashion.

• The computational rewrite judgement Γ ` !! (Rk M M ′ P ) expresses that by
means of the computational rewrite rules specified in Γ for the rewrite pred-
icate Rk the element M can be rewritten to the element M ′ and this rewrite
is labeled by the element P . Operationally, Γ and M are given and M ′ is
computed by the application of a computational rewrite rule in Γ modulo
the computational and structural equations in Γ. In addition, an abstract
witness P for this rewrite is constructed. Hence, operationally we are in-
terested in solutions to incomplete goals of the form Γ ` !! (Rk M ? ?).

• The assertional rewrite judgement Γ ` ?? (Rk M M ′ P ) is a special case of
the assertional judgement and subsumes the computational rewrite judge-
ment. Operationally, Γ, M , M ′, and P are given, and the judgement can
be verified by means of a corresponding computational rewrite judgement.

In the remainder of this section we introduce the formal system of OCC , which
defines derivability of OCC judgements, for a given OCC signature. The formal
system is also the basis for the operational semantics of OCC, which is a gener-
alization of the operational semantics of MEL and RWL presented in Chapter 2.
It is the partial specification of an algorithm that realizes the judgements in the
sense explained earlier within the possibilities admitted by the formal system.
We should emphasize that the intention of the formal system is not to require
implementations to realize it in full generality, but the formal system should be
seen as a framework opening a space in which different implementations of various
degrees of generality are possible. The operational semantics which we describe
in the following together with the formal system explains on a suitably abstract
level how the inference rules are implemented and also imposes some important
restrictions on how they are applied, but on the other hand leaves considerable
freedom for possible implementations.

To emphasize the operational goal-oriented view of the formal system we have
grouped the inference rules according to the form of their conclusions. Since
operationally the context of each conclusion is an input, which can be indepen-
dently checked for well-typedness, all our judgements are relative judgements in
the sense that well-typedness of the context is assumed rather than implied. As
in Chapter 6, it is straightforward to add rules for well-typed context judgements
and for a corresponding stronger typing judgement.

Altough OCC is inspired by PTSs, it is important to stress already at this point
that OCC and PTSs are quite different systems, as indicated by the rich collection
of OCC judgements and their explanation given earlier. Already the admission
of judgements involving terms that are not well-typed (and possibly not even
meaningful) is a strong deviation of the underlying philosophy of PTSs (and
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especially CC), but is very natural in semantics-based non-foundational approach
to type theory. Another important difference to PTSs is the presence of fully
cumulative universe subtyping in OCC in the style of ECC [Luo94] (which has
also been adopted in CIC) instead of the simple cumulativity of universes used
in Martin-Löf’s type theory [ML74, ML84] and in in GCC [Coq86]. This leads
not only to a less restrictive type system, but more importantly it avoids some
the difficulties with type checking in GCC, which was the main motivation to
introduce full cumulativity in [Luo94, Luo91].

Finally, we should point out that the formal system of OCC has strong computa-
tional flavor, and is in this respect similar to the operational version of PTSs that
we introduced in Chapter 6. Although a more abstract formal system for OCC
can be useful for metatheoretic investigations, we think that in a very liberal type
theory like OCC the computational aspects are so important for the user that
they should receive an explicit representation in the formal system itself. The
decision to especially make explicit the algorithmic nature of type checking in the
formal system (as for instance witnessed by the use of type inference judgements)
is quite different from the abstract presentations of other type theories. It reflects
our view, that the type checking process itself is of utmost importance and not
less important that the computational system itself. We feel furthermore that
typechecking should be as simple and as explict as possible, because it cannot be
completely hidden from the user (e.g. by reference to completeness w.r.t. a more
abstract formal system) in computationally very expressive systems like OCC.

The type inference judgements Γ ` M →: S are closed under the following rules.
Most of these rules are similar to the corresponding rules for the optimized version
of uniform pure types systems of Chapter 6. Especially, we define the function
lookup as in Section 6.2.4.

Γ ` s1 →: s2
if (s1, s2) ∈ A (Ax)

Γ ` Zm →: lookup(Γ, Zm)
if lookup(Γ, Zm) is defined (Lookup)

Γ ` S →: s1 Γ, X : S ` T →: s2

Γ ` {X : S}T →: s3
if (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R (Pi)

Γ ` S →: s1 Γ, X : S ` M →: T

Γ ` [X : S]M →: {X : S}T (Lda)

Γ ` M →: {X : S}T Γ ` N : S

Γ ` (M N) →: [X:=N ] T
(App)
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Γ ` M →: τ {X : S}T Γ ` N : S

Γ ` (M N) →: [X:=N ] T
(AppTag)

Γ ` T →: s Γ ` T ′ →: s′

Γ ` (T = T ′) →: Prop
if s t s′ is defined (Eq1)

Γ ` M →: T Γ ` M ′ →: T ′

Γ ` T →: s Γ ` T ′ →: s′ Γ ` ?? (T = T ′)
Γ ` (M = M ′) →: Prop

if s t s′ is defined (Eq2)

Γ ` A →: s Γ ` ?? A

Γ ` ε A →: A
(Epsilon)

Γ ` A →: s

Γ ` τ A →: s
(Tag)

Γ ` M : S Γ ` S →: s

Γ ` (M : S) →: S
(Cast)

Γ ` M →: T Γ ` !! (T = T ′)
Γ ` M →: T ′ (TypeRed)

Since our judgements do not imply that their context is well-typed or even mean-
ingful, it is easy to see already from the rule Lookup (and also from Lda in
comparison with Pi) that derivability of Γ ` M →: S does not generally imply
that S is well-typed, because it exists in some universe. Instead, the type infer-
ence judgements define the subset of well-typed types and well-typed elements
as follows: We say that T is a well-typed type in the context Γ iff Γ ` T →: s
is derivable for some universe s. We furthermore say the term M is a well-typed
element in the context Γ iff Γ ` M →: T is derivable and T is a well-typed type
in Γ.

Operationally, all rules for type inference judgements are applied in a goal-
oriented fashion. All the rules for the type inference judgement are syntax-
directed, except for Eq1, Eq2, and TypeRed. The latter allows reduction of the
inferred type using computational equations modulo structural equations. Op-
erationally, we require that this rule is implemented by an arbitrary reduction
without backtracking, which must be nontrivial in the sense defined below to
avoid trivial nontermination.

Since reduction preserves semantic equality, it follows that the inferred type for
a well-typed term in a given context is semantically unique, which is why OCC is
a monomorphic type theory. As we will discuss later, the context Γ is, however,
even if it is well-typed not necessarily operationally strong enough to ensure well-
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typedness of the inferred type or uniqueness w.r.t. to assertional, structural, or
computational equality. Another noteworthy point, which is a consequence of
the context-dependent operational semantics, is that in the rule Lda the term S
in the conclusion Γ ` [X : S]M →: {X : S}T can be an operational proposition,
which under the goal-oriented reading of this rule becomes part of the context of
the new goal Γ, X : S ` M →: T and can then be operationally involved in the
type inference process for M . A similar possibility exists in the rule Pi, where
the goal {X : S}T →: s3 gives rise to a new goal Γ, X : S ` T →: s2, and S can
again be an operational proposition.

The typing judgement Γ ` M : T is always reduced to the type inference judge-
ment and a single assertional subtyping judgement according to the following
rule, which again is implemented in a goal-directed fashion.

Γ ` M →: S Γ ` ?? (S ≤ T )

Γ ` M : T
(Conv)

The typing judgements Γ ` M : T are more liberal than the corresponding type
inference judgements Γ ` M →: T . This is reasonable, because it allows us to
exploit the fact that more information is available for type checking than for type
inference. Indeed, in the context Γ both M and T are available as input for
the type checking algorithm, so that assertional subtyping can be used in Conv.
Since, Conv is the only rule which allows us to derive typing judgements of the
form Γ ` M : T , we can infer from this judgement that Γ ` M →: S and Γ `
S ≤ T for some S by inverting the rule. Hence, the operational meaning of Γ `
M : T is that the inferred type of M in Γ is a subtype of T , where assertional
subtyping subsumes assertional equality as we will see in the subsequent rules.

The structural equality judgements Γ ` || (M = N) are closed under the following
rules.

Γ ` || (M = M)
(StrRefl)

Γ ` || (M = N)

Γ ` || (N = M)
(StrSym)

Γ ` || (P = Q) Γ ` || (Q = R)

Γ ` || (P = R)
(StrTrans)

Γ ` Z →: || {Xn : T n}(M = M ′)
Γ ` Nn

i : [X i−1:=N i−1]T n
i for i ∈ {1 . . . n}

Γ ` || [Xn:=Nn](M = M ′)
(Str)

In addition, structural equality is closed under the following context rules.
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Γ ` || (A = A′)
Γ ` || ((τ A) = (τ A′))

(StrTag)

Γ ` || (A = A′)
Γ ` || ((ε A) = (ε A′))

(StrEpsilon)

Γ ` || (M = M ′) Γ ` || (S = S ′)
Γ ` || ((M : S) = (M ′ : S ′))

(StrCast)

Γ ` || (M = M ′) Γ ` || (N = N ′)
Γ ` || ((M = N) = (M ′ = N ′))

(StrEq)

Γ ` || (M = M ′) Γ ` || (N = N ′)
Γ ` || ((M N) = (M ′ N ′))

(StrApp)

Γ ` || (S = S ′)
Γ ` || ([X : S]M = [X : S ′]M)

(StrLda)

Γ ` || (S = S ′)
Γ ` || ({X : S}T = {X : S ′}T )

(StrPi)

According to the rule Str, the structural equality in a context Γ is generated by
all the equations in Γ that are designated by || as structural equations. Opera-
tionally, structural equality judgements are realized by the choice of a suitable
term representation depending on the given context. More precisely, when used
in computational or assertional judgements with a context Γ the terms M and
M ′ are computationally indistinguishable iff Γ ` || (M = M ′). The structural
equality judgement can be seen as an instantaneous reversible transformation
in arbitrary subterms, which justifies reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, and the
context rules above.

As in the operational semantics of MEL and RWL, we now adopt the general
convention that in a given context Γ we identify structurally equal terms in all
computational and assertional judgements, which are generated by the remaining
rules of the formal system.

The computational equality judgements Γ ` !! (M = N) are closed under the
following rules.

Γ ` !! (M = M)
(RedRefl)

Γ ` !! (P = Q) Γ ` !! (Q = R)

Γ ` !! (P = R)
(RedTrans)
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Γ ` Z →: !! {Xn : T n} Cm → (M = M ′)
Γ ` Nn

i : [X i−1:=N i−1]T n
i for i ∈ {1 . . . n}

Γ ` ?? [Xn:=Nn]Cm
i for i ∈ {1 . . .m}

Γ ` !! [Xn:=Nn](M = M ′)
(Red)

Γ ` N : S

Γ ` !! ((([X : S]M)N) = [X:=N ] M)
(RedBeta)

Γ ` M : S

Γ ` !! ((M : S) = M)
(RedCast)

In addition, computational equality judgements enjoy context rules corresponding
to those for structural equality judgements, which we have omitted here.

The rule Red expresses that computational equality in a context Γ is generated
by those equations of Γ designated by !! as computational. The rule is of a
more general form than Str, because computational equations can be conditional.
More precisely, the rule Red generates a computational equality judgement Γ `
!! [Xn:=Nn](M = M ′) using the proposition {Xn : T n} Cm → (M = M ′), which
must be designated by !! as a computational equation in the context Γ accord-
ing to the first premise of the rule. By the propositions-as-types interpretation
the dependencies {Xn

i : T n
i } represent universal quantifiers and the non-proper

dependencies Cm
i represent logical conditions. The most typical case is that the

computational equation {Xn : T n} Cm → (M = M ′) takes the form of a uni-
versally quantified Horn clause. On the other hand, we do not exclude universal
quantifiers and implications inside conditions, a possibility which leads us beyond
Horn clause logic and has a well-defined operational meaning thanks to the rule
AssGen given later.

Operationally, the computational equality judgement Γ ` !! (M = M ′) is realized
by reduction using the computational equations in Γ by virtue of Red, and the
fixed computation rules RedBeta and RedCast. By our earlier convention, reduc-
tion should take place modulo the structural equality. As in MEL, we use the
term reduction to refer to rewriting without backtracking, and we do not fix the
method that is used to find applicable instances of axioms.

We next present the general rules Ass, AssRed, and AssGen for assertional judge-
ments Γ ` ?? A. These rules apply in particular to assertional equality judge-
ments Γ ` ?? (M = N), assertional subtyping judgements Γ ` ?? (M ≤ N), and
assertional rewrite judgements Γ ` ?? (Rm M M ′ P ).

Γ ` Z →: ?? {Xn : T n} Cm → A
Γ ` Nn

i : [X i−1:=N i−1]T n
i for i ∈ {1 . . . n}

Γ ` ?? [Xn:=Nn]Cm
i for i ∈ {1 . . .m}

Γ ` ?? [Xn:=Nn]A
(Ass)
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Γ ` ?? A′ Γ ` !! (A = A′)
Γ ` ?? A

(AssRed)

Γ, X : T ` ?? A

Γ ` ?? {X : T}A (AssGen)

The rule Ass proves the assertional goal [Xn:=Nn]A using the proposition {Xn :
T n} Cm → A, which must be designated by ?? as an assertion in the context Γ
according to the first premise of the rule. Universal quantifiers and conditions
can be used in assertional axioms in the same way as they can be used in compu-
tational equations, that is, again the dependencies {Xn

i : T n
i } represent universal

quantifiers and the non-proper dependencies Cm
i represent logical conditions. The

rule AssRed allows the reduction of the current goal, and finally, there is a rule
AssGen to prove both quantified and conditional goals. Similar to the rule Lda,
in the conclusion Γ ` ?? {X : T}A of AssGen the type T can be an operational
proposition, which becomes part of the context of the new goal Γ, X : T ` ?? A
and can then be operationally involved in the proof of A.

As in the operational semantics of MEL, we require that the rules for assertional
judgements are implemented in a goal-oriented fashion by an exhaustive strategy
with backtracking with the exception of the rule AssRed which uses reduction and
hence does not involve backtracking. In particular, this ensures that all possi-
bilities to apply assertional axioms admitted by the formal system are explored,
provided this is not prevented by nonterminating conditions. To avoid trivial
nontermination, we furthermore require that the reduction in AssRed is nontriv-
ial. In summary, the entire process of verifying assertions is based on exhaustive
goal-oriented search, which can be interleaved with equational simplification of
the goal.

In addition to the previous rules for general assertional judgements, the asser-
tional equality judgements Γ ` ?? (M = N) are closed under the following rules.

Γ ` ?? (M = M)
(EqRefl)

Γ ` ?? (M = N)

Γ ` ?? (N = M)
(EqSym)

Γ ` ?? (A = B)

Γ ` ?? ((τ A) = B)
(EqTag)

Γ ` ?? (A = A′)
Γ ` ?? ((ε A) = (ε A′))

(EqEpsilon)
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Γ ` ?? (M = M ′) Γ ` ?? (N = N ′)
Γ ` ?? ((M = N) = (M ′ = N ′))

(EqEq)

Γ ` ?? (M = M ′) Γ ` ?? (N = N ′)
Γ ` ?? ((M N) = (M ′ N ′))

(EqApp)

Γ ` ?? (S = S ′) Γ, Y : S ′ ` ?? ([X:=Y ] ↑Y T = T ′)
Γ ` ?? ([X : S]T = [Y : S ′]T ′)

(EqLda)

Γ ` ?? (S = S ′) Γ, Y : S ′ ` ?? ([X:=Y ] ↑Y T = T ′)
Γ ` ?? ({X : S}T = {Y : S ′}T ′)

(EqPi)

As we see from the rules EqSym and EqRefl, assertional equality is symmetric
and reflexive w.r.t. to structural equality, and enjoys more general context closure
rules than structural and computational equality in the cases EqLda and EqPi,
where variable binding constructs are involved. In particular, we can see that
α-conversion is admitted in both of these rules. The lack of a transitivity rule for
assertional equality judgements is on purpose, because such a rule is not sound
under our semantics for assertional equality judgements, and furthermore it is
not suitable for the operational semantics for assertional judgements, which is
based on exhaustive goal-oriented search.

Operationally, we are still concerned with the assertional judgements which are
implemented in an exhaustive goal-oriented fashion as explained before, but as
an exception we require that the rule EqSym, which would lead to trivial non-
termination if implemented as a goal-oriented rule, is implemented directly by
a representation of assertional equality judgements which does not distinguish
between Γ ` ?? (M = N) and Γ ` ?? (N = M). This amounts to the use of
EqSym as a structural equivalence in the logical sense.

In addition to the rules for general assertional judgements, the rules for the
assertional subtyping judgements Γ ` ??(S ≤ T ) are the following.

Γ ` ?? (s ≤ s′)
if s ≤ s′ (SubUniv)

Γ ` ?? (S = T )

Γ ` ?? (S ≤ T )
(SubEq)

Γ ` ?? (A ≤ B)

Γ ` ?? ((τ A) ≤ B)
(SubTag1)

Γ ` ?? (A ≤ B)

Γ ` ?? (A ≤ (τ B))
(SubTag2)
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Γ ` ?? (S = S ′) Γ, Y : S ′ ` ?? ([X:=Y ] ↑Y T ≤ T ′)
Γ ` ?? ({X : S}T ≤ {Y : S ′}T ′)

(SubPi)

The only use of subtyping judgements in this presentation of OCC is universe
subtyping.15 We follow the proposal of [Luo94] for ECC of extending the sub-
universe relation ≤ to a relation between types, which is here represented by
subtyping judgements. Observe, however, that there is no transitivity rule for
assertional subtyping judgements, for the same reasons that we have not included
such a rule for assertional equality judgements. Furthermore, the rule SubPi only
admits covariant subtyping as in ECC. Obviously, contravariant subtyping would
not be compatible with our set-theoretic semantics which interprets subtyping as
inclusion.

In addition to the rules for general assertional judgements, the assertional rewrite
judgement Γ ` ?? (Rm M M ′ P ) is closed under the following rule.

Γ ` !! (Rm M N P ) Γ ` ?? (P = P ′) Γ ` ?? (N = N ′)
Γ ` ?? (Rm M N ′ P ′)

(RewAss)

Operationally, this rule is again implemented in a goal-oriented fashion, and sim-
ply provides an assertional counterpart for the computational rewrite judgement.
Typically, assertional rewrite goals arise from rewrite conditions in computational
rewrite axioms, which are generated by the subsequent rule.

The computational rewrite judgements Γ ` !! (Rk M N P ) are closed under the
following rules.

Γ ` Rk →: {Y, Y ′ : S} T → Prop

Γ ` Z →: !! {Xn : T n} Cm → (⇑XnRk M M ′ P )
Γ ` Nn

i : [X i−1:=N i−1]T n
i for i ∈ {1 . . . n}

Γ ` ?? [Xn:=Nn]Cm
i for i ∈ {1 . . .m}

Γ ` !! [Xn:=Nn](⇑XnRk M M ′ P )
(Rew)

Γ ` !! (Rk M ′ M ′′ P )
Γ ` !! (M = M ′) Γ ` !! (M ′′ = M ′′′)

Γ ` !! (Rk M M ′′′ P )
(RewModulo)

Operationally, the computational rewrite judgement Γ ` !! (Rk M N P ) is realized
by rewriting using the computational rewrite axioms in Γ. By our earlier con-
vention, rewriting takes place modulo structural equality. The rule RewModulo
expresses, furthermore, that rewriting takes place modulo computational equality,
and we impose the usual operational requirement to avoid trivial nontermination,
namely that at least one of the two reductions involved is nontrivial. As in the

15A quite general form of (covariant) subtyping could be realized by means of a few additional
rules and in full analogy to assertional equality.
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case of RWL, the operational semantics does not specify the rewrite strategy,
which is in general application-dependent, and it does not fix the method used to
find instances of applicable axioms, because we do not want to exclude the most
general case where this can be a matter of the rewrite strategy. Furthermore,
since OCC does not have fixed closure rules for rewriting like those of RWL,
such rules have to be explicitly stated as computational rewrite axioms in Γ,
and rewriting is required to respect these closure rules rather than using them
as rewrite rules. We feel that stating explicitly the closure properties that are
actually needed in OCC specifications does not only improve clarity, but it also
leads to a higher degree of flexibility and to more economic induction principles.

A final restriction, that the operational semantics should satisfy is that the sub-
goals arising from the conditions of operational axioms in the rules Ass, Red, and
Rew are solved in the order in which they are given in the axiom. Recall that a
corresponding property has been required in the operational semantics of MEL
and RWL to deal with conditions which only terminate if certain other conditions
are satisfied.16

This concludes the presentation of the formal system of OCC and its operational
semantics. It is worth emphasizing once again that exactly the same operational
semantics that is used for the execution of programs and of specifications is used
for type checking and type inference. In the remainder of this section we continue
with a discussion of the formal system of OCC and also try to shed light on some
of the design decisions involved.

Similar to MEL and RWL, it is clear that already due to the possibility of us-
ing arbitrary structural equations the operational semantics of OCC cannot be
implemented in the general case. Therefore we discuss in the following a num-
ber of sufficient conditions under which an implementation is feasible, which are
also among the restrictions imposed by the OCC prototype. First of all, the
structural equations should be universally quantified equations (without condi-
tions) of a standard form which allows a representation of the induced equivalence
classes by suitable data structures so that matching algorithms modulo structural
equality are available.17 The rules Red, Ass, and Rew are then implemented us-
ing maching modulo structural equality to determine all potentially applicable
instances of axioms, which leads to similar restrictions on the use of variables
as those discussed in the context of MEL and RWL. It should however be men-
tioned that more general implementations are possible that defer the instantiation
of universally quantified variables when they cannot be determined by matching

16This and other restrictions could be made explicit in the formal system of OCC, but for
our high-level presentation it seems to be clearer to impose it at the strategy level.

17The structural equations currently suported by the OCC prototype are all combinations
of associativity, commutativity and identity laws. Not surprisingly, these are the kinds of
structural equations currently supported by Maude, which serves as an underlying rewriting
engine.
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and use the conditions to find potential solutions. Conditions with matching
equations (cf. Section 2.4.4) as they are supported by the most recent version of
Maude are an example of such a generalization. Concerning the implementation
of rewrite judgements, rewriting has to be restricted to certain subterms for which
it can be justified by the closure axioms that are present in the current context.18

Hence, closure axioms are not treated as rewrite rules, but should be, similar to
structural equations, of a standard form which can be recognized and directly
supported by the implementation. The remaining rewrite rules should satisfy a
variable restriction similar to that imposed for rules in RWL, but again more
general implementations are possible. For instance, the variable restriction could
be relaxed, if the instantiation of axioms is determined by a rewrite strategy or
based on a rewrite counterpart of matching equations.

We conclude this section with a discussion of the formal system of OCC and
its operational semantics. First of all, we would like to recall that the formal
system introduces different notions of equality which are related in a hierachical
way. Computational equality is reflexive and transitive, but is not required to be
symmetric, since it is intended to reflect directed computation. By RedRefl and
by our convention to identify structurally equal terms, computational equality
subsumes structural equality. Furthermore, assertional equality subsumes com-
putational equality by our earlier rule AssRed and, last but not least, all equal-
ities are subsumed by the propositional equality, which itself implies semantic
equality. This provides the user with an entire hierarchy ranging from finer to
coarser equalities with very different operational capabilites. The right choices of
the appropriate equalities are important decisions made by the user, since they
determine the computational suitability of the specification for his particular ap-
plication. Regarding the different notions of equality, it is interesting to remark
that the built-in rules for structural and computational equality always preserve
the names of bound variables thanks to the underlying CINNI calculus. This can
be especially observed in the rule RedBeta, which preserves names in OCC, but
is defined modulo α-conversion in other type theories. Also the type inference
judgement, which is closed under computational equality, preserves names as we
can see in the rule Lda. Assertional equality and subtyping on the other hand are
coarser and subsume α-conversion, which is indispensible for type checking (rule
Conv). Our key point is that α-conversion can be completely avoided at the level
of the directed notion of computation defined by computational equality.

A major difference between the formal systems of OCC and CC is that OCC is
based on a context-dependent operational semantics, rather than on a fixed notion

18The OCC prototype currently supports only a single rewrite predicate and specifications
have to contain closure axioms that justify sequential rewriting at the top, which is the default
rewrite strategy of Maude. As in the current version of Maude, rewrite proofs are presently
not constructed.
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of reduction. Furthermore the operational semantics is inherently untyped,19 in
contrast to that of CC, which is intended to be used only with well-typed terms.
The operational semantics of OCC is given by the structural and computational
equality/rewrite judgements and by the assertional judgements which subsume es-
pecially the assertional equality and subtyping judgements. All these judgements
cannot be defined independently of the typing and type inference judgements, as
we can see in the rules Ass, Str, Red, RedBeta, and RedCast, where type checking
conditions can be generated that are themselves verified using the operational se-
mantics. Since these type checking conditions are generated during the execution
of OCC specifications we also refer to them as dynamic type checking conditions.

The design decision to use an open computational system, which is fully controlled
by the user, has a number of important implications. Similar to specifications in
MEL and RWL, we have explained the operational semantics without enforcing
OCC specifications to be confluent, normalizing, or computationally complete
w.r.t. certain fragments of its logic. Instead, our applications of OCC suggest
that often specifications are only partially terminating or partially confluent and
are still computationally useful. In addition, our examples indicate that the sim-
ple syntactic notion of confluence is unnecessarily strong in view of the fact that
nonconfluent specifications can still be confluent w.r.t. assertional equality or
other equivalences that are very specific to the application. Still it is important
to mention however that in addition to the potential sources of nonconfluence
and nontermination known from first-order languages like MEL or RWL, there
are new, more subtle, potential sources of nonconfluence and nontermination in
OCC that the user has to be aware of. For instance, in terms [X : S] M or {X :
S} T where S is an operational proposition, e.g. a computational equation, the
reduction of M or T may be in conflict with a reduction of S. Furthermore, the
lack of transitivity rules for assertional equality and subtyping requires the user
to take care of sufficiently strong transitivity properties himself for the relevant
cases, which is clearly a potential source of computational incompleteness. Use-
ful specifications should exhibit good operational properties in scenarios that are
relevant for the application, but it may be difficult, impossible, or even irrelevant
to achieve these properties in general. For instance, compared with normalizing
type theories, we can use the full expressivity of nonterminating equational com-
putation in OCC, but it is the responsibility of the user that the concrete terms
used in the relevant application scenarios are actually normalizing w.r.t. the rel-
evant notion of equality. Since type inference and type checking are based on the
operational semantics, an obvious drawback of this flexibility is that there is no
guarantee that type inference and type checking are confluent, terminating, or
complete either. In fact, the computational system associated with each context

19One may also say that the operational semantics is typed in a very liberal sense on the
basis of a very general notion of type that is not made explicit in the formal system we have
given in this thesis.
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ultimately determines what are the well-typed terms in the given context and
hence what can be expressed in the type theory, and any incompleteness of the
computational system can potentially lead to an incompleteness of the type infer-
ence and type checking process, although it will never be a source of unsoundness.
Having discussed only equational computation so far, it is important to keep in
mind that OCC has also a notion of non-equational computation, which is given
by the computational rewrite judgements. For typical RWL applications such as
the representation of concurrent and deductive systems, nonterminating and even
non-confluent computations are the most typical case, which is why no particular
restrictions are imposed by OCC at this point either.

The second important point mentioned above is that the formal system and espe-
cially the operational semantics of OCC is inherently untyped in a similar sense as
the operational semantics of the Nuprl type theory, which goes back to Martin-
Löf’s ideas. Since computation with non-well-typed terms can be semantically
justified, there is in particular no need for a syntactic notion of subject reduction
in our treatment. Actually, this would be an unnecessarily restrictive notion in
our context, where computation can discard (type) information that is essential
for type checking but semantically irrelevant, and where the computational sys-
tem is potentially incomplete.20 For instance, since reduction of a meaningful
term preserves semantic equality, the result is always meaningful, but it may not
be well-typed in the given context, because the context could be computation-
ally incomplete. In this situation, the user has the opportunity to complete the
context accordingly, a task that typically involves the enrichment by operational
propositions, which can often be proved as theorems inside the type theory. To
be more specific, there are two closely related reasons why non-well-typed terms
can be introduced. First of all, in several rules, RedBeta is an example, a variable
X of type T in a given term M is replaced by a subterm N of type T , i.e. with
an inferred type that is a subtype of T . A computationally useful context for this
scenario should be sufficiently complete to verify that the inferred type of the
resulting term [X:=N ] M is a subtype of the original type of M , so that M and
[X:=N ] M can be equipped with equal types. On the other hand, it is easy to
violate this property by a computationally incomplete specification of assertional
equality/subtyping. A second more subtle reason, why non-well-typed terms can
be generated is of a different nature, but again can be explained using the Red-
Beta rule as an example. If the term M is well-typed in the context Γ, X : S
then [X:=N ] M with N as above is not necessarily well-typed in the context Γ,
because S may be an operational proposition that is not present in Γ. In other
words, the context Γ may be operationally less powerful than Γ, X : S. Again,
the user has to decide if it is relevant for the application to complete the context

20Although subject reduction does not make sense for our computational notion of types, it
would be a natural property of a more liberal notion of types, which could also be made explict
in the formal system.
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to ensure that well-typedness of [X:=N ] M can be verified. Other rules, where
a variable is substituted by a concrete term, and where the operational context
can change accordingly, are Ass, Str, and Red, and also the rule App, which is
used to derive type inference judgements.

In summary, we see that OCC imposes a considerably weaker typing discipline
than existing type theories in the line of CC. In our view, this is an inevitable
consequence of the openness and the flexibility of the underlying computational
system. In the following we show that the typing discipline is still sufficiently
strong to ensure soundness and consistency of the type theory as a logic. It is
especially important to emphasize that soundness or consistency is never com-
promised by the incompleteness of the computational system.

8.1.4 Soundness and Consistency

In this section we show that the formal system of OCC is sound w.r.t. to the
classical set-theoretic semantics given earlier, a result that immediately implies
consistency of the formal system as a logic, i.e. under the propositions-as-types
interpretation.

Let Σ = (S,Sp,S i,¹, Prop,A,R,≤) be an arbitrary OCC signature, and let
(Us)s∈S be an arbitrary OCC frame for Σ.

The soundness result states that each judgement Γ ` J that is derivable is also
valid. Since the semantics of OCC is defined using the CINNI calculus the proof
of this theorem uses the algebraic properties of explicit substitutions that have
been previously proved in Chapter 5. Due to the simplicity of the set-theoretic
semantics the soundness of most rules is straightforward to verify. There are only
a few rules for which soundness is not obvious, namely those which depend on
the particularities of our “set-theoretic normal form” of functions.

Theorem 8.1.1 (Soundness)
For each derivable OCC judgement Γ ` J we have Γ |= J .

Proof Sketch.

Straightforward by induction over derivable judgements. The only interesting
cases are the rules Pi, Lda, App, and RedBeta. We treat each of these rules in
detail below.

Soundness of Pi

If Γ ` J has been derived using Pi it is of the form Γ ` {X : S}T →: s3 and
the side condition (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R holds. By the induction hypothesis Γ |= S →:
s1 and Γ, X : S |= T →: s2. To verify Γ |= {X : S}T →: s3 it is sufficient to
show that [[[Zn:=γn] {X : S}T ]] ∈ [[s3]] assuming γn ∈ [[Γ]]. Observe that our
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assumptions imply (A) [[[Zn:=γn] S]] ∈ [[s1]] and (B) [[[Zn:=γn] [X:=α] T ]] ∈ [[s2]]
for all α ∈ [[[Zn:=γn] S]]. We now distinguish two cases:

1. Case s2 /∈ S i. This implies s1, s2 ¹ s3 ∈ Sp, so that [[s3]] is a set-
theoretic universe with [[s1]], [[s2]] ⊆ [[s3]]. By definition [[[Zn:=γn] {X :
S}T ]] = ⇓̄Π α ∈ [[[Zn:=γn] S]] . [[[X:=α] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] T ]]. Using the fact
that [[s3]] is closed under all set-theoretic constructions we obtain ⇓̄Π α ∈
[[[Zn:=γn] S]] . [[[X:=α] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] T ]] ∈ [[s3]], since [[[Zn:=γn] S]] ∈ [[s3]]
and [[[X:=α] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] T ]] ∈ [[s3]] for all α ∈ [[[Zn:=γn] S]].

2. Case s2 ∈ S i. This implies s2 = s3 ∈ S i, so that [[s2]] = [[s3]] = {∅, {∅}}.
In view of (B) we have [[[X:=α] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] T ]] ∈ [[s2]] for all α ∈
[[[Zn:=γn] S]]. Hence, we can verify [[[Zn:=γn] {X : S}T ]] ∈ [[s3]] = [[s2]]
by considering the following cases:

(a) If [[[Zn:=γn] S]] = ∅ then we have [[[Zn:=γn] {X : S}T ]] = ⇓̄Π α ∈
[[[Zn:=γn] S]] . [[[X:=α] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] T ]] = {∅}, since the only function
with an empty domain is ∅, and ⇓̄ {∅} = {∅}.

(b) If [[[Zn:=γn] S]] 6= ∅ and for each α ∈ [[[Zn:=γn] S]] we have [[[X:=α] ⇑X

[Zn:=γn] T ]] = {∅} then it follows that [[{X : [Zn:=γn] S}T ]] =
⇓̄Π α ∈ [[[Zn:=γn] S]] . [[[X:=α] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] T ]] = {∅}, since Π α ∈
[[[Zn:=γn] S]] . [[[X:=α] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] T ]] can only contain a constant
function β yielding ∅ for all arguments, so that ⇓̄ {β} = {∅}.

(c) If [[[Zn:=γn] S]] 6= ∅ and there is an α ∈ [[[Zn:=γn] S]] with [[[X:=α] ⇑X

[Zn:=γn] T ]] = ∅ then [[{X : [Zn:=γn] S} ⇑X [Zn:=γn] T ]] = ⇓̄Π α ∈
[[[Zn:=γn] S]] . [[[X:=α] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] T ]] = ∅, because we have
Π α ∈ [[[Zn:=γn] S]] . [[[X:=α] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] T ]] = ∅, which holds
because each function in this set should map α to an element of
[[[X:=α] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] T ]] = ∅, which is impossible.

Soundness of Lda

If Γ ` J has been derived using Lda it is of the form Γ ` [X : S]M →: {X : S}T .
By the induction hypothesis Γ |= S →: s1 and Γ, X : S |= M →: T . To verify that
Γ |= [X : S]M →: {X : S}T it is sufficient to show that [[[Zn:=γn] [X : S]M ]] ∈
[[[Zn:=γn] {X : S}T ]] assuming γn ∈ [[Γ]]. Observe that our assumptions imply
(A) [[[Zn:=γn] S]] ∈ [[s1]] and (B) [[[Zn:=γn] [X:=α] M ]] ∈ [[[Zn:=γn] [X:=α] T ]]
for all α ∈ [[[Zn:=γn] S]].

We have to prove [[[Zn:=γn] [X : S]M ]] ∈ [[[Zn:=γn] {X : S}T ]] which in view of
(A) is equivalent to ⇓λα ∈ [[[Zn:=γn] S]] . [[[X:=α] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] M ]] ∈ ⇓̄Π α ∈
[[[Zn:=γn] S]] . [[[X:=α] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] T ]]. By the definition of ⇓̄ it is suffi-
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cient to show that λα ∈ [[[Zn:=γn] S]] . [[[X:=α] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] M ]] ∈ Π α ∈
[[[Zn:=γn] S]] . [[[X:=α] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] T ]], which in turn follows from (B).

Soundness of App

If Γ ` J has been derived using App it is of the form Γ ` (M N) →: [X:=N ] T .
By the induction hypothesis Γ |= M →: {X : S}T and Γ |= N : S. To verify
that Γ |= (M N) →: [X:=N ] T it is sufficient to prove [[[Zn:=γn] (M N)]] ∈
[[[Zn:=γn] [X:=N ] T ]] assuming γn ∈ [[Γ]]. Observe that our assumptions imply
that (A) [[[Zn:=γn] N ]] ∈ [[[Zn:=γn] S]] (here we have used that [[[Zn:=γn] S]]
is defined, which follows from Γ |= M →: {X : S}T ) and (B) [[[Zn:=γn] M ]] ∈
[[[Zn:=γn] {X : S} T ]] = ⇓̄Π α ∈ [[[Zn:=γn] S]] . [X:=α] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] T .

By the definition of ⇓̄ there is a function β ∈ Π α ∈ [[[Zn:=γn] S]] . [X:=α] ⇑X

[Zn:=γn] T , so that [[[Zn:=γn] M ]] = ⇓ β, and [[[Zn:=γn] M ]]([[[Zn:=γn] N ]]) =
β([[[Zn:=γn] N ]]). Hence, [[[Zn:=γn] (M N)]] = [[[Zn:=γn] M ]]([[[Zn:=γn] N ]]) ∈
[[[X:=[[[Zn:=γn] N ]]] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] T ]] = [[[Zn:=γn] [X:=N ] T ]].

Soundness of RedBeta

If Γ ` J has been derived using RedBeta it is of the form Γ ` !! ((([X : S]M)N) =
[X:=N ] M). From the induction hypothesis we obtain Γ |= N : S, and we
have to verify that Γ |= !! ((([X : S]M)N) = [X:=N ] M). To this end it is
sufficient to show that [[[Zn:=γn] (([X : S]M)N)]] = [[[Zn:=γn] [X:=N ] M ]] as-
suming that [[[Zn:=γn] (([X : S]M)N)]] is defined and γn ∈ [[Γ]]. Definedness of
[[[Zn:=γn] (([X : S]M)N)]] obviously implies definedness of [[[Zn:=γn] S]], which
allows us to apply our induction hypothesis Γ |= N : S to infer [[[Zn:=γn] N ]] ∈
[[[Zn:=γn] S]]. Using this fact we obtain [[[Zn:=γn] (([X : S]M)N)]] = [[(([X :
S] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] M) [Zn:=γn]N)]] = (⇓λα ∈ [[[Zn:=γn] S]] . [[[X:=α] ⇑X [Zn:=γn]
M ]])([[[Zn:=γn] N ]]) = [[[X:=[[[Zn:=γn] N ]]] ⇑X [Zn:=γn] M ]] = [[[X:=[Zn:=γn] N ]
⇑X [Zn:=γn] M ]] = [[[Zn:=γn] [X:=N ] M ]], where we have used our earlier obser-
vation that ⇓ respects weak extensionality, i.e., does not change the applicative
behavior of a function.

¤
As a simple corollary we obtain consistency of the formal system, i.e., that we
cannot prove the absurd proposition ⊥s = {X : s}X for any universe s in the
empty context.

Corollary 8.1.2 (Consistency) The formal system of OCC is consistent ,
i.e., [] ` M : ⊥s is not derivable for any M , s.

Proof By the soundness theorem [] ` M : ⊥s implies [] |= M : ⊥s. Further-
more, [] |= M : {X : s}X implies ∀γ ∈ {()} . ⇓̄Π α ∈ [[s]] . α 6= ∅ which is clearly
false, because our definition of OCC frames requires ∅ ∈ [[s]] and therefore Π α ∈
[[s]] . α = ∅. ¤
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8.2 Examples in Specification and Programming

In tutorial form we will now present a number of small examples to demonstrate
the pragmatics and the capabilities of OCC in the context of specification and
programming. By giving a number of executable specifications we demonstrate
the computational system of OCC which generalizes membership equational logic
to higher-order logic with dependent types. We furthermore demonstrate the
interplay between dependent types and the computational system. Similar to
our introduction to membership equational logic in Section 2.4 we restrict our
attention to initial models in the case of nonparameterized specifications and more
generally to free models in the case of parameterized specifications if nothing else
is mentioned. We use the notions of initiality and freeness informally until we
have introduced the right tools to express such constraints using the higher-order
logic of OCC in Section 8.2.7. Finally, we should say that for all examples we
assume an OCC signature with an ECC-style universe hierarchy as defined at the
end of Section 8.1.1.

8.2.1 Executable Equational Specifications

To begin with a simple example of an executable equational specification, we
repeatedly use the following specification of booleans, which according to the
above convention has an implicit initiality constraint implying that bool is a
type with two distinct elements true and false.

( bool : Type )

( true : bool )

( false : bool )

This is the syntax used by the OCC prototype to extend the current context by
additional declarations. Here and in the following we adhere to the convention
of the OCC prototype that every user input is surrounded by parentheses. For
sake of brevity, we have usually omitted the response by the system in all cases
where it is a simple confirmation or where it is not relevant for our explanations.

The standard functions not and, or, and xor are now specified using computa-
tional equations, i.e. equational axioms that are interpreted as reduction rules in
the operational semantics.

( not : bool -> bool )

( not_eq_1 : !! (EQ (not false) true) )

( not_eq_2 : !! (EQ (not true) false) )

( and : bool -> bool -> bool )
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( and_eq_1 : !! {b : bool} (EQ (and false b) false) )

( and_eq_2 : !! {b : bool} (EQ (and b false) false) )

( and_eq_3 : !! {b : bool} (EQ (and true true) true) )

( or : bool -> bool -> bool )

( or_eq_1 : !! {b : bool} (EQ (or true b) true) )

( or_eq_2 : !! {b : bool} (EQ (or b true) true) )

( or_eq_3 : !! {b : bool} (EQ (or false false) false) )

( xor : bool -> bool -> bool )

( xor_eq_1 : !! {b : bool} (EQ (xor true b) (not b)) )

( xor_eq_2 : !! {b : bool} (EQ (xor b true) (not b)) )

( xor_eq_3 : !! {b : bool} (EQ (xor false b) b) )

( xor_eq_4 : !! {b : bool} (EQ (xor b false) b) )

( xor_eq_5 : !! {b : bool} (EQ (xor b b) false) )

The operational semantics allows us to evaluate terms in this context using the
Red command:

( Red (not (and (or true false) (or false true) ) ) )

false

In a similar way we can specify natural numbers together with a total function
nat_minus.

( nat : Type )

( 0 : nat )

( suc : nat -> nat )

( 1 = (suc 0) )

( 2 = (suc 1) )

( 3 = (suc 2) )

( 4 = (suc 3) )

( nat_minus : nat -> nat -> nat )

( nat_minus_eq_1 : !! {i : nat}

(EQ (nat_minus i 0) i) )

( nat_minus_eq_2 : !! {i,j : nat}

(EQ (nat_minus (suc i) (suc j)) (nat_minus i j)) )

( Red (nat_minus 4 2) )

( suc ( suc 0 ) )
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Notice that nat_minus is left unspecified for some arguments to reflect undefined-
ness of its set-theoretic counterpart. This is one possible way to deal with partial
functions in logics with total functions such as OCC. An alternative approach,
which is discussed later and often used in Maude specifications, is to represent
undefinedness explicitly using subsorts (see Section 8.2.1).

Structural vs. Computational Equality

So far we have used only computational equations. Given the previous specifica-
tion of bool we sometimes want to evaluate terms with variables such as unknown
and unknown’ in the following example:

( unknown : bool )

( unknown’ : bool )

( Red (not (and (or true unknown) (or false true) ) ) )

false

( Red (xor unknown’ (xor (xor unknown unknown’) unknown)) )

(xor unknown’ (xor (xor unknown unknown’) unknown))

None of the computational equations is applicable in the last case, although we
could prove by induction (for examples of inductive theorem proving see Section
8.3.3) that the term above is equal to false. Computational equality can be often
enhanced with structural equations. For instance, we could use the following
alternative specification for xor which specifies commutativity and associativity
as structural equations. We can also see that structural equations can capture
natural symmetries thereby reducing the number of computational equations.

( xor : bool -> bool -> bool )

( xor_comm : || {b,b’ : bool}

(EQ (xor b b’) (xor b’ b)) )

( xor_assoc : || {b,b’,b’’ : bool}

(EQ (xor (xor b b’) b’’) (xor b (xor b’ b’’))) )

( xor_eq_1 : !! {b : bool} (EQ (xor false b) b) )

( xor_eq_2 : !! {b : bool} (EQ (xor true b) (not b)) )

( xor_eq_3 : !! {b : bool} (EQ (xor b b) false) )

Returning to our previous example we can now evaluate the following term with
variables to a useful result:
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( Red (xor unknown’ (xor (xor unknown unknown’) unknown)) )

false

Continuing our specification of nat, we can specify nat_plus using structural
equations in the following way:

( nat_plus : nat -> nat -> nat )

( nat_plus_comm : || {i,j : nat}

(EQ (nat_plus i j) (nat_plus j i)) )

( nat_plus_assoc : || {i,j,k : nat}

(EQ (nat_plus i (nat_plus j k)) (nat_plus (nat_plus i j) k)) )

( nat_plus_eq_1 : !! {i : nat}

(EQ (nat_plus i 0) i) )

( nat_plus_eq_2 : !! {i,j : nat}

(EQ (nat_plus i (suc j)) (suc (nat_plus i j))) )

( Red (nat_plus 3 4) )

( suc ( suc ( suc ( suc ( suc ( suc ( suc 0 ) ) ) ) ) ) )

( n : nat )

( Red (nat_plus 3 (nat_plus n 4)) )

( suc ( suc ( suc ( suc ( suc ( suc ( suc n ) ) ) ) ) ) )

Another example that we reuse later is multiplication and its use in an equational
definition of the factorial function:

( nat_mult : nat -> nat -> nat )

( nat_mult_comm : || {i,j : nat}

(EQ (nat_mult i j) (nat_mult j i)) )

( nat_mult_assoc : || {i,j,k : nat}

(EQ (nat_mult i (nat_mult j k)) (nat_mult (nat_mult i j) k)) )

( nat_mult_eq_1 : !! {i : nat}

(EQ (nat_mult 0 i) 0) )

( nat_mult_eq_2 : !! {i : nat}

(EQ (nat_mult (suc 0) i) i) )

( nat_mult_eq_3 : !! {i,j : nat}

(EQ (nat_mult i (suc j)) (nat_plus i (nat_mult i j))) )
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( nat_fact : nat -> nat )

( nat_fact_eq_1 : !!

(EQ (nat_fact 0) (suc 0)) )

( nat_fact_eq_2 : !! {n : nat}

(EQ (nat_fact (suc n)) (nat_mult (suc n) (nat_fact n))) )

( Red (nat_fact 3) )

( suc ( suc ( suc ( suc ( suc ( suc 0 ) ) ) ) ) )

Definition by Pattern Matching Modulo

An alternative specification of nat can be given by viewing nat as a commu-
tative monoid with identity element. Instead of constructors 0 and suc as in
the standard specification above, we use 0, 1 and nat_plus as constructors to-
gether with suitable structural equations stating that nat_plus is associative and
commutative with left and right identity 0.

( nat : Type )

( 0 : nat )

( 1 : nat )

( nat_plus : nat -> nat -> nat )

( nat_plus_comm : || {i,j : nat}

(EQ (nat_plus i j) (nat_plus j i)) )

( nat_plus_assoc : || {i,j,k : nat}

(EQ (nat_plus i (nat_plus j k)) (nat_plus (nat_plus i j) k)) )

( nat_plus_right_id : || {i : nat}

(EQ (nat_plus i 0) i) )

( nat_plus_left_id : || {i : nat}

(EQ (nat_plus 0 i) i) )

( 2 = (nat_plus 1 1) )

( 3 = (nat_plus 2 1) )

( 4 = (nat_plus 3 1) )

This unusual representation of natural numbers has different operational proper-
ties. For instance, it allows us to define functions by pattern matching modulo
the structural equations above.
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( nat_half : nat -> nat )

( nat_half_eq_0 : !! {n : nat}

(EQ (nat_half (nat_plus n n)) n) )

( nat_half_eq_1 : !! {n : nat}

(EQ (nat_half (nat_plus n (nat_plus n 1))) n) )

( Red (nat_half 4) )

( nat_plus 1 1 )

( Red (nat_half 3) )

1

( Red (nat_half 0) )

0

Membership Equational Specifications

Membership equational logic together with its operational semantics based on
reduction modulo for equational axioms and exhaustive goal-oriented search for
membership axioms forms a natural sublogic of OCC. As an example consider
the following theory from Section 2.4.3:

sort Nat NzNat .

subsort NzNat < Nat .

op 0 : -> Nat .

op suc : Nat -> NzNat .

op pred : NzNat -> Nat .

var n : Nat .

eq pred(suc(n)) = n .

Recall (from Section 2.4.4) that this Maude theory is syntactic sugar for the
following MEL theory with a single kind Nat?, which in Maude syntax can be
written as:

sort Nat NzNat .

var n : Nat? .

cmb n : Nat if n : NzNat .

op 0 : -> Nat? .
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mb 0 : Nat .

op suc : Nat? -> Nat? .

mb suc(n) : NzNat if n : Nat .

op pred : Nat? -> Nat? .

cmb pred(n) : Nat if n : NzNat .

ceq pred(suc(n)) = n if n : Nat .

Now each MEL kind is represented as a type in OCC. Sorts are represented
as unary predicates. Equational and membership axioms have a direct repre-
sentation as Horn clauses with operational meaning, i.e. marked by !! or ??,
respectively.

( Nat? : Type )

( Nat : Nat? -> Prop )

( NzNat : Nat? -> Prop )

( subsort_as : ?? {n : Nat?} (NzNat n) -> (Nat n) )

( 0 : Nat? )

( 0_as : ?? (Nat 0) )

( suc : Nat? -> Nat? )

( suc_as : ?? {n : Nat?} (Nat n) -> (NzNat (suc n)) )

( pred : Nat? -> Nat? )

( pred_as : ?? {n : Nat?} (NzNat n) -> (Nat (pred n)) )

( pred_eq : !! {i : Nat?} (Nat i) -> (EQ (pred (suc i)) i) )

( 1 = (suc 0) )

( 2 = (suc 1) )

( 3 = (suc 2) )

( Verify (NzNat 2) )

verification succeeded

( Red (pred 2) )

( suc 0 )

Notice that pred is the representation of a partial set-theoretic function which is
undefined for 0. In our specification this is reflected by the fact that (pred 0)
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is an element of the type Nat?, but not an element of the subsort represented by
Nat. In fact, we are concerned with a general approach, which has already been
employed in the context of membership equational logic (and earlier in OBJ3,
see [GM93a]), to explicitly represent partial set-theoretic functions.

A slightly more involved example which nicely demonstrates the possible interac-
tion between computational membership and equational axioms and also involves
structural axioms is the example of paths in a graph that been given in Section
2.4.4 and can be represented in OCC as follows:

( Path? : Type )

( Node? : Type )

( Edge : Path? -> Prop )

( Path : Path? -> Prop )

( Node : Node? -> Prop )

( edge_subsort_path_as : ?? {p : Path?} (Edge p) -> (Path p) )

( concat : Path? -> Path? -> Path? )

( concat_assoc : || {p1,p2,p3 : Path?}

(EQ (concat p1 (concat p2 p3)) (concat (concat p1 p2) p3)) )

( source : Path? -> Node? )

( target : Path? -> Node? )

( source_as : ?? {p : Path?} (Path p) -> (Node (source p)) )

( target_as : ?? {p : Path?} (Path p) -> (Node (target p)) )

( length : Path? -> Nat? )

( length_as : ?? {p : Path?} (Path p) -> (Nat (length p)) )

( concat_as : ?? {E : Path?}{P : Path?}

(Edge E) -> (Path P) ->

(EQ (target E) (source P)) -> (Path (concat E P)) )

( source_eq : !! {E : Path?}{P : Path?}

(Edge E) -> (Path P) -> (Path (concat E P)) ->

(EQ (source (concat E P)) (source E)) )

( target_eq : !! {E : Path?}{P : Path?}

(Edge E) -> (Path P) -> (Path (concat P E)) ->

(EQ (target (concat P E)) (target E)) )
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( length_eq_1 : !! {E : Path?}

(Edge E) -> (EQ (length E) 1) )

( length_eq_2 : !! {E : Path?}{P : Path?}

(Edge E) -> (Path P) -> (EQ (target E) (source P)) ->

(EQ (length (concat E P)) (suc (length P))) )

In the following we fix a concrete graph and give some example computations in
the extended context:

( n1 : Node? ) ( node_n1_as : ?? (Node n1) )

( n2 : Node? ) ( node_n2_as : ?? (Node n2) )

( n3 : Node? ) ( node_n3_as : ?? (Node n3) )

( n4 : Node? ) ( node_n4_as : ?? (Node n4) )

( a : Path? ) ( edge_a_as : ?? (Edge a) )

( b : Path? ) ( edge_b_as : ?? (Edge b) )

( c : Path? ) ( edge_c_as : ?? (Edge c) )

( d : Path? ) ( edge_d_as : ?? (Edge d) )

( source_a_eq : !! (EQ (source a) n1) )

( target_a_eq : !! (EQ (target a) n2) )

( source_b_eq : !! (EQ (source b) n1) )

( target_b_eq : !! (EQ (target b) n3) )

( source_c_eq : !! (EQ (source c) n3) )

( target_c_eq : !! (EQ (target c) n4) )

( source_d_eq : !! (EQ (source d) n4) )

( target_d_eq : !! (EQ (target d) n2) )

( Red (length (concat (concat b c) d)) )

( suc ( suc ( suc 0 ) ) )

( Verify (Path (concat (concat a b) c)) )

verification failed

( Red (length (concat (concat a b) c)) )

( length ( concat ( concat a b ) c ) )

General Equational Specifications

In the representation above the sorts of MEL are regarded as unary predicates.
It is however worth to point out that OCC directly supports equational logic in
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its general form, i.e. Horn clause logic with equality and arbitrary predicates.
The operational semantics is again based on an exhaustive goal-oriented search
in combination with reduction by computational equations. For instance, the
following examples show the use of typical binary predicates on natural numbers
and their operational behavior.

( nat_le : nat -> nat -> Prop )

( nat_le_1 : ?? {j : nat}

(nat_le 0 j) )

( nat_le_2 : ?? {i,j : nat}

(nat_le i j) -> (nat_le (suc i) (suc j)) )

( Verify (nat_le 2 3) )

verification succeeded

( nat_max : nat -> nat -> nat )

( nat_max_1 : !! {i,j : nat}

(nat_le i j) -> (EQ (nat_max i j) j) )

( nat_max_2 : !! {i,j : nat}

(nat_le j i) -> (EQ (nat_max i j) i) )

( Red (nat_max 2 3) )

( suc ( suc ( suc 0 ) ) )

Beyond equational logic, OCC admits propositional functions such as Not in the
following example, which in a positive way introduces equality on nat and its
negation as well as an order on nat given by nat_le and nat_lt.

( Not : Prop -> Prop)

( nat_eq : nat -> nat -> Prop )

( nat_eq_1 : ??

(nat_eq 0 0) )

( nat_eq_2 : ?? {i,j : nat}

(nat_eq i j) -> (nat_eq (suc i) (suc j)) )

( not_nat_eq_1 : ?? {j : nat}

(Not (nat_eq 0 (suc j))) )

( not_nat_eq_2 : ?? {j : nat}

(Not (nat_eq (suc j) 0)) )
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( not_nat_eq_3 : ?? {i,j : nat}

(Not (nat_eq i j)) -> (Not (nat_eq (suc i) (suc j))) )

( nat_lt : nat -> nat -> Prop )

( nat_lt_1 : ?? {i,j : nat}

(nat_le i j) -> (Not (nat_eq i j)) -> (nat_lt i j) )

( Verify (nat_lt 2 3) )

verification succeeded

We can further introduce propositional functions

( And : Prop -> Prop -> Prop )

( And_intro : ?? { A,B : Prop } A -> B -> (And A B) )

( Or : Prop -> Prop -> Prop )

( Or_intro_l : ?? { A,B : Prop } A -> (Or A B) )

( Or_intro_r : ?? { A,B : Prop } B -> (Or A B) )

and write specifications such as the following:

( person : Type )

( peter : person )

( paul : person )

( ana : person )

( james : person )

( male : person -> Prop )

( female : person -> Prop )

( parent_of : person -> person -> Prop )

( mother_of : person -> person -> Prop )

( father_of : person -> person -> Prop )

( fact_1 : ?? (male james) )

( fact_2 : ?? (male paul) )

( fact_3 : ?? (female ana) )

( fact_4 : ?? (male peter) )

( fact_5 : ?? (father_of peter paul) )
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( fact_6 : ?? (mother_of ana paul) )

( fact_7 : ?? (parent_of james peter) )

( fact_8 : ?? {A,B : person}

(Or (father_of A B) (mother_of A B)) -> (parent_of A B) )

( fact_9 : ?? {A,B : person}

(father_of A B) -> (Not (father_of B A)) )

( fact_10 : ?? {A,B : person}

(mother_of A B) -> (Not (mother_of B A)) )

( fact_11 : ?? {A,B : person}

(And (Not (father_of A B)) (Not (mother_of A B))) ->

(Not (parent_of A B)) )

( fact_12 : ?? {A,B : person}

(Not (female A)) -> (Not (mother_of A B)) )

( fact_13 : ?? {A,B : person}

(Not (male A)) -> (Not (father_of A B)) )

( fact_14 : ?? {A : person}

(male A) -> (Not (female A)) )

( fact_15 : ?? {A : person}

(female A) -> (Not (male A)) )

( Verify (parent_of paul peter) )

verification failed

( Verify (Not (parent_of paul peter)) )

verification succeeded

In principle, we could impose structural or computational equations on proposi-
tions, and hence introduce propositional functions which are not just constructors
as in the given examples. Computation with propositions is also an essential in-
gredient in the quite general form of higher-order equational specifications that
are introduced after the next section. First, however, we explain the use of as-
sertional equality, a distinguished binary predicate, which has an operational
behavior quite different from the structural and computational equality we have
employed so far.

Computational vs. Assertional Equality

OCC supports three different levels of equality with different operational prop-
erties: Structural equality is directly implemented by the term representation
itself, computational equality is used for reduction (modulo structural equality),
and assertional equality is a binary predicate and is like other predicates verified
by exhaustive goal-oriented search.

To demonstrate the use of assertional equality in the specification of data types
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we introduce the enumeration type id which contains precisely the identifiers a,
b, c, d, e, and i. According to the convention introduced earlier we have an
implicit initiality constraint for id with its elements. We only make explicit the
implied disequality properties, since these are computationally relevant in the
following.

( id : Type )

( a : id ) ( b : id ) ( c : id ) ( d : id ) ( e : id ) ( i : id )

( not_eq_a_b : ?? (Not (EQ a b)) )

( not_eq_a_c : ?? (Not (EQ a c)) )

( not_eq_a_d : ?? (Not (EQ a d)) )

...

In an asymmetric way, we now introduce an alias for a denoted by a’ by saying
that a’ is computationally equal to a. We can consider a’ as being defined by
a. The asymmetry is caused by the fact that computational equality has a clear
direction. Since a’ reduces to a, properties of a are implicitly inherited by a’.

( a’ : id )

( eq_a’_a : !! (EQ a’ a) )

We can also introduce another alias a’’ in a symmetric way using assertional
equality EQ. In this case we should explictly state the properties that are inherited
from a such as the equalities and nonequalities below.

( a’’ : id )

( eq_a’’_a : ?? (EQ a’’ a) )

( not_eq_a’’_b : ?? (Not (EQ a’ b)) )

( not_eq_a’’_c : ?? (Not (EQ a’ c)) )

( not_eq_a’’_d : ?? (Not (EQ a’ d)) )

...

The rationale for using a computational or an assertional equality instead of a
structural equality in some cases is that each implementation supports only cer-
tain forms of structural equations. The present OCC prototype supports exactly
the forms of structural equations admitted by Maude, namely commutativity,
associativity and the laws of left and right identities. In principle, it is possible
to support further structural equations as long as they are of a form that can be
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efficiently implemented by the choice of a suitable term representation for which
matching algorithms are available.

Another important difference is that computational and assertional equality differ
in their built-in closure properties. Computational equality is closed under con-
texts and transitivity, reflecting its purpose to be used for reduction in arbitrary
contexts:

( f : id -> id )

( Red (f a’) )

( f a )

Assertional equality on the other hand is closed under reflexivity and symmetry,
but not under transitivity, since, as we pointed out, a transitivity rule would not
be not syntax-directed and hence not suitable for exhaustive goal-oriented search.

( Verify (EQ (f a’’) (f a)) )

verification succeeded

( Verify (EQ (f a) (f a’’)) )

verification succeeded

Since goal-oriented search is combined with reduction, assertional equality sub-
sumes computational equality so that we have:

( Verify (EQ (f a’) (f a)) )

verification succeeded

Apart from the advantage of assertional equality to be less rigid than struc-
tural equality, another reason for sometimes prefering assertional equality over
structural or computational equality is that both equality and nonequality can
be specified as assertions, i.e. on the basis of the same operational mechanism.
Furthermore, equality often comes together with other relations (e.g. orderings),
which can also be specified as assertions in this way.

Higher-Order Equational Specifications

As an important step beyond equational logic OCC supports higher-order equa-
tional specifications such as the following specification of lists over natural num-
bers. We first introduce the type list_nat together with constructors nil and
cons and a conventional first-order equational specification of append.
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( list_nat : Type )

( nil : list_nat )

( cons : nat -> list_nat -> list_nat )

( append : list_nat -> list_nat -> list_nat )

( list_append_eq_1 : !! {l : list_nat}

(EQ (append nil l) l) )

( list_append_eq_2 : !! {l : list_nat}{h : nat}{t : list_nat}

(EQ (append (cons h t) l) (cons h (append t l))) )

By three examples we demonstrate different uses of higher-order equational spec-
ifications. The function list_map is higher-order in the sense that it has a func-
tional argument, and the functions list_in and list_select are higher-order
in the sense that they have predicates as arguments. Furthermore, list_in is
itself a (higher-order) predicate, in contrast to list_map and list_select.

The higher-order function list_map applies a given function to all elements of a
given list, returning the list of results.

( list_map : (nat -> nat) -> list_nat -> list_nat )

( list_map_eq_1 : !! {f : (nat -> nat)}

(EQ (list_map f nil) nil) )

( list_map_eq_2 : !! {f : (nat -> nat)}{x : nat}{l : list_nat}

(EQ (list_map f (cons x l)) (cons (f x) (list_map f l))) )

( Red (list_map suc (cons 0 (cons 1 (cons 2 nil)))) )

( cons ( suc 0 ) ( cons ( suc ( suc 0 ) )

( cons ( suc ( suc ( suc 0 ) ) ) nil ) ) )

The higher-order predicate list_in takes an equivalence predicate21 and verifies
if a given element is a member of the list using the given equality.

( list_in : (nat -> nat -> Prop) -> list_nat -> nat -> Prop )

21By means of a stronger type, it would be possible to express that this function accepts
only predicates that are reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. One possibility is to use the
algebras-as-objects approach of Section 8.2.7.
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( list_in_eq_1 : ?? {eq : nat -> nat -> Prop}

{l : list_nat}{x,y : nat}

(eq x y) -> (list_in eq (cons x l) y) )

( list_in_eq_2 : ?? {eq : nat -> nat -> Prop}

{l : list_nat}{x,y : nat}

(list_in eq l y) -> (list_in eq (cons x l) y) )

( Verify (list_in eq (cons 0 (cons 1 (cons 2 nil))) 1) )

verification succeeded

The function list_select filters the given list according to a given predicate,
returning only the elements satisfying the predicate.

( list_select : (nat -> Prop) -> list_nat -> list_nat )

( list_select_eq_1 : !! {P : (nat -> Prop)}

(EQ (list_select P nil) nil) )

( list_select_eq_2 : !! {P : (nat -> Prop)}

{x : nat}{l : list_nat} (P x) ->

(EQ (list_select P (cons x l)) (cons x (list_select P l))) )

( list_select_eq_3 : !! {P : (nat -> Prop)}

{x : nat}{l : list_nat} (Not (P x)) ->

(EQ (list_select P (cons x l)) (list_select P l)) )

( Red (list_select ([n : nat] (eq n 1))

(cons 1 (cons 2 (cons 1 nil)))) )

( cons ( suc 0 ) ( cons ( suc 0 ) nil ) )

The specification of list_select nicely demonstrates the interplay between the
two computational mechanisms of reduction and goal-oriented search.

Equationally Defined Datatypes

Several standard data types such as lists, sets, and multisets, can be naturally
specified using structural equations of a simple form. We demonstrate this issue
using the following alternative specification of lists which uses nil, single and
append as constructors.

( list_nat : Type )
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( nil : list_nat )

( single : nat -> list_nat )

( append : list_nat -> list_nat -> list_nat )

( append_assoc : || {l1,l2,l3 : list_nat}

(EQ (append l1 (append l2 l3)) (append (append l1 l2) l3)) )

( append_right_id : || {l : list_nat}

(EQ (append l nil) l) )

( append_left_id : || {l : list_nat}

(EQ (append nil l) l) )

The functions list_map, list_select and list_in could be specified as before
(based on a decomposition of lists in head and tail), but we structure their spec-
ification according to the three new constructors. We first introduce an auxiliary
predicate to verify emptiness of lists.

( list_is_empty : list_nat -> Prop )

( list_is_empty_as : ?? (list_is_empty nil) )

( list_not_is_empty_as : ?? {l : list_nat}{u : nat}

(Not (list_is_empty (append l (single u)))) )

The specification of list_map takes now the following form:

( list_map : (nat -> nat) -> list_nat -> list_nat )

( list_map_eq_1 : !! {f : (nat -> nat)}

(EQ (list_map f nil) nil) )

( list_map_eq_2 : !! {f : (nat -> nat)}{x : nat}

(EQ (list_map f (single x)) (single (f x))) )

( list_map_eq_3 : !! {l,l’ : list_nat}{f : (nat -> nat)}

(Not (list_is_empty l)) -> (Not (list_is_empty l’)) ->

(EQ (list_map f (append l l’))
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(append (list_map f l) (list_map f l’))) )

( Red (list_map suc

(append (single 0) (append (single 1) (single 2)))) )

( append ( append ( single ( suc 0 ) ) )

( single ( suc ( suc 0 ) ) )

( single ( suc ( suc ( suc 0 ) ) ) ) )

The function list_in is specified by:

( list_in : (nat -> nat -> Prop) -> list_nat -> nat -> Prop )

( list_in_as_1 : ?? {eq : (nat -> nat -> Prop)}

{l : list_nat}{x,y : nat}

(eq x y) -> (list_in eq (append l (single x)) y) )

( list_in_as_2 : ?? {eq : (nat -> nat -> Prop)}

{l,l’ : list_nat}{x : nat}

(Not (list_is_empty l)) -> (Not (list_is_empty l’)) ->

(list_in eq l x) -> (list_in eq (append l l’) x) )

( list_in_as_3 : ?? {eq : (nat -> nat -> Prop)}

{l,l’ : list_nat}{x : nat}

(Not (list_is_empty l)) -> (Not (list_is_empty l’)) ->

(list_in eq l’ x) -> (list_in eq (append l l’) x) )

( Verify (list_in eq

(append (single 0) (append (single 1) (single 2))) 1) )

verification succeeded

Finally, the function list_select has the following specification:

( list_select : (nat -> Prop) -> list_nat -> list_nat )

( list_select_eq_1 : !! {P : (nat -> Prop)}

(EQ (list_select P nil) nil) )

( list_select_eq_2 : !! {P : (nat -> Prop)}{x : nat}

(P x) -> (EQ (list_select P (single x)) (single x)) )

( list_select_eq_3 : !! {P : (nat -> Prop)}{x : nat}

(Not (P x)) -> (EQ (list_select P (single x)) nil) )
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( list_select_eq_4 : !! {l,l’ : list_nat}{P : (nat -> Prop)}

(Not (list_is_empty l)) -> (Not (list_is_empty l’)) ->

(EQ (list_select P (append l l’))

(append (list_select P l) (list_select P l’))) )

( Red (list_select ([n : nat] (eq n 1))

(append (single 1) (append (single 2) (single 1)))) )

( append ( single ( suc 0 ) ) ( single ( suc 0 ) ) )

Above we have employed an auxiliary predicate list_is_empty and its negation
to make the specification terminating. If we omit the corresponding premises in
say list_map_eq_3 the equation could be instantiated to

( list_map_eq_3 : !! {f : (nat -> nat)}

(EQ (map f nil) (append (map f nil) (map f nil))) )

leading to an undesired source of nontermination.

In a similar way, we specify finite multisets below. The functions list_map,
list_in and list_select can be introduced as above and are omitted here.

( fms_nat : Type )

( fms_empty : fms_nat )

( fms_single : nat -> fms_nat )

( fms_union : fms_nat -> fms_nat -> fms_nat )

( fms_union_comm : || {m,m’ : fms_nat}

(EQ (fms_union m m’) (fms_union m’ m)) )

( fms_union_assoc : || {m,m’,m’’ : fms_nat}

(EQ (fms_union m (fms_union m’ m’’))

(fms_union (fms_union m m’) m’’)) )

( fms_union_id : || {m : fms_nat}

(EQ (fms_union m fms_empty) m) )

Instead of using structural equations we could also employ computational equa-
tions, e.g., we could replace the previous structural equation for the identity
element by the corresponding computational equation below. Of course, we loose
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matching power, but for many purposes matching modulo the identity laws is not
needed. Sometimes it is even advisable to avoid it, since it is a potential source
of nontermination.

( fms_union_right_id : !! {m : fms_nat}

(EQ (fms_union m fms_empty) m) )

An operationally meaningful equality on data types can not only be given by
structural and computational equations but also by assertional equality. Below
we develop a specification of finite sets over the type id introduced above. It
shows how to specify finite sets over a type where logical equality of ground terms
does not coincide with structural equality but is given by a coarser assertional
equality.

( fs_id : Type )

( fs_empty : fs_id )

( fs_single : id -> fs_id )

( fs_union : fs_id -> fs_id -> fs_id )

( fs_union_comm : || {s,s’ : fs_id}

(EQ (fs_union s s’) (fs_union s’ s)) )

( fs_union_assoc : || {s,s’,s’’ : fs_id}

(EQ (fs_union s (fs_union s’ s’’))

(fs_union (fs_union s s’) s’’)) )

( fs_union_id : || {s : fs_id}

(EQ (fs_union s fs_empty) s) )

To specify idempotence of fs_union we add a computational equation such as:

( fs_union_idemp : !! {x : id}

(EQ (fs_union (fs_single x) (fs_single x)) (fs_single x)) )

( Red (fs_union (fs_single a)

(fs_union (fs_single b) (fs_single a))))

( fs_union ( fs_single a ) ( fs_single b ) )

A general disadvantage of using linear patterns as (fs_union (fs_single x)

(fs_single x)) in fs_union_idemp is that the terms substituted for the two
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occurrences of x are checked only for structural equality, which is coarser than
assertional equality EQ. This is fine for datatypes with an equality that coincides
with structural equality, but not for our example of id where we identify a and
a’’ using assertional equality. For instance, the following term is irreducible:

( Red (fs_union (fs_single a)

(fs_union (fs_single b) (fs_single a’’))) )

( fs_union (fs_single a)

( fs_union (fs_single b) (fs_single a’’) ) )

To enhance the operational behavior we use the following operationally more
general but logically equivalent equation:

( fs_union_idemp : !! {x,y : id} (EQ x y) ->

(EQ (fs_union (fs_single x) (fs_single y)) (fs_single x)) )

( Red (fs_union (fs_single a)

(fs_union (fs_single b) (fs_single a’’))) )

( fs_union ( fs_single a ) ( fs_single b ) )

( fs_union ( fs_single b ) ( fs_single a’’ ) )

The last evaluation has the two possible results shown above (apart from variants
modulo structural equality) from which only one is actually computed. The
results are not structurally equal, but they are assertionally equal which can be
verified as follows:

( Verify (EQ (fs_union (fs_single a) (fs_single b))

(fs_union (fs_single b) (fs_single a’’))) )

verification succeeded

An alternative to the use of idempotence as a computational equation is to omit
this axiom, i.e. to work with a less abstract representation, and to define a coarser
assertional equality on finite sets, which can be done as follows using an auxiliary
predicate for emptiness. Recall that we have used a similar technique in our
specification of lists to avoid problems with nontermination.

( fs_is_empty : fs_id -> Prop )

( fs_is_empty_as : ?? (fs_is_empty fs_empty) )

( fs_not_is_empty_as : ?? {s : fs_id}{u : id}

(Not (fs_is_empty (fs_union s (fs_single u)))) )
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We next specify a set membership function fs_in and its negation. The function
fs_is_empty is used in some premises to avoid nontermination in way similar to
the specification of lists.

( fs_in : fs_id -> id -> Prop )

( fs_in_as_1 : ?? {s : fs_id}{x,y : id}

(EQ x y) -> (fs_in (fs_union s (fs_single x)) y) )

( fs_in_as_2 : ?? {s,s’ : fs_id}{x : id}

(Not (fs_is_empty s)) -> (Not (fs_is_empty s’)) ->

(fs_in s’ x) -> (fs_in (fs_union s s’) x) )

( fs_not_in_as_1 : ?? {x : id}

(Not (fs_in fs_empty x)) )

( fs_not_in_as_2 : ?? {x,y : id}

(Not (EQ x y)) -> (Not (fs_in (fs_single y) x)) )

( fs_not_in_as_3 : ?? {s,s’ : fs_id}{x : id}

(Not (fs_is_empty s)) -> (Not (fs_is_empty s’)) ->

(Not (fs_in s x)) -> (Not (fs_in s’ x)) ->

(Not (fs_in (fs_union s s’) x)) )

Now we define the standard ordering on sets, i.e. the subset predicate, and use
to define set equality in the standard way.

( fs_le : fs_id -> fs_id -> Prop )

( fs_le_as_1 : ?? {s : fs_id}

(fs_le fs_empty s) )

( fs_le_as_2 : ?? {s,s’ : fs_id}{x,y : id}

(fs_le s s’) -> (EQ x y) ->

(fs_le (fs_union (fs_single x) s) (fs_union (fs_single y) s’)) )

( fs_le_as_3 : ?? {s : fs_id}{x : id}

(Not (fs_in s x)) -> (fs_le s (fs_union (fs_single x) s)) )

( fs_eq : fs_id -> fs_id -> Prop )
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( fs_eq_as : ?? {s,s’ : fs_id}

(fs_le s s’) -> (fs_le s’ s) -> (fs_eq s s’) )

Finally, we identify sets which are equivalent in terms of fs_eq.

( fs_eq_imp_EQ : ?? {s,s’ : fs_id}

(fs_eq s s’) -> (EQ s s’) )

( Verify (EQ (fs_union (fs_single a) (fs_single b))

(fs_union (fs_single b) (fs_single a’’))) )

verification succeeded

In this way we obtain a specification of finite sets with the same logical equality
as before, but with a different representation and operational behavior.

We conclude this section with the following specification of the cardinality of
finite sets, which depends on the equality of its elements in an essential way:

( fs_card : fs_id -> nat )

( fs_card_eq_1 : !!

(EQ (fs_card fs_empty) 0) )

( fs_card_eq_2 : !! {x : id}

(EQ (fs_card (fs_single x)) 1) )

( fs_card_eq_3 : !! {x : id}{s : fs_id}

(Not (fs_in s x)) ->

(EQ (fs_card (fs_union (fs_single x) s)) (suc (fs_card s))) )

( fs_card_eq_4 : !! {x : id}{s : fs_id}

(fs_in s x) ->

(EQ (fs_card (fs_union (fs_single x) s)) (fs_card s)) )

( Red (fs_card (fs_union (fs_single a)

(fs_union (fs_single b) (fs_single a’’)))) )

( suc ( suc 0 ) )

Notice that the premise (Not (fs_in m x)) in fs_card_eq_3 cannot be dropped,
since even if we would add the computational idempotence equation union_idemp,
we cannot assume that finite sets are always in normal form, i.e. containing ex-
actly one occurrence of the form fs_single for each element.
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8.2.2 Dependent Types and Universes

Type Operators and Polymorphism

The datatypes of lists, finite multisets, and finite sets given earlier are examples
of parameterized datatypes that have been instantiated by nat or id. The avail-
ability of dependent types and universes in OCC allows us to naturally express
type operators and explicitly polymorphic functions. The following is a specifi-
cation of the parameterized inductive datatype of lists given by a type operator
list with explicitly polymorphic constructors nil and cons. By our convention,
there is an implicit freeness constraint stating that the specification of (list T)

is free over T (see Section 8.2.7 for details).

( list : Type -> Type )

( nil : {T : Type} (list T) )

( cons : {T : Type} T -> (list T) -> (list T) )

We also specify list_map as an example of an equationally defined explicitly
polymorphic function.

( list_map : {U,V : Type} (U -> V) -> (list U) ->(list V) )

( list_map_eq_1 : !! {U,V : Type}{f : (U -> V)}

(EQ (list_map U V f (nil U)) (nil V)) )

( list_map_eq_2 : !! {U,V : Type}{f : (U -> V)}

{x : U}{l : (list U)}

(EQ (list_map U V f (cons U x l))

(cons V (f x) (list_map U V f l))) )

In the OCC prototype explicit type parameters can often be abbreviated as ?.
Each occurrence of ? introduces a new existential metavariable that has to be
solved by the system.

( list_map_eq_1 : !! {U,V : Type}{f : (U -> V)}

(EQ (list_map ? ? f (nil U)) (nil V)) )

( list_map_eq_2 : !! {U,V : Type}{f : (U -> V)}

{x : U}{l : (list U)}

(EQ (list_map ? ? f (cons U x l))

(cons ? (f x) (list_map ? ? f l))) )
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Similar to the approach adopted in LEGO [Pol90], arguments of functions can
be specified to be implicit. For instance, the following specification of lists is
equivalent to the previous one. The implicitly dependent type {x | A} B is syn-
tactic sugar for the (explictly) dependent type {x : A} B, and denotes the type
of functions with a result of type B and an implicit argument of type A. In addi-
tion, each application (M P) of a function M of type {x | A} B is syntactic sugar
for ((M ?) P), that is by default, implicit arguments in function applications
are omitted and inferred using type inference whenever possible. As an excep-
tion, the previously implicit argument N can be explicitly given using the function
application (M | N), which is syntactic sugar for (M N) in this case.

( list : Type -> Type )

( nil : {T | Type} (list T) )

( cons : {T | Type} T -> (list T) -> (list T) )

( list_map : {U,V | Type} (U -> V) -> (list U) -> (list V) )

( list_map_eq_1 : !! {U,V : Type}{f : (U -> V)}

(EQ (list_map f (nil | U)) (nil | V)) )

( list_map_eq_2 : !! {U,V : Type}{f : (U -> V)}

{x : U}{l : (list U)}

(EQ (list_map f (cons x l))

(cons (f x) (list_map f l))) )

Another example of a parameterized nonrecursive datatype is the cartesian prod-
uct type which can be specified as follows. Here prod is a binary type operator,
and there is only one polymorphic constructor pair.

( prod : Type -> Type -> Type )

( pair : {U,V | Type } U -> V -> (prod U V) )

( fst : {U,V | Type } (prod U V) -> U)

( fst_eq : {U,V : Type}{u : U}{v : V}

(EQ (fst (pair u v)) u) )

( snd : {U,V | Type} (prod U V) -> V)
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( snd_eq : {U,V : Type}{u : U}{v : V}

(EQ (snd (pair u v)) v) )

( pair_not_eq : ?? {U,V : Type}{u,u’ : U}{v,v’ : V}

(Or (Not (EQ u u’)) (Not (EQ v v’))) ->

(Not (EQ (pair u v) (pair u’ v’))) )

We will also need the parameterized disjoint sum type sum which is generated by
its constructors left and right. The function decide is used to inspect elements
of this type by case analysis.

( sum : Type -> Type -> Type )

( left : {U,V | Type } U -> (sum U V) )

( right : {U,V | Type} V -> (sum U V) )

( decide : {U,V | Type}{T | Type}

(U -> T) -> (V -> T) -> (sum U V) -> T )

( decide_eq_1 : !! {U,V : Type}{T : Type}

{f : U -> T}{g : V -> T}{u : U}

(EQ (decide f g (left u)) (f u)) )

( decide_eq_2 : !! {U,V : Type}{T : Type}

{f : U -> T}{g : V -> T}{v : V}

(EQ (decide f g (right v)) (g v)) )

In an entirely analogous way we generalize our specifications of lists, finite mul-
tisets and finite sets (the versions with structural equations) to parameterized
data types.

In summary, OCC supports (explictly) dependent types and universes, but the
OCC prototype additionaly implemented a concept of implictly dependent types
similar to that known from LEGO, which as explained in [Pol90] can be regarded
as syntactic sugar that can always be eliminated, and is just used to increase read-
ability. In contrast to the quite liberal approach of LEGO, however, we designate
arguments of functions as implict only in the case where this can be justified by
semantic means, i.e. where the ultimate meaning of a suitably complete function
application does not depend on its implicit arguments. We think that it would
be desirable and leave it as future work to make explict this restricted notion of
implictly dependent types in the formal system and in the semantics of OCC, in
order to justify, for instance, the erasure of implicit arguments for computational
purposes.
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General Dependent Types

In the previous example list is a type operator. More generally, dependent types
together with universes allows us to express types parameterized not only by types
but by arbitrary elements. A good example is a type of vectors, i.e. a type of
lists of a given length over a given type, which can be specified as follows. Due
to the additional information available, the function list_map can be equipped
with a more specific type (compared with the previous version) which expresses
preservation of the length of its argument list.

( list : Type -> nat -> Type )

( nil : {T : Type} (list T 0) )

( cons : {T : Type}{n : nat}

T -> (list T n) -> (list T (suc n)) )

( list_map : {U,V : Type}{n : nat}

(U -> V) -> (list U n) -> (list V n) )

( list_map_eq_1 : !! {U,V : Type}{f : (U -> V)}

(EQ (list_map U V 0 f (nil U)) (nil V)) )

( list_map_eq_2 : !! {U,V : Type}{n : nat}{f : (U -> V)}

{x : U}{l : (list U n)}

(EQ (list_map U V (suc n) f (cons U n x l))

(cons V n (f x) (list_map U V n f l))) )

Again we can employ implicitly dependent types and obtain the following equiv-
alent but more readable specification:

( list : Type -> nat -> Type )

( nil : {T | Type} (list T 0) )

( cons : {T | Type}{n | nat}

T -> (list T n) -> (list T (suc n)) )

( list_map : {U,V | Type}{n | nat}

(U -> V) -> (list U n) ->(list V n) )

( list_map_eq_1 : !! {U,V : Type}{f : (U -> V)}

(EQ (list_map f (nil | U)) (nil | V)) )
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( list_map_eq_2 : !! {U,V : Type}{n : nat}{f : (U -> V)}

{x : U}{l : (list U n)}

(EQ (list_map f (cons x l))

(cons (f x) (list_map f l))) )

Type Classes and Inheritance

The functional programming language Haskell is well-known for its type system
which extends the Hindley-Milner system by type classes [WB89, HHJW96] and
certain forms of qualified types as they are called in [Jon92b, Jon92a]. Type
classes are a means to express common features of types, and qualified types of
the form Γ ⇒ T can express that a polymorphic type T , i.e. a type involving type
variables, is subject to certain assumptions Γ, which restrict the type variables
of T to range over certain classes of types. Inheritance is provided in the sense
that type classes can be defined in terms of existing type classes by inheriting
their features and possibly requiring additional ones.

In OCC we can express type classes as predicates over a type universe and inher-
itance using Horn clauses with operational meaning. Qualified types can then be
regarded as a special case of dependent types. The following example specifies
two type classes has_eq and has_order, where has_order has more features and
hence is a subclass of has_eq.

( has_eq : Type -> Prop )

( has_order : Type -> Prop )

( subclass_as : ?? {T : Type} (has_order T) -> (has_eq T) )

( eq : {T | Type} {e | (has_eq T)} T -> T -> Prop )

( le : {T | Type} {e | (has_order T)} T -> T -> Prop )

An instance of both of these classes is nat together with its equality and order as
given below. Notice that the assertional axiom ?? (has_order nat) is essential
to typecheck the occurrences of both eq and le.

( nat_has_order : ?? (has_order nat) )

( eq_as_0 : ?? (eq 0 0) )

( eq_as_1 : ?? {i,j : nat} (eq i j) -> (eq (suc i) (suc j)) )

( le_as_1 : ?? {j : nat} (le 0 j) )

( le_as_2 : ?? {i,j : nat} (le i j) -> (le (suc i) (suc j)) )
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( Verify (le 2 3))

verification succeeded

( Verify (eq 2 2))

verification succeeded

A polymorphic version of list membership which can be instantiated for all
equality types can be specified as follows. Again, notice that the assertion
?? (has_eq T) is needed to typecheck the occurrences of eq and list_in.

( list_in : {T | Type}{e | (has_eq T)} (list T) -> T -> Prop )

( list_in_as_1 : ?? {T : Type}{e : ?? (has_eq T)}

{l : (list T)}{x,y : T}

(eq x y) -> (list_in (cons x l) y) )

( list_in_as_2 : ?? {T : Type}{e : ?? (has_eq T)}

{l : (list T)}{x,y : T}

(list_in l y) -> (list_in (cons x l) y) )

( nat_has_eq : ?? (has_eq nat) )

( Verify (list_in (cons 0 (cons 1 (cons 2 nil))) 1) )

verification succeeded

Observe that it is the interplay between dependent types, type universes and
operational Horn clauses which makes this representation of type classes and
qualified types possible in OCC.

Multiple Parameter Classes and Type Relations

The introduction of typeclasses in [WB89] and their success in practice, espe-
cially via their inclusion in the Haskell language, has initiated several direc-
tions of research including multiple parameter classes [CHO92] and type rela-
tions [Jon92b, Jon92a]. See also [JJM97] for a survey of different extensions and
their pragmatic motivations. All these approaches can be naturally represented
in OCC. Type relations, for instance, can be represented as predicates of the type
Type -> ... -> Type -> Prop.

Another recent generalization are type classes with functional dependencies as
proposed in [Jon00]. A similar way of representing functional dependencies is
possible via higher-order type predicates in OCC. These are type predicates which
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may have type operators as arguments as we can see in the following specification
of abstract collections:

( collection : (Type -> Type) -> Type -> Prop )

( col_empty : {C | Type -> Type}{A | Type}{p | (collection C A)}

(C A) )

( col_insert : {C | Type -> Type}{A | Type}{p | (collection C A)}

A -> (C A) -> (C A) )

( col_union : {C | Type -> Type}{A | Type}{p | (collection C A)}

(C A) -> (C A) -> (C A) )

An instance of this generalized type class is given by the type list introduced
previously:

( list_is_collection : ?? {A : Type} (collection list A) )

( col_empty_eq : !! {A : Type}

(EQ (col_empty | list | A | ?) (nil | A)) )

( col_insert_eq : !! {A : Type}{x : A}{l : (list A)}

(EQ (col_insert x l) (cons | A x l)) )

( col_union_eq : !! {A : Type}{l,l’ : (list A)}

(EQ (col_union l l’) (append l l’)) )

( Red (col_insert 0 (col_empty | list | nat | ?)) )

( cons 0 nil )

In summary, we conjecture that OCC can serve as a framework for various ap-
proaches to type classes. We furthermore think that this framework could be
helpful to find systematic solutions to the problems discussed in [JJM97, Jon00],
which have been serious enough to prevent the incorporation of generalizations
of type classes into the Haskell language standard.

Type Equality and Type Casting

From the viewpoint of the OCC type checker, computational and assertional
equality provide the interface to the underlying computational system. More
precisely, type checking, i.e. verifying M : A′ in a given context is reduced to
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type inference yielding the inferred type of M , say A, followed by a check of
assertional equality A = A′. As all operational notions, assertional equality gives
only an incomplete picture of the logical world. Furthermore, the standard logical
equality (see Section 8.2.6) is transitive, but assertional equality is not required
to satisfy this property, as we see in the following example.

( A : Type )

( B : Type )

( C : Type )

( eq_A_B : ?? (EQ A B) )

( eq_B_C : ?? (EQ B C) )

( Verify (EQ A C) )

verification failed

( a : A )

( c = (a : B) : C)

all goals solved

( c = a : C)

failed

Above we use type assertions of the form M : A, which can be used to ensure that
M has the desired type. Since (M : A) is itself a term of type A, type assertions
simultaneously provide a means for controlled type casting.

Enhanced Typing Capabilities

The general problem with very restrictive type theories such as CIC is that the
type checker cannot make use of logical facts, which could be either axioms or
theorems proved in the type theory. In OCC such facts can be made available to
the type checker via the open operational semantics, which itself reflects a part of
the logical world. To illustrate the advantages, we give an OCC specification of
the module var_state_ops from Chapter 4, which clearly shows the difficulties
in the CIC approach. Recall that the module var_state_ops defines operations
for an abstract state space with typed variables, which has been introduced by
the module var_abstract as follows.

( var : Type )

( type_name : Type )
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( type : type_name -> Type )

( var_type_name : var -> type_name )

( var_type = [v : var] (type (var_type_name v)) )

( st = {v : var}(var_type v) )

( act : Type )

( trans : act -> st -> st -> Prop )

( view = act -> Prop )

Recall further that the first difficulty in the module var_state_ops was the
definition of val_eq, an equality predicate for values of variables. Although this
function is only used to compare values of variables with the same type, this fact
cannot be conveyed to the type checker, so that a dependent equality had to be
used instead of the standard polymorphic equality of CIC.

Definition val_eq :=

[n:type_name][x:(type n)][n’:type_name][x’:(type n’)]

(eqT_dep type_name type n x n’ x’).

For similar reasons casting between types poses a problem and requires the use
of eqT_rec for which the inductive definition of eqT does not provide any com-
putation rules.

Definition cast := [n,n’:type_name][e:(n==n’)][x:(type n)]

(eqT_rec type_name n type x n’ e).

In OCC value equality and casting do not pose any problems. We can use the
standard polymorphic equality for value equality, since the type checker takes into
account the context, which in our case will always contain operational assertions
implying that the types on both sides of the equality are equal. For a similar
reason, casting can simply be specified by the following computational equation,
which in the given context is well-typed due to the presence of the operational
assertion {e : ?? (EQ n n’)}.

( cast : {n,n’ : type_name}{e : (EQ n n’)}{x : (type n)}(type n’) )

( cast_eq : !! {n,n’ : type_name}{e : ?? (EQ n n’)}{x : (type n)}

(EQ (cast n n’ e x) x) )

Similarly, we can replace the cumbersome definition of the assign function
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Definition assign := [s:st][v:var][x:(var_type v)]

[v’:var] <var_type v’>Case (var_eq_dec v v’) of

(*v==v’*) [p:(v==v’)] (cast (var_type_name v) (var_type_name v’)

(var_eq_to_type_name_eq v v’ p) x)

(*~(v==v’)*) [_](s v’)

end.

which used cast and required us to explicitly pass proofs around by the following
much more natural abstract specification. Notice again that well-typedness of
(EQ ((assign s v x) v’) x) is ensured by the operational premise (?? (EQ v

v’)).

( assign : st -> {v : var}(var_type v) -> st )

( assign_eq_1 : !! {s : st}{v : var}{x : (var_type v)}{v’ : var}

(?? (EQ v v’)) -> (EQ ((assign s v x) v’) x) )

( assign_eq_2 : !! {s : st}{v : var}{x : (var_type v)}{v’ : var}

(Not (EQ v v’)) -> (EQ ((assign s v x) v’) (s v’)) )

Furthermore, OCC allows us to prove the following properties of assign from
this specification. We can see that most of these theorems (or axioms, depending
on the point of view) can be directly used as computational equations.

( assign_unchanged : !! {s : st}{v : var}

(EQ (assign s v (s v)) s)

( assign_changed : !! {s : st}{v : var}{x : (var_type v)}

(EQ ((assign s v x) v) x) )

( assign_indep : !! {s : st}{v,v’ : var}{x : (var_type v)}

(Not (EQ v v’)) ->

(EQ ((assign s v x) v’) (s v’)) )

( assign_twice : !! {s : st}{v : var}{x,y : (var_type v)}

(EQ (assign (assign s v x) v y) (assign s v y)) )

( assign_commutes : {s : st}

{v,v’ : var}{x : (var_type v)}{y : (var_type v’)}

(Not (EQ v v’)) ->

(EQ (assign (assign s v x) v’ y) (assign (assign s v’ y) v x)) )
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In the context of programming and specification, computational equations (and
their interplay with structural equations and assertional propositions) are the key
for abstract execution, i.e. execution without reference to a concrete interpreta-
tion or implementation. In the context of interactive theorem proving, which will
be addressed in Section 8.3, abstract execution increases the degree of automation
and reduces the complexity of proofs.

Heterogenous Data Structures

Recently the combination of dependent types and universes has been proposed as
a powerful foundation for new functional programming languages [Aug99, Pol01].
The first programming language specifically designed to address this use of a
dependent type theory is Cayenne [Aug99], a language based on a variant of
Martin-Löf’s constructive type theory. On the practical side, however, it has
been found that programming with dependent types leads to rather complicated
formulations, due to the overhead of computing types and passing proofs around.
A good illustration of these difficulties, which have been pointed out to us by
Randy Pollack, is contained in [Pol01], where different formalizations of an im-
portant data structure, namely heterogenous association lists, are presented in
LEGO (making essential use of nonstandard computation rules). To sum up,
none of the formalizations presented have been found to be very satisfactory, and
it seems that programming with dependent types needs fundamentally new ideas
to scale up to even more complex problems.

As we already explained, we consider the too conservative character of today’s
type theories with dependent types as a major source of difficulties. It should be
no surprise that a high-level specification is often clearer and more concise than a
rather low-level implementation in terms of a purely functional program. Indeed,
addressing the particular examples of heterogenous association list in the equa-
tional programming style favored by OCC leads to a quite natural formalization
of this concept as we can see below.

To simplify the presentation, we consider heterogenous association lists with la-
bels (keys) of the type id introduced earlier. The auxiliary predicate occ verifies
if a given label occurs in a given list. The function assoc looks up a given
label in a given list and returns the element associated with this label. Simi-
larly, the function tassoc returns the type of this elements. A remarkable point
is the two-level structure (reflected by tassoc and assoc respectively) and the
similarity in the patterns of their specification. Notice also that in OCC the
context-dependent computational system is essential to typecheck the conditional
equation assoc_eq_2 below.

( hal : Type )
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( nil : hal )

( cons : {r : id}{A : Type}{s : A}{l : hal} hal )

( occ : {q : id}{l : hal} Prop )

( occ_as_1 : ?? {q,r : id}{A : Type}{a : A}{l : hal}

(EQ q r) -> (occ q (cons r A a l)) )

( occ_as_2 : ?? {q,r : id}{A : Type}{a : A}{l : hal}

(Not (EQ q r)) -> (occ q l) -> (occ q (cons r A a l)) )

( tassoc : {n : id}{l : hal}{p : (occ n l)} Type )

( tassoc_eq_1 : !! {n,r : id}{A : Type}{a : A}{l : hal}

{p : (occ n (cons r A a l))}

(EQ n r) ->

(EQ (tassoc n (cons r A a l) p) A) )

( tassoc_eq_2 : !! {n,r : id}{A : Type}{a : A}{l : hal}

{p : (occ n (cons r A a l))}

(Not (EQ n r)) -> (?? (occ n l)) ->

(EQ (tassoc n (cons r A a l) p) (tassoc n l ?)) )

( assoc : {n : id}{l : hal}{p : (occ n l)}(tassoc n l p) )

( assoc_eq_1 : !! {n,r : id}{A : Type}{a : A}{l : hal}

{p : (occ n (cons r A a l))}

(?? (EQ n r)) ->

(EQ (assoc n (cons r A a l) p) a) )

( assoc_eq_2 : !! {n,r : id}{A : Type}{a : A}{l : hal}

{p : (occ n (cons r A a l))}

(?? (Not (EQ n r))) -> (?? (occ n l)) ->

(EQ (assoc n (cons r A a l) p) (assoc n l ?)) )

Given this specification we have the following executions:

( l = (cons a bool true (cons b nat 3 (cons c bool false nil))) )

( Verify (occ b l) )

verification succeeded
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( Red (tassoc b l ?) )

nat

( Red (assoc b l ?) )

( suc ( suc ( suc 0 ) ) )

Typical Ambiguity

We have already encountered existential metavariables, introduced and prefixed
by ?, that the OCC type checker tries to solve as soon and as far as possible. The
remaining constraints, if any, are posted back as goals to the user. As we shall see
later, the user can interact with the system to solve metavariables that cannot
be solved automatically. Another kind of metavariables, that we call universal
metavariables, introduced and prefixed by !, are never automatically solved by
the type checker, and can therefore be used to defer certain decisions, such as the
choice of universes in the following example.

( id = [X : !][x : X] x )

( id’ = [X : !][x : X] x )

( res = (id ? id’) : ?)

These definitions give rise to the following context

{ id = [ X : !2291 ][ x : X ] x }

{ id’ = [ X : !2302 ][ x : X ] x }

{ res = ( id ( { X : !2302 }{ x : X } X ) id’ )

: { X : !2302 }{ x : X } X }

in which we can evaluate terms, e.g.,

( Red res )

( [ X : !2302 ] [ x : X ] x )

Up to this point OCC has accumulated a number of constraints on metavariables
under which this context and the evaluation are well-typed. Usually, constraints
arising from typical ambiguity are kept and accumulated as goals. Eventually,
however, they should be completely solved by a choice of universes such as

(!2302 := Type2)

(!2291 := ?)
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yielding a context

{ id = [ X : Type3 ][ x : X ] x }

{ id’ = [ X : Type2 ][ x : X ] x }

{ res = ( id ( { X : Type2 }{ x : X } X ) id’ )

: { X : Type2 }{ x : X } X }

This last step can be automated and hence avoided by a check of satisfiability
for all the accumulated constraints (similar to [HP91, CAB+86, Hue87]), but
such a check, which would be specific for this particular application of universal
metavariables, has not been implemented in the present version of the OCC
prototype.

Typical ambiguity, i.e. leaving open the choice of the concrete universes, should
not be confused with universe polymorphism, which allows the implicit instantia-
tion of a single definition for different universe levels, and would allow us to use a
single definition of the identity function above.22 We consider universe polymor-
phism an important feature that should be added to OCC in the future. However,
in contrast to its view as a metalevel concept, like e.g. in [HP91], we believe that it
should have a semantic basis inside the type theory and it should not be confined
to definitions, because OCC favors equational specifications which are more pow-
erful than definitional extensions. Indeed, several difficulties with the notion of
universe polymorphism have motivated an extension of ECC [Cou02], which ex-
plictly supports universe expressions (denoting the level of predicative universes)
inside the theory. A related but more radical possibility is an extension of OCC
with universe types, which contain (only) universes as elements and hence provide
a new abstraction for collections of universes.23 In such a setting universe poly-
morphism would emerge a special case of implicit/explicit polymorphism inside
the type theory.

8.2.3 Executable Behavioral Specifications

It has been widely argued that reasoning about structure is usually not the appro-
priate level of abstraction to deal with today’s complex software systems which
are often designed as a collection of communicating objects. An early categori-
cal approach to object behavior [Rei95] proposes the use of final coalgebras as a
model for abstract objects as opposed to initial algebras, which are used to model

22In this context it might be interesting to point out that universe polymorphism is supported
by LEGO and COQ, although not in a fully satisfactory way as observed in [Pol01, Cou02],
because, for instance, the identity function cannot be applied to itself.

23It should, however, be noted that such a generalization is logically not unproblematic
in connection with impredicative universes as indicated by the similar idea of supertypes in
[Coq86].
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objects with a visible structure (see also the tutorial [JR97] for a good introduc-
tion to the subject). In a similar spirit, the program of hidden algebra initiated by
an earlier version of [GM00] advocates the idea of behavioral specifications as an
extension of algebraic specifications by so-called hidden sorts. As demonstrated
by many examples, e.g. in [JR97], both algebraic and coalgebraic methods are
attractive for mathematical modeling and reasoning. Typically, both methods
are used in an intertwined way, i.e., behavioral specifications involve ordinary
specifications and vice versa.

The following small example is a behavioral specification of flags. It uses the
previously introduced type bool. The example is taken from [GM00] which des-
ignates flag as hidden. In contrast to our previous examples, we do not use an
initial semantics for flag. Instead, the intended semantics of flag is the final
one, i.e. the model which identifies all objects of type flag that are not behav-
iorally distinguishable (see Section 8.2.7 for the formal notion of final algebra).
In behavioral specifications we can distinguish two kinds of functions: observers,
i.e. functions from a hidden type to a visible type, and modifiers, i.e. functions
from a hidden type (and possibly additional arguments) to itself. In the example,
flag is intended to be a hidden type, up? is the only observer, and down, up, and
rev are the modifiers.

( flag : Type )

( up? : flag -> bool )

( down : flag -> flag )

( up : flag -> flag )

( rev : flag -> flag )

( up1_as : !! {f : flag} (EQ (up? (up f)) true) )

( up2_as : !! {f : flag} (EQ (up? (down f)) false) )

( rev_as : !! {f : flag} (EQ (up? (rev f)) (not (up? f))) )

( Red (up? (rev (rev (rev (down f))))) )

true

We can see from this example that, thanks to the computational equations, it
is possible to compute with abstract objects without referring to their structure,
which is completely hidden at this level.
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Parameterized Behavioral Specifications

A slightly more involved example of a behavioral specification in OCC is the
following specification of infinite streams over an arbitrary parameter type. We
have a single observer head and a single modifier tail. For each choice of the
parameter the intended semantics is the final one, and more generally the cofree
semantics (see Section 8.2.7 for details).

( stream : Type -> Type )

( head : {T | Type} (stream T) -> T )

( tail : {T | Type} (stream T) -> (stream T) )

We furthermore specify equationally two functions odd and even on streams,
which generate the substreams of odd- and even-indexed elements, respectively.

( odd : {T | Type} (stream T) -> (stream T) )

( odd_eq_1 : !! {T : Type}{s : (stream T)}

(EQ (head (odd s)) (head s)) )

( odd_eq_2 : !! {T : Type}{s : (stream T)}

(EQ (tail (odd s)) (odd (tail (tail s)))) )

( even : {T | Type} (stream T) -> (stream T) )

( even_eq : !! {T : Type}{s : (stream T)}

(EQ (even s) (odd (tail s))) )

We also introduce a function merge which merges two streams and a function
ith which extracts an element at a given index from a stream.

( merge : {T | Type} (stream T) -> (stream T) -> (stream T) )

( merge_eq_1 : !! {T : Type}{s1,s2 : (stream T)}

(EQ (head (merge s1 s2)) (head s1)) )

( merge_eq_2 : !! {T : Type}{s1,s2 : (stream T)}

(EQ (tail (merge s1 s2)) (merge s2 (tail s1))) )

( ith : {T | Type} (stream T) -> nat -> T )
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( ith_eq_1 : !! {T : Type}{s : (stream T)}

(EQ (ith s 0) (head s)) )

( ith_eq_2 : !! {T : Type}{s : (stream T)}{i : nat}

(EQ (ith s (suc i)) (ith (tail s) i)) )

All these examples show how the same equational specification style that we
used for the definition of functions on inductive datatypes can be used to state
concise and readable specifications in the coinductive case. To demonstrate,
furthermore, the computation with stream objects, we introduce the stream of
all natural numbers, which again can be equationally specified.

( nats : nat -> (stream nat) )

( nats_eq_1 : !! {n : nat}

(EQ (head (nats n)) n) )

( nats_eq_2 : !! {n : nat}

(EQ (tail (nats n)) (nats (suc n))) )

( Red (ith (merge (odd (nats 0)) (even (nats 0))) 0) )

0

( Red (ith (merge (odd (nats 0)) (even (nats 0))) 1) )

( suc 0 )

( Red (ith (merge (odd (nats 0)) (even (nats 0))) 2) )

( suc ( suc 0 ) )

This example shows another benefit of behavioral specifications, namely that we
can represent and compute with potentially infinite objects. This is only possible,
because we abstract from their internal structure, and interact with such objects
via a finitary interface.

In summary, we can say that behavioral specifications provide us with a means
to deal with potentially infinite objects, but, on the other hand, one should
not consider this as the main purpose of behavioral specifications, which is to
introduce a level that is more abstract than the essentially syntactic level of
standard algebraic data types with their initial or free semantics.
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8.2.4 Representation of Object Languages

Higher-Order Abstract Syntax

Higher-order abstract syntax [PE88] has been proposed as a systematic approach
to represent the abstract syntax of languages with binding constructs in logical
frameworks such as LF [HHP87]. The main idea is to represent the binding con-
structs of the object language using binding constructs of the metalanguage, i.e.
to aim at a shallow embedding concerning this issue. In the case of type the-
ory such binding constructs are represented using λ-abstractions. In this case,
a major convenience of higher-order abstract syntax is that α-equality is inher-
ited from the metalanguage and substitution corresponds to β-reduction. In the
following we use terms of the untyped λ-calculus with a single constant an an
example. Using the original approach [PE88] a type of terms would be specified
as follows:

( term : Type )

( const : term )

( app : term -> term -> term )

( abs : (term -> term) -> term )

For instance, the untyped λ-terms λx.x and λx.λy.x would be represented as
(abs ([x : term] x)) and (abs ([x : term] (abs ([y : term] x)))), re-
spectively, in the context of this specification.

It is important to emphasize that we do not impose any constraints at this point.
In particular we cannot consider this specification as an inductive definition, be-
cause of the negative occurrence of term in the argument type of abs. A variant
of higher-order abstract syntax in which abs has a type (var -> term) -> term

for a type of names var has been has been proposed in [DH94, DFH95] (see also
[GM96b] for a similar approach) to address this problem, but this approach seems
to be less natural, since substitution does not correspond to β-reduction, a feature
which makes the original approach to higher-order abstract syntax computation-
ally very attractive.

Another well-known problem with the specification above is that the assumption
of a standard elimination principle would allows us to construct elements in term

that do not represent terms in the λ-calculus, and the same problem occurs with
the induction principle if we assume the axiom of unique choice [Hof99]. We feel
that this is a sign that the function space term -> term is too rich to provide a
faithful representation of λ-abstraction bodies.

In view of these difficulties it is not immediately clear how the idea of higher-order
abstract syntax could be fruitfully used under a classical set-theoretic semantics
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in a computationally useful way. Obviously the full set-theoretic function space
(term -> term), which is used as a domain of abs, contains functions that do
not represent the body of a lambda abstraction. An even more serious problem
with the above specification appears if we need β-equality for the represented λ-
terms. The addition of β-equality as an axiom would require abs to be injective,
which is clearly impossible under a classical set-theoretic semantics.

If we wish to maintain the computational benefits of higher-order abstract syntax,
a possible solution is to refine the above specification and to be precise about
what elements of term and term -> term are suitable representatives of terms
and abstraction bodies. To capture this information we specify two predicates
term? and body? as follows. The main idea behind the last axiom below is that
a function in term -> term represents a body if it is uniform in the sense that
it respects each conceivable (partial) congruence eq.

( term? : term -> Prop )

( body? : (term -> term) -> Prop )

( term?_ax_1 : ?? (term? const) )

( term?_ax_2 : ?? {M,N : term}

(term? M) -> (term? N) -> (term? (app M N)) )

( term?_ax_3 : ?? {B : term -> term}

(body? B) -> (term? (abs B)) )

( body?_ax : ?? {B : term -> term}

({X,Y : term}{eq : term -> term -> Prop}

(?? (eq const const)) ->

(?? {M,N,M’,N’ : term}

(eq M M’) -> (eq N N’) ->

(eq (app M N) (app M’ N’))) ->

(?? {B,B’ : term -> term}

({X,Y : term}(eq X Y) -> (eq (B X) (B’ Y))) ->

(eq (abs B) (abs B’))) ->

(?? (eq X Y)) -> (eq (B X) (B Y))) ->

(body? B) )

( Verify (term? (abs ([x : term] (abs ([y : term] x))))) )

verification succeeded

Notice that the condition ({X,Y : term}{eq : term -> term -> Prop} ...)

of the operational assertion body?_ax has a universal quantifier which opera-
tionally amounts to the generation of fresh variables X,Y, and eq, for which the
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condition ... is verified. Unfortunately, the current OCC prototype does not im-
plement operational axioms with universally quantified conditions, so that this
example cannot be actually executed as specified.

Initial models of this specification can be constructed, e.g. using an approach
similar to [GM96b] based on de Bruijn indices or using a model based on a CINNI
representation with α-equality (see Chapter 5 and the subsequent section).

To accommodate for the equational nature of the λ-calculus, the specification can
be extended by computational equations for β- and η-conversion as below.

( beta : !! {B : (term -> term)}{M : term}

(body? B) -> (term? M) ->

(EQ (app (abs B) M) (B M)) )

( Red (app (abs ([x : term] x)) (abs ([x : term] x))) )

( abs ( [ x : term ] x ) )

( eta : ?? {B : (term -> term)}{F : term}

(body? B) -> (term? F) ->

({P : term} (EQ (B P) (app F P))) -> (EQ (abs B) F) )

( Verify (EQ (abs ([y : term] (app const y))) const) )

verification succeeded

Alternatively, we could specify η-conversion using a computational equation rather
then using assertional equality:

( eta : !! {B : (term -> term)}{F : term}

(body? B) -> (term? F) ->

({P : term} (EQ (B P) (app F P))) -> (EQ (abs B) F) )

( Red (abs ([y : term] (app const y))) )

const

Notice that the conclusion (EQ (abs B) F) of eta has a variable F on the right
which does not appear on the left hand side of the conclusion. Operationally,
F has to be determined by the condition ({P : term} (EQ (B P) (app F P)))

via pattern matching, i.e. by reducing (B P) and matching against the pattern
(app F P). However, like universally quantified conditions, such matching con-
ditions are not supported in the current OCC prototype.

It is remarkable that in all these cases the use of conditional equations allows us to
avoid λ-abstractions or, more generally, variable binding constructs in patterns,
which was the problem originally addressed by combinatory reduction systems
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[Klo80] and higher-order rewrite systems [Nip91]. The patterns that we used
above on the left hand side of computational equations and for assertional equa-
tions are obviously not first-order, but constitute a simple form of higher-order
patterns without variable binding constructs. In fact, patterns involving variable
binding constructs are nearly useless in OCC, since structural equality does not
subsume α-equality. It seems that our rather modest approach to higher-order
rewriting, which clearly has a first-order flavor, constitutes an interesting alter-
native to the approaches mentioned above, although the exact relationship still
remains to be investigated.

First-Order Representations via CINNI

The equational flexibility of OCC opens a first-order alternative to the use of
higher-order abstract syntax, namely the use of a more concrete representation
based on explicit substitutions, e.g. in form of the CINNI calculus introduced in
Chapter 5. As an example we give an OCC specification of CINNIλ, i.e. CINNI
instantiated for the untyped λ-calculus.

( trm : Type )

( var : id -> nat -> trm )

( app : trm -> trm -> trm )

( lam : id -> trm -> trm )

( Subst : Type )

( subst : id -> trm -> Subst )

( shift : id -> Subst )

( lift : id -> Subst -> Subst )

( apply : Subst -> trm -> trm )

Recall that CINNIλ has three groups of syntax-independent equations, namely
those for the explicit substitution operators subst, shift, and lift, and in
addition the group of syntax-specific equations:

( FVar : !! {X : id}{M : trm}

(EQ (apply (subst X M) (var X 0)) M) )

( RVarEq : !! {X : id}{M : trm}{m : nat}

(EQ (apply (subst X M) (var X (suc m))) (var X m)) )
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( RVarNeq : !! {X,Y : id}{M : trm}{n : nat} (Not (EQ X Y)) ->

(EQ (apply (subst X M) (var Y n)) (var Y n)) )

( VarShiftEq : !! {X : id}{m : nat}

(EQ (apply (shift X) (var X m)) (var X (suc m))) )

( VarShiftNEq : !! {X,Y : id}{M : trm}{n : nat} (Not (EQ X Y)) ->

(EQ (apply (shift X) (var Y n)) (var Y (suc n))) )

( FVarLift : !! {S : Subst}{X : id}

(EQ (apply (lift X S) (var X 0))

(var X 0)) )

( RVarLiftEq : !! {S : Subst}{X : id}{m : nat}

(EQ (apply (lift X S) (var X (suc m)))

(apply (shift X) (apply S (var X m)))) )

( RVarLiftNEq : !! {S : Subst}{X,Y : id}{m : nat}(Not (EQ X Y)) ->

(EQ (apply (lift X S) (var Y m))

(apply (shift X) (apply S (var Y m)))) )

( App : !! {S : Subst}{M,N : trm}

(EQ (apply S (app M N)) (app (apply S M) (apply S N))) )

( Lam : !! {S : Subst}{X : id}{M : trm}

(EQ (apply S (lam X M)) (lam X (apply (lift X S) M))) )

To this specification we could add computational β- and η-equations as follows.
Again, note that universally quantified conditions, as used in eta below, are not
supported in the current OCC prototype.

( beta : !! {M,N : trm}{X : id}

(EQ (app (lam X M) N) (apply (subst X N) M)) )

( Red (app (lam a (var a 0)) (lam a (var a 0))) )

( lam a ( var a 0 ) )

( eta : !! {N,M : term}{X : id}

({P : term} (EQ (apply (subst X P) M) (app N P))) ->

(EQ (lam X M) N) )

( Red (lam a (app b (var a 0))) )

b

The advantage of using a first-order representation rather than the original ap-
proach to higher-order abstract syntax [HHP87, PE88] is that it is independent of
any assumptions about the semantics of function types, i.e., it is compatible with
constructive as well as with classical models. Differently from the higher-order
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abstract syntax approach and the variation presented in the previous section, we
have access to variable names, since this information is explicitly represented in
CINNI, provided that we do not add an equation for α-equality, which is another
possibility (cf. Chapter 5).

Although we have chosen the λ-calculus as an object language for our examples,
recall that the CINNI approach is of similar generality as the higher-abstract syn-
tax approach. For instance, the representation of other programming languages,
type theories and logics such as the ς-calculus or π-calculus can be done as ex-
plained in Chapter 5, and pure type systems (and corresponding higher-order
logics) can be represented as discussed in Chapter 6. The relevant capability of
OCC to represent rewriting specifications will be demonstrated in Section 8.2.8.

Beyond the representation of object languages, OCC offers a higher-order logic
framework for formal proofs about represented programs/systems, so that OCC
can play the same role as CIC in our representation of UNITY (cf. Chapter 4
and Section 8.3.5).

8.2.5 Elimination and Coelimination Principles

Elimination principles are a general scheme to construct functions from inductive
types to other types and in case of types without equations they can be generated
from the inductive definition, i.e. from the inductive type and its constructors, in a
systematic way, e.g. using the approaches of LEGO or COQ described in [CPM90]
and [Luo94], respectively. OCC does not have built-in inductive types with fixed
elimination principles. Instead, in OCC such principles are user-definable and
hence do not have to obey fixed schemes. This is made possible by the openness
of the computational system, a feature that we cannot find in type theories such
as UTT24 or CIC.

We have seen that in OCC functions on datatypes can be defined equationally in
a quite natural way. This style of function definition has the advantage of exten-
sibility, i.e. extending the data type with new elements just requires the addition
of equations for these. For instance, the following definition of a polymorphic
function if does not constrain the datatype bool to two elements, although it
implies that true and false can be distinguished, since we can use if to perform
a case analysis.

24It is interesting that the LEGO implementation supports the ad hoc introduction of (un-
conditional) computation rules by the user (at the top level), but these rules are unconditional
and not expressed in the logic of the type theory as it is the case in OCC. Although these rules
are intended to specify the computational behavior of elimination operators (that are automat-
ically generated by inductive definitions), the value of this flexibility in the hands of the user
can be observed in [Pol01], where LEGO is used as a programming language and such rules are
directly used to define functions via pattern matching.
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( if : {T | Type} bool -> T -> T -> T )

( if_eq_1 : !! {T : Type}{x,y : T} (EQ (if true x y) x) )

( if_eq_2 : !! {T : Type}{x,y : T} (EQ (if false x y) y) )

The equational specification style of OCC also has the advantage that definitions
of functions are easy to understand and can often be done by pattern matching
modulo equational theories. On the the hand, the flexibility of equational defini-
tions has also certain drawbacks, such as the possibility of ill-formed definitions,
which could be either inconsistent or incomplete w.r.t. the given constructors or
operationally ill-behaved, e.g. due to nonconfluence or nontermination.

These drawbacks can be avoided by giving up the flexibility of equational defini-
tions and instead defining functions according to schemes that are known to be
consistent, complete and operationally well-behaved. A particular common form
of such a scheme is (higher-order) primitive recursion, which can be formulated
in OCC as shown by the following example of a polymorphic primitive recursion
operator for nat.

( nat_rec : {T | Type}

T ->

( nat -> T -> T ) ->

nat -> T )

( nat_rec_eq_1 : !! {T : Type}{z : T}{f : nat -> T -> T}

(EQ (nat_rec z f 0) z) )

( nat_rec_eq_2 : !! {T : Type}{z : T}{f : nat -> T -> T}{n : nat}

(EQ (nat_rec z f (suc n)) (f n (nat_rec z f n))) )

( nat_iter = [T | Type][z : T][f : T -> T]

(nat_rec z ([_ : nat] f)) )

( nat_plus = [m,n : nat]

(nat_iter n suc m) )

( nat_times = [m,n : nat]

(nat_iter 0 (nat_plus n) m) : nat -> nat -> nat )

( nat_fact = [m : nat]

( nat_rec 1 ( [ n : nat ][ nat_factn : nat ]

( nat_times (suc n) nat_factn ) ) m) )

( Red (nat_fact 3) )

( suc ( suc ( suc ( suc ( suc ( suc 0 ) ) ) ) ) )
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The simple primitive recursion principle nat_rec, which subsumes the iteration
principle nat_iter as a special case, is sufficient to define (higher-order) primitive
recursive functions from nat into a uniform domain T, but in a theory with
dependent types we wish to be able to define dependent functions, where the
domain depends on the actual argument, which is an element of nat in this case.
Hence, there is a more general dependent recursion principle nat_elim, also called
elimination principle, from which nat_rec, that we also call simple elimination
principle, is obtained as a special case:

( nat_elim : {T | nat -> Type}

(T 0) ->

({n : nat}(T n) -> (T (suc n))) ->

{z : nat} (T z) )

( nat_elim_eq_1 : !! {T : nat -> Type}

{z : (T 0)}{f : {n : nat}(T n) -> (T (suc n))}

(EQ (nat_elim z f 0) z) )

( nat_elim_eq_2 : !! {T : nat -> Type}

{z : (T 0)}{f : {n : nat}(T n) -> (T (suc n))}{n : nat}

(EQ (nat_elim z f (suc n)) (f n (nat_elim z f n))) )

( nat_rec = [T | Type] (nat_elim | ([_ : nat] T))

: {T | Type} T -> (nat -> T -> T) -> nat -> T )

We will show in Section 8.2.7 that the elimination principle is a consequence of our
initiality constraint for the specification of nat. It expresses that nat is generated
by its constructors and that, due to the lack of equations, no identifications are
imposed between elements of nat. The first condition is reflected in the fact that
nat_elim has one argument for each constructor, and the second condition is
reflected in the specified equations for nat_elim, which allows us to distinguish
occurrences of these two constructors. In other words, adding the elimination
principle closes up the corresponding data type and its associated equality (which
is the trivial syntactic equality in the case of nat).

In the case of bool, the elimination principle, that we also call enumeration
principle in the case of enumeration types like this, is the one given below, and
the simple enumeration principle is given by the function if which now arises as
a special case.
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( bool_elim : {T | bool -> Type}

(T true) ->

(T false) ->

{b : bool} (T b) )

( bool_elim_ax_true : !! {T : bool -> Type}

{t : (T true)}{f : (T false)}

(EQ (bool_elim t f true) t) )

( bool_elim_ax_false : !! {T : bool -> Type}

{t : (T true)}{f : (T false)}

(EQ (bool_elim t f false) f) )

( if = [T | Type][x,y : T] (bool_elim | ([_ : bool] T) x y) )

We conclude this section with the standard elimination principle for the param-
eterized disjoint union type sum, i.e. dependent case analysis, which is used to
define decide for simple case analysis, a function that will be used later.

( sum_elim : {U,V | Type}{T | (sum U V) -> Type}

({u : U} (T (left u))) ->

({v : V} (T (right v))) ->

({s : (sum U V)} (T s)) )

( sum_left : !! {U,V : Type}{T : (sum U V) -> Type}

{f : {u : U} (T (left u))}{g : {v : V} (T (right v))}{u : U}

(EQ (sum_elim f g (left u)) (f u)) )

( sum_right : !! {U,V : Type}{T : (sum U V) -> Type}

{f : {u : U} (T (left u))}{g : {v : V} (T (right v))}{v : V}

(EQ (sum_elim f g (right v)) (g v)) )

( decide = [U,V | Type][T | Type]

[f : U -> T][g : V -> T][s : (sum U V)]

(sum_elim | U | V | ([_ : (sum U V)] T) f g s) )

The cartesian product type prod specified earlier has the remarkable property
that it is completely characterized by its projections fst and snd, which act as
elimination operators. Hence, although an elimination principle according the
the general scheme could be given, it is not needed in this case.

Another data type that we have defined before is the type of finite multisets
over natural numbers with constructors fms_empty, fms_single and fms_union.
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Differently from the previous examples, we are concerned with an equationally
defined data type. This is reflected in the elimination principle given below by
the additional assumption that the function to be used for elimination preserves
the equational properties.

( fms_nat_elim : {T | fms_nat -> Type}

{ empty :

(T fms_empty) }

{ single :

({x : nat} (T (fms_single x))) }

{ union : ({m,m’ | fms_nat}

(T m) -> (T m’) -> (T (fms_union m m’))) }

{ comm : {m,m’ : fms_nat}{t : (T m)}{t’ : (T m’)}

(EQ (union t t’) (union t’ t)) }

{ assoc : {m,m’,m’’ : fms_nat}

{t : (T m)}{t’ : (T m’)}{t’’ : (T m’’)}

(EQ (union t (union t’ t’’)) (union (union t t’) t’’)) }

{ id : {m : fms_nat}{t : (T m)}

(EQ (union t empty) t) }

{ m : fms_nat } (T m) )

In addition we have the obvious computational equation for each constructor.
Here we only give the equation for the recursive case, which makes again use of
a nonemptiness predicate:

( fms_is_empty : fms_nat -> Prop )

( fms_not_is_empty_as : ?? {m : fms_nat}{n : nat}

(Not (fms_is_empty (fms_union m (fms_single n)))) )

( fms_nat_elim_eq_3 : !! {T | fms_nat -> Type}

{ empty :

(T fms_empty) }

{ single :

({x : nat} (T (fms_single x))) }

{ union : ({m,m’ | fms_nat}

(T m) -> (T m’) -> (T (fms_union m m’))) }

{ comm : {m,m’ : fms_nat}{t : (T m)}{t’ : (T m’)}

(EQ (union t t’) (union t’ t)) }

{ assoc : {m,m’,m’’ : fms_nat}

{t : (T m)}{t’ : (T m’)}{t’’ : (T m’’)}

(EQ (union t (union t’ t’’)) (union (union t t’) t’’)) }
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{ id : {m : fms_nat}{t : (T m)}

(EQ (union t empty) t) }

{ m,m’ : fms_nat }

(Not (fms_is_empty m)) -> (Not (fms_is_empty m’)) ->

(EQ (fms_nat_elim empty single union comm assoc id

(fms_union m m’))

(union

(fms_nat_elim empty single union comm assoc id m)

(fms_nat_elim empty single union comm assoc id m’))) )

It is straightforward to give corresponding parameterized elimination principles
for a parameterized datatype of finite multisets by replacing nat by an arbitrary
type parameter. Also, corresponding elimination principles for lists and finite
sets can be given along the same lines.

As pointed out before we do not require elimination principles to follow fixed
schemes. Instead they may be justified externally, e.g. be imported from other
theorem provers or simply be justified by conventional mathematical means. A
good example is the following elimination principle for our representation of the
syntax of untyped λ-calculus (i.e. omitting β- and η-equality) based on CINNI
given in Section 8.2.4. It can be justified by the metatheory of CINNI developed
in Chapter 5, namely the strong normalization result, which ensures that substi-
tutions can always be eliminated. For the sake of brevity we have omitted the
obvious computational equations here.

( trm_elim : {T : trm -> Prop}

({X : id}{n : nat} (T (var X n))) ->

({M,N : trm} (T M) -> (T N) -> (T (app M N))) ->

({X : id}{M : trm}(T M) -> (T (lam X M))) ->

{M : trm} (T M) )

In general, elimination principles are used to define functions from an inductive
type into some other domain. Dually, coelimination principles should allow us to
define functions from some domain into a coinductive type. A simple example of
a coelimination principle is the following coiteration principle for our behavioral
specification of streams.

( stream_coiter : {X | Type}{T | Type}

{f : T -> X}{g : T -> T}

T -> (stream X) )
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( stream_coiter_eq_1 : !! {X : Type}{T : Type}

{f : T -> X}{g : T -> T}{t : T}

(EQ (head (stream_coiter | X | T f g t)) (f t)) )

( stream_coiter_eq_2 : !! {X : Type}{T : Type}

{f : T -> X}{g : T -> T}{t : T}

(EQ (tail (stream_coiter | X | T f g t))

(stream_coiter | X | T f g (g t))) )

As shown below, it can be used to define the functions odd, even and merge that
we specified in Section 8.2.3.

( odd = [T | Type]

(stream_coiter | T | (stream T)

([s : (stream T)](head s))

([s : (stream T)](tail (tail s)))) )

( even = [T : Type][s : (stream T)] (odd (tail s)) )

( merge = [T : Type]

(stream_coiter | T | (prod (stream T) (stream T))

([s1s2 : (prod (stream T) (stream T))]

(head (fst s1s2)))

([s1s2 : (prod (stream T) (stream T))]

(pair (snd s1s2) (tail (fst s1s2))))) )

The style of specifying coinductive datatypes that we employ here (and in Sec-
tion 8.2.3) is inspired by the behavioral (i.e. hidden algebra) specifications of
[GM00] and by the categorical approach to coalgebra and coinduction [JR97].
Both approaches use observer functions (the dual of constructor functions) to
define the equality associated with a coinductive type. The approach adopted
in COQ, which follows [Gim94] (continuing the approach of [Coq93]) has a no-
tion of coinductive types without imposed equations, similar to the notions of
inductive types [Luo94, PM93] without equations that is used in type theories
such as UTT and CIC. Although, in such type theories suitable equivalence rela-
tions could replace a coarser equality, we feel that the OCC approach to directly
support equationally defined datatypes is more natural and leads to better com-
putational properties, and hence to a higher degree of automation in theorem
proving.

An approach that is similar to inductive datatypes with equations are quotients
of inductive datatypes as they can be constructed in Nuprl [CAB+86]. Quo-
tient types would require us to define inductive types in three stages. First we
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would define an inductive type without equations, then we would define a suitable
equivalence, and finally we would take the quotient. OCC follows the membership
equational logic approach, where constructors, equality and other predicates and
functions can be specified simultaneously with possible interdependencies. Al-
though OCC does not have built-in quotient types, we think that quotient types
are very useful to support conservative constructions and to relate different levels
of abstractions. A possible approach to an internal notion of quotient types for
OCC could be based on setoids or better on categories, an issue that we touch
upon in the following section.

8.2.6 Higher-Order Logic and Equality

In the following we use the universal-implicative fragment of higher-order logic,
which is naturally provided by the propositions-as-types interpretation of the
impredicative universe Prop, to introduce further logical constants and operators.
For each logical operator we have the usual introduction and elimination operators
that are known from natural deduction presentations. In fact, the operators can
be seen as constructors of natural deduction proofs. Our axiomatization provides
the same introduction and elimination principles as LEGO and COQ, but in
contrast to these systems we do not impose any equational properties on proofs
at this stage, i.e. we keep proofs as informative as possible.

( True : Prop )

( True_intro : ?? True )

( False : Prop )

( False_elim : False -> ( {A : Prop} A ) )

( Implies : Prop -> Prop -> Prop )

( Implies_intro : {A,B : Prop} (A -> B) -> (Implies A B) )

( Implies_elim : {A,B : Prop} (Implies A B) -> A -> B )

( And : Prop -> Prop -> Prop )

( And_intro : ?? {A,B : Prop} A -> B -> (And A B) )

( And_elim_l : {A,B : Prop} (And A B) -> A )

( And_elim_r : {A,B : Prop} (And A B) -> B )

( Or : Prop -> Prop -> Prop )

( Or_intro_l : ?? {A,B : Prop} A -> (Or A B) )

( Or_intro_r : ?? {A,B : Prop} B -> (Or A B) )

( Or_elim : {A,B,C : Prop} (Or A B) -> (A -> C) -> (B -> C) -> C)
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( Iff : Prop -> Prop -> Prop )

( Iff_intro : {A,B : Prop} (A -> B) -> (B -> A) -> (Iff A B) )

( Iff_elim_lr : {A,B : Prop} (Iff A B) -> (A -> B) )

( Iff_elim_rl : {A,B : Prop} (Iff A B) -> (B -> A) )

( Not : Prop -> Prop )

( Not_intro : {A : Prop}(A -> False) -> (Not A) )

( Not_elim : {A : Prop}(Not A) -> A -> False )

( All : {T : Type} (T -> Prop) -> Prop )

( All_intro : {T : Type}{P : (T -> Prop)}

({x : T} (P x)) -> (All T P) )

( All_elim : {T : Type}{P : (T -> Prop)}

(All ? P) -> {x : T} (P x) )

( Ex : {T : Type} (T -> Prop) -> Prop )

( Ex_intro : {T : Type}{x : T}{P : (T -> Prop)}

(P x) -> (Ex T P) )

( Ex_elim : {T : Type}{P : (T -> Prop)}

(Ex ? P) -> {A : Prop} ( { x : T } (P x) -> A ) -> A )

Axioms which have a natural computational interpretation, namely True_intro,
And_intro, Or_intro_l, and Or_intro_r, are designated as operational by means
of ??.

Leibnitz Equality and Functional Extensionality

A general way to introduce equality in an impredicative higher-order logic is
to define it as Leibnitz equality. This is for instance the approach adopted in
LEGO and COQ. In OCC, equality is a built-in notion that can be enforced to
be equivalent to Leibnitz equality by adding the axioms below. It is easy to see
that these axioms are justified by the OCC semantics given in Section 8.1.2.

( eq_imp_leq : {U : Type}{x,y : U}

(EQ x y) -> {P : U -> Prop}(P x) -> (P y) )

( leq_imp_eq : {U : Type}{x,y : U}

({P : U -> Prop}(P x) -> (P y)) -> (EQ x y) )

OCC does not have built-in η-rules or more general extensionality rules for equal-
ity of functions. Similar to [Luo94] we adopt the view that extensionality in the
form of η-reduction rules should not be regarded as a computational equality.
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Instead, we propose to add extensionality as assertional equality, which does not
favor any direction of computation. This addition can be done selectively, i.e.
only for functions between certain types. For instance, extensionality can be
specified with operational assertions such as the following.

( extensionality : ?? {S : Type}{T : S -> Type}{f,g : {x : S} (T x)}

({x : S} (EQ (f x) (g x))) -> (EQ f g) )

( Verify (EQ suc ([m : nat] (suc m))) )

verification succeeded

This example is, however, not executable in the current OCC prototype, because
it requires operational support for universally quantified conditions and a relaxed
variable restriction that allows the instantiation of variables using type inference.

Classical Logic, Logical Extensionality and Proof Irrelevance

The internal intuitionistic higher-order logic of OCC can be tailored to our needs
using any combination of the following axioms, the classical law of the excluded
middle, logical extensionality, and proof irrelevance. Recall that we have assumed
all these axioms in the CIC development of Chapter 4, but by no means we
presuppose them for all developments.

( classic : {P : Prop}(Or P (Not P)) )

( log_extensionality : {P,Q : Prop}(Iff P Q) -> (EQ P Q) )

( proof_irrelevance : {P : Prop}{p,q : P}(EQ p q) )

Weak and Strong Subset Types

In higher-order logics sets are usually represented using characteristic predicates.
To be able to talk about arbitrary sets rather than about sets over a fixed type
we can represent a set as a type together with its characteristic predicate. This
is done in the following specification which introduces the type (subset T P) to
represent sets with the characteristic predicate P over T and a constructor inj for
set elements. From such elements we can extract the actual element using elem

and using prf a witness that the predicate holds for this element.

( subset : {T : Type}(T -> Prop) -> Type )

( inj : {T | Type}{P | T -> Prop}{x : T}(P x) -> (subset T P) )
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( elem : {T | Type}{P | T -> Prop}(subset T P) -> T )

( prf : {T | Type}{P | T -> Prop}{x : (subset T P)} (P (elem x)) )

( elem_eq : !! {T : Type}{P : T -> Prop}{e : T}{p : (P e)}

(EQ (elem (inj e p)) e) )

Although we can extract the raw element used to construct the set element using
elem, we have not specified that the witness provided by prf is related to the
witness used for introducing the set. In order to identify set elements with possi-
bly different witnesses, i.e. to abstract from the concrete witness, we impose the
equational axiom

( abstract_prf : ?? {T : Type}{P : T -> Prop}

{x,x’ : T}{p,p’ : (P x)}

(?? (EQ x x’)) -> (EQ (inj x p) (inj x’ p’)) )

Notice how we use assertional equality to make this axiom well-typed. Also, the
axiom itself has the operational status of an assertional equality, since there is
no reason to equip it with an orientation needed for computational equality.

In this way we have specified a weak form of sets, sometimes also called weak
Σ-types, which is similar to the one used in Nuprl [CAB+86] and in the extension
of Martin-Löf’s type theory described in [PSN90].

Of course, instead of adopting the previous axiom we can enforce extractability
and hence preservation of the witness using the following equation, which leads
to a strong form of sets.

( prf_eq : !! {T : Type}{P : T -> Prop}{e : T}{p : (P e)}

(EQ (prf (inj e p)) p) )

It is also instructive to compare subset types (subset T P) and existential types
(Ex T P). The latter do not even allow us to extract the actual element, but
according to the elimination principle we can assume the existence of a witness
to construct an element of propositional type, i.e. a proof. Since the concrete
structure of the witness is hidden, existential types are a common means to
formalize the concept of abstract data types [MP85], where the concrete type is
hidden but its abstract properties are visible.

In summary, the user-definable computational equations in OCC allow us to spec-
ify types with abstract inhabitants, i.e. elements with partially hidden structure.
Depending on the strength of the elimination principles various degrees of hiding
are possible.
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Since we are concerned with a representation of sets in this section, it is worth
pointing out that a more general approach is to add an equivalence relation on
set elements to the representation. Such structures, sometimes called setoids,
can be specified in a similar way. The setoid approach can be further generalized
to categories (when the equivalences are replaced by morphisms), which also
have a natural representation in OCC. Different from the examples above, the
components of such concrete mathematical structures should be fully accessible,
and hence are examples of strong Σ-types, which provide a general representation
of algebras in type theories. Examples of algebras and categories specified in this
style will be given in Section 8.2.7.

An Altervative Approach To Classical Logic

An alternative and quite different approach of embedding classical logic into OCC
is to adopt the core idea of the HOL/Nuprl connection, that we reviewed and
discussed in Chapter 7, namely to establish a correspondence between proposi-
tions and booleans. In fact, different from the pragmatics of CIC (as suggested
by the libraries of COQ), Nuprl and OCC (as well as GCC and ECC) use only
predicative universes to host data types.

In fact, we can roughly think of the universes Typei as a monomorphic, boiled-
down version of Martin-Löf’s type theory with only universes and dependent
types (cf. [PSN90, Luo94]). Similar to the use of Martin-Löf’s logical framework
[PSN90], we can express all other types of Martin-Löf’s monomorphic type theory.
In addition, OCC also allows us to specify operational behavior, e.g. computation
rules, in a very flexible way, a possibility that is beyond Martin-Löf’s logical
framework.

Subsequently, we transfer the approach adopted in the HOL/Nuprl connection
and described in Chapter 7 from Nuprl to OCC. First we introduce casting func-
tions between propositions and booleans. The functions from bool to Prop can
be given immediately. The opposite direction relies on the strong law of the
excluded middle, that we denoted by inhabited as in Chapter 7.

( bool_to_prop = [b : bool]

(if b True False) )

( inhabited : {P : Prop} (sum P (Not P)) )

( prop_to_bool = [P : Prop]

(decide ([x : P] true) ([x : (Not P)] false) (inhabited P)) )

( not = [x : bool] (if x true false) )

( and = [x,y : bool] (if x y false) )
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( or = [x,y : bool] (if x true y) )

( all = [T | Type][P : T -> bool]

(prop_to_bool (All ? [x : T] (bool_to_prop (P x)))) )

( ex = [T | Type][P : T -> bool]

(prop_to_bool (Ex ? [x : T] (bool_to_prop (P x)))) )

Notice that, unlike in Nuprl, we can selectively address propositions, since they
reside in the subuniverse Prop. In fact, we have restricted inhabited to propo-
sitions above, but we need the following stronger version for types below, if we
want to introduce Hilbert’s ε-operator as in Chapter 7. In our strongly typed
setting of OCC its definition requires a notion of nonempty type, which comes
with the axiom arb that allows us to pick an unspecified element from such a
type, and therefore corresponds to the arb operator in Chapter 7.

( inhabited : {T : Type} (sum T (T -> False)) )

( non_empty : Type -> Prop )

( arb : {T : Type}{p | (non_empty T)} T )

Now the ε-operator can be defined in a ways similar to the Nuprl definition
from Chapter 7, the only difference being that, since in OCC definitions must be
strongly typed, we have to make the nonemptiness of T explicit in the definition.

( epsilon = [T | Type][p | (?? (non_empty T))][P : T -> bool]

(decide

([x : (subset T ([x : T] (bool_to_prop (P x))))]

(elem x))

([x : (subset T ([x : T] (bool_to_prop (P x)))) -> False]

(arb T))

(inhabited (subset T ([x : T] (bool_to_prop (P x)))))) )

Again, this is a nice example of how a witness of the nonemptiness assumption
is passed to the arb function as an implicit argument without interaction by the
user. In fact, if we use this approach to embed HOL into OCC (in the spirit
of the approach described in Chapter 7), nonemptiness subgoals can be solved
automatically thanks to the operational semantics of OCC. Another advantage of
this approach to classical logic in OCC is that it does not require impredicativity
of Prop so that it can be used in purely predicative instances of OCC. For practical
purposes, the above construction would be replaced by an abstract axiomization
of the classical logic, e.g. as in [NSM01], because the justification in terms of the
law of the excluded middle is irrelevant for its use.
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Last but not least, we would like to point out a possibility that is offered by
OCC thanks to the admission of universes that are neither predicative nor im-
predicative, but allow the same classical interpretation as impredicative universes.
Assume that we have not used Prop but like in Nuprl a standard predicative hier-
arachy of universes Typei to introduce a classical logic exactly as above. Assume
furthermore that we replace the type bool : TYPE_0 by a new bottom universe
Prop : Type0, a universe that is neither predicative nor impredicative, but has
rules (Prop, Prop, Type0) ∈ R and (Typei, Prop, Typei) ∈ R for all i ∈ N and is
according to the cumulative hierarchy included in Type0. In other words, Prop
allows the formation of dependent function types, but is not closed under this
construction. We would still use casting functions from Typei to Prop (corre-
sponding to prop_to_bool above), but we can omit the casting function from
Prop to Type (corresponding to bool_to_prop above), because it just becomes
the identity. An additional advantage is that we now have a classical proposi-
tional universe Prop (instead of just a classical type bool), so that OCC can
be used almost as if Prop was an impredicative universe. This is quite conve-
nient, because this allows us to maintain the identification of propositions with
(a subset of) types, which is for instance exploited in the representation of math-
ematical structures as objects (see next Section) or in the uniform formulation of
elimination and induction principles in the style of the ECC and CIC.

8.2.7 Algebras and Categories

Algebras

We have already seen how datatypes have natural equational specifications which
can be expressed in OCC. The class of algebras which are monoids, for instance,
is given by the following specification under the loose semantics, i.e. without any
constraints.

( car : Type )

( id : car )

( op : car -> car -> car )

( right_id : {x : car} (EQ (op x id) x) )

( left_id : {x : car} (EQ (op id x) x) )

( assoc : {x,y,z : car} (EQ (op (op x y) z) (op x (op y z))) )

Thanks to the availability of universes and dependent types we can go one
step further and use strong Σ-types to represent algebras as objects. The im-
portance of strong Σ-types for abstract specifications has been pointed out in
[Luo91, Luo94], which is why they have been incorporated into ECC as a ma-
jor feature. Similar applications of dependent types, namely the representa-
tion of modules for programming in the large, have been investigated earlier
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[LB88, Mac86], especially in the context of the functional programming languages
Pebble and ML. In CIC strong Σ-types are not a primitive notion, but they are
subsumed by inductive types,25 and similarly in OCC strong Σ-types can be spec-
ified equationally as in the following example, which introduces a type of monoids
together with its projections. Using the propositions-as-types interpretation, we
can express that a monoid contains not only the standard components, namely
the carrier set car, the identity id, and the monoidal operation id, but also
corresponding proofs of all monoid axioms.

( Monoid : Type )

( monoid :

{car : Type}

{id : car}

{op : car -> car -> car}

{right_id : {x : car} (EQ (op x id) x)}

{left_id : {x : car} (EQ (op id x) x)}

{assoc : {x,y,z : car} (EQ (op (op x y) z) (op x (op y z)))}

Monoid )

In a systematic way we can specify a projection for each component of a monoid.
Observe that the type of a projection can depend on projections introduced ear-
lier, so that introducing the computational equation for a projection, requires
type checking the application of this projection, which involves computational
equations of the projections it depends on.

( .car : Monoid -> Type )

( .id : {M : Monoid}

(.car M) )

( .op : {M : Monoid}

(.car M) -> (.car M) -> (.car M) )

( .right_id : {M : Monoid}{x : (.car M)}

(EQ (.op M x (.id M)) x) )

( .left_id : {M : Monoid}{x : (.car M)}

(EQ (.op M (.id M) x) x) )

( .assoc : {M : Monoid}{x,y,z : (.car M)}

(EQ (.op M (.op M x y) z) (.op M x (.op M y z))) )

( .car_eq : !! {car : Type}{id : car}{op : car -> car -> car}

25A subtle difference is that Σ-types as a primitive concept enjoy universe subtyping in ECC,
whereas the (monomorphic) representation inside the type theory as an inductive type does
not.
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{right_id : {x : car} (EQ (op x id) x)}

{left_id : {x : car} (EQ (op id x) x)}

{assoc : {x,y,z : car} (EQ (op (op x y) z) (op x (op y z)))}

(EQ (.car (monoid car id op right_id left_id assoc)) car) )

( .id_eq : !! {car : Type}{id : car}{op : car -> car -> car}

{right_id : {x : car} (EQ (op x id) x)}

{left_id : {x : car} (EQ (op id x) x)}

{assoc : {x,y,z : car} (EQ (op (op x y) z) (op x (op y z)))}

(EQ (.id (monoid car id op right_id left_id assoc)) id) )

...

A particular example of a monoid is the monoid of natural numbers, a fact that
can be verified by type checking only.

( nat_monoid = (monoid nat 0 nat_plus

nat_plus_eq_1 nat_plus_eq_1 nat_plus_assoc) : Monoid )

all goals solved

Categories

The logic introduced above is a higher-order logic over the type theory of OCC.
Dependent types and universes seem to be provide a minimal basis for an ade-
quate formalization of abstract mathematical concepts such as those studied in
universal algebra and category theory. The following specification gives a flavor
of how categories and important concepts such as initiality and finality, and the
more general concepts of freeness and cofreeness, can be specified in the strongly
typed language of OCC. The same representation of categories is used in the
quite comprehensive formalization of constructive category theory [HS98], which
has been carried out in COQ. We especially show in this section how the features
of OCC, which go beyond type theories such as CIC and UTT, are essential to
formalize the concepts mentioned above, and we also show how these features
allow us to specify categories with additional algebraic structure, such as the
enriched transition categories that appear in the semantics of rewriting logic.

The following is a specification of arbitrary categories under the loose semantics.

( Obj : Type )

( Mor : Obj -> Obj -> Type )

( id : {A | Obj} (Mor A A) )

( comp : {A,B,C | Obj}(Mor B C) -> (Mor A B) -> (Mor A C) )
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( left_id : {A,B : Obj}{f : (Mor A B)}

(EQ (comp id f) f) )

( right_id : {A,B : Obj}{f : (Mor A B)}

(EQ (comp f id) f) )

( assoc : {A,B,C,D : Obj}

{f : (Mor A B)}{g : (Mor B C)}{h : (Mor C D)}

(EQ (comp h (comp g f) ) (comp (comp h g) f)) )

Among many other useful categorical concepts we can define initial and final
objects using the embedded logic of OCC:

( initial = [I : Obj] {X : Obj}

(And (Ex ? ([h : (Mor I X)] True))

({f,g : (Mor I X)}(EQ f g))) : Obj -> Prop )

( final = [F : Obj] {X : Obj}

(And (Ex ? ([h : (Mor X F)] True))

({f,g : (Mor X F)}(EQ f g))) : Obj -> Prop )

Since categories are algebras, we can again use strong Σ-types to specify a type of
all (small) categories, which can be further used to specified the (larger) category
of all (small) categories, and so on.

A formal notion of categories in OCC can be of interest for various reasons, of
which we would like to mention especially the following two:

1. One application is the internalization the fundamental concepts of initiality
and finality and, more generally, freeness and cofreeness, which provide us
with a uniform notion of inductive and coinductive data types inside the
type theory, rather than having these notions as external concepts. In the
next subsection we illustrate this possibility by means of data types that
have been introduced in a more ad hoc way before.

2. Another quite different application of categories is the use of enriched tran-
sition categories as a semantic model for concurrent systems as suggested
by the categorical semantics of rewriting logic (cf. Chapter 2). Our treat-
ment of Petri nets in Chapter 3 is a very natural example in this spirit that
we will further discuss in a subsequent subsection on enriched categories.
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Initial and Final Algebras

In previous examples we have informally used initiality and finality constraints to
express that we are not interested in all models satisfying a given OCC specifica-
tion, but only in a very particular ones, which are unique up to isomorphism. As
an expressive higher-order logic, OCC allows us to make explicit such constraints
in the logic itself. We will briefly illustrate how this can be done systematically
by reconsidering some of our previous specifications. We begin with the specifica-
tion of the algebra of natural numbers. Since we will be concerned with different
algebras, we consider them as first class objects using the approach of Section
8.2.7. This gives rise to the following specification of the type Nat of natural
number algebras.

( Nat : Type )

( MkNat : {car : Type}

{zero : car}

{suc : car -> car}

Nat )

( .car : Nat -> Type )

( .zero : {nat : Nat}(.car nat) )

( .suc : {nat : Nat}(.car nat) -> (.car nat) )

( .car_eq : !! {car : Type}{zero : car}{suc : car -> car}

(EQ (.car (MkNat car zero suc)) car) )

( .zero_eq : !! {car : Type}{zero : car}{suc : car -> car}

(EQ (.zero (MkNat car zero suc)) zero) )

( .suc_eq : !! {car : Type}{zero : car}{suc : car -> car}

(EQ (.suc (MkNat car zero suc)) suc) )

To further make explicit the relevant structure of natural number algebras we
follow the categorical approach and introduce morphisms which by definition
preserve the essential properties. Again, we consider morphisms as fist class
objects, so that we have types (NatMor nat1 nat2) of morphisms from algebra
nat1 to nat2.

( NatMor : {nat1, nat2 : Nat} Type )

( MkNatMor : {nat1, nat2 : Nat}{h : (.car nat1) -> (.car nat2)}

{mor_eq_1 :

(EQ (h (.zero nat1)) (.zero nat2))}

{mor_eq_2 : {n : (.car nat1)}

(EQ (h ((.suc nat1) n)) ((.suc nat2) (h n)))}
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(NatMor nat1 nat2) )

( .fun : {nat1, nat2 : Nat}

(NatMor nat1 nat2) -> (.car nat1) -> (.car nat2) )

( .fun_eq : !! {nat1, nat2 : Nat}{h : (.car nat1) -> (.car nat2)}

{mor_eq_1 :

(EQ (h (.zero nat1)) (.zero nat2))}

{mor_eq_2 : {n : (.car nat1)}

(EQ (h ((.suc nat1) n)) ((.suc nat2) (h n)))}

(EQ (.fun nat1 nat2

(MkNatMor nat1 nat2 h mor_eq_1 mor_eq_2)) h) )

( .mor_eq_1 : !! {nat1,nat2 : Nat}{h : (NatMor nat1 nat2)}

(EQ (.fun nat1 nat2 h (.zero nat1)) (.zero nat2)) )

( .mor_eq_2 : !! {nat1,nat2 : Nat}{h : (NatMor nat1 nat2)}

{n : (.car nat1)} (EQ (.fun nat1 nat2 h (.suc nat1 n))

(.suc nat2 (.fun nat1 nat2 h n))) )

It is easy to verify that the type Nat of natural number algebras together with
these morphisms constitutes a category precisely in the formal sense of Section
8.2.7 (definitions of identities and composition are omitted here). Therefore, we
can apply our previous definition of initial objects to axiomatize nat as an initial
object in this category.

( nat : Nat )

( nat_initial_mor : {nat’ : Nat} (NatMor nat nat’) )

( nat_initial_mor_unique : {nat’ : Nat}

{h1,h2 : (NatMor nat nat’)}(EQ h1 h2) )

Observe that the first line corresponds to our loose OCC specification of natural
numbers and the two axioms make explicit our informal initiality constraint.

In the following we show that this specification is strong enough to allow us to
derive the elimination principle for natural numbers, which as we know contains
the induction principle as a special case.

First of all, we observe that thanks to the projection functions .mor_eq_1 and
.nat_mor_eq_2, which are designated as computational equations, all morphisms
have a useful computational behavior. In the following we are especially interested
in nat_initial_mor, for which the computational behavior is verified by:
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( initial_mor_eq_1 = ? : {nat’ : Nat}

(EQ (.fun nat nat’ (nat_initial_mor nat’) (.zero nat))

(.zero nat’)) )

all goals solved

( initial_mor_eq_2 = ? : {nat’ : Nat}{n : (.car nat)}

(EQ (.fun nat nat’ (nat_initial_mor nat’) (.suc nat n))

(.suc nat’ (.fun nat nat’ (nat_initial_mor nat’) n))) )

all goals solved

Our goal is to define the elimination principle (nat_elim T z f n) as a mor-
phism from nat to a suitable algebra, which can depend on T, z and f. For the
carrier of this algebra we use a dependent type of pairs which is specified below.

( car’ : {T : (.car nat) -> Type} Type )

( mkcar’ : {T : (.car nat) -> Type}

{fst : (.car nat)}{snd : (T fst)} (car’ T) )

( .fst : {T : (.car nat) -> Type} (car’ T) -> (.car nat) )

( .snd : {T : (.car nat) -> Type} {p : (car’ T)}(T (.fst T p)) )

( .fst_eq : !! {T : (.car nat) -> Type}

{fst : (.car nat)}{snd : (T fst)}

(EQ (.fst T (mkcar’ T fst snd)) fst) )

( .snd_eq : !! {T : (.car nat) -> Type}

{fst : (.car nat)}{snd : (T fst)}

(EQ (.snd T (mkcar’ T fst snd)) snd) )

The operations of this algebra are as follows:

( zero’ = [T : (.car nat) -> Type][z : (T (.zero nat))]

(mkcar’ T (.zero nat) z) )

( suc’ = [T : (.car nat) -> Type]

[s : {n : (.car nat)}(T n) -> (T (.suc nat n))]

[p : (car’ T)](mkcar’ T (.suc nat (.fst T p))

(s (.fst T p) (.snd T p)) ) )

( nat’ = [T : (.car nat) -> Type]

[z : (T (.zero nat))]

[s : {n : (.car nat)}(T n) -> (T (.suc nat n))]

(MkNat (car’ T) (zero’ T z) (suc’ T s)) )
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( lemma = ? : !! {T : (.car nat) -> Type}

{z : (T (.zero nat))}

{s : {n : (.car nat)}(T n) -> (T (.suc nat n))}

{n : (.car nat)}(EQ (.fst T (.fun nat (nat’ T z s)

(nat_initial_mor (nat’ T z s)) n)) n) )

...

The previous lemma expresses the fact that the first component of the pair re-
sulting from the application of the morphism (nat_initial_mor (nat’ T z s))

just tracks the original argument. This is a straightforward consequence of the
uniqueness part, nat_initial_mor_unique, of initiality, which implies that the
morphism from nat to itself is unique and hence equal to the identity morphism.
Similar to proof assistants such as LEGO and COQ, OCC supports goal-oriented
interactive proofs of such logical statements, an issue that will be treated in
Section 8.3.

The feature of OCC allowing us to designate the previous lemma as a compu-
tational equality is the key to derive a computational meaningful elimination
principle, which can now be defined by:

( nat_elim = [T : (.car nat) -> Type]

[z : (T (.zero nat))]

[s : {n : (.car nat)}(T n) -> (T (.suc nat n))]

[n : (.car nat)]

(.snd T (.fun nat (nat’ T z s)

(nat_initial_mor (nat’ T z s)) n))

: {T : (.car nat) -> Type}

{z : (T (.zero nat))}

{s : {n : (.car nat)}(T n) -> (T (.suc nat n))}

{n : (.car nat)} (T n) )

Indeed, our original computational equations for nat_elim can be proved without
further interaction:

( nat_elim_eq_1 = ? : {T : (.car nat) -> Type}

{z : (T (.zero nat))}

{f : {n : (.car nat)}(T n) -> (T (.suc nat n))}

(EQ (nat_elim T z f (.zero nat)) z) )

( nat_elim_eq_2 = ? : {T : (.car nat) -> Type}

{z : (T (.zero nat))}

{f : {n : (.car nat)}(T n) -> (T (.suc nat n))}

{n : (.car nat)}

(EQ (nat_elim T z f (.suc nat n)) (f n (nat_elim T z f n))) )
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To sum up, we have derived the elimination principle from initiality, and the entire
derivation has been carried out inside the logic of OCC. The derived elimination
principles is computationally meaningful, thanks to the equational properties of
morphisms between algebras, which can be specified as computational equations
in OCC. No separate treatment is needed for the induction principle, since it is
just a special case of the elimination principle thanks to the propositions-as-types
interpretation.

Typically, specifications are not isolated but they can depend on previous speci-
fications. Our earlier specification of dependent lists (vectors of specified length
over a given type) is a good example of a such a parameterized specification. The
two parameters are given as an algebra nat with zero and suc and an arbitrary
algebra T. In the context of these parameters, which we assume to be fixed for
the moment, we define a class of list algebras List and axiomatize list as the
initial object in this class.

( nat : Type )

( zero : nat )

( suc : nat -> nat )

( T : Type )

( List : Type )

( MkList : {car : nat -> Type}

{nil : (car zero)}

{cons : {n : nat} T -> (car n) -> (car (suc n))}

List )

( .car : List -> nat -> Type )

( .nil : {list : List}(.car list zero) )

( .cons : {list : List}{n : nat}

T -> (.car list n) -> (.car list (suc n)) )

...

( ListMor : {list1, list2 : List} Type )

( MkListMor :

{list1, list2 : List}

{h : {n : nat}(.car list1 n) -> (.car list2 n)}

{h_eq_1 : (EQ (h zero (.nil list1)) (.nil list2))}

{h_eq_2 : {n : nat}{x : T}{l : (.car list1 n)}

(EQ (h (suc n) (.cons list1 n x l))

(.cons list2 n x (h n l)))}

(ListMor list1 list2) )
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...

( list : List )

( list_initial_mor : {list’ : List} (ListMor list list’) )

( list_initial_mor_unique : {list’ : List}

{h1,h2 : (ListMor list list’)}(EQ h1 h2) )

For brevity we have omitted the specification of some projection functions.

Our next step is to make the parameterization explicit. In practice, we often
work with a fixed algebra nat making explicit only the parameterization in T as
in our earlier ad hoc specification of list, but here we consider the most general
case where list is parametric over both algebras T and nat. To this end, we
abstract over nat and T, and furthermore we consider morphisms between these
parameter algebras.

( List : {nat : Nat}{T : Type} Type )

( MkList : {nat : Nat}{T : Type}

{lcar : (.car nat) -> Type}

{nil : (lcar (.zero nat))}

{cons : {n : (.car nat)}

T -> (lcar n) -> (lcar (.suc nat n))}

(List nat T))

( .lcar : {nat : Nat}{T : Type}

(List nat T) -> (.car nat) -> Type )

( .nil : {nat : Nat}{T : Type}

{list : (List nat T)}(.lcar nat T list (.zero nat)) )

( .cons : {nat : Nat}{T : Type}

{list : (List nat T)}{n : (.car nat)}

T -> (.lcar nat T list n) ->

(.lcar nat T list (.suc nat n)) )

...

( ListMor : {nat1,nat2 : Nat} {hnat : (NatMor nat1 nat2)}

{T1,T2 : Type} {hT : (T1 -> T2)}

{list1 : (List nat1 T1)}{list2 : (List nat2 T2)} Type )

( MkListMor : {nat1,nat2 : Nat} {hnat : (NatMor nat1 nat2)}

{T1,T2 : Type} {hT : (T1 -> T2)}

{list1 : (List nat1 T1)}{list2 : (List nat2 T2)}
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{h : {n : (.car nat1)}(.lcar nat1 T1 list1 n) ->

(.lcar nat2 T2 list2 (.fun nat1 nat2 hnat n))}

{h_eq_1 : (EQ (h (.zero nat1) (.nil nat1 T1 list1))

(.nil nat2 T2 list2))}

{h_eq_2 : {n : (.car nat1)}

{x : T1}{l : (.lcar nat1 T1 list1 n)}

(EQ (h (.suc nat1 n) (.cons nat1 T1 list1 n x l))

(.cons nat2 T2 list2 (.fun nat1 nat2 hnat n)

(hT x) (h n l)))}

(ListMor nat1 nat2 hnat T1 T2 hT list1 list2) )

...

( list : {nat : Nat}{T : Type}(List nat T) )

( list_universal_mor :

{nat,nat’ : Nat} {hnat : (NatMor nat nat’)}

{T,T’ : Type} {hT : (T -> T’)}

{list’ : (List nat’ T’)}

(ListMor nat nat’ hnat T T’ hT (list nat T) list’) )

( list_universal_mor_unique :

{nat,nat’ : Nat} {hnat : (NatMor nat nat’)}

{T,T’ : Type} {hT : (T -> T’)}

{list’ : (List nat’ T’)}

{h1,h2 : (ListMor nat nat’ hnat T T’ hT (list nat T) list’)}

(EQ h1 h2) )

An interesting aspect worth pointing out is that the axioms h_eq_1 and h_eq_2

of MkListMor can only be typed, because of the computational equations for
morphisms between Nat algebras, which have been specified earlier. Hence, this
is another good example which relies on the openness of the computational system
of our type theory.

Note also how the initial object list becomes a universal object (list nat T) by
virtue of parameterization. In other words, the initiality constraint is generalized
to a freeness constraint, stating that (list nat T) is free over nat and T. Indeed,
by means of the universal morphism we can extend list to a free functor in a
unique way:

( list_mor =

[nat,nat’ : Nat] [hnat : (NatMor nat nat’)]

[T,T’ : Type] [hT : (T -> T’)]

(list_universal_mor nat nat’ hnat T T’ hT (list nat’ T’))
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: {nat,nat’ : Nat} {hnat : (NatMor nat nat’)}

{T,T’ : Type} {hT : (T -> T’)}

(ListMor nat nat’ hnat T T’ hT (list nat T) (list nat’ T’)) )

In a similar way as we derived the elimination principle from the initiality of
our specification of natural numbers, we could in this case derive the elimination
principle and hence the induction principle for parameterized lists.

Until now we have discussed how initiality and freeness constraints can be ex-
pressed in OCC. A formalization of category theory in OCC is beyond the scope
of this thesis. Such a formalization would provide a generic toolbox and the
examples above would become particular instances of the general definitions of
initiality and freeness.

The dual of initial and universal objects are final and couniversal objects respec-
tively. As explained earlier, these notions form the basis for a general notion
of behavioral or coinductive specifications. Below we illustrate the formalization
of finality constraints using our earlier specification of streams over a fixed data
type.

( T : Type )

( Stream : Type )

( MkStream : {scar : Type}

{head : T}

{tail : scar -> scar}

Stream )

( .scar : Stream -> Type )

( .head : {stream : Stream} (.scar stream) -> T )

( .tail : {stream : Stream} (.scar stream) -> (.scar stream) )

...

( StreamMor : {stream1, stream2 : Stream} Type )

( MkStreamMor : {stream1, stream2 : Stream}

{h : (.scar stream1) -> (.scar stream2)}

{hax1 : {s : (.scar stream1)}

(EQ (.head stream2 (h s)) (.head stream1 s))}

{hax2 : {s : (.scar stream1)}

(EQ (.tail stream2 (h s)) (h (.tail stream1 s)))}

(StreamMor stream1 stream2) )

...
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( stream : Stream )

( stream_final_mor : {stream’ : Stream} (StreamMor stream stream’) )

( stream_final_mor_unique : {stream’ : Stream}

{h1,h2 : (StreamMor stream stream’)}(EQ h1 h2) )

In complete analogy with the previous example, we can make the parameteriza-
tion explicit to obtain the more general specification of parameterized streams
as couniversal objects. The coelimination principle and the coinduction principle
stated earlier can then be derived from this specification.

In contrast to the situation with inductive specifications, we are not aware of
a coelimination principle which contains the coinduction principle as a special
case. Indeed, this may be taken as an indication that the categorical formulation
involving universal and couniversal objects provides a more uniform level of ax-
iomatization for inductive and coinductive concepts, from which we can derive a
variety of add hoc (co)elimination and (co)induction principles for practical use.

Enriched Categories

Another interesting application of categories, that illustrates the features of OCC,
is their use as transition categories to formalize the semantics of concurrent sys-
tems. As explained in Chapter 2, enriched transition categories are used in the
semantics of rewriting logic, but they can also be used to give a direct seman-
tics for other system models such as Petri nets, as they have been studied in
Chapter 3.

Subsequently, we show how enriched categories, i.e. categories with additional
algebraic structure, can be treated along the same lines as categories in the pre-
vious section. To pick a concrete example we use strict symmetric monoidal
categories, which have already been used in Chapter 3 to provide a semantics
of place/transition nets and more generally monoidal rewrite specifications. The
example once again demonstrates the advantages of a type theory based on an
open computational system, since typechecking essentially relies on the equational
properties of the objects of the category which are markings in this case.

( Marking : Type )

( m_empty : Marking )

( m_par : Marking -> Marking -> Marking )

( m_par_comm : || {m,m’ : Marking}

(EQ (m_par m m’) (m_par m’ m)) )
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( m_par_assoc : || {m,m’,m’’ : Marking}

(EQ (m_par m (m_par m’ m’’)) (m_par (m_par m m’) m’’)) )

( m_par_right_id : || {m : Marking}

(EQ (m_par m m_empty) m) )

( m_par_left_id : || {m : Marking}

(EQ (m_par m_empty m) m) )

( Proc : Marking -> Marking -> Type )

( p_empty : {A | Marking} (Proc A A) )

( p_par : {A,B,C,D | Marking}

(Proc A B) -> (Proc C D) -> (Proc (m_par A C) (m_par B D)) )

( p_seq : {A,B,C | Marking}

(Proc A B) -> (Proc B C) -> (Proc A C) )

( p_par_comm : {A,B,C,D : Marking}

{f : (Proc A B)}{g : (Proc C D)}

(EQ (p_par f g) (p_par g f)) )

( p_par_assoc : {A,B,C,D,E,F : Marking}

{f : (Proc A B)}{g : (Proc C D)}{h : (Proc E F)}

(EQ (p_par f (p_par g h)) (p_par (p_par f g) h)) )

( p_par_right_id : {A, B : Marking}{f : (Proc A B)}

(EQ (p_par f (p_empty | m_empty)) f) )

( p_par_left_id : {A, B : Marking}{f : (Proc A B)}

(EQ (p_par (p_empty | m_empty) f) f) )

( p_empty_ax_l : {A,B : Marking}{f : (Proc A B)}

(EQ (p_seq p_empty f) f) )

( p_empty_ax_r : {A,B : Marking}{f : (Proc A B)}

(EQ (p_seq f p_empty) f) )
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( assoc_ax : {A,B,C,D : Marking}

{f : (Proc A B)}{g : (Proc B C)}{h : (Proc C D)}

(EQ (p_seq (p_seq f g) h) (p_seq f (p_seq g h))) )

( func_ax_p_empty : {A,B : Marking}

(EQ (p_par (p_empty | A) (p_empty | B)) (p_empty | (m_par A B))) )

( func_ax_seq : {A,B,C,A’,B’,C’ : Marking}

{f : (Proc A B)}{g : (Proc B C)}

{f’ : (Proc A’ B’)}{g’ : (Proc B’ C’)}

(EQ (p_par (p_seq f g) (p_seq f’ g’))

(p_seq (p_par f f’) (p_par g g’))) )

The arrows of this category are (possibly nonatomic) proofs in the sense of rewrit-
ing logic. It is easy to see that this OCC specification extended by the transition
rules of a given place/transition net (see example below) and an initiality con-
straint, is logically equivalent to the rewrite specification introduced in Chapter 3
as a rewrite semantics, if we take into account the fact that the single sort of pro-
cesses is replaced by more specific types of processes with origin and destination
as explicit parameters. Using this equivalence and the results of Chapter 3, we
can conclude that we have indeed axiomatized the category of Best-Devillers
processes for a given net.

To be more concrete, consider a place/transition net with three places pl1, pl2,
and pl3, sequentially connected by two transitions tr12 and tr23. Then we
can specify the category of Best-Devillers processes of this net if we extend the
previous loose specification by

( pl1 : Marking )

( pl2 : Marking )

( pl3 : Marking )

( tr12 : (Proc pl1 pl2) )

( tr23 : (Proc pl2 pl3) )

together with an initiality constraint for the entire specification.

An example of a particular process constructed by goal-oriented refinement is
given next.

( pr = ? : (Proc (m_par pl1 pl2) (m_par pl3 pl3)) )

{ tr12 : ( Proc pl1 pl2 ) }

{ tr23 : ( Proc pl2 pl3 ) }
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----------------------------

?799 : ( Proc ( m_par pl1 pl2 ) ( m_par pl3 pl3 ) )

1 new goal

( Inst (p_par | pl1 | pl3 | pl2 | pl3 ? ?) )

{ tr12 : ( Proc pl1 pl2 ) }

{ tr23 : ( Proc pl2 pl3 ) }

----------------------------

?840 : ( Proc pl2 pl3 )

{ tr12 : ( Proc pl1 pl2 ) }

{ tr23 : ( Proc pl2 pl3 ) }

----------------------------

?839 : ( Proc pl1 pl3 )

2 new goals

( Inst (p_seq tr12 tr23) )

1 goal solved (no new goals)

( Inst tr23 )

all goals solved

{ pr = ( p_par ( p_seq tr12 tr23 ) tr23 )

: ( Proc ( m_par pl1 pl2 ) ( m_par pl3 pl3 ) ) }

To sum up, we have exploited here the ability of OCC to formalize enriched
categories in a very direct way. A considerable improvement w.r.t. the logically
equivalent representation in MEL of Chapter 3 is the strongly typed nature of
the OCC representation. There is no need to introduce auxiliary sorts/types,
and the fact that an OCC term denotes a rewrite proof, indeed a Best-Devillers
process in this case, is ensured by type checking alone.

8.2.8 Executable Rewrite Specifications

In several earlier examples we have exploited the fact that the underlying mem-
bership equational logic of rewriting logic is also a sublogic of OCC, and in fact is
generalized by its embedding into OCC in several directions such as the possibil-
ity of using full Horn clause logic and extensions allowing us to write higher-order
equational specifications with dependent types. In this section we will show, by
means of several examples, how this relationship can be extended to rewriting
logic, making rewriting logic a sublogic of OCC via a simple embedding, which is
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entirely analogous to the embedding into MEL of Section 2.4.5. We furthermore
show how the embedded rewrite specifications can be actually executed in OCC.

Assuming a suitable specification of natural numbers nat, we consider the fol-
lowing rewrite specification:

sort st .

op loop : nat -> st .

op stop : -> st .

var i : nat .

crl [a1] : loop(i) => loop(minus(i,1)) if lt(0,i) .

rl [a2] : loop(0) => stop .

It can be represented by the following OCC specification:

( st : Type )

( act : Type )

( a1 : act ) ( a2 : act )

( loop : nat -> st )

( stop : st )

( rule : st -> st -> act -> Prop )

( rule_a1 : !! {i : nat} (nat_lt 0 i) ->

(rule (loop i) (loop (nat_minus i 1)) a1) )

( rule_a2 : !!

(rule (loop 0) stop a2) )

As usual, the !! syntax marks operationally relevant parts of the specification.
It introduces rule as a rewrite predicate with two rewrite axioms rule_a1 and
rule_a2, the first axiom being a conditional one.

To execute the specification using the default strategy, which repeatedly performs
one-step sequential rewrites rules in an unspecified order until no further rules
can be applied, we write

( Rew rule (loop 3) )

stop
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Rewriting logic has rules to generate reflexive, transitive, and context closure
of the rewrite relation induced by the rules. In this example, however, the state
space st is of a rather simple nature, in particular there is no parallel composition
operator and hence there are no corresponding context rules. So it remains
to specify the reflexive and transitive closure. Not surprisingly this leads to a
category which can be specified following the approach of Section 8.2.7, giving
rise to the following parameterized type Proc of sequential processes, which we
require in accordance with the semantics of rewriting logic to be freely generated
by its constructors and equations.

( Proc : st -> st -> Type )

( p_rule : {A,B | st}{e | act}

(rule A B e) -> (Proc A B) )

( p_empty : {A | st}

(Proc A A) )

( p_seq : {A,B,C | st}

(Proc A B) -> (Proc B C) -> (Proc A C) )

( p_empty_ax_l : {A,B : st}{f : (Proc A B)}

(EQ (p_seq p_empty f) f) )

( p_empty_ax_r : {A,B : st}{f : (Proc A B)}

(EQ (p_seq f p_empty) f) )

( assoc_ax : {A,B,C,D : st}

{f : (Proc A B)}{g : (Proc B C)}{h : (Proc C D)}

(EQ (p_seq (p_seq f g) h) (p_seq f (p_seq g h))) )

This type of processes can be used to specify a rewrite predicate trans* that is
the reflexive and transitive closure of rule.

( trans* : {A,B : st}(Proc A B) -> Prop )

( t*_rule : !! {A,B : st}{e : act}{p : (rule A B e)}

(trans* A B (p_rule p)) )

( t*_empty : !! {A : st}

(trans* A A (p_empty | A)) )
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( t*_seq : !! {A,B,C : st}{p : (Proc A B)}{q : (Proc B C)}

(trans* A B p) -> (trans* B C q) -> (trans* A C (p_seq p q)) )

Since according to the semantics of rewriting logic, each rewrite specification has
an implicit freeness constraint, stating that it is free over its data subspecification,
the specification of nat in this case, we should add a corresponding constraint for
the OCC specification. For better structuring, however, it would be preferable
to decompose this single constraint into separate freeness constraints for st, act,
rule, Proc, and trans*.

Monoidal Rewrite Specifications

In a similar way we can use OCC to express the rewriting semantics of the
place/transition net example introduced as the banker’s problem in Chapter 3.
In contrast to the previous specification we have a nontrivial state space, which is
equipped with a monoidal structure. We first recall the specification in rewriting
logic:

sort Marking .

op empty : -> Marking .

op __ : Marking Marking -> Marking [assoc comm id: empty] .

ops BANK CREDIT-1 CREDIT-2 CLAIM-1 CLAIM-2 : -> Marking .

rl [GRANT-1] : BANK CLAIM-1 => CREDIT-1 .

rl [RETURN-1] : CREDIT-1 CREDIT-1 CREDIT-1 =>

BANK BANK BANK CLAIM-1 CLAIM-1 CLAIM-1 .

rl [GRANT-2] : BANK CLAIM-2 => CREDIT-2 .

rl [RETURN-2] : CREDIT-2 CREDIT-2 =>

BANK BANK CLAIM-2 CLAIM-2 .

This rewrite specification can be represented in OCC as follows:

( Marking : Type )

( m_empty : Marking )

( m_par : Marking -> Marking -> Marking )
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( m_par_comm : || {m,m’ : Marking}

(EQ (m_par m m’) (m_par m’ m)) )

( m_par_assoc : || {m,m’,m’’ : Marking}

(EQ (m_par m (m_par m’ m’’)) (m_par (m_par m m’) m’’)) )

( m_par_right_id : || {m : Marking}

(EQ (m_par m m_empty) m) )

( m_par_left_id : || {m : Marking}

(EQ (m_par m_empty m) m) )

( BANK : Marking )

( CREDIT-1 : Marking ) ( CREDIT-2 : Marking )

( CLAIM-1 : Marking ) ( CLAIM-2 : Marking )

( act : Type )

( GRANT-1 : act ) ( RETURN-1 : act )

( GRANT-2 : act ) ( RETURN-2 : act )

( rule : Marking -> Marking -> act -> Prop )

( rule_grant_1 : !!

( rule (m_par BANK CLAIM-1)

CREDIT-1

GRANT-1 ) )

( rule_return_1 : !!

( rule (m_par CREDIT-1 (m_par CREDIT-1 CREDIT-1))

(m_par BANK (m_par BANK (m_par BANK

(m_par CLAIM-1 (m_par CLAIM-1 CLAIM-1)))))

RETURN-1 ) )

( rule_grant_2 : !!

( rule (m_par BANK CLAIM-2)

CREDIT-2

GRANT-2 ) )

( rule_return_2 : !!

( rule (m_par CREDIT-2 (m_par CREDIT-2 CREDIT-2))

(m_par BANK (m_par BANK (m_par BANK

(m_par CLAIM-2 (m_par CLAIM-2 CLAIM-2)))))

RETURN-2 ) )
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Since the operational semantics of rewriting logic allows rewriting in arbitrary
contexts, and since OCC intentionally avoids any built-in rules for rewrite pred-
icates, we have to explicitly specify suitable context rules for each parallel com-
position operator. Here, we only have one commutative operator m_par, so that
the single rule t_par below suffices.

( trans : Marking -> Marking -> act -> Prop )

( t_rule : !! {m,m’ : Marking}{e : act}

(rule m m’ e) -> (trans m m’ e) )

( t_par : !! {m,m’,m’’ : Marking}{e : act}

(trans m’ m’’ e) -> (trans (m_par m m’) (m_par m m’’) e) )

A sample execution using the default strategy is the following:

(Rew trans (m_par BANK (m_par BANK

(m_par (m_par CLAIM-1 (m_par CLAIM-1 CLAIM-1))

(m_par (m_par CLAIM-2 CLAIM-2))))))

( m_par ( m_par ( m_par CREDIT-1 CREDIT-1 ) CLAIM-1 )

( m_par ( m_par CLAIM-2 CLAIM-2 ) ) )

The default strategy of OCC corresponds to the default strategy of Maude,
which repeatedly performs one-step sequential rewriting at the top of a term.
User-definable strategies as they are available in Maude are not supported in
the present version of the OCC prototype. Such strategies would be needed in
practice to deal with nondeterministic and potentially nonterminating systems.
Other features of Maude, such as state space exploration and temporal logic
model checking, could also be lifted to the OCC level, thanks to the reflective
architecture of the OCC prototype.

To accommodate the reflexivity, transitivity, and the context rules of rewriting
logic, we follow the approach to enriched categories of Section 8.2.7 giving rise to
the following parameterized type of concurrent processes Proc.

( Proc : Marking -> Marking -> Type )

( p_rule : {A,B : Marking}{e : act}

(rule A B e) -> (Proc A B) )

( p_empty : {A : Marking}

(Proc A A) )
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( p_par : {A,B,C,D : Marking}

(Proc A B) -> (Proc C D) -> (Proc (m_par A C) (m_par B D)) )

( p_seq : {A,B,C : Marking}

(Proc A B) -> (Proc B C) -> (Proc A C) )

...

( trans* : {A,B : Marking}(Proc A B) -> Prop )

( t*_rule : !! {A,B : Marking}{e : act}{p : (rule A B e)}

(trans* A B (p_rule p)) )

( t*_empty : !! {A : Marking}

(trans* A A (p_empty | A)) )

( t*_par : !! {A,B,C,D : Marking}{p : (Proc A B)}{q : (Proc C D)}

(trans* A B p) -> (trans* C D q) ->

(trans* (m_par A C) (m_par B D) (p_par p q)) )

( t*_seq : !! {A,B,C : Marking}{p : (Proc A B)}{q : (Proc B C)}

(trans* A B p) -> (trans* B C q) -> (trans* A C (p_seq p q)) )

We refer to our specification of enriched categories in Section 8.2.7 for the omitted
equations. To properly reflect the model-theoretic semantics of rewriting logic we
should finally add freeness constraints for st and act (which reduce to initiality
constraints, since there are no parameters), and freeness constraints for rule,
trans, and Proc.

In spite of the generality offered by RWL and OCC, it is worth pointing out that
under the rewrite strategies currently used by the OCC prototype and in Maude
the increased generality of trans* w.r.t. trans is not exploited for two reasons:
first, rewrite proofs are presently not computed by the system, and second, all
rewrites applied by the strategy are on step-sequential rewrites that are one-step
sequential rewrites that are already covered by trans*. One the other hand,
our strongly typed representation of general rewrites, would be useful for more
general rewrite strategies and for reasoning about executions in the logic of OCC.

Colored Net Specifications

The benefits of regarding rewriting logic as a sublogic of OCC are best demon-
strated by a nontrivial application. To this end, we reconsider the rewrite spec-
ification which emerged from the case study in Chapter 3. In this case study,
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the echo algorithm was taken as a typical example of a distributed network algo-
rithm, which can naturally be modeled as an algebraic net specification and, via
the given rewriting semantics, can be translated into a rewrite specification. In
this section we exploit the capabilities of OCC to obtain an equivalent strongly
typed specification. This task is nontrivial, since the state space consists of a sin-
gle untyped soup of objects, represented by the kind Marking, and has to satisfy
nonstandard structural equations.

Reusing our earlier specification of finite multisets we first specify a parameterized
type of markings. The type (Marking V C) denotes all markings over a type V of
places that are typed according to C. Markings have three constructors m_empty,
m_place, and m_union. As in Chapter 3 we impose the structural equations for
a commutative monoid, together with place linearity equations as computational
equations. We should add a freeness constraint for (Marking V C), to express
that we are concerned with a parameterized equational inductive definition.

( Marking : {V : Type}{C : V -> Type} Type )

( m_empty : {V | Type}{C | V -> Type}

(Marking V C) )

( m_place : {V | Type}{C | V -> Type}{v : V}

(fms (C v)) -> (Marking V C) )

( m_union : {V | Type}{C | V -> Type}

(Marking V C) -> (Marking V C) -> (Marking V C) )

( m_union_comm : || {V : Type}{C : V -> Type}

{m,m’ : (Marking V C)}

(EQ (m_union m m’) (m_union m’ m)) )

( m_union_assoc : || {V : Type}{C : V -> Type}

{m,m’,m’’ : (Marking V C)}

(EQ (m_union m (m_union m’ m’’)) (m_union (m_union m m’) m’’)) )

( m_union_id : !! {V : Type}{C : V -> Type}{m : (Marking V C)}

(EQ (m_union m m_empty) m) )

( m_place_linearity_eq_0 : !! {V : Type}{C : V -> Type}{v : V}

(EQ (m_place (fms_empty | (C v))) (m_empty | V | C)) )
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( m_place_linearity_eq_1 : !! {V : Type}{C : V -> Type}

{v : V}{b,b’ : (fms (C v))}

(Not (fms_is_empty b)) -> (Not (fms_is_empty b’)) ->

(EQ (m_place v (fms_union b b’))

(m_union (m_place v b) (m_place v b’))) )

( m_single = [V | Type][C | V -> Type][v : V][x : (C v)]

(m_place v (fms_single x)) )

We furthermore equationally specify a projection function, which in a strongly
typed fashion allows us to extract the contexts of a particular place for a given
marking.

( m_proj : {V | Type}{C | V -> Type}

(Marking V C) -> {v : V}(fms (C v)) )

( m_proj_eq_1 : !! {V : Type}{C : V -> Type}{v : V}

(EQ (m_proj (m_empty | V | C) v) (fms_empty | (C v))) )

( m_proj_eq_2 : !! {V : Type}{C : V -> Type}

{v,v’ : V}{b : (fms (C v’))} (!! (EQ v v’)) ->

(EQ (m_proj (m_place v b) v’) b) )

( m_proj_eq_3 : !! {V : Type}{C : V -> Type}

{v,v’ : V}{b : (fms (C v))} (Not (EQ v v’)) ->

(EQ (m_proj (m_place v b) v’) (fms_empty | (C v’))) )

( m_proj_eq_4 : !! {V : Type}{C : V -> Type}

{m,m’ : (Marking V C)}{v : V}

(EQ (m_proj (m_union m m’) v)

(fms_union (m_proj m v) (m_proj m’ v))) )

To simplify the presentation we have slightly deviated (operationally but not log-
ically) from the rewrite specification in Chapter 3 by specifying m_union_id as a
computational rather than a structural equation. The use of a structural equation
is equally possible, but we would have to add conditions in the specification of
m_proj to ensure termination, similar to the conditions used in the specification
of finite multisets.

Now we translate the membership equational specification underlying the alge-
braic net specification given in Chapter 3 into an equivalent but strongly typed
OCC specification:

( id : Type )
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( Pair = (prod id id) )

( network : (fms Pair) )

( outgoing : (fms Pair) -> id -> (fms Pair) )

( outgoing_eq_1 : !! {x’ : id}

(EQ (outgoing (fms_empty | Pair) x’) (fms_empty | Pair)) )

( outgoing_eq_2 : !! {x,y,x’ : id}{g : (fms Pair)}

(EQ x x’) ->

(EQ (outgoing (fms_union (fms_single (pair x y)) g) x’)

(fms_union (fms_single (pair y x)) (outgoing g x’))) )

( outgoing_eq_3 : !! {x,y,x’ : id}{g : (fms Pair)}

(Not (EQ x x’)) ->

(EQ (outgoing (fms_union (fms_single (pair x y)) g) x’)

(outgoing g x’)) )

( incoming : (fms Pair) -> id -> (fms Pair) )

( incoming_eq_1 : !! {y’ : id}

(EQ (incoming (fms_empty | Pair) y’) (fms_empty | Pair)) )

( incoming_eq_2 : !! {x,y,y’ : id}{g : (fms Pair)}

(EQ y y’) ->

(EQ (incoming (fms_union (fms_single (pair x y)) g) y’)

(fms_union (fms_single (pair y x)) (incoming g y’))) )

( incoming_eq_3 : !! {x,y,y’ : id}{g : (fms Pair)}

(Not (EQ y y’)) ->

(EQ (incoming (fms_union (fms_single (pair x y)) g) y’)

(incoming g y’)) )

Our next step is the translation of the part of the rewrite specification that
has been obtained from the original net specification of the echo algorithm. To
this end, we need to define the type of states as (Marking pl pl_color) for
suitable choices of pl and pl_color, which are introduced below. We should add
constraints stating that both pl and color_name are freely generated by their
respective constructors.

( pl : Type )
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( QUIET : pl ) ( WAITING : pl ) ( TERMINATED : pl )

( UNINFORMED : pl ) ( PENDING : pl ) ( ACCEPTED : pl )

( MESSAGES : pl )

( not_eq_QUIET_WAITING : ?? (Not (EQ QUIET WAITING)) )

( not_eq_QUIET_TERMINATED : ?? (Not (EQ QUIET TERMINATED)) )

( not_eq_QUIET_UNINFORMED : ?? (Not (EQ QUIET UNINFORMED)) )

...

( color_name : Type )

( cid : color_name )

( cpair : color_name )

( not_eq_cid_cpair : ?? (Not (EQ cid cpair)) )

( color : color_name -> Type )

( color_name_eq_1 : !! (EQ (color cid) id) )

( color_name_eq_2 : !! (EQ (color cpair) Pair) )

( type : color_name -> Type )

( type_eq_1 : !! (EQ (type cid) (fms id)) )

( type_eq_2 : !! (EQ (type cpair) (fms Pair)) )

( pl_color_name : pl -> color_name )

( pl_color_name_eq_1 : !! (EQ (pl_color_name QUIET) cid) )

( pl_color_name_eq_2 : !! (EQ (pl_color_name WAITING) cid) )

( pl_color_name_eq_3 : !! (EQ (pl_color_name TERMINATED) cid) )

( pl_color_name_eq_4 : !! (EQ (pl_color_name UNINFORMED) cid) )

( pl_color_name_eq_5 : !! (EQ (pl_color_name PENDING) cpair) )

( pl_color_name_eq_6 : !! (EQ (pl_color_name ACCEPTED) cid) )

( pl_color_name_eq_7 : !! (EQ (pl_color_name MESSAGES) cpair) )

( pl_color = [v : pl] (color (pl_color_name v)) )

( pl_type = [v : pl] (fms (pl_color v)) )

( st = (Marking pl pl_color) )

( m_single_QUIET = [x : id] (m_single QUIET x) )
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( m_single_WAITING = [x : id] (m_single WAITING x) )

( m_single_TERMINATED = [x : id] (m_single TERMINATED x) )

( m_single_UNINFORMED = [x : id] (m_single UNINFORMED x) )

( m_single_PENDING = [x,y : id] (m_single PENDING (pair x y)) )

( m_single_MESSAGES = [x,y : id] (m_single MESSAGES (pair x y)) )

( m_single_ACCEPTED = [x : id] (m_single ACCEPTED x) )

( m_MESSAGES = [s : (fms Pair)] (m_place MESSAGES s) )

The atomic actions of the rewrite specification are specified by the following type
act.

( act : Type )

( ISEND : {x : id} act )

( IRECEIVE : {x : id}{m : st} act )

( SEND : {x,y : id} act )

( RECEIVE : {x,y : id}{m : st} act )

Finally, we translate each rule of the rewrite specification:

( rule : st -> st -> act -> Prop )

( rule_ISEND : !! {x : id}

(rule (m_single_QUIET x)

(m_union (m_single_WAITING x)

(m_MESSAGES (outgoing network x)))

(ISEND x)) )

( rule_IRECEIVE : !! {x : id}{m : st}

(EQ m (m_MESSAGES (incoming network x))) ->

(rule (m_union (m_single_WAITING x) m)

(m_single_TERMINATED x)

(IRECEIVE x m)) )

( rule_SEND : !! {x,y : id}

(rule (m_union (m_single_UNINFORMED x) (m_single_MESSAGES x y))

(m_union (m_single_PENDING x y)

(m_MESSAGES (fms_rm (outgoing network x)

(pair y x))))

(SEND x y)) )
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( rule_RECEIVE : !! {x,y : id}{m : st}

(EQ m (m_MESSAGES (fms_rm (incoming network x) (pair x y)))) ->

(rule (m_union (m_single_PENDING x y) m)

(m_union (m_single_ACCEPTED x) (m_single_MESSAGES y x))

(RECEIVE x y m)) )

( trans : st -> st -> act -> Prop )

( t_rule : !! {m,m’ : st}{e : act}

(rule m m’ e) -> (trans m m’ e) )

( t_union : !! {m,m’,m’’ : st}{e : act}

(trans m’ m’’ e) -> (trans (m_union m m’) (m_union m m’’) e) )

The last axiom above states the context closure rule of trans for the commu-
tative parallel composition operator m_union. As in our previous examples, we
should add freeness constraints for act, rule, and trans. Note that the freeness
constraint for st is inherited from (Marking pl pl_color).

For a concrete example, we reuse the network from Chapter 3, which can be
specified in OCC as follows (using our earlier specification of id).

( id : Type )

( a : id ) ( b : id ) ( c : id ) ( d : id ) ( e : id ) ( i : id )

( not_eq_a_b : ?? (Not (EQ a b)) )

( not_eq_a_c : ?? (Not (EQ a c)) )

( not_eq_a_d : ?? (Not (EQ a d)) )

...

( sym : id -> id -> (fms Pair) )

( sym_eq : !! {x,y : id}

(EQ (sym x y) (fms_union (fms_single (pair x y))

(fms_single (pair y x)))) )

( network_eq : !! (EQ network (fms_union (sym i a)

(fms_union (sym i b)

(fms_union (sym e b)

(fms_union (sym e d)

(fms_union (sym c d)
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(fms_union (sym c i)

(fms_union (sym c a)

(sym a b))))))))) )

Finally, we can execute the specification by

( Rew trans

(m_union (m_single_QUIET i)

(m_union (m_single_UNINFORMED a)

(m_union (m_single_UNINFORMED b)

(m_union (m_single_UNINFORMED c)

(m_union (m_single_UNINFORMED d)

(m_single_UNINFORMED e)))))) )

( m_union ( m_union ( m_union ( m_union ( m_union

( m_place TERMINATED ( fms_single i ) )

( m_place ACCEPTED ( fms_single e ) ) )

( m_place ACCEPTED ( fms_single a ) ) )

( m_place ACCEPTED ( fms_single b ) ) )

( m_place ACCEPTED ( fms_single c ) ) )

( m_place ACCEPTED ( fms_single d ) ) )

On top of this specification, we can again specify an enriched category of rewrite
proofs using the approach of Section 8.2.7. This is entirely analogous to the
place/transition net case of the previous subsection and has therefore been omit-
ted here.

To conclude this section we would like to point out that, in contrast to the exam-
ples given earlier in this section, the representation of colored net specifications
in OCC is not just a direct translation of the rewrite semantics of the echo al-
gorithm given as an algebraic net specification in Chapter 3, but it instead uses
the distinctive features of OCC, namely parameterized and dependent types to
obtain a strongly typed representation. In this way, we can represent arbitrary
colored net specifications over OCC, which generalize colored net specifications
over MEL.

8.3 Examples in Interactive Theorem Proving

In the previous section we have exploited the internal logic of OCC for speci-
fication purposes. As in other logical type theories which allow a propositions-
as-types interpretation, interactive theorem proving becomes equivalent to typed
programming, in the generalized sense that well-typed programs are built from a
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collection of hypothetical program components. Since the assumed components
may be specified axiomatically and may not even be implementable, i.e. definable
inside the type theory, the notion of a program is relative to such hypothetical
components, and hence more general than the usual notion of a program in a
typical programming language.

8.3.1 Goal-Oriented Refinement

As in other type theories such as LEGO and COQ, programs and proofs can be
constructed by goal-oriented refinement. To represent incomplete programs/proofs,
OCC simply uses metavariables, which can either be automatically solved by the
system or can be manually instantiated by the user. It is noteworthy that these
metavariables are precisely the same metavariables that have been used to ab-
breviate specifications in the previous section, but in the context of interactive
theorem proving user interaction is required to solve typical goals.

To give a first idea of interactive theorem proving in OCC, we prove the trivial
theorem that the previously introduced logical operator And is symmetric. Start-
ing out from a goal with an unknown proof, written as ?, we successively refine
the incomplete proof using (Inst M) which is equivalent to (?n := M) where ?n

is the metavariable on the top of the stack of current goals, which is displayed in
reverse order.

(A : Prop)

(B : Prop)

( and_is_symmetric = ? : (And A B) -> (And B A) )

{ A : Prop }

{ B : Prop }

----------------------------

?387 : ( ( ( And A ) B ) -> ( ( And B ) A ) )

1 new goal

(Inst [H : ?] ?)

{ A : Prop }

{ B : Prop }

{ H : ( ( And A ) B ) }

----------------------------

?422 : ( ( And B ) A )

1 new goal
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(Inst (And_intro ? ? ? ?))

{ A : Prop }

{ B : Prop }

{ H : ( ( And A ) B ) }

----------------------------

?446 : A

{ A : Prop }

{ B : Prop }

{ H : ( ( And A ) B ) }

----------------------------

?445 : B

2 new goals

( Inst (And_elim_r ? ? H) )

1 goal solved (no new goals)

( Inst (And_elim_l ? ? H) )

all goals solved

After completing the proof the context contains the full proof term together with
its type, i.e. the proved theorem:

{ A : Prop }

{ B : Prop }

{ C : Prop }

{ and_symmetry = [ H : ( And A B ) ]

( And_intro B A

( And_elim_r A B H )

( And_elim_l A B H ) )

: ( ( And A B ) -> ( And B A ) ) }

As mentioned earlier, the use of goal-oriented refinement is by no means restricted
to the refinement of propositions, i.e. to the construction of proofs, but is applica-
ble to arbitrary types. For instance, a goal-oriented construction of the factorial
function introduced earlier can be conducted as follows.

( nat_fact = ? : nat -> nat )

( Inst (nat_rec ? ?) )

( Inst 1 )

( Inst [n : nat] [nat_factn : nat] ? )

( Inst (nat_mult (suc n) nat_factn) )
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Indeed, nat_fact is a program defined relative to the hypothetical components
nat_rec, nat_mult, 1, and suc. The function nat_mult has previously been
axiomatized by an executable specification, but it could also implemented, i.e.
could be defined as a program, relative to nat_rec, 0, and nat_plus.

8.3.2 Reasoning with Equality

We show the use of Leibnitz equality in a simple example, in which we prove dise-
quality of two elements of an inductive type. The example simultaneously shows
how the elimination principle for an inductive type ensures that constructors can
be distinguished (“no confusion” in the terminology of algebraic specifications,
cf. Chapter 2). The general idea is to use the elimination principle to map el-
ements of the inductive type in question to elements of a different type, which
can be distinguished. In our case we use Prop as a target type together with its
distinguishable elements True and False.

( bool_true_not_eq_false = ? : (Not (EQ true false)) )

----------------------------

?3787 : ( Not ( EQ true false ) )

1 new goal

( Inst (Not_intro ? ?) )

----------------------------

?3813 : ( ( EQ true false ) -> False )

1 new goal

( Inst [H : ?] ?)

{ H : ( ( EQ true ) false ) }

----------------------------

?3838 : False

1 new goal

( Inst [H’ = (eq_imp_leq ? ? ? H) : ?] ?)

{ H : ( EQ true false ) }

{ H’ = ( ( eq_imp_leq bool true false H )

: ( { P : ( bool -> Prop ) }

( ( P true ) -> ( P false ) ) ) ) }
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----------------------------

?3857 : False

1 new goal

( Inst [G = (H’ bool_to_prop) : ?] ? )

{ H : ( EQ true false ) }

{ H’ = ( ( eq_imp_leq bool true false H )

: ( { P : ( bool -> Prop ) }

( ( P true ) -> ( P false ) ) ) ) }

{ G = ( ( H’ bool_to_prop )

: ( ( bool_to_prop true ) -> ( bool_to_prop false ) ) ) }

----------------------------

?3890 : False

1 new goal

( Inst (G ?) )

all goals solved

Explicitly performing each single step of a complex equality proof in the style
above can be cumbersome and has been recognized as one of the main drawbacks
of existing extensions of the calculus of constructions. This problem is usually
addressed, e.g. in LEGO and COQ, by the addition of tactics that facilitate
reasoning with equality, but in our view this is not entirely satisfactory, since
tactics are external to the type theory, and furthermore not taken into account
in the operational semantics, on which type checking is based.

In OCC we can take advantage of the direct support for equality in the type
theory itself. We have already seen that each OCC context induces an operational
semantics, given by its structural and computational equations and its assertional
axioms. Interactive theorem proving takes place in typically changing contexts
and can exploit the operational semantics available at each stage.

Equality proofs can be conducted in two common ways. In the first place, an
equality assumption can be used as a computational equation, leading to a proof
by reduction, as in the following example:

( T : Type )

( a : T ) ( b : T ) ( c : T )

( eq_symmetry_1 = ? : (EQ a c) -> (EQ c a) )
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( Inst [H : !! (EQ a c)] ? )

all goals solved

{ eq_symmetry_1 = ( ( [ H : !! ( EQ a c ) ]

( EPSILON ( EQ c a ) ) ) : ( EQ a c ) -> ( EQ a c ) ) }

Alternatively, and this possibility is available for arbitrary predicates, we can use
an equality assumption as an operational axiom, thereby enabling a proof by
exhaustive goal-oriented search. Unlike other predicates, EQ has built-in rules for
reflexivity and symmetry. Therefore, a proof of (EQ a c) also counts as a proof
of (EQ c a), as we can see in the next example:

( eq_symmetry_2 = ? : (EQ a c) -> (EQ c a) )

( Inst [H : ?? (EQ a c)] ? )

all goals solved

{ eq_symmetry_2 = ( ( [ H : ?? ( EQ a c ) ]

( EPSILON ( EQ c a ) ) ) : ( EQ a c ) -> ( EQ a c ) ) }

In both examples the generated proof term contains a term of the form (ε P )
of type P , written as (EPSILON P ) above. This term simply denotes an un-
specified proof of P . The existence of a proof is verified operationally, i.e. by
means of exhaustive goal-oriented search. Recall that goal-oriented search does
not only apply assertional propositions, but can also involve reduction using com-
putational equations (possibly modulo structural equations). In this way, OCC
proofs abstract away from certain subproofs which are of purely computational
nature, a feature which not only reduces the complexity of proof terms but also
provides a well-defined form of automation inside the type theory rather than at
the metalevel.

8.3.3 Inductive Theorem Proving

From the viewpoint of a logical type theory, inductive theorem proving is the use
of primitive recursion to construct proofs from elements of an inductive type. In
other words, the induction principles are a special case of elimination principles,
but it is the capability to cover all elements of an inductive type rather than
the capability to distinguish elements which is relevant for inductive proofs. As
a first example, the induction principle bool_ind for the type bool is a special
case of the elimination principle bool_elim, and could therefore be defined in
terms of bool_elim rather than introducing it by the axiom below. We use it in
the following example to prove a simple boolean equality.
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( bool_ind : {P : bool -> Prop}

(P true) ->

(P false) ->

{b : bool} (P b) )

( not_not_eq = ? : !! {b : bool} (EQ (not (not b)) b) )

----------------------------

?1432 : ( !! ( { b : bool } ( EQ (not (not b)) b ) ) )

( Inst (bool_ind ([b : ?] ?) ? ?))

all goals solved

The proved theorem is designated as an operational theorem by virtue of the !!

tag. In this way we have specified that it should be added to the context as a
computational equality, thereby enriching the computational system of the type
theory.

(b : bool)

( Red (not (not b)) )

b

In a similar way, we can specialize nat_elim to an induction principle nat_ind

for the type nat. Here we use it to prove monotonicity of the predicate nat_le.

( nat_ind : {P : nat -> Prop}

(P 0) ->

({i : nat} (P i) -> (P (suc i))) ->

{n : nat} (P n) )

( nat_suc_is_monotone = ? : {n : nat} (nat_le n (suc n)) )

----------------------------

?7585 : { n : nat } ( nat_le n ( suc n ) )

1 new goal

( Inst (nat_ind ([n : ?] ?) ? ?) )
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----------------------------

?7616 : { i : nat }

( ( [ n : nat ] ( nat_le n ( suc n ) ) ) i ) ->

( ( [ n : nat ] ( nat_le n ( suc n ) ) ) ( suc i ) )

1 new goal

( Inst ([i : nat] ?) )

{ i : nat }

----------------------------

?7693 : ( ( [ n : nat ] ( nat_le n ( suc n ) ) ) i ) ->

( ( [ n : nat ] ( nat_le n ( suc n ) ) ) ( suc i ) )

1 new goal

( Inst ([H : ?? ?] ?) )

all goals solved

The last step of this inductive proof is noteworthy, since by forcing the premise
H into the form ?? ? we express that it should be added to the context as an
assertional equality, to support an automatic proof of the right hand side of the
implication.

Another example of an inductive proof in OCC is commutativity of nat_plus,
assuming that it has not been specified axiomatically:

( nat_plus : nat -> nat -> nat )

( nat_plus_eq_1 : !! {i : nat}

(EQ (nat_plus 0 i) i) )

( nat_plus_eq_2 : !! {i : nat}

(EQ (nat_plus i 0) i) )

( nat_plus_eq_3 : !! {i,j : nat}

(EQ (nat_plus (suc i) j) (suc (nat_plus i j))) )

( nat_plus_eq_4 : !! {i,j : nat}

(EQ (nat_plus i (suc j)) (suc (nat_plus i j))) )

( nat_plus_is_commutative =

? : || {m,n : nat} (EQ (nat_plus m n) (nat_plus n m)) )

----------------------------

?1595 : || { m : nat }{ n : nat } ( EQ ( plus m n ) ( plus n m ) )

1 new goal
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( Inst (nat_ind ([n : nat] ?) ? ?) )

----------------------------

?1652 : { i : nat }

( ( [ n : nat ] { n : nat }

( EQ ( plus n{1} n ) ( plus n n{1}) ) ) i ) ->

( ( [ n : nat ] ( { n : nat }

( EQ ( plus n{1} n ) ( plus n n{1}) ) ) ) ( suc i ) )

1 new goal

( Inst [i : ?][H : !! ?] ? )

all goals solved

As a side remark, this example reminds us of the fact that OCC uses the CINNI
calculus to deal with bound variables. Variables are indexed names, but for
convenience we always write n{0} as n, thereby referring to the innermost binder
for n, which is the usual case. Above, we have another variable called n{1} which
allows us to skip the innermost binder for n, thereby referring to the outermost
binder for n in this case.

Coming back to the main issue, we observe that the proof is again partially auto-
mated, but here by forcing the premise into the form of a computational equation
as expressed by the pattern !! ?. Furthermore, nat_plus_is_commutative is
designated as a structural equations by ||, and therefore enriches the computa-
tional system associated with this context.

To demonstrate that inductive proofs over parameterized datatypes can be done
in a similar style with partial automation, we show associativity of the poly-
morphic function append for polymorphic lists with constructors nil and cons.
Again the induction principle could be obtained from a more general elimination
principle for parameterized data types, e.g. the one described in [CPM90].

( list_ind : {T : Type}{P : (list T) -> Prop}

(P nil) ->

({h : T}{t : (list T)} (P t) -> (P (cons h t))) ->

{l : (list T)} (P l) )

( append : {T | Type} (list T) -> (list T) -> (list T) )

( append_eq_1 : !! {T : Type}{l : (list T)}

(EQ (append nil l) l) )
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( append_eq_2 : !! {T : Type}{l : (list T)}

{h : T}{t : (list T)}

(EQ (append (cons h t) l) (cons h (append t l))) )

( list_append_is_associative = ? : {T : Type}

{l1,l2,l3 : (list T)}

(EQ (append l1 (append l2 l3)) (append (append l1 l2) l3)) )

----------------------------

?4827 : { T : Type }

{ l1 : ( list T ) }{ l2 : ( list T ) }{ l3 : ( list T ) }

( EQ ( append l1 ( append l2 l3 ) )

( append ( append l1 l2 ) l3 ) )

1 new goal

( Inst ([T : ?] ?) )

{ T : Type }

----------------------------

?4955 : { l1 : ( list T ) }{ l2 : ( list T ) }{ l3 : ( list T ) }

( EQ ( append l1 ( append l2 l3 ) )

( append ( append l1 l2 ) l3 ) )

1 new goal

( Inst (list_ind ? ([l : ?] ?) ? ?) )

{ T : Type }

----------------------------

?5042 : { h : T } { t : ( list T ) }

( ( [ l : ( list T ) ]

{ l2 : ( list T ) } { l3 : ( list T ) }

( EQ ( append l ( append l2 l3 ) )

( append ( append l l2 ) l3 ) ) ) t ) ->

( ( [ l : ( list T ) ]

{ l2 : ( list T ) } { l3 : ( list T ) }

( EQ ( append l ( append l2 l3 ) )

( append ( append l l2 ) l3 ) ) )

( cons h t ) )

1 new goal

( Inst ([h : ?][t : ?][H : !! ?] ?) )

all goals solved
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8.3.4 Coinductive Theorem Proving

Coinductive reasoning allows us to prove equality of coinductively defined objects
that cannot be distinguished in terms of their behavior. Our means to compute
with coinductive objects are strictly limited to the specified modifiers and ob-
servers. We demonstrate the main idea using the behavioral specification of flags
given earlier. The first step to prove an equality is to find a behavioral equality,
i.e. an equivalence relation that is respected by all observers and modifiers. In
the case of the flag example such a behavioral equality can be defined as fol-
lows via the observer up?, so that the behavioral equality is obviously respected
by the observer. The following three theorems correspond to the condition that
modifiers respect the behavioral equality, too.

( BEQ = [f,f’ : flag] (EQ (up? f) (up? f’)) )

( BEQ_is_behavioral_1 = ? : {f,f’ : flag}

(BEQ f f’) -> (BEQ (up f) (up f’)) )

all goals solved

( BEQ_is_behavioral_2 = ? : {f,f’ : flag}

(BEQ f f’) -> (BEQ (down f) (down f’)) )

all goals solved

( BEQ_is_behavioral_3 = ? : {f,f’ : flag}

(BEQ f f’) -> (BEQ (rev f) (rev f’)) )

( Inst [f,f’ : flag][H : !! ?] ? )

all goals solved

Since the essence of coinductive definitions is that behaviorally equivalent objects
are identified, we can assume the following axiom BEQ_implies_EQ to prove the
subsequent theorem.

( BEQ_implies_EQ : {f,f’ : flag}

(BEQ f f’) -> (EQ f f’) )

( flag_theorem = ? : {f : flag} (EQ (rev (rev f)) f) )

( Inst [f : flag] ? )

{ f : flag }

----------------------------

?8272 : ( ( EQ ( rev ( rev f ) ) ) f )

1 new goal
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( Inst (BEQ_implies_EQ ? ? ?) )

all goals solved

As we can see the verification of all theorems is essentially automatic by reduction
using the computational equations in the flag specification.

What we have done above is in fact the implicit application of a general coin-
duction principle, which simply states that behaviorally equivalent objects are
identified for any behavioral equivalence. It can be expressed in OCC as follows.

( flag_coind :

{BEQ : flag -> flag -> Prop}

({f,f’ : flag}

(BEQ f f’) -> (EQ (up? f) (up? f’))) ->

({f,f’ : flag}

(BEQ f f’) -> (BEQ (up f) (up f’))) ->

({f,f’ : flag}

(BEQ f f’) -> (BEQ (down f) (down f’))) ->

({f,f’ : flag}

(BEQ f f’) -> (BEQ (rev f) (rev f’))) ->

{f,f’ : flag} (BEQ f f’) -> (EQ f f’) )

In a similar way, we can set up a coinduction principle for our behavioral speci-
fication of polymorphic streams.

( stream_coind : {T : Type}

{BEQ : {T | Type} (stream T) -> (stream T) -> Prop}

({s,s’ : (stream T)}

(BEQ s s’) -> (EQ (head s) (head s’))) ->

({s,s’ : (stream T)}

(BEQ s s’) -> (BEQ (tail s) (tail s’))) ->

{s,s’ : (stream T)} (BEQ s s’) -> (EQ s s’) )

It can be used to prove equalities such as the one given by the following theorem.

( stream_theorem = ? : {T : Type}{s :(stream T)}

(EQ (merge (odd s) (even s)) s) )

----------------------------

?9125 : { T : Type }{ s : ( stream T ) }

( EQ ( merge ( odd s ) ( even s ) ) s )

1 new goal
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( Inst ([BEQ = [T | Type][s1,s2 : (stream T)]

(EQ s1 (merge (odd s2) (even s2)))] ?) )

{ BEQ = [ T | Type ][ s1 : ( stream T ) ][ s2 : ( stream T ) ]

( EQ s1 ( merge ( odd s2 ) ( even s2 ) ) ) }

----------------------------

?9201 : { T : Type }{ s : ( stream T ) }

( EQ ( merge ( odd s ) ( even s ) ) s )

1 new goal

( Inst ([T : ?][s : ?] ?) )

{ BEQ = [ T | Type ][ s1 : ( stream T ) ][ s2 : ( stream T ) ]

( EQ s1 ( merge ( odd s2 ) ( even s2 ) ) ) }

{ T : Type }

{ s : ( stream T ) }

----------------------------

?9292 : ( EQ ( merge ( odd s ) ( odd ( tail s ) ) ) s )

1 new goal

( Inst (stream_coind T BEQ ? ? ? ? ?) )

{ BEQ = [ T | Type ][ s1 : ( stream T ) ][ s2 : ( stream T ) ]

( EQ s1 ( merge ( odd s2 ) ( even s2 ) ) ) }

{ T : Type }

{ s : ( stream T ) }

----------------------------

?9363 : { s : ( stream T ) }{ s’ : ( stream T ) }

( BEQ T s s’ ) -> ( BEQ T ( tail s ) ( tail s’ ) )

{ BEQ = [ T | Type ][ s1 : ( stream T ) ][ s2 : ( stream T ) ]

( EQ s1 ( merge ( odd s2 ) ( even s2 ) ) ) }

{ T : Type }

{ s : ( stream T ) }

----------------------------

?9362 : { s : ( stream T ) }{ s’ : ( stream T ) }

( BEQ T s s’ ) -> ( BEQ T ( head s ) ( head s’ ) )

2 new goals

( Inst ([s : ?][s’ : ?] ?) )
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{ BEQ = [ T | Type ][ s1 : ( stream T ) ][ s2 : ( stream T ) ]

( EQ s1 ( merge ( odd s2 ) ( even s2 ) ) ) }

{ T : Type }

{ s : ( stream T ) }

{ s : ( stream T ) }

{ s’ : ( stream T ) }

----------------------------

?9772 : ( BEQ T s s’ ) -> ( EQ ( head s ) ( head s’ ) )

1 new goal

( Inst ([H : !! ?] ?) )

1 goal solved (no new goals)

( Inst ([s : ?][s’ : ?] ?) )

{ BEQ = [ T : Type ][ s1 : ( stream T ) ][ s2 : ( stream T ) ]

( EQ s1 ( merge ( odd s2 ) ( even s2 ) ) ) }

{ T : Type }

{ s : ( stream T ) }

{ s : ( stream T ) }

{ s’ : ( stream T ) }

----------------------------

?10319 : ( BEQ T s s’ ) -> ( EQ ( tail s ) ( tail s’ ) )

1 new goal

( Inst ([H : !! ?] ?) )

all goals solved

Again we can see that the main part of the proof is done automatically by reduc-
tion using the computational equations of the behavioral specification.

8.3.5 Theorem Proving Modulo

Theorem proving modulo [DHK98] refers to the technique of proving theorems
w.r.t. an underlying equality on propositions, i.e. at a higher-level of abstraction
that ignores distinctions that are subsumed by the equality. In fact, we have
already used theorem proving modulo an equational theory given by computa-
tional equations, namely in the inductive and coinductive proofs of the previous
sections, and we have seen that a considerable degree of partial automation can
be achieved in this way. In this section we illustrate theorem proving modulo
in a more general form, where the underlying equational theory is given by a
combination of structural and computational equations.
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The capabilites of OCC to support this theorem proving style can best be demon-
strated by means of a typical example, namely the verification of linear place
invariants in colored net specifications. To this end we apply some concepts
formally developed in Chapter 4, namely the notion of typed state space and in-
variant, to the case study of Chapter 3, which in Section 8.2.8 has been specified
using OCC. Hence, this section simultaneously shows how OCC can be employed
to reason about specifications in the embedded rewriting logic.

Our starting point is the OCC specification from Section 8.2.8, which is essentially
the rewriting semantics of the echo algorithm from Chapter 3. Our first goal is
to slightly modify this specification to obtain an equivalent, but suitably explicit
and abstract version, which is a more convenient basis for interactive theorem
proving.

Recall that the specification introduces a type act of actions, a type st of states,
and the transition predicate trans. Since we are now interested in reasoning
about the models of this specification, we need to partially make explicit the
imposed freeness constraints inside the logic of OCC. Obviously, the freeness
constraint for act justifies adding the following induction principle.

( act_ind : {P : act -> Prop}

({x : id}(P (ISEND x))) ->

({x : id}{m : st}(P (IRECEIVE x m))) ->

({x,y : id}(P (SEND x y))) ->

({x,y : id}{m : st}(P (RECEIVE x y m))) ->

{e : act}(P e) )

Aiming at a simple and generic inductive specification of our transition relation
trans, we introduce an inductive predicate guard to represent the guards of net
transitions, as well as functions pre and post to denote their pre- and postmark-
ings.

( guard : act -> Prop )

( guard_ISEND : !! {x : id}

(EQ (guard (ISEND x)) True) )

( guard_IRECEIVE : !! {x : id}{m : st}

(EQ (guard (IRECEIVE x m))

(EQ m (m_MESSAGES (incoming network x)))) )

( guard_SEND : !! {x,y : id}

(EQ (guard (SEND x y)) True) )
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( guard_RECEIVE : !! {x,y : id}{m : st}

(EQ (guard (RECEIVE x y m))

(EQ m (m_MESSAGES (fms_rm (incoming network x) (pair x y))))) )

( pre : act -> st )

( post : act -> st )

( pre_ISEND : !! {x : id}

(EQ (pre (ISEND x)) (m_single_QUIET x)) )

( post_ISEND : !! {x : id}

(EQ (post (ISEND x))

(m_union (m_single_WAITING x)

(m_MESSAGES (outgoing network x)))) )

( pre_IRECEIVE : !! {x : id} {m : st}

(EQ (pre (IRECEIVE x m))

(m_union (m_single_WAITING x) m)) )

( post_IRECEIVE : !! {x : id} {m : st}

(EQ (post (IRECEIVE x m))

(m_single_TERMINATED x)) )

( pre_SEND : !! {x,y : id}

(EQ (pre (SEND x y))

(m_union (m_single_UNINFORMED x)

(m_single_MESSAGES x y))) )

( post_SEND : !! {x,y : id}

(EQ (post (SEND x y))

(m_union (m_single_PENDING x y)

(m_MESSAGES (fms_rm (outgoing network x)

(pair y x))))) )

( pre_RECEIVE : !! {x,y : id}{m : st}

(EQ (pre (RECEIVE x y m))

(m_union (m_single_PENDING x y) m)) )

( post_RECEIVE : !! {x,y : id}{m : st}

(EQ (post (RECEIVE x y m))

(m_union (m_single_ACCEPTED x)

(m_single_MESSAGES y x))) )
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Now we are prepared to give a concise inductive specification of the transition
relation trans. It is generated by the atomic transitions as expressed by t_rule

and by the context closure rule t_union. The reader can easily verify that the
transition relation trans is equivalent to the rewrite predicate trans of the former
specification.26 We have only introduced the notation pre/post for left/right
hand side of transition rules and guard for rule conditions to enhance readability
of proofs. Again, to allow inductive reasoning we add a corresponding induction
principle as justified by the freeness constraint for trans.

( trans : act -> st -> st -> Prop )

( t_rule : {e : act}

(guard e) -> (trans e (pre e) (post e)) )

( t_union : {e : act}{m,m’,m’’ : st}

(trans e m’ m’’) -> (trans e (m_union m m’) (m_union m m’’)) )

( trans_ind : {e : act}{P : st -> st -> Prop}

((guard e) -> (P (pre e) (post e))) ->

({m,m’,m’’ : st}

(P m’ m’’) -> (P (m_union m m’) (m_union m m’’))) ->

{m’,m’’ : st}(trans e m’ m’’) -> (P m’ m’’) )

( trans_ind’ : {e : act}{P : st -> st -> Prop}

({m : st}(guard e) ->

(P (m_union m (pre e)) (m_union m (post e)))) ->

{m’,m’’ : st}(trans e m’ m’’) -> (P m’ m’’) )

The last axiom trans_ind’ is an optimized induction principle that can be proved
using trans_ind. It is more convenient, since it has fewer premises. We have
omitted the proof for the sake of brevity.

Since we wish to reason about the echo algorithm independently of the concrete
network topology, we only need a number of minimal assumptions about the
initial marking, which are formulated below. The former executable specification
with a concrete network topology is a particular instance of this more abstract
specification.

( initiator : id )

( uninformed_agents : (fms id) )

26There is an inessential change in the order of arguments for trans, which enables us later
to reuse some notions from Chapter 4.
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( uninformed_agents_not_empty :

?? (Not (fms_is_empty uninformed_agents)) )

( initial_marking =

(m_union (m_single_QUIET initiator)

(m_place | pl | pl_color UNINFORMED uninformed_agents)) )

( initial_condition = [m : st] (EQ m initial_marking) )

On top of this specification of our system model we add the OCC translations of
the modules sets_pred and safety form the temporal library of Chapter 4. Since
the translations are straightforward, we omit them at this point and we refer to
Chapter 4 for the definitions of view, hoare, stable and ind_invariant, which
are used in the following.

As a means to prove assertions of the form (hoare e p q) we use the follow-
ing reasoning principle, which is a direct consequence of the induction principle
trans_ind’.

( pn_rule = ? : {p,q : s_prop}{e : act}

({m : st}(guard e) ->

(p (m_union m (pre e))) -> (q (m_union m (post e))))->

(hoare e p q) )

( Inst ([p : st -> Prop][q : st -> Prop] ?) )

( Inst ([e : ?][H : ?] ?) )

( Inst (trans_ind’ e ([m’ : st][m’’ : st]((p m’) -> (q m’’))) ?) )

( Inst H )

all goals solved

The linear invariant we wish to prove is given by the following predicate. It states
that, by taking the multiset union of the contents of the places QUIET, WAITING,
and TERMINATED, we obtain a singleton multiset which contains only the initiator.

( inv = [m : st] (EQ (fms_single initiator)

(fms_union (m_proj m QUIET)

(fms_union (m_proj m WAITING)

(m_proj m TERMINATED))) ))

We begin with the main part, namely the proof of stability. Since there is no
need for partitioning the system into components, we use the trivial full view,
which contains all actions. The definition of stability is unfolded to a universal
quantification over all actions, which is proved by induction using act_ind.
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( full_view = [e : act] True )

( inv_stable = ? : (stable full_view inv) )

----------------------------

?23493 : { e : act } ( set_in ( [ x : act ] True ) e ) ->

( hoare e

( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )

( fms_union ( fms_union ( m_proj m QUIET )

( m_proj m WAITING ) )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) )

( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )

( fms_union ( fms_union ( m_proj m QUIET )

( m_proj m WAITING ) )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) ) )

( Inst (act_ind ? ? ? ? ?) )

----------------------------

?28894 : { x : id }{ y : id }{ m : st }

( ( [ e : act ]

( set_in ( [ x : act ] True ) e ) ->

( ( hoare e

( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )

( fms_union ( m_proj m QUIET )

( fms_union ( m_proj m WAITING )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) ) ) )

( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )

( fms_union ( m_proj m QUIET )

( fms_union ( m_proj m WAITING )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) ) ) ) )

( RECEIVE x y m ) )

----------------------------

?28893 : { x : id }{ y : id }

( ( [ e : act ]

( set_in ( [ x : act ] True ) e ) ->

( ( hoare e

( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )

( fms_union ( m_proj m QUIET )

( fms_union ( m_proj m WAITING )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) ) ) )

( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )
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( fms_union ( m_proj m QUIET )

( fms_union ( m_proj m WAITING )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) ) ) ) )

( SEND x y ) )

----------------------------

?28892 : { x : id }{ m : st }

( ( [ e : act ]

( set_in ( [ x : act ] True ) e ) ->

( ( hoare e

( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )

( fms_union ( m_proj m QUIET )

( fms_union ( m_proj m WAITING )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) ) ) )

( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )

( fms_union ( m_proj m QUIET )

( fms_union ( m_proj m WAITING )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) ) ) ) )

( IRECEIVE x m ) )

----------------------------

?28891 : { x : id }

( ( [ e : act ]

( set_in ( [ x : act ] True ) e ) ->

( ( hoare e

( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )

( fms_union ( m_proj m QUIET )

( fms_union ( m_proj m WAITING )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) ) ) )

( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )

( fms_union ( m_proj m QUIET )

( fms_union ( m_proj m WAITING )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) ) ) ) )

( ISEND x ) )

4 new goals

The four resulting subgoals are similar, which is why below we have given only
the most interesting case of IRECEIVE. As we can see the proof is practically
automatic, thanks to the fact that we are reasoning modulo the structural and
computational equations of finite multisets and markings (which especially in-
clude the place linearity equations).
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--- Case ISEND ---

...

1 goal solved (no new goals)

--- Case IRECEIVE ---

(Inst ([x : id][mrk’ : st][D : ?] ?))

{ x : id }

{ mrk’ : st }

{ D : ( set_in ( [ x : act ] True ) ( IRECEIVE x mrk’ ) ) }

----------------------------

?73262 : { s : st } { s’ : st }

( ( trans ( IRECEIVE x mrk’ ) s s’ ) ->

( ( ( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )

( fms_union ( fms_union ( m_proj m QUIET )

( m_proj m WAITING ) )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) ) s ) ->

( ( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )

( fms_union ( fms_union ( m_proj m QUIET )

( m_proj m WAITING ) )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) ) s’ ) ) )

1 new goal

(Inst (pn_rule ... ... ( IRECEIVE x mrk’ ) ?))

{ x : id }

{ mrk’ : st }

{ D : ( set_in ( [ x : act ] True ) ( IRECEIVE x mrk’ ) ) }

----------------------------

?78669 : { m : st } ( guard ( IRECEIVE x mrk’ ) ) ->

( ( ( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )

( fms_union ( fms_union ( m_proj m QUIET )

( m_proj m WAITING ) )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) )

( m_union m ( pre ( IRECEIVE x mrk’ ) ) ) ) ->

( ( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )

( fms_union ( fms_union ( m_proj m QUIET )

( m_proj m WAITING ) )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) )

( m_union m ( post ( IRECEIVE x mrk’ ) ) ) ) )

1 new goal
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(Inst ([mrk : st][G : !! ?][H : !! ?] ?))

1 goal solved (no new goals)

--- Case SEND ---

...

1 goal solved (no new goals)

--- Case RECEIVE ---

...

all goals solved

Given the proof of stability it remains to check the invariant property inv under
the initial condition, which is expressed by one of the subgoal ?124607 below.

( inv_invariant = ? : (ind_invariant full_view

initial_condition inv) )

...

( Inst (And_intro ? ? ? ?) )

----------------------------

?124608 : { e : act } ( set_in ( [ x : act ] True ) e ) ->

( ( ( hoare e )

( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )

( fms_union ( fms_union ( m_proj m QUIET )

( m_proj m WAITING ) )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) ) )

( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )

( fms_union ( fms_union ( m_proj m QUIET )

( m_proj m WAITING ) )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) ) )

----------------------------

?124607 : { s : st }

( ( [ s : st ]

( ( ( [ m : st ] ( EQ m

( m_union

( m_place QUIET ( fms_single initiator ) )

( m_place UNINFORMED uninformed_agents ) ) ) ) s ) ->
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( ( [ m : st ] ( EQ ( fms_single initiator )

( fms_union ( fms_union

( m_proj m QUIET )

( m_proj m WAITING ) )

( m_proj m TERMINATED ) ) ) ) s ) ) )

s )

2 new goals

( Inst ([s : st][H : !! ?] ?) )

1 goals solved (no new goals)

( Inst inv_stable )

all goals solved

In summary we can say that the idea of theorem proving modulo leads to con-
siderable improvements regarding partial automation of proofs, even in the form
that we employ in OCC, which is not limited to the first-order case, but on the
other hand based on reduction modulo structural equations rather than on more
powerful narrowing, which is used in [DHK98]. Moreover, we believe that reason-
ing about concurrent systems represented in a natural multiset-rewriting style is
an important application, that we have only touched upon here in a very specific
setting, but seems to have much more potential in the verification of concurrent
systems that is worth to investigate in the future.

8.4 Final Remarks

We have explored a combination of CC with a flexible ECC-style universe hierar-
chy and a computational system based on conditional rewriting modulo equations
as it can be found in membership equational logic or, more generally, in rewrit-
ing logic. The resulting system, that we refer to as OCC, for the open calculus
of constructions, is more expressive than ECC, because typechecking can take
into account logical knowledge, which could be given by axioms or theorems that
are available in a given context. The resulting system is also more expressive
than membership equational logic or rewriting logic, since instead of kinds we
have expressive higher-order types, and instead of a fragment of first-order logic
we can utilize the higher-order logic provided by the propositions-as-types inter-
pretation. The classical set-theoretic semantics that we have developed in this
chapter is given independently of the formal system, which implies that logically
OCC specifications can be understood independently and in particular without
reference to the operational semantics. The semantics is in our view very intu-
itive, and it shows that the use of dependent types as a primitive concept, rather
than having a logic together with a more or less restricted type system, is an
absolutely satisfactory way to deal with classical mathematics.
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As it is often the case with an increase in expressiveness, there is a price to be
paid. The computational system of CC is context-independent and enjoys good
operational properties such as confluence and strong normalization. The draw-
back is that only a restricted class of functional programs can be executed, and
executable specifications cannot be expressed. In OCC, however, the computa-
tional system is context-dependent, and we have not imposed any restrictions,
except that it should be based on a form of conditional equational rewriting and
goal-oriented search that is covered by the rules of the formal system. As a
consequence it is possible to write OCC specifications that do not enjoy general
confluence or normalization properties, with corresponding consequences for type
inference and type checking, and, just as in membership equational logic and in
rewriting logic, it is the responsibility of the user to write computationally useful
specifications, i.e specification with good computational properties for the rele-
vant application scenarios. Since type inference and type checking is based on
computation, it is furthermore in the hands of the user to specify a computational
system which is sufficiently complete for the purposes of the application.

In addition to its relationship to CC, it is instructive to compare our approach
with Martin-Löf’s type theory or better with Nuprl, which takes Martin-Löf’s
original ideas even further. The main difference is that both Nuprl and the re-
lated version of Martin-Löf’s type theory are polymorphic, in the sense that the
underlying language is untyped and typically semantically different types can be
assigned to the same term. This is in contrast to OCC, which is a monomorphic
type theory in the sense that terms are equipped with explicit type information
and well-typed terms are equipped with a semantically unique type. A differ-
ence related to polymorphism is that functions are set-theoretic in OCC, but in
Martin-Löf’s polymorphic type theory and in Nuprl they are characterized by
their computational behavior (this observational approach is especially visible in
Nuprl’s contravariant subtyping rules). We have already pointed out that Martin-
Löf has also considered monomorphic type theories, and that Martin-Löf’s types
can be specified to reside in the predicative universes of OCC. Especially notewor-
thy is Martin-Löf’s logical framework [PSN90], which is similar to the intended
use of OCC, but neither Martin-Löf’s type theories nor Nuprl provide a means to
extend or specify the computational system inside the theory. Another point is
that all universes in Martin-Löf’s type theory and Nuprl are strictly predicative,
whereas OCC admits impredicative universes. If the distinguished OCC universe
Prop is designated as an impredicative universe, then it contains an impredicative
higher-order logic by virtue of the propositions-as-types interpretation, which can
be directly used to express all common concepts of classical mathematics. One
the other hand, the use of impredicative universes with the intention to obtain a
classical impredicative higher-order logic is more a matter of convenience rather
than a necessity as the HOL/Nuprl connection clearly demonstrates. Therefore,
we have explicitly admitted instances of OCC without impredicative universes in
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our treatment. Since we have furthermore not excluded the possibility that Prop
is neither predicative nor impredicative, we can still enjoy the convenience of a
classical propositional universe.

Nuprl is an open-ended type theory with a rich collection of types, whereas OCC
is rather minimalistic, in the sense that it is based on the single concept of
dependent function types. The openness of OCC should be clearly distinguished
from the openendedness of Nuprl, which refers to the possibility to add new type
constructors and corresponding inference rules [Tsu01]. This is possible, because
the semantics of Nuprl is given for an underlying untyped programming language
in a generic way, and hence can be used to justify the introduction of new type
constructors to classify elements that are already semantically meaningful. In
OCC openness refers to openness of the computational system, which can be
freely specified by the user within the bounds provided by the logic, but without
extending the formal system itself. The addition of entirely new type constructors
would require an extension of the underlying language, most likely requiring a
considerable modification of the associated semantics, and hence seems to be more
difficult than in the generic approach of Nuprl. On the flip side, the semantics
of OCC is a classical set-theoretic one, which is intuitively simpler than the
constructive semantics of Nuprl [All87].27 The reason is that OCC has only a few
primitive concepts to justify, but especially because equality in OCC is implicitly
polymorphic and is interpreted uniformly as set-theoretic equality, a point that is
important to use equations as computation rules in arbitrary contexts, whereas
in Nuprl equality is explicitly polymorphic and its semantics is type-dependent
in an essential way.28

Indeed, our rationale was to keep OCC as simple as possible with the inten-
tion that, rather than to anticipate possible extensions of the formal system, it
could be used more as a framework to internally develop new concepts such as
contravariant subtyping, quotients, inductive and coinductive types, parameter-
ization, etc. inside the type theory. As indicated by some of our examples, a
systematic approach for such internal extensions could be based on a develop-
ment of computational category theory inside OCC. Indeed, we think of OCC
as a type theory that provides a minimal starting point for such an endeavor,
which could be conducted in a similar way as the development [HS98] conducted
in COQ by Huet and Säıbi, but it could benefit from the particular computa-
tional features of OCC as we have seen from some of the examples discussed in
this chapter. Also the elegant representation of certain computational concepts

27It is interesting to note that one of the motivations of [How97] was to provide a simpler
semantics for a variant of Nuprl, which eliminates the need for partial equivalence relations,
but our impression is that the resulting semantics would be still difficult to understand for a
nonexpert.

28As shown in [How98b], it is still possible to support efficient equational rewriting in Nuprl
at the tactic level, if terms are equipped with certain type annotations.
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of category theory [RB88] using a typed functional programming language such
as ML could be carried out in OCC and could benefit from the use of dependent
types and computational equations.

In spite of several differences, there is an interesting feature of Nuprl that would be
very desirable in the context of OCC, namely direct computation rules [CAB+86],
which allow untyped computation, and have already been admitted in the se-
mantics of Martin-Löf’s type theory (cf. [Tsu01]). By using an untyped notion of
equality, OCC already supports a limited form of untyped computation, which
can be semantically justified. On the other hand, the rule for β-reduction Red-
Beta in OCC, and all the other rules Str, As, Red, and Rew have dynamic type
checking premises. Using, however, the simplified set-theoretic semantics pre-
sented at the end of Section 8.1.2 the omission of the premise of RedBeta can
be easily justified for purely predivative instances of OCC. This idea could be
generalized to our equational/rewriting setting (i.e. to the rules Str, As, Red, and
Rew) to cover computation without generating dynamic type checking conditions,
provided that the types of quantified variables are suitably general and certain
mild variable restrictions are satisfied, similar to those imposed for executability
of membership equational and rewriting logic specifications in Chapter 2. Un-
fortunately, such direct computation rules cannot be justified by our classical
set-theoretic semantics for the general case of OCC (for instance, our soundness
proof of RedBeta makes essential use of the typing premise). Whether a rich
hybrid set-theoretic/computational semantics in the spirit of [HS94, How97] (in
these references dynamic type checking is performed at the semantic level) could
be given to impredicative universes remains unclear, however, because his inter-
pretation of types is restricted to purely set-theoretic objects.29 On the other
hand, it should also be mentioned that there are also some arguments in favor
of dynamic type checking (at the level of the formal system rather than at the
semantic level). First of all, the variable restriction mentioned above excludes
examples (such as the operational extensionality axiom of Section 8.2.6), where
variables could be instantiated by means of type inference. It is furthermore too
strong for computational rewrite axioms if quantified variables are not instanti-
ated by matching but by more general rewrite strategies, where arbitrary terms
can be supplied by the metalevel and dynamic typechecking is needed to check
their well-typedness. Second, dynamic type checking would be an important fea-
ture in an extension of OCC by a richer notion of (covariant) subtyping that is
not confined to universe subtyping, because the applicability of assertional ax-
ioms, computational equations, or computational rewrite axioms could depend

29An interesting question in this context is if disregarding computational aspects an instance
of OCC with a standard predicative and cumulative universe hierarchy could be equipped
with an abstract logical semantics via an embedding into Nuprl, but it seems that the answer
is negative, already because of the inherently untyped nature of OCC’s equality judgements,
which is in contrast to Nuprl’s type-dependent equality. A similar difficulty arises if we want to
relate OCC and Martin-Löf’s type theory (extended by fully cumulative universe subtyping).
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on types in an essential way.

Type checking in Martin-Löf’s polymorphic, extensional type theory and in Nuprl
is a matter of interactive theorem proving and in the case of the Nuprl system is
supported by tactics external to the type theory. A very powerful characteristic
of both type theories is that there are virtually no restrictions on how logical
equalities can be used to prove typing judgements. In other words, type equality
is logical rather than computational. Instead, OCC preserves the, in our view
essential, feature of CC and other PTSs (a feature that can already be found in
Martin-Löf’s decidable type theory [ML74]), namely that type checking should
be based on the operational semantics of the type theory itself. In other words,
it is based on a notion of computation, which in the case of OCC is the general
notation of conditional rewriting modulo equations. Since any logical equality can
be designated as operational (in different ways) we do not lose expressiveness, but
type checking becomes a process that is conducted using the same operational
semantics of the type theory that is used to execute programs and specifications.
Since proof checking is a particular case of type checking, it follows that also proof
checking in OCC is based on its own operational semantics. This is different from
Nuprl, where a sufficiently rich notion of proof and the associated process of proof
checking are explained using tactics in the metalanguage and hence are external
to the formal system.

In summary, we consider OCC as a promising research direction in the integration
of concepts from equational logic, rewriting logic, and different type theories. Re-
garding its expressiveness, our approach subsumes membership equational logic,
the corresponding version of rewriting logic, the calculus of constructions, and
a monomorphic Martin-Löf-style type theory. On the other hand, we have seen
that OCC is very different from existing logics and type theories in terms of its
semantics and its formal system. In essence, OCC is based on the interaction
between just two key concepts, which are dependent types and an operational
semantics based on conditional rewriting modulo equations. As suggested by our
examples, OCC could be used as a core formalism for the development of a uni-
fied languge for programming, specification, and interactive theorem proving, but
we feel that the contribution of this chapter should be regarded as the begining
rather than the end of such an endeavour. Hence, we conclude this section by
pointing out a number of issues that we think would be important to continue
our line of research.

On the theoretical side, we have indicated that, due to its generality, a meta-
theoretic study of operational properties of OCC is a difficult enterprise and is
left as an issue for future work. Apart from a better understanding of the compu-
tational system of OCC, such a study could be valuable from an implementation
viewpoint. Especially important seems to be the investigation of useful sufficient
conditions under which dynamic type checking can be eliminated or optimized,
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since this would impact the efficiency of possible implementations considerably.30

Also on the model-theoretic side, further work is worthwhile. The study of al-
ternative semantic models for OCC, would independently contribute to a better
understanding from a different perspective and could furthermore justify future
extensions of the formal system. We have already mentioned that concepts such
as implicitly dependent types and direct computation rules would be natural ex-
tensions if they could be justified by semantic means, and that, furthermore, a
study of the predicative instances of OCC would be of independent interest. Also
the integration of universe polymorphism, e.g. by means of type universes, would
be an important issue that needs a careful semantic justification. In addition,
the definition of a constructive set-theoretic semantics, e.g. models based on ω-
sets similar to those in [Luo94], models based on combinatory algebras similar
to [SG96], or even less abstract term models, should be possible, because the
formal system of OCC is not classically biased. Still the constructions known
from CC or ECC cannot be directly used, because models of OCC should have a
uniform interpretation for the syntax and should especially not rely on metathe-
oretic properties of the formal system, which seems to indicate that a higher
degree of intensionality is necessary in the interpretation. Since OCC allows dif-
ferent hierachies of universes and the universes can be semantically separated to
a certain degree, it seems also possible to construct hybrid models, for instance,
combining a domain-theoretic semantics and a classical set-theoretic one (e.g.
to reason about domains in a classical logic), another direction that might be
interesting to explore.31 Last but not least, it would be worth investigating if
suitable instances of OCC could be interpreted in untyped languages such as
those proposed in [Fef75], [Bee88], and [Gru92], which combine computation and
set-theoretic concepts.32

On the practical side, we think that more experience is needed with the use of
OCC. By means of a number of examples we have touched upon many possible ap-
plications. A consequent next step would be to conduct larger case studies, again
in different application domains ranging from the formalization of mathemati-
cal concepts to computer science applications such as verification of concurrent
systems and metatheoretic reasoning about formalisms. The feedback from such
case studies would constitute a valuable input for the future development and
possible extensions. We have already pointed out a few extensions of the formal
system that would still fit well into the minimalistic approach of OCC. To more
systematically support other concepts, such as contravariant subtyping, algebras

30Since a similar form of dynamic type checking is needed in Nuprl (although at the tactic
level), a type annotation scheme has been developed in [How98b] to increase the efficiency of,
for instance, tactics for equational rewriting.

31Since every type would be inhabited in domain-theoretic universes, we cannot use them for
logical purposes, however.

32It should be mentioned that [Gru92] is based entirely on a notion of a map and the relation
to set theory is less explicit.
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and modules as objects, inductive/coinductive definitions, and parameterization,
our examples suggest that a development of computational category theory, which
would itself be a larger case study in formalized mathematics, could provide a
basis to develop such concepts internally. In addition, there are a number of con-
ceivable metalevel extensions, often referred to as syntactic sugar, because they
do not impact the underlying formal system, that could considerably improve
the usability of OCC, schemes for certain forms of (co)inductive definitions and
implicit coercions as they are available in the COQ proof assistent being partic-
ular examples. Yet another issue of practical relevance in the context of larger
applications is support for formal interoperability, especially with classical logic
theorem provers such as HOL and PVS. Since OCC is equipped with a classi-
cal set-theoretic semantics and an open computational system, we do not expect
major theoretical difficulties regarding this issue.

A different but important aspect that we have not treated in this chapter is the
specification of rewrite strategies, for which several different approaches are con-
ceivable, one of them being the generalization of the reflective approach of Maude
[CM96], which would amount to a reflection of the entire language of OCC and
would allow us to specify strategies themselves in OCC at the metalevel. An-
other possibility, which is less flexible but does not rely on reflection, would be to
complement OCC specifications with strategy specifications in a fixed strategy
language similar to the approach of ELAN [BKK+98, BCD+98]. As indicated by
the reflective architecture of the OCC prototype itself, reflection has many other
applications and hence consitutes a feature of independent interest, which can be
realized in a variety of flavors and to various degrees. For instance, instead of a
full reflection of the entire language of OCC, one might consider partial reflec-
tion of the first-order computational equational/rewriting logic sublanguage (e.g.
similar to Maude) or partial reflection of a higher-order functional sublanguage
(e.g. similar to applicative LISP). Of practical interest would be the question how
the strong typing capabilities of OCC can be used to ensure that the representa-
tions are themselves strongly typed. Whether a practically useful strongly typed
reflection of the full language of OCC in the sense of [LO93] can be obtained is
another interesting question that remains beyond the scope of this thesis.
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This thesis is an attempt to contribute to the long-term goal of a unified language
for programming, specification, and interactive theorem proving. It reflects our
view that such an enterprise should be first and foremost based on the practical
experience gained in a preferably wide range of application domains. Instead of
developing an entirely new approach from scratch we have selected two state-of-
the-art approaches as starting points, for which a substantial body of theoretical
and practical experience is already available.

First of all, we have chosen rewriting logic (RWL), more precisely a version of
rewriting logic that is based on a membership equational sublogic (MEL). Rewrit-
ing logic is the foundation of the Maude language and generalizes the traditional
equational programming and specification paradigm to address the executable
specification of concurrent and distributed systems. We found the approach of
rewriting logic very attractive, because it is not tailored to specific applications
and actually can be used as a semantic framework for a wide range of approaches
to programming and system specification, ranging from simple automata to po-
tentially complex concurrent object systems. Apart from its use as a semantic
framework for programming and specification languages, another aspect of rewrit-
ing logic is that of its logical framework applications, in which formal systems
can be explained using a simple first-order approach with typical benefits such
as executability of the specified formalisms.

The second starting point is type theory, more precisely the calculus of construc-
tions (CC) extended by a universe hierarchy in the style of Martin-Löf’s type
theory. This is a logical type theory in the broader class of pure type systems,
which is the core of the type theories used in the higher-order logic proof as-
sistents LEGO and COQ. The attractive feature of logical type theories is the
unified view of programming and interactive higher-order logic theorem proving,
which is made possible by the dependent function types available in these theo-
ries, being a consequent generalization of the standard function types available
in typed functional programming languages. In other words, instead of having
to deal with two primitive concepts, a logic and an underlying type theory as
in higher-order theorem provers like HOL, we have dependent types as the only
primitive concept, since higher-order logic can be defined in the type theory by
means of a propositions-as-types interpretation. This leads not only to a certain
economy that is beneficial for theory and implementation, but it makes evident
that typed functional programming and proof development are the same task and
do not need to be artificially separated.

Without ignoring the important impact of mathematical elegance and inspiration,
we believe that theory should ultimately be driven by applications. In the follow-
ing we focus on how the design of the open calculus of constructions (OCC), that
is our approach to unify the lines of research mentioned above, was influenced
by several applications of rewriting logic and type theory studied in Chapters 3
– 7 of this thesis. To this end, we briefly summarize the specific contributions
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of each the these application chapters to the research in its corresponding do-
main, simultaneously pointing out future work that would be of interest in the
respective context. In addition, we take a look at each of these chapters from the
viewpoint of their impact on the design and applications of OCC, the calculus
which constitutes the main contribution of this thesis to which we come back in
the remainder of this chapter.

Chapter 3
Rewriting Logic as a Semantic Framework:
Representing High-Level Petri Nets

We begin with Chapter 3, where we studied the use of rewriting logic as a semantic
framework for concurrency. To this end, we have treated different classes of Petri
nets, which are one of the most popular models for concurrent and distributed
systems. Continuing the line of research initiated by Meseguer and Montanari un-
der the motto “Petri nets are monoids”, we have developed a rewriting semantics
for a very general class of algebraic net specifications, namely colored net speci-
fications over membership equational logic, and, by establishing functoriality of
the semantics and a natural isomorphism with the Best-Devillers process seman-
tics, we have given a semantic justification for our representation. We think that
our categorical treatment is quite elegant, because it first develops the relevant
concepts for place/transition nets and as a second step generalizes the results to
the high-level case. We have also argued in favor of using the collective token
philosophy as a mathematical basis for the semantics of concurrent systems, the
justification being its elegant generic nature as witnessed by rewriting logic and
the fact that more refined semantic models, the individual token semantics being
just one example, can always be obtained by explicit enrichment, provided that
the formalism is powerful enough to express this enrichment, a condition that
we think is usually satisfied in the languages used in practice and especially in
colored net specifications.

An immediate practical implication of our results is that we can exploit the
executability of rewriting logic to execute Petri net models. Using a case study
of a distributed network algorithm we have shown how (high-level) Petri nets
can be efficiently executed using a typical rewriting engine such as Maude, which
supports rewriting modulo associativity, commutativity and identity laws. We
have also shown that the equational/rewriting logic approach suggests an abstract
notion of execution that is by no means confined to the initial model, an important
point for applications in formal verification using (interactive) theorem proving.

The rewriting logic approach is uniform in the sense that from a logical point
of view the gap between the data and the state space representation disappears,
and that operationally the same notion of conditional rewriting that is used to
represent Petri net transitions is employed at the level of net inscriptions. In
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this chapter we have furthermore indicated how a rewriting semantics could be
defined for many other Petri net classes, ranging from Petri nets based on other
inscription languages to Petri nets with a state space structure that is more com-
plicated than those explicitly discussed in this chapter. The reason for the close
connection between rewriting logic and Petri nets is in our view that rewriting
logic generalizes the notion of Petri nets without giving up the two key principles
of this formalism, which are locality and monotonicity. Apart from its contri-
bution to a conceptual unification in the quite diversified field of Petri nets, the
rewriting logic approach suggests interesting new Petri net classes, active token
nets being one example that we specifically mentioned. In summary, this chap-
ter opens up an entire research direction that could be explored guided by the
unifying role of rewriting logic.

The results of this chapter are of immediate use also in the context of OCC, which
can serve in a similar way as a semantic framework, since it generalizes rewriting
logic and its underlying membership equational logic. The representation in OCC
also answers the question about the representation of colored Petri nets based on
typed higher-order functional/equational programming languages, and a question
of how to represent colored net specifications based on a language, like higher-
order logic, that is more expressive than membership equational logic. Indeed,
the main case study of Chapter 3 is revisited in Chapter 8, where we give an
equivalent strongly typed representation, which relies on dependent types in an
essential way, and hence suggests that OCC is a suitable framework to represent
colored net specification based on a strongly typed language, which can be OCC
itself or a language that is expressed using OCC as a semantic framework.

Another main issue brought up already in Chapter 3 was how the same for-
mal representation that can be used for net execution, in fact we have already
touched upon the more general idea of abstract net execution, could also be used
as a basis for interactive theorem proving, i.e. to prove properties about the sys-
tem represented. In Chapter 8 we have explained how this can indeed be done,
based on the strongly typed representation in OCC. Hence, the OCC approach
gives further evidence to the thesis of Chapter 3 that the conventional notion of
execution, abstract execution, and interactive theorem proving are just different
points on a spectrum that can be beneficially integrated. In the future, it would
be important to gain more experience with colored net specifications based on
OCC and their formal verification in the same formalism. To this end, it would
be desirable to exploit the unifying idea of rewriting logic also at the verification
level, that is, to develop sufficiently general techniques that could also be used
for Petri net extensions or even for more general rewrite specifications.

Finally, we should emphasize once again that Petri nets are a typical represen-
tative of an entire class of models based on the multiset-representation of dis-
tributed states, and that the potential to use rewriting logic and OCC for other
classes of Petri nets and similar models clearly exists. The class of concurrent
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object systems used in the rewriting logic approach to concurrent object-oriented
programming, for instance, is such a model, which is also based on a multiset-
representation and has much in common with our representation of colored Petri
nets. In view of the growing interest in object-oriented extensions of Petri Nets
it would be worth to further explore this connection.

Chapter 4
Metalogical Reasoning in the Calculus of Inductive Constructions:
A Formalized Generalization of UNITY

A formal framework for proving temporal properties about systems has been
presented in Chapter 4, where we used the calculus of inductive constructions
(CIC) and its implementation in the COQ proof assistant to conduct a rigorously
formal development of a UNITY-style temporal logic library, which goes beyond
the standard UNITY approach in several aspects. Instead of dealing with the
execution of system models as in Chapter 3, we exploited here the strengths of a
logical type theory with dependent types and its higher-order logic in interactive
theorem proving.

On the theoretical side, one aspect of our generalization is the use of labeled
transition systems as a common semantic basis, which makes the development
applicable not only to UNITY-style programs, but also to Petri nets, rewriting
logic specifications, and many other formalisms that can be equipped with a
transition system semantics. Another improvement is that we generalize the
unconditional notion of UNITY-fairness to a notion of weak group fairness, which
allows us to specify weak fairness for groups of transitions, a feature that is
needed for instance in the verification of colored net specifications and, more
generally, in rewrite specifications, where transitions and rules are conditional
and semantically correspond to groups of transitions in the labeled transition
system. An interesting point of all our generalizations is that we preserve the core
philosophy of the UNITY approach, namely that the temporal logic is inductively
defined over the underlying transition system, a feature which makes the UNITY
temporal logic unique and very different from standard approaches to temporal
logic.

Apart from proving most proof rules known from UNITY in our general setting,
we have proved a number of additional rules. These include, for instance, rules to
deal with relative assertions, which address the difficulties caused by the use of
a strongly typed logic that have already pointed out by Lamport. It is notewor-
thy that the proof rules for relative assertions make essential use of dependent
types. The additional rules also include a new rule for compositional reasoning
with leads to assertions, which naturally extends the collection of composition
rules for the other operators. The rule is intended for tightly coupled systems
and can be regarded as a formalization of the concept of interference-free proof
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schemes which goes back to Owicki and Gries. The rule makes essential use
of the propositions-as-types interpretation, and its formal metatheoretic proof,
which is conducted by induction over temporal logic proofs, becomes quite el-
egant thanks to the proofs-as-objects interpretation. As far as we know, this
use of the propositions-as-types interpretation for compositional reasoning is a
new application that has not been considered so far, and it would certainly be
interesting to further explore its potential.

An important issue for a temporal logic library, that has not been addressed
in this chapter, is the support for rely/guarantee-style compositional reasoning
about loosely coupled systems. We have mentioned several approaches that have
been studied in the literature, and we pointed out that their integration and
formalization in CIC would constitute an interesting and challenging extension
of our development. Another topic left for future work is concerned with the
extension of our development by a stronger notion of fairness. The question is
if, similar to our notion of weak group fairness, a notion of strong group fairness
can be added without giving up the elegance and the inductive nature of the
original UNITY approach. Yet another issue that has not been addressed in
this thesis is the question of semantic completeness of the temporal logic and its
formalization in CIC. Further directions for future work could be concerned with
the extension of the temporal logic library with more specific support for classes of
system models. Interesting examples in our view are colored net specifications,
restricted classes of rewrite logic specifications, and, furthermore, Misra’s new
Seuss methodology, an object-oriented discipline of multiprogramming, which can
be regarded as a successor of the UNITY methodology and actually employs the
(New) UNITY temporal logic that was the starting point of our generalization.

Technically, our development is based on the use of CIC as a higher-order logical
framework and simultaneously as a metalogic, i.e. in this case for inductive rea-
soning about the temporal logic represented. This approach enabled us to derive
all temporal logic proof rules as theorems in the metalogic, and thus provides a
very high degree of confidence in the correctness of the library. The capabilities
of CIC and its implementation in COQ for inductive reasoning made the formal
development a manageable task. Although inductive definitions are not a primi-
tive concept in OCC, the open computational system allows us to view inductive
definitions as specifications of a restricted form, so that the development of this
chapter could also be conducted in OCC without major modifications. However,
as we pointed out in Chapter 8, the use of OCC leads to possible improvements.
For instance, the somewhat cumbersome treatment of abstract state spaces in
CIC is caused by the restrictive notion of computational equality at the type
level, being just one example where OCC allows more natural formulations.

Another more fundamental issue that we learned from this development, and we
think is worth pointing out here, is the apparent tradeoff between modularity
and conservativity in those type theories where type checking is based on com-
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putation. In fact, our impression is that true modularity, which is based on the
principle of information hiding by distinguishing between an abstract specifica-
tion and the concrete implementations of a module, is incompatible with a closed
computational system as it is used for instance in CIC. In earlier versions of our
development, we have encountered situations where client modules cannot be
typed without exhibiting a computationally useful implementation of the mod-
ules they are based on. We have interpreted this experience as a key argument in
favor of a computationally open type theory such as OCC. However, we should
mention that an alternative solution would be to give up the idea that type check-
ing should be based on computation, and to employ a system like Martin-Löf’s
type theory or Nuprl, where type checking becomes a matter of theorem proving
rather than a matter of computation alone.

Finally, we should mention another benefit that could be expected from the use
of OCC in the context of this application. The added value of having such a
temporal logic library available in OCC, and this has been shown by a high-level
Petri net example in Chapter 8, is that the same OCC specification can be used
as a basis for symbolic system execution and for interactive theorem proving.
What is also interesting is that the increased computational capabilities of OCC
lead to a substantial automation of certain subproofs, so that abstract execution
and interactive theorem proving work hand in hand. For instance, the idea of
theorem proving modulo structural and computational equations allows us to
partially automate reasoning with multisets, which we exploited in Chapter 8 by
conducting an interactive proof of a linear invariant in our running example of a
colored net specification.

Chapter 5
First-Order Representations of Higher-Order Formalisms:
A Calculus of Names and Substitutions

In Chapter 5 we switched to a very different topic that is related to OCC at
two different levels. The contribution of this chapter is the development of a
general approach to the representation of higher-order languages, more precisely
languages with binding constructs, in equational first-order frameworks like mem-
bership equational logic and rewriting logic. Our approach is based on a new
generic calculus of explicit substitutions that we called CINNI, which refers to
Calculus of Indexed Names and Named Indices, alluding to its unconventional
term representation which has originally been introduced in a similar form by
Klaus Berkling in the context of the λ-calculus. The notation is a unifying gen-
eralization of both the standard named notation and the well-known notation
based on de Bruijn indices. The CINNI calculus is given by a number of equa-
tions that can be equipped with the standard operational interpretation based on
equational rewriting, and it is generic in the sense that it can be systematically
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instantiated to the syntax of different object languages. A remarkable point,
which closely connects our work with earlier work on explicit substitutions, is
that by instantiating our calculus to λ-terms and by restricting the set of avail-
able names to a single one, we arrive at Lescanne’s calculus λυ which is based
on de Bruijn’s representation. Indeed, both our calculus and our treatment can
be regarded as a consequent generalization of Lescanne’s earlier work. Regarding
metatheoretical results in this chapter, we have investigated the equational and
operational properties of CINNI, namely confluence and strong normalization.
Furthermore, we have considered the composition of CINNI with other equations
or rules, which could for instance capture the dynamic semantics of the language
being represented, and we have studied coherence properties and proved preser-
vation of confluence under a quite liberal well-formedness condition.

On the other hand, we have left the issue of preservation of strong normalization
as an important subject for future work with the conjecture that it is not diffi-
cult to generalize the proof of Pierre Lescanne under a condition that is slightly
stronger than our well-formed condition for confluence. Regarding further top-
ics for future work we have explained how CINNI opens a new direction in a
three-dimensional research space, namely the direction which introduces names in
first-order substitution calculi. A systematic comparision with other approaches
in this space would be important and could lead to further generalizations of the
CINNI approach. Especially interesting seems to be the question whether CINNI
can be equipped with an operationally well-behaved notion of substitution com-
position.

As a typical application, CINNI enables the use of membership equational logic or
rewriting logic as a semantic or logical framework for the specification of higher-
order languages, which for instance could be programming languages or logics,
and hence allows us to use a rewriting engine such as Maude to built execution
environments for such languages. We have applied our approach to the represen-
tation of the untyped λ-calculus, Abadi and Cardelli’s object calculus, also called
the ς-calculus, and Milner’s π-calculus for communicating and mobile systems.
As a real-world application of our approach we have included a specification
of an active network programming language in Appendix B. This application
of rewriting logic as an executable semantic framework is a demonstration of
the advantages of being able to represent both the semantics of a programming
language and a notion of concurrent systems uniformly in a single specification
language. Regarding the use of CINNI, it shows how explicit substitutions can
completely eliminate the need for environments in the specification of an opera-
tional semantics, a point which leads to a very elegant and concise specification
in this case.

Not surprisingly the main role of CINNI in this thesis was its application in the
formalization of type theories, which was the subject of Chapter 6. Furthermore,
the calculus is the basis for Chapter 8. Indeed, the OCC prototype has been writ-
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ten in Maude and uses CINNI to implement the formal system and especially the
operational semantics. However, the use of CINNI has by no means been con-
fined to the implementation level. Indeed, we have seen that both the formal
system and the set-theoretic semantics of OCC are based on the CINNI calcu-
lus. The advantage of CINNI is not only its operational first-order nature, but it
also shows that the often informal assumption and treatment of α-equality can
be completely avoided without major inconvenience. For instance, the proof of
soundness of OCC was carried out in Chapter 8 without considerable overhead by
using the equational properties of CINNI. Furthermore, the use of explicit substi-
tutions in the OCC semantics, a technical novelty of our approach, is again very
convenient, because it eliminates the need for environments typical of standard
approaches to denotational semantics.

The second level at which the CINNI calculus appears in the context of OCC is
its use to represent object languages in OCC itself, leading to a representation
that is more concrete than, but of similar generality as, the standard higher-order
abstract syntax approach. Furthermore, as a first-order approach the semantic
difficulties of the higher-order abstract syntax approach are avoided, which are
mainly caused by the use of the semantics-sensitive concept of function spaces to
represent syntax of object languages. As in may other examples, the capabilites of
OCC as an equational programming and specification language, which go beyond
pure functional programming, are of key importance to obtain the benefits of
executability for such representations based on explicit substitutions.

Chapter 6
Rewriting Logic as a Logical Framework:
Representing Pure Type Systems

Chapter 6 is concerned with the use of rewriting logic as a logical framework and
can from a more general perspective be classified as an attempt to further explore
and advance the general logics methodology, which is based on an abstract logical
metatheory, namely the theory of general logics, and a concrete logical framework,
namely rewriting logic. The specific contribution of this chapter is to be the first
systematic study of rewriting logic as logical framework for type theories and
higher-order logics.

To this end, we have shown how an important class of pure type systems can be
expressed using membership equational logic and rewriting logic at various levels
of abstraction, ranging from the usual high-level textbook presentation modulo
α-conversion to an operationally useful representation with concrete names. To
accomplish the later task, we started with a suitable instance of the CINNI cal-
culus, which we developed in the previous chapter, and introduced the class of
uniform pure type systems, a more concrete variant of pure type systems which
takes names seriously and solves the problem of α-closure that had been pre-
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viously pointed out by Pollack. It was interesting for us that the admission of
contexts with multiple declarations of the same name, which is the basis of our
approach, was also one of the possibilities that Pollack considered in his work,
but he also found that the approach does not scale up to type theories with de-
pendent types, the only reason with hindsight being that he used the traditional
notation with its unsatisfactory aspect of accidental hiding. So we can say that
our work can be seen in this regard as a possible continutation of his earlier ideas.

The operational representation of uniform pure type systems in rewriting logic is
based on the idea of representing inference rules directly as rewrite rules, so that
goal-oriented deduction becomes a simple matter of rewriting modulo suitable
equations. Apart from the executability, which can be exploited using a rewriting
engine such as Maude, another advantage is that the algorithmic nature of the
goal-oriented inference system receives a clear formal status, namely that of a
transition system, and can itself become a subject of formal analysis. On the
practical side, the immediate applicability of the results of this chapter has been
demonstrated in Appendix A, where we used the Maude rewriting engine and
our operational representation of uniform pure type systems in rewriting logic to
obtain an executable prototype of the calculus of constructions with universes.

Technically, our approach again uses the notion of entailments systems from gen-
eral logics to express the relationship between four formal systems that represent
pure type systems at different levels of abstraction. Instead of using maps between
sentences we have introduced the more general notion of correpondence, which
allows us to associate to a sentence of the source system several sentences in the
target system, leading to a more appropriate treatment when we have to bridge
different abstraction levels in the syntax. The overall result of our treatment is
a chain of sound correspondences between the high-level textbook specification
and the operational implementation, which by composition proves correctness of
the implementation. Furthermore, the rewriting logic approach to view inference
systems as transition systems enabled us to prove further important operational
confluence and termination properties at the implementation level. Since the
main goal of this chapter is to explore the advantages of rewriting logic as a logi-
cal framework, we have focussed on the important subclass of pure types systems
that are decidable, normalizing, functional, full, and without top sorts, pointing
out that with slight modifications the corresponding semi-full systems with or
without top sorts can be treated.

We should emphazise that our work is heavily based on and inspired by earlier
work, especially by Pollack, van Benthem Jutting, and McKinna, who have con-
ducted a rigorous formalization of the metatheory of pure type systems using
the LEGO proof assistent. Altough we have focused on representational aspects
in this chapter, we think that with OCC we have created a suitable formalism
to conduct metatheoretic proofs about formal systems represented in rewriting
logic, but we still consider formal metatheory as one of the most challenging
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applications, due to its overly syntactic and hence very technical nature. Other
possibilities for future work that arise from this chapter include the treatment of
additional classes of pure type systems and extensions but also the application
of our approach to other type theories or typed higher-order logics. For instance,
richer systems in the line of Martin-Löf’s type theory and Nuprl, belong to the
very different class of polymorphic type theories, in which type checking becomes
as complicated as theorem proving and the use of metalevel rewrite strategies
would be essential to guide the type checking process.

From the viewpoint of OCC, our occupation with pure types systems in this
chapter has influenced its development in essential ways. At the theoretical level
OCC employs the CINNI approach to deal with names explicitly in a way similar
to its use in uniform pure type systems. At the practical level, the use of rewriting
logic as a logical framework enabled us to develop an experimental prototype of
OCC in Maude. The main purpose of this prototype was to study the pragmatics
of OCC in the context of this thesis, but it appears to us that the rewriting-based
approach of this chapter has more potential and could play a major role in an
actual implementations of OCC and other type theories or logics, which have
traditionally been mainly implemented using functional programming languages
such as ML.

Compared with the use of type theory in Chapter 4 as a higher-order logical
framework and as a metalogic to reason about the represented formalism, Chap-
ter 6 focuses on the first-order representation of formalisms and the associated
benefits of such representations for executability. Since OCC subsumes both ap-
proaches, the added value of its use for logical framework applications like this
would be that both the executable representation of formal systems and inductive
reasoning about the representation in higher-order logic can take place in a single
language with all the benefits mentioned earlier, such as the availability of ex-
pressive types and the integration of symbolic execution and interactive theorem
proving.

Chapter 7
Classical Logic via Type Theory:
A Proof-Theoretic Approach to the HOL/Nuprl Connection

Chapter 7, the last of the five chapters that we refer to as application chapters in
this thesis, was again concerned with an application of type theory, but one with a
quite general objective, namely the use of type theory as a classical logic to achieve
formal interoperability with classical theorem provers. The chapter specifically
reexamined the approach of the HOL/Nuprl connection developed by Doug Howe,
which he justified using a classical hybrid set-theoretic/computational semantics
for Nuprl. Howe’s construction of such a semantics for a polymorphic extensional
type theory was a remarkable achievement, but the resulting semantics is rather
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complicated and not easy to use. On the other hand, it serves its purpose very
well, namely to provide a semantic justification for classical reasoning in a type
theory like Nuprl and hence for formal interoperability with theorem provers such
as HOL.

The contribution of this chapter, which can be regarded as a continuation of
Howe’s work, is an alternative proof-theoretic justification of the HOL/Nuprl
connection, which is not very specific to Nuprl, but more generally applies to
Martin-Löf’s type theory, and could furthermore be easily adapted to the cal-
culus of constructions with universes that is a subsystem of OCC. To this end,
we have presented the HOL/Nuprl connection in the strongly typed categorical
setting of Meseguer’s general logics as a combination of a map between the en-
tailment systems of HOL and Nuprl and a theory interpretation inside the Nuprl
type theory. Inspired by Howe’s implementation of the HOL/Nuprl connection
in the functional programming language ML, we have developed a formal exe-
cutable specification of the HOL/Nuprl connection in Maude using membership
equational logic as an executable metalogic. In addition, our proof-theoretic ap-
proach has led to the development of an HOL/Nuprl proof translator, which
has been implemented by Naumov on top of the Nuprl system and constitutes
a new application of our results that goes beyond Howe’s original HOL/Nuprl
connection. The development of this proof translator was inspired by the con-
structive nature of our soundness proof and the observation that the algorithmic
content of our informal proof can be in most cases quite naturally expressed in
the metalanguage of Nuprl, which is Classic ML, using just a few Nuprl tactics.

Regarding our treatment, we should point out that we were mainly interested
in the level of entailment systems, with the intention of abstracting from those
features of Nuprl that are not relevant in this context. Our treatment was also in-
dependent of Howe’s semantics, except for the fact that it justified the consistency
of the classical variant of Nuprl. General logics, however, offer the possibility of
integrating both the entailment systems and the model-theoretic side, where the
later is captured by the well-known notion of institution proposed by Goguen
and Burstall. It seems to us that an integrated treatment of the HOL/Nuprl
connection in this sense would be possible, and would constitute a consequent
continuation of our work. On the practical side, it would be most interesting to
further develop and complete Naumov’s proof translator. The main questions in
this context are how large proofs can be handled efficiently, and how the structure
of formal developments can be preserved.

Concerning the design of OCC, that we compared with Nuprl in Chapter 8, a
major design decision was to preserve the monomorphic character of the calculus
of constructions, since this allows us to define the intuitive classical set-theoretic
semantics of OCC that we presented. Under the classical semantics, proposi-
tions in OCC have the expected two-valued interpretations, and HOL can be
trivially embedded into OCC. On the other hand, the formal system of OCC
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is not classically biased, and we do not want to exclude, but rather encourage,
the development of alternative semantic models for OCC. For instance, a seman-
tics based on a richer structure of the propositional universe is conceivable and,
as explained in Chapter 8, the idea of the HOL/Nuprl connection can then be
applied to obtain an embedding of HOL in OCC. This simply gives rise to an im-
predicative classical logic hosted by the boolean data type without destroying the
possible intensionality of the propositions-as-types logic of OCC, which resides in
the propositional universes, and can therefore be considered a more conservative
approach to classical reasoning with OCC than the strong assumption of classi-
cal axioms for the propositional universe. Last but not least, we can learn from
the HOL/Nuprl connection that already the purely predicative instances of OCC
are absolutely satisfactory for classical mathematics, a possibility that we think
is worth exploiting in the future, because of the straightforward set-theoretic
semantics that can be used in this case.

From a slightly more general perspective, the theme of Chapter 7 was the use of
the methodology of general logics in the development of logic translators, and we
studied Howe’s HOL/Nuprl connection as a particular instance of this approach.
However, the use of membership equational logic as an executable metalogic
in our Maude case study was not completely satisfactory, because its simple
algebraic type system is not expressive enough to adequately reflect our strongly
typed categorical treatment of the HOL/Nuprl connection, which could be very
adequately expressed using the combination of equational logic and dependent
types of OCC. Although we have not revisited this application specifically in this
thesis, we have given some pieces of evidence in Chapter 8 supporting our view of
OCC as a possible framework for computational category theory, which could not
only provide an appropriate foundation to formalize concepts of general logics,
but would also have other interesting applications to which we will come back
below.

Chapter 8
Towards a Unified Language:
The Open Calculus of Constructions

After highlighting the main streams of inspiration for our research in Chapter 8
from the viewpoint of various applications of rewriting logic and type theory, we
would like to conclude by summarizing the main contributions of the last major
chapter and by giving an outlook on possible future work that we think would
help to continue our line of research.

The main contribution of Chapter 8 was the study of a formalism that combines
the features of membership equational logic, rewriting logic, Martin-Löf’s type
theory, and the calculus of constructions to overcome some of the limitations
of each individual formalism. We have tried to keep the resulting formalism
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minimal, and especially have avoided the addition of any distractive features, to
focus on the interaction between two primitive concepts, namely dependent types
and an operational semantics based on conditional rewriting modulo equations.

The resulting system, the open calculus of constructions (OCC), is parameterized
by a cumulative universe hierarchy which can contain impredicative and pred-
icative universes. Our first step was the development of a classical set-theoretic
semantics, which in contrast to standard approaches does not rely on the formal
system and is in particular defined independently of the operational semantics of
the type theory. An important aspect of this semantics, which should be classi-
fied as a proof-irrelevance semantics (for impredicative universes), is that universe
subtyping is directly interpreted as set-theoretic inclusion and without reference
to the formal system, a feature that to our knowledge is not present in any of
the existing approaches. In our opinion, we have constructed a true set-theoretic
semantics of utmost simplicity, which shows that the type theoretic approach to
treat logic as a derived concept is absolutely appropriate to deal with classical
mathematics. The semantics has also been developed with the intention of en-
abling formal interoperability with existing theorem provers such as HOL, PVS,
LEGO, and COQ. For us these are important issues, since OCC is intended as
an open formalism, in the sense that the user should not be required to justify
all axioms or theorems inside the formal system itself. After introducing the
semantics of OCC we presented its formal system, which simultaneously defines
judgements for type checking, type inference, and the judgements of a typed op-
erational semantics based on conditional rewriting modulo equations. The formal
system of OCC should be regarded as a framework that admits implementations
with various degrees of generality, and we have informally motivated the rules by
explaining how they would be realized in a typical implementation. The theoret-
ical part of this chapter concludes with a proof of soundness and consistency of
the formal system w.r.t. the semantics that we defined earlier.

One lesson suggested by our research is that the combination of two very different
paradigms can lead to synergistic effects which are practically highly beneficial on
the one hand but are theoretically very challenging on the other. In the case of the
calculus of constructions and rewriting logic with its equational sublogic it turned
out that, loosely speaking, the combination is much more powerful than the sum
of its parts. First of all, the computational expressiveness of the typed λ-calculus
is considerably enhanced by the computational versatility of equational logic and
rewriting logic, which conversely benefits from the higher-order features of the
typed λ-calculus. In contrast to the calculus of constructions, which is based on
a fixed notion of computation, the computational system of OCC is open in the
sense that the operational semantics depends on the context and can hence be
specified by the user. Regarding specifications viewed as particular contexts, this
corresponds to the approach of membership equational logic and rewriting logic,
where each specification is equipped with an individual operational semantics.
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Our main guiding principle, which we consider as a key characteristic of the
calculus of constructions and some versions of Martin-Löf’s type theory, is that
type checking with dependent types should be ultimately based on a notion of
computation. Therefore type checking in OCC immediately benefits from the
open computational system and the increased computational expressiveness. In
fact, we more generally allow a circular interdependency between type checking
and the operational semantics, in the sense that new operationally meaningful
propositions can be introduced in the context only because of type checking capa-
bilities which rely on previously introduced operational propositions. In practice,
we found it often to be the case that new concepts can be elegantly introduced
from existing concepts using this form of bootstrapping. Another main argu-
ment in favor of an open computational system is that true modularity, based
on executable specifications and potentially hidden implementations, cannot be
achieved in a closed computational system, provided that we do not abandon the
principle that type checking should be based on computation.

Still speaking about the combination of two very different paradigms, another
synergy is exhibited by the integration of type theory and rewriting logic, as
opposed to equational logic, because this allows us to leave the realm of pure
functional and even equational programming, making the capabilities of type
theory available for instance in the specification of concurrent and distributed
systems. Using a formalization of enriched transition categories in OCC, we have
obtained a very direct and strongly typed representation of rewrite theories as
OCC specifications, which exhibit a very elegant correspondence between rewrite
judgements and typing judgements. Although we have used different classes of
Petri nets to illustrate the advantages, the benefits of a strong typing discipline
carry over to many other formalisms that can be specified using rewriting logic
as a semantic or logical framework, including for instance Meseguer’s class of
concurrent object systems which combines the features of concurrency and object-
oriented programming.

On the practical side, we used the techniques of Chapters 5 and 6 in the devel-
opment of an experimental prototype of OCC in Maude. A detailed discussion
of this prototype, although interesting due to its unconventional reflective archi-
tecture, was beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, we have used the OCC
prototype to develop various examples and case studies, that we have included in
this thesis to explain the pragmatic aspects of OCC, which cannot be conveyed
by just defining a formal system and its semantics. In tutorial form we have in
the first major section covered the use of OCC in programming and specification
and then in the second major section have discussed interactive theorem proving
as a special case of functional programming, which is typically conducted using
a style of goal-oriented refinement.

Our first subject was the use of executable equational specifications with ex-
amples illustrating the use of structural, computational and assertional equality,
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definition by pattern matching modulo structural equations, the representation of
membership equational specifications, the employment of various generalizations,
including higher-order equational specifications, and furthermore the treatment
of equationally defined datatypes.

We moreover revisited the power of dependent types and universes, covering type
operators, explicit polymorphism, and the use of dependent types for parameter-
ization in general. The interaction between dependent types and the operational
capabilities of OCC has been nicely illustrated by expressing concepts known from
the programming languages Haskell and Gofer, like type classes and inheritance,
multiple parameter classes and type relations, and we have suggested OCC as a
framework for exploring further generalizations of these ideas. We next touched
upon type equality, type casting, and further discussed the enhanced typing ca-
pabilities in the context of operational propositions. In addition, by using an
example involving heterogenous data structures, we have further illustrated the
equational style of programming with dependent types in OCC, which leads to
quite natural multi-level descriptions, and hence addresses a difficulty with the
use of dependent types in programming observed by Pollack.

In many of the previous examples we have employed a higher-order generaliza-
tion of the algebraic specification style, which under the initial semantics defines
elements of a type in terms of their constructors. In many applications it is more
appropriate to define elements of a type in terms of observers, which leads to
the dual style of behavioral specification which, as the name indicates, focuses on
behavior rather than on structure. Specifically, we discussed how behavioral spec-
ifications, with particular emphasis on executability, can be expressed in OCC
following the final coalgebra and hidden algebra approach. The equational spec-
ification and computation with infinite data structures is one of the applications
discussed, but the broad significance of final coalgebras in computer science, e.g.
as witnessed by the notion of bisimulation in concurrency theory, suggests that
both the algebraic and the coalgebraic specification styles should be supported
on an equal footing. Indeed, thanks to its equational nature, OCC does not seem
to be biased towards any of these styles. We also included a section on another
subject, namely the representation of object languages in OCC, since this is im-
portant for its application as a semantic and logical framework. In this context
we have covered a variation of higher-order abstract syntax compatible with a
classical semantics and the more concrete alternative of first-order representations
via the CINNI calculus developed in Chapter 5.

In the subsequent section on elimination and coelimination principles we have
shown how the inductive and coinductive nature of types can be expressed with-
out having inductive and coinductive types as primitive concepts. This approach
is not new and has already been adopted in the implementation of UTT in LEGO,
but the use of OCC suggests two possible improvements that are worth pointing
out. First, the computational aspect of elimination and coelimination principles
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can be expressed in OCC itself, rather than being based on add hoc extensions
of the type theory, which is ECC in the case of LEGO. Second and more im-
portantly, a more general class of equational inductive definitions, which is not
subsumed by the standard schemes, finite multisets being a typical example, can
be handled in a satisfactory way. In the next section we gave a minimal spec-
ification of higher-order logic in OCC, we treated Leibnitz equality, functional
extensionality, and other classical axioms such as logical extensionality and proof
irrelevance, which can be justified via the OCC semantics but are not enforced by
its rather weak formal system. We also explained the representation of weak and
strong subset/existential types and the possibilities of information hiding, which
can be controlled by the user by specifying suitable computational equations
for extracting pieces of visible information. Finally, we covered the alternative
approach to classical logic in OCC suggested by the HOL/Nuprl connection.

The next section deals with the representation of algebras and categories in OCC.
We have reviewed how algebras, categories are a special case, can be treated as
first-class citizens based on the well-known idea of strong Σ-types, which are
primitive in some type theories such as ECC/UTT or Nuprl, are a special case of
inductive types in CIC, and can be equationally specified in OCC. We moreover
covered the categorical notions of initial algebras and final coalgebras, which pro-
vide a more abstract and more general treatment of inductive and coinductive
definitions than the ad hoc axiomatization discussed earlier. The fact that the
standard treatment is too limited and especially does not cover equational in-
ductive definitions which are very common in MEL, motivated our choice not to
equip OCC with a primitive notion of inductive and coinductive types. Instead,
we favored using the categorical approach, from which the standard elimination
and coelimination principles can be derived, as we have demonstrated in a num-
ber of examples. Another use of categories that we discussed in this section are
enriched transition categories, which are for instance used in the semantics of
Petri nets and, more generally, in the semantics of rewriting logic. Using an
example of an enriched transition category generated by a place/transition net,
we have illustrated the expressiveness of the type system by specifying the class
of Best/Devillers processes as a dependent type in OCC, which is a clear im-
provement relative to the weakly typed MEL approach of Chapter 3. In both
applications of categories that we discussed in this section, the internalization
of inductive/coinductive definitions and the interpretation as enriched transition
categories, it turned out that the computational openness of OCC is the key to
a successful formalization.

What has been covered in the previous sections is concerned with the interaction
between type theory and equational logic. The additional benefits of the rewrit-
ing logic features of OCC have been first exploited in the subsequent section on
the representation of executable rewrite specifications. As examples we have es-
pecially treated automata and place/transition nets as a case of monoidal rewrite
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specifications, but we have also discussed how rewrite specifications with a more
complex state space specification can be treated using a representation of colored
net specifications in OCC as an example. In contrast to rewriting logic, OCC
admits multiple rewrite predicates and does not have any built-in rewrite axioms
such as reflexivity, transitivity, or compatibility. Only those properties that are
needed for the application at hand should be explicitly specified by the user, to
keep the resulting induction principles manageable. Furthermore, what counts
as a rewrite proof in OCC, and hence as an action in the specified transition
systems, is again entirely up to the user. In our example of a place/transition
net, represented in OCC via its rewriting semantics, we have chosen as actions
exactly the standard proof terms of rewriting logic, that is we have employed the
enriched transition category introduced earlier.

This concluded our tour of the programming and specification capabilities of
OCC. All these capabilities can be beneficially employed in interactive theorem
proving in OCC, which we have addressed in the second major section. Topics
that we touched upon include a review of the standard goal-oriented refinement
approach to the construction of proofs and functional programs, reasoning with
equality in OCC, inductive and coinductive theorem proving with partial au-
tomation thanks to the operational semantics of OCC, and specifically we have
illustrated theorem proving modulo computational and structural equations by
proving a linear invariant in our running example of a colored net specification
expressed using a fragment of the UNITY-style temporal logic of Chapter 4.

In summary, the last part of Chapter 8 gives a broad overview of the pragmatics
of OCC, simultaneously providing a proof-of-concept for our approach. We have
included many subjects that are well-known in the practice of type theory or
equational/rewriting logic and have presented them in tutorial form to make the
material accessible to readers which are not familiar with both fields. This also
helped us to clearly point out where OCC leads to improvements, or even to new
possibilities. We are aware of the fact that, due to the wealth of applications,
most subjects could not be treated in detail and many of them deserve more
attention.

An interesting experience for us was that very different and apparently not closely
related needs from a variety of applications could all be reduced to the two primi-
tive concepts present in OCC, namely dependent types and conditional rewriting
modulo. However, we should emphasize that OCC is by no means intended as
an exhaustive answer to the question about what a good unified language for
programming, specification, and interactive theorem proving could actually be.
Instead, we regard it as the exploration of one promising direction in a space of
many possibilities, which at this point focuses on a few basic features of such a
language but ignores many other ingredients that are practically important.
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In the remainder of this chapter we wish to point out a number of topics that
we think are relevant for continuing this line of research. Again we stay focused
on the central theme of a unified language for programming, specification and
interactive theorem proving rather than getting into the more specific potential
for future research that we already discussed in the final remarks of each the
previous chapters.

We have mentioned earlier that there is a price to be paid for the increase in ex-
pressiveness in OCC relative to that of the formalisms it originated from. Indeed,
the generality of the approach makes the study of operational properties of OCC,
an issue that has not been addressed in this thesis, a difficult enterprise. It is not
only that the notions of confluence and normalization do not make sense without
reference to a context, but since the relevant context varies with the position
inside a term, we are concerned with a dynamics that is more complex than what
is traditionally considered. A possible approach to a metatheoretic study is to
consider only certain admissible contexts and certain admissible terms in such
contexts, and to investigate operational properties relative to such assumptions.
A better metatheoretic understanding would also be useful in view of the dynamic
type checking conditions that are needed in the general case. In practice most
of these conditions seem to be superfluous if the relevant contexts are known to
satisfy certain minimal properties. An exact study of this issue would be impor-
tant to obtain an efficient implementation that uses static analysis to minimize
the generation of type checking conditions.

Also we think that additional work is needed on the model-theoretic side. Our
classical set-theoretic semantics is suitable in the context of this thesis and in
many applications which are concerned with classical mathematical reasoning,
but on the other hand it is obviously much more abstract than the formal system
of OCC itself. This suggests that there is some potential for alternative seman-
tics, which could be either classical or constructive. Following Martin-Löf’s view,
which is also and especially the philosophy behind the Nuprl type theory, we
consider semantics as more fundamental than the formal system, which is overly
concrete due to its syntactic nature. In other words, it would be desirable to make
more explicit the essential aspects of the formal system at the semantic level (pos-
sibly using an intermediate formal system with more liberal typing judgements).
OCC is not intended as an open type theory like Nuprl, which encourages the
introduction of entirely new types and inference rules, but it is mainly designed
with the intention of exploiting the power of dependent types to develop other
concepts internally (similar to the motivation behind Martin-Löf’s logical frame-
work). Nevertheless we find that there are a few potential extensions which seem
to fit particularly well the minimalistic approach of OCC, namely implictly de-
pendent types as a natual counterpart to explcitly dependent types, universe
types as a semantic approach to universe polymorphism, and direct computation
rules. A generalization of Nuprl’s direct computation rules to the richer computa-
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tional system of OCC would provide a semantic justification for the elimination
of dynamic type checking conditions under suitable restrictions. We leave the
integration of these ideas for future work. In view of potential difficulties with
impredicative universes, we think that the standard classical semantics for the
predicative instances of OCC might be a good starting point. We have already
indicated that the study of the predicative instances of OCC would be of inde-
pendent interest, because it still remains a fully satisfactory formalism for doing
classical mathematics by adopting the approach of the HOL/Nuprl connection,
ideally in form of a classical propositional universe which is neither predicative
nor impredicative, a possibility admitted by our notion of OCC signatures.

Concerning extensions of OCC one has to carefully distinguish between actual
extensions of the formal system and certain extensions which are realized at the
metalevel and often referred to as syntactic sugar. For instance, in the OCC
prototype, a form of implicit dependent types and corresponding implicit λ-
abstractions are available, but they have been explained as syntactic sugar for
their explicit counterparts following the approach of LEGO, which as we ex-
plained is semantically not as satisfactory as having them as primitives. Another
posible extension of OCC that we have discussed is universe polymorphism, that
can be realized at the metalevel, but it would become less add hoc if it could
be integrated into the semantics and into the formal system, e.g. by means of
universe types, so that it appears as a special case of ordinary polymorphism.
In view of applications involving categorical concepts, such an extension is an-
other important issue in the future. Other uses of metalevel extensions, seem to
be completely satisfactory, such as schemes for certain classes of inductive and
coinductive definitions as in LEGO, generalized records and strong Σ-types being
special cases, but such schemes have not been implemented in the OCC prototype
so far. Further metalevel extensions that OCC could benefit from are overload-
ing, as it is for instance possible in Maude, and implicit coercions as a general
approach to subtyping. An excellent implementation of implicit coercions is, for
instance, available in COQ and has lead to considerable improvements in read-
ability in complex developments. Further issues that are important in practice
are modularity and information hiding. Thinking of a module as a specification
which may be satisfied by many possible implementations, a notion of modules-
as-objects could be treated very similar to the algebras-as-objects approach, but
again additional syntactic sugar would be useful to support this style, which oth-
erwise is tedious to maintain. These are just some of the desirable practical fea-
tures that are missing in the OCC prototype, which we think should be addressed
in an actual implementation to make it usable for large-scale developments.

Another very different topic, that we have left as an important subject for future
work, is to explore the relationship between standard approaches to higher-order
rewriting and the approach adopted by OCC, which applies standard conditional
rewriting to possibly higher-order terms. As we emphasized at various places,
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OCC uses an underlying instance of the CINNI calculus to avoid the assump-
tion of structural α-equality. Still we found that, thanks to the possible use of
universally quantified conditions, the usual examples, which are often used to
motivate the need for higher-order rewriting, can be expressed in OCC. A careful
study of the expressiveness of our approach, and also a comparison with existing
first-order approaches to higher order rewriting mentioned in Chapter 5, would
be highly interesting, and could be conducted independently of the type-theoretic
features of OCC.

Yet another direction for future work is concerned with the categorical approach
to inductive and coinductive definitions suggested by the initial algebra and final
coalgebra paradigms. We have explained in various examples how specifications
can be structured along these notions, how parameterization is expressed, and
how elimination and coelimination principles together with their computational
behavior become derived notions. However, in order to pursue the approach in
a more systematic way it seems that a development of a form of computational
category theory in OCC would be the right starting point. From a logical view-
point such a formalization could be similar to that conducted by Huet and Säıbi
using COQ, but an important objective would be to exploit the computational
features of OCC, so that the applications mentioned above become possible. A
development of computational category theory would also constitute a larger case
study in the formalization of mathematical concepts, and the experience gained
would be a valuable input for possible improvements and further development of
OCC. We have already conveyed our view that the general categorical approach
to inductive and coinductive types would be more satisfactory than the use of
the standard schemes. A key question, however, is if it can be realized, possibly
using a modest amount of syntactic sugar, in such a way that it is convenient
enough in practice.

Last but not least, although various small examples have been developed in the
context of this thesis, we think that larger case studies would be an important next
step on the way to develop a mature system based on our research. A develop-
ment of computational category theory, that has already been mentioned, would
constitute an interesting application in the formalization of mathematics. An-
other very challenging real-world application would be to conduct formal proofs
about our executable specification of an active network programming language
that is based on the CINNI approach to the representation of object languages
and employs a multiset representation of the distributed network state. It seems
to us that OCC has the right features to support and partially automate proofs
that we so far conducted using conventional mathematical means. Of course, for
applications of this complexity, it would be very desirable to have formal interop-
erability with popular theorem provers such as HOL or PVS, a feature which we
think does not pose any theoretical difficulties, since OCC is designed as an open
formalism, which does not enforce either logical or computational conservativity.
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Appendix A

Pure Type Systems in Rewriting
Logic

A.1 The Executable Specification in Maude

In the following we give the full Maude specification of the rewriting-based version
of optimized uniform PTSs from Chapter 6.

Recall that ROUPTS is a system module, which is parameterized over functional
PTS signatures without top sorts as specified by the theory FPTS-SIG.

fth FPTS-SIG is
sort Sorts .
op Axioms : Sorts -> Sorts .
op Rules : Sorts Sorts -> Sorts .
endfth

mod ROUPTS[S :: FPTS-SIG] is

protecting QID .
protecting NAT .

sorts Var Trm .
op _{_} : Qid Nat -> Var [ prec 0 gather (E &) ] .
subsort Var < Trm .
subsort Sorts < Trm .
op __ : Trm Trm -> Trm [ prec 21 gather (E e) ] .
op [_:_]_ : Qid Trm Trm -> Trm [ prec 30 gather (& & E) ] .
op {_:_}_ : Qid Trm Trm -> Trm [ prec 30 gather (& & E) ] .

vars s s1 s2 s3 : Sorts .
vars X Y Z : Qid .

515
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vars A B M N O P Q R T A’ B’ M’ N’ T’ T1 T2 T3 U U’ : Trm .

sort Subst .

op [_:=_] : Qid Trm -> Subst [ prec 30 gather (& &) ] .
op [shift_] : Qid -> Subst [ prec 30 gather (&) ] .
op [lift__] : Qid Subst -> Subst [ prec 30 gather (& &) ] .
op __ : Subst Trm -> Trm [ prec 30 gather (E E) ] .

var S : Subst .
vars n m : Nat .

eq ([X := M] (X{0})) = M .
eq ([X := M] (X{suc(m)})) = (X{m}) .
ceq ([X := M] (Y{n})) = (Y{n}) if X =/= Y .

eq ([shift X] (X{m})) = (X{suc(m)}) .
ceq ([shift X] (Y{n})) = (Y{n}) if X =/= Y .

eq ([lift X S] (X{0})) = (X{0}) .
eq ([lift X S] (X{suc(m)})) = [shift X] (S (X{m})) .
ceq ([lift X S] (Y{m})) = [shift X] (S (Y{m})) if X =/= Y .

eq (S s) = s .
eq (S (M N)) = ((S M) (S N)) .
eq S ([X : A] M) = [X : (S A)] ([lift X S] M) .
eq S ({X : A} M) = {X : (S A)} ([lift X S] M) .

sort Context .

op emptyContext : -> Context .
op _:_ : Qid Trm -> Context .
op _,_ : Context Context -> Context [assoc id: emptyContext] .

var G G1 G2 : Context .

sort Judgement .

op _||- : Context -> Judgement [ gather (&) ] .
op _|-_:_ : Context Trm Trm -> Judgement [ gather (& & &) ] .
op _||-_:_ : Context Trm Trm -> Judgement [ gather (& & &) ] .

op _=_ : Trm Trm -> Judgement .
op _<->_ : Trm Trm -> Judgement .
op _Sort : Trm -> Judgement .
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op ‘(_,_,_‘)Rule : Trm Trm Trm -> Judgement .
op _|-_->:_ : Context Trm Trm -> Judgement [ gather (& & &) ] .
op _|-‘(_->:_‘)‘(_->:_‘)->:_ : Context Trm Trm Trm Trm Trm ->

Judgement .

var J : Judgement .

sort JudgementList .

op emptyJudgementList : -> JudgementList .
subsort Judgement < JudgementList .
op __ : JudgementList JudgementList -> JudgementList

[assoc id: emptyJudgementList] .

var JS : JudgementList .

sort Configuration .

op {{_}} : JudgementList -> Configuration [ gather (&) ] .

sort MetaVar .
subsort MetaVar < Trm .
op ? : Qid -> MetaVar .
var NEW NEW1 NEW2 : Qid .
var MV MV’ : MetaVar .

op <_:=_>_ : MetaVar Trm Trm -> Trm
[prec 59 gather (& & &)] .

op <_:=_>_ : MetaVar Trm Subst -> Subst
[prec 59 gather (& & &)] .

op <_:=_>_ : MetaVar Trm Context -> Context
[prec 59 gather (& & &)] .

op <_:=_>_ : MetaVar Trm Judgement -> Judgement
[prec 59 gather (& & &)] .

op <_:=_>_ : MetaVar Trm JudgementList -> JudgementList
[prec 59 gather (& & &)] .

eq < MV := Q > s = s .
eq < MV := Q > X{m} = X{m} .
eq < MV := Q > (M N) = ((< MV := Q > M) (< MV := Q > N)) .
eq < MV := Q > ([X : T] M) = [X : (< MV := Q > T)] (< MV := Q > M) .
eq < MV := Q > ({X : T} M) = {X : (< MV := Q > T)} (< MV := Q > M) .
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eq < MV := Q > MV = Q .
ceq < MV := Q > MV’ = MV’ if MV =/= MV’ .

eq < MV := Q > emptyContext = emptyContext .
eq < MV := Q > [X : T] = [X : (< MV := Q > T)] .
ceq < MV := Q > (G1 G2) = (< MV := Q > G1) (< MV := Q > G2)

if G1 =/= emptyContext /\ G2 =/= emptyContext .

eq < MV := Q > [X := M] = [X := (< MV := Q > M)] .
eq < MV := Q > [shift X] = [shift X] .
eq < MV := Q > [lift X S] = [lift X (< MV := Q > S)] .
eq < MV := Q > (S M) = ((< MV := Q > S) (< MV := Q > M)) .

eq < MV := Q > (T Sort) =
(< MV := Q > T) Sort .

eq < MV := Q > ((T1,T2,T3) Rule) =
(< MV := Q > T1, < MV := Q > T2, < MV := Q > T3) Rule .

eq < MV := Q > (G ||-) =
((< MV := Q > G) ||-) .

eq < MV := Q > (G |- M : T) =
(< MV := Q > G) |- (< MV := Q > M) : (< MV := Q > T) .

eq < MV := Q > (G ||- M : T) =
(< MV := Q > G) ||- (< MV := Q > M) : (< MV := Q > T) .

eq < MV := Q > (G |- M ->: T) =
(< MV := Q > G) |- (< MV := Q > M) ->: (< MV := Q > T) .

eq < MV := Q > (G |- (M ->: T1)(N ->: T2) ->: T’) =
(< MV := Q > G) |-

((< MV := Q > M) ->: (< MV := Q > T1))
((< MV := Q > N) ->: (< MV := Q > T2)) ->: (< MV := Q > T’) .

eq < MV := Q > (M = N) =
(< MV := Q > M) = (< MV := Q > N) .

eq < MV := Q > (M <-> N) =
(< MV := Q > M) <-> (< MV := Q > N) .

eq < MV := Q > emptyJudgementList = emptyJudgementList .
ceq < MV := Q > (J JS) =

(< MV := Q > J) (< MV := Q > JS) if JS =/= emptyJudgementList .

sort WhNf WhReducible .

subsort WhNf < Trm .

subsort Sorts < WhNf .
subsort Var < WhNf .
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mb ([X : A] M) : WhNf .
mb ({X : A} B) : WhNf .
mb (s N) : WhNf .
mb (X{m} N) : WhNf .
cmb ((P Q) N) : WhNf if (P Q) : WhNf .
mb (({X : A} M) N) : WhNf .

subsort WhReducible < Trm .

mb (([X : A] M) N) : WhReducible .
cmb (M N) : WhReducible if M : WhReducible .

op whnf : Trm -> Trm? .

ceq whnf(M) = M if M : WhNf .
eq whnf(([X : A] M) N) = whnf([X := N] M) .
ceq whnf(M N) = whnf(whnf(M) N) if M : WhReducible .

sort Trm? .
subsort Trm < Trm? .

op lookup : Context Var -> Trm? .
eq lookup((G,(X : A)), X{0}) = [shift X] A .
eq lookup((G,(X : A)), X{suc(m)}) = [shift X] lookup(G,X{m}) .
ceq lookup((G,(X : A)), Y{m}) = lookup(G,Y{m}) if (X =/= Y) .

rl [Subst] : {{ (MV = A) JS }} => {{ < MV := A > JS }} .

rl [Conv1] : {{ (s <-> s) JS }} => {{ JS }} .

rl [Conv2] : {{ (X{m} <-> X{m}) JS }} => {{ JS }} .

crl [Conv3] : {{ ((M N) <-> (M’ N’)) JS }} =>
{{ (M <-> M’) (N <-> N’) JS }}
if (M N) : WhNf /\ (M’ N’) : WhNf .

rl [Conv4] : {{ ({X : A} T <-> {Y : A’} T’) JS }} =>
{{ (A <-> A’)

([X := Y{0}] [shift Y] T <-> T’) JS }} .

rl [Conv5] : {{ ([X : A] M <-> [Y : A’] M’) JS }} =>
{{ (A <-> A’)

([X := Y{0}] [shift Y] M <-> M’) JS }} .
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crl [Conv6] : {{ (M <-> N) JS }} =>
{{ (whnf(M) <-> N) JS }}
if M : WhReducible .

crl [Conv7] : {{ (M <-> N) JS }} =>
{{ (M <-> whnf(N)) JS }}
if N : WhReducible .

rl [Sort] : {{ (s Sort) JS }} => {{ JS }} .

rl [Rule] : {{ ((s1,s2,MV) Rule) JS }} =>
{{ (MV = Rules(s1,s2)) JS }} .

rl [Ax] : {{ (G |- s ->: MV) JS }} =>
{{ (MV = Axioms(s)) JS }} .

crl [Lookup] : {{ (G |- X{m} ->: MV) JS }} =>
{{ (MV = lookup(G,X{m})) JS }}
if lookup(G,X{m}) : Trm .

rl [Pi] : {{ (G |- {X : A} B ->: MV) JS }} =>
{{ (G |- A ->: ?(NEW1)) (?(NEW1) Sort)

(G,(X : A) |- B ->: ?(NEW2))
((?(NEW1), ?(NEW2), MV) Rule) JS }} .

rl [Lda] : {{ (G |- [X : A] M ->: MV) JS }} =>
{{ (G |- A ->: ?(NEW1)) (?(NEW1) Sort)

(G,(X : A) |- M ->: ?(NEW2))
(MV = {X : A} ?(NEW2)) JS }} .

rl [App1] : {{ (G |- (M N) ->: MV) JS }} =>
{{ (G |- M ->: ?(NEW1)) (G |- N ->: ?(NEW2))

(G |- (M ->: ?(NEW1))(N ->: ?(NEW2)) ->: MV) JS }} .

rl [App2] : {{ (G |- (M ->: {X : A} B)(N ->: A’) ->: MV) JS }} =>
{{ (A <-> A’) (MV = [X := N] B) JS }} .

crl [Norm1] : {{ (T Sort) JS }} =>
{{ (whnf(T) Sort) JS }}
if T : WhReducible .

crl [Norm2] : {{ ((A,B,T) Rule) JS }} =>
{{ ((whnf(A),B,T) Rule) JS }}
if A : WhReducible .
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crl [Norm3] : {{ ((A,B,T) Rule) JS }} =>
{{ ((A,whnf(B),T) Rule) JS }}
if B : WhReducible .

crl [Norm4] : {{ (G |- (M ->: A)(N ->: B) ->: T) JS }} =>
{{ (G |- (M ->: whnf(A))(N ->: B) ->: T) JS }}
if A : WhReducible .

rl [Aux] : {{ (G |- M : A) JS }} =>
{{ (G |- A ->: ?(NEW1)) (?(NEW1) Sort)

(G |- M ->: ?(NEW2)) (?(NEW2) <-> A) JS }} .

rl [Ctxt1] : {{ (emptyContext ||-) JS }} => {{ JS }} .

rl [Ctxt2] : {{ (G,(X : A) ||-) JS }} =>
{{ (G ||-) (G |- A ->: ?(NEW)) (?(NEW) Sort) JS }} .

rl [Main] : {{ (G ||- M : A) JS }} =>
{{ (G ||-) (G |- M : A) JS }} .

endm

For efficiency reasons we are using an extension of Maude that has built-in support
for metavariables to execute this specification. First, it has a built-in mechanism
(a rewrite strategy from an abstract point of view) to choose fresh metavariable
names written as ?(NEW), ?(NEW1), ?(NEW2), . . . . Second, we extended the
Maude engine by a built-in version of metavariable substitution <_:=_>_, which
behaves precisely as specified by the corresponding equations given above.

A.2 An Application: Validation of Proofs

To illustrate the use of this module we instantiate it to the calculus of construc-
tions with universes and recheck a proof of the “small” deduction theorem which
is part of the LEGO distribution. The proof object has been generated by the
LEGO system. Implicit arguments have been made explicit and definitions are
translated to Maude definitions. Of course, the following is only a low-level illus-
tration of the use of ROUPTS[FPTS-SIG-CC+] in the most direct way that is not
intended for proof development.

We begin with the functional module FPTS-SIG-CC+ which formalizes a concrete
functional PTS signature without top sorts, namely of the calculus of construc-
tions extended by an infinite predicative universe hierarchy (CC+).
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fmod FPTS-SIG-CC+ is

protecting NAT .

sort Sorts .
op Axioms : Sorts -> Sorts .
op Rules : Sorts Sorts -> Sorts .

op Prop : -> Sorts .
op Type : Nat -> Sorts .

var m n : Nat .

eq Axioms(Prop) = Type(0) .
eq Axioms(Type(n)) = Type(suc(n)) .

eq Rules(Prop,Prop) = Prop .
eq Rules(Prop,Type(n)) = Type(n) .
eq Rules(Type(m),Prop) = Prop .
eq Rules(Type(m),Type(n)) = Type(max(m,n)) .

endfm

Below we use the module ROUPTS-CC+[FPTS-SIG-CC+] which is an instance of
the system module ROUPTS given before for the previous PTS signature. We have
inserted some rewrites (initiated by rew) to illustrate the execution.

mod DedThm is

--- We use UPTS instantiated to the calculus of constractions with
--- universes (CC+).

protecting ROUPTS[FPTS-SIG-CC+] .

--- the usual definition of ->

var TRMA TRMB : Trm .
op _->_ : Trm Trm -> Trm [ prec 30 gather (e E) ] .
eq (TRMA -> TRMB) = {’_ : TRMA} [shift ’_] TRMB .

--- the context in which all the following proofs are caried out

op CONTEXT : -> Context .
eq CONTEXT = (’o : Prop)

(’arr : (’o{0} -> ’o{0} -> ’o{0})) .
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--- first we define the entailment relation for minimal logic

op k : -> Trm .
eq k = [’A : ’o{0}][’B : ’o{0}] (’arr{0} ’A{0} (’arr{0} ’B{0} ’A{0})) .

rew {{CONTEXT |- k : ’o{0} -> ’o{0} -> ’o{0}}} .

rewrites: 331 in 0ms cpu (10ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result Configuration: {{emptyJudgementList}}

op s : -> Trm .
eq s = [’A : ’o{0}][’B : ’o{0}][’C : ’o{0}]

’arr{0} (’arr{0} ’A{0} (’arr{0} ’B{0} ’C{0}))
(’arr{0} (’arr{0} ’A{0} ’B{0}) (’arr{0} ’A{0} ’C{0})) .

rew {{CONTEXT |- s : ’o{0} -> ’o{0} -> ’o{0} -> ’o{0}}} .

rewrites: 712 in 10ms cpu (30ms real) (71200 rewrites/second)
result Configuration: {{emptyJudgementList}}

--- entails is defined by an impredicative encoding of its own induction
--- principle. (entails G H X) means {G,H} |- X.

op entails : -> Trm .
eq entails =

( [ ’G : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’H : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’X : ’o{0} ] ( { ’P : (
’o{0} -> Prop ) } ( ( ’P{0} ’G{0} ) -> ( ( ’P{0} ’H{0} ) -> (
( { ’a : ’o{0} } ( { ’b : ’o{0} } ( ’P{0} ( ( k ’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) )
) ) -> ( ( { ’a : ’o{0} } ( { ’b : ’o{0} } ( { ’c : ’o{0} } (
’P{0} ( ( ( s ’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) ’c{0} ) ) ) ) ) -> ( ( { ’a : ’o{0}
} ( { ’b : ’o{0} } ( ( ’P{0} ( ( ’arr{0} ’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) ) -> ( (
’P{0} ’a{0} ) -> ( ’P{0} ’b{0} ) ) ) ) ) -> ( ’P{0} ’X{0} ) ) ) )
) ) ) ) ) ) .

rew {{CONTEXT |- entails : ’o{0} -> ’o{0} -> ’o{0} -> Prop}} .

rewrites: 3968 in 70ms cpu (80ms real) (56685 rewrites/second)
result Configuration: {{emptyJudgementList}}

--- now we prove a couple of lemmas corresponding to the cases of the
--- inductive proof

op lemma-identity : -> Trm .
eq lemma-identity =
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( [ ’G : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’H : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’A : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’P : (
’o{0} -> Prop ) ] ( [ ’_ : ( ’P{0} ’G{0} ) ] ( [ ’_ : ( ’P{0}
’H{0} ) ] ( [ ’K : ( { ’a : ’o{0} } ( { ’b : ’o{0} } ( ’P{0} ( ( k
’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) ) ) ) ] ( [ ’S : ( { ’a : ’o{0} } ( { ’b : ’o{0} }
( { ’c : ’o{0} } ( ’P{0} ( ( ( s ’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) ’c{0} ) ) ) ) ) ]
( [ ’MP : ( { ’a : ’o{0} } ( { ’b : ’o{0} } ( ( ’P{0} ( ( ’arr{0}
’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) ) -> ( ( ’P{0} ’a{0} ) -> ( ’P{0} ’b{0} ) ) ) ) )
] ( ( ( ( ’MP{0} ( ( ’arr{0} ’A{0} ) ( ( ’arr{0} ’A{0} ) ’A{0} ) )
) ( ( ’arr{0} ’A{0} ) ’A{0} ) ) ( ( ( ( ’MP{0} ( ( ’arr{0} ’A{0} )
( ( ’arr{0} ( ( ’arr{0} ’A{0} ) ’A{0} ) ) ’A{0} ) ) ) ( ( ’arr{0}
( ( ’arr{0} ’A{0} ) ( ( ’arr{0} ’A{0} ) ’A{0} ) ) ) ( ( ’arr{0}
’A{0} ) ’A{0} ) ) ) ( ( ( ’S{0} ’A{0} ) ( ( ’arr{0} ’A{0} ) ’A{0}
) ) ’A{0} ) ) ( ( ’K{0} ’A{0} ) ( ( ’arr{0} ’A{0} ) ’A{0} ) ) ) )
( ( ’K{0} ’A{0} ) ’A{0} ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) .

rew {{CONTEXT |- lemma-identity : {’G : ’o{0}}{’H : ’o{0}}{’A :
’o{0}}entails ’G{0} ’H{0} (’arr{0} ’A{0} ’A{0})}} .

rewrites: 30413 in 510ms cpu (520ms real) (59633 rewrites/second)
result Configuration: {{emptyJudgementList}}

op lemma-forget : -> Trm .
eq lemma-forget =

( [ ’G : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’H : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’A : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’M : ’o{0}
] ( [ ’m : ( ( ( entails ’G{0} ) ’H{0} ) ’M{0} ) ] ( [ ’P : (
’o{0} -> Prop ) ] ( [ ’g : ( ’P{0} ’G{0} ) ] ( [ ’h : ( ’P{0}
’H{0} ) ] ( [ ’K : ( { ’a : ’o{0} } ( { ’b : ’o{0} } ( ’P{0} ( ( k
’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) ) ) ) ] ( [ ’S : ( { ’a : ’o{0} } ( { ’b : ’o{0} }
( { ’c : ’o{0} } ( ’P{0} ( ( ( s ’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) ’c{0} ) ) ) ) ) ]
( [ ’MP : ( { ’a : ’o{0} } ( { ’b : ’o{0} } ( ( ’P{0} ( ( ’arr{0}
’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) ) -> ( ( ’P{0} ’a{0} ) -> ( ’P{0} ’b{0} ) ) ) ) )
] ( ( ( ( ’MP{0} ’M{0} ) ( ( ’arr{0} ’A{0} ) ’M{0} ) ) ( ( ’K{0}
’M{0} ) ’A{0} ) ) ( ( ( ( ( ( ’m{0} ’P{0} ) ’g{0} ) ’h{0} ) ’K{0}
) ’S{0} ) ’MP{0} ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) .

rew {{CONTEXT |- lemma-forget : {’G : ’o{0}}{’H : ’o{0}}{’A :
’o{0}}{’M : ’o{0}}entails ’G{0} ’H{0} ’M{0} -> entails ’G{0} ’H{0}
(’arr{0} ’A{0} ’M{0})}} .

rewrites: 78519 in 1230ms cpu (1240ms real) (63836 rewrites/second)
result Configuration: {{emptyJudgementList}}

op lemma-apply : -> Trm .
eq lemma-apply =

( [ ’G : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’H : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’A : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’M : ’o{0}
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] ( [ ’N : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’h : ( ( ( entails ’G{0} ) ’H{0} ) ( (
’arr{0} ’A{0} ) ( ( ’arr{0} ’M{0} ) ’N{0} ) ) ) ] ( [ ’g : ( ( (
entails ’G{0} ) ’H{0} ) ( ( ’arr{0} ’A{0} ) ’M{0} ) ) ] ( [ ’P : (
’o{0} -> Prop ) ] ( [ ’H1 : ( ’P{0} ’G{0} ) ] ( [ ’H2 : (
’P{0} ’H{0} ) ] ( [ ’K : ( { ’a : ’o{0} } ( { ’b : ’o{0} } ( ’P{0}
( ( k ’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) ) ) ) ] ( [ ’S : ( { ’a : ’o{0} } ( { ’b :
’o{0} } ( { ’c : ’o{0} } ( ’P{0} ( ( ( s ’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) ’c{0} ) )
) ) ) ] ( [ ’MP : ( { ’a : ’o{0} } ( { ’b : ’o{0} } ( ( ’P{0} ( (
’arr{0} ’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) ) -> ( ( ’P{0} ’a{0} ) -> ( ’P{0} ’b{0} )
) ) ) ) ] ( ( ( ( ’MP{0} ( ( ’arr{0} ’A{0} ) ’M{0} ) ) ( ( ’arr{0}
’A{0} ) ’N{0} ) ) ( ( ( ( ’MP{0} ( ( ’arr{0} ’A{0} ) ( ( ’arr{0}
’M{0} ) ’N{0} ) ) ) ( ( ’arr{0} ( ( ’arr{0} ’A{0} ) ’M{0} ) ) ( (
’arr{0} ’A{0} ) ’N{0} ) ) ) ( ( ( ’S{0} ’A{0} ) ’M{0}) ’N{0} ) ) (
( ( ( ( ( ’h{0} ’P{0} ) ’H1{0} ) ’H2{0} ) ’K{0} ) ’S{0} ) ’MP{0} )
) ) ( ( ( ( ( ( ’g{0} ’P{0} ) ’H1{0} ) ’H2{0} ) ’K{0} ) ’S{0} )
’MP{0} ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) .

rew {{CONTEXT |- lemma-apply : {’G : ’o{0}}{’H :
’o{0}}{’A : ’o{0}}{’M : ’o{0}}{’N : ’o{0}}entails ’G{0} ’H{0}
(’arr{0} ’A{0} (’arr{0} ’M{0} ’N{0})) -> entails ’G{0} ’H{0}
(’arr{0} ’A{0} ’M{0}) -> entails ’G{0} ’H{0} (’arr{0} ’A{0}
’N{0})}} .

rewrites: 146356 in 2630ms cpu (2710ms real) (55648 rewrites/second)
result Configuration: {{emptyJudgementList}}

--- finally the inductive proof can be given

op dedThm : -> Trm .
eq dedThm =

( [ ’G : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’A : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’M : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’hyp : ( (
( entails ’G{0} ) ’A{0} ) ’M{0} ) ] ( ( ( ( ( ( ’hyp{0} ( [ ’node
: ’o{0} ] ( ( ( entails ’G{0} ) ’G{0} ) ( ( ’arr{0} ’A{0} )
’node{0} ) ) ) ) ( ( ( ( ( lemma-forget ’G{0} ) ’G{0} ) ’A{0} )
’G{0} ) ( [ ’P : ( ’o{0} -> Prop ) ] ( [ ’H1 : ( ’P{0} ’G{0} )
] ( [ ’_ : ( ’P{0} ’G{0} ) ] ( [ ’_ : ( { ’a : ’o{0} } ( { ’b :
’o{0} } ( ’P{0} ( ( k ’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) ) ) ) ] ( [ ’_ : ( { ’a :
’o{0} } ( { ’b : ’o{0} } ( { ’c : ’o{0} } ( ’P{0} ( ( ( s ’a{0} )
’b{0} ) ’c{0} ) ) ) ) ) ] ( [ ’_ : ( { ’a : ’o{0} } ( { ’b : ’o{0}
} ( ( ’P{0} ( ( ’arr{0} ’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) ) -> ( ( ’P{0} ’a{0} ) ->
( ’P{0} ’b{0} ) ) ) ) ) ] ’H1{0} ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ( ( (
lemma-identity ’G{0} ) ’G{0} ) ’A{0} ) ) ( [ ’a : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’b :
’o{0} ] ( ( ( ( ( lemma-forget ’G{0} ) ’G{0} ) ’A{0} ) ( ( k ’a{0}
) ’b{0} ) ) ( [ ’P : ( ’o{0} -> Prop ) ] ( [ ’_ : ( ’P{0}
’G{0} ) ] ( [ ’_ : ( ’P{0} ’G{0} ) ] ( [ ’K : ( { ’a’10 : ’o{0} }
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( { ’b’11 : ’o{0} } ( ’P{0} ( ( k ’a’10{0} ) ’b’11{0} ) ) ) ) ] (
[ ’_ : ( { ’a’11 : ’o{0} } ( { ’b’12 : ’o{0} } ( { ’c : ’o{0} } (
’P{0} ( ( ( s ’a’11{0} ) ’b’12{0} ) ’c{0} ) ) ) ) ) ] ( [ ’_ : ( {
’a’12 : ’o{0} } ( { ’b’13 : ’o{0} } ( ( ’P{0} ( ( ’arr{0} ’a’12{0}
) ’b’13{0} ) ) -> ( ( ’P{0} ’a’12{0} ) -> ( ’P{0} ’b’13{0} ) ) ) )
) ] ( ( ’K{0} ’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ( [ ’a : ’o{0} ]
( [ ’b : ’o{0} ] ( [ ’c : ’o{0} ] ( ( ( ( ( lemma-forget ’G{0} )
’G{0} ) ’A{0} ) ( ( ( s ’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) ’c{0} ) ) ( [ ’P : ( ’o{0}
-> Prop ) ] ( [ ’_ : ( ’P{0} ’G{0} ) ] ( [ ’_ : ( ’P{0} ’G{0}
) ] ( [ ’_ : ( { ’a’11 : ’o{0} } ( { ’b’12 : ’o{0} } ( ’P{0} ( ( k
’a’11{0} ) ’b’12{0} ) ) ) ) ] ( [ ’S : ( { ’a’12 : ’o{0} } ( {
’b’13 : ’o{0} } ( { ’c’14 : ’o{0} } ( ’P{0} ( ( ( s ’a’12{0} )
’b’13{0} ) ’c’14{0} ) ) ) ) ) ] ( [ ’_ : ( { ’a’13 : ’o{0} } ( {
’b’14 : ’o{0} } ( ( ’P{0} ( ( ’arr{0} ’a’13{0} ) ’b’14{0} ) ) -> (
( ’P{0} ’a’13{0} ) -> ( ’P{0} ’b’14{0} ) ) ) ) ) ] ( ( ( ’S{0}
’a{0} ) ’b{0} ) ’c{0} ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ( ( ( lemma-apply
’G{0} ) ’G{0} ) ’A{0} ) ) ) ) ) ) .

rew {{CONTEXT |- dedThm : {’G : ’o{0}}{’A : ’o{0}}{’M :
’o{0}}entails ’G{0} ’A{0} ’M{0} -> entails ’G{0} ’G{0} (’arr{0}
’A{0} ’M{0})}} .

rewrites: 506023 in 15750ms cpu (16540ms real) (32128 rewrites/second)
result Configuration: {{emptyJudgementList}}

endm



Appendix B

Specifying a Programming
Language for Active Networks

In this appendix we illustrate the use of the CINNI calculus of names and substitu-
tions, that we developed in Chapter 5, in the context of an application in the area
of active networks. Active networks (see [TSS+97] for a survey of active network
research) are networks with nodes that do not operate according to a fixed scheme
(e.g. as conventional routers) but are instead fully programmable and provide ex-
ecution environments for programs that can be received from other other nodes
via the network. An active network does not necessarily have a static topology, so
that also unreliable, wireless and hybrid networks are subsumed by this notion.
One may think of active networks as a generalization of conventional networks
and as a step toward greater flexibility: Packets, which are interpreted by routers
in conventional networks following rigid schemes, become programs, which are ex-
ecuted in active networks in a universal fashion. One of the central issues of active
network research is the devlopment of programming paradigms which provide a
suitable level of abstraction to develop active network applications. A particular
programming language providing such a new paradigm is PLAN , the Packet Lan-
guage for Active Networks [HKM+98b, HKM+98a, MHN99, HK99, KHMG99],
which has been implemented as part of PLANet, an active internetwork architec-
ture [HMA+99]. PLAN is an imperative functional language similar to ML, but
has a number of unique additional features, such as remote function execution,
resource management and anytime typechecking. Remote function execution,
means that functions can be applied to arguments so that the execution does not
take place locally but in the execution enviromnent of a different network node.
To this end, the function call is treated as a so-called chunk, i.e. as a piece of
data, which is transmitted to the destination node by means of a packet. Re-
source management refers to a mechanism which keeps track of computational
resources and ensures that all PLAN programs are terminating.
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B.1 The Executable Specification in Maude

In the following, we give an executable formal specification of PLAN. The speci-
fication is a boiled-down version of [ST01] which has been developed in a collab-
orative effort together with Carolyn Talcott (Stanford Univerity), Jose Meseguer
(SRI) and the PLAN group, in particular Carl A. Gunter and Pankaj Kakkar
(University of Pennsylvania) in the scope of the DARPA Active Network Pro-
gram [DAR] and the ONR Coordinated Research in Adaptive Network Centric
Computing [ONR]. In accordance with a reseach objective which has been first
set in [WMG00] our work provides a formal semantics for PLAN. Indeed our
specification fully captures the intent of the specifications [Kak99] and [KGA00],
but has the benefit of being both rigorously formal and executable. As shown
in [ST01, MÖST02, ST02a] our specification can be used as an active network
model with execution environments for PLAN programs. More generally, a formal
executable specification can be used at very different levels [GDMT00] ranging
from formal modeling and execution via model checking and narrowing analysis
to formal verification. For instance, a form of abstract execution has been used
in [ST02a] as one step in the verification of a concrete PLAN program.

By exploiting the capabilities of rewriting logic, the Maude specification enhances
the original PLAN specification in several aspects. For instance, the Maude
specification directly reflects the concurrent nature of the network, meaning that
each node makes only use of local information about the network topology and
that the possibility of concurrent execution in different nodes is directly reflected
in the specification.

In fact, a particularly interesting aspect of our problem is the presence of multi-
level concurrency: (1) A network configuration is modeled as a multiset containing
nodes and packets. (2) With each node we associate a multiset of processes local
to the node, which serve as execution environments for PLAN programs and can
themselves execute concurrently within the node. (3) Each process encapsulates
the local state of the execution environment together with an abstract reduc-
tion machine for the PLAN language. More specifically, there are three kinds
of rewrite rules used in the specification, corresponding to the following actions:
(1) A process in a node can emit a packet containing a PLAN program for re-
mote execution; (2) A process can call a service function which has access to
the local process state and possibly modifies it, i.e. causes a side effect; (3) The
abstract machine, which implements the functional part of the PLAN language,
can change its state.

To specify the abstract machine we use a general approach suitable for functional
languages with side-effects which is inspired by [FF86, HMST95, MT01]. The
main idea is that the reduction state of the abstract machine is a pair, consisting
of a reduction context (i.e. an expression with a hole, i.e. a metavariable) and the
expression to be reduced in this context. Furthermore, the specification uses the
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CINNI calculus to specify the binding structure of the language and to formalize
environments as explicit substitutions. A particular benefit of this approach is
that environments can always be eliminated, resulting in a specification that does
not have to deal with them explicitly at various places. Especially the delicate
issue of binding and environment handling in the context of recursive remote
function calls turns out to have a very elegant solution. In summary, the use of
the abstract reduction machine in connection with CINNI has greatly increased
the clarity and reduced the complexity of the specification w.r.t. earlier versions
[Ste00b, Tal00, Tal01], bringing us closer to the goal of a specification which is
useful for application programmers, language designers/implementors and formal
methods researchers.

Our specification uses a representation of programs based on an imperative λ-
calculus and presupposes that PLAN programs are mapped to this uniform repre-
sentation by a simple preprocessing stage. For instance, in PLAN programs recur-
sive references to functions can only occur inside the chunks which are arguments
to Eval, OnNeighbor, or OnRemote; otherwise the termination property proved
in [ST02b] would be compromised. To focus on the essential aspects we have
simplified the specification, by removing type annotations (which are only used
for type checking), the OnRemote construct (which generalizes the OnNeighbor

construct), and some other features such as the routing table information which
is stored in the nodes. This simplified specification is given below, and a possible
execution scenario is specified subsequently. For the full specification and a more
detailed presentation we refer to [ST01].

mod PLAN is

protecting BOOL .
protecting MACHINE-INT .

---------------------------
--- Network Sorts

sort Loc . --- physical locations (i.e. hosts)
sort Addr . --- addresses (i.e. network interfaces)

sort LocList .
subsort Loc < LocList .
op empty-ll : -> LocList .
op _‘,_ : LocList LocList -> LocList

[ assoc id: empty-ll ] .

sort AddrList .
subsort Addr < AddrList .
op empty-al : -> AddrList .
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op _‘,_ : AddrList AddrList -> AddrList
[ assoc id: empty-al ] .

sort Connection .
op _>>_ : Addr Addr -> Connection . --- network connection

sort ConnectionList .
subsort Connection < ConnectionList .
op empty-conl : -> ConnectionList .
op _‘,_ : ConnectionList ConnectionList -> ConnectionList

[ assoc id: empty-conl ] .

var l l’ : Loc .
var ll : LocList .
var a a’ : Addr .
var al al’ : AddrList .
var con con’ : Connection .
var from to : Addr .
var conl conl’ : ConnectionList .

op contains : AddrList Addr -> Bool .
eq contains(empty-al,a’) = false .
ceq contains((a,al),a’) = true if a == a’ .
ceq contains((a,al),a’) = contains(al,a’) if a =/= a’ .

op remove : AddrList Addr -> AddrList .
eq remove(empty-al,a’) = empty-al .
ceq remove((a,al),a’) = remove(al,a’) if a == a’ .
ceq remove((a,al),a’) = (a,remove(al,a’)) if a =/= a’ .

op contains : ConnectionList Connection -> Bool .
eq contains(empty-conl,con’) = false .
ceq contains((con,conl),con’) = true if con == con’ .
ceq contains((con,conl),con’) = contains(conl,con’) if con =/= con’ .

op contains : ConnectionList Addr -> Bool .
eq contains(empty-conl,a’) = false .
ceq contains(((from >> to),conl),a’) = true if to == a’ .
ceq contains(((from >> to),conl),a’) = contains(conl,a’) if to =/= a’ .

op devtohost : ConnectionList Addr -> Addr .
ceq devtohost(((from >> to),conl),a’) = from if to == a’ .
ceq devtohost(((from >> to),conl),a’) = devtohost(conl,a’) if to =/= a’ .
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---------------------------
--- Identifiers

sort Id .

sort IdList .
subsort Id < IdList .
op empty-idl : -> IdList .
op _‘,_ : IdList IdList -> IdList [ assoc id: empty-idl] .

var id id’ id’’ : Id .
var idl idl’ idl’’ : IdList .

---------------------------
--- Indexed Variables

sorts Nat .

op 0 : -> Nat .
op suc : Nat -> Nat .

sort Var .

op _{_} : Id Nat -> Var [ prec 0 gather (E &) ] .

---------------------------
--- Constants

sort Cstr NonCstr Const .
subsort Cstr < Const .
subsort NonCstr < Const .

op Dummy : -> Cstr .
op Equal : -> NonCstr .
ops Not And Or : -> NonCstr .
ops Plus Minus Mul Div : -> NonCstr .
op Pair : -> Cstr .
ops Fst Snd : -> NonCstr .
ops Cons Nil : -> Cstr .
ops Hd Tl : -> NonCstr .
ops Length Member Append Reverse ConsFirst : -> NonCstr .
ops Foldr Foldl : -> NonCstr .
op Chunk : -> Cstr .

op Print : -> NonCstr .
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ops ThisHost ThisHostIs : -> NonCstr .
ops GetRB GetSrc GetSrcDev : -> NonCstr .
ops GetNeighbors GetDevToHost : -> NonCstr .
ops OnNeighbor Eval : -> NonCstr .

op Bool_ : Bool -> Const .
op Int_ : MachineInt -> Const .
op Addr_ : Addr -> Const .

var bool bool’ : Bool .
var const : Const .
var var var’ var’’ : Var .
var cstr : Cstr .
var ncstr : NonCstr .

---------------------------
--- Expressions

sort Ex .
subsort Const < Ex .
subsort Var < Ex .

op __ : Ex ExList -> Ex [ prec 21 gather (E e) ] .
op _;_ : Ex Ex -> Ex [ prec 30 gather (e E) ] .
op If_Then_Else_ : Ex Ex Ex -> Ex .
op Let‘[_=_‘]_ : IdList ExList Ex -> Ex [ prec 30 gather (& & E) ] .
op LetRec‘[_=_‘]_ : IdList ExList Ex -> Ex [ prec 30 gather (& & E) ] .
op Lam‘[_]_ : IdList Ex -> Ex [ prec 30 gather (& E) ] .

var ex ex’ ex’’ : Ex .
var exl exl’ exl’’ : ExList .

---------------------------
--- Contexts (Expressions with Holes i.e. Metavariables)

sort Cx .
subsort Ex < Cx .

op ? : -> Cx .
op __ : Cx CxList -> Cx [ prec 21 gather (E e) ] .
op _;_ : Cx Cx -> Cx [ prec 30 gather (e E) ] .
op If_Then_Else_ : Cx Cx Cx -> Cx .
op Let‘[_=_‘]_ : IdList CxList Cx -> Cx [ prec 30 gather (& & E) ] .
op LetRec‘[_=_‘]_ : IdList CxList Cx -> Cx [ prec 30 gather (& & E) ] .
op Lam‘[_]_ : IdList Cx -> Cx [ prec 30 gather (& E) ] .
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var cx cx’ cx’’ cx’’’ : Cx .
var cxl cxl’ cxl’’ cxl’’’ : CxList .

---------------------------
--- Lists of Contexts and Expressions

sort EmptyExList ValList ExList CxList .

op empty-exl : -> EmptyExList .
subsort EmptyExList < ExList < CxList .
subsort EmptyExList < ExList < CxList .

op _‘,_ : EmptyExList EmptyExList -> EmptyExList
[ assoc id: empty-exl ] .

subsort Ex < ExList .
op _‘,_ : ExList ExList -> ExList

[ assoc id: empty-exl ] .

subsort Cx < CxList .
op _‘,_ : CxList CxList -> CxList

[ assoc id: empty-exl ] .

---------------------------
--- Values and NonValues

sort Val NonVal .
subsort Val < Ex .
subsort NonVal < Ex .

subsort Const < Val .

subsort EmptyExList < ValList < ExList .
subsort EmptyExList < ExList .

subsort Val < ValList .
op _‘,_ : ValList ValList -> ValList

[ assoc id: empty-exl ] .

var nval nval’ nval’’ : NonVal .
var val val’ val’’ : Val .
var val0 val0’ val0’’ : Val .
var val1 val1’ val1’’ : Val .
var vall vall’ vall’’ : ValList .
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mb (Bool bool) : Val .
mb (Int int) : Val .
mb (Lam [idl] ex) : Val .
mb (cstr vall) : Val .

mb (val (exl,nval,exl’)) : NonVal .
mb (nval exl) : NonVal .
mb (ncstr exl) : NonVal .
mb ((Lam [idl] ex) exl) : NonVal .
mb (ex ; ex) : NonVal .
mb (If ex Then ex’ Else ex’’) : NonVal .
mb (Let [idl = exl] ex’) : NonVal .
mb (LetRec [idl = exl] ex’) : NonVal .

---------------------------
--- Object-Variable Substitution
--- (an instance of the CINNI substitution calculus
--- generalized to simultaneous substitutions)

sort Subst .

op [_:=_] : Id Ex -> Subst [ prec 30 gather (& &) ] .
op [_:=_] : IdList ExList -> Subst [ prec 30 gather (& &) ] .
op [shift_] : Id -> Subst [ prec 30 gather (&) ] .
op [lift__] : Id Subst -> Subst [ prec 30 gather (& &) ] .
op [lift__] : IdList Subst -> Subst [ prec 30 gather (& &) ] .
op __ : Subst Ex -> Ex [ prec 30 gather (E E) ] .
op __ : Subst ExList -> ExList [ prec 30 gather (E E) ] .

var S : Subst .
vars m : Nat .

eq ([id := ex] (id{0})) = ex .
eq ([id := ex] (id{suc(m)})) = (id{m}) .
ceq ([id := ex] (id’{m})) = (id’{m}) if id =/= id’ .

eq ([shift id] (id{m})) = (id{suc(m)}) .
ceq ([shift id] (id’{m})) = (id’{m}) if id =/= id’ .

eq ([lift id S] (id{0})) = (id{0}) .
eq ([lift id S] (id{suc(m)})) = [shift id] (S (id{m})) .
ceq ([lift id S] (id’{m})) = [shift id] (S (id’{m})) if id =/= id’ .
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eq ([empty-idl := empty-exl] ex’) = ex’ .
ceq ([(id,idl) := (ex,exl)] ex’) =

([id := ex][idl := [shift id] exl] ex’) if idl =/= empty-idl .

eq ([lift empty-idl S] ex’) = (S ex’) .
ceq ([lift (id,idl) S] ex’) =

([lift idl [lift id S]] ex’) if idl =/= empty-idl .

eq (S const) = const .
eq (S (ex exl’)) = ((S ex) (S exl’)) .
eq (S (ex ; ex’)) = ((S ex) ; (S ex’)) .
eq (S (If ex Then ex’ Else ex’’)) =

(If (S ex) Then (S ex’) Else (S ex’’)) .
eq (S (Let [idl = exl] ex’)) =

(Let [idl = (S exl)] ([lift idl S] ex’)) .
eq (S (LetRec [idl = exl] ex’)) =

(LetRec [idl = ([lift idl S] exl)] ([lift idl S] ex’)) .
eq (S (Lam [idl] ex)) =

(Lam [idl] ([lift idl S] ex)) .

eq (S empty-exl) = empty-exl .
ceq (S (ex , exl’)) = ((S ex) , (S exl’)) if exl’ =/= empty-exl .

---------------------------
--- Hole (Meta-Variable) Substitution
--- (standard textual substitution)

op <‘?‘:=_>_ : Cx Cx -> Cx [ prec 10 ] .
op <‘?‘:=_>_ : Cx CxList -> CxList [ prec 10 ] .

eq < ? := cx > ? = cx .
eq < ? := cx > const = const .
eq < ? := cx > var = var .
eq < ? := cx > (cx’ cxl’’) =

((< ? := cx > cx’) (< ? := cx > cxl’’)) .
eq < ? := cx > (cx’ ; cx’’) =

((< ? := cx > cx’) ; (< ? := cx > cx’’)) .
eq < ? := cx > (If cx’ Then cx’’ Else cx’’’) =

(If (< ? := cx > cx’)
Then (< ? := cx > cx’’) Else (< ? := cx > cx’’’)) .

eq < ? := cx > (Let [idl = cxl’] cx’’) =
(Let [idl = < ? := cx > cxl’] (< ? := cx > cx’’)) .

eq < ? := cx > (LetRec [idl = cxl’] cx’’) =
(LetRec [idl = < ? := cx > cxl’] (< ? := cx > cx’’)) .
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eq < ? := cx > (Lam [idl] cx’) =
(Lam [idl] (< ? := cx > cx’)) .

eq < ? := cx > empty-exl = empty-exl .
ceq < ? := cx > (cx’ , cxl’’) =

((< ? := cx > cx’) , (< ? := cx > cxl’’)) if cxl’’ =/= empty-exl .

---------------------------
--- Reduction Machine State

sort RedState .

op RedState : Cx Ex -> RedState .

var int int’ : MachineInt .

var rb : MachineInt . --- resource bound

var devs : AddrList . --- network devices of a node
var nbrs : ConnectionList . --- neighbors of a node

var dest : Addr . --- destination address of a packet
var src : Addr . --- source address of a program/packet
var ariv : Addr . --- arival device of a program

---------------------------
--- Reduction Machine Rules

--- control (return to top)

crl RedState(cx, val) =>
RedState(?, < ? := val > cx) if cx =/= ? .

---------------------------
--- let statements

--- control (evaluate from left to right)

rl RedState(cx, Let [idl = (vall’, nval’, exl’)] ex’’) =>
RedState(< ? := Let [idl = (vall’, ?, exl’)] ex’’ > cx, nval’) .

--- reduction

rl RedState(cx, Let [idl = vall’] ex’’) =>
RedState(cx, [idl := vall’] ex’’) .
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---------------------------
--- letrec statements

--- control (evaluate from left to right)

rl RedState(cx, LetRec [idl = (vall’, nval’, exl’)] ex’’) =>
RedState(< ? := LetRec [idl = (vall’, ?, exl’)] ex’’ > cx, nval’) .

--- reduction

op LetRec‘[_=_‘]_ : IdList ExList ExList -> Ex
[ prec 30 gather (& & E) ] .

eq (LetRec[idl = exl] empty-exl) = empty-exl .
ceq (LetRec[idl = exl] (ex’,exl’)) =

((LetRec[idl = exl] ex’),(LetRec[idl = exl] exl’))
if exl’ =/= empty-exl .

rl RedState(cx, LetRec [idl = vall’] ex’’) =>
RedState(cx, [idl := (LetRec [idl = vall’] vall’)] ex’’) .

---------------------------
--- function application

--- control (evaluate arguments from left to right)

rl RedState(cx, (nval exl’)) =>
RedState(< ? := (? exl’) > cx, nval) .

rl RedState(cx, (val (vall’, nval’, exl’))) =>
RedState(< ? := (val (vall’, ?, exl’)) > cx, nval’) .

--- reduction: beta

rl RedState(cx, ((Lam [idl] ex) vall)) =>
RedState(cx, [idl := vall] ex) .

--- reduction: equality

rl RedState(cx, (Equal (val,val’))) =>
RedState(cx, (Bool (val == val’))) .

--- reduction: boolean ops

rl RedState(cx, (Not (Bool bool))) =>
RedState(cx, (Bool (not bool))) .
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rl RedState(cx, (And ((Bool bool),(Bool bool’)))) =>
RedState(cx, (Bool (bool and bool’))) .

rl RedState(cx, (Or ((Bool bool),(Bool bool’)))) =>
RedState(cx, (Bool (bool or bool’))) .

--- reduction: integer ops

rl RedState(cx, (Plus ((Int int),(Int int’)))) =>
RedState(cx, (Int (int + int’))) .

rl RedState(cx, (Minus ((Int int),(Int int’)))) =>
RedState(cx, (Int (int - int’))) .

rl RedState(cx, (Mul ((Int int),(Int int’)))) =>
RedState(cx, (Int (int * int’))) .

rl RedState(cx, (Div ((Int int),(Int int’)))) =>
RedState(cx, (Int (int / int’))) .

--- reduction: pair ops

rl RedState(cx, (Fst (Pair (val,val’)))) =>
RedState(cx, val) .

rl RedState(cx, (Snd (Pair (val,val’)))) =>
RedState(cx, val’) .

--- reduction: list ops

rl RedState(cx, (Hd (Cons (val,val’)))) =>
RedState(cx, val) .

rl RedState(cx, (Tl (Cons (val,val’)))) =>
RedState(cx, val’) .

rl RedState(cx, (Length Nil)) =>
RedState(cx, (Int 0)) .

rl RedState(cx, (Length (Cons (val’,val’’)))) =>
RedState(cx, (Plus ((Int 1),(Length val’’)))) .

rl RedState(cx, (Member (val, Nil))) =>
RedState(cx, (Bool false)) .
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crl RedState(cx, (Member (val, (Cons (val’,val’’))))) =>
RedState(cx, (Bool true))
if val == val’ .

crl RedState(cx, (Member (val, (Cons (val’,val’’))))) =>
RedState(cx, (Member (val, val’’)))
if val =/= val’ .

rl RedState(cx, (Append (Nil, val))) =>
RedState(cx, val) .

rl RedState(cx, (Append (Cons (val,val’),val’’))) =>
RedState(cx, (Cons (val, (Append (val’,val’’))))) .

rl RedState(cx, (Reverse Nil)) =>
RedState(cx, Nil) .

rl RedState(cx, (Reverse (Cons (val,val’)))) =>
RedState(cx, (Append ((Reverse val’),(Cons (val,Nil))))) .

rl RedState(cx, (Foldr (val,Nil,val’’))) =>
RedState(cx, val’’) .

rl RedState(cx, (Foldr (val,(Cons (val0’,val1’)),val’’))) =>
RedState(cx, (val (val0’, (Foldr (val,val1’,val’’))))) .

rl RedState(cx, (Foldl (val,val’,Nil))) =>
RedState(cx, val’) .

rl RedState(cx, (Foldl (val,val’,(Cons (val0’’,val1’’))))) =>
RedState(cx, (Foldl (val,(val (val’,val0’’)),val1’’))) .

---------------------------
--- argument lists

--- control (evaluate from left to right)

rl RedState(cx, (nval , ex’)) =>
RedState(< ? := (? , ex’)> cx, nval) .

rl RedState(cx, (val , nval)) =>
RedState(< ? := (val , ?)> cx, nval) .
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---------------------------
--- if-then-else statement

--- control (evaluate condition)

rl RedState(cx, (If nval Then ex’ Else ex’’)) =>
RedState(< ? := (If ? Then ex’ Else ex’’) > cx, nval) .

--- reduction

rl RedState(cx, (If (Bool true) Then ex’ Else ex’’)) =>
RedState(cx, ex’) .

rl RedState(cx, (If (Bool false) Then ex’ Else ex’’)) =>
RedState(cx, ex’’) .

---------------------------
--- sequential evaluation

--- control (evaluate on the left)

rl RedState(cx, (nval ; ex’)) =>
RedState(< ? := (? ; ex’)> cx, nval) .

--- reduction

rl RedState(cx, (val ; ex’)) =>
RedState(cx, ex’) .

---------------------------
--- processes, packets and configurations

sort Node . --- network node
op Node : Loc AddrList ConnectionList -> Node .

--- contains: physical location (Loc),
--- list of network devices (AddrList),
--- list of connections to neighbors (ConnectionList)

sort Process . --- process being executed on a node
op Process : Loc Addr Addr MachineInt RedState -> Process .

--- contains: physical location (Loc),
--- source address (Addr),
--- arival device of program (Addr),
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--- resource bound (MachineInt),
--- reduction machine state (RedState)

sort Packet . --- packet in transit between nodes
op Packet : Addr Addr MachineInt Ex ExList -> Packet .

--- contains: destination address (Addr),
--- source address (Addr),
--- resource bound (MachineInt),
--- chunk, i.e. function (Ex) with arguments (ExList)

sort Configuration .
subsort Node < Configuration .
subsort Packet < Configuration .
subsort Process < Configuration .
op empty-conf : -> Configuration .
op __ : Configuration Configuration -> Configuration

[assoc comm id: empty-conf] .

---------------------------
--- local execution of chunks

crl Process(l, src, ariv, rb,
RedState(cx, (Eval (Chunk (val,vall))))) =>

Process(l, src, ariv, (rb - 1),
RedState(cx, (val vall)))

if rb > 0 .

---------------------------
--- remote execution of chunks (emitting packet)

var dev : Addr . --- outgoing network device

crl Node(l,devs,nbrs)
Process(l, src, ariv, rb,
RedState(cx, (OnNeighbor ((Chunk (val,vall)),

(Addr dest),(Int int),(Addr dev))))) =>
Node(l,devs,nbrs)
Process(l, src, ariv, (rb - int),
RedState(cx, Dummy))

Packet(dest, src, (int - 1), val, vall)
if contains(devs,dev) and contains(nbrs,(dev >> dest)) and

(rb >= int) and (int > 0) .
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---------------------------
--- receiving packet and starting process

crl Node(l,devs,nbrs)
Packet(dest, src, rb, val, vall) =>
Node(l,devs,nbrs)
Process(l, src, dest, rb, RedState(?,(val vall)))
if contains(devs,dest) .

---------------------------
--- service: GetRB (get resource bound)

rl Process(l, src, ariv, rb,
RedState(cx, (GetRB empty-exl))) =>

Process(l, src, ariv, rb,
RedState(cx, (Int rb))) .

---------------------------
--- service: GetSrc (get source address)

rl Process(l, src, ariv, rb,
RedState(cx, (GetSrc empty-exl))) =>

Process(l, src, ariv, rb,
RedState(cx, (Addr src))) .

---------------------------
--- service: GetSrcDev (get arrival device)

rl Process(l, src, ariv, rb,
RedState(cx, (GetSrcDev empty-exl))) =>

Process(l, src, ariv, rb,
RedState(cx, (Addr ariv))) .

---------------------------
--- service: ThisHostIs

rl Node(l,devs,nbrs)
Process(l, src, ariv, rb,

RedState(cx, (ThisHostIs (Addr a)))) =>
Node(l,devs,nbrs)
Process(l, src, ariv, rb,

RedState(cx, (Bool (contains(devs,a))))) .
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---------------------------
--- service: ThisHost

op cast : AddrList -> Ex .
eq cast(empty-al) = Nil .
eq cast(a,al) = (Cons ((Addr a),cast(al))) .

rl Node(l,devs,nbrs)
Process(l, src, ariv, rb,
RedState(cx, (ThisHost empty-exl))) =>

Node(l,devs,nbrs)
Process(l, src, ariv, rb,
RedState(cx, cast(devs))) .

---------------------------
--- service: GetNeighbors

op cast : Connection -> Ex .
eq cast(a >> a’) = (Pair ((Addr a’),(Addr a))) .

op castl : ConnectionList -> Ex .
eq castl(empty-conl) = Nil .
eq castl((a >> a’),conl) = (Cons (cast(a >> a’),castl(conl))) .

rl Node(l,devs,nbrs)
Process(l, src, ariv, rb,
RedState(cx, (GetNeighbors empty-exl))) =>

Node(l,devs,nbrs)
Process(l, src, ariv, rb,
RedState(cx, castl(nbrs))) .

---------------------------
--- service: GetDevToHost

crl Node(l,devs,nbrs)
Process(l, src, ariv, rb,
RedState(cx, (GetDevToHost (Addr a)))) =>

Node(l,devs,nbrs)
Process(l, src, ariv, rb,
RedState(cx, (Addr devtohost(nbrs,a))))

if contains(nbrs,a) .

endm
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Figure B.1: Example Topology

We illustrate the use of this specification using a PLAN program, which is almost
literally taken from [KHMG99]. We execute this program in the network topology
depicted in Fig. B.1, which consists of six nodes participating in six networks and
is given by the specification below. The program is injected into node l0 via the
address inj. The program’s objective is to find all routes to a given destination,
which is 4a in the example. It makes use of a function find, which recursively
invokes itself on all neighbors not visited so far.

mod EXAMPLE is

including PLAN .

--- small example topology with 6 nodes (l0,...,l5)

ops l0 l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 : -> Loc .
ops external inj 0a 1a 1b 1c 2a 2b 3a 3b 3c 4a 5a : -> Addr .

op example-topology : -> Configuration .
eq example-topology =

Node(l0, (inj,0a), ((0a >> 1a)))
Node(l1, (1a,1b,1c), ((1a >> 0a),(1b >> 2a),(1c >> 3a)))
Node(l2, (2a,2b), ((2a >> 1b),(2b >> 3c),(2b >> 5a)))
Node(l3, (3a,3b,3c), ((3a >> 1c),(3b >> 4a),(3c >> 2b),(3c >> 5a)))
Node(l5, (5a), ((5a >> 2b),(5a >> 3c)))
Node(l4, (4a), ((4a >> 3b))) .

--- example program

ops consfirst : -> Id .
ops goback nexthop remaining route find visited : -> Id .
ops desti allneighbors newneighbors addifnew sendchild : -> Id .
ops neigh neighl dum childrb myaddrs : -> Id .
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op example-program : -> Ex .
eq example-program =

(LetRec [goback = Lam [remaining,route]
(If (Equal (remaining{0}, Nil))

Then (Print route{0})
Else (Let [nexthop = (Snd (Hd remaining{0}))]

(OnNeighbor
((Chunk (goback{0},((Tl remaining{0}),route{0}))),
nexthop{0}, (GetRB empty-exl),
(GetDevToHost nexthop{0})))))]

(LetRec [find = Lam [desti,route,visited]
(Let [myaddrs =
(ThisHost empty-exl)]

(Let [allneighbors =
(GetNeighbors empty-exl)]

(Let [addifnew = Lam [neigh,neighl]
(If (Not (Member ((Fst neigh{0}),visited{0})))
Then (Cons (neigh{0},neighl{0}))
Else neighl{0})]

(Let [newneighbors =
(Foldr (addifnew{0},allneighbors{0},Nil))]

(Let [childrb =
(If (Equal ((Length newneighbors{0}),(Int 0)))
Then (GetRB empty-exl)
Else (Div ((GetRB empty-exl),(Length newneighbors{0}))))]

(Let [sendchild = Lam [neigh,dum]
(Let [route =

(Cons ((Pair ((GetSrcDev empty-exl), (Snd neigh{0}))),
route{0}))]

(OnNeighbor
((Chunk (find{0},(desti{0},route{0},

(Append (myaddrs{0},visited{0}))))),
(Fst neigh{0}), childrb{0}, (Snd neigh{0}))))]

(If (ThisHostIs desti{0})
Then (goback{0} (route{0},(Reverse route{0})))
Else (Foldr (sendchild{0},newneighbors{0},Dummy)))))))))]

(find{0} ((Addr 4a),Nil,Nil)))) .

endm

A sample execution of this PLAN program is given below. The final configuration
computed by Maude shows that three different routes from node l0 to l4 have
been found and reported back to node l0, where they are printed.
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rew example-topology
Process(l0, external, inj, 1000,
RedState(?, example-program)) .

rewrites: 1574214 in 16620ms cpu (16630ms real) (94718 rewrites/second)
result Configuration:

Node(l0, (inj,0a), ((0a >> 1a)))
Node(l1, (1a,1b,1c), ((1a >> 0a),(1b >> 2a),1c >> 3a))
Node(l2, (2a,2b), ((2a >> 1b),(2b >> 3c),(2b >> 5a)))
Node(l3, (3a,3b,3c), ((3a >> 1c),(3b >> 4a),(3c >> 2b),(3c >> 5a)))
Node(l4, (4a), ((4a >> 3b)))
Node(l5, (5a), ((5a >> 2b),(5a >> 3c)))
Process(l0, external, inj, 0, RedState(?, Dummy))
Process(l0, external, 0a, 119,

RedState(?, Print (Cons (Pair (Addr inj,Addr 0a),
Cons (Pair (Addr 1a,Addr 1b),
Cons (Pair (Addr 2a,Addr 2b),
Cons (Pair (Addr 3c,Addr 3b),Nil)))))))

Process(l0, external, 0a, 162,
RedState(?, Print (Cons (Pair (Addr inj,Addr 0a),

Cons (Pair (Addr 1a,Addr 1c),
Cons (Pair (Addr 3a,Addr 3b),Nil))))))

Process(l0, external, 0a, 241,
RedState(?, Print (Cons (Pair (Addr inj,Addr 0a),

Cons (Pair (Addr 1a,Addr 1b),
Cons (Pair (Addr 2a,Addr 2b),
Cons (Pair (Addr 5a,Addr 5a),
Cons (Pair (Addr 3c,Addr 3b),Nil))))))))

Process(l1, external, 1a, 1, RedState(?, Dummy))
Process(l1, external, 1b, 0, RedState(?, Dummy))
...

For a more interesting example, which is based on our full specification [ST01]
and especially employs the resident data services of PLAN, we refer to [MÖST02,
ST02a], where temporal logic model checking and mathematical reasoning is used
for its analsyis. Beyond the analysis of individual programs, our formal speci-
fication can be used to prove very general termination properties for the entire
class of PLAN programs under various extensions of the language and the active
network architecture [ST02b].
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